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news
for
coil
makers

a TOUGH self -fluxing winding wire

For continuous
operation at " hottest -spot "

temperatures of up to 120°C. I
I

Adherent and resistant
to solvents.

Can generally be used without
changes in coil design,

winding or impregnation.

BICC

Developed in BICC's own laboratories, Bicelflux is an
enamel covering for winding wires with toughness
approaching that of vinyl acetal or epoxy resin coverings
but-much easier to solder.

Bicelflux is self -fluxing, with an action comparable to
that of organic activated rosin fluxes.

As a result, Bicelflux windings are ideal for applications
where large numbers of soldered joints are required,
for example in radio and telecommunication equipment.

Further details are given in BICC Publication No. 376
-yours for the asking.

DicetriuxWINDING WIRES

p

BRITISH INSULATED CALLENDER'S CABLES LIMITED, 21 Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.1
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1 WIRELESS WORLD 

Introducing 

an addition to 

the Mullard 

Technical Handbook 

JULY/AUGUST, 1959 

Data sheets on Mullard semiconductor and photoelectric 
devices are now available in a separate volume of the Mullard 
Technical Handbook. This addition to the Handbook Service 
enables circuit designers to be kept fully informed of the 
latest developments in semiconductor diodes, transistors 
and photocells. 
The Mullard Technical Handbook is a loose -leaf publication, issued 
on a subscription basis and containing data sheets on all Mullard 
valves, tubes and semiconductor devices in current production. 
From one to twenty pages are devoted to each type. They include 
standard ratings, recommended operating conditions and perform- 
ance figures for various applications, limiting values, characteristic 
and performance curves. 
Subscribers receive supplementary or revised sheets automatically 
as they are issued and thereby have early intimation of new 
introductions. 
The Handbook now comprises five volumes with the following 
contents :- 

Mullard 
Mullard Limited, T.S.D., Data and Publications Section, 
Mullard House, Torrington Place, London, W.C.I. 

VOLUMES I and IA 
Data on current Receiving and Amplifying 
Valves. Cathode Ray Tubes. Special Quality 
Types. Voltage Stabiliser and Reference 
Tubes. Cold Cathode Tubes. Small 
Thyratrons. Miscellaneous Valves and Tubes. 

VOLUME 2 

Data on earlier type Receiving and 
Amplifying Valves and Cathode Ray Tubes 
still in limited production for the 
maintenance of existing equipment. 

VOLUME 3 

Data on Power Valves for Transmitting 
and Industrial Equipment. 
Power Rectifiers. Large Thyratrons. 
Microwave Devices. 

VOLUME 4 

Data on Semiconductor Diodes, Transistors, 
Photoconductive Cells and Photoelectric 
Cells. 

Full details of this service, including subscription 
rates and application form, will be supplied on 
request. 

MVM 4C6 (REV 
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JULY /AUGUST 1959 
Vol. 65 No. 7/8 Wireless World 

We Were About to Say 
THE hiatus in the publication of this journal 
caused by the slow -down and eventual stoppage in 
the printing industry is very much regretted. 
Although the June issue was eventually dispatched 
it was very late, and there was no possibility of 
producing anything in July. However, the present 
enlarged issue will help to bridge the gap and bring 
readers up to date with information of some of the 
interesting things to be seen at the Radio Show at 
Earls Court. 

Throughout the " rest period," as some of our 
facetious friends have called it, the editorial staff 
have continued their normal duties, which include 
the assessment of events at home and abroad, and 
the present issue contains first -hand reports of the 
International Transistor Convention and Exhibi- 
tion at Earls Court, the Brit.I.R.E. Television Con- 
vention in Cambridge, the " Automath " Computer 
Exhibition and Information Processing Conference 
in Paris and the French Air Show. Another 
International Congress on Medical Electronics was 
also held in Paris, but the full report on this will 
be held over until our next issue as we feel that any 
attempt at further condensation would do less than 
justice to its importance. 

Our next issue, due for publication in mid -Sep- 
tember will contain a full stand -to -stand report 
of the National Radio Show (for the benefit prim- 
arily of those who are unable to see for themselves, 
but useful also as a record for future reference), 
while the October issue will carry a technical 
review of the Show in retrospect which will look 
more closely at any new developments and assess 
the general trend of progress. In these issues we 
hope to give also some first -hand impressions of 
developments on the Continent as exemplified by 
the German Radio Show in Frankfurt, the Dutch 
Firato in Amsterdam and the International Electro- 
Acoustics Congress in Stuttgart. 

The present spate of conventions and exhibi- 
tions, interesting as it is, will not be allowed to take 
more than its fair share of our space, and we shall 
continue to provide balanced issues with articles 
catering for a wide variety of interests and at 
different levels of technical understanding. While 
maintaining the standard of articles addressed to 
the professional we hope to extend our service to 
the student and the amateur experimenter by more 
articles of an expository and constructional nature. 
And there will be occasions when we shall take time 
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off to look at ourselves and perhaps discover that 
there is a less serious side to what must often 
appear the grim business of radio and electronics. 

Finally, a word of reassurance to our subscribers. 
To compensate for the loss of an issue in July, 
subscription periods will be extended by one 
month. 

Eurovision-Five Years 
ON June 6th the European Broadcasting Union 
celebrated the fifth anniversary of Eurovision, for 
it was on that day in 1954 that eight countries 
collaborated to bring to their viewers the first of 
a memorable series of live programme exchanges 
which have set the pattern for subsequent expan- 
sion and improvement. True, there had been earlier 
pioneer work by the B.B.C. and the French R.T.F. 
but the "Lille Experiment " of June 1954 marked 
the establishment of a flexible network which super- 
seded what was until then merely a chain. 

The history of the technical development of the 
system is admirably recorded by E. L. E. Pawley 
(Chairman, E.B.U. Technical Committee) and 
M. J. L. Pulling (Chairman, E.B.U. Working Party 
L) in No. 55a of the E.B.U. Review (June 1959). 
At the present time sixteen television services in 
twelve countries are abl° to share programmes, and 
in 1958 no fewer than 233 exchanges were handled 
by the co-ordination centre in Brussels. 

The sole justification of the Eurovision network 
is immediacy and this has brought many produc- 
tion problems, particularly in arranging multi- 
lingual commentaries. Furthermore, the picture 
itself is not necessarily an international language. 
As Jean d'Arcy (Vice- chairman, E.B.U. Programme 
Committee) writing in No. 56b of the E.B.U. Review 
points out, people of different races " simply don't 
see the same thing when looking at the same pic- 
ture. . A brilliant theme for a broadcast that 
seems lively and attractive to the Latin is quite un- 
bearable to the English person; a programme that is 
thought highly of in one place is forbidden in an- 
other. Eurovision became a school for us where we 
learned tolerance and understanding of others." 

Looking to the future, world -wide television is 
already feasible. Using an airborne relay station 
the French have already linked Europe with Africa. 
Transatlantic television by such a method or by 
satellites would be prohibitively expensive, but by 
exploiting the principle of redundancy and transmit- 
ting only new information in each frame it might be 
possible to reduce bandwidth and so come within 
the capacity of the transatlantic telephone cable. 
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National Radio Show 
THIS year's National Radio Show opens to the public 
at Earls Court on August 26th. Last year's innovation 
of a section devoted exclusively to audio equipment was 
such a marked success that the area allocated to this 
section is this year enlarged. There are nearly 150 
exhibitors at thè show and of this number 38 are in the 
audio hall; some are in both sections. Seventy -five per 
cent of the exhibitors are manufacturers of domestic 
receiving equipment, the remainder being either users 

Name 
Admiralty 
Aerialite 
Air Ministry . 

Airmec 
Alan -Markovits 
Alba (Radio & Television 
Antiference 

(such as the Services, B.B.C. and I.T.A.), publishers 
and those providing services for the radio and elec- 
tronics industry. The manufacturing and retailing sides 
of the industry have joined forces to provide a com- 
prehensive display and information centre (Stand 401) 
devoted to careers in the radio and electronics industry. 

In the following few pages will be found a selection 
of highlights from the information made available by 
exhibitors at the time of going to press. 

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF EXHIBITORS 

Stand 
408 

22 
409 
61 

109 
27 
15 

Barclays Bank .. 1 

Belling & Lee . . .. 53 (Z13) 
Bernards .. .. .. 126 
Bowmaker 208 
B.B.C. . 410, 411 & 412 
British Radio Corporation .. 214 
British Railways .. 104 
Broomhall Joinery .. .. 218 
Bulgin .. .. 59 
Bush Radio .. .. 6 & 8 

" C " Aerials . 

Careers .. 
Charterhouse Credit Co. 
Cole, E. K. .. 
Collaro 

.. 210 

.. 401 
222 

19 (Z2) 
.. 49 

Name Stand 
Co- operative Wholesale Soc. .. 2 
Cossor, A.C. 216 
Cossor Radio & Television 50 (Z14) 

Daystrom 
Decca Record Co. 
Design Furniture 
Domain Products 
Dubilier Condenser Co. 
Dynatron Radio 

122 
42 (Z6 & Z7) 

.. 103 
220 
60 
14 

E.A.P. (Tape Recorders) .. 215 
E.M.I. Records .. 55 
E.M.I. Sales & Service 52 (Z11 & Z12) 
Econasign Co. .. .. 209 
Electrical & Radio Trading .. 120 
Electronic & Radio Engineer . . 202 
Electrovac Manufacuring Co. .. 213 
Emerson Electronics .. 32 
Ever Ready Co. .. .. 28 (Z24) 

NOE is 
64 I Í 63 

L 9 JL. 1_567 - 
52 

41 42 

f - 
37 36 - 35 34 

J Il _, I. 
24 L25 26 ' 271' 

-1 
21 i [20: 

8 9 10 II 

6 

Name 
Ferguson Radio Corporation 
Ferranti Radio & Television 
Fidelity Radio .. 
Field & Co. .. 

Stand 
34 (Z5) 
36 (Z4) 
.. 117 
.. 112 

Garrard Engineering 40 
General Electric Co. .. 12 (Z31) 
General Post Office .. .. 405 
Goodmans Industries 23 
Greater London Fund for the 

Blind . .. .. .. 404 
Grunther Instruments .. .. 113 

H.M.V. Radio & Television 37 (Z9) 
Hobday Bros. .. 123 (Z10) 
Hunt (Capacitors) .. .. 54 

Independent TV Authority 403 
Invicta Radio .. .. 48 (Z15) 

J -Beam Aerials .. 
Johnson Bros. .. 
Keith Prowse 
Kerry's (G.B.) .. 
Kolster -Brandes 

7 
124 

68 
116 

9 

58 59 

GROUND FLOOR 

S -STAIRS OR ESCALATORS 

T - TELEPHONES 

L - LOUNGES 

B - BARS 

R - RESTAURANTS 

30f 

® 
R 

T 

68J I 
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With this pian and tie alpha- 
betical lists of exhibitors in 
both the main exhibition and 

the audio section visitors will readily be 
able to locate a particular stand. Demon- 
stration rooms and offices are prefixed 
with " Z " on the ground floor aid " O " 
in the Audio Hall. 
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Name Stand 

Labgear . 30 
Le Grest & Co. .. 107 
Lee Products .. .. 118 
Linguaphone Institute .. 219 
Lloyds Bank . 217 
Lugton & Co. .. 223 (Z27) 

McMichael Radio .. 24 
Marconiphone Radio & TV .. 21 
Margolin .. .. 45 
Martins Bank .. .. 106 
Mercantile Credit Co. .. .. 203 
Midland Bank 5 
Mallard 43 (Z29, Z30 & Z35) 
Multicore Solders .. 62 (Z19) 
Murphy Radio .. .. 16 (Z32) 

National Inst. for the Deaf .. 402 
National Provincial Bank .. 204 

Pam (Radio & Television) 3 (Z34) 
Perdio .. .. 47 
Perth Radios .. 207 
Peto Scott Electrical Insts. .. 17 
Philco 35 
Philips Electrical 18 (Z17 & Z20) 
Pilot Radio .. 
Petrie .. 119 
Plessey .. 66 (Z22) 
Portogram Radio .. 57 
Practical Wireless 105 
Pye . . .. 41 (Z8) 

Radio & Allied Industries 26 (Z3) 
Radio Gramophone Development 

Co. .. .. 25 (Z36) 
Radio Retailing .. 110 
Radio Society of Gt. Britain .. 407 
Radio & TV Retailers' Assoc. 205 
Regentone Radio & Television .. 29 
Roberts' Radio Co. 56 
Rola Celestion .. 212 
Rose Projects .. 125 

Saga Films 4 (Z37) 
Selcol Products .. . . 121 

Name 

Siemens Edison Swan .. 11 
Slingsby . .. .. 
Spencer -West . . . . 

Standard Telephones & Cables 

Stand 

(Z33) 
115 
114 

Name 

Ultra Electric .. 
Valradio .. 
Vulcan Finance Facilities 

Stand' 

10 (Z1) 

64 
. 221 

44 (Z25) 
Stella Radio & Television .. 51 Walter Instruments 206 
Southgate Tubular Products . . 111 Waveforms . 61 

Westinghouse Brake & Signal.. 102 
Tape Recorders (Electronics) 101 Westminster Bank .. 201 
Telegraph Condenser Co. 58 (Z23) Whiteley Electrical 63 (Z18) 
Telerection .. .. 33 Wireless & Electrical Trader . . 211 
Telesurance .. .. .. 13 Wireless for the. Bedridden .. 67 
The Star .. 406 Wireless World . . .. 202 
Trix Electrical Co. .. 38 Wolsey- Electronics .. .. 31 

Name 

AUDIO HALL (First Floor) 
Stand Name 

Ferranti Radio & Television .. 
Garrard Engineering . . 

General Electric Co. .. 
Goodmans Industries .. 
Hi -Fi News .. 
Kolster- Brandes 

Lustraphone 

Metro -Sound Mfg. Co. 

Philips Electrical 
Portogram Radio 

Reps (Tape Recorders).. 

Alba Radio & Television) 
Amplion 
Associated Electronic Engrs. 
Ava Sound Enterprises.. 

BTH Sound Equipment 
Beam -Echo 
Brenell Engineering 

Celestion 
Cole, E. K. 
Collaro 
Cosmocord .. 
Decca Record Co. 
Dynatron Radic 

.. 327 

.. 338 

.. 309 

.. 335 

307 (05) 
306 (06) 
.. 333 

.. 305 

.. 328 

.. 330 
304 

339 (03) 
.. 325 

E.A.P. (Tape Recorders) 319 
E.M.I. Records . . 323 
E.M.I. Sales & Service 303 & 322 
Electric Audio Reproducers 320 (02) 
Electronic Reproducers 340 
Expert Gramophones .. 329 (07) 

Scientific & Technical 
Simon Sound Service 

Tape Recording 
Tripletone Mfg. Co. 
Truvox .. 

Ultra Electric 

Veritone 

Whiteley Electrical 

Stand 

301 

336 
302 
334 

317 

321 

312 

314 

331 
313 

310 

Dev. 324 (04) 
. 376 

315 
311 
332 

337 

308 

318 

DATES : 

August 26th to 
September 5th. 

TIMES: 

1 I a.m. to 10 p.m. 

WIRELESS WORLD, JULY /AUGUST, 1959 

PLACE : 

Earls Court 
London, S.W.S. 

ADMISSION: 
3s 6d 

(children Is 6d) 
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NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION 

Highlights of the Show 
THE innovation of an Audio Hall, 

combined with the surge of activity in 
stereophony, made sound, rather than 
vision, the predominating interest at 
last year's. Radio Show. This year 
the pattern seems to be repeated, 
although the following selection of 
items will show that there has been 
no lack of development in other 
branches of the industry. 

" Stereo in one Box " is more com- 
mon than last year. Usually, if 
desired, one or more extension 
speakers can be connected so as to 
extend the overall sound field beyond 
the cabinet. In the E.A.R. Model 
500 single- cabinet reproducer the 
speaker compartments can be spaced 
up to 5 feet apart or, if greater separa- 
tion is required, detached altogether 
from the main cabinet. 

Unusual styling is a feature of the 
K.B. " Stereovox " extension loud- 
speaker. 

Tape Magazine is provided for the 
new Garrard " Bichette " deck to 
make the tape easier to handle. The 
magazine contains two 4 -in diameter 
spools of double -play tape giving 
about 35 minutes playing time for 
each track at the tape speed used 
(3in /sec). The spools are so 
arranged in the magazine that, when 
the magazine is slotted into its correct 
position on the tape deck, the tape is 
already in the correct position for re- 
cording or playback. 

Low -tracking Weight crystal pick- 
up heads shown by Cosmocord in- 
clude a stereo model which will track 
at about 2gm and, tracking at 0.3gm, 
an improved version of the single - 
channel pickup described by J. Wal- 
ton in our April issue. These pick- 
up heads are fitted to the low - 
friction vibration- stabilized X286 

arm which was described in our June 
issue. An inexpensive low side - 
thrust arm designed expressly for use 
with stereo pickup heads is also on 
show. 

Stereo Balance with dissimilar re- 
sponse loudspeakers is simplified in 
the Tripletone Stereo 5 -5 and 12 -12 
amplifiers and pre -amplifiers by pro- 
vision of concentric twin middle - 
frequency as well as bass and treble 
controls. Conversion to stereo of the 
Tripletone " Convertible " single - 
channel amplifier and pre -amplifier is 
made easier by extending the control 
spindles on both sides of the poten- 
tiometers so that, if two " Con- 
vertibles " are bolted together front - 
to -back, corresponding controls can 
be ganged together. 

Better Television Sound reproduc- 
tion is becoming more common. For- 
ward facing speakers appear in many 
sets -the elliptical type being used 
to save space -and several models 
have two speakers, one on each side 
of the screen. This last trend gives 
a symmetrical arrangement which is 
often combined with a bow -fronted 
cabinet. 

Television and Radio Distribution 
equipment is shown by Aerialite, 
Belling & Lee and Wolsey Elec- 
tronics. The Wolsey Electronics 
systems can distribute Band -III sig- 
nals on their own frequencies, or the 
Band -III programmes can be " trans - 
lated " to a Band -I channel for dis- 
tribution over large areas. V.H.F./ 
f.m. can also be distributed on the 
original frequencies by the system. 
Another valuable feature is that other 

programmes, such as Radio Luxem- 
bourg, can be translated to a v.h.f./ 
f.m. signal, allowing the use of a com- 
bined v.h.f. /TV receiver, or a 
v.h.f. -only receiver instead of an 
a.m. /f.m. set. 

"Sounds Fantastic " -a demonstra- 
tion of sound recording given at fre- 
quent intervals by the B.B.C. -in- 
eludes recorded comparisons of v.h.f. 
and medium -wave reception and re- 
cordings from the B.B.C. archives. 

Local Oscillator Stability in f.m. 
receivers can be assured in two ways 
-by an a.f.c. system, or by crystal 
control of the oscillator. A a desir- 
able means of tuning is push- buttons 
or a switch, crystal control is par- 
ticularly suitable. S.T.C. are show- 
ing among their range of quartz - 
crystal units a three -crystal assembly 
on a single B7G valve base. 

Video -tape recording is being 
demonstrated by Tyne -Tees Tele- 
vision, the north- eastern programme 
contractors, on the I.T.A. stand. The 
equipment used is a mobile version 
of the standard Ampex video -tape 
recorder. 

Easier Servicing is a major con- 
sideration in the design of many tele- 
vision sets. One recent trend is the 
use of detachable circuit panels. 
Decca have a hinged chassis on three 
models which swings out at the back 
of the set to give easy access. 
McMichael have a chassis which un- 
clips and can be withdrawn. Alba's 

A " long -low " style 
is being adopted by 
several manufact- 
urers this year. One 
example is the 
Ferguson "Futurist" 
a.m./fm. receiver; 
another is the 
G.E.C. BC402 a.m./ 
f.m. receiver, shown 
here. 
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Tape level indicators using two neon lamps are not 
very often seen. The neons are arranged to light at 
different levels so that, by making the loudest sounds 
light one neon but not the other, the peak recording 
level can be restricted between two values. Two 
examples of this type of indicator may be seen in 
the Alba R59 (shown here) and R.G.D.MKI03 
recorders. 

Slim television receivers, based on the short -necked 1100 

tube, are displayed by almost all set manufacturers this 
year. l7 -inch and 2I -inch screens are the most popular 
sizes. Advantage is taken of the shape of the 110° tube to 
produce bow -fronted cabinets which avoid to some extent 
the " boxy " look of conventional designs. The 17 -inch 
G.E.C. BT304, shown here, has a curved protection glass 
following the line of the cabinet. Other designs are 
wedge- shaped, diminishing towards the back. 

" packaged service " system, intro- 
duced last year, in which 90°. of the 
components are mounted on two re- 
placeable plug -in printed- circuit 
panels, has been extended to three 
new models. 

Car Aerial Sockets for transistor 
receivers have already been featured 
by Perdio and are now provided by 
many manufacturers. The use of an 
external aerial in a car avoids 
changes in the signal input level 
from the directional internal ferrite - 
cored aerial as the car moves about. 
Another new type of socket which 
is being increasingly provided on all 
types of receiver is one for feeding 
the input of a tape recorder. 

Definition Control by push- 
buttons in television receivers intro- 
duced at a previous Show, is not 
widely used, but has been continued 
in two Stella sets, the 21 -inch ST. 
1001U and the 17 -inch ST. 1007U. 
One button is for " soft" pictures 
and the other for " crisp " pictures. 

Selectivity varying automatically 
to give the optimum signal -to -noise 
ratio at various signal input levels 
(a stronger signal produces a wider 
bandwidth) is one of the unusual 
features of the new Perdio " Contin- 
ental " transistor receiver. Other 
unusual features of this receiver in- 
clude an 87 -197 metres short -wave 

band, a loudspeaker as large as 8in 
by 5in, and fixed bass boost to par- 
tially compensate for acoustic losses 
due to the small cabinet. 

In -the -room Aerials are continuing 
to gain in popularity, due in part to 
the increasing number of transmit- 
ters and improved receiver perfor- 
mances. At last year's show there 
was a large number of set -top small 
"V "s. This year Belling -Lee introduce 
a new V aerial designed for use in 
areas where the small Vs do not 
provide enough signal. Called the 
" Metropolitan," this aerial features 
elements which extend to about 40in 
and a tunable matching network in 
the base pedestal. This network can 
be adjusted by a " front -panel " con- 
trol. 

Tape Tracking in Both Direc- 
tions is possible with the new 
Truvox R7 recorder. Thus both 
tracks on the tape can be recorded 
or replayed without having to turn 
the reels over. Other unusual fea- 
tures of this recorder are a " slide " 
volume control, and the provision of 
two alternative fast forward and re- 
wind speeds to permit more accurate 
selection of a particular position on 
the tape while fast winding. Two 
other new tape recorders are also 
introduced by Truvox. 

Simplified H.T. Supplies for tele- 
vision sets become possible by the 
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use of silicon junction diode recti- 
fiers. S.T.C. are showing one inex- 
pensive type rated at 400 volts p.i.v. 
and 500mA up to 50 °C ambient tem- 
perature. R.G.D. are using them in 
their latest 17 -inch and 21 -inch tele- 
vision sets with 110° tubes -the 
models 610, 611L and 710. 

F.M. -only receivers are not very 
often seen, although their numbers 
are somewhat increased this year by 
new models being shown by Ferranti 
(see photograph), H.M.V. and Fer- 
guson. 

Diplexers are usually thought of 
in connection with television as de- 
vices for combining Band -I and 
Band -III aerial leads, or separating 
signals in these bands which have 
been carried on a common lead. 
Where two Band -III programmes 
are available, it has hitherto been 
necessary to change aerial leads 
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:unen separate directional aerials 
have been used. Labgear introduce 
now a diplexer for the combining 
of Channels 9 and 11 onto one cable. 
It is claimed to have a negligible in- 
sertion loss. 

X- Aerial Range of Choice is ex- 
tended this year. The Wolsey Type 
X75 is for Band -I stations only, 
while Labgear have a complete 
range of combined Band -I /III types. 
These new aerials feature improved 
feeder -to- aerial matching. The Lab - 
gear series provides not only for 
independent orientation of the 
Band -I and Band -III sections, but 
also for adjustment of the two sec- 
tions for different linear polariza- 
tions of the Band -I and Band -III 
transmissions. 

" Sputnik "- shaped, Labgear's new 
set -top aerial receives Band -1, -II, 
and -Ill stations in areas of good 
signal strength. 

Bass Tone Controls are being in- 
creasingly provided in addition to 
the more usual treble controls even, 
for example, in relatively inexpen- 
sive radio -grams. 

Full D.C. Component of the video 
signal is said to be retained in the 
Alba 17 -inch television receiver, 
T656. This is an unusual feature 
not found in the majority of sets 
nowadays. 

Slim Television Trolleys have 
been introduced for the new slim - 
cabinet receivers with 110° tubes. 
As an example one model by White- 
ley has a table top measuring 19ín x 
13ín. 
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Components shown by Dubilier 
include ganged volume controls for 
stereo and subminiature electrolytic 
capacitors for printed circuit and 
transistor applications. Featured on 
T.C.C.'s stand is a working model 
of a rocket- telemetry apparatus 
illustrating the use of this company's 
printed- circuit switch panels, 

Clock- switched Receiver shown 
by Ekco, the Radio-Time, incor- 
porates an alarm clock. It can be 
arranged that, at a predetermined 
time, the receiver and also a 5 -amp 
mains supply are automatically 
switched on, and that after any pre- 
determined period up to an hour the 
receiver is switched off. 

Ipswich is in an area which will 
receive a reasonably good Band -III 
signal; but the Band -I transmitter is 
some distance away. Both Belling - 
Lee and Antiference introduce new 
aerials designed for this type of 
location. The Antiference aerial - 
Type HL303 -has Band -I and 
Band -III sections of three elements 
each. The Belling -Lee Type 24A 
has two Band -I and four Band -III 
elements, and fits in with the firm's 
" Unit Plan " system for choosing 
from a variety of masts and lashing - 
kits. 

Polaroid Television Filters are a 
new feature to be seen in this year's 
range of television receivers by Pam. 
The filters are said to eliminate re- 
flected light completely so that 
receivers can be viewed with all 
room lights on or in daylight with- 
out darkening the room. In addi- 
tion the tonal quality of the pictures 
is said to be improved. 

Sound Volume Expansion is an 
unusual feature of a tape recorder 
shown by Amplion. From 6 to 8dB 
can be provided using lamps in a 
balanced bridge circuit. 

Stereo Recording facilities are not 
very often provided even where 
stereo playback is possible. Excep- 
tions to this rule are, in the field of 
tape recorders, the Reflectograph 
Model 570 and a new Veritone 
" Venus " model, and, in the field of 
microphones, the Lustraphone double 
ribbon model and a new twin crystal 
microphone shown by Cosmocord. 

Revivals of old technical ideas in- 
clude " variable selectivity " in the 
Ekco export a.m. receiver Model 
A733, and " bandspreading " for the 
short -wave bands in two new Philco 
receivers. New versions of old ideas 
in styling include a thermometer -like 
station indicator on the G.E.C. a.m. 

Shorter I10° tube, the 17 -inch 
CMEI705, developed by Siemens 
Edison Swan, is used in this Ekco 
TP347 receiver to give what is 
claimed to be the slimmest -ever 
portable television set. The tube 
has a new type of electrostatic 
focusing system, based on a cylinder 
lens, in which focusing action takes 
place over a shorter distance than 
normal. As a result the tube length 
(II inches) is about 1, =in shorter 
than the equivalent 110° I7 -inch 
tube of orthodox gun design. 

receiver Model BC401 and, on Ekco 
and Ferranti receivers, a pair of tun- 
ing scales, each of which is printed 
upside -down relative to the other to 
allow easy reading of the station 
names with the receiver at any angle. 
Another increasingly common styling 
feature is the employment of edge -on 
control knobs outside their usual field 
of television receivers. 

Band -III Aerials of high gain, good 
back -to -front ratio and negligible 
side -lobe response are often required 
for " de- ghosting," especially in fringe 
areas. New eleven -element aerials 
by Antiference and Labgear feature 
these characteristics, and aerials by 
C Aerials, Ltd., have a specially 
shaped folded dipole to achieve these 
ends. It is claimed that, with the 
shaped dipole, side lobes virtually dis- 
appear, and a reflector is not neces- 
sary. Band -I elements can be fitted 
to the Band -III arrays and a trans- 
parent junction -box cover enables 
inspection of the connections to be 
made without unsealing the box. 

9x2mm, sub -miniature wire -ended 
fuses in a range of values between 
60 mA and IA are shown by Bulgin. 
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New Horizons in Computing 
PARIS INFORMATION PROCESSING CONFERENCE AND AUTOMATH " EXHIBITION 

cc 

THE day is rapidly drawing near when digital 
computers will no longer be made by assembling 
thousands of individually manufactured parts into 
plug -in assemblies and then completing their inter- 
connection with back -panel wiring. Instead, an 
entire computer or a large part of a computer prob- 
ably will be made in a single process. Vacuum 
deposition of electrodes on blocks of pure silicon or 
germanium and the subsequent diffusion of the 
electrode material into the block to form junctions is 
a most promising method. The successful develop- 
ment of this method would allow large numbers of 
transistors and all of their interconnecting wiring to 
be made in one operation. Vacuum deposition of 
magnetic materials and conductors to form 
coincident -current magnetic core memory planes is 
a second promising method that will allow an entire 
memory to be made in one operation. The vacuum 
deposition of superconductive switching and memory 
circuits is a third method that will make possible the 
printing of an entire computer." 

Advanced Engineering 
The above quotation is from a paper by K. R. 
Shoulders and the late D. A. Buck (inventor 
of the cryotron) which was read by A. Baker at the 
International Conference on Information Processing 
held recently in UNESCO House in Paris. While 
the Conference was not by any means restricted to 
the engineering design of computers, but included 
sessions and symposia on such things as mathe- 
matical methods, linear programming and machine 
translation of languages, it did contaih a group of 
papers of rather special appeal to electronics people. 
Summed up by the paragraph above, they dealt with 
the advanced engineering methods of the future 
which may well become known as " third genera- 
tion " computing techniques. 

At the moment we have the " first generation " 
of electronic computers, which are thermionic -valve 
machines. These are already on the market, and we 
are now rapidly passing into the " second generation " 
of transistor and magnetic -core machines, which 
have emerged from the laboratories and are on the 
point of becoming commercial. Although the con - 
ventional transistor seems an ideal component for 
computers it does not prevent the researchers from 
developing this " third generation " idea which sees 
the manufacture of computers more in terms of 
chemical processing than electronic assembly. 

But what is the real need for this new approach? 
What advantages does it offer? There is, of course, 
the ever -present drive towards simpler and cheaper 
methods of fabrication. But the main purpose of the 
new line of development is the achievement of higher 
speeds of operation. At present the speed of 
information transfer in electronic digital computers 
is in the region of 10' binary digits per second. 
Advanced transistor techniques are likely to increase 
this by a factor of 10 quite soon. But many appli- 
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cations are envisaged for which speeds in the region 
of 10' bits /second are required. This is particularly 
true of the future class of computers which will have 
the property of " learning " by trial- and -error 
methods and will Corm part of self- adaptive control 
systems *. An essential feature of their operation is 
the execution of a great many random trial calcula- 
tions before the optimum control condition is 
obtained, and here extremely high speed is required 
if the computer has to work in the natural time 
scale of the control system. 

With digit pulses of millimicrosecond length the 
problem arises of time delays in the transfer of 
information through the computer due to the finite 
speed of the conduction of electricity. . For electrical 
signals in free space the upper limit is the speed of 
light. In solid conductors, a signal travelling a mere 
matter of 6 to 8 inches takes 1 millimicrosecond. 
One can see, then, that machines with dimensions 
and wiring lengths of the order of several feet would 
create difficulties in the precise timing arrangements 
which are so important to the correct operation of 
digital computers (because time intervals represent 
numerical values). 

This means, in general, that no computer for this 
10" bits /second order of speed can be much more 
than 2 feet cubed in size. It also means that such 
a small size places a limit on the allowable power 
and heat dissipation of the circuitry. Many con- 
ventional electronic components are therefore ruled 
out, not only on the score of size but also because 
their power consumption is too high. 

Superconductive Components 
The three main groups of components which are 
at present being investigated for possible use in these 
small -size high -speed computers are mentioned in 
the opening paragraph- semiconductor " solid 
circuits," magnetic film devices and superconductive 
components. All lend themselves to the fabrication 
of circuitry by " printing" methods, and, in fact, the 
term used by Buck and Shoulders in their paper is 
" microminiature printed systems." 

Actually this paper is concerned more with super- 
conductive (or " cryogenic " as they are sometimes 
called) components than the others. It describes 
experimental work which has the ultimate aim of 
printing cryotrons small enough to fit into 1- micron 
squares. Conductors will have to be only 0.1 micron 
in width. The basis of the method is the selective 
etching away of a deposited metal film, but some 
very unusual processes are involved. The original 
metal film (e.g. lead or tantalum) is deposited on an 
insulating base by vapour plating. A " resist " or 
protective pattern is then formed on this by electron 
bombardment in the presence of hydrocarbon or 
siloxane vapours. The bombardment causes poly- 
merization of the vapour and so produces a deposit 

* See " Learning Machines," Wireless World, January, 1959, issue. 
t " Superconductivity," Wireless World, July, 1957. 
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un the metal film where the electron beam is 
directed. Finally, the unprotected metal, not 
covered by the " resist," is etched away by a vapour 
process, using a suitable gas for the metal concerned 
(e.g., chlorine for molybdenum films). 

The magnetic devices so far investigated for printed 
computers are based on very thin magnetic films of 
a few hundred to about a thousand angstrom units. 
Very little has been done on logical switching ele- 
ments but considerable experimentation has been 
devoted to magnetic storage systems. These consist 
of regular arrays of small circular spots of magnetic 
material, a few millimetres in diameter, deposited by 
evaporation on to glass bases. Each spot acts in 
much the same way as a ferrite toroidal core in the 
familiar matrix type of magnetic store. The material 
has a rectangular hysteresis loop and it can be 
switched from one direction of magnetization to the 
other by currents passing through adjacent conduc- 
tors, which can be printed on both sides of the glass 
base. 

Actually the magnetic spots are given a preferred 
direction of magnetization, or uni- diametrical aniso- 
tropy, by evaporating the material (e.g., Permalloy) 
on to the glass base in the presence of a steady mag- 
netic field. In operation the spots change from one 
direction of magnetization to the other by a simple 
rotation of the magnetization. Coincident -current 
methods can be used for the driving system, as in 
the present ferrite toroidal -core type of matrix stores. 

A paper by J. I. Raffel and D. O. Smith described 
an experimental magnetic film store for 32 ten -bit 
words which used 1.6 -mm spots centred 2.5mm 
apart, but it is thought that spot densities of the 
order of 1,000 per square centimetre should be 
obtainable. Apart from this possibility of large stor- 
age density, the main advantage of the magnetic film 
is its low switching coefficient- defined as the pro- 
duct of switching time (microseconds) and applied 
field (oersteds). This is at least ten times smaller than 
the value for ferrite toroids, so in general one can 
obtain much faster switching times and use much 
smaller driving currents. Experiments have indi- 
cated, in fact, that switching times in the range 1 -10 
millimicroseconds are possible. 

Parametric Oscillator Devices 
The problem of time delays in high -speed com- 
puters can, however, be tackled in another way 
besides that of straightforward size reduction. The 
technique is to use lengths of conductors which are 
precisely related to the phases of the signals -in 
other words, transmission lines. This, in fact, is 
being done in experiments on a new class of para- 
metric- oscillator* computing circuits working at 
microwave frequencies. A paper by J. Wesley Leas 
described a parametric oscillator system which can 
be used to gate, amplify and store binary informa- 
tion expressed in terms of two possible phases of the 
oscillation (see Fig. 1). The oscillation frequency 
was 2,000Mc /s and the pump frequency 4,000Mc /s. 

It is probably true to say that this work actually 
stems from the original discovery in 1954 by Eiichi 
Goto, a Japanese scientist of Tokyo University, that 
parametric oscillators can be used for binary com- 
puting circuits * *. The computing elements so 
formed were named " parametrons " and were ex- 

For explanation see "Mavars," Wireless World, May, 1959. 
* See, for example, British Patent 778,883 (1954). 
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2kMc /s HALF-WAVE RESONATOR 

CRYST DIODE 
(MOUNTED ON OAL PPOSITE SIDE) 

DIELECTRIC 

D.C. RETURN 

4 kMc /s 
HALF RESONANT BAR 

SIGNAL OUTPUT 

(2 kMc /s) 

PUMP INPUT 

(4 kMc /s) 

STRIP LINE 

LOOSELY COUPLED 
OUTPUT ARM COPPER GROUND PLATE 

Fig. I. Construction of microwave parametric -oscillator 
computing element. 

tensively developed in Japan for building digital 
computers, and now about fifty per cent of the mach- 
ines in that country make use of them for logical 
circuitry. It was noticeable in the " Automath " 
exhibition at the Grand Palais in Paris that, of the 
27 exhibitors, four were Japanese firms and all 
showed parametron computers. (Incidentally, there 
was only one British stand -Standard Telephones 
and Cables -and that was present as part of its own 
international group and displayed a computer 
designed by a Dutchman.) 

As already mentioned, the parametron is basically 
a parametric oscillator. It has a pump frequency 
which is twice the oscillating frequency, and the 
pump signal maintains the parametric oscillation in 
a resonant circuit by periodically varying the react- 
ance of one tuning element of the circuit. In most 
of the Japanese machines the variable reactance is a 
ferrite -cored inductor (see Fig. 2). Because the 
pump signal is twice the oscillation frequency, it is 
possible for the oscillation to have either of two 
phases, 180° apart. These represent the two states, 
" 0 " and " 1," of the binary circuit. Which state 
(i.e., phase) the circuit is in at any moment is deter- 
mined by the forcing or locking effect of the input 
signal to the parametron. This is a small signal at 
the oscillation frequency coming from previous parts 
of the computing system, and it has a phase, repre- 
senting " 0 " or " 1," which has been determined by 
previous logical operations. 

The linking of parametrons into complete arith- 
metic circuits is done on the principle of " ballot 
box " or " majority decision " logic. The outputs of 
an odd number of parametrons (usually three) con- 
verge as primary windings oiT a transformer whose 
secondary provides the state -determining signal for 
the succeeding parametron. If two of the outputs 
have the " 1 " phase of signal and the third output 
has the opposite " 0 " phase, then by simple can- 
cellation the signal produced at the transformer 
secondary will have the " 1 " phase and will trigger 
the succeeding parametron into the " 1 " condition. 

For " AND " and " OR " gating operations, one of 
the three inputs to a parametron is arranged to 
carry a permanent signal, " 0 " or " 1." If a " 1 " 
is used for this, a " 1 " signal applied to either or 
both of the other two inputs will produce a " 1 " 
output at the secondary -that is, an " OR " gate. 
If a " 0 " phase is used for the permanent signal 
input, then a "1 " output will be obtained only if 
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a " 1 " signal is applied to both of the other two 
inputs simultaneously -in other words, an " AND " 
gate. From such arrangements complete arithmetic 
circuits can be built up on well -established 
principles. 

Since it is necessary for the parametron to be 
continually changing its state the oscillation has to 
be periodically quenched, so that after each quench- 
ing it can be started again in a new phase. This 
is done by a square -wave pulsing system which, in 
fact, provides the clock pulse or synchronizing 
signal of the whole computer. Each pulse must, 
of course, allow several cycles of oscillation to occur 
in order to establish a binary digit, " 0" or " 1," on 
the phase principle, so the clock frequency neces- 
sarily has to be somewhat lower than the parametric 
oscillation frequency. Most of the Japanese 
machines . are restricted by their variable reactors 
to oscillation frequencies of about 1Mc /s and con- 
sequently the clock p.r.f. is limited to the 100kc /s 
region. This, in fact, is one of the main disadvan- 
tages of the existing computers because of the 
limitation it sets on the speed of the arithmetic 
circuits. 

The obvious way of overcoming this limitation 
is to use very much higher frequencies of para- 
metric oscillation. This, in fact, is what has been 
done in the system described by J. Wesley Leas. 
His 2,000Mc /s oscillator takes the form of a half - 
wave resonator, constructed on the strip line prin- 
ciple by photographic engraving of a copper -clad 
insulating board. The variable reactance element 
in the resonator is a semiconductor diode, and the 
capacitance of this is varied by the 4,000 -Mc /s pump 
signal delivered through another resonant system. 
Regarding the device as an amplifier of the small 
input triggering signals, the gain is about 5 times. 
With the 4,000 -Mc /s pump signal the digit pulse 
rate can be up to 4 x 10' pulses pér second. 
Advanced experiments with oscillators using wave - 
guide components and pump frequencies of 
10,000Mc /s suggest that digit rates as high as 
2 x 10" pulses per second (2,000Mc /s) might be 
possible. 

A good many sessions at the Conference were 
devoted to the logical design of computing systems. 
This subject is nowadays considered more the pro- 
vince of the mathematician or programmer than 
the electronic engineer, but even so the engineer 

has to be brought into it eventually. One recent 
trend in logical design is the speeding up of corn - 
putation by what amounts to " time and motion 
study " in the organization of the machine's facili- 
ties. Another trend is towards more complete 
utilization of the computer by systems in which 
several programmes of calculation can be run at 
the same time. This idea was exemplified at the 
" Automath " exhibition by two Continental com- 
puters -the French Gamma 60 (Compagnie des 
Machines Bull) and the German ER56 (Standard 
Elektrik Lorenz) -both of which were transistor 
machines. 

The basis of the idea is to divide up the computer 
into a number of autonomous units (for example a 

storage system can be divided into several sections) 
which can be used independently instead of acting 
as a complete interlocking assembly. These units 
already exist to some extent in conventional com- 
puters (e.g., arithmetic unit, store, input equipment, 
output equipment). but in normal operation are 
dependent on each other. The calculation proceeds 
from unit X to unit Y, and while Y is working X 
is left idle. But in the newer machines, while Y 

is working X is used for part of another calculation. 
This system, of course, calls for a central pro- 
gramme control unit for distributing the work (the 
sections of different calculation programmes) to the 
units when they become available. It also has to 
ensure that the several programmes do not become 
mixed up! In the Gamma 60 machine this pro- 
gramme control unit is called the " central con- 
troller "; in the ER56 it is called the " traffic pilot." 

"Intelligent Machines " 
Other sessions at the Conference dealt with new 
character recognition schemes based on the mor- 
phological rather than the geometrical approach (in 
which the recognition depends on the positions of 
" picture elements " relative to the frame of refer- 
ence). In so far as these morphological methods are 
able to cope with characters in unfamiliar positions 
(upside down, say) they might be regarded as more 
" intelligent " than previous schemes. But perhaps 
the most advanced sortie into the field of " machine 
intelligence," as it is called, was a paper delivered 
by R. Grimsdale of Manchester University which 
demonstrated the ability of a computer to do crea- 

s Ií141 141, 

Fig. 2. A unit from a Japanese parametron computer (25 parametrons). The small black semi -circles at the top are the ferrite 

cores of the variable reactors. Along the bottom are the ferrite cores of the input transformers. 
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rive thinking. This thinking takes the form of 
constructing - programmes which satisfy certain 
criteria. The criteria are supplied by human beings, 
but the human beings have no idea of what form 
the invented programmes will take. In fact the 
experimenters admit to being agreeably surprised at 
the resourcefulness of the machine in producing 
hitherto unthought -of programmes! 

Some degree of randomness is an essential part 
of creative activity, and in fact the machine operates 
by generating random sequences of instructions and 
modifying these by the trial- and -error "learning" 

process* until the programme conforms to the 
criteria. For this purpose the programme is per - 
formed and tested on a " sub -computer " which is 
actually the same machine used in a different way. 
Eventually Dr. Grimsdale and his colleagues hope to 
devise a thinking machine which will invent its own 
criteria, based on certain logical concepts. After 
this, to end with another quotation, "Purposeful 
thinking to human advantage can only follow if 
the machine is given contact with the outside 
world...." 
* See " Learning Machines," Wireless World, January, 1959, issue. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
B.B.C. Engineering Monographs 

No. 21 " Two New B.B.C. Transparencies for Testing 
Television Camera Channels," by G. Hersee, 
A.M. Brit. I.R.E., and J. R. T. Royle. Pp. 19; 
Figs. 10. 

No. 22 " The Engineering Facilities of the B.B.C. 
Monitoring Service," by C. J. W. Hill, A.M.I.E.E., 
A.C.G.I., and H. S. Bishop, Assoc.I.E.E. Pp. 16; 
Figs. 11. Describes equipment used at the Caver- 
sham receiving station. 

No. 23 " The Crystal Palace Band I Television Trans- 
mitting Aerial," by W. Wharton, A.M.I.E.E., and 
G. C. Platts, B.Sc. Pp. 15; Figs. 9. 

No. 24 " The Measurement of Random Noise in the 
Presence of a Television Signal," by L. E. Weaver, 
B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. Methods based on the sampling 
of random noise in minimum energy regions of the 
video spectrum. Pp. 16; Figs. 5. 

The price of the above, which are obtainable from 
B.B.C. Publications, 35 Marylebone High Street, Lon- 
don, W.1, is 5s each. 

Metal Industry Handbook and Directory 1959. 
General properties of non- ferrous metals and alloys, 
tables of data and lists of suppliers. Pp. 564 +XVI. 
Price 21s. Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford 
Street, London, S.E.1. 

Radio Engineer's Pocket Book, by F. J. Camm. 
Twelfth edition of a compendium of useful formule and 
figures. Pp. 178. Price 6s. George Newnes, Ltd., 
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, 
W.C.2. 

British Standard Specifications 
3040: 1958. " Radio -frequency Cables for use with 

Domestic Television and V.H.F. Receiving Aerials." 
Pp. 15. Price 4s 6d. 

3041: 1958. " Television and V.H.F. Broadcast Receiv- 
ing Aerial Feeder Connectors." Pp. 10; Figs. 3. 
Price 4s. 

3045: 1958. " The Relation Between the Sone Scale 
of Loudness and the Phon Scale of Loudness Level. 
Pp. 7. Price 3s. 

3081: 1959. "Basic Dimensions for Printed Wiring." 
Recommendations for rectangular grid dimensions, 
fixing holes, strip width and minimum spacing, etc. 
Pp. 6. Price 3s. 

2134: Part I: 1959. "Fixed Electrolytic Capacitors." 
General requirements and tests. Pp. 15. Price 
7s 6d. 

The above are obtainable from British Standards 
Institution, 2 Park Street, London, W.1. 

Electronic Apparatus for Biological Research, edited 
by P. E. K. Donaldson. Contains a great deal of stand - 
dard electronics theory and practice, but with some 
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chapters on transducers, electrodes and complete cir- 
cuits peculiar to biological work. Pp. 730; Figs. 949; 
Plates 47. Price £6. Butterworths Scientific Publica- 
tions, 4 and 5 Bell Yard, London, W.C.2. 

Noise in Industry. Edited by A. E. Stevens, B.A. 
(Oxon), B.Sc., F.Inst.P. A review of the effects of 
noise on hearing and possible methods of amelioration. 
Pp. 6. Issued for the information of managements by 
Amplivox, Ltd., 2 Bentinck Street, London, W.1. 

High -speed Facsimile 

Film scanning unit developed by the B.B.C. for the rapid 
transmission of motion pictures over the transatlantic cable 
for subsequent TV broadcasting. A specimen frame of 16 
mm film, as received, is shown (below). Some details of the 
system are given on page 362 of this issue 
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lI F 'RUES 
International Regulations 
AT irregular intervals an international conference is 

called by the International Telecommunication 
Union to revise the regulations on which the opera- 
tion of all radio services is based, and to deal with 
technical and administrative matters coming within 
the terms of the International Telecommunication 
Convention. 

The revision of the regulations now in use, which 
were drawn up at Atlantic City in 1947, is the main 
task of the conference which opened in Geneva on 
August 17th. It is at this conference that the block 
allocation of frequencies to the various radio services 
(broadcasting, marine, aeronautical, telecommunica- 
tions, mobile radio, amateurs, etc.) is decided. 

A delegation of 45, led by Capt. C. F. Booth of the 
General Post Office, is representing the U.K. at this 
conference. The delegation includes representatives 
of various Government Departments, the Armed 
Forces, B.B.C. and I.T.A., as well as advisers from 
operating agencies and other organizations. 

The conference is expected to last four months. 

"Live" v "Mono" v "Stereo" 
AS a result of the interest shown in his Royal 
Festival Hall demonstrations of mono and stereo 
sound reproduction, G. A. Briggs has decided to 
carry the experiment a stage further at a lecture - 
demonstration to be held at the Colston Hall, 
Bristol on October 9th. For this purpose he is 

having special recordings made of solo and concer- 
ted items in which all available resources will be 

employed to obtain the best possible recordings by 
both mono and stereo techniques. We believe this 
will be the first occasion on which a comparison 
between live performances and both monodic and 
stereophonic reproductions of the same items has 
been attempted in public. 

College of Technologists 
LAST November the National Council for Tech- 
nological Awards announced its proposal to create 
an award higher than the Diploma in Technology, 
to be known as the M.C.T. (Membership of the 
College of Technologists). This college, which is 

an administrative and not a teaching body, will 
operate within the framework of the National Coun- 
cil for Technological Awards. 

A Board of Scientific and Industrial Studies is to 
be responsible for the academic and industrial 
aspects of the administration of the new award and 
among its fifteen members are : -Dr. R. C. G. Wil- 
liams (Philips' chief engineer), Dr. G. B. B. M. 
Sutherland (director, N.P.L.) and Dr. J. S. Tait 
(principal, Northampton College of Advanced Tech- 
nology). 

The Council's intention is that this award should 
be a "mark of outstanding distinction granted to 
a student who has proved his ability by completing 
a substantial programme of work demanding the 
application of his knowledge to the solution of a 

problem of value to industry ". 
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Medical Electronics 
AT the second International Conference on Medical 
Electronics held in Paris at the end of June* a new 
international organization was formed under the 
presidency of Dr. V. K. Zworykin. It is to be 
known as the International Federation for Medical 
Electronics and its object will be to encourage the 
dissemination of information on medical electronics. 

One of its functions will be to sponsor international 
congresses at regular intervals and the next will be 
held in this country in July, 1960. This conference 
is being organized by the Electronics and Com- 
munications Section of the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers. It is also planned to hold an international 
scientific exhibition on medical electronics in con- 
junction with this conference. 

British members of the committee of the Inter- 
national Federation for Medical Electronics are Dr. 
C. N. Smyth, of University College Hospital, who 
is a vice -president; B. Shackel (E.M.I. Electronics), 
treasurer; W. J. Perkins, of the National Institute for 
Medical Research; and Dr. R. C. G. Williams, of 
Philips Electrical. 

*A report on the Conference will be published in our next issue. -En 

B.B.C. Satellites 
BY the end of this year the B.B.C. will have 23 tele- 
vision stations in operation and these will serve about 
98.7 per cent of the population. There will also be 
a v.h.f. sound service for about 96.4 per cent of the 
population from 21 stations. The problem of bring- 
ing TV and the v.h.f. sound service to the remaining 
areas -many of them sparsely populated -is being 
solved by building a number of low -power satellites. 
Most of the stations will be unattended " translators " 
which will pick up signals from an existing B.B.C. 
station and re- transmit them on a different frequency. 
Initially there will be 14 TV stations, all in Band I, 
and eight of them will also be equipped with 
v.h.f. sound transmitters. V.H.F. sound is also being 
added to two existing television stations- London- 
derry and the Channel Islands. 

The new stations will be at Berwick -on- Tweed, 
Fort William, Galashiels area, Llandrindod Wells 
area, Loch Leven, Oban, Oxford /Berkshire, Wes,. 

Cornwall, Barrow /Lancaster area, Enniskillen area, 
Ipswich area, Pembroke /Milford Haven area, Shef- 
field, and Skegness. The first eight of these stationF 
will be equipped for both TV and v.h.f. sound. 

The Radio Industries Club, which flow has a member- 
ship of nearly 1,000, has elected Dennis Curry, a joint 
managing director of Currys Ltd., as president in suc- 
cession to Sir Robert Fraser, Director General of the 
I.T.A. He is the first " retailer " president. The new 
chairman in succession to L. A. Sawtell (Mullard) is 

A. E. Bowyer -Lowe, and the new vice -chairman H. C. 
Roberts (Cossor). W. E. Miller (Trader Publishing Co.) 
has relinquished the honorary secretaryship of the club 
which he had held for 19 years. Harold Curtis, until 
recently with the Radio and Televsion Retailers' 
Association, has been appointed secretary. 
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I.E.E. Council. -The new president of the I.E.E. for 
1959 -60 is Sir Willis Jackson (Metrovick). The two 
newly elected vice -presidents are G. S. C. Lucas 
(B.T.H.), and O. W. Humphreys (G.E.C. Research 
Laboratories). Among the new ordinary members of the 
council are Professor H. E. M. Barlow, of University 
College, London; C. O. Boyse (A.T. & E.); L. Drucquer 
(B.T.H.); H. G. Nelson (English Electric); and G. A. V. 
Sowter (Telcon). 

I.E.E. Electronics and Communications Section. -The 
following have been elected to fill the vacancies which 
will occur on the Committee of the Electronics and 
Communications Section of the I.E.E. in September :- 
M. J. L. Pulling (B.B.C.), chairman; J. A. Ratcliffe 
(Cavendish Laboratory), vice -chairman; P. A. T. Bevan 
(I.T.A.); Dr. J. Brown (University College, London); 
L. J. I. Nickels (Standard Telecommunications Labora- 
tories); N. C. Rolfe (Newmarket Transistors and 
Cathodeon Crystals); and C. Williams (R.A.E.). 

Audio Fairs Ltd., the non -profit making organization 
set up a few years ago by a group of audio equipment 
manufacturers to sponsor the London and provincial 
Audio Fairs has moved to 22 Orchard Street, London, 
W.I. (Tel. : Welbeck 9111.) V. G. P. Weake, director 
of Pamphonic Reproducers Ltd., and Bryan Savage Ltd., 
has been elected chairman of the council. M. L. Berry 
(Trix) is vice -chairman and L. H. Brooks continues as 
secretary. Other members of the council are : -D. A. 
Lyons (Trix), J. Maunder (Vitavox), Hector V. Slade 
(Garrard), G. E. Spark (Garrard) and T. R. B. Threlfall 
(Pye Records). 

The Television Society announces that a new centre 
is being formed in the Cardiff area and that the Leices- 
ter centre is being revived. Readers in these areas 
can obtain information regarding these sections from 
the Society's headquarters, 166 Shaftesbury Avenue, 
London, W.C.2. 

A full -time course (October to May) for students 
wishing to sit for Part III of the I.E.E. examinations 
is again being organized by the South East London 
Technical College. Information regarding the course, 
for which the fee is £17, is obtainable from the Depart- 
ment of Electrical Engineering and Applied Physics, 
Lewisham Way, London, S.E.4. 

Information Engineering. -An advanced 12 -month 
course in information engineering is again being held 
at the University of Birmingham from October. 
On the satisfactory completion of the course graduates 
can qualify for the degree of M.Sc. Subjects available 
cover communications, radar, computers and control 
systems with some degree of choice to suit individual 
requirements. (Fee £81.) 

Dip. Tech. Course. -Dr. G. N. Patchett, head of the 
Department of Electrical Engineering at the Bradford 
Institute of Technology, has sent us a brochure 
giving details of the four -year electrical engineering 
sandwich course for the Diploma in Technology pro- 
vided at the College. Specialization in electronics with 
additional physics is provided for in the final years. 

A.F.C.E.A. -The new president of the London Chap- 
ter of the Armed Forces Communications and Elec- 
tronics Association is Col. J. A. Plihal of the U.S. Air 
Force. Being an American organization the officers of 
the Chapter are Americans but there are also British 
associate officers. The recently elected associate vice - 
presidents are: -Sir Harold Bishop (B.B.C.), Henry 
Chisholm (Cosser), Maj. Gen. E. S. Cole (War Office), 
Henry G. A. Kay (Benjamin), and Sir Reginald Payne - 
Gallwey. The associate treasurer is P. D. Canning 
(Plessey) and the associate secreary L. T. Hinton 
(S.T.C.). 

Society of Relay Engineers. -The offices of the 
Society have been transferred from Kettering to 
Obelisk House, Fineden_Norttants (Tel.: Finedon 204). 
The secretary is T. H. i::311. 

Computer Development. -The National Research 
Development Corporation is to give its support to Fer- 
ranti and E.M.I. Electronics in further development 
work on advanced high -speed computers. E.M.I. have 
been collaborating with the N.R.D.C. for the past four 
years in the development of large business computing 
systems which has resulted in the production of the 
EMIDEC 2400. The new programme will be devoted 
to the development of the EMIDEC 3400 suitable for 
large -scale high -speed scientific work. The experience 
gained from the operation of Ferranti computers has 
shown the need for the new very powerful high -speed 
computer now proposed -the ATLAS -for both scien- 
tific research and development and for data processing. 

Reliability. -The sixth American National Sym- 
posium on Reliability and Quality Control in Electronics 
will be held in Washington, D.C., from January 11th 
to 13th, next year. Information regarding the submis- 
sion of papers and attendance at the Symposium may 
be obtained from R. Brewer, of the Research Labora- 
tories, The General Electric Co., Wembley, Middlesex. 

Automatic Control. -The first International Congress 
for Automatic Control is to be held in Moscow from 
June 25th to July 5th next year. It is being held under 
the auspices of the International Federation of Auto- 
matic Control, of which the British Conference on 
Automation and Computation is the U.K. national 
member. The secretary of the I.F.A.C. is Dr. -Ing. G. 
Ruppel, Prinz -Georg -Str. 79, Dusseldorf, Germany. 

" Photo- Emission " is the title of the latest film in 
the advanced science series for sixth forms and technical 
colleges which is issued by the Mullard Educational 
Service. It runs for 18 minutes on 16 -mm black and 
white sound film. It can be hired together with com- 
prehensive teaching notes from the Educational Founda- 
tion for Visual Aids, Film Library, Brooklands House, 
Weybridge, Surrey. 

Two new I.T.A. stations arc. scheduled to come into 
service in October; the East Anglian station on the 27th 
and the Northern Ireland transmitter on the 31st. The 
Mendlesham, Suffolk, station will radiate in channel 
11, with an e.r.p. of 200pW, and the Black Mountain, 
Belfast, station in Channel 9 with an e.r.p. of 100kW. 
Both stations employ directional aerials with horizontal 
polarization. 

Isle of Man V.H.F. -The B.B.C.'s transmitting 
station at Douglas, Isle of Man, which has been radiat- 
ing one v.h.f. sound programme since December, 1957, 
now broadcasts all three sound programmes. The 
frequencies are 88.4Mc /s (Light); 90.6Mc /s (Third) 
and 92.8Mc /s (Home). The mean e.r.p. is 3.3kW. 

Brighton. -The B.B.C. has recently brought into 
service a permanent television transmitter at Whitehawk 
Hill, near Brighton, to replace the temporary trans- 
mitter at Truleigh Hill which has been in use since early 
1953. It operates in the same channel (2). 

Receiving licences in the U.K. at the end of June 
totalled 14,847,483. The number of combined tele- 
vision /sound licences increased by over 82,000 to 
9,495,188. Sound -only licences were 5,352,295 -a 
decrease of nearly 27,000. 

Reunion Dinner of R.A.F. radio ex- apprentices is 
being organized for September 19th at the Grand 
Atlantic Hotel, Weston -Super -Mare. Particulars from 
Flt. Lt. E. C. Hargest, No. 1 Radio School, R.A.F., 
Locking, Somerset. 

Correction. -We have been asked to point out that 
in the advertisement on p. 104 of the June issue relating 
to the Mazda 6F23 r.f. pentode, the vertical (anode and 
screen current) scale of the bottom left -hand set of 
curves should be doubled, i.e., each division should 
represent 5 and not 2.5 mA. 
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Personalities 
Rear Admiral K. R. Buckley, M.I.E.E., M.Brit.I.R.E., 

Director of the Naval Electrical Department, Admiralty, 
since July 1958, assumes the new title of Chief Naval 
Electrical Officer under the reorganization of the 
material and personnel departments of the Admiralty. 
He also becomes Director of Engineering and Electrical 
Training. Reat Admiral Buckley commanded H.M.S. 
Collingwood, the naval electrical school at Fareham, 
Hants., for two years prior to 1957 when he was 
appointed Command Electrical Officer at Portsmouth. 

Sr Willis Jackson, the 1959/60 president of the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers, has been Director 
of Research and Education with Metropolitan- Vickers 
since 1953. For the previous seven years he had occu- 
pied the chair of electrical engineering at the Imperial 
College of Science and Technology. From 1938 to 1946 
he was professor of electrotechnics at Manchester Uni- 
versity. Sir Willis, who was appointed a Knight 
Bachelor in last year's Birthday Honours, has served 
on many advisory councils and committees including 
the Scientific Advisory Council, Ministry of Supply 
(1947 -1954), and the Research Council of the D.S.I.R. 
(since 1956). 

Sir WILLIS JACKSON M. J. L. PULLING 

M. J. L. Pulling, C.B.E., M.A., who is elected chair- 
man of the Electronics and Communications Section of 
the I.E.E. for the ensuing year, is Controller, Television 
Service Engineering, in the B.B.C. He joined the Cor- 
poration in 1934 and was superintendent engineer 
(recording) from 1941 until 1949 when he took charge 
of the television side of the engineering division. After 
graduating at King's College, Cambridge, in 1928 and 
spending a further year in the University radio labora- 
tory he was for five years in the radio industry before 
he joined the B.B.C. 

J. A. Ratcliffe, C.B.E., F.R.S., the new vice -chairman 
of the I.E.E. Electronics and Communications Section, 
is reader in physics in the Cavendish Laboratory, 
Cambridge. He is chairman of the Radar and Signals 
Advisory Board of the Ministry of Supply Scientific 
Advisory Council and was appointed to the recently 
formed National Committee on Space Research. 

F. E. Godfrey, assistant secretary of the Radio In- 
dustry Council for nearly eleven years, has retired. At 
the R.I.C., Mr. Godfrey has been concerned with educa- 
tion and training for the industry and administered 
the R.I.C. training scheme for technicians from its incep- 
tion in 1952. 

N. W. Hunt, chief engineer of Cathodeon Crystals, 
Ltd., of Linton, Cambridge, since its formation in 1953, 
has been appointed manager of the crystal division of 
Pye Proprietary Limited, of Melbourne, Australia. 
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Honorary Membership of the Brad .R.E. was awarded to 

E. K. Cole (left) and Dr. V. K. Zworykin (right) at the 
Institution's convention, held at Cambridge University (see 

page 33S). Here they are congratulating each other just 
after the ceremony in the presence of Professor E. E. Zepler, 
president of the Institution. 

Dr. Henry Boot and Professor John Randall, F.R.S. 
are among this year's recipients of the American John 

, 

Scott Award for " developing inventions for the benefit 
of mankind." They will each receive $1,000 for their 
invention of the cavity magnetron. Dr. Boot, who was 
at Birmingham University, is now at the Services Elec- 
tronics Research Laboratory, Baldock, Herts. Professor 
Randall is Wheatstone Professor of Physics at London 
University (King's College). 

H. Carleton Greene, O.B.E., who is to succeed Sir 
Ian Jacob as Director -General of the B.B.C. at the end 
of the year, joined the Corporation in 1940 as German 
editor, in the European Service. For two years imme- 
diately after the war he was in charge of broadcasting 
in the British Zone of Germany. Four years ago Mr. 
Greene, who is 48, headed the commission set up to 
advise on the formation of a broadcasting organization 
in the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. 

Martin Pyle, F.R.S., will be the first to occupy the 
Chair of Radio Astronomy established at the University 
of Cambridge. He will take up his appointment on 
October 1st. Mr. Ryle left Oxford University in 1939 
with an M.A. degree and joined the Telecommunica- 
tions Research Establishment where he worked on 
radar applications until the end of the war. He then 
went to Cambridge as lecturer in physics at the Caven- 
dish Laboratory and more recently transferred to the 
Mullard Radio Astronomy Laboratory at the University. 

Paul Adorian, M.I.E.E., M.Brit.I.R.E., managing 
director of Associated Rediffusion, Ltd., has had the 
Fellowship of the City and Guilds of London Institute 
(F.C.G.I.) conferred upon him for his work in the fields 
of radio relaying, flight simulators and tactical teachers. 
He studied at the City :,n' Guilds College from 1927 to 
1932. 

George S. C. Lucas, O.B.E., M.I.E.E., director and 
chief engineer of B.T.H., has been made an F.C.G.I. 
" for radar and electronic research and services in tech- 
nical education." He joined the B.T.H. research labora- 
tories in 1925 and was head of the electrical and 
development section from 1932 until 1944 when he 
became head of the electronics engineering department. 

Dr Manfred von Ardenne, who is well known for 
his television research work in the early 1930s, is now 
actively engaged in the field of medical electronics and 
read two papers at the recent Paris Medical Electronics. 
Conference. He is now in a research institute in Dres- 
den, East Germany. 
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Dr. Louis Essen, of the Standards Division of the 
National Physical Laboratory, which he joined in 1929, 
has been awarded the A. S. Popov Gold Medal by the 
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. This is the first 
time this medal, awarded for " the most distinguished 
scientific work in the field of radio -engineering per- 
formed during the period 1956- 1958," has been given to 
a scientist outside the Soviet Union. The outstanding 
achievement which has won Dr. Essen this recognition 
has been his work leading to the establishment of an 
atomic frequency standard as a possible basis for the 
future standard of time. 

Dr. L. ESSEN E. E. ROSEN 

Edward E. Rosen, managing director of Ultra Elec- 
cric, has been elected chairman of the Radio Industry 
Council in succession to G. Darnley -Smith (Bush Radio), 
who has held the office for the past seven years and one 
year previously. Mr. Rosen joined Marconi's in 1913 
as a pupil and after serving in the 1914 -18 war in the 
Royal Flying Corps, started his own company (Edward 
E. Rosen & Co.) in 1920 for the manufacture of head- 
phones and loudspeakers. The company became Ultra 
Electric, Ltd., in 1923. Hector V. Slade (Garrard 
Engineering) is the new vice -chairman of the Council. 
Mr. Slade is this year's chairman of the Radio and Elec- 
tronic Component Manufacturers' Federation. 

D. Q. Fuller, A.M.I.E.E., who in 1950 was made 
responsible for the early experimental work on tran- 
sistors undertaken by the Pye Group, has been 
appointed director of engineering of Newmarket 
Transistors, a member of the group. Newmarket 
Transistors also announce the following appointments : 

George Roman, Dipl.Ing., who joined the company in 
1956, becomes chief physicist; John B. Haggis, 
Grad.I.E.E., who has been with the Pye Group since 
1945 and was working on television camera tube 
development with Cathodeon until 1954 when he trans- 
ferred to Newmarket Transistors, is appointed chief 
production engineer; T. D. Towers, M.B.E., M.A., 
Grad.Brit.I.R.E., who joined the company as a circuit 
applications engineer early last year, becomes chief 
development engineer. 

C. Ross, Grad.Brit.I.R.E., whose article on magnetic 
heads is on page 321, has been working on professional 
16 -mm magnetic recording equipment in the research 
and development laboratory of Kelvin & Hughes at 
Hillington, Glasgow, since 1957. After serving an 
apprenticeship with E.M.I. Engineering Development, 
Ltd., he worked as a technical assistant in the company's 
magnetic recording development laboratory specializing 
in magnetic heads until 1957, when, for a short while 
before joining Kelvin & Hughes, he was attached to 
E.M.I. Studios. 

A. N. Thomas, who, as reported in our May issue, 
recently retired from the B.B.C., has joined Pye Ltd., 
as overseas consultant in the sales department of the 
Television Transmission Division. 
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F. Duerden, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E., has been 
appointed manager of the electronics department of 
Bruce Peebles and Co. Ltd., of Edinburgh, in succession 
to J. W. Haig Ferguson, M.A.(Cantab.), A.M.I.E.E., 
who has become divisional director. Mr. Duerden gradu- 
ated at Manchester University and started his pro- 
fessional career in Marconi's research and development 
department. He then served as a radar officer in the 
R.A.F. and after the war joined Ferranti's, where he 
remained until joining Bruce Peebles as chief electronic 
engineer in 1956. 

BIRTHDAY HONOURS 
Among the recipients of honours in the Queen's 

Birthday List are several who took a leading part in 
the organization of the International Geophysical Year. 
They include Professor Sir David Brunt (K.B.E.), 
Professor W. J. G. Beynon (C.B.E.), and J. MacDowall 
(O.B.E.). 

Leslie C. Gamage, chairman and managing director 
of the General Electric Company, receives a knighthood; 
A. V -M. Leslie Dalton- Morris, who became Air Officer 
Commanding on the formation of the R.A.F. Signals 
Command, is promoted to K.B.E.; and Group Captain 
G. R. Scott -Farnie, managing director of International 
Aeradio Ltd., becomes a C.B.E. 

Among the new O.B.E.s are: Commander K. B. Best, 
R.N.(Retd.), director of communications at the Home 
Office; A. M. Beresford- Cooke, head of planning and 
construction, Engineering Department, I.T.A.; M. 
Davenport, principal, London Communications Elec- 
tronic Security Agency; R. C. Harman, head of opera- 
tions and maintenance, Engineering Department, I.T.A.; 
C. J. V. Lawson, engineer -in- chief, Cable & Wireless; 
H. O'Neill, general secretary and treasurer, Radio 
Officers' Union; C. J. Strother, assistant to chief 
engineer, B.B.C.; and W. A. J. Thorn, deputy director 
(telecommunications), Ministry of Transport and Civil 
Aviation. 

New M.B.E.s include: A. L. Budd, chief telecom- 
munications superintendent, Air Ministry; I. Davies, 
lately communication officer, H.M. Embassy, Djakarta; 
S. F. Hodge, manager, International Aeradio Ltd., 
Sharjah; W. H. Mitchell, experimental officer, Royal 
Radar Establishment; G. W. R. Robinson, communi- 
cations officer, H.M. Embassy, Washington; R. E. G. 
Trembath, International Aeradio's representative at 
Hargeisa, Somaliland; N. Walker, senior executive 
engineer, Engineer -in- Chief's office, G.P.O.; and E. F. 
Woods, assistant to superintendent engineer, lines, 
E.B.C. 

Recipients of the British Empire Medal include: A. L. 
Adams, chargehand, Marconi's W.T. Co.; and R. A. 
Grace, instrument maker, E.M.I. Electronics. 

OBITUARY 
William Theodore Ditcham, A.M.I.E.E., who was 

associated with Capt. H. J. Round at Marconi's in the 
early development of direction finders during the first 
world war and with the experimental broadcasts from 
Chelmsford in 1920, has died in his 79th year. From 
1925 to 1944 Mr. Ditcham was in charge of the develop- 
ment of Marconi's broadcasting transmitters, and was 
assistant engineer -in -chief when he retired in 1949 after 
34 years with the company. 

Geoffrey Bennett, manager of the Liverpool factories 
of Automatic Telephone & Electric Co. Ltd., died on 
April 27th aged 45. He started his career in telecom- 
munications with the British Post Office and joined 
A.T.E. in 1945 after leaving the Royal Corps of Sig- 
nals, in which he held the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. 

Eric Frederick Kerridge, who was in charge of the 
technical publications department of Ferguson Radio 
Corporation, has died at the age of 45. He joined the 
company in 1942. 
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News from the Industry 
Wharfedale Wireless Works, Ltd., the loudspeaker 

manufacturers of Idle, Bradford, Yorks, have been 
acquired by the Rank Organization. G. A. Briggs, the 
founder and managing director, who is well known also 
for his books and lecture- demonstrations, has agreed to 
remain in active management as have all the other 
executive directors. 

Avo.- Changes are announced in the board of Avo, 
Ltd., which recently became a member of the Metal 
Industries Group. Sir Charles Westlake, chairman of 
Metal Industries, becomes chairman of the board of 
Avo with J. H. Rawlings, Avo's managing director, as 
deputy chairman. Other new directors are John Black, 
a director of M.I., and H. O. Houchen, managing direc- 
tor of Brookhirst Igranic, another M.I. subsidiary, 
recently formed to merge the interests of Brookhirst 
Switchgear, Ltd., and Igranic Electric Co. Mr. 
Rawlings is to be appointed to the board of Brookhirst 
Igranic. 

The Plessey Company has concluded an agreement 
with Elettronica Metal Lux s.p.a., of Milan, Italy, pro- 
viding for the manufacture of Metallux resistors in the 
U.K. Plessey, who for the past 18 months have been 
U.K. agents for these metal film resistors, will hold, in 
addition to sole manufacturing rights in this country, 
selling rights for both the U.K. and all Commonwealth 
countries. 

Bendix Aviation Corporation, of America, has con- 
cluded an agreement with Cossor Radar & Electronics, 
Ltd., whereby it obtains from Cossor know -how and 
patent licences for the manufacture of secondary radar 
airborne transponders. 

P.A.M. Ltd., of Merrow, Guildford, manufacturers of 
Nera large- screen television equipment, have been 
absorbed by Tyer and Co., of Dalston, who are moving 
to the Guildford factory where they will continue the 
work previously undertaken by P.A.M. Both com- 
panies are subsidiaries of the Southern Areas Electric 
Corporation. 

Anglo- French Collaboration. -In October, 1957, 
Marconi's W/T Co. and Compagnie Générale de 
T.S.F. agreed to collaborate in certain aspects of 
N.A.T.O. work. Their proposals for the provision and 
installation of equipment for all stations in the Early 
Warning radar chain have now been accepted and 
contracts totalling nearly £7M are being placed by the 
governments concerned. 

Ferranti, Ltd., have received an order from Bruce 
Peebles & Co., of Edinburgh, for a £60,000 Pegasus 
digital computer. Initially, the computer, which will 
be installed next year, will be used for fundamental 
research and design calculations, and although priority 
will be given to Bruce Peebles' own work, the machine 
will be made available to other firms or organizations 
wishing to make use of it. 

E.M.I. Electronics Ltd., are to supply a large EMIAC 
II computer to de Havilland Propellers Ltd., Hatfield, 
as an additional aid to research into guided missiles and 
other problems associated with high -speed flight. The 
installation will consist of twenty -two modules and cost 
£52,000. 

Electrode Welding Co., Ltd., of Cobbold Road, Lon- 
don, N.W.10, has been appointed sole representative 
in the United Kingdom for electron gun mounts manu- 
factured by Superior Electronics Corporation, of Clifton, 
New Jersey, U.S.A. 

Decca Navigator, Mk. 10, receiver has been re- 
engineered to the ARINC (Aeronautical Radio Inc.) 
specification to fit American aircraft racking. The new 
receiver will be known as the Mk. 10A (Type 900). 
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Armstrong Whitworth Aircraft Ltd., of Coventry, 
have taken over the Technical Developments Division 
of Gloster Aircraft Company. Both are members of 
Hawker Siddeley Aviation Limited. The merger brings 
together two departments producing a complementary 
range of equipment with a wide application in the fields 
of instrumentation, automation and radio communica- 
tion as well as aircraft and guided missile systems as a 

whole. E. W. Absolon, who has been chief engineer 
at T.D.D., has been appointed manager of the new 
division and A. E. Martin, who has been in charge of 
A.W.A. Commercial Electronics Department, moves to 
Gloucester as deputy divisional manager. 

Standard Telephones and Cables have received an 
order from Cable & Wireless for the supply of 92 sub- 
merged two -way repeaters and eleven equalizers for the 
Scotland -Newfoundland section of the proposed 
Commonwealth round- the -world telephone cable. The 
repeaters, each containing duplicate three -valve ampli- 
fiers, will be inserted in the cable at intervals of about 
23 nautical miles. The equalizers, for correcting in- 
equalities of signal strength at different frequencies, 
will be inserted in the cable at intervals of some 200 
miles. The order is valued at about £1.8M. 

COMPANY REPORTS 
Ekco. -The Ekco group of companies, which includes 

E. K. Cole, Ltd., Ferranti Radio and Television, Dyna- 
tron, and Egen Electric, had a net profit after taxation 
of £459,225 in the year ended in March, an increase 
of £142,474 on the previous year. 

Thorn Electrical Industries. -Group trading profits 
for the year ended last March amounted to £2,953,536. 
After deducting all charges, including taxation at 
£927,257, the net profit was £979,371 compared with 
£681,832 in the previous year. 

Vickers, Ltd.- Reference is made in the annual 
review of Vickers to the Hollerith- Powers Samas merger 
in which the company now has a holding of 38 per cent 
of the equity in International Computers and Tabu- 
lators, Ltd., the new title of the merged companies. 

Ferranti Ltd. -Consolidated profit for the year to 
March 31st was £2,419,865 compared with £1,252,971 
for the previous year. After provision for tax the net 
profit was £1,104,572 against £575,971 last year. 

Rediffusion, Ltd., which holds a 371% interest in 
the television programme contractors, Associated -Re- 
diffusion, reports a group trading profit of £4.29M for 
1958/59 which was £280,000 more than in the previous 
year. The group also includes Redifon, Ltd., and 
Rediweld, Ltd. 

Elliott -Automation. -The accounts for the first full 
financial year of the Elliott- Automation Group show 
a net profit after taxation of £458,628. The Group 
was formed in August, 1957, with the merging of 
Elliott- Brothers (London), Ltd. and Associated Auto- 
mation, Ltd. 

Garrard. -Profit for the year ended in January was 
£545,590 of which £264,462 will be absorbed by 
taxation. 

International Aeradio, Ltd., in which 17 international 
airline operators are shareholders, had a gross group 
turnover during 1958 of just over £2M, an increase of 
£200,000 on the previous year. 

Ever Ready Company (Great Britain), Ltd., announce 
a consolidated net profit (after allowing over £1M for 
taxation) of £1,262,856 for the year ended in February. 
This was an increase of £342,757 on the previous year. 
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OVERSEAS TRADE 
Radio link between Newfoundland and the Canadian 

mainland, used initially for television during the Queen's 
recent Canadian tour, includes the world's longest 
microwave over -water path. Standard Telephones and 
Cables' s.h.f. automatic space diversity equipment is 
used for the 70 -mile relay across the Cabot Straits in 
order to combat the difficult transmission conditions 
caused by the rise and fall of tidal waters. In all, 
twenty-thee S.T.C. relay stations are used tp cover 
the 524 miles between St. Johns, Newfoundland, and 
Sydney, Nova Scotia. The link provides for 600 two - 
way telephone circuits in addition to a television link 
in either direction. 

Facsimile equipment, valued at over £85,000 and 
supplied by Muirhead, has been installed by a Japanese 
newspaper publisher. The equipment is used to trans- 
mit by radio from Tokyo complete pages of the news- 
paper which when received at Sapporo, on the island of 
Hokkaido, 500 miles away, are used for off -set printing, 
so that the paper is available almost simultaneously in 
both places -the actual delay is said to be 75 minutes. 

Autosonic inspection equipment to the value of 
£10,000 has been ordered from Kelvin Hughes for the 
Chomutov steel works in Czechoslovakia. The equip- 
ment will facilitate the automatic scanning of rolled 
mild steel bars of up to 7.9in diameter and will mark 
and reject any material containing internal defects in 
excess of a predetermined. degree. 

Sound and vision transmitters, combining filters and 
programme input and ancillary equipment for five new 
Band III television stations under construction in 
Sweden are to be supplied by Marconi's. One of the 
stations, at Borlänge, will have two sets of transmitters 
operating in parallel. and will have a vision e.r.p. of 
60kW. The remaining four stations will each have 
single transmitters feeding into a directional aerial. 
These will have different gain factors, so that the 
respective e.r.p.s will range from 10kW to 60kW. 

Communication Receivers. -A contract for the supply 
of 350 radio -telephone receivers to the Canadian 
Department of Transport has been secured by Plessey 
International Ltd. The receivers, which will be used 
in aeronautical and other services, are designated PR51c 
and form part of the Plessey PR51 range of single - 
channel h.f. receivers. 

Weather Radar. -Two international Swiss airports, 
near Geneva and Zurich, are to be equipped with 
Decca weather radar. Both installations will be on 
high ground some distance from the airfields, with 
radio links to relay the radar information to the airfield 
meteorological offices. 

Closed circuit television equipment is being supplied 
by E.M.I. Electronics for installation in a large gold 
mine in Ghana. Three cameras, mounted at vantage 
points to scan the working area and linked to receivers 
in the offices of the security officer, are being installed 
as an added security measure against pilfering. 

Airborne ILS /VOR equipment, for installation in the 
Soviet Aeroflot TU104 jets used on the Moscow - 
London route, has been ordered by the Russian Pur- 
chasing Authority from Standard Telephones and 
Cables. 

I.L.S. -Two Pye instrument landing systems are to 
be installed at Moscow airport. The contract is worth 
about £100,000. 

Radar for the double -ended ferries on the Manhattan - 
Staten Island service, New York, is to be supplied by 
Decca. This order, valued at over $106,000, is for 
twenty -three sets and brings the total to 37 supplied 
by Decca for the New York Ferry Services. 

Communications equipment valued at £73,000 has 
been supplied by Racal Engineering Ltd., for the 
Canadian Government. The consignment includes 
over 100 RA.17 communication receivers and ancillary 
equipment. 

Iran. -The representation in Iran of a British manu- 
facturer of sound radio and television receivers is 
sought by Sherkat Nesbi Bafandegi Baradaran Jurabchi, 
near Saray Haj Hassan Bazar, Teheran. They ask for 
a descriptive catalogue and wholesale export prices. 

Canada. -Ray Hamerton Ltd., of 317 Fort Street, 
Winnipeg 1, Manitoba, wishes to take up the agency 
for British -made loudspeakers, amplifiers and turntables 
which are not already represented in the province. - 

NEW ADDRESSES 
Kelvin House, Wembley, Middx., is the new head- 

quarters of the Aviation, Marine and Industrial 
Divisions of S. Smith and Sons, which includes Kelvin - 
Hughes and Smith's Aircraft Instruments. 

Technograph. -The new London office of Techno- 
graph Printed Circuits, Ltd., and Technograph Elec- 
tronic Products, Ltd., is at Eros House, 29 -31, Regent 
Street, S.W.1. (Tel.: Regent 5273.) 

Siemens Edison Swan's London district office has 
been transferred to Crown House, Aldwych, W.C.2 
(Tel.: Temple Bar 8040). The stores will remain at 
Tyssen Street, Dalston, E.8. 

Telerection Limited, aerial manufacturers, have 
opened a new factory in Weymouth and closed their 
Cheltenham plant. The address is Antenna Works, 
'Lynch Lane, Weymouth (Tel.: Weymouth 2140). 

Decca Radio and Television Ltd., have moved their 
offices and factory from Brixton Road, London, 
S.W.9, to Ingate Place, Queenstown Road, London, 
S.W.8. (Tel.: Macaulay 6677.) The spares and service 
department is still at Brixton Road (Tel.: Reliance 6011). 

CQ Audio, Ltd., manufacturers of sound reproducing 
equipment, whose premises in Sarnesfield Road, Enfield, 
were severely damaged by fire some months ago, have 
taken possession of a new factory at Bush Fair, Tye 
Green, Harlow, Essex (Tel.: Harlow 24566). 
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Headquarters of A.E.I. Electronics Appar- 
atus Division (incorborating BTH and 
M -V) at New Parks, Leicester, opened by 
Rt. Hon. Aubrey Jones, M.P., Minister of 
Supply, at the end of June. With a 
total floor space of 180,000 sq ft, 
the new building comprising factory 
(right), offices and laboratories (T- shaped 
block, left and rear -centre) and canteen 
(front centre). 
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Magnetic Tape Heads 
Factors Influencing Their Design and Construction 

By C. ROSS, Grad. Brit. I.R.E. 

1IAGNETIC recording has a wide variety of 
applications, and the magnetic head can be con- 
sidered the "heart" of the machine, for its perfor- 
mance governs to a high degree the capabilities of the 
recording machine. The advent of ferrites has made 
high -frequency recording possible, and improved 
the performance of the audio range recorders also. 
In general, the highest frequency that it is desired 
to reproduce governs the speed of the magnetic tape 
across the magnetic heads. Tape speeds for instance, 
of the order of 0.25 in /sec may be used for very low 
frequency recording or conversely, speeds of 200 
in /sec and above are used for high- frequency work. 
For high quality sound recording, which this article 
is based upon, speeds of 7.5 to 30 in /sec are in corn - 
mon use. The replay head provides a limitation to 
the maximum number of cycles of magnetic signal 
per inch of recording media which can be resolved 
satisfactorily. 

There are three main factors to be considered 
when dealing with tape heads and associated circuits. 
They are frequency response, distortion and signal to 
noise ratio. Good quality magnetic heads are now 
commercially available and with suitable circuits 
will perform satisfactorily up to a frequency limit 
of 1800 -2000 cycles per inch per second. 

Almost without exception in the high -quality 
professional field, the recording machine has three 
heads mounted on an easily detachable rigid plate. 
The tape is first demagnetized by the erase head. 
Saturation of the tape takes place at its gap, which is 
large in relation to the record and replay gaps, 
and the tape is taken through many cycles of mag- 
netization which gradually decrease due to the 
motion of the tape past the head. The record head 
has two magnetizing components, one the signal 
and the other consisting of a high- frequency "bias" 
to reduce distortion. The signal produced on the 
tape is then reproduced by the replay head and fed 
into suitable frequency- corrected amplifier stages. 
This process is relatively well known. 

The various types of magnetic head will now be 
discussed in detail, and the importance of various 
mechanical relationships illustrated; the three types 
are assumed to take the general form shown in 
Fig. 1. 
Erase Heads. -The impedance of the erase head is 
chosen so that the voltage developed across it is not 
excessive when operating normally. The high 
frequency current required is usually derived from 
a tuned power amplifier stage driven by an oscillator 
of low distortion. The frequency of the oscillator 
is often 7 -10 times the highest audio frequency 
which is to be recorded, the danger being heterodyne 
interference between a harmonic of the signal and 
the oscillator frequency. Harmonic distortion of the 
erase current (and bias current) waveforms should be 
kept as low as possible. Distortion causes noise to be 
kept on the tape; this is mainly due to the presence 
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of even -order harmonics producing an unsym- 
metrical waveshape, hence leaving the tape polarized 
to a small extent. This noise is very pronounced 
when the tape has been erased using a plain perma- 
nent magnet in place of h.f. erasure. A figure of less 
than 0.5 %, total harmonic distortion is usually 
required in practice to give a clean, low noise tape 
background. Core losses can be minimized by using 
a ferrite material in conjunction with a non-con- 
ducting gap spacer. In practice it has been found 
that although a better flux distribution about the 
working gap is possible with a conducting gap 
spacer (phosphor- bronze, etc.), the heat generated 
due to eddy currents is excessive in "full track" 
erase heads and the insulator type is superior. The 
metal spacer tends to "throw out" the flux, whilst 
the poorer flux distribution about the non -conducting 
gap spacer is approximately balanced by the lower 
losses, and the heat generated is negligible. The 
gap length of the erase head is not critical, and a 

Fig. I. Generalized sketch of a magnetic head with 
relevant dimensions 

length of 0.012in to 0.020in is satisfactory for tape 
velocities of 7.5 and 15 in /sec. 
Record Heads. -The basic requirements of a record 
head are a low reluctance magnetic circuit with 
small hysteresis and eddy -current losses, and a 
well -defined straight -edged front gap, its length 
being relatively unimportant compared with the 
replay head front gap. Ferrite material is inherently 
granular and unsuitable for the gap portion of the 
record head, although successful heads have been 
made by using pole shoes of high -permeability 
metal to form a clean straight gap. 

The C.C.I.R. recording standard is widely 
adopted now. This means that the tape has been 
recorded to a definite induction /frequency charac- 
teristic. Taking the characteristic adopted for the 
tape speed of 71 in /sec as equivalent to that of a 
circuit with a time constant of 100 microseconds 
and providing that the replay amplifier has the 
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Fig. 2. Circuit with re- 
sponse equivalent to 
the C.C.I.R. recording 

standard 

inverse of this response of 100 microseconds, the 
output would be constant over the band of frequen- 
cies recorded on the tape. This is only true if the 
replay head has no losses whatsoever and is in fact 
"ideal". 

The response is conveniently described in micro- 
seconds, for it is the response of a simple R -C 
combination shown in Fig. 2. Vout represents the 
voltage across an "ideal" replay head winding when 
a tape is reproduced having the C.C.I.R. induction/ 
frequency characteristic of 100 microseconds. 

To produce a recording which has the required 
C.C.I.R. characteristic, a certain amount of high 
frequency pre- emphasis or "equalization" is incor- 
porated in the recording amplifier to overcome 
losses in the tape magnetizing process and the 
record head. For a tape velocity of 7.5 in /sec approx- 
mately +11dB of equalization is required at 10kc /s 

dB 
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Fig. 3. Typical recording pre- emphasis circuit 

10,000 

(reference lkc /s =0) to produce a recording which 
has the C.C.I.R. characteristic, given a good -quality 
record head. A typical current versus frequency 
curve is shown in Fig. 3, the record head working at 
peak optimum bias for a signal frequency of lkc /s. 

The efficiency of a record head largely depends on 
the front -to -back depth (F in Fig. 1) of the working 
gap and the type of tape used, but it is difficult to 
calculate accurately because it depends upon the 
leakage and fringing across the gap to 
some extent. In general, the back -to- 
front depth is made as small as possible 
consistent with reasonable working life 
of the head. This also applies to erase 
and replay heads. 

The optimum bias required is gov- 
erned by three major factors: high -fre- 
quency losses in the head itself, the 
nature of the tape coating and the signal 
frequency. Fig. 4 shows how the record- 
ed signal varies when the bias current 
is altered from a low value to a high 
value and the dotted line indicates the 
recorded signal harmonic distortion (for 
a given signal level). This peak in the 16 

tape signal recorded is shown occurring 
at a bias current of 8mA, but this con- 
dition exists only at a certain signal fre- 
quency, i.e. lkc /s. Inspection of the 
graph in Fig. 5 will show how this peak 
varies with signal frequency. Therefore 
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it can be seen that the bias current governs to 
a large degree the performance of the record 
head. Operation of the record head with insufficient 
bias current can cause distortion and an accentu- 
ated high- frequency response. However, it has 
been found that it is advantageous to over -bias 
the record head so that the tape signal at lkc /s 
drops by 2dB (from the peak value obtained using 
8mA bias current as shown in Fig. 4). This ensures 
that the effects of any discontinuities in the tape 
coating, contact variation between head and tape, 
etc., are kept to a minimum. This necessarily 
affects the h.f. pre- emphasis required by the record 
head to produce a recording conforming to the 
C.C.I.R. specification, assuming the head was ori- 
ginally operated at peak optimum bias. The extra 
pre -emphasis required can be obtained by adjust- 
ment of the record amplifier characteristic, which is 
made variable in professional machines. Distortion 
of the signal on the tape can be caused also by an 
excessive magnetization level. The maximum 
signal level allowed in practice is one which produces 

. 2% to 3% total harmonic content. The main 
component is usually the third harmonic due to the 
tape coating magnetization characteristic. Some 
types of tape can accept a higher level of magnetiza- 
tion than others for a given distortion, and if the 
signal -to -noise ratio of the system is to be as high as 
possible, the tape which can accept the maximum 
magnetization level for this given distortion level 
should be chosen. 
Replay Heads. The losses in a replay head can 
be split into two groups: frequency- dependent losses 
and wavelength- dependent losses. 

Other factors to be considered are sensitivity, 
e.g. the voltage output should be as high as possible 
from a given signal level on the tape, and the voltage 
waveform an exact replica of the magnetic signal 
on the tape. There is a limitation to the number of 
turns of wire wound on the magnetic core, for high - 
frequency resonance with the self -capacitance of 
the winding is undesirable. High- frequency re- 
sonance is an extreme condition usually, although 
transformer coupling of a replay head to the input 
of the amplifier requires careful design of the trans- 
former to avoid this condition. 

The front -to -back depth F of the gap directly 
affects the sensitivity, because the shunting effect 
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Fig. 4. Effect of bias current on the level and distortion of the recorded 
signal 
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Fig. 5. Variation of optimum bias with signal frequency 

is greater when the gap depth is large. This dimen- 
sion is a compromise, the back -to -front depth being 
made as small as possible consistent with an allow- 
ance made for head wear during service. A figure 
of between 0.007in and 0.010in is commonly used in 
practice. 

Effect of Front -to -back Depth on Sensitivity. 
A simplified equivalent circuit of a typical magnetic 

head is shown in Fig. 6. 
Referring to Fig. 6. 
E = magnetomotive force. 
R1= reluctance of tape and tape contact with 

head. 
R2= front gap reluctance. 
R,= core plus rear gap reluctance. 
i =flux entering poles from tape. 
I =flux through core (and hence coil). 

=mean permeability. 
1 = mean length of magnetic path. 

Now i = 
V 

R2 R Rl 1-RZ+R, 

V R2 R, 1 

R2. R, ' R -{- R:,' R, 
Rl+R2+R, 

VR2 

Rl (R2 + R:1) + R2R, 

dF 
From Fig. l,R2aDxF 

dR 1 dR R,aD.+DxRxi. DxR 
1 dR (ifDxRxµ < dxR) 

Solving for I using two values for R2, the change in 
output voltage of the winding can be found, due to 
the front -to -back depth being altered, say, from a 

small to a large dimension. The object is to make the 
magnetic flux mainly traverse the magnetic circuit 
around which the coils are placed, rather than taking 
the short -cut presented by the front gap reluctance 
R2. 
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Fig. 6. Simplified analogue circuit of a typical magnetic 
head 

Fig. 7. Method of calculating gap loss 

Effect of Gap Length dF on Sensitivity. This can 
be calculated in a similar manner to the previous 
example, thus using two values for R2 again but in- 
corporating different values for dF, the result is an 
increase of output when dF is changed from a small 

dF 
to a large dimension RZ a DxF 

Summarizing: Output a F a dF. 

Frequency Response -The gap length dF is ' the 
most important dimension. The gap loss can be 
calculated by simple integration. From Fig. 7, 
dF represents the effective magnetic gap which is 
usually 20% greater than the actual mechanical 
gap, due to " end effect," etc. The gap loss at 
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Fig. 8. Output from a good quality reply head with theo- 
retical response from a C.C.I.R. recording at 7.5 in /sec 
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any given wavelength A may be represented by the 
average value of the sinusoidal signal illustrated, 
between the limits set by the length of the effective 
magnetic gap dF. It can be seen that when this 
gap equals the wavelength A the output will be 
zero, for the poles will have a similar polarity at 
any point along the curve. By taking the average 
value of the curve f(wt) between the points - dF/2 
to + dF /2 in terms of 2 rr a general expression is 
obtained. The reference axis " O " is placed where 
f(wt) is a maximum, therefore f(wt) becomes cos 
wt. The average value is thus: 

A 

2 rdF 
A 

2rrdF 

¡' { rrdF/ 
J cos wt d(wt) 

dF/ A 

+ rrdF/ A 

- rrdF/ A 

sin (rrdF/ A) 

rrdF/ A 

L 

sin wt 

.'. Gap loss = 20 log o 

sin rrdF/ A 

rrdF/ A 

'The output of a good quality replay head from 

Fig. 9. Screening and poles with short tape contact affect 
the low- frequency response of replay heads. 

100 ,000 

FREQUENCY (c /s) 
10,000 

Fig. 10. Typical response irregularity at low frequencies. 

a C.C.I.R. recording at 7.5 in /sec is indicated in 
Fig. 8, whilst the theoretical output is shown by 
the dotted line, the difference between the two 
curves represent the eddy and hysteresis losses, 
etc., of the particular head. 
Effect of Screening Can and Pole Shape upon Low 
Frequency Response. The replay head is usually 
screened magnetically against hum pick -up from 
nearby motors, etc., in the machine, and also erase 
and bias pick -up from the erase and record heads, 
assuming in the latter case that the signal is being 
monitored by the replay head. 

When the screening can is in close proximity 
to the tape and pole -pieces it can act as a secondary 
pole -piece and has the effect of increasing or decreas- 
ing the field from the tape according to the length 
of the tape embraced, and the signal wavelength. 
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Fig. 11. Screening -can 
aperture shaped to re- 
duce low- frequency 
response irregularities. 

/ \ 
Any sharp discontinuity in the profile of the 

pole -pieces adjacent to the tape surface can also 
produce similar effects. Generally, these undesirable 
conditions can be reduced to negligible proportions 
by making any such discontinuity at least 5A (max.) 
away from the gap, where A (max.) is the longest 
wavelength that it is desired to reproduce. Typical 
examples of replay head are shown in Fig. 9 whilst 
the effect upon low frequency equalized replay 
response is indicated in Fig. 10. To completely 
overcome this type of poor low frequency response 
it is advisable therefore to make the pole -pieces 
of the replay head a smooth curve up to, and away 
from, the tape surface. Where a screening can is 
used, the edges of the aperture through which the 
pole -pieces protrude should be far enough away 
from the tape to prevent its influence upon the 
magnetic field of the tape, alternatively an angled 
aperture may be used (Fig. 11). 
Alignment of Replay Head Gap to Recorded Signal 
Azimuth. Correct azimuth alignment is very 
important where good overall high- frequency per- 
formance is required. This is obtained by rotating 
the replay head about an axis, preferably located 
at the mid point of the gap width, normal to the 
tape surface. This mid -point location ensures 
that the lateral movement of the head during adjust- 
ment is kept to a minimum. The replay head is 
rotated until its gap is exactly parallel with the 
azimuth of the recorded signal on the standard tape. 
Adjustment is made at the high- frequency end of 
the audio -frequency band covered by the recording 
machine, i.e. where the wavelength of the signal 

Fig. 12. Calculation of loss due to vertical misalignment 
of gap. 
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is approximately twice the length of the effective 
magnetic gap of the replay head. For example, 
alignment procedure can be outlined as follows. 
The machine (assuming a single -channel type with 
three heads), is set to " replay," loaded with the 
standard C.C.I.R. tape for the relevant tape velocity. 
The replay head is adjusted to give the maximum 
peak in output from the high- frequency azimuth 
band on the standard tape. Then with the standard 
tape removed and replaced with " clean " tape, 
the machine is switched to record and a tone of 
similar frequency recorded. The azimuth of the 
record head is then adjusted to give the maximum 
peak output from the replay head which is monitor- 
ing this signal. On a machine with two heads, e.g. 
erase and record /replay the latter test does not 
apply, but correct alignment is important where 
pre- recorded tapes are to be used and interchange 
of tapes from machine to machine is required. 

The effect of azimuth misalignment can be 
calculated in a similar manner to the gap loss, 
given the angle of tilt away from correct azimuth, 
the width of the replay track and the signal wave- 
length. Referring to Fig. 12, the loss is given by:- 

-}- irW tan a 

cos wt.d(wt) 
2 TrW tana aW tana 

A 
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2 ,rW tan a 
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A 
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Fig. 13. Variation of output with deviation of gap from the 
vertical. Solid cure " ideal ", dotted curve typical meas- 
ured response where the gap is not straight and varies in 
length across the track. 
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It can be said that any misalignment of this 
nature has the effect of increasing the replay head 
gap to the amount W tana which of course is quite 
an additional effect to the actual gap itself, previously 
calculated. 

For the machine running at 7.5 in /sec, a mis- 
alignment of only two minutes of arc at a recorded 
frequency of 10 kc /s will cause a reduction of output 
of 0.6db, assuming a full width recording on standard 

tape. 
Using the above formula to display graphically 

the relation between head rotation and replay out- 
put for a given wavelength and track width, it 
can be seen from Fig. 13 that a number of peaks 
in output can be obtained, of differing amplitudes, 
the main peak accurring at the true azimuth. The 

POLE 
PIECE 

WORKING FACE 

Fig. 14. "Dig-out" wear of the gap spacer. 

solid line represents the ideal case, where the gap 
is perfect in every respect. In practice, however, 
various curve shapes are obtained, depending upon 
gap straightness, and variations in the gap length 
along the track width, etc. The dotted curve 
indicates a typical case in practice. In some cases, 
one of the secondary peaks may be quite large 
in amplitude compared with those illustrated in 
the ideal case, and may be mistaken for the true 
azimuth peak. Providing the magnetic head is 
rotated over a fair range, from about -2 deg to 
+2 deg (taking true azimuth to be 0 deg), selection 
of the major peak is not difficult. 
Effects of Wear. -The performance of a magnetic 
head which is essentially in contact during its work- 
ing life, for a.f. application, is subject to gradual 
change. The relationship of the various mechanical 
surfaces, gaps, etc., to performance have been dis- 
cussed, and the back -to -front depth F is the main 
factor to be considered. This dimension gradually 
decreases with wear, until it may become zero, 
which is the end of the working life of the head. 
It was found that this dimension was inversely 
proportional to the sensitivity of the head, e.g., 
lower bias and signal currents required for a given 
tape level for a record head and higher output voltage 
from a replay head for a given tape induction (and 
frequency in both cases). Therefore, a magnetic 
head has its peak performance and efficiency just 
before the end of its useful life. 
Spurious Effects. -Soft gap spacer material can 
cause a falling off in high -frequency response and, 
in some cases, azimuth change. The characteristic 
" dig -out " wear is illustrated in Fig. 14 representing 
a much enlarged view looking along the gap. Copper, 
aluminium and similar materials used as gap spacer 
shim exhibit this effect, for they are soft compared 
with the laminated pole -pieces. Beryllium copper, 
phosphor- bronze, etc., have been found suitable. 
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The pole -piece material governs the rate of wear 
to a large extent, and, in general, three types of 
alloy are in common use: " Radiometal," " Mumetal " 
and " Supermumetal." " Radiometal " has the 
greatest resistance to wear, for it is mechanically 
harder than the latter two alloys. It is also magneti- 
cally "harder," which reduces the sensitivity of the 
head to a small extent (compared with using Mumetal 
or "Supermumetal "), depending on the reluctances 
of the air gaps in the magnetic circuit. Pressure pads 
in many cases cause uneven head wear, and shorten 
the life of the head, and should be unnecessary for tape 
work providing the tensions are correct. 

Poor finishing of the working gap face causing 
burring over of the pole -piece material which may 
bridge the non -magnetic gap spacer can cause 
rapid changes of response during the first few hours 
of operation. 

Some types of magnetic head have a working face 
dimension which is greater than the tape width, and 
after some hundreds of hours use, a shallow channel 
of tape width is worn therein, which may cause 
amplitude flutter of high frequencies and in some 
cases frequency flutter or wow. Regrinding during 
the working life of the head is then desirable. At 
all events, it can be recommended that any new 
magnetic head should be " run -in " before tests 
are made, by passing a few thousand feet of tape 
across them. 
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thank the British Institution of Radio Engineers 
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FERROELECTRICS 
2.- DOMAINS : AND SOME APPLICATIONS OF CERAMICS 

By J. C. BURFOOT,* Ph.D. 

THE first article described the spontaneous 
polarisation P of a single domain of a ferroelectric, 
and its hysteresis loop, and showed that although 
ordinary ferromagnetism is due to permanent dipoles, 
in ferroelectricity induced dipoles can also be in- 
volved. The ferroelectricity disappears above a 
transition temperature T0, and near that tempera- 
ture, the dielectric constant e and some of the piezo- 
electric and elastic coefficients show anomalously 
large values which can be related to the polarisa- 
bility a. The dipoles and the large polarisabilities 
occur for different reasons in different materials; we 
cannot generalise. 
Materials. -The earliest material known to be 
ferroelectric (1921) was the tartrate named Rochelle 
salt (NaKC4H408.4H20); potassium dihydrogen 
phosphate (KH2PO4) followed in 1935, barium 
titanate (BaTiO3) in 1944, and guanidine aluminium 
sulphate hexahydrate, familiarly known from its 
initial letters as gash, in 1955, and some alums. It will 
suffice to study the first three and allied chemicals, 
but ferroelectricity has also been found in ammonium 
* Queen Mary College, London University. 
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sulphate and fluoberyllate, thiourea, colemanite, 
glycine sulphate, and others. The T, values range 
from -260 °C to about 600 °C. Some values are 
given in Table I. Other members of some of these 
groups are anti -ferroelectric; that is, their individual 
dipoles are arranged in ways which produce zero 
overall polarisation, though dielectric anomalies 
remain. 

In applications of ferroelectrics it is inconvenient 
to have to keep the temperature T such as to give 
particular values of the properties being used. So it 
is important to be able to select a material with which 
room temperature (or working temperature) is 
suitable. Similarly the values available for the given 
property should cover as wide a range as possible, 
and if the anomalies can be made either very peaky 
(against T) or flat, as required, there will be more 
applications. As one example of such versatility, 
here in single domain properties, consider replacing 
some of the barium in barium titanate crystals by 
lead. It happens that in this case all compositions 
of this solid solution are possible, and all are ferro- 
electric, and T, increases continuously from 120 °C to 
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490 °C as the percentage of lead increases. Iron 
impurity deliberately introduced into barium titanate 
lowers To; 5% of iron lowers it 100 °C; the resistivity 
is also altered. There are other possibilities when we 
consider polycrystalline forms. 

The crystal structure of barium titanate and lead 
titanate (PbTiO3) is shown in Fig. 7(a). Above To, 
the lattice cell is cubic, 4A in size (254 million A 
= one inch), and the titanium ion is at the centre. 
Below To it is displaced by an amount x, equal to 
7% of the cell -side, relative to the octahedron of 
oxygen ions (in PbTiO3); the A ions are displaced 
11% in the same direction. In barium titanate, the 
corresponding figures are 3% and 11 %, but in this 
case, the octahedron is also distorted, the ions marked 
I being displaced 1% in the opposite direction. It 
would not be correct to assume a dipole strength 
made up of terms like (4e times x) for the titanium 
for two reasons: (i) the crystal bonding is not all 
" ionic," so the effective charge on the titanium is 
less than 4e, (ii) each off -centred ion is in a local field 
which must distort the electron cloud surrounding it, 
because of electronic polarisability, so that each ion 
becomes itself a dipole at its displaced position, and 
of unknown strength. Notice that the extent of 
off -centring quoted is that which is observed; it gives 
no indication whether or not it is induced (by 
co- operative effects). Also below To, because of the 
spontaneous polarisation P now developed, the 
electrostriction discussed in the previous article in 

TABLE I 

Material To 
( °C) 

Max. 
P 
(µ 

coul. 
cm -2) 

Material To 
(°C) 

Max. P 
(µ coul. 
cm -2) 

BaTiO3 
KNbO3 
PbTiO3 
KTaO3 
NaTa03 
LiNb03 
LiTaO3 
CdNb207 

PbNb20,; 

120 
415 
490 

-260 
475 

>450 
>450 
-88 
570 

26 
30 

^100? 

-10 

-10? 

KH2PO4 
KH2AsO4 
RbH2PO4 
RbH2AsO4 
CsH2PO4 
CsH2AsO4 

-151 
-177 
--127 
-162 
--114 
-1301 

4.8 
5 
5.7 

Gash 

Methyl 
ammonium 
aluminum 
alum 

- 

- 96 

0.6 at - 180°C 

0.6 at 
-107 °C 

Rochelle Ammonium 0.25 at 
salt 24 0.25 sulphate - 49 -58°C 

Lithium Ammonium 0.19 at 
atnmon- 
ium 
tartrate -170 0.22 

fluoberyllate 97 -110°C 

Lithium 
thallium 

Thiourea --105 3.1 at 
-110 °C 

tartrate -260 0.14 
Colemanite -2 0.5 at 

-38 °C 
Glycine 
sulphate 47 2.2 at 

Glycine 15 °C 
selenate 22 

Rochelle salt is unusual n that it also has a lower transition 
temperature, below which the ferroelectricity disappears. This 
will not be discussed in these articles. Gash decomposes 
before reaching T,. 
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relation to Fig. 6(b) causes a spontaneous strain ' 

SocP2; actually the cell becomes about 1% elongated 
in the direction of P, with very little change of 
volume. This elongation is many orders larger than 
similar effects in ferromagnetics. 

A 

A 

A° 

Oil 

(a) 

°OQ 

o A 

AT 
A \ 

CUBÉ CENTRE 

io A 

tb) 

Fig. 7. (a) Perovskite cell AB03. A =Ba ++ or Pb ++ etc., 
B = Ti *etc., 0- - -. (b) Centres of PO, groups in 

KHOF04, projected on horizontal plane. 

In Rochelle salt, the unit cell contains 4 each of 
the atoms given in the chemical formula, and is a 

very complicated structure. In KH2PO4, the cell 

containing 8 each of the formulae is about 10A, 10A, 
7A. The K atoms and PO, groups are centred 3A 
vertically apart, if we describe the 7A cell dimension 
(the ferroelectric axis) as " vertical." But those 
PO, groups whose projections in Fig. 7(b) are neigh- 
bours are only separated vertically by half of 34A, so 

that the top of one PO, group is level with the 
bottom of a neighbour. Then in a PO, group each 
top O is only 25A from an O belonging to the bottom 
of another PO, group, the line of separation being 
almost horizontal. Midway between each of these 
close oxygen atom pairs is a hydrogen atom; its 
position has been discovered by neutron diffraction 
experiments. Below To, the hydrogen atoms move 
along the O -O line, 0.20A from the midway position, 
in such a way that each PO, group finds two of the 
four hydrogen atoms closer than before; the P atom, 
in that PO, group which is approached, moves 
vertically away from that O atom by 0.05A; the K 
atoms move 0.06A vertically the other way. Thus 
the hydrogen displacements cannot cause the 
polarisation, because they are across the ferroelectric 
axis. But apparently their charge causes the neces- 
sary polarisation vertically in the PO, groups. Also 
below To, the spontaneous P together with the 
piezoelectric effect causes a distortion of the l0A x 
l0A base so that its angles are now ° different from 
right -angles. 

These structures are relatively simple, and indicate 
the very different natures of the dipoles in different 
ferroelectrics. The ferroelectricity of gash and 
others with H2O groups could be associated with H 
situated between O -O as in KH2PO4. But there may 
also be effects due to N -H -O combinations, and 
in ammonium sulphate, for example, only the latter 
is possible. Ammonium fluoberyllate ((NH4)2BeF4) 
shows the O is not essential. In non -ionic thiourea 
(NH,CSNH2), the responsible structure is N -H -N 
or N -H -S. Notice that in KHZP04 there is one 
unique crystal direction for the ferroelectric axis, 
whereas in the barium titanate type, there are three 
equivalent directions (six senses) and the co- operative 
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Fig. 8. (a) A crystallite 
boundary, (b) A domain 
wall. 
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effects select one, either at random or under pressure 
of the piezoelectricity. These " easy " directions 
are determined by the forces controlling the crystal 
structure as we have now seen, and by the piezo- 
electric effects. We saw one example of this 
" anisotropy " in the previous article when dis- 
cussing the values of the dielectric constant a in 
different directions. 

Domains. -We have so far discussed the ferro- 
electric material as though it were a perfect crystal 
lattice, with aligned dipoles, extending in all direc- 
tions. But in fact many of its most interesting 
properties occur because this is not true. Just as in 
magnetics, the material contains domains, i.e., regions 
defined by the dipole alignment; in each domain 
the alignment is different. You must distinguish 
carefully between a domain and a crystallite (in 
polycrystalline material). Crystallites are differ- 
entiated by a break in the lattice, domains by a 
"break" in the direction of alignment. The dis- 
tinction is shown schematically in Fig. 8. Usually 
domains are the smaller entity. Ferromagnetic 
properties are largely determined by the domain 
structure. We shall see that there is special interest 
in materials in which the grains are so small that 
separate domains cannot form in them. 

In Fig. 9(a) the field E shown will bodily reverse 
the polarisation in the domain Y. The simple theory 
which disregarded domains, will show how large 
E must be to do it, and this field value (which is 
often enormous) would be the coercive field. But 
if domain walls are present, they can move, and in 
Fig. 9(a), E will tend to cause the wall to move to 
the right, till the whole crystal is one domain instead 

180° DOMAIN 
WALL 

L 

t 

Y 
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E 
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(d) Fig. 9. 
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t t t 
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of two. This may be a much easier way to do it 
than the other, so that the measured coercive field 
is very much smaller than the value from the simple 
theory. If a wall is not present (Fig. 9(b)), one may 
nevertheless form, say at the left edge, if this 
" nucleation " of a wall happens to be easier than 
reversal. The wall shown is a " 180° wall "; more 
complicated structures usually occur. 

A wall between domains may not be a happy thing, 
in spite of there being (Fig. 8(b)) no lattice misfit 
there. (For the moment I ignore the differences of 
cell size in neighbouring domains due to polarisation.) 
It depends on the details of the way P changes over 
its direction and magnitude from the one domain 
to the other. In addition, the changes of cell size 
due to polarisation may be different in neighbouring 
domains, so that some lattice misfit does after all 
occur. There must be some distortion of the ideal 
lattice near the boundary to conform with this, and 
since this may extend some distance from the 
boundary, the wall must be regarded as having a 
thickness. In magnetics this may be a hundred 
lattice cells; in some ferroelectrics, less than one. 

The interplay of these factors affects the polarisa- 
tion " in " the wall thickness, either in direction 
or magnitude, in a complicated way. Figs. 9(d),(e) 
show details of two of the possibilities in the simple 
case Fig. 9(a). Here I have supposed there are 
only two easy directions of polarisation: up and down; 
if this anisotrophy is strong the detail suggested 
in Fig. 9(d) is a strong violation, and the material 
may prefer 9(e). But the cell sizes change with 
polarisation, and 9(e) may involve more elastic 
" discomfort." 

These microscopic details of the wall are usually 
summarised by a single number, calculated if possible 
from the detailed knowledge above, and called the 
wall energy per unit area of wall, e.g., in cobalt 
the wall energy is a = 8 ergs. /sq. cm. The purpose 
of this is to be able to discuss domain changes on 
a relatively large (macroscopic) scale, temporarily 
forgetting the microscopic detail. a is defined as the 
work that would have to be done if we could form 
the wall* deliberately, and it is used, for prediction 
of domain behaviour, by the well -tried principle 
that the total work done must be as small as possible 
(principle of minimum energy). However, the figure 
used can be different for a wall in different situations, 
so that a must be used with caution. Often in 
practice, a is deduced from experiment, rather than 
calculated, and is then used to predict the results of 
of other experiments. 

Wall Movements. -The work done (hypo- 
thetically) in forming an imagined domain structure 
(compare above *) differs according to where any 
particular wall is supposed to be. This is partly 
because the wall area may differ, partly because 
impurities and local imperfections of the lattice 
may alter a, and partly because the bulk of the 
material would be harder to force into state y than 
into state x (Fig. 9(a)) when E is present. Also because 
of the polarisation, there may be " free pole " 
at the crystal faces, and in some cases also at domain 
walls; this may be regarded as the source of disturbing 
fields which affect the work necessary. Ferroelec- 
trics differ from ferromagnetics in this respect 
because, since they are not perfect insulators, charge 
carriers can migrate through the material to com- 
pensate any free pole if given sufficient time; this 
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does not occur in ferromagnetics, because carriers 
of single magnetic poles do not exist. The wall 
position adopted is the one (A) needing minimum 
work, but there may also be positions (B) corres- 
ponding to local minima, i.e., neighbouring positions 
to (B) may be less favourable than (B), but position 
(A) would be better. A wall may become trapped 
at (B), unable to reach (A) because intervening posi- 
tions correspond to higher energies. Nucleation of 
a new wall may be easier than intrinsic reversal, 
but more difficult than moving an existing wall. 
Here also we can regard nucleation as being difficult 
because there is a high -energy situation intermediate 
between the states " before " and " after." 

When a field causes an existing wall to begin to 
move, it does so at a measurable rate, and the 
account may be made simpler by using an effective 
" mass " for the wall, to describe this sluggishness 
or inertia. Other macroscopic concepts are adopted 
also, such as an " elastic " binding to position (B). 
This can be broken and there may be " frictional " 
and "viscous" oppositions when the wall is moving. 

Much of the modern mastery of magnetic materials 
in production is through techniques to control these 
factors influencing the wall motions, for example by 
controlling the nature and distribution of the im- 
purities. Above the coercive field, the viscous 
impedance to wall motion controls the rate at which 
the walls move. For magnetic walls it is due to eddy 
current damping, magnetic relaxations, or other 
effects, and is rather imperfectly understood; in 
ferroelectrics it has as yet hardly even been measured. 

The coercive field is that field which only just 
provides sufficient drive to move the walls across 
material containing traps. Until that occurs, the 
viscous impedance cannot operate. To account for 
the coercive field, however, it is not knowledge of the 
viscous impedance which is needed but an evaluation 
of that factor which makes the driving field H 
inoperative below a certain value. This is explained 
for magnetics in terms of the local trapping already 
described; we saw that the external field affects the 
energy functions which control the wall; when H is 
as great as H the neighbouring positions are no 
longer energetically unfavourable and the escape is 
made. Control of the impurities therefore controls 
H. At smaller fields, the wall may still move slightly, 
while remaining bound, and will return to (B) when 
the field is removed. This gives the bottom part of 
the hysteresis loop. 

If the traps are not all equally deep, the escape may 
allow the wall to move only to a neighbouring trap, 
unless a slightly larger H is applied; thus the steep 
side of the hysteresis loop is not usually vertical. But 
if a barrier against nucleation must be overcome first, 
and is a higher barrier than any trap barriers, the 
loop side becomes vertical. This is seen in some 
ferroelectrics. If in . addition the only P directions 
involved are those parallel and antiparallel to E, then 
higher E cannot cause further slight increases of the 
overall P by turning it from the easy direction 
towards E, as happens in magnetics. So no rounding 
of the loop corners occurs -the loop is " square." 

There is another point to consider, however, viz. 
that thermal random motions may overcome barriers 
without such large applied fields. This becomes 
very rapidly impossible as we consider higher barriers, 
but in any case when the barrier (against escape from 
a trap, or against nucleation) is low enough for this 
possibility to be worth considering, we have to 
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recognise the fact that it leads to results whose char- 
acteristics are quite different. For when thermal 
activation is a possibility, the passage from (B) to (A) 
will always occur, given only sufficient time. This 
appears to be the case in some ferroelectrics, and we 
shall see later that it leads to important restrictions 
on the use to which we can put the material. 

We have seen that the breadth 2Ec of the hysteresis 
loop is not a simple intrinsic ,property of the crystal 
lattice, but is strongly influenced by the domain 
structure. So are many of the other properties 
previously discussed in terms of single -domain 
theory. For example, in Fig. 9(c), the overall P may 
be very small, although P for each layer is large. 
The dielectric constant e, -which measures changes of 
P in response to changing E, would be unaltered in 
such a structure; it may even be a little increased if 
the walls are free to move sideways so that in a given 
field the favoured layers increase in size at the 
expense of the alternate ones. (This contribution of 
wall motions to the dielectric constant would dis- 
appear at higher frequencies because of the inertial 
property of the wall.) However, the piezoelectric 
effect of E is opposite in alternate layers, so that they 
impede one another's changes of shape and the P 
changes are reduced; this reduction in e is a clamping 
effect additional to that which occurs even in a single 
domain if the frequency used is above the mechanical 
resonance frequency of the piece of material. Clearly 
the apparent piezoelectric coefficient of such a 
structure is also less than the intrinsic one and this 
decrease will be greater the thinner the layers are. 

Domain Structures. -The domain structures in 
ferromagnetics may be very different from those in 
ferroelectrics. For we saw that the spontaneous 
distortions are very much less in magnetics. Also 
because carriers of free pole do not exist, ferro- 
magnetics often have " closure domains," which are 
domains in the crystal surface oriented to avoid free 
pole at the surface. Similarly, powdered materials 
in which the particles are too small to break up into 
domains (because the wall energy would form too 
large a proportion of the total energy) are unable to 
become polarised spontaneously, and so always retain 
the cell sizes typical of temperatures above T0. This 
is because of the self -depolarising effect at the sur- 
faces of the particles, an effect which is 1000 times 
bigger than in magnetics. This " unnatural " cell 
size is observed for KH,PO, particles smaller than 
six -millionths of an inch. But in a conducting liquid, 
even particles as small as two -millionths have the 
normal cell size, because the surface polarisation can 
be neutralised by charges migrating through the 
liquid. KH2PO, is a very good insulator, so that 
migration through itself is relatively slow. 

Magnetic domains can be made visible because 
suitable tiny magnetic particles floated on to the 
surface will move into the fields at the domain 
interfaces and a similar technique has recently been 
reported for ferroelectrics. Most investigations have 
made use of the fact that plane -polarised light, sent 
through ferroelectric material in a direction across 
the ferroelectric axis, travels differently according to 
the orientation of its polarisation, so that a polarising 
microscope will show up domains differently. This 
method will not distinguish domains with anti- 
parallel polarisation, and for these it is usual to etch 
the crystal faces; a suitable etchant will attack the 
positive ends of domains more than negative ends 
and the resulting pits can be seen in an ordinary 
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Fig. 10. 180° domain walls in a barium titanate crystal. 

microscope (Fig. 10). None of these methods will 
display rapid alterations of domain structure. 

Ceramics.-- Ferroelectric devices have mostly 
used barium titanate, with or without additives, 
because of the high values of its various coefficients 
(E, d, ...) though Rochelle salt has been used a good 
deal for transducers. A few words about crystal 
material will serve to show why ceramic forms are 
often used instead. 

Crystals of barium titanate are grown by crystallisa- 
tion from potassium fluoride flux, a highly unpleasant 
material, in platinum crucibles, with the addition of 
tungsten trioxide or perhaps iron to obtain large 
crystals, that is, up to 1 cm across. The process 
depends on the correct thermal gradients and con- 
centration gradients, and often only a small propor- 
tion of the extract consists of good crystals. Sodium 
carbonate and barium chloride fluxes have also been 
used, in carbon crucibles, and in inert atmospheres, 
and crystals have been grown also by special 
techniques from the pure liquid, but a hexagonal or 
cubic lattice which is not ferroelectric readily results 
instead. When successful, the crystals are about a 
tenth of a millimetre thick and exceedingly fragile. 
A good crystal should have the ferroelectric axis 
everywhere directed through its thickness. There 
are unwanted " twinning " domains for which this is 
not so. These can usually be removed by " poling" 
with a temporary d.c. field, for a small voltage 
applied between the faces of these crystals gives a 
field of several kilovolts per centimetre. But even 
this process can easily fracture the crystal, because 
of the high stresses set up by the piezoelectric effect 
at the edges of these twinned areas. The geometry 
is such that these stresses do not occur at the 180° 
walls discussed earlier. 

The ceramics are made by grinding barium 
titanate (or its components) and any additives, and 
by extrusion or pressing with or without a binder, 
and sintering at high temperature, say 1200 -1400 °C, 
to make a glassy product. The result may be 
regarded as a very complicated polycrystalline 
material, with the crystallites randomly directed, 
unless the manufacture included the application of 
special fields. Many of the crystallites will have 
grown into one another at their corners by a diffusion 
process. In general, each crystallite contains several 
domains, and the domain walls can move under 
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electrical or mechanical stimulus in ways similar to 
those for single crystals. The one -directional 
properties discussed earlier will be " averaged out " 
in the virgin material and though this may be altered 
by applying fields, it is clearly not so easy to explain 
simply the properties of such materials. But the 
ceramics are hard and resistant and can be made any 
reasonable size or shape. Solid electrodes can be 
fixed on to them in a number of ways, including 
evaporation, printing, or the firing -on of metallic 
pastes. Finally they may be given protective 
coatings, especially if they are at all porous. 

Each crystallite is in a polarised state and may be 
highly stressed because of its surroundings. Without 
electrical treatment, the polarisation will average out 
to zero. A small field will lengthen some grains and 
shorten others during the time it is applied, so that 
the apparent piezoelectric coefficients (d, etc.) will 
also be small or zero. But the effect of that field on 
the intrinsic polarisation of the various parts, is to 
increase it where it is positive (say) and decrease it 
where it is negative. Thus these effects do not 
average out, so that the dielectric constant E can be 
measured and used as an index of the extent to which 
the ceramic properties approach those of the single - 
crystal material. Usually more intense sintering 
makes for higher E, an improvement which can also 
be followed by watching the density of the ceramic. 
The crystal density is 6.0 gm /cc. and ceramic 
densities about 5.7 cm /cc. are common. 

" Poling " the virgin ceramic causes some degree 
of alignment, so that hysteresis loops and the other 
properties we have discussed can now be observed. 
The polarisation now lies, not all parallel as in a 
single crystal but along the nearest easy direction 
(to the poling) in each crystallite. It can be shown 
that the maximum P possible should then be 86.6% 
of the single- crystal value (26 microcoulomb /cm2 in 
barium titanate). But the high d together with 
stresses left in manufacture and stresses introduced 
by poling, and the gaps between crystallites, means 
that only about 7 microcoulbmbs /cm2 is achieved as 
retentivity. The saturation value may be twice as 
much, so it is clear that the loop no longer has the 
" good " square shape. 

Similarly, the piezoelectric coefficients are, say, a 
quarter of the single -crystal values. It is interesting 
too that when the applied field causes thickness 
expansion of a disc of the material, the accompanying 
radial contraction, quoted as a fraction, is often less 
than half the fractional thickness change, because 
thickness expansion of the crystallites shows up as an 
expansion of the disc, whereas to some extent radial 
contraction of the crystallites can occur without full 
corresponding contraction of the disc. In a crystal, 
the contraction in each of two directions is half the 
expansion in the third, so there is no volume change; 
in the ceramic there is an apparent change of volume. 

As in the crystalline forms, T, and the other 
properties can be altered by suitable additives, and 
now the state of sub -division and the nature of the 
annealing provide further controls since they alter 
the internal stresses. In this way one can make the 
curves of the various anomalies (against T) less 
peaky for applications where this is desirable; 
usually the maximum value will then be less. If the 
internal stresses are not very uniform throughout the 
material, there will be a spread of To values, and the 
flattening may be thought of as due to the super- 
position of these. In barium titanate ceramics E 
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increases as grain -size decreases. Added calcium 
_titanate lowers P and raises the coercive field Ec; 10% 
raises it from 2 j to 5 kV /cm. Admixtures of 
strontium titanate give values of To which differ 
under different heat treatment during preparation, 
as the barium and strontium ions rearrange them- 
selves; the strontium ion is 11% smaller than the 
barium ion so that certäin special regularities of 
arrangement will occur if temperature conditions 
allow. Addition of antimonates is said to reduce 
E at To. It would be impossible to summarise all the 
possibilities. I shall merely quote arbitrarily sonie 
of the many materials which have been used. 

Applications. -Some uses of ferroelectrics de- 
pend on the large values of some of their properties 
near To; others depend rattler on the non -linearities, 
e.g., P plotted against E is not a straight line as in 
ordinary dielectrics, and the small -signal E is not 
constant against signal size and bias. In general, 
the first group has been well developed over a number 
of years so that devices are commercially available, 
while the second group is largely represented by 
development work, and " one -off " models to be 
found in various laboratories. 

In the first group the non -linearities are usually 
a nuisance to be minimised if possible, and the 
valuable high coefficients, as we have seen, depend 
strongly on temperature. The hysteresis loop in 
particular, for applied voltages large enough to 
traverse it, causes losses due to the energy dissipated 
as heat, and this in turn is likely to cause drifts 
in the coefficient being exploited (e, d, etc.), due 
to the temperature changes. Questions of temperature 
stability therefore become important. Many well - 
known electro- mechanical transducers use ferro- 
electrics because of the large values of d available, 
and miniature capacitors may use ferroelectric 
dielectrics because of the high e. 

The second group depends on the non- linearities, 
and here there is one large subgroup which does not 
use the hysteresis and another which does. Each 
covers a range of possibilities, but for the first we 
may use the envelope name " dielectric amplifiers," 
and the hysteresis uses are largely of interest in 
digital computers, either as memory devices or for 
switching purposes. 

Transducers.- Devices which convert small mech- 
anical oscillations or impulsive motions into electrical 
signals include microphones, gramophone pickups, 
vibration detectors, accelerometers, detectors for 
ultrasonic waves, strain- gauges, and detectors for 
small displacements. Those which convert electrical 
signals into mechanical motions include vibrators, 
loudspeakers, sonic pulse generators in delay lines, 
and generators of ultrasonics for non- destructive 
probing of solids, for determinations of physical 
properties, for cleaning of surfaces during various 
processes, and for cutting difficult materials. We 
must consider also the use of piezoelectric crystals 
to determine and control oscillator frequencies, 
and their use in narrow -band wave filters, e.g., to 
remove an r.f. carrier from the sidebands; these 
uses depend on the fact that a piezoelectric crystal 
has a natural frequency of resonance determined by 
its geometry, and that with electrodes it behaves 
electrically for nearby frequencies as an impedance 
often represented as a series LCR combination and 
parallel capacitance. The effective Q factor can be 
made very high by careful mounting, sometimes in a 
vacuum and the device is used as the heart of the filter. 
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We saw that ferroelectrics exhibit an effective 
piezoelectricity below To due to the spontaneous 
polarisation P acting as a bias, so that they may be 
used in any of these piezoelectric devices. The 
ceramic forms must be poled to produce the P. 
The time and temperature instabilities of ferro- 
electrics mean that where high frequency -stability 
is sought, quartz is still used. But in many of the 
other devices, ferroelectrics have been used for many 
years, initially Rochelle salt, but increasingly barium 
titanate and its derivatives. This is so particularly 
in view of the versatility of the ceramic forms, which 
are made in blocks, discs, hollow cylinders, and many 
other shapes, and in sizes up to several inches; 
shapes can be arranged to focus radiated acoustic 
energy. Fig. 5 last month showed d values around 
10 -6 statcoul. /dyne, 100 times larger than quartz 
values. (Divide by 30,000 for values in coulomb/ 
newton.) In addition, the high e values of ferro- 
electrics give the devices lower capacitive impedances 
than with traditional materials, so that the' charge 
measurement at low frequencies is easier. 

The cutting and plating of piezoelectric materials 
is a well -documented subject. The piezoelectric 
uses of ferroelectrics do not differ in principle, and 
this is not the place to repeat the details. We have 
already discussed the various piezoelectric coefficients. 
Briefly, when in use to produce mechanical stress 
or motion, the mechanical impedance of piezo- 
electrics is high enough to match well into liquids 
or solids. For use in air, the lower mechanical imped- 
ance and greater motion of a bimorph unit or 
" bender " is used (Fig. 11); the variations of response 
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Fig. I I . Bender unit. The components are cut so as to 
vibrate longitudinally in opposite directions. They are 
cemented together and the motion shown is 31 /b times 
greater than the longitudinal motions. 

with temperature are then less. Twister units are 
also used. The natural frequency of any piezo- 
electric device is altered by altering its dimensions; 
the natural frequency of a bender is relatively low, 
so that they are in use for audio -frequency devices. 
For ultrasonics (say 100 kc /s) a simple longitudinal 
vibrator may be used, and a more perfect single 
resonance is then generally obtainable. For work in 
the megacycle regions one may use the thickness 
vibrations of a suitably cut plate of the piezoelectric 
(transverse vibrations are also used). For this 
mode, the mean frequency used will correspond to a 
wave length 2b if b is the crystal thickness (e.g., 
b about 1/20 mm in X -cut quartz for fundamental 
60 Mc /s). Here the requirement is usually that over 
the required frequency range as much of the electrical 
power as possible should be transferred. Suitable 
design may give 70% transfer over a frequency range 
of 10 %. The input signal to a ferroelectric must 
remain small enough to avoid disturbing the spon- 
taneous P so a high E, is an advantage. 4% lead 
titanate in barium titanate ceramic has allowed 
transfer of 1 watt per sq. mm. For microphones, 
on the other hand, power is not so important as 
uniform response over a large frequency range. 
5% barium zirconate (itself not a ferroelectric) in 
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ceramic barium titanate is suitable for transducers, 
its natural frequency changing 4% over 50C °. 

In pickups, a 30-mil 2-cm element will give signals 
of 1 volt. Ceramic barium titanate benders now 
replace Rochelle salt, which cannot survive high 
humidity. For pressure- sensitive microphones, 
double strip designs include cases in which the 
ferroelectric is the diaphragm disc, and others where 
a metal diaphragm actuates the free end of the strips. 
Vibrators and accelerometers may often be used in 
combination, to excite vibrations in engineering 
structures at selected frequencies and to detect the 
amplitude of the response; when the structure is part 
of a rotating machine, both devices must often be 
light; an in x 10 -mil barium titanate strip has 

E 

.50 °C ioo°C t 

Fig. 12. Dielectric con- 
stants. (i) Barium titan - 
ate crystal, along ferro- 
electric axis; (ii) A 
typical ferroelectric cer- 
amic. Dotted curves, 
effects of bias (10 and 14 
Kv cm). 

produced 10 millivolts for movements of 1 part in 
a million of its size. This is an order more than 
resistance strain- gauges, and a vibration strain - 
gauge giving 100 mV for 1 in a million has been 
reported more recently. 

Capacitors. -The high dielectric constant of 
ferroelectrics near To leads to their use in capacitors 
wherever high value or small size is required and 
temperature stability is not too important. Fig. 12 
shows the dielectric constant of barium titanate 
crystals and the results achieved in ceramics by 
additives such as strontium titanate or calcium 
titanate. In these the high E range has been brought 
down to a convenient temperature, and flattened to 
improve temperature stability. The E peak values 
indeed are lowered, but the value at operating 
temperatures is not. The high E values allow 
capacitors to have smaller dimensions and they can 
be in any of the standard shapes. Pressing is used 
for the familiar disc- shape, and extrusion for capa- 
citors of cylindrical shape. Power factors are usually 
about 0.01. For capacitors, of course, the - non - 
linearity is a disadvantage, and results in the E value 
increasing if measured with a larger a.c. voltage, and 
also altering if there is any bias across the capacitor. 
Fig. 12 shows the effect of bias. The non -linearity 
is less marked away from low frequencies and To. 
Mixtures of zirconates and niobates are also used, 
particularly when higher temperatures are en- 
countered; To is high for such materials as lead 
titanate, potassium and lithium niobate (see Table I), 
and some antiferroelectrics, but it is often falling 
resistivity of ceramics which limits their use at high 
temperature. 

Very small components are made with ceramic 
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films only a few 'mils thick. These have working 
voltages around 300 volts d.c. and breakdown at 
about 1 kV, for values up to 0.01 µF; higher values 
are made by packing several such films together, as 
in mica capacitors. The lead inductances can be 
kept low since the components are small. The 
leakage conductance varies strongly with temperature, 
but it has been kept up to 200 megohms well above 
100 °C for 0.1 -µF film capacitors. 

The E and the power factor of ceramics " age " 
over several months, E (and also d) decreasing 20 %, 
while Q increases. For most purposes, the values 
are stable enough several weeks after manufacture, 
or appropriate heat treatments will remove the aging. 
We saw that e is partly due to the domain walls 
moving when a field is applied. In a ceramic the 
walls are subject to more stringent interference by 
irregularities than in a crystal. We may expect it 
to be more difficult to escape from a temporary 
trap B to the " deepest " trap A, and this will take 
place only after some time. Once there, the motions 
are more restricted, so that E is then smaller. The 
power factor, for frequencies below 10 Mc /s, also ages 
and has been ascribed to movement between traps. 

Poor electrical strength means that ferroelectrics 
are not very suitable for power capacitors. The 
instability with time and temperature results in their 
being used for by -pass and blocking capacitors, and 
also as smoothing capacitors at higher voltages, 
rather than in tuned circuits. 
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(To be continued) 

RANGE OF MARINE RADAAS 

4111116 

"Unit System " has been adopted by Kelvin- Hughes for 
their new range of marine radars. Standard scanner and 
transmitter receiver are combined with alternative dis- 
plays, power supplies and motor -generators to form 
range of radars to suit most requirements. Photograph 
shows largest display unit (Type 14/16P) which uses 16 -in 
c.r.t. and provides reflection- plotter and true -motion 
facilities. 
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PARIS AIR SHOW 
NAVIGATIONAL AND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT AT THE 23rd SALON 

APREDOMINANT impression gained from a 

brief visit to this year's Salon International d 
l'Aeronautique at Le Bourget airport was the ex- 
tensive use of transistors in all kinds of aircraft 
radio equipment. As an example the French firm 
C.S.F. showed a light, fixed -loop radio compass 
which weighed only 12 lb, compared with the 40 lb 
of previous models, and measured only 14.6cm x 
16.5cm X 11.4cm. It has push- button selection of 
four pre -set frequencies and the directional 
accuracy is ±2 °. Current consumption is less than 
400mA. This firm also had an f.m. radio altimeter 
which was transistorized except for the transmitter 
oscillator. The weight was 20 lb. Accuracy of 
measurement was 10% above an altitude of 100 ft. 
On the Air -Equipement stand an automatic pilot 
equipment was noticed which used silicon transis- 
tors throughout, and this design has already been 
installed in a good many American military air- 
craft. 

On the communications side an outstanding 
example of what can be done by transistorization 
was the neat Bendix RA -21A v.h.f. receiver. This 
provides for 560 channels at 50kc /s spacing in the 
range 108- 136Mc /s. It is a triple superhet circuit, 
transistorized except for four valves in the front 
end, and uses printed wiring and inductors. There 
is an automatic tuning system utilizing rotary step- 
ping solenoids, and the selected frequencies are 
displayed by a digital indicator. The receiver unit, 
including power supplies, weighs only 8 ib, and 
measures Thin x 28in (front panel) by 12.l-in deep. 

This receiver can be used for communications 
alone or as an input to a navigation unit, which is a 
fully transistorized equipment of corresponding size 
giving VOR (v.h.f. omni- directional radio range) 
and "localizer" information. The companion v.h.f. 
transmitter for these receiving equipments gives an 
r.f. power output of 25 -30 watts. It is transistorized 
in the i.f. circuits and the switching relay circuits 
and weighs 14= lb including power supplies 

It is well known, of course, that transistors are 
now being used in the electronic circuits of guided 
missiles, where their small size, reliability and low 
power consumption are particularly advantageous. 
As an example, G.E.C. were exhibiting a trans- 
istorized version of the guidance equipment for the 
Royal Navy's ship -to -air guided missile Seaslug. 
The equipment is made up of 40 units, each of 
which is readily replaceable. Printed circuits are 
used in these units and also in the "cable form" 
which consists of two double -sided printed boards 
extending along the whole length of the equipment. 
The system is said to he about half the weight and 
size of the equivalent valve equipment and to re- 
quire only one third of the operating power. 

A transistor pre -amplifier, designed as a replace- 
able plug -in unit, is used in a Murphy airborne tape 
reproducer which operates at 31in /sec and weighs 
20 lb. This equipment has separate heads for the 
two tracks on the tape and when the tape is auto- 
matically reversed at the end of its travel (by a 
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microswitch control system) the appropriate head 
is switched to the pre -amplifier. The reproducer is 
intended for use in conjunction with a passenger 
announcement equipment, and there is an auto- 
matic fade -up and fade -down system to avoid 
abrupt changes between the recorded programme 
and the announcements. 

Incidentally, this firm also displayed their 
" leader cable " equipment which is used in the 
blind landing system recently developed by the 
Royal Aircraft Establishment. The principle of this 
azimuthal guidance system, based on the magnetic 
fields picked up from two cables laid either side 
of the runway, was described in our December, 
1958, issue (p. 579). The a.c. signal frequencies in 
the two cables are 1,070c /s and 1,750c /s respec- 
tively. After separation by filters in the airborne 
receiver the two signals are applied to a cathode - 
follower comparator circuit. Any inequalities in 
amplitude, due to the aircraft being displaced from 
the runway centre line, cause the comparator to 
produce an unbalance voltage which is fed as a 
correcting signal to the aircraft's automatic pilot. 

A good many radar equipments were on show, 
of course, some of them being associated with com- 
puter- controlled systems for automatic navigation 
and fire- control in fighter aircraft. Such a system 
was shown by the French firm S.I.N.T.R.A. for 
use with the famous fighter aircraft Mirage III. In 
the sphere of ground -based radar an interesting de- 
velopment of special value to traffic controllers was 
demonstrated by C.S.F. This was an image trans- 
formation equipment by which radar displays can 
be presented with enhanced brilliance on tele- 
vision screens. The heart of this equipment is a 
special storage tube, TMA 403, with a p.p.i. 
"writing" section at one end and a television -scan 
"reading" section at the other end. Storage time 
can be varied by an operator from a few seconds 
to several minutes. 

The idea of the system is to avoid the need for 
viewing radar screens in a darkened room -often 
a source of difficulty in airports because the control 
tower staff cannot always leave their posts to look 
at the radar. Furthermore, because of the storage 
facility provided by the image transformer, it be- 
comes possible to see the routes of. aircraft by the 
tracks they leave on the screen. 

The demonstration by C.S.F. at Le Bourget was 
actually a television display of a p.p.i. radar picture 
generated at Orly airport (ta the south of Paris) - 
showing that transmission or distribution of radar 
pictures over long distances is a practical proposi- 
tion. The transformation was done at Orly and 
the 625 -line television picture was transmitted 
northwards to Le Bourget by microwave links. 

Apart from the advantages mentioned above, this 
system, which has already been installed in a good 
many American airports, offers the possibility of 
mixing other sources of display information with the 
radar picture. For example, distance marker rings 
or "electronic maps " can be superimposed on it. 
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High Efficiency Class -C Power Am- 
plifiers are by no means new: indeed, 
there is a German patent of 1917 
(by G.D.T.) which deals with the use 
of harmonic resonators in the anode- 
circuit of a class -C stage as a means 
of broadening and flattening the 
anode current pulse -and so improv- 
ing efficiency. Although superficially 
similar, the arrangement described by 
V. J. Tyler in a recent Marconi Re- 
view (Vol. XXI, No. 130), differs in 
that the grid -drive to the amplifier 
does not contain the harmonics for 
which resonators are provided. In 
its simplest form Tyler's amplifier is 
driven by a square wave (containing 
only the odd harmonics) and has two 
" loss- free " parallel -tuned circuits, 
which resonate at the second and 
fourth harmonics of the signal fre- 
quency, in series with the tank : 

these resonators aid the anode -voltage 
waveform to take up a shape not un- 
like the output from a single -phase 
rectifier without reservoir capacitor. 
Two experimental amplifiers, one of 
high power rating, one of low, are 
quoted as giving anode efficiencies of 
93.8% and 90.4 ",,. Output powers 
as much as three times that given by 
a normal class -C stage are obtained 
with ordinary transmitting valves and 
a further example quotes KT45 valves 
(television line- output pentodes) as 
producing 200 watts of r.f. -an in- 
crease of power output of over 400°ó 
of the normal class -C output. Another 
favourable point is that mistuning of 
the anode circuits does not produce a 
sharp rise in anode dissipation, also 
the arrangement is capable of high 
linearity with anode modulation be- 
cause the output voltage and supply 
voltage are rigidly inter -related. 

Hybrid Monostable Circuit, using 
a valve and a transistor, has been 
designed by E. Patterson, of English 
Electric Aviation, to produce pulses 
for binary circuits from the small 
signals given by photocells in an 
optical shaft encoder. Since ten of 
these circuits were required for each 
encoder -one per channel -it was 
desirable to have a circuit contain- 
ing the minimum number of com- 
ponents, with no transformers, and 
operating from existing power sup- 
plies. The output impedance of the 
photocell circuit was of the order of 
0.5Mí , requiring a high impedance 
input to the device. A regenerative 
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hybrid circuit, in which a pentode 
suppressor grid was controlled by a 
transistor switch driven from the 
pentode anode via a diode, was 
found to give the required high gain 
and monostable switching character- 
istic. The circuit produced rect- 
angular pulses on the suppressor 
greater than 10 volts from 0.1 -V sine 
waves or 20mV pulses. Triggering 

pulses could be obtained from the 
anode by suitable filtering. Pulse 
rise times of the order of 3µsec were 
obtained, and investigation has 
shown that faster rise times are pos- 
sible. Since this circuit was 
developed, the designer has become 
aware of an article in Electronics for 
April, 1959, " Series Diode Increases 
Multivibrator Sensitivity," in which 
the author, M. M. Vojinovic, shows 
how the stability of the circuit is 
controlled by the diode in the feed- 
back path. The high impedance 
offered by the diode before break- 
down is sufficient to prevent the 
loop gain from exceeding the critical 
value. However, when the anode 
voltage is sufficiently high the 
diode breaks down and regenerative 
action commences. For the best per- 
formance of the circuit shown, com- 
ponent values must be chosen to 
suit the frequency and amplitude of 
the input signal in order to avoid 
frequency multiplying or dividing 
effects. 

Parametric Limiters are discussed by 
A. E. Síegman in a letter to 
Proc.I.R.E. for March 1959. The 

signal to be limited is applied as the 
pump input signal to a parametric 
oscillator. For input pump powers 
below a certain level, no oscillations 
are produced and the pump output 
increases with the. pump input. For 
input pump powers above this level, 
oscillations are produced and the 
pump output is limited at a fixed 
level. An advantage of this method 
of limiting is that it can theoretically 
be made phase distortionless. 

Ophitron, from the Greek for a ser- 
pent, has been chosen by the G.E.C. 
as the name for a backward wave 
oscillator using a new type of electro- 
static focusing in which the electrons 
travel in a wavy path. The electron 
path shape and electrode configura- 
tion are similar to those used for 
slalom focusing (see Technical Note- 
book for May .1958), the electrodes 
consisting of two charged flat plates 
one in front of and the other behind 
a ladder -like slow -wave structure. 
The relative potentials of the various 
electrodes in an Ophitron are, how- 
ever, different from those used for 
slalom focusing; the two plates now 
being at unequal potentials with one 
much more positive than the other; 
although, as for slalom focusing, the 
ladder line is made more positive 
than either plate. With these changed 
potentials, the electrons in an Ophi- 
tron remain always on the same side 
of the ladder line so that the crests 
of the wavy electron path now lie 
between the ladder rungs rather than 
in front of or behind them as with 
slalom focusing. This results in 
better interaction between the elec- 
trons and slow -wave ladder line than 
with slalom focusing. The curves 
in the wave -like beam path result in 
focusing forces which counteract the 
space -charge repulsion. It is ex- 
pected that because of the removal 
of ions to the focusing plates, the 
noise will be less than with magnetic 
focusing, the usual method of focus- 
ing used. Ophitrons should also be 

less susceptible to stray magnetic 
fields than magnetically focused 
valves. The first Ophitron made by 
the G.E.C. is for the 10,000 Mc /s 
band and delivers a few tens of mW 
power over a 40% bandwidth. Its 
weight and dimensions are only 7oz 
and 6in by ;in diameter respectively. 
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Scientific Uses of Television 
ONE ASPECT OF THE BRIT.I.R.E. CONVENTION AT CAMBRIDGE 

OMESTIC television development, though not 
exactly at a standstill, certainly seems to be passing 
through a phase of marking time. At the present 
juncture nobody but an incurable optimist would 
think of running a technical conference on this 
subject alone. The Brit. I.R.E., though undoubtedly 
optimistic in outlook, was realistic enough to give 
its recent Convention, held at Cambridge Univer- 
sity, the carefully worded title of " Television En- 
gineering in Science, Industry and Broadcasting." 
The net was therefore cast wide and some interest- 
ing fish were caught, including a psychologist talking 
on subliminal perception, an American on space 
television, two Russian engineers on various aspects 
of Soviet television and the well -known television 
pioneer, Dr. V. K. Zworykin, who gave the Clerk 
Maxwell Memorial Lecture and surprised everyone 
by not talking about television at all. 

As to the scientific applications of television, it 
was quite obvious that a great deal of specialized 
study has been devoted to what is generally known 
as " industrial television " or " closed- circuit tele- 
vision " equipment. A few years ago, when the 
potentialities of television as a " remote eye " for 
viewing in difficult positions were first realized, 
there was an enthusiastic rush to couple television 
cameras on to everything possible connected with 
visual inspection. This enthusiasm has now been 
tempered with the knowledge of what can happen 
to such equipment when it is subjected to heat, 
moisture, radioactivity and so on, and out of this 
experience new designs have evolved. The photo- 
conductive pick -up tube owes its present high state 
of development largely to industrial television, and 
now the normal range of visual observation is being 
extended into the infra -red, the ultra- violet and 
to regions of extremely low light levels. 

One example of observation at low levels of illu- 
tnination occurs in astronomy, and here one is 
thinking in terms of individual light quanta rather 
than in the more familiar light units. The great 
problem is in examining celestial bodies through 
the semi -transparent layer of the earth's atmos- 
phere. For a good many years photographic plates 
and photoelectric devices have been used for in- 
tegrating the light from very weak sources, and more 
recently special electronic image converter tubes 
have been developed in which electron- sensitive 
photographic film is enclosed in the vacuum cham- 
ber. These methods, however, tend to be cumber- 
some and complicated in practice, and as a result 
television has been tried as a possible alternative. 
A paper by B. V. Somes -Charlton described what 
has been achieved since about 1951 when the author, 
in collaboration with P. B. Fellgett, first carried out 
tests with television cameras coupled to telescopes 
at the Cambridge Observatories. 

The image orthicon pick -up tube was used be- 
cause of its high sensitivity, and in 1956 some tests 
indicated that there was a gain in light sensitivity 
by a factor of 3 over the best photographic film 
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available. This is not a great deal, and it is pos- 
sible that film emulsions have caught up in the 
meantime, but the television technique still has the 
great advantage of electronically variable contrast, 
which is of tremendous value in clarifying the detail 
of images. 

To give an idea of the performances of light 
detectors Mr. Somes -Charlton said that ideally each 
photon of the incident light should effect the reduc- 
tion of one grain of silver halide in a photographic 
emulsion or liberate one electron from a photo- 
cathode. This would represent a " quantum effici- 
ency " of 1. In fact the best approach to this was 
given by the photomultiplier tube, with an efficiency 
of 0.05 -0.1 (the human eye having a maximum of 
0.05), while the image orthicon tube gave a figure 
of 0.02 -0.03 and photographic films 0.001 -0.01 (with 
a reported recent improvement to as high as 0.1). 
However, some recent experiments had been con- 
ducted by R.C.A. in America on modified image 
orthicon pick -up tubes containing special image in- 
tensifiers using phosphor- photocathode stages and 
electron accelerating voltages. With these it was 
claimed that an image of 400 lines definition could 
be produced with a photocathode illumination of 
only 10-` or 10 -' foot candles. 

Incidentally, Mr. Somes -Charlton demonstrated 
a simple apparatus which he had used for testing 
the relative performances of pick -up tubes and 
photographic plates in sensitivity and resolution. It 
consisted of a metal plate perforated with holes of 
graded diameters having behind them grey filters 
of graded densities. The whole mask was illu- 
minated from behind by a cold light source and 
viewed from the front by the television or photo- 
graphic camera. The performance of the camera, 
television or photographic, could then be judged by 
which particular holes were just on the limits of 
visibility due to their reduced contrast (dense filters) 
and resolution (small diameters). 

Space Television 
Another method of mitigating the effects of the 
earth's atmosphere on astronomical observations 
was mentioned in a paper by B. I. Sardiko of the 
U.S.S.R. (read by B. A. Berlin). This was the use 
of stereoscopic television on telescopes spaced 
widely apart. But probably the most advanced idea 
of all is to get outside the earth's atmosphere alto- 
gether by means of space vehicles. One proposal 
has been for an astronomical telescope orbiting in 
space and fitted with a television scanning system 
controlled from a ground observatory. At the Con- 
vention A. J. Viterbi, who has been connected with 
recent satellite launchings in the U.S.A., discussed 
some of the important design criteria for such a 
television system, which, for close observation of 
some of the planets, would have to work over ranges 
of the order of 25 million miles. 

Because of the low received signal power (esti- 
mated at 10 -'s watt) and the high noise level, the 
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channel bandwidth has to be severely restricted - 
in fact, to as narrow as lc /s.- Bandwidth compres- 
sion to this extent is achieved by recording the video 
information on magnetic tape at normal speed then 
replaying and transmitting it over a long period of 
time (for example, one 200 -line image would take 
about 1.85 hour to transmit). Another problem 
arises from the fact that the carrier frequency of 
the transmitter is varied by the Doppler effect as 
the vehicle travels rapidly through space. This 
means that simple frequency modulation cannot be 
used for overcoming the noise in the transmission 
channel. Instead the video information is used to 
frequency modulate a sub -carrier, and the sub - 
carrier modulates the phase of the carrier signal. 

At the receiver the Doppler- shifted carrier is 
recovered from the noisy signal by a " coherent 
tracking filter." This is a form of servo -mechanism 
called a "phase- locked -loop" containing a variable - 
frequency oscillator which is kept locked in phase 
and frequency to the incoming signal by control 
from an error signal. The output from this oscillator 
is then mixed with the received signal to recover 
the original frequency -modulated signal, and this 
is passed to a discriminator to give the final video 
information. The discriminator has to deal with a 
very noisy signal and it again takes the form of a 
" phase -locked -loop " servo -mechanism. The local 
oscillator is controlled by an error voltage and it is 
this voltage which provides the video output signal. 
Radiation Problems 
Compared with space projects, nuclear energy 
has become almost a common -or- garden application 
for television techniques. Here the transmission 
problems may not be difficult but the environmental 
ones certainly are. For observation purposes in a 
nuclear reactor the television camera has to contend 
with heat and radioactivity. The heat problem can 
be tackled by gas cooling and, according to a paper 
by P. Barratt and I.. M. Walters, nothing practicable 
can be done about radiation shielding. Lead shields 
for protection against gamma rays would be far 
too big and heavy, while neutron- absorbing materials 
would have undesirable effects on the operation of 
the reactor. 

The paper includes an interesting table showing 
the effects of radiation on the electrical and other 
properties of electronic components. Resistors and 
capacitors are changed in value by only a few per 
cent (varying with the materials used in their con- 
struction), television pick -up tubes suffer a tem- 
porary increase in dark current and semiconductor 
devices show much higher leakage currents than 
normal. It emerges, however, that the most serious 
effect of all is not electrical but optical -the dis- 
coloration of the glass in the camera face -plate 
and lenses due to changes in its molecular structure. 
It is only necessary to replace the affected glassware 
and the camera is fit for use again. 

Another paper, by E. C. Sykes, dealt with the 
use of television for microscopical examination of 
nuclear fuel samples which have been irradiated in 
a reactor. The camera is coupled to the microscope 
in such a way that the optical image is directly 
focused on to the sensitive area of the pick -up tube, 
so that no camera lenses are. required. Apart from 
allowing safe observation of the specimens by 
several people simultaneously, the television system 
offers a useful facility for the accurate size measure- 
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ment of details such as hardness indentations. Two 
electronic cursors, consisting of vertical and hori- 
zontal black lines, are generated on the picture by 
a system of black -out pulses and time delays. These 
can be moved across the picture by calibrated con- 
trols, and since the overall magnification of the 
microscope -television system is known it is possible 
to make accurate size measurements- actually to 
within +4 micron at an overall magnification of 
3,000 times. 

Incidentally, this paper discussed some interesting 
practical experience on the use of stereoscopic tele- 
vision for observation of manual operations carried 
out remotely by master -slave manipulators. It was 
found that stereo television was not so helpful to 
the operator in achieving speed and dexterity as 
single -channel television with strong oblique lighting 
from two directions which gave visual positioning 
information by means of the shadows. 

Medical Observations 
The development of medical colour television was 
reviewed in a paper by R. D. Ambrose and A. R. 
Stanley, who also discussed future possibilities in 
the particular field of endoscopy. The endoscope 
is an optical tube which permits observation of the 
interior of the body without recourse to surgery. 
Normally it is only possible for one person to make 
observations, unless photography is used, so the 
possibility of coupling a television camera to the 
external end of the endoscope tube offers some 
distinct advantages. The main problem is in getting 
enough illumination into the interior of the body, 
particularly for colour television. It is also desir- 
able to have smaller and more manoeuvrable cameras 
than are available at present, and there has been 
work on the development of miniature transistorized 
cameras for this purpose. 

Another aspect of medical television mentioned 
in a paper by J. H. Taylor was the use of infra -red 
light, with a television equipment designed for this 
region, to examine the inside of the eye. The point 
here is that the eye pupil does not close in infra -red 
light. In other parts of the body it becomes possible 
to study details of the superficial venous system 
because the skin is transparent to infra -red radiation. 
Mr. Taylor described a high -grade television equip- 
ment using a special vidicon -type pick -up tube with 
a spectral response of 4,000 to 10,000 angstrom units 
(the visible region being 4,000 to 8,000). Another 
tube, for the ultra -violet region, has been developed 
with a response giving down as far as 2,350 angstrom 
units. 

Television techniques are now being used for 
image amplification in X -ray fluoroscopy, and here 
one is dealing with very low light levels in the 
region of 10' to 10 -1 foot- lambert. E. Garthwaite 
and D. G. Haley described a special image orthicon 
tube developed for this work. 

Finally, if we have not made any mention of the 
papers on the domestic side of television it does 
not necessarily mean that we agree with a certain 
speaker at the Convention banquet who made fun 
of the Convention title " Television Engineering in 
Science, Industry and Broadcasting." He said it 
was problematical whether there was any science 
in Industry or even any industry in Science, but 
he was quite certain from personal experience that 
there was neither science nor industry in Broad- 
casting! 
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LETTERS T THE EDIT (() 
The Editor does not necessarily endorse the opinions expressed by his correspondents 

Monophonic or Monodic? 
" FREE GRID " makes a reasoned plea in your June 
issue for " monodic," but he has misled you by saying 
that monophonic reproduction means " one -sound re- 
production." This is not at all the intention of those 
who, despite " Free Grid's " diverting contribution and 
your weighty editorial, are still in favour of " mono- 
phonic." 

The primary meaning of ¢avq is not " sound " but 
" voice "; an educated friend tells me that the original 
Homeric meaning was " voice " and that only much 
later did the word acquire the derived meaning of 
" sounds from inanimate objects." What could be more 
appropriate than " monophonic " to refer to the use of 
a single -channel reproducer, which, like you and " Free 
Grid," speaks with one voice? 

Having established the semantic propriety of " mono- 
phonic," let us bear in mind its two great advantages : 

(1) it is already well established, particularly in 
America, and 

(2) it makes a convenient pair with stereophonic. 
Incidentally, " Free Grid " cannot claim the paternity 

of " monodic "; it was suggested in my letter published 
in the January issue of Electronic & Radio Engineer, as 
an alternative to " monophonic." 

London, N.2. E. L. E. PAWLEY 

Free Grid " Comments : 

Even if Mr. Pawley's remarks about the Greek word 
Q,oniq were correct, I do not see how the case for the use 
of " monophonic " is thereby strengthened. As for his 
argument about this word being well established in the 
U.S.A., must we follow American usage in this matter 
as we have done in the terminology of household sanita- 
tion? But Mr. Fawley obviously bases his main argu- 
nient on the original meaning of the word q,o,vq, and so I 
had better confine myself to that. 

Going right back to the obsolete verb phao (ryao,), 
meaning, inter aria, to speak, we find several words asso- 
ciated with it, but the only two which concern us here 
are Aovq and both of which are transliterated into 
our alphabet as " phone." The first of these words 
started life meaning " mouth," and was used figuratively 
in such expressions as " to put to the mouth (or edge) 
of the sword." A handy example is to be found in 
Exodus, XVII, 13, where, in the Septuagint, occur the 
words ev ,pov,l ,iaXaipaç to describe the rough house 
which Joshua gave the Amalekites. 

+1!ovq eventually came to mean the effect of putting 
to the sword, namely, slaughter. While ¢ovq originally 
meant the mouth of the sword, its stable mate owvq 

meant the voice of the sword (poetical fellows these 
Greeks), which was a piCTuresque way of saying the 
sound of slaughter, and in particular the noise of battle. 

Now the noise of battle is a confused jumble of 
sound, and in those days the first thing that would be 
heard would be the clash of arms, a very inanimate 
sound. Thus the primary meaning of was obviously 
an inanimate sound, but I will, of course, admit that 
it would soon be followed by the thoroughly animate 
sound of the cries of wounded horses and men; but 
the inanimate meaning of goovq beat the animate one, 
even if only by a short head! 

London, S.E.1. "FREE GRID " 

IF " monophonic " is to be excluded because it does 
not " .... call to mind .... the rich polyphonic sounds 
of music and well modulated voices .. ", then can 
we permit the transmission of monodic works through 
a stereophonic system? 

Furthermore, if it seems incongruous to transmit poly- 
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phony over a "monophonic" system, would it not be 
even more so to employ a " monodic " system, since the 
term " monody " means " a song for one person." It 
is derived from the Greek word for an ode sung by a 
single actor in the ancient Greek tragedy, and is also 
used in connection with early opera in distinction from 
polyphonic style. 

Whilst paying due homage to the erudition of your 
cognoscenti, may I suggest that the term monodic be 
left alone since it already has a perfectly sound connota- 
tion. Keeping the prefix " mono," and I am sure that 
" mono " and " stereo," once accepted, will always be 
recognized terms, may I suggest that one might do worse 
than take from biology the term monophyllous (single - 
leafed), and change it to monophyllic. In spite of its 
" ph " and "11" the word is easy to say and there is 
less likely to be confusion with a term borrowed from 
a more remote science or art. Monothetic is another 
fairly neutral alternative. " Monophonic " is still the 
best sounding term, however irregular the derivation. 

Eccles, Lancs. Wm. THURLOW SMITH, 
" Eroica" Sound Recording Services. 

I THINK the B.B.C. have found a very pleasant 
sounding word in " monophonic," and whatever its 
origins and whatever it means we will enjoy using it. 
Your "monodic" sounds like a cold in the head. 

Lausanne, Switzerland. R. H. WILLIAMS. 

Mavars 
I HAVE just read the excellent and entertaining article 
on MAVARS by " Cathode Ray " in the May issue of 
Wireless World. 

In the discussion of names for the parametric device, 
reference to my article in the September 26, 1958, issue of 
Electronics gives the erroneous impression that I am the 
originator of the term MAVAR. Although I wish I 
could claim credit for this, such is not the case. Unfor- 
tunately, a search of my notes fails to disclose who was 
the first to use this term, so I cannot set the record 
completely straight. 

Another name which has been proposed and which 
has some merit is the REACTATRON (Prot. I.R.E., 
January 1959, p. 42). This term is intended to describe 
specifically the diode parametric amplifier, although I 
see no reason why it cannot be extended to other forms. 
It avoids the use of the term " mixer " which " Cathode 
Ray " feels so strongly about. 

New York. SAMUEL WEBER, 
Associate Editor, Electronics. 

Facsimile Television 
IN connection with the recent experiments in trans- 
atlantic television via the cable *, it is interesting to recall 
some very early history. I understand that the present 
technique is to transmit the successive frames of a film 
at slow speed by means of a special telecine machine and 
record them on the other side of the Atlantic. The film 
is then televised in the normal way after processing. 

In 1934, on the occasion of the London to Melbourne 
Air Race, the G.B. Newsreel Company used the normal 
Radio Facsimile Service to transmit from Australia the 
separate frames of a cinematograph film of the winners 
arriving in Melbourne. The received pictures were re- 
photographed on to cine film in London. I believe it 
took about 20 hours facsimile transmission for a few 
seconds of film projection, but the attraction of seeing 
the film in the cinemas the day after the event more than 
justified the means. As in the present case some " com- 
pression " of the signal was achieved by omitting alter- 
* See pp. 314 and 362 of this issue. -Ed. 
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nate frames of the film at the transmitting end and 
replacing them by repeats of the previous frame in the 
fmal printing process. 

Mr. Castleton Knight, who pioneered this experiment, 
expressed surprise to me some time ago that " Wireless 
Pictures " as he called them, had not become a daily 
occurrence. His record has remained unchallenged for 
25 years and it would be a pleasant gesture if the results 
of his efforts were taken from the vault where they now 
rest and televised for our enjoyment along with those of 
the present experiment. 

Enfield, Middlesex. L. C. JESTY, 
Sylvania -Thorn Colour Television 

Laboratories, Ltd. 

Wide -Band Aerials 
I HAVE read with interest the two articles by Mr. 
F. R. W. Strafford in the April and May issues entitled 
"A Second Band III Programme? -The Aerial 
Problem." 

I think it should be pointed out to your readers that 
a very satisfactory solution to this wide -band aerial 
problem exists. The type of aerial to which I make refer- 
ence is known commercially as the Labgear " S pace- 
match," which became available on the market in 
August 1958. 

The " Spacematch " aerial, at Band III frequencies, 
is essentially a form of long wire array having " V " 
configuration. The length-to- diameter ratio has been 
made quite low by adoption of the skeleton cone 
principle. By a proper choice of element diameter and 
included angles the impedance at the extremities of the 
aerial may be made to approximate the characteristic 
impedance of free space. Under ideal conditions, using 
this technique, the gain normally associated with a " V " 
beam type of aerial may be further enhanced to the extent 
of 3 dB. I agree with Mr. Strafford that a wide -band 
aerial providing a gain of about 9 dB would be extremely . 

valuable and, indeed, it would suit most applications in- 
between circumstances permitting the use of simple in- 
side aerials and those requiring extremely elaborate 
high -gain fringe arrays. Naturally television broadcast- 
ing stations have been so situated as to minimize the 
number of fringe arrays required. 

In practice, individual elements of the " Spacematch " 
aerial have been made approximately 1; wavelengths 
long on Band III, which brings the unit into +-wave 
resonance just outside the low frequency end of Band I. 
However, because of its fan -like construction, it 
exhibits the broad width associated with this type of 
aerial and provides remarkably uniform response not 
only over Band III but also over the whole of Band I. 
Naturally, the excellent gain yielded on Band III (8 or 
9 dB) cannot be maintained on Band I and its perform- 
ance is similar to that of a simple dipole. Models are 
available, however, which incorporate the addition of a 
channelized Band I reflector where reception conditions 
make this necessary. 

Cambridge. S. R. KHARBANDA, 
Labgear Limited. 

Displaying Valve Characteristics 
I WAS most interested to read of Mr. R. G. Christian's 
method of displaying valve characteristics and their axes 
in the June issue. 

The author appears to be satisfied with presenting 
what are, in effect, dynamic characteristics, and a change 
in anode load therefore affects these characteristics. From 
the students' point of view this is undesirable, and it is 
much better to use the actual anode voltage to give the 
X deflection, rather than the supply voltage, since the 
static characteristics would then be given as shown by the 
accompanying Fig. 1. 

If a step voltage waveform is applied to the grid, the 
valve load line can be displayed as a shortening of the 
high -voltage ends of the traces. (Fig. 2). This property 
extends the usefulness of the demonstration because dis- 
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Fig. I. Beam tetrode 
characteristics. 

Fig. 2. Triode anode 
characteristics, 
showing load line. 

Fig. 3. Triode onode 
characteristics with 
current negative 
feedback. 

Fig. 4. Low -power 
transistor emitter 
characteristics. 

cussion can be made of the choice of a suitable anode 
load. The effect of negative feedback on the character- 
istics can be shown by the use of feedback circuits in 
common use. In particular, the effect of current negative 
feedback on output impedance can be demonstrated if a 
series resistance is used in the cathode lead. (Fig. 3). 

In addition, if the step voltage is applied through a 
high resistance, a step current waveform can be obtained, 
which may be used to show the emitter input character- 
istics of transistors (Fig. 4). A high resistance should be 
put in series with the collector supply to ensure that the 
thermal runaway point is not exceeded. 

The problem of the return trace, as mentioned by Mr. 
Christian, may be overcome by flyback blanking. 

The accompanying photographs were obtained from a 
device showing several anode characteristics simul- 
taneously, which has proved most useful in the work of 
the B.B.C. Engineering Training Department and it is 
described in the Bulletin of Electrical Engineering Educa- 
tion, Vol. 20, June 1958 (published at the College of 
Science and Technology, Manchester). 

Wood Norton, Worcs. D. J. HENMAN, 
B.B.C. Engineering Training Dept. 
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Resistors in Parallel 

CHART FOR USE W TH PREFERRED- 

VALUE RESISTORS 

By M. A. HAMMOND 

THE accompanying chart provides a quick refer- 
ence to the preferred -value resistors which, when 
connected in parallel, give a required non -preferred 
value of resistance. 

Example: A resistance of 3052 is required. At the 
30 -5.1 point of the right -hand scale move horizontally 
to the left until a point of intersection of two diagonal 
lines is encountered. By following each of these 
diagonals from the intersection to the left -hand scale, 
it will be seen that 4752 and 8252 are the required 
preferred values to be paralleled for a resultant 3052. 

Alternative points of intersection can be found 
very close to the 30 41 line formed by intersections 
of the 39 -52 and 120-52 lines and of the 56 -1! and 
68 -52 lines respectively (left -hand scale). 

It is obvious that this will apply to the higher 
decades also if the necessary " noughts " are added to 
the significant figures and providing both resistors 
to be paralleled are in the same decade. For example, 
the resistance resulting from paralleling 18ká l and 
1801! cannot be extracted from the chart. 

Acknowledgement is made to J. W. D. Cunning- 
ham and L. F. Poole, for observations made while 
compiling the chart. 
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Small Radar for Small Ships 

AS the " mains supply " most usually available on a 
small vessel is a nominal 24 -V d.c. derived from accumu- 
lators, power consumption must be kept to a mini- 
mum and the radar must work from an input which 
may vary between 20V and 32V. The voltage -variation 

20 

10 

problem is overcome in the new Marconi Marine " Con- 
sort " by the use of a transistor regulator which reduces 
the input to a constant 19 -V d.c., and e.h.t., h.t., negative 
bias and special supplies (such as the c.r.t. heater power) 
are derived from this 19 -V d.c. by a transistor oscillator. 

To reduce the power de- 
mand the equipment is 
normally kept in the 
" stand -by " condition in 
which the valve heaters 
only are energized and the 
current consumption then 
is 4A. A " press -to- view " 
button, mounted on the dis- 
play unit, switches on the 
remaining supplies and 
the scanner motor, when 
the current consumption 
rises to about 10A. After 
roughly two minutes (gov- 
erned by the heating and 
cooling of a bi -metal strip) 
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Radome- protected scanner on 
its tripod base installed on 
Marconi- Marine's demonstra- 
tion yacht, Elettra II. 
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the radar reverts automatically to the stand -by state. 
Voltage regulator, power supplies, transmitter and 

receiver are all contained in one case and printed wiring 
is used as far as is possible for its advantages of low cost 
and exact correspondence between boards. 

The scanner employs a 3 -ft -long slotted -waveguide 
array driven by a 1/24- horse -power motor. The use 
of this small drive power is made possible by enclosing 
the array in a fibre -glass radome which also prevents 
the ingress of sea spray. Fibre -glass is used, too, as the 
support for a " lens " formed from thin close -spaced 
vertical wires. This is mounted at the mouth of a short 
horn section extending from the waveguide aerial and it 
is used to reduce the amplitude of residual side -lobes. 

Scanner -mount height limits the maximum range 
realisable to about 14 miles : other scales are 8, 4, 1.5 and 
0.6 miles. Only a relatively small transmitter power is 
required to give effective cover to 14 miles so the peak - 
power output (p.w. 0.15µsec, p.r.f. 2,000 /sec) of about 
2.5kW is sufficient. Because the magnetron does not 
heat up appreciably at this low rating, its frequency 
does not drift seriously. This initial stability, together 
with a greatly- improved version of the 723AB local - 
oscillator klystron (English Electric) and a little " spare " 
bandwidth in the receiver, enables the complications of 
a.f.c. to be dispensed with. In fact, the fine -tuning con- 
trol is preset, mounted on the display -unit rear panel. 

The display unit, which is designed for mounting on 
the deckhead, bulkhead or table, uses a 5in_- diameter 
c.r.t. This is fitted with a magnifying lens to increase 
the effective diameter to about 8in. Rotating -coil scan- 

ning is used for which the drive is obtained by a direct 
mechanical link (Bowden cable) to the scanner and the 
only " user control " fitted on the display unit is the 
press -to -view switch. 

A complete installation weighs just over one hundred- 
weight and costs about £800. 

Sound Equipment ct Stratford -on -Avon 

NEW sound- amplifying equipment has been fitted at 
the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre, Stratford -on -Avon. 
Designed and installed by R.C.A. (Great Britain), Ltd., 
the equipment provides single -channel speech reinforce- 
ment from three microphones on the stage and a 40 -W 
amplifier feeding four line -source column loudspeakers 
placed in the auditorium, a two -channel sound -effects 
system (fed from two tape decks) with two amplifiers 
and five loudspeakers which may be placed anywhere 
on the stage, another single " effects " channel feeding 
a loudspeaker mounted over the stage, and a stage/ 
orchestra liaison system through which the orchestra 
can follow the action although they are unable to see 
the stage. The signal to each of the five loudspeakers 
can be raised and lowered in turn, so that an impression 
of movement may be created. All four amplifiers are 
identical and they can be inter -switched so that a 
failure in one is not obvious to the audience. 
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Manufacturers' Products 
NEW ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES 

Wire -stripping Screwdriver 
THE " Stripmaster " is a screwdriver which carries in 
its shatterproof moulded -plastics handle a metal cutter 
with a keyhole- shaped aperture. The cutter forms a 
quick and effective wire stripper : in use the wire is 
passed through the large end of the " keyhole ", forced 
down the slot and then pulled out, so stripping cleanly 
the insulation without " nicking " the wire. The over- 
all length of the screwdriver is 6in and the screwdriver 

Stripmaster " wire -stripping 
screwdriver. 

blade -width is tin. Retailing at 3s 6d, the " Stripmaster " 
is distributed by L. J. Hydleman and Co., Ltd., Grove 
Park, London, S.E.S. 

Sub -miniature Wire -wound Resistors 
THE Alma Components Type RM2 precision sub- 
miniature wire -wound resistor is rated at AN W and is 
designed to fit into both the 0.1 -in and 0.15in printed 
circuit grids. Only 0.25 -in in diameter and slightly over 
0.3 -in long, this resistor is available in values from 100lì 
to 200k11, and with two standard tolerances (± 1% and 
±0.1 %) at 20 °C. The temperature coefficient is less 
than ±0.002% per °C and a stability of 0.05% over 
1,000 hours running time is achieved. Manufacturers : 

Alma Components Ltd., 55I, Holloway Road, London, 
N.19. 

Electronic Coil Winder 
PRECISION winding of multi -layer coils without paper 
interleave and with wires down to 0.002in in diameter 
(No. 47 s.w.g.) is one of the features of the new Douglas 
electronic coil winder described as the " Supermatic 
Layer Winding Machine." 

Separate electrical drives are used for the headstock 

Douglas (Avo) electronic -controlled coil winder. 
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and for the wire traversing mechanism and any devia- 
tion from exact layer winding with adjacent turns 
touching is immediately corrected by means of a 

" sensing " head on the traversing carriage and 
associated electronic apparatus. Another feature of the 
new coil winder is that it can be set up to wind single - 
layer coils with precise spacing of the turns, the spacing 
being maintained as predeterimned by the electronic 
equipment. 

The makers are Avo Ltd., Avocet House, 92 -96. 
Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.1. 

Q -meter 
THE new Marconi Type TF1245 Q -meter incorporates 
separate low and high frequency circuits to enable Q 
values from 5 to 1,000 to be measured at frequencies 
between lkc /s and 300Mc /s with an accuracy which 
decreases with increasing frequency from ±5% at 
100Mc /s to ±20% at 300Mc /s. Both the l.f. and h.f. 
measurement circuits are of the usual series -resonant 
type in which the Q is obtained from a measurement of 
the voltage across the tuned circuit capacity. The signal 
voltage is injected across a 0.021 resistor in the l.f. cir- 
cuit and a 0.1mµH inductor in the h.f. ASQ range of ± 25 

is also provided. An external oscillator is necessary to 
make measurements, and two specially designed units are 
available, the TF1246 covering 40kc /s to 50Mc /s and 
the TF1247 covering 20Mc /s to 300 Mc /s. Matching 
transformers may be obtained to allow these oscillators 
to be used also as general -purpose signal generators. 

Marconi Q -Meter Type TF1245 (right) with external oscil- 
lator Type TFI247 (left). 

The TF1245 Q -meter costs £176 and the address of its 
manufacturer is Marconi Instruments Ltd., St. Albans, 
Herts. 

Low frequency Power Amplifier 

A SINE -WAVE output power of 100 watts (r.m.s.) with 
a distortion less than 2% may be obtained at any fre- 
quency from 10c /s to 5kc /s from the Grampian v.l.f. 
amplifier. The input inpedance is 10kû and 3V is re- 
quired for full output. Output impedances between 10.0 
and 10011 are available according to requirements, and 
the frequency response is flat within ± }dB. This ampli- 
fier costs £360 or more according to the number of 
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Examples from Wayne- Kerr's new range of resin -cast transformers. 

Grampian v.l.f. amplifier 
with Ediswan Type R666 
input oscillator. 

output tappings or other special modifications required. 
The address of its manufacturer is Grampian Repro- 
ducers Ltd., Hanworth Trading Estate, Feltham, 
Middlesex. 

Paraffin Power for Portables 
A NEW version of the thermo -electric, receiver 
power supply (Type T.E.G.1) previously illustrated on 
p. 227 of our May, 1956, issue is now available in this 
country. The doped zinc -antimonide and constantan 

Thermo -electric generator supplying power to an "all -dry" 
portable receiver. 

couples normally give outputs of 80 to 90V at 10 to 
11mA, 1.0 to 1.2V at 0.21 to 0.52A and 8 to 10 -V grid- 
bias: it is thus suitable for many " all -dry " receivers. 
The T.E.G.1 is imported from the U.S.S.R. by Inter- 
national Technical Developments, Ltd., of Willow Road, 
Poyle Estate, Colnbrook, Buckinghamshire, and it costs 
£16, or £20 with lamp. 

Resin -cast Transformers 
WAYNE -KERR LABORATORIES have introduced a 
range of resin -cast transformers in ratings between 5 
and 350W. Designed to replace oil -filled units where 
the possibility of oil leakage cannot be tolerated, the trans- 
formers use C-core construction and comply with the 
requirements of R.C.S.214. Vacuum impregnation with 
a polyester resin enables insulation resistances of better 
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than 100Mí' -2 at 130 °C to be achieved and the black 
epoxy -resin encapsulation material does not support corn- 
bustion. Also a range of pulse transformers develop- 
ing between 7kV and 50kV at up to 60MW peak power 
is available. The manufacturers are Wayne -Kerr Labora- 
tories of Roebuck Road, Chessington, Surrey. 

Fixed Capacitors 
A RANGE of isolation and suppression capacitors cover- 
ing values between 470pF and 10,000pF is announced 
by T.C.C. The dielectric is high- permittivity ceramic 
and a non -cracking heat -resistant protective coating 
prevents the ingress of moisture and provides insulation 
sufficient for the capacitor to be mounted in contact with 
other components or the chassis, whilst still complying 
with the requirements of B.S.415 -1957. The maximum 
rating is 500 d.v. (300 r.m.s. a.v.), capacity tolerance is -20 +80":, and the capacitors also comply with 
B.S.2818 -1957 (for fluorescent -lighting interference 
suppression). 

A new T.C.C. range of low- working- voltage paper - 
dielectric capacitors has each foil electrode wound with 
two thicknesses of paper; but with improved machinery 
and new materials the physical size is comparable with 
that of the metallized -paper type. With a maximum d.v. 
rating of 150, the Type 143 is made in capacities from 
0.02µF to 0.5µF, the sizes ranging between i -in long 
by -,' -in diameter and 1g -in long by 1 -in diameter res- 
pectively. The capacity tolerance is +20°,', and the 
temperature range is -30 to +60 °C. Manufacturers: 
The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., London, W.3. 

Two X -band Isolators 
ONE of the new Sanders (Electronics) ferrite isolators 
is a small -size unit for use in commercial systems. It 
has an isolation of better than 35dB over a ±500Mc /s 
bandwidth around any required frequency between 8.2 
and 12.4kMc /s. Its insertion Ioss is 0.7dB, and its input 
voltage standing wave ratio better than 0.9 to 1. Up to 
150W mean power can be handled by this unit, and it 
costs £35. The other isolator is for Iaboratory use over 
the broad frequency band from 8.2 to 12.4kc /s. Its 
isolation is at least 30dB, its insertion loss less than 1dB 
and its input v.s.w.r. better than 0.87 to 1. Up to 15W 
can be handled by this unit and it costs £85. Both these 
isolators are manufactured by W. H. Sanders (Elec- 
tronics), Ltd., of Gunnels Wood Road, Stevenage, Herts. 

Sanders broad- 
band microwave 
isolator. 
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equatorial Sunset Effect 
Observations Over a Whole Sunspot Cycle Point to an Unexplained Propagation Anomaly 

IN August, 1947, a year of high solar activity 
(Fig. 1), the writer observed at Singapore that tele- 
printer operation of the Admiralty circuit to London 
became extremely difficult, if not impossible, from 
about 1900 to 2100 local time Singapore, i.e., 1200 to 
1400 G.M.T., a condition which the operating per- 
sonnel (often only too ready to blame the man at 
the other end) referred to, in those days, as the 
" Whitehall Lunch -time Effect "! 

The circuit had been equipped with suitably 
directive aerials at each terminal for operation on 
a number of frequencies between 4Mc /s and 
22Mc /s, according to the time of day, season and 
epoch of the 11 -year solar cycle. 

For distances exceeding 4,000km propagation 
takes place by a number of complex modes, and it 
has been found empirically that, for a given fre- 
quency, propagation via the F2-layer is usually 
practicable so long as the ionosphere at " control 

*Royal Naval Scientific Service. 
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By A. M. HUMBY,* M.I.E.E. 

points," distant 2,000km from each terminal (Fig. 2), 
supports transmission at that frequency irrespective 
of the condition of the ionosphere elsewhere along 
the great -circle path. If this condition is not satisfied 
at each " control point " a change to a lower fre- 
quency is usually necessary. 

In certain cases E -layer propagation may be 
possible, the investigation of which involves *two 
additional "control points" distant 1,000km from 
each terminal. 

The extent to which the frequency may be lowered 
depends upon such factors as the effective radiated 
power of the transmitter, absorption of signal, and 
the level of atmospherics and the type of aerial at the 
receiving terminal. The condition of the ionosphere 
at any given location is assessed from regular iono- 
sphere soundings carried out at a large number of 
measuring stations throughout the world, and from 
this data groups of charts are prepared on a month- 
to-month basis representing world -wide variations 
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Fig. 3. Upper and lower predicted frequency limits for 
radio -teleprinter operation between Singapore and 
London, August 1947. 

of ionization with the time of day, season and solar 
activity. 

Considerable success is now being achieved by 
ionospheric forecasters in determining the most 
probable upper- and lower -frequency limits in any 
given case, and fortunately for the radio engineer 
discrepancies between prediction and practice are 
gradually being eliminated. 

Predictions of the type referred to above for the 
case of the Singapore /London circuit for August 
1947 are shown in Fig. 3, from which it would 
appear that a wide band of frequencies should have 
been suitable for teleprinter operation between 1200 
and 1400 G.M.T.; in point of fact although com- 
munication on several frequencies within the pre- 
dicted limits was attempted, this period, as stated 
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(a) SINGAPORE / LONDON .(b) COLOMBO / LONDON 
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Fig. 4. Communication conditions on Singapore /London and 
Colombo /London radio circuits near local sunset (equa- 
torial region) for equinox months of 1949. 

earlier, was one which proved in practice to be one 
of extreme difficulty. 

The period 1900 to 2100 local time Singapore, 
i.e., shortly after sunset, was characterized by : - 

(a) A reduction of signal intensity in each direction 
of the Singapore /London circuit. 

(b) Excessive multipath distortion arising from the 
reception of a number of echo signals arriving over 
different radio paths with sufficiently large time 
delays to prohibit operation of the circuit at normal 
teleprinter speed (50 bauds). 

However, on many days the signal -to -noise ratio 
was adequate to permit Morse operation at slow 
speeds (e.g., 15 to 20 bauds), where, on account of 
the much longer time intervals between transmitted 
signal elements, multipath effects were less trouble- 
some. Reception in these cases was carried out 
either by ear, or by undulator recorder, methods 
which in themselves are less sensitive than the tele- 
printer one to multipath distortion. 

(c) Direction of arrival of incoming signals being 
diffused, or "flat," suggesting considerable azi- 
muthal scattering of the received energy. 

With the introduction in the autumn of 1949 of 
hourly circuit -merit figures indicative of the diurnal 
performance of all Admiralty radio -teleprinter cir- 
cuits, it became apparent that a similar, though 
somewhat less pronounced, difficult period was also 
being experienced daily on the Colombo /London 
circuit from about 1900 to 2100 local time Colombo, 
i.e., 1400 to 1600 G.M.T. 
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Fig. 6. Number of teleprinter operating days on Singapore/ 
London radio circuit for equinox and solstice months 
of 1949/1950. 

Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show the deterioration in 
performance of these two circuits near local sunset 
at Singapore and Colombo respectively for the 
months of August, September and October, 1949. 

As in the case of the Singapore /London circuit, 
frequency predictions for the Colombo /London 
circuit based on the " two control- point " method 
(C, and C, of Fig. 2) indicated that a reliable tele- 
printer circuit should have been practicable during 
the above period of the day (Fig. 5). 

Further investigation disclosed that the above 
difficulty on each circuit was essentially a condition 
peculiar to the equinox as distinct from the solstice. 
Let us compare, for example, the performance of 
the Singapore /London circuit for the six equinox 
months [Fig. 6(a)], with that for the six solstice 
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months [Fig. 6(b)], of the twelve -month period 
August, 1949, to July, 1950, inclusive. 

The continuation of such records throughout the 
period 1949 to 1958 inclusive has provided con- 
firmation that the effect under discussion was sub- 
stantially non -existent in solstice months. 

The performance of the Singapore /London and 
Colombo /London circuits for equinox months are 
compared in Fig. 7 for each year commencing 1949 
and ending 1958, and it will be seen, by reference 
to the annual solar indices shown in Fig. 1, that 
the equatorial- sunset effect under discussion was 
associated with years of high solar activity. 

To summarize. -The effects described above relate 
to difficulties of communication with terminals 
situated in equatorial areas, the salient feature being 
a considerable azimuthal scattering of signals for 
about two hours near local sunset at the equatorial 
terminal, notably during the equinox months of 
years of high solar activity. 

Directly related to this phenomenon would appear 
to be that reported by Osborne', as part of the 
work of the Radio Research Board. He has drawn 
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Fig. 7. Number of teleprinter working days on Singapore' 
London and Colombo /London circuits during equinox 
months from 1949 to 1958 Inclusive. 

attention to the disintegration of the F, layer at 
Singapore near the time of local sunset during 
equinox months; and has referred to the possibility 
of the frequency of occurrence of this equatorial 
scatter being greatest at the maximum of the 11- 
year solar cycle. The effect in practice, he states, 
is that reflected signals from the F, region are not 
always intelligible, even though the signal strength 
may be high, whereas at the solstices propagation 
conditions are better at these hours, when the layer 
often remains intact throughout the evening. 

Some light on the extent to which circuits to other 
equatorial points are affected in this way has been 
thrown by Hitchcock who has drawn attention 
to the fact that during the autumn of 1956 many 
radio circuits operating in low latitudes suffered 
severe propagational difficulties shortly after local 
sunset. This took the form of severe fading, or 
weakening, of signals sufficiently serious to degrade, 
or interrupt, the services. In all cases, he states, 
the normal operating frequency, and the alterna- 
tive frequencies used in an attempt to maintain 
communication, were well clear of the predicted 
upper and lower limits. And he adds, moreover, 
that the effect was not generally noticeable on cir- 
cuits during sunspot minimum years. 

In view of the apparent correlation between the 
circuit data from various sources and the results 
of ionospheric soundings, it is possible that there 
is a fundamental obstacle to the sky -wave operation 
of tropical, or partly tropical, circuits under the 
conditions which have been referred to. 

Since the last war the number of high- frequency 
circuits has considerably increased, and the period 
1947 (high solar activity) through 1954 (low solar 
activity) to 1958 (exceptionally high solar activity) 
has thus afforded an excellent opportunity of study- 
ing many of the effects of the solar cycle on com- 
munication by ionospherically reflected rays. 

In this connection it is perhaps not without 
interest to recall the following statement made by 
Appleton in 1947' " Sir Edward Appleton (in reply) : 

I strongly support Dr. Smith- Rose's plea for con- 
tinued, and indeed extended, post mortem examina- 
tion of operational results. Only in this way is it 
possible to check the accuracy of our ionospheric 
predictions. Moreover, nature has many surprises 
for us in work of this kind, and, with a laboratory 
as large as the earth itself, it is only with the co- 
operation of an army of radio operators that we can 
ensure that many interesting abnormalities do not 
escape attention." 

Acknowledgments. -The author wishes to thank 
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presentation of the data in this article, which is 
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Elements of Electronic Circuits 
USE OF SHORT TIME CONSTANT CIRCUITS WITH DIODES AND TRIODES 

By J. M. PETERS, B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.LE.E., A.M. Brit. I.R.E. 

WE have seen in Part 1 (April issue) that the 
application of a square waveform to a CR- circuit 
of very short time constant compared with the 
recurrence period results in a distorted wave- 
form across the resistor. In the extreme case, when 
the time constant is very much less than the period, 
the output becomes a spike and approximates to the 
mathematical differential coefficient of the input 
wave. In other words, the shape of the output wave 
corresponds to the rate of change, with respect to 
time, of the input voltage wave; hence the term 
" differentiation." 

Now let us examine what happens when a diode 
is connected in parallel . with such a CR circuit 
(Fig. 1). The recurrence period of the square wave 

C 

Fig. I. 

input is assumed to be 1 millisecond whilst the time 
constant is 1 microsecond. - 

Immediately the diode anode is driven positive by 
the square wave the diode conducts. As the rise 
time of the applied wave is finite, i.e., cannot occur 
instantaneously, the spike X shown dotted in Fig. 2 
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VDUr 
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Fig. 2. 

does not appear in practice and a small positive 
"blip" results. In effect, the diode clamps the 
positive excursion of the input wave to zero (Fig. 
2 (a)). The negative excursion of the differentiated 
wave remains; the portion YZ i;; the result of C 
discharging through R. If the diode connections are 
reversed the spike appears all positive, as shown in 
Fig. 2 (b). 

By means of this simple device it is therefore 
possible to derive waveforms consisting of very 
sharp positive- or negative -going spikes of the 
repetition frequency of the applied square wave. 

If the same short time constant CR circuit is 
connected in the grid circuit of a triode (Fig. 3) 

Fig. 3. 

and a square waveform applied as before the result 
is as shown in Fig. 4. The triode's grid and cathode 
take the place of the diode's anode and cathode 
respectively and the spiked waveform now appears 
at the grid. As the negative excursions of the spike 
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Fig. 4. 
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drive the triode beyond cut -off the resultant wave- 
form at the anode appears as short positive -going 
square-topped pulses. The valve therefore performs 
a " squaring " function. 

If instead of coupling the grid leak to earth it 
is taken to h.t. (Fig. 5), then an even narrower 
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Fig. 6. 

square -topped anode voltage pulse can be obtained 
(Fig. 6). In this arrangement C discharges exponen- 
tially towards the h.t. voltage. The voltage /time 
gradient is steeper than when R is connected to 
earth and the anode voltage pulse is consequently 
narrower. 

In the examples shown the maximum excursion 
of the square pulse is ±50 volts, C is instantaneously 
charged to 100 volts, while the h.t. voltage is 

assumed to be 300 volts. It will be seen that the 
effective voltage in Fig. 6 is therefore 400 volts, com- 
pared with only 100 volts in Fig. 4. 

Short Pulses from a Sine Wave. -It is possible 
for a distorting amplifier followed by a stage of bias 
differentiation (Fig. 7) to convert a sine wave into 
a narrow square -topped trigger or sync pulse. This 
is illustrated in Fig. 8. 

Grid limiting by the distorting amplifier VI pro- 
duces an approximately square waveform at the 
anode of Vl. Differentiation by the short time 
constant CR circuit and squaring of the spike by V2 
results in the V2 anode voltage waveform shown. 
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The repetition frequency of this pulse, which can 
be used for triggering or synchronizing purposes, 
is that of the applied sine wave. 

The usefulness of a pulse of this kind will be 
appreciated later when its application as a trigger 
pulse for circuits such as the multivibrator will be 
described. As already described, a narrower pulse 
can be obtained by connecting R to h.t. instead of 
to earth. 

Technical Digests are again to be issued monthly by 
the D.S.I.R. Each month's digest will consist of fifteen 
summaries of ideas and techniques recently published 
in this country's 300 or so technical periodicals. Each 
summary will be presented on a separate sheet. A year's 
subscription costs three guineas and particulars are 
obtainable from the D.S.I.R. Charles House, 5 -11. 
Regent Street, London, S.W.1. 
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International Transistor Convention 
1. -NEW SEMICONDUCTOR TECHNIQUES AND APPLICATIONS DESCRIBED 

ALTHOUGH the seats in the Earls Court lecture 
halls gave more the sensation of a surface barrier 
than a comfortable diffused junction as one would 
have wished, it is a tribute to the quality of the 
papers presented at the I.E.E.'s Transistor Conven- 
tion that all sessions throughout the six -day event 
had large and attentive audiences. There were 
about 2,000 delegates altogether, of whom 400 were 
from 26 overseas countries. Particularly crowded 
was the opening session, which had the special 
attraction of introductory lectures by the joint in- 
ventors of the transistor, Professor Bardeen, Dr. 
Brattain and Dr. Shockley -a triumvirate which the 
Supporting Chairman, G. Millington, mysteriously 
linked with Faith, Hope and Charity. 

While Professor Bardeen and Dr. Brattain out- 
lined the history and recent development of the 
transistor, Dr. Shockley seized the occasion to talk 
about the principal product of his company, the four 
layer p -n -p -n junction diode, or " transistor diode" 
as he called it. This device, with its negative re- 
sistance characteristic (see October 1957 issue, p. 
502), is becoming an important competitor to the 
conventional transistor in switching circuits because 
of its much greater power handling capacity. Dr. 
Shockley predicted that in two or three years 
transistor diodes will attain power levels 10 to 100 
times higher than equivalent transistors with com- 
parable frequencies and efficiencies. One recent 
experimental device was capable of switching on 
1kW in 20 millimicroseconds (or nanoseconds, as 
Continental speakers preferred it). 

The great problem in this high power work, Dr. 
Shockley explained, was to produce a uniform ava- 
lanche current multiplying effect over large -area 
junctions, and he mentioned two new operating 
principles, called impulsive charging and majority 
carrier extraction, by which this effect could be 
achieved. 

Many organizations are developing the basic 
p -n -p -n structure and in some cases a third connec- 
tion is made, analogous to the grid of a thyratron 
valve, to give a controlling or gating action. One 
example is the controlled silicon rectifier, of which 
some applications in industrial power control were 
described by H. S. Lowry. As distinct from the 
thyratron, the silicon controlled rectifier (as it is 
called) needs current pulses of about lA for trig- 
gering purposes, and circuits were described using 
Unijunction transistors (January 1957 issue, p. 40) 
to provide them. One method of manufacturing 
p -n -p -n devices was presented in a paper by R. 
Freestone. This consisted of forming an n -p -n 
structure by the "melt- back" system, in which im- 
purities are segregated by controlled cooling in a 
furnace, and then adding the extra p -type layer by 
alloying a pellet of indium on one end. 

While some delegates were probably surprised to 
hear talk about switching hundreds of amperes by 
semiconductor devices, others must have been 
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equally astonished at the discussions on transistors 
working at hundreds of megacycles (one was 
described for 3,000 Mc /s). This very high fre- 
quency operation is made possible largely by diffu- 
sion manufacturing techniques, in which extremely 
thin base layers are produced by diffusing impuri- 
ties into the surface of the semiconductor. The 
supreme example of this at the moment is the 
" mesa " transistor (see p. 350). Diffusion technique 
also makes possible the grading of impurities to 
give accelerating electric fields in the base layers of 
drift and alloy- diffused transistors. Unfortunately 
the high concentration of impurity on the emitter 
side leads to low emitter -base breakdown voltages, 
which can be a problem for circuit designers. One 
paper, by W. Fulop, suggested how this could be 
overcome by inserting an extra layer of high re- 
sistivity material between the emitter and the graded 
base. Analysis showed that the breakdown voltage 
would be improved without unduly affecting the fre- 
quency response. 

Diffusion techniques are also important for 
another reason. They are very convenient for 
manufacturing " solid circuits," in which integrated 
circuit assemblies of transistor, diode, resistance, 
capacitance and conducting elements are produced 
electro- chemically on extremely small wafers of 
semiconductor material. A paper by T. M. Lii- 
matainen described the use of photo-lithographic 
and photo- engraving methods for etching away 
selected areas of a semiconductor wafer into which 
a base layer had been previously diffused. When 
metal contacts and electrodes have been deposited 
and alloyed with the semiconductor the result is a 
"printed transistor ". It can take the form of an 
individual package or be part of an integrated cir- 
cuit assembly. Multiple units can be produced on 
a single semiconductor wafer. Typical examples 
have common -emitter current gains of 15 and alpha 
cut-off frequencies of 48Mc /s. 

Dielectric Devices 
An entirely new class of semiconductor devices, 
known as dielectric diodes and triodes, is likely to 
arise out of recent research by various workers on 
space- charge -limited currents through insulating 
crystals (see p. 350). These currents are analogou3 
to those flowing through the insulating vacuum cf 
the thermionic valve. A paper by G. T. Winch 
described experiments on crystals of cadmium sul- 
phide, through which steady current densities of 
several amperes per square centimetre had been 
obtained with only a few volts applied. 

The idea of space charge also came into a group 
of papers on the theory and measurement of tran- 
sistor parameters. Ever since transistors began to 
be used extensively for switching and pulse work it 
was realized that the established small -signal a.c. 
theory, based on such things as alpha cut -off fre- 
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and Exhibition 
AT THE CONVENTION 

quency, effective base resistance and collector 
capacitance, was not very helpful for non -linear 
operating conditions. In 1957, Beaufov and 
Sparkes, who presented papers at the Convention, 
introduced a new approach to transistor operation 
based on the concept of charge control. The central 
idea of this was that a number of current carriers 
(say holes in a p -n -p transistor) was necessary 
between emitter and collector to sustain the cur- 
rent, and this number represented a stored 
" charge " which varied with the working point. 

The so- called charge -control parameters worked 
out on this basis proved a very convenient way of 
dealing with large -signal transients in switching 
circuit design, and at the Convention several 
speakers paid tribute to its usefulness. J. J. Sparkes 
presented a paper on the measurement of these 
parameters (e.g. collector time constant is defined 
as Qg /IC, base charge over collector current), 
while R. Beaufoy showed how they are used in 
switching circuit design. Another paper, by A. 
Kruithof, demonstrated that the charge -control con- 
cept lends itself very well to a graphical representa- 
tion of transient response. 

Charge -Control Theory 
Taking the idea even further, R. D. Middlebrook 
expounded a whole new theory which integrated the 
valve and the transistor on the basis that both are 
fundamentally charge -controlled devices, not 
voltage -controlled and current- controlled, respec- 
tively, as we are accustomed to regard them at 
present. One example of the approach is that in 
a charge -controlled device the transit time of charge 
carriers across the active region is inversely propor- 
tional to the nth power of the total charge in transit; 
n being 0 when the current is diffusion limited in 
semiconductors, 2 when it is space -charge limited 
in vacuo and 1 when it is space- charge limited in 
semiconductors. 

Professor Middlebrook also conducted an experi- 
ment in subliminal perception by presenting about a 
dozen lantern slides loaded with mathematics in 
quick succession, but in spite of this his interesting 
paper was very favourably received. It should be 
well worth studying in more detail when the Proceed- 
ings are published by the I.E.E. Particular praise 
came from speakers who were concerned with the 
present unsatisfactory state of technical education 
in semiconductor, as compared with valve, theory and 
practice. 

On the manufacturing side, one or two papers 
discussed the relative advantages of the three basic 
junction- forming techniques- alloying, growing and 
diffusion -in such factors as cost, complexity and 
reproducibility. It emerged that the diffused base 
transistor was likely to be the great thing of the 
future. There was no doubt that this device had a 
wider field of application ;han the others. It was 
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more complex and costly to produce at the moment, 
but the possibility of processing the junctions in large 
batches, combined with the wide market, would un-. 
doubtedly bring down the price in the future. The 
alloy junction transistor was notable for its design 
flexibility but showed potential disadvantages in cost 
and was poor in reproducibility. By contrast the 
grown -junction transistor had cost advantages due 
to reduced complexity and better reproducibility, but 
was lacking in design flexibility. 

Reliability of transistors also came in for some 
discussion, and certain speakers were obviously 
worried by conflicting evidence in the papers con- 
cerned with it. For example, R. Brewer and 
W. W. D. Wyatt, in a reliability appraisal based on 
life tests, stated that there was no evidence of any 
major changes taking place which would constitute 
a " wearing -out " process in semiconductor devices. 
On the other hand, F. F. Roberts, J. C. Henderson 
and R. A. Hastie, describing an accelerated ageing 
experiment on germanium alloy transistors, mentioned 
that a rapid increase of collector -base leakage current 
(and noise) had occurred in some units at little more 
than 2,000 hours. This had been almost the sole 
cause of failure; current gains had shown deteriora- 
tion only after the onset of the excessive leakage. 

Two other deleterious effects, with the sinister 
names of " creep " and " wiggle," were mentioned. 
The first is a variation of reverse current produced 
when a sustained reverse bias is applied to a p -n 
junction. The second is a variation of transistor in- 
put capacitance (and conductance) with frequency, 
probably due to electron storage in the emitter -the 
" wiggle " being the distorting effect on pulse and 
switching waveforms. 

Incidentally, one speaker made a strong plea to 
manufacturers to give more comprehensive technical 
data on semiconductor devices, particularly on their 
performance at different temperatures. He remarked 
that the .tabular data usually presented was quite 
inadequate for design purposes. (Loud applause 
from the audience.) 

On the applications side, there were very few 
papers concerned with domestic radio, television and 
audio circuits, and none on hearing aids, but d.c. 
amplifiers received some attention. A large number 
of contributors, however, dealt with the applications 
of transistors in line communications and data pro- 
cessing. In both of these fields, where amplifying or 
switching devices are needed in large quantities, the 
small size and low power consumption of the tran- 
sistor make it an ideal component. The communi- 
cations papers covered digital speech transmission 
systems as well as straightforward amplification in 
carrier telephony, while the data processing papers 
covered telephone switching as well as digital com- 
puting. 

In the field of computing, circuits are now being 
developed to operate at pulse rates of 50Mc /s and 
above, with pulse rise times of only 1 or 2 millimicro- 
seconds. As examples, G. B. B. Chaplin described a 
50 -Mc /s binary scaler using micro -alloy diffused 
transistors and showed a transistor- generated pulse 
of a few millimicroseconds on a 30- m!tsec transistor - 
generated c.r.o. timebase. 

At these frequencies transistors have the advan- 
tage over valves, not only because of their lower 
impedances but because they can be packed very 
much closer together to minimize transmission time 
delays of pulses. There is, in fact, a limit on the 
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dimensions of a computer for such work since the 
transmission time delays of the wiring become signi- 
ficant and the required timing arrangements and 
speed of operation could be adversely affected. Mr. 
Chaplin demonstrated this fact most effectively by 
causing his millimicroseconds pulse to travel down a 
line a few feet long and be reflected from a short 
circuit to appear on the 30mµsec timebase at some 
distance from the generated pulse. 

Many different types of switching and computing 
circuits were described in other papers. The dis- 
cussion on them was wound up by a general plea 
from one speaker that there should be some kind of 
agreed standardization and simplification in such 
circuit techniques. This would enable manufac- 
turers to concentrate on producing first -class tran- 
sistors with the best possible characteristics for 
switching work. 

2.- INTERESTING THINGS SEEN AT THE EXHIBITION 

Dielectric Valves being investi- 
gated by the Electrical Engineering 
Department of Birmingham Univer- 
sity are similar to ordinary valves 
except that the electrons flow 
through a dielectric rather than a 
vacuum insulator. Normally cur - 
rents cannot be made to flow through 
a dielectric insulator as through a 
vacuum for two reasons: potential 
barriers are set up at any external 
contacts, and in addition, imperfec- 
tions in the dielectric crystal lattice 

. structure trap any electrons which 
may flow initially so that an electric 
field is produced which inhibits any 
further flow. However, these two 
difficulties have now been overcome. 
Thin plate crystals of cadmium sul- 
phide have been grown with a suffi- 
ciently perfect lattice structure to 
pass currents of tens of amperes per 
square centimetre at a few volts, and 
in addition, external contact potential 
barriers have been avoided by dif- 
fusing indium contacts into the sur- 
face of such crystals. Dielectric 
valves offer a number of general ad- 
vantages over ordinary valves or 
transistors. They should be much 
easier to construct than either tran- 
sistors or ordinary valves, although, 
for a given high frequency response, 
the dielectric valve, like the transis- 
tor, will have to be much smaller 
than the corresponding ordinary 
valve. Also, the current /voltage 
characteristics of dielectric valves 
can be modified by altering the char- 
acteristics and number of the re- 
maining imperfections in the crystal. 
No heater is needed in a dielectric 
valve since the free electrons in the 
metal contacts flow directly into the 
dielectric. 

Alcatrons shown by the French 
C.S.F. are experimental field -effect 
majority- carrier devices similar to 
the Tecnetron in consisting of a 
piece of n -type semiconductor 
material with a very narrow (about 
10 microns wide) constriction in it. 
The supply voltage is applied be- 
tween two terminals referred to as 
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the source and drain on opposite 
sides of the constriction. Along the 
constriction is formed a p -n junc- 
tion called the gate across which the 
input signal is applied. This sig- 
nal modulates the current between 
the source and drain so as to pro- 
duce an output in the external cir- 
cuit connecting them. In the Alca- 
tron there is, however, an additional 
much longer p -n junction from the 
gate to the drain parallel to the gate 
junction but on the opposite side of 
the constriction. This extra junc- 
tion acts rather like the screen grid 
of an ordinary valve and also reduce, 
the effects of surface variations at 
the gate. The geometrical arrange- 
ment of the electrodes in the Alca- 
tron is also different from that in 
the Tecnetron. The Tecnetron con- 
sists of a long cylinder with the 
source and drain at its ends and the 
gate in the middle. The Alcatron 
resembles a Tecnetron rotated about 
its drain, and consists of a flat disc 
with the drain at the centre, source 
at the circumference and ring- shaped 
gate between. Since the volume at 
the constriction for a given narrow 
width is thus much greater in the 
Alcatron than the Tecnetron, the 
Alcatron offers a higher allowable 
power dissipation and transconduc- 
tance than the Tecnetron in its 
original form. 

Mesa Transistor base layers thin 
enough (a few microns) to give a 
short transit time between the 
emitter and collector, and thus a high 
cut-off frequency, are made by gas 
diffusion of the appropriate base 
impurity into the surface of the col- 
lector. Such diffusion also produces 
a gradual change of the resistivity 
through the base from the pure base - 
type semiconductor to the collector 
type, from n -type to p -type material 
or vice versa as the case may be. 
This gradual change results in an 
electrostatic " drift " field in the base 
region which still further reduces the 
transit time between emitter and col- 
lector, and increases the cut -off fre- 

quency by a factor of five or more 
over that of a transistor with a 
similar base thickness but in which 
the base material is uniform. In the 
mesa transistor the emitter and base 
connections are applied to the base 
surface close together so as to mini- 
mize the resistance between them, 
but edge on to each other to keep 
the capacity between them low. 
Finally the material outside the 
emitter and base connection area is 
etched away around the base to re- 
duce the collector capacity, the 
material near the collector being left 
unchanged so as not to reduce the 
allowable collector dissipation. The 
name mesa is derived from the char- 
acteristic shape of a flat base plateau 
on a larger collector produced by this 
process. The highest quoted a -cut- 
off frequency for a mesa was 
600Mc /s for the Texas Instruments 
2N1142; prototype and experimental 
mesa transistors were shown by 
Sylvania -Thorn and the French 
C.S.F. respectively, 

Power Transistors. -Fairly high 
powers at a fairly high frequency- 
a few tens of watts at a few Mc /s- 
are offered for example by the Texas 
Instruments 25012 or 25013 and ex- 
perimental silicon transistors shown 
by the French C.S.F. and Ferranti. 

The highest power audio transis- 
tors seen were the Westinghouse sili- 
con TS10 to TS26 series in which 
the allowable collector dissipation 
falls to zero at 150 °C and in which 
the derating factor or thermal resis- 
tance is quoted as 0.7'C /watt. The 
extent to which the current gain de- 
creases at high -current levels de- 
pends on the emitter injection 
efficiency and hence the impurity 
level in the emitter region. By 
adding to the normal indium emitter 
material some substance such as 
aluminium which is more soluble in 
germanium than indium this injec- 
tion efficiency can be improved. This 
process is used in the Mullard 0C28 
and 0C29 for example. 

(Continued on p. 351) 
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Tetrode Transistor giving a power 
gain of 20dB at 70Mc /s was shown 
by Texas Instruments (3S004). In 
this transistor the thin base is sand- 
wiched between the relatively much 
thicker collector and emitter. The 
extra bias electrode is placed on the 
edge of the thin base opposite the 
base connection. The bias current 
which thus flows through the base 
at right angles to its narrow dimen- 
sion reduces its effective area. Al- 
though this reduces the current gain 
it has two overriding advantages. It 
reduces the base resistance and thus 
decreases the necessity for neutrali- 
zation at high frequencies and, in 
addition, it increases the cut -off fre- 
quency by a factor of about five. A 

convenient method of varying the 
current gain available in such tet- 
rodes is to vary the bias current. 

Switching Devices. -A number of 
manufacturers were showing p -n -p -n 
multilayer sandwich constructions. 
If a sufficiently high potential (about 
100V) is applied across such a de- 
vice the normally reverse- biased cen- 
tral junction breaks down and 
switches the total frward resistance 
from a high to a low value. The 
width of the central p and n regions 
determines . the voltage required for 
switching, a higher voltage being 
required for a wider region. The 
Westinghouse Dynistor has similar 
characteristics to such devices except 
that its reverse resistance is low. 

A recent development of these 
p -n -p -n devices shown by Westing- 
house (as the Trinistor) and also by 
the B.T. -H. Research Laboratories 
and International Rectifier is the 
addition of a third control electrode 
at one of the central regions, 
generally the p- region. This elec- 
trode can be used to switch the de- 
vice independently of the external 
circuit and at a lower switching 
power level, a control signal of a 

few tens of milliamperes at a few 
volts switching currents of up to a 

few tens of amperes Such devices 
thus have properties similar to those 
of thyratrons or grid -controlled rec- 
tifiers, but in addition have a number 
of advantages. These advantages in- 
clude the absence of a heater and 
its attendant warm -up time and 
standby power requirements, a much 
lower voltage drop (about 1V) in the 
conducting state leading to a higher 
efficiency, and a faster triggering 
time (about lµsec). Like thyratrons 
these devices can only be switched 
off by reducing the operating current 
below a certain value. 

In the R.C.A. Thyristor currents 
of a few tens of milliamperes can be 

switched off as well as on from the 
control electrode with a control sig- 
nal of a few milliamperes at a few 
tenths of a volt, and a triggering 
time of about 0.1 µsec. The Thy - 
ristor is a mddification of a mesa 
transistor with the base used as the 
control electrode. Its action depends 
on the fact that the collector can 
become an electron injector at high 
current levels. 

Diodes for Special Purpases.- 
Zener diodes shown by Inter- 
national Rectifier included a 5 -W 
range for use up to 160V and a very 
stable 8.4V, IOmA unit in which the 
voltage changes by only 0.001% per 
°C. A very wide operating tempera- 
ture range of from -65 °C to 
+325°C is possible in an 800mW 
gallium arsenide regulator introduced 
by Texas Instruments. Forthcom- 
ing additions te the range of Lucas 
semiconductor diodes recently made 
generally available will include both 
Zener and clipper diodes -the latter 
are Zener diodes with equal sudden 
current overload characteristics at a 

certain voltage for both forward and 
backward voltages. 

Small photodiodes with diameters 
of less than 0.lin were shown by 
Sylvania -Thorn and Texas Instru- 
ments. A photocell shown by the 
German Te -Ka -De consisted of two 

R.C.A. separate 
Micromodule com- 
ponents with complete 
stacked circuit at the 
top near a penny t2 
show the size. 

n -type germanium regions separated 
by a very narrow p -type dislocation, 
so that a movement of the illumi- 
nated region of only 10 -'cm across 
the dislocation reverses the direction 
of current flow. This device is grown 
from two n -type crystals butted 
together at a small angle. This 
method of producing an impurity 
layer offers possibilities of avoiding 
temperature variation effects. 

A variable- capacity diode usable 
for a.f.c. up to 250Mc /s was shown 
by Siemens Ediswan (Y100). 

Silicon Carbide for making semi- 
conductor devices which can operate 
up to 600 °C is being investigated by 
Raytheon. Although it is difficult to 
make crystals larger than about 
0.Olin across, diodes have already 
been constructed. 

Hall Effect Devices for multiplica- 
tion, modulation and magnetic field 
measurement were shown by the 
German Siemens and Halske. These 
included a unit with an effective air 
gap of 5.5 x 10 -'in for reading mag- 
netic tape. With this method of 
reading, the output is, of course, pro- 
portional to the flux rather than the 
rate of change of flux, and is thus 
independent of the tape speed. 

Miniaturization Techniques were 
shown by the R.C.A and Texas In- 
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Texas instruments miniaturized multi - 
vibrator. This incorporates two tran- 
sistors, two capacitors and eight 
resistors made in a single piece of 
silicon less than ', -in by gin by ;,'. in. 
The finger points to two such units, the 
one on the right being hermetically 
sealed. They can be compared in size 
with a conventional transistorized 
printed circuit multivibrator held in 

the other hand. A greatly enlarged 
drawing of the Texas unit is shown 
above. 

struments. Texas have succeeded 
in forming together in a single piece 
of semiconductor all the components 
of a circuit, including transistors, 
diodes, resistors and capacitors. Com- 
ponent densities of about 20,000 per 
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cu in can be obtained by this method 
as compared with, for example, 30/ 
cu in using sub -miniature printed 
circuit techniques. R.C.A. form their 
components separately in the shape 
of thin wafers 0.3in square which are 
then stacked on top of each other to 
give the required circuit. Component 
densities of about 300 /cu in can be 
obtained by this method. 

Small transistors of about 0.10in 
diameter by 0.15in long for use in 
hearing aids were shown by Ray- 
theon and Brush. 

Transistor Test Set shown by 
Siemens Ediswan (Type R2285) uses 
variable feedback from the collector 
to the base of the transistor to be 
tested to produce oscillations which 
are made audible by a loudspeaker. 
When the oscillations just cease the 
overall gain round the feedback loop 
is unity so that the transistor gain can 
be determined from the setting of the 
variable feedback control. Collector 
leakage currents can also be 
measured. 

As many as seven dynamic and five 
static n -p -n and p -n -p transistor 
parameters can be measured at any 
collector potential up to 30V and any 
emitter current up to 5mA by means 
of the compact (81in by 61-in by 4f in) 
Telefunken Teletrans 1. The seven 
dynamic parameters are measured at 
lkc /s and are the standard "h" 
and " y " parameters. These in- 
clude the current gain, inverse volt- 
age transfer ratio, two transconduc- 
tances and three resistances. The 
five static parameters include four 
cut -off currents and the base voltage. 
A bridge measurement circuit elimi- 
nates any effects due to mains volt- 
age variations, and the measurement 
accuracy is ± 5 . 

A series of adaptors is now avail- 
able from Wayne -Kerr for enabling 
various transistor admittances to be 
measured from 100c/s to 5Mc /s to 
within ±3 using their TA100 and 
B601 transformer ratio -arm bridges. 
These adaptors automatically set up 
the appropriate transistor and power 

supply ,configurations while avoiding 
stray capacitances and couplings and 
unwanted loading due to the supplies. 
The three -terminal facility of trans- 
former ratio -arm bridges by which 
the impedance between two points 
can be measured independently of 
the impedances between these two 
points and a third is particularly 
useful for transistor measurements. 

In an automatic tester shown by 
S.T.C. the various parameters are 
measured in turn by integration for 
two successive five -second periods. 
Integration simplifies the measure- 
ment of small currents and reduces 
the effects of switching from one 
parameter to the next, while short - 
term drifts are detected by compar- 
ing the two successive five -second 
integrals. 

Semiconductor Measurements 
shown by Siemens Ediswan included 
that of the three hybrid -ir transistor 
equivalent circuit parameters using 
the equivalent circuit and transistor 
in two arms of a bridge. If a broad 
frequency band input signal such as 
a square wave is used, the balance 
point will determine three para- 
meters rather than the usual two. 

Current gain measurement using a 
transformer ratio -arm bridge was 
illustrated by the B.B.C. A variable 
fraction of the collector current is fed 
to one ratio arm, and the emitter 
current with a variable phase shift is 
fed to another ratio arm. The out- 
puts from the two ratio arms are 
arranged to act in opposition in the 
secondary detector winding. The 
settings of the variable phase and 
amplitude controls for no secondary 
detector output then determine the 
phase and amplitude of the current 
gain. 

G.E.C., Newmarket and Texas In- 
struments used the variation with 
temperature of certain semiconductor 
parameters such as reverse leakage 
currents to give, after calibration in 
an oven, a measure of junction tem- 
perature in the measurement of per- 
missible ratings for a given tempera- 
ture. The semiconductor device was 
continually switched between the 
temperature measurement and per- 
missible rating test conditions. 
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Dawe prototype transistor oscilloscope 
Type 720 using only eight transistors. 

When a diode is switched from 
the forward to the backward direc- 
tion a reverse current flows tern - 
porarily until the remaining current 
carriers are removed from the mate - 
rial-a phenomena known as hole 
storage. The decay time constant cf 
the reverse current pulse varies con- 
siderably with the particular operat- 
ing conditions so that it is more 
useful to specify the total charge in 
the pulse. As shown by the G.E.C. 
this charge can be measured by 
charging up a condenser from a repe- 
titive pulse and measuring the mean 
current produced, since this current 
is equal to the repetition frequency 
multiplied by the required charge. 

Analogue Circuits for investigating 
system performance data which are 
too difficult to calculate are, of 
course, a very old idea, but two of 
the circuits shown had unusual 
general features. Mullard showed a 
large- signal analogue of a high - 
frequency transistor which used tran- 
sistors to provide some of the non- 
linear capacities required. S.T.0 
showed an analogue circuit of an 
alloy -junction transistor which was 
made three dimensional to take 
account of the fact that the minority 
carrier flow between emitter and col- 
lector is not exactly in parallel lines 
across the base but spreads out 
somewhat from the emitter. 

Oscilloscopes using transistors 
were shown in experimental form by 

B.B.C. experimental v.h.f.'f.m. receiver incorporating 
balanced crystal mixer. 

Telefunken versatile compact transistor test set " Teletrans I ". 
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Cossor (on the Livingstone Labora- 
tories stand) and B.T. -H, and in pro- 
totype form by Dawe. The Dawe 
Type 720 uses only 8 transistors. Its 
Y-amplifier has a maximum sensi- 
tivity of 30mV /cm falling by 3dB at 
5c /s and 50kc /s, and a high (for 
transistors) input impedance of 
1Mí2. Although the response in the 
two experimental models extended to 
at least 500kc /s, they each used about 
20 or more transistors. 

Receivers for the v.h.f. /f.m. band 
were shown in experimental form 
by the B.B.C. and Texas Instru- 
ments. The transistor cut -off fre- 
quency must be higher for r.f. 
amplification than for oscillation so 
that because of the difficulty of ob- 
taining sufficiently high frequency 
transistors only the Texas receiver 
incorporated an r.f. stage. This used 
a 2N1142 transistor, and a 2N623 is 
used in the combined mixer- oscil- 
lator stage. The B.B.C.' receiver 
used a 2N247 as an oscillator feed- 
ing two GEX66 diodes forming a 
balanced mixer to reduce local 
oscillator radiation. 

Miniature a.m. receivers which in- 
cluded short-wave bands extending 
up to 12Mc /s were shown by the 
two Japanese exhibitors Sanyo and 
Tokyo Shibaura. Thermistors for 
stabilizing the push -pull output 
stage against temperature variations 
are incorporated in the Sanyo 
receivers. 

Stabilized Power Supplies. -In 
this field it would seem that the 
transistor has created a direct de- 
mand for itself. For experimental 
work with transistors a stable supply 
variable between about 1 and 30V 
at a current of the order of lA is 
often necessary, and it is to the 
stabilization of such supplies that the 
small power transistor is peculiarly 
suited. Many manufacturers were 
showing mains -derived power sup- 
ply units of this nature which were 
broadly similar: most used a form of 
emitter -follower circuit with the 
reference potential derived either 
from gas -filled stabilizer valves or 
Zener diodes. Output impedances of 
the order 0.05n are generally 
achieved. 

When delivering a current near 
the maximum rating at a low voltage 
the major part of the supply's power 
is dissipated in the output transistors. 
To enable the use of an economic- 
ally -sized output stage most of the 
power units were fitted with a coarse 
voltage switch selecting two or three 
taps on the mains transformer, but 
G.E.C. were showing a unit capable 
of continuous variation between 6 

and 20V at 10A. Two firms (Elliott 
and Hatfield) had adopted special 
means of utilizing a smaller output 
stage than was usual. The Hatfield 
L.E.400 is rated at 30V lA but the 
single output- voltage control varies 
not only the proportion of the refer- 
ence voltage used (this time derived 
from Zener diodes) but also the 
input voltage by means of a con- 
tinuously - variable transformer. 
Elliott use a rather different 
approach in their Type B.673 sup- 
ply. This has a maximum output of 
50V at 1.5A and surprisingly small 
transistors are used for stabilization, 
which is achieved by switching the 
supply into large - 
v a l u e electrolytic 
capacitors. A drop in 
voltage below a pre- 
set limit switches the 
supply on, and a rise 
switches it off : this 
is achieved by a bi- 
stable circuit whose 
reference voltage is 
derived from Zener 
diodes and t h e 
switching rate varies 
between about 3c /s and 300c /s for 
the minimum and full load conditions. 

either a separate sine -wave oscillator 
driving a fairly- efficient output stage, 
or to use the power transistors as 
sine -wave oscillators, so avoiding the 
use of filters. 

D.C.- to -a.c. convertors have been 
made in sizes handling hundreds of 
watts, but ene which caught our eye 
was on the Elliott stand. This was 
rated at 20W (Type B.725) and gives 
a 400c /s output which was displayed 
together with 400c /s from an a.f. 

Mobile Power Supplies. -The 
difficulties of obtaining high, direct 
or alternating voltage from the low - 
voltage d.c. supplies available in cars 
or aeroplanes are only too well 
known. The transistor, however, 
can be used as a repetitive switch 
which has very good performance 
compared with mechanical interrup- 
tors and, in such a mode, it dissi- 
pates but little power within itself. 
Most convertors follow the same 
general outline -oscillating tran- 
sistors feed " chopped " d.c. into a 
transformer where it is stepped up 
to the required potential and, then, 
for a d.c. output, rectified and 
smoothed. 

An example of one typical 
approach was the Ultra UA1701 
convertor which is designed as a 

direct replacement for a rotary 
machine in some of this company's 
airborne equipment. Four transistors 
in a bridge oscillator circuit interrupt 
the 28 -V d.c. supply, feeding it to a 

square -(hysteresis) -loop transformer, 
whose output is rectified by )unction 
devices to provide 250V at 250mA 
d.c. Efficiencies, on the whole, are 
good: for a d.c. output the use of a 

square -loop transformer helps con- 
siderably as this enables the tran- 
sistors to be operated with the 
minimum of internal power loss. 
However, for an a.c. output the pre- 
ferred practice seems to be to use 
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.20-W d.c.- to -a.c. 
convertor for aircraft fluores- 

cent lighting (G.E.C.). 

generator on a double -beam oscillo- 
scope. There was a barely discern- 
able difference between the 
waveforms. The use of these con- 
vertors seems worthwhile even foi 
purposes such as fluorescent lighting 
in aircraft, cars and railway carriages. 
Many oscillators designed expressly 
for this purpose were shown in a 

variety of sizes from 6 up to about 
150W. A side issue of this is that 
G.E.C. have been able to reduce 
appreciably the magneto -strictive 
noise from the transformers by coat- 
ing them with a 1-in-layer of solid 
polyurethane. 

Transistor H.T. Smoothing. - 
Where there are severe limitations 
on space or weight a transistor may 
be used in place of the normal L -C 
h.t.- smoothing arrangement. This 
was illustrated by a unit from the 
" Sea Slug " guided missile in which 
a small power transistor is used to 
smooth an h.t. supply. Again the 
circuit us ed is an emitter follower, 
the base being connected to a sup- 
ply smoothed by a simple, small R -C 
filter. 

Data Processing. -The Ferranti 
" Sirius" is a new, general- purpose 
digital computer designed mainly 
for the user who needs a computer 
but who does not have sufficient 
work to keep a large machine 
economically occupied. The com- 
puting elements are transistor - 
transformer units employing " ballot - 
box logic " and the 1,000 -word store 
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Armstrong -Whitworth analogue -to- digital 
and digital -to- analogue convertors (upper 
and middle decks of large cabinet) wired 
together for demonstration. 

Ferranti "Sirius " general -purpose digital computer. 

Rearview of Fergusori "Digitizer " 
5-bit analogue -to- digital convertor 
using " book -leaf " construction. 

is made up from 20 torsional nickel - 
wire delay lines using magneto- 
strictive input and output. The logic 
circuits are made up on colour - 
coded plug -in boards. No cooling 
system is necessary. Notable fea- 
tures of this computer are its small 
size, 7ft X 3ft 6in X 4ft; low weight, 
5 cwt; power consumption, 600W; 
and price, £15,000 complete with 
input and output apparatus (5 -hole 
paper -tape equipment). 

The Ferguson " digitizer " is a 
comparatively simple medium -speed 
analogue -to -binary code convertor 
giving a straight 5 -bit output. 
Housed in a cubic box of side 6 -in, it 
is mains powered and is built on the 
book -leaf pattern. The Armstrong - 
Whitworth analogue -to- digital con- 
vertor is rather more sophisticated - 
this gives an 8 -bit output in both 
serial and parallel form and a 500 - 
kc/s digit -pulse rate is achieved by 
the -use of surface -barrier transistors. 
It has a companion digital -to- 
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6.6Mcs i.f. strip (using toroidal coils) from S.T.C. i.l.s. receiver. 

analogue convertor which accepts 
an 8 -bit number, stores it and then 
uses it to control transistor switches 
feeding a resistor network, from 
which the output voltage is produced. 

Experimental use of the automatic 
letter- sorting machine has shown the 
G.P.O. that a serious barrier to the 
extension of its use is the difficulty 
of teaching quickly the special code 
fed in by the operator. To over- 
come this difficulty a translator has 
been developed at the Post Office 
Research Station which feeds to the 
sorting machine the required two - 
letter code. This code is derived from 
the three initial and two final letters 
of the name of the " post town " 
(this large number is necessary to 
avoid ambiguities) which are fed in 
by the operator from an ordinary 
typewriter keyboard. The translator 
unit uses a 5 X 26 matrix of square - 
loop cores, whose output is amplified 
by transistors and used to strike 
cold- cathode tubes feeding the sor- 
ter. 

A device which could replace 
square -loop cores in computing 
applications is the p -n -p -n junction. 
On the stand of the A.E.I. Research 

Laboratories these devices, which 
exhibit similar characteristics to 
those of a gas- discharge tube, were 
shown operating in a 5 x 5 matrix, 
a saw -tooth generator, a bi- stable 
circuit and two forms of ring -coun- 
ter (see circuit diagram). Their chief 
advantage in a matrix is that they 
are individually replaceable, whereas 
in a core matrix a failure of one core 
usually means that the whole matrix 
has to be replaced. 

Communications: - R.C.A. were 
showing a single- channel tran- 
sistor v.h.f. receiver (the AR108) 
for the 108- to 156 -Mc /s band 
with a performance of a sur- 
prisingly high order -50mW output 
is obtained for a 2 -µV input, with a 
signal /noise ratio of 10dB at 30% 
modulation. The large amount of 
power wasted in valve receivers is 
brought home with a vengeance by 
the power consumption of this set -8 to 10W maximum at 12Vd.c. 
for a 2 -W a.f. output. The under- 
side of the chassis of the AR108 is a 
little disappointing -all that can be 
seen is wiring between octal valve 
sockets! Into these sockets plug 
resin -encapsulated units each con- 
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Code translator 
sorting machine. 

mining all the components for a par- 
ticular stage. The units are coded 
by colour and shape and the overall 
size of the receiver is such that two 
can be mounted side -by -side in a 

19 -in rack (height 3in). It is also 
available in a 117/234 -V, 50 to 
60c /s version. 

Another striking example of min- 
iaturization by the use of transistors 
was shown on the Ministry of Supply 
stand. This was a " Forward -area 
Time -division Multiplex Equip- 
ment " which is contained in one 
box, weighs only 301b. and con- 
sumes 5W of power at 12Vd.c. This 
provides four, good two -way tele- 
phone channels over a radio link or 
land line of very poor quality. Con- 
trasted with its 8- year -old " valved " 
equivalent which consisted of sixteen 

+100V +rtoV 

for G.P.O. letter- 

220k 2.7k 

00Iµ 

R.C.A.'s all- transistcs single- channel v.h.f. 
receiver using potted plug -in component 
assemblies and (below) potted plug -in unit 
from R.C.A. AR108 receiver. 

boxes each weighing 50 to 80 lb. and 
consuming 1.5kW the new equip- 
ment can be considered truly 
portable and suitable for "forward - 
area " use. 

The growing use of transistors in 
airborne equipment was noted at 
last year's S.B.A.C. show *. The 
general trend seems to be to allow 
a reasonable amount of " spare" 
space in the layout so that servicing 
is rather easier than with valved 
equipment. One example of this was 
an i.f. strip from the S.T.C. i.l.s. 
glide -slope receiver. Operating at 
6.6Mc /s this uses six stages of 
grounded- emitter amplification to 
provide 100dB ± 6dB gain over a 

bandwidth of 200kc /s. Transmitters 
are at present limited by the lack 
of suitable transistors : however this 
gap is being filled, albeit slowly, and 
* Wireless World, p. 491, October, 1958. 

Mullard were showing an 
" S.O.S.°" transmitter with a 4 -W 
output at 500kc /s. This used a 

pair of OÇ24s in Class -B push- 
pull, driven from a crystal oscil- 
lator using an 0C45. The 
efficiency realised was about 50%. 

Circuitry. -D.C. amplifier de- 
sign, is at the best of times, a 

difficult business and it is not 
eased by the additional drifts 
present in transistors, but these 
disadvantages are being overcome. 
One item on the Mullard stand 
featured a display of 8 types of 
d.c. amplifiers, together with 
some performance data. The 
first type was a direct -coupled 
amplifier having a current gain 
of 500 and which used ger- 
manium devices. The drift 
exhibited by this was about 
5,hA /°C, referred to the 2 -mA 
input. The use of silicon 

transistors and base stabilization by 
Zener diodes in the second example 
raised the input impedance from 
about 100û to 300kft and cut the 
drift to 0.1µA / °C referred to-the in- 
put. The third example was a set 
of germanium long -tailed pairs with 
a drift of 1.5mV, relative to the 
maximum input of 10mV, from 20 to 
35 °C. and again replacing the, ger- 
manium devices by silicon reduces 
drift and increases input impedance. 
No. 5 illustrated the use of tempera- 
ture stabilization of the input stage 
by means of a subsidiary amplifier 
controlling a small heating coil round 
the transistor. This reduced drift by 
a factor of 20 and temperature was 
sensed by a second transistor inside 
the coil. The sixth example used 
chopper techniques and the chopping 
was done by a silicon -diode bridge 
-a drift of about 2.5mµA / °C was 
achieved relative to 1 -µA input, with 
a gain of 1000. Another chopped 
design used a transistor as a parallel 
switch across the input. This had a 
drift of only 0.5mr'A but the best 
system still seems to be the mechani- 

Circuit of ring -of -ten counter in demonstration form using p -n -p -n junctions (A.E.1. 

Research Laboratories). 

0.0aµ 

TRIGGE 
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cally- chopped amplifier. The last 
example, using a Carpenter relay, 
exhibited a gain of 50,000 with a 
very small drift, which is time -de- 
pendant. The temperature control 
method mentioned above was used 
in an amplifier panel offered by the 
G.E.C. as a basic " brick " for in- 
strumentation purposes. This am- 
plifier has a guaranteed minimum 
gain of 200,000, a drift of ± 2.51IV 
and a noise level of 5µV peak to peak 
referred to the input. The output is 
± 10V and synchronous- chopper 
techniques are also used. All the 
transistors are germanium types 
arranged in feedback pairs and the 
low -noise GET106 is used for the 
first stage. 

Work at the Royal Radar Estab- 
lishment on the use of transistors 
in radar has resulted in the develop- 
ment of a very -linear timebase for 
a magnetically- deflected c.r.t. This 
uses an r.f. transistor as a switch 
(not specifically for its high cut -off 
frequency; but for its low leakage 
current) across the scan -determining 
capacitor, one plate of which is con- 
nected the input of an amplifier 
whose output is developed across a 
low value resistor in the emitter cir- 
cuit. The output voltage is fed back 
to the other plate of the capacitor. 
Thus something very similar to the 
single -pentode Miller circuit is 
achieved. To neutralize the leakage 
current of the switching transistor 

a similar transistor is connected, in 
the reverse sense, to the. capacitor. 
The Miller voltage waveform devel- 
oped across the emitter resistor in 
the output stage causes a lihear cur- 
rent sawtooth to flow through the 
deflector coils, which are placed in 
the collector circuit. The waveform 
has a peak current of IA, is 120 - 
µsec long, its linearity is better 1 

and the leakage- current compensat- 
ing circuit ensures that the velocity 
changes by less than 1% for a change 
in temperature from 15'C to 50 °C. 

Medical Electronics: -A minia- 
ture, transistor heartbeat detector 
developed at R.A.E. Farnborough 
for use in physiological tests was 
shown on the Ministry of Supply 
stand. Skin potentials are developed 
which depend on heartbeat action; 
but normally, in an active subject, 
these are masked by the noise made 
by the working of the muscles. To 
overcome this, skin potentials are 
monitored at two places approxi- 
mately equidistant from the heart, 
preferably on antagonistic groups of 
muscles so that the noise of one 
muscle contracting does not coincide 
with that of the other, which is then 
relaxing. A common electrode is 
placed near the heart and the two 
pick -up voltages, after amplification, 
are applied to a coincidence detector, 
which produces a 2 -V pulse at each 
heartbeat only. 

FORTY -NINE POLE TIME SWITCH 
AS MANY as forty -nine processes can 
be switched on over a total period of up 
to 2f hours by the Venner programme 
record /playback console Type TSA 50 " 

shown in the photograph. The com- 
mand pulses are stored on standard 
magnetic recording tape. This instru- 
ment is made by Venner Electronics 
Ltd., Kingston By -Pass, New Malden, 
Surrey. 

Automatic Component Testing 

Automatic: est machine and equipment in a laboratory at Sylvania -Thorn. 
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AN AUTOMATIC machine for the 
testing of components and the indi- 
vidual recording of their character- 
istics has been developed by 
Sylvania -Thorn Colour -Television 
Laboratories, Ltd. The machine 
applies up to 10 tests sequentially at 
the rate of 10,000 per hour, record- 
ing the results simultaneously on 
punched paper tape and on a paper 
roll, printing out through a tele- 
printer receiver. 

If a component fails one test, other 
tests can be inhibited and another 
valuable feature of the machine is 
that it can retest components after an 
environmental stress has been ap- 
plied, giving a read -out interlaced 
with the original figures on the tele- 
printer. This second readout appears 
only when a change has occurred dur- 
ing the stress period. Test results, in 
The form of analogues, are converted 
by a transistor digitizer to a 5 -bit 
code, which is then converted to tele- 
graph code to operate the teleprinter. 
The machine can also test other 
components such as transistors. 
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PARAMAGNETISM By "CATHODE RAY" 

An Appa -entdy Insignificant Phenomenon Comes to Life 

TWO months ago I objected to the term "para- 
metric amplifier" because (among other reasons) 
some but not all of such amplifiers make use of 
paramagnetic materials, and the two words occurring 
in the same context are bound to be confused. To 
make matters worse, some but not all " masers " are 
paramagnetic, though they are not parametric in the 
currently accepted sense. 

We are likely to hear more about paramagnetic 
materials and paramagnetism. Most of us know 
something about magnetism, which we usually asso- 
ciate with permanent magnets and with currents 
flowing through coils. These are considered offici- 
ally under the respective headings ferromagnetism 
and electromagnetism. We may even remember . 

vaguely that there were two other things, called 
diamagnetism and paramagnetism, but it was difficult 
to remember which was which, and anyway they 
seemed insignificant. Now that paramagnetism is 
in the news perhaps we have been hastily looking it 
up in our textbooks, and (unless you were luckier 
than I was) finding it highly confusing. 

Early Theories 
About 130 years ago the great electrical pioneer 
Ampère, meditating on the discovery that a current 
flowing round a coil makes it a magnet, surmized 
that magnetism in iron, etc., was caused by small 
circulating currents in each atom. The idea was 
expressed more definitely by Weber, not so very long 
after. This, remember, was when very little was 
known about atoms, and, of course, nothing at all 
about electrons. Modern science, though it has 
upset so many old ideas, has confirmed this one, 
which was a remarkable flash of prophetic genius. 

We now know that atoms are constructed largely 
of electrically charged particles - protons and elec- 
trons - which revolve in orbits and also spin on their 
own axes. Both these movements are essentially tiny 
electric currents flowing round tiny one -turn coils, 
and have the same result as we find on a vastly larger 
scale in magnet coils. 

The fact that with very few exceptions materials 
as a whole are not magnets can easily be explained 
on the very natural assumption that the magnetic 
fields of the individual atoms cancel one another out 
by their random arrangement. The problem then 
is to explain the exceptions. 

These exceptions, notably iron and its alloys, have 
an enormous multiplying effect (called permeability) 
on any magnetic field in which they are placed; and 
some of their magnetism remains after the field is 

switched off. Such effects, called ferromagnetism, 
were plausibly explained by Ewing as being due to 

the atomic (or rather molecular) magnets being 
forced gradually into alignment until forced back by 

a field in the opposite direction. This was the theory 
I was brought up on (in an establishment presided 
over by the said Ewing), and when later it was 

thrown out in favour of what was called the domain 
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theory, it seemed to me that this new theory was 
essentially the same as the old, except for the name 
and the larger size of the elementary magnets. How- 
ever, when one goes into the thing in detail the differ- 
ences are considerable, and if you want to know more 
about them you had better refer again to the series 
by Dr. D. H. Martin in the January to April issues 
of last year. Since our present subject is para- 
magnetism I will just mention in passing that ferro- 
magnetic materials are those in which large groups 
(" domains ") of atoms all face the same way mag- 
netically, held so by internal forces many thousands 
or even millions of times stronger than magnetic 
fields sufficient to saturate iron. The reason why so 
few materials are ferromagnetic is that the particular 
atomic structure needed for it is quite exceptional. 

(b) 

Fig. I. All substances, suspended between the poles of a 

magnet, tend to take up one of these positions. Ferro- 
magnetic and paramagnetic adopt position (a); diamag- 
netic, (b) 

It's easy enough, of course, to tell which materials 
are ferromagnetic, by seeing if they are attracted by 
a permanent magnet. If we made the test more 
scientifically we would suspend a short rod of the 
stuff between the poles of a magnet, as in Fig. 1, so 
that it is free to turn round but not move in any other 
way. We all know that a piece of iron takes up the 
position shown at (a) with considerable alacrity, 
rather than lying across the field as at (b). Why? 

We might say that the magnet attracts the piece of 
iron, and position (a) is the one that brings it nearest. 
To be more specific; iron being what it is, the field 
magnetizes it, making the end nearest N an opposite 
pole (S), and the same in reverse at the other end. 
Unlike poles attract, so energy would have to be sup- 
plied from -outside to turn the iron from position (a) 
to (b). It is a general rule that the energy of a system 
tends to change from available to unavailable forms 
(heat), as when a metal object in water sinks. So the 
iron tends to move from position (b) to (a). 

If we tried the same experiment with a bar of 

aluminium or frozen oxygen we would probably fail, 
unless we were as careful experimenters as Faraday. 
He found that some "non- magnetic" substances 
tended to take up position (a), though with consider- 
ably less alacrity than iron (of the order of a hundred 
million times less) while others such as copper and 
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Fig. 2. The effect of a magnetic field (H) on a revolving 
electron (or proton) is to make its orbit slowly rotate around 
an axis parallel to H. 

bismuth preferred position (b), though with possibly 
even less enthusiasm. If the former were like heavier - than -water bodies sinking, these could be likened to lighter- than -water bodies floating. He came to the conclusion that all substances other than the few ferromagnetic kinds fell into one or other class. Those that follow the example of iron, but so very much more feebly, are called paramagnetic, and the opposite kind are diamagnetic. 

This exceedingly lukewarm reaction either for or 
against a magnetic field suggests no very obvious use. 
Certainly the materials wouldn't justify even a moderate cost as magnetic cores, or even anti- 
magnetic ones ! The whole thing seems to have only 
academic interest. Hence, no doubt, our haste to 
forget all we ever learnt about it. The reason for a 
recent change in attitude is that paramagnetic effects 
involve energy changes in atoms, and these (in 
accordance with the quantum principle) are directly 
related to frequency. 

Magnetics in Molecules 
But before tackling paramagnetism we must know 
that basically everything is diamagnetic, and that the 
paramagnetic substances (and, of course, still more 
the ferromagnetic) are those in which the diamagnet- 
ism is more than cancelled out by the opposite effect. 

The first thing to get hold of is that nearly all 
molecules are constructed in such a way that the 
magnetic effects of their individual electrons exactly 
cancel out. So the molecules are not permanent mag- 
nets. Still less can any objects made of the molecules 
be permanent magnets. It would be possible and, 
in fact, natural for the molecules, even if they were 
magnetic, to be so jumbled up that their magnetic 
effects would cancel out in any piece of material. 
But that is not to say that the molecules (and material 
made of them) cannot be magnetized, by putting 
them in a, magnetic field. 

This is one of the places where the books became 
hard to follow. They plunge into a highly mathe- 
matical treatment of such matters as Larmor preces- 
sion and Coriolis forces, finally emerging with the 
conclusion that when the magnetic field is applied the 
response is in the contrary direction; in other words, 
the permeability of the material is (very) slightly less 
than 1. This is rather surprising to simple minds, 
because if, say, the single electron in a hydrogen atom 
was flying round an orbit which caused it to gener- 
ate a tiny magnetic field, one would expect that put- 
ting it in a magnetic field would make it turn, like 
a compass needle, into such a position that its own 
field would add its modest quota to the whole. And 
that molecules, in which there are usually equal 
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numbers of electrons with opposite rotation, would 
experience equal and opposite forces, so as wholes 
would be unaffected. But that is too simple to be 
true. 

Fig. 2 shows a pair of coils with current flowing 
through them, and as the direction of current viewed 
from the left -hand end is clockwise, by the cork- 
screw rule the magnetic field must be in the direction 
marked H. In this horizontal field an electron is 
spinning around in a horizontal circle, clockwise 
when viewed from below, so the current is clock- 
wise viewed from above, and its own magnetic field (H) is downward. When the electron is at positions 
A and B it (and the current) is moving parallel to the 
main field H, so is not affected thereby. But in posi- 
tions C and D it is moving across the field, and the 
left -hand rule tells us that it is forced in the direc- 
tions of the arrows. 

This still looks as if it would tilt the whole orbit so 
that its field would come into line with the main field, 
just as our simple minds predicted. But we have for- 
gotten that an electron has mass as well as electric 
charge. 

Fig. 3 shows a top spinning at an angle to the ver- 
tical, so that gravity acting on its mass creates a 
downward force through its centre of gravity C, and 
of course the table on which it is spinning exerts an 
equal upward force at the point. This pair of forces 
might be expected to make the top fall over towards 
the right, and if it were not spinning it would cer- 
tainly do so. But the spin momentum of the top 
carries it around, and the combination of this with 
the force of gravity makes the leaning angle move 
comparatively slowly round in the direction of spin. 
The faster the top is spinning and the less it leans, 
the slower this motion, which is called precession. If 
the top could lean over horizontally, still spinning on 
its point, the top as a whole would rotate in a hori- 
zontal plane about its point. 

If you have ever handled a gyroscope, you will 
know the rather uncanny feeling of trying to tilt it as 
in Fig. 2 and finding that the result is to make its 
plane of rotation turn over in an unexpected 
manner. Suppose the electron is at C. Then its 
orbital motion would be bringing it round to the 
front (opposite to the direction of the arrow, which 
refers to the conventional positive current); but the 
addition of the downward force actually brings it 
rather lower than A. In other words, the orbit as a 
whole begins to rotate around the lines of force H in 
a clockwise direction viewed from the left. This 
means a clockwise movement of the electron, or anti- 
clockwise movement of the current, which causes a 
component of magnetic field opposing H. The total 
field is slightly reduced. 

Now suppose that the same molecule has another 
electron rotating in the opposite direction. If you 
work it out you will find that it too reduces the total 

Fig. 3. The effect shown 
in Fig. 2 is something like 
the familiar slow motion 
of a spinning top. 
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field. So the permeability of material made of the 
molecules is less than 1. In other words, the stuff 
is diamagnetic, whether magnetically its electrons are 
all oppositely balanced or not. 

Those that aren't exhibit paramagnetism as well, 
and if (as is normally so) the paramagnetism is 
greater than the diamagnetism, they will as a 
whole be paramagnetic. Since the molecules are not 
magnetically balanced, each one is a tiny magnet. 
Nevertheless the material as a whole is not a magnet, 
because heat energy is pushing all the molecules 
around in a completely random fashion; and with the 
stupendous number of molecules in even a small 
piece, the chances of there being any appreciable ex- 
cess pointing in any one direction for an appreciable 
length of time is negligible. 

But it is different when an external magnetic field 
is applied. If one could switch off all fields, includ- 
ing the earth's, a collection of thousands of vigorously 
shaken compass needles would point in random 
directions. Restoring the earth's field would swing 
them all round in one direction, making a sizeable 
magnet. Similarly with the paramagnetic material. 
The total magnetic flux is increased, so the perme- 
ability is greater than 1. 

Actually the response at any temperature much 
above the absolute zero is very small indeed, for prac- 
tical magnetic fields can do very little to counteract 
the disordering influence of heat. It is as if the com- 
pass needles were situated in a beehive, with the in- 
sects pushing them about in all directions so that 
only a slight trend towards magnetic north could be 
discerned. Obviously, then, paramagnetism (unlike 
diamagnetism) depends largely on temperature, 
being considerable near absolute zero and falling off 
as the temperature rises. 

But there is more to paramagnetism than this. 
Very much more! After having struggled with a 
number of books on the subject I have arrived at the 
considered opinion that this must be an exception 
to the rule that there is nothing that can't be ex- 
plained simply and concisely. It involves all the 
atomic matters we have discussed during the past 
year or two, in far greater detail and with very much 
added. And since the task of creating Honours 
Physicists in One Short Easy Lesson is not one that 
I propose to attempt, we shall have to make do with 
something less. To real physicists it will appear 
hopelessly over -simplified. 

Energy Content 
When an atomic magnet formed as just described, 
is placed in a magnetic field, it is thereby given an 
amount of energy which depends on the angle 
between its own magnetic axis and the field. If the 
two already coincide, like a compass needle that was 
already pointing north before it was put in the earth's 
field, it won't feel any inclination to move. But one 
lying across the field has potential energy, which is 
lost when it swings into alignment. One would ex- 
pect the amount of energy to vary smoothly between 
one position and the other. 

But you may remember* that one of the elemen- 
tary facts about electron orbits around atomic nuclei 
is that the energy of an electron cannot change 
gradually by gradually enlarging or closing up its 
orbit; it can change only in certain fixed jumps, 

* E.g., March, 1958 issue, p. 115 

according to quantum rules. The same applies to 
magnetic energy levels. 

Obviously, too, the energy varies in proportion to 
the strength of applied field. And so we get the kind 
of energy diagram we saw two months ago -Fig. 4. 
The direct proportion between energy jump and fre- 
quency (E= hf) holds, of course; so if a paramagnetic 
material is stimulated by power at a frequency corres- 
ponding to one of the energy gaps, atoms (or rather 
molecules) tend to be lifted up or " excited " across 
that gap. We saw how this was applied in para-. 
magnetic masers, which can be made to amplify or 
oscillate. For electron -orbit magnets, the frequen- 
cies are usually in the microwave region. A useful 
feature, not possessed by the much larger energy gaps 
between orbits, is that the frequencies can be varied 
by controlling the applied field strength. 

Another thing that happens in paramagnetic sub- 
stances, as in diamagnetic, is precession. Now there 
is a difference in the energy of the spinning electron 
(or whatever particle it is that is precessing) depending 
on whether its magnetic axis is with or opposing that 
of the applied field. It is as if a top could spin either 
right way up or upside down; the latter having the 

ENERGY 

MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH 

MAGNETIC 

NUMBERS 

Fig. 4. The energy levels of a paramagnetic molecule vary 
in proportion to an applied magnetic field, but at any one 
field strength they occur at t xed intervals. 

greater energy, so that some outside boost is needed 
to effect the change -over. 

One way of imparting such a boost is to apply a 
magnetic field at right angles to the first applied field, 
rotating at the precession frequency. Suppose the 
top in Fig. 3 is the electron, precessing under the 
influence of a steady vertical field (represented by 
gravity). If now one were to move the table with a 
horizontal circular motion, so as to give the top a 
rotating sideways pull in time with the rate of pre- 
cession, it would tend to turn upside down. 

The required frequency for upsetting spinning 
electrons is of the order of 10,000 Mc /s. A rotating 
magnetic field exists in a waveguide or cavity into 
which power at the appropriate frequency is fed. 
The only thing is to make sure that t'. a paramagnetic 
sample is placed in the right position, and that the 
steady field is applied at right angles to the plane of 
rotation. When the frequency of the microwave 
power comes into tune with the frequency of the spin 
energy difference (or when the latter is brought into 
tune with the former by varying the steady field) 
the accepting of energy from the microwave power 
can be detected as a sudden increase in loss of the 
system. It is just as if a loosely coupled circuit had 
been brought into resonance. 

The protons in the nucleus of an atom also spin, 
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MAGNET 
POLES 

Fig. 5. Outline of apparatus for detecting atomic reson- 
ances and measuring their frequency and hence the energy 
jumps represented. 

and if they are unpaired they cause paramagnetism; 
but because protons are so much heavier for the same 
charge as an electron they spin much more slowly 
and the energy differences are small, corresponding 
to frequencies of only a few Mc /s. 

All these effects are very much influenced by inter- 
actions between all the particles concerned. In solids 
these interactions are greater than in liquids and have 
the effect of broadening the resonance peaks. 

Fig. 5 is a diagram of the sort of set -up used for 
tracing the resonance patterns of paramagnetic 
materials. By such means a vast amount of infor- 
mation has been accumulated on the complicated 
goings -on inside atoms. It is a research tool of first - 
rate imnortance. 

Another application of paramagnetism we did just 
touch on in the July 1957 issue, is superconductivity. 
Has it ever puzzled you how things can be cooled 
down to within a small fraction of one degree of 
absolute zero (0.000015°K was claimed some time 
ago)? One can get down to somewhere around 1°K 
by successive use of liquid gases, finishing up with 
helium. Then a paramagnetic material, such as iron 
ammonium alum, which is inside the apparatus and 
has been reduced to this low temperature, is mag- 
netized by a strong externally- applied magnetic field. 
The effect is to cause the material to give out heat, 
which is carried away by the helium. Switching off 
the field has the reverse effect -heat has to be taken 
in by the material, and if it is thermally insulated the 
only way it can do so is to reduce its own tempera- 
ture, like a starved man living on his own fat. 

You might think that at those low temperatures 
the tendency for heat to leak in from the surround- 
ings would make such a drop in temperature a very 
temporary -almost momentary -affair. So it is a 
convenient as well as astonishing fact that 1 cubic 
centimetre of the paramagnetic alum mentioned has, 
at 0.05 °K, a thermal capacity equal to that of 16 tons 
of lead at the same temperature! 

One way and another then, paramagnetism is 
acquiring practical as well as theoretical interest. 
And if some of the applications still seem a little 
highbrow to us .radio engineers, perhaps at one time 
so did the physical researches that have now brought 
transistors on to the market in their millions. 

Addendum -" Hall and Holes " 
ON p. 605 of the December 1958 issue I complained 
that nobody, repeat nobody, known to me had ex- 
plained clearly how the Hall effect managed to dis-. 
tinguish between electron and hole currents seeing 
that both were in fact movments of electrons, and 
I appealed to any authors unknown to lodge claims. 
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It- has been necessary to go as far as Australia for 
one. Dr. J. L. Salpeter has called attention to his 
16 -page paper, " The Concept of the Hole in Semi- 
conductors ", in Proc.I.R.E.Aus. for December 1955, 
which I have found extremely interesting. One has 
to travel rather a long way with Dr. Salpeter to get 
to the point in question, but at least one would 
realize by then that the hole is not quite so simple 
as it is sometimes made out to be. 

In a letter, Dr. Salpeter points out that my Fig. 6, 
showing two atoms before and after an electron 
movement has brought about a shift of positive 
charge, leads to difficulty if one considers what is 
happening during the movement. There certainly 
seems to be, as he claims, no escape from going into 
the wave mechanics of electrons in a crystal lattice 
if one is to understand holes correctly. Some writers 
use the concept of negative mass, but I felt some 
reluctance about putting that forward! 

Low -noise U.H.F. Receiver 
THIS receiver, primarily designed for ground- station 
missile -telemetry applications, features continuous tuning 
over the 420 to 500Mc /s band. Two tuning controls are 
provided, one for the r.f. circuits and one for the local 
oscillator; this, and the use of a low -noise grounded -grid 
r.f. stage (A2421), 
enables an overall 
noise factor of better 
than 10dB to be rea- 
lized. The grounded - 
grid mixer (CV408) 
feeds a cascode first, 
i.f. stage (E88CC), 
which is followed by 
three high -gain pen- 
todes (E180Fs). The 
i.f. is 45Mc /s and 
the overall bandwidth 
of the standard rea- 
ceivers is 71. 2.25Mc/s 
for a response at - 3 d B (compared 
with the central fre- 
quency): this band- 
width is achieved by 
stagger tuning the i.f. 
stages and the manu- 
facturers state that it 
can be increased to Armstrong - Whitworth low - noise 
± 3 M c / s without u. h. f. recei% er, " boxed " version. 
extra cost. Ampli- 
fied a.g.c. is provided for the first i.f. stage and for 
operating the magic -eye " tuning indicator; this bias 
is produced by a rectifier fed from an additional i.f. 
amplifier (E180F). The signal "..ietector (semiconductor 
diode) feeds a cathode follower to provide a low- imped- 
ance output. The local oscillator (CV408) is run in the 
" . oscillator high " condition and drift is given as 0.2Mc /s 
after 12 hours continuous operation (provisional figure 
only). The aerial input (unbalanced) impedance is 70f2 
at 450Mc /s. 

The receiver is available in two forms : one for 19 -in 
rack mounting, the other as a 8in X 8in X 152ín boxed 
unit to fit aircraft racking. The 19 -in type (weight 421b) 
includes a 200 -250V 50c /s power supply; but the air- 
borne version (weight 12 lb) requires an external supply 
of 190V at 110mA d.c. (stabilized) and 6.3V at 3.5A 
for the valve heaters. Manufacturers: Sir W. G. Arm- 
strong Whitworth Aircraft, Ltd., Baginton, Coventry. 
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CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS 
Latest information on events from September to next March both in the U.K. and 
abroad is given below. Further details are obtainable from the addresses in 
parenthesis. 

UNITED KINGDOM 
National Radio and Television Show, Earls Court, London, S.W.5 

Aug. 26 -Sept. 5 
(British Radio Exhibitions Ltd., 49 Russell Square, London, W.C.I.) 

British Association Annual Meeting, York Sept. 2 -9 
(British Association for the Advancement of Science, 18 Adam Street, London, 

W.C.2.) 
Scottish Industries Exhibition, Kelvin Hall, Glasgow Sept. 3 -19 

(Matthew H. Donaldson, 2 Woodside Terrace, Glasgow, C.3.) 
Farnborough Air Show Sept. 8 -14 

(Society of British Aircraft Constructors, 29 King Street, London, S.W.1.) 
Dielectric Devices (Conference), University of Birmingham Sept. 14 -17 

(Electrical Engineering Department, The University, Birmingham, 15.) 
Modern Network Theory (Conference), University of Birmingham, Sept. 21 -24 

(Electrical Engineering Department, The University, Birmingham, 15.) 
Some Aspects of Magnetism (Conference), Sheffield University Sept. 22 -24 

(Institute of Physics, 47 Belgrave Square, London, S.W.1.) 
Cabinet Styling Exhibition, Victoria Halls, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.1. 

Oct. 6 -8 
(B.R.E.M.A., 49 Russell Square, London, W.C.1.) 

Scientific Instrument Manufacturers' Association Convention, Hotel 
Metropole, Brighton Oct. 22 -24 

(S.I.M.A., 20 Queen Anne Street, London, W.1.) 
Radio Hobbies Exhibition, Royal Horticultural Hall, London, S.W.1 Nov. 25 -28 

(P. A. Thorogood, 35 Gibbs Green, Edgware, Middx.) 
Physical Society's Exhibition, Royal Horticultural Halls, London, S.W.1 

Jan. 18 -22 
(Physical Society, 1 Lowther Gardens, London, S.W.7.) 

Engineering Materials and Design Exhibition, Earls Court, London, S.W.5 
Feb. 22 -26 

(Industrial and Trade Fairs Ltd., Drury House, Russell Street, London, W.C.2.) 

OVERSEAS 
Acoustics Congress, Stuttgart Sept. 1 -8 

(Dr. Ing. E. Zwicker, Breitscheidstr. 3, Stuttgart.) 
Firato 1959; International Electronics Exhibition, Amsterdam .... Sept. 1 -8 

(Firato Secretariat, Emmalaan 20, Amsterdam, Z.) 
International Trade Fair, Salonika Sept. 6 -27 

(Fair Committee Office, Salonika, Greece.) 
French National Radio & Television Show, Paris Sept. 10 -21 

(Fédération Nationale des Industries Electroniques, 23 rue de Lubeck, Paris.) 
Salon Belge de l'Electronique, Brussels Sept. 19 -24 

(Comité des Expositions de la Radio -Electricité, de la Télévision et des Industries 
Connexes, 7 rue de Florence, Brussels, Belgium.) 

Telemetring Symposium, San Francisco Sept. 28 -30 
(Robert A. Grimm, Dymec Inc., 395 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, Calif., U.S.A.) 

Irish Radio and Television Show, Mansion House, Dublin .... Sept. 28 -Oct. 3 
(Castle Publications, 38 Merrion Square, Dublin, Eire.) 

Communications Symposium, Utica Oct. 5 -7 
(E. William Morris, 224 Fairway Drive, New Hartford, N.Y., U.S A.) 

High Fidelity Music Show, New York Oct. 5 -10 
(Institute of High Fidelity Manufacturers Inc., 125 East 23rd Street, New 

York 10, U.S.A.) 
Radio -Interference Reduction, Chicago Oct. 6 -8 

(H. M. Sachs, Armour Research Foundation of Illinois Institute of Technology, 
Chicago.) 

I.R.E. Canadian Convention, Toronto Oct. 7 -9 
(Convention Office, 1819 Yonge Street, Toronto, 7..) 

National Electronics Conference, Chicago Oct. 12 -14 
(N.E.C., 228 N. La Salle Street, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.) 

Electrical Techniques in Medicine and Biology, Philadelphia Nov. 10 -12 
(Dr. L. E. Flory, RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J., U.S.A.) 

Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, Detroit Nov. 16 -19 
(D. M. Grimes, University of Michigan, U.S.A.) 

Computer Conference, Boston Dec. 1 -3 
(J. H. Felker, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, N.J., U.S.A.) 

Reliability and Quality Control Symposium, Washington Jan. H -13 
(R. Brewer, G.E.C. Research Laboratories, Wembley, Middx.) 

Solid -State Circuits Conference, Philadelphia Feb. 10 -12 
(Tudor R. Finch, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, N.J , U.S.A.) 

I.R.E. National Convention, New York Mar. 21 -24 
(E. K. Gannett, I.R.E., 1 East 79 Street, N.Y. 21.) 
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Two Trix 

models 
PROVED 

and 
IMPROVED 

COLUMN TYPE 
LOUDSPEAKER 
An all-round Improvement In 

acoustic efficiency, permitting 
smaller powered amplifiers 

. , a distinct directional Hat 
beam effect extending cover- 
age while sharply reducing 
reverberation and feedback 
effects. One Trlr column 
replaces with greater 
efficiency a large number of 
normal speaker units with a 
corresponding reduction in 
installation costs. For all 
indoor sound installations 
snp.rb clarity of repmdnc- 
lion is assured for both 
ope.ch and music. 

frrde far detailed technical 
War-motion. 

RIBBON 
MICROPHONE 
Now smaller, this new design 
gives improved performance, 
minimising feedback effects 
whde improving frequency 
response and sensitivity. 

Model 67837 is complete with 
screened connector ping and 
locking ring, and beautifully 
finished in satin chrome. A 

silent switch adaptor 07819 is 

also available. 

Frequency response 50- 
12,000 cps 

Dimensions 
(without connector) :- 

Height: 
Diameter: 
Weight: 

3;" 
diozs. 

SEE US AT STAND NO. 

38 -RADIO SHOW AND 

STAND NO. 100 -FARN- 
EOROUGH AIR SHOW. 

THE TRIX ELECTRICAL CO. LTD., 
1 -5 MAPLE PLACE, LONDON, W.I. 

Tel: MUBeum 5817 (8 linee) 
Grams: Trixadio Wesdo, London 
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TUNDOM 
By " DIALLIST " 

America via the Moon 
AT the moment of writing no fewer 
than four different attacks are being 
made on the problems which beset 
Iong- distance wireless communica- 
tions conducted on the direct trans- 
mitting - aerial - to - receiving - aerial 
systems in use today. The plain, 
blunt fact is that they're not suf- 
ficiently reliable : you can't guaran- 
tee a twenty- four -hours -a -day service 
on three hundred and sixty -five days 
a year. Amongst the chief snags are 
blackouts, fading and interference - 
and these are not the only ones. 
Many readers will remember the 
demonstration given by Professor 
A. C. B. Lovell in the B.B.C. Reith 
lectures last year of the fact that it 
had proved possible in experimental 
transmissions to use the moon as a 
reflector of wireless waves. Recently 
a joint effort by him and the Pye 
people succeeded in establishing a 
link for both morse and the spoken 
word between Jodrell Bank and the 
U.S. Air Force centre in Massa- 
chusetts. The power used was 1kW 
at 201 Mc /s, but the e.r.p. with 
40dB of aerial gain would be 
10,000kW. The large Jodrell Bank 
radio telescope, 250 -ft in diameter 
and costing a vast sum of money, is 
hardly a practical proposition as a 
transmitting aerial. But Pye Tele- 
communications are getting down to 
the job of developing a 25 -ft radio 
telescope, fed with radio waves of 
much higher frequency and with far 
greater power behind them. They 
will undoubtedly succeed before very 
long and it is likely that a very 
important advance in long- distance 
wireless communication will result. 

Other Approaches, Too 
But that's by no means the only 

way in which the problem is being 
tackled. The use of artificial satel- 
lites as relays was proposed many 
years ago, and the Press Secretary of 
the White House said recently that 
he confidently expects . global tele- 
vision to come into being in this way 
before the end of next year. The 
most surprising idea of the lot is 
the child of Westinghouse, of Pitts- 
burgh. They are already producing 
various types of balloon aerials, some 
made of fabric incorporating large 
numbers of fine metallic threads. 
These aerials are light and easily 
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transportable. One suggestion is 
that they should be carried aloft in 
a deflated condition either by air- 
craft or by rockets and then be filled 
with suitable gas and launched. 

Films Across the Pond 
IN the system which it has de- 
veloped for transmitting news films 
across the Atlantic, by telephone 
cable, the B.B.C. seem to have 
accomplished something akin to 
pouring a quart into a pint pot. In 
other words, they've evolved a 
method of squashing the normal 
3Mc /s TV bandwidth down to well 
within 6.4 kc /s which was the 
channel width allocated for this pur- 
pose on the transatlantic cable. It 
has been done ingeniously by re- 
stricting the horizontal definition so 
that it corresponds to a 1.75Mc /s 
bandwidth in a 405 -line system, by 
reducing the number of lines to 200 
with sequential scanning and by 
transmitting only alternate film 
frames; at the receiving end each 
frame is recorded simultaneously on 
two adjacent frames. The effective 
repetition frequency is thus 121 
frames a second. But that's not the 
whole answer, for if nothing more 
were done the bandwidth would still 
be 450 kc /s and therefore unusable 
over the cable. It had to be re- 
duced to one hundredth of this 
figure and that was done by increas- 
ing the scanning time. This means 

that a one -minute news film takes 
100 minutes to transmit and record. 
Slow though the process may seem, 
it enables news films to be received 
on either side of the Atlantic a great 
deal earlier than if they were flown 
by fast 'plane. The 16 -mm film 
(almost universally used for TV 
news purposes) is scanned at the 
transmitting end by a slow -speed 
flying -spot scanner, the slow -speed 
video signal being used to modulate 
a 5 kc /s carrier. At the receiving 
end the demodulated signal is fed to 
a flying -spot telerecorder with twin 
optical systems. For scenes involv- 
ing rapid movements every frame 
can be scanned instead of every 
other one. This means that the 
transmitting time is doubled, but 
even so this system is much quicker 
than any other method of getting 
pictures across the Herring Pond. 

New Giant Labs 
WHAT a vast concern the research 
and development organization of the 
Bell Telephone System already is! 
It now employs nearly 11,000 people 
at 18 stations and soon it will be 
still bigger, for $20,000,000 is to be 
spent on the erection of new labora- 
tories at the Holmdel site, famous 
for the work done there by Jansky 
on aerials and Southworth on wave - 
guides. Jansky was responsible for 
the invention of the rhombic aerial 
and, later, for Musa (multiple unit 
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steerable aerial), an electrically steer -
able array of rhombic aerials, which
was just about the last word in short-
wave reception. The Musa principle
was developed in the last war into
the electrically steerable multi -rod
array. At Holmdel, too, the need
for shorter and shorter wavelengths
led to an immense amount of
invaluable work by Southworth and
h's co-workers on waveguides and
to the development of components
and specialized valves which are now
essential parts of microwave tech-
nique. A great deal of priceless
work was done in the investigation
of the background (sometimes fore-
ground!) noise which can be such
a nuisance in short-wave wireless.
Jansky was specially interested in
the continuous hissing heard when
his rotatable aerial was directed to-
wards a particular part of the
heavens. He concluded that its
origin was an area in the gr. ixy
some 27,000 light-years away. Thus
he laid the foundations of radio
astronomy, though it was Lovell who
gave it practical form after the end
of the war. The tropospheric for-
ward -scatter systems had their origin
at Holmdel and the work done on
waveguides may point the way to a
system in which something like
200,000 telephone circuits may
eventually be carried by a circular
wa veguide.

A Worth -while Guarantee
IT'S good to learn that several
manufacturers have extended the
guarantee period from six months to
twelve months on all new cathode-
ray tubes. Mazda state that since
purchase tax on replacement tubes
was knocked off in the Budget there
has been a five -fold increase in the
demand. Their expectation is that
the doubling of the guarantee period
will lead to a still greater increase in
the sales of new tubes, since people
will prefer them to those which have
been rebuilt or repaired. They may
be right in this, though my own feel-
ing is that so long as there is a big-
gish difference between the cost of
buying a new c.r.t. and a rebuilt one,
those firms which have a reputation
for doing reliable rebuilding work
and are prepared to give as long a
guarantee period (as C.R.T. Ltd.
have announced) won't find them-
selves idle. The c.r. tube guarantee
now lines up with the setmakers'
overall guarantee, but there is still a
mingy three -months' on valves. And
as TV set owners and servicemen
know, valve replacements are
amongst the most frequently needed
repairs.
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MICRO -
SWITCHES

BUGGIN

SEE US AT
STAND NO. 59
RADIO SHOW

HIM
11.8111.
41.
4.11.
* 1.11

11 11....

: :::'tI

11.1 ......
s.1.11011...

FOR SIGNAL
LAMPS

KNOBS OF
ALL TYPES

FOR WIREWOUND
RESISTORS

.
a .

1114.1.:;

11.
Minos'Mi
O.O.

..

FOR TERMINALS
AND TAG -STRIPS

MAINS
CONNECTORS

TOGGLE
SWITCHES

FUSES AND
FUSE HOLDERS

JACKS AND
PLUGS

Visit our large display of Electronic Components at the Radio
Show, Stand 59, to get some idea of the vast range which we
are able to offer our customers. If you are unable to attend,
send for our fully illustrated Catalogue No. 200/C which gives
complete technical details of over 10,000 Precision Components.

nt ets6 oem Rearanie racivotark

A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD.,
BYE -PASS ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX

Telephone RIPpleway 5588 (12 lines)
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IMMURED
Caveat Amator
I HAVE previously discussed the
question of the growing menace of
the tape recorder which seems more
and more to threaten the sanctity of
our private conversations. To my
mind the most irritating thing about
it is that from a scientific and
commonsense point of view, there is
some justification for such recording.

But I cannot see any justification
at all for a new use of it which, I
read, is coming into fashion among
modern girls. We all know that in
Queen Victoria's time, girls used to
tie up their love letters with pink
tape and pack them away with
lavender -filled sachets. Modern girls
have them microfilmed and filed.

Unfortunately certain girls are
equipping themselves with portable
tape recorders so that they can have
a permanent record of any proposals
they receive. With some, the idea
is undoubtedly to confront their
husbands in later days with what
they said long years previously. But
I expect that with many of them
the idea is to collect a round dozen
or so of proposals and then to play
them back and pick the man who
makes the best oratorical effort.

This will improve the standard of
eloquence in proposals as men will
naturally buy one of these machines
to practise on. Thus instead of the
few faltering words which most men
manage to stammer out, girls of the
future may hear something worthy
of Shakespeare.

If I had my time over again, I
would make the perfect tape record-
ing and then post it to the girl I
wished to marry. I doubt if my
blonde of long ago could have
resisted me if I had used the magic
words with which Cupid wooed
Psyche, especially if I had finished
off by bursting into the famous song
"Lovely Art thou" from the opera
" Xerxes." This song is, of course,
usually known to the vulgar more

A permanent record of a proposal
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by its tune-Handel's Largo-than
by its passionate words.

However, - there is a real and
serious danger that tape recordings
may one day be accepted as evidence
in a breach -of -promise action, and
it would not be impossible for an
unscrupulous blonde to forge a pro-
posal. She could first obtain several
tape recordings of her intended vic-
tim's voice in a perfectly normal
manner. She could subsequently
play these back, and feed the sequels
into a sound -on -film recorder so that
she could make a visual study of the
idiosyncracies of the victim's voice.

Then, following the techniques of
Rudolf Pfenniger, she could paint on
a strip of virgin film totally fictitious
utterances in her victim's voice.
These could be played back, and fed
to a tape recorder and this record-
ing would then be taken to court,
and played over to a sympathetic
jury. Believe me, it is a very real
danger, and no laughing matter.

[Popping the question on tape is not
uncommon. The June issue of the Grundig
Gazette, which circulates among dealers,
records that Arthur Rowe, of Coventry,
" wooed and won his bride-to-be in the
U.S.A. with nothing more romantic than
a mailspool."-En.)

Audio and Photo
THE Photo Fair at Olympia in May
had a lot in common with the Audio
Fair held elsewhere a month earlier.
Both exhibitions were intended to
appeal to the same two classes of
people, namely those whose chief
interest lies in the design of the high-
class instruments available at each
show, and those who delight chiefly
in the end -product, namely a work
of art, visual in one case and aural
in the other. In both shows were to
be found many visitors who were
interested in the means as well as
the end, and not instead of it.

The Photo Fair was the bigger as
it filled the National Hall at Olympia
but I could not help thinking what
a splendid opportunity there would

be of lessening expenses
and increasing interest if
the Audio and Photo
Fairs combined. To-
gether they could easily
fill the main hall at
Olympia while the
smaller National Hall
could be fitted with a
large number of sound-
proof demonstration
theatrettes such as are
needed by both shows,
the photographic people,
of course, needing them
for amateur talkie
demonstrations.

In both the Audio and
the Photo Fairs this
year stereo was a lead-
ing feature, and here the

Photo Fair scored heavily for stereos-
copy has a hundred years of history
behind it and has long since left its
childhood days. At the Audio Fair
it was only too painfully obvious
that stereophony is still in the teeth -
cutting stage of infancy, and those of
you who are fathers will know what
a howling hullaballoo that can mean.

Si-Fi
I OFTEN think that a small but
somewhat important point of re-
ceiver design which manufacturers
neglect is the provision of properly
connected sockets for an external
loudspeaker. Usually these are just
inserted in parallel with the internal
loudspeaker.

What's wrong with that, you may
ask. Nothing at all if you are just
going to use an extension loud-
speaker a few feet away. Of course,
if the set is of the "Hi-Fi " type
even this will upset things a bit
from the point of view of a musical
purist. But I am not discussing things
from the point of view of the long-
haired fraternity, but from that of
ordinary people like you and me who
are addicted to the sugary sort of
music usually known as " Si-Fi "
because of the sighs it produces
from its sentimental audience.

Now I may be a bit of an
extremist, but I have an extension
loudspeaker in every room. They
used all to be of the conventional
3 -ohm or less type, but I soon had
to alter that. When you have only
3 ohms or less to play with, the
resistance of long extension leads
becomes a serious matter. Also, of
course, the use of several 3 -ohm
loudspeakers in parallel means that
the output valve is virtually working
into a short circuit. If you want to
know what that sounds like, try con-
necting a couple of 6 -volt 36 -watt
car bulbs (--=lohm)t in parallel with
your loudspeaker.

Now I don't expect all manufac-
turers to provide me with a separate
output valve for each of my extension
loudspeakers but they could, I think,
provide me with at least one extra
secondary winding on the output
transformer, such winding being of
15 ohms or so rather than 3 ohms.
Naturally my extension loudspeakers
would have to be of higher resistance
too. If manufacturers can provide
me with the extra 15 -ohm second-
ary, I can easily rewind my speech
coils. After all, 30 years ago all
readers of Wireless World wound
their own speech coils. If you don't
believe me turn up your issues of
1927 and see for yourselves by read-
ing the words of F. H. Haynes who
designed and fathered the Wireless
World moving -coil loudspeaker. It
is now, I believe, in the Science
Museum; if not, it certainly ought
to be, side by side with the " Every-
man Four " receiver which certainly
is there.

f [Or less if they are not dissipating 7;
watts.-ED.l
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THE

Pocket size...

Printed resistance panel
for universal meter shunt.

Regd. Trade Mork.

MULTIMINOR

This sturdy multi -range test meter is
remarkable for the wide range of test
facilities which have been so neatly
Incorporated. Full advantage has been
taken of printed resistor techniques
to produce a compact instrument of
low weight.

Composite printed resistors
and auxiliary switch.

Meter movement is
enclosed to give

protection against
the infiltration

of dust.

Size: Si x 3f x I inches.
Weight: I lb. approx.

7 D.C. Voltage Ranges: 0-1,000 V.

5 A.C. Voltage Ranges: 0-1,000 V.

5 D.C. Current Ranges: 0 -IA.

2 Resistance Ranges: 0-20,000.:t.
0-2M 0.

"5'" ,ff3/7;:-..Or

Robust range switch similar to
that used in the famous Avo-
Meter. Eighteen fixed silver-
plated contacts embedded in a
ring of high-grade moulding
material are swept by a double
contact rotor arm.

Sensitivity:
10,00012/V10,00012N on D.C. voltage ranges.
1,0000/V on A.C. voltage ranges.

Accuracy:
3" of full scale value on D.C.
4% of full scale value on A.C.
For a small additional charge, instruments
can be supplied to a higher degree of
accuracy.

List Price:19 Ranges  Single Knob Control  £9:ios.
 Write for fully descriptive leaflet.

Complete with test leads and clips.
Leather case if required 32/6.

AU! Ltd. AVOCET HOUSE 92-96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD  LONDON  S.W.I.
ViCtoria 3404 (12 lines)

A
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Engineering

TRIPLE EXTRUSION
OF PTFE ROD

Every Company-and individual engineer-contemplating the

use of PTFE* should send for a copy of our booklet entitled
" PTFE ENGINEERING ".

We were one of the first companies to process this unique
material, and equally we were one of the first companies to
develop methods of machining and otherwise fashioning it
into a multitude of component forms.

Today we produce it in its raw material forms in very large
quantities, and we have supplied many thousands of PTFE

components to the electrical and allied industries.

Whether you require to buy PTFE in order to transform
it into component forms in your own works, or whether
you wish to buy small or large numbers of PTFE com-
ponents, we should welcome your enquiries, and you
would find advantage in utilising our accumulated
resources of "know how" and experience in handling the
material.

* PTFE (PolJtetrafluoroetlylene)-the basic polymer is
manufactured in this country by I.C.I. Ltd., under
the trade name "FLUON".

ISSUED BY THE PTFE ENGINEERING DIVISION OF
Crane
Packing

LTD

OF SLOUGH
ENGLAND
A COMPANY
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These photocells give you
the simplest photo -electric
control possible

WIRELESS WORLD

Photo -electric control with the Mullard ORP11 and
ORP90 cadmium sulphide cells is the simplest
possible because a photocell and relay form the
complete circuit.
The unusual combination of high current capacity
and extreme sensitivity of these Mullard cells enables
robust relays to be operated direct-amplifiers are
unnecessary.
Both cells can be operated from either a.c. or d.c.
supplies, they are inherently rugged and have a wide
range of applications in industry.
The usable response extends through the entire
visible spectrum to the near infra -red.
The ORP11 differs from the ORP90 chiefly in being
"end -viewing" and having a somewhat smaller
photocathode area. This type of photocell is made
available to simplify mounting problems en-
countered in certain applications-particularly in
flame failure detectors in oil fired furnaces.
Data sheets giving further information are readily
available from the address below.

ABRIDGED DATA

ORP I I ORP 90

Required direction of incident light End -on Side -on

Area of photo -element 1.25 sq. cm. 2.9 sq. cm.

Average cell current at 10V d.c.,
5 foot candles and lamp colour
temperature 2.700°K.

6mA 6mA

Maximum ultimate dark current
at 100V d.c. 5 ;LA <2.5 µA

Maximum cell dissipation at 25°C. 200 mW 600 mW

Spectral response Same for both cells-
see curve.

Milliard Limited

Mullard House, Torrington Place, London,W.C.1

Telephone: Langham 6633

100

so

160

2
40

20

0
4,000

1M3

5,000 6,000 7,000 8,000

Mullard
GOVERNMENT AND

INDUSTRIAL VALVE DIVISION

tuT ;t0a
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now in quantity
production

This latest ELAC deflection unit incorporates the new

MULLARD Ferroxcube core Type FX 1981, enabling a " pull
t ack " of 4 mm to be achieved without loss of sensitivity.
Line inductances of 5 to 30 mH with -LR RATIO OF .8 and
frame impedances of 2 to 70 ohms are readily available. The
standard model is supplied complete with TUNGSTEN steel
picture centring plates, positive tube neck clamping device and
a terminal panel well removed from adjustment points.

ELAC

1100

Scanning

Coil

ELECTRO ACOUSTIC INDUSTRIES LTD., Stamford Works, Broad Lane, London. N.15.
Tel: TOT 0505.
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Transistorized
UNIVERSAL
COUNTER

TIMER

Frequency Measurement

Random Counting

Frequency Division

Time Measurement

Frequency Standard

This fully transistorized portable equipment pro-
vides for a wide range of time and frequency
measurement as well as facilities for counting,
frequency division and the provision of standard
frequencies. The facilities available are briefly listed
below:

TIME/UNIT EVENT (1 LINE) : For the measurement
of the time interval between two occurrences in a
continuously varying electrical function in the
range 3:/.sec to 1 sec. The time for 1, 10 or 100
such events can be measured.

TIME,UNIT EVENT (2 LINE): For time measurement
in range 1y.sec to 2777hrs. of any interval defined
by a positive or negative going pulse in any
combination.

EVENTS/UNIT TIME: For frequency measurement
in range 30c; 's to 1 Mc ,s over ppriod of 0.001, 0.01,
0.1, 1 or 10 secs. Crystal accuracy *2 parts in
10" week. For mains or 12Vd.c. operation.

Full technical specification available on request.

RANK CINTEL LIMITED

WORSLEY BRIDGE ROAD  LONDON  5E26
HITHER GREEN 4600

Sales and Servicing Agents: Atkins, Robertson & Whiteford Ltd. Industrial Estate, Thornliebank, Glasgow;

McKellen Automation Ltd., 122 Seymour Grove, Old Trafford, Manchester, 16; Hawnt & Co. Ltd., 59 Moor St., Birmingham, 4.
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It is gratifying to know that
in a world of rising prices our
policy of maintaining and, in
many instances, reducing
prices has resulted over the
years, and especially at this
period, in ever increasing
sales.

We carry a stock of 2,000
types of receiving, transmit-
ting and special purpose
tubes, and invite your en-
quiries not only for com-
mercial grade tubes but also
for those tested to C.V., JAN
and MIL specifications.

Our Organisation is A.R.B. Approved.

If you are not already on our Mailing List, please send

for latest Price and Stock List.

HALL ELECTRIC LTD
Haltron House, 49/55 Lisson Grove, London, N.W.1

Telephoss:
ANBassader 1041 (5 lilts)

Cables:
hiker's, Lilies
TELEI 2-2513
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zener diodes
voltage
stabilisation
down to
exceptionally
low currents

Tolerance Range

VOLTAGE

Nominal Min. Max.

OAZ200 4.7 4.4 5.0
OAZ201 5.1 4.8 5.4
OAZ202 5.6 5.3 6.0
OAZ203 6.2 5.8 6.6
OAZ 204 6.8 6.4 7.2
OAZ205 7.5 7. I 7.9
OAZ206 8.2 7.7 8.7
OAZ207 9.1 8.6 9.6

15% Tolerance Range
OAZ208 4.2 3.3 5.0

OAZ209 5.1 4.4 6.0

OAZ210 6.2 5.3 7.2
OAZ211 7.5 6.4 8.7

OAZ212 9.1 7.7 10.6

0AZ213 12.2 9.4 15

I00

Mullard

Voltage stabilisation down to ex-
ceptionally low currents is provided
by Mullard Zener Diodes. This feature
is particularly marked in the higher
voltage types where stabilisation is
provided at currents as low as one
milliamp. In all types the dynamic
impedance is low and the zener
characteristic is very sharp.
Two ranges of these diodes are avail-
able. One with approximately ± 5%
tolerance voltages, and the other
with approximately ± 15% tolerance
voltages. In both ranges the change of
zener voltage with temperature is
only very small, and the operating
temperature is from -55 to +150°C.
Write on your company notepaper
for complete data.

C----i AZ207

OAZ 206

700

N

OAZ205

5

4 00r
3 00 0

OAZ 200

lz (mA)

OAZ204

0A7203
OAZ202
OAZ201

20 30 40 50

MULLARD LIMITED SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION

MULLARD HOUSE TORRINGTON PLACE LONDON WCI

TELEPHONE: LANGHAM 6633

semiconductor
division

1115 rcA
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THE INSTALLATION OF A

TELEV/S700-Phff REMY SYSTEM
Where geographical obstacles or industrial locations exist to cause

blind spots and interference. Teleng provides the answer with perfect

reception. The Teleng Relay System is applicable to new or existing

constructions and is the only single wire system to serve standard
domestic receivers without modification. The cable is small--lin.
diameter-and is therefore unobtrusive throughout the entire layout.
Complete Teleng systems can be purchased or leased and are backed

by a planning and advice service of long experience.

TELEFUSION
ENGINEERING LTD
ONE OF THE TELEFUSION

GROUP OF COMPANIES

Teleng Works, Church Road, Harold Wood,
Ingrobourne 42901

Romford, Essex
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THAT ELUSIVE WORKS MANAGER ...

in 10 seconds
NO LOUDSPEAKERS, BELLS or

FLASHING LIGHTS
only the man who's wanted knows and replies.

Selective Induction is saving time, money and worry in Offices,
Factories, Hospitals, Hotels, Departmental Stores etc., all over
the Country. All key personnel carry small transistorised receivers
bearing a number. When they are wanted their numbered key is
pressed on a small transmitter. Immediately they must respond to
the URGENT 'PEEP PEEP' in their pockets which summons

, them and them alone to ACTION! A verbal message can be
transmitted if desired.

Covers areas indoors or out, up to 10,000,000 sq. ft.
Designed for the man who cannot afford to be tied to his office.
Equally suitable for large or small concerns.
Low purchase price-virtually no indoor wiring-low rental terms.

Write or 'phone for further particulars - WE CAN BE FOUND IN TEN SECONDS

personal ga,
(the 'Peep Peep' in the Pocket)

AM,

THE ONLY STAFF LOCATION SYSTEM WORTH INSTALLING

MULTITONE ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED
12/20 UNDERWOOD STREET LONDON N.1. TELEPHONE: CLERKENWELL 8022
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NEW. A MARCONI
GENERAL-PURPOSE OSCILLOSCOPE

Type TF 1330

* D.C. to 15 Mcjs pass band

* 50 mV/cm sensitivity
* -02 psec/cm writing speed

* 10 kV e.h.t. for bright
clear trace

* Direct -reading time and
voltage calibration
independent of
X -expansion or Y -gain

BRIEF SPECIFICATION
Y Amplifier BANDWIDTH: D.C. to 15 Mc/s. RISE
TIME: 0025 µsec. SENSITIVITY: Seven ranges, 50
mV/cm to 50 V/CM. AMPLITUDE MEASUREMENT:
2% accuracy. INPUT: Two switched coaxial inlets.
Impedance : I MU, 30 µµF. Optional probe: 10
MU, 7 pµF. DISTORTIONLESS SIGNAL DELAY:
0.25 µsec.
X Amplifier BANDWIDTH: D.C. to 2 Mc/s. EX-
PANSION : Up 20 at least x 5. EXTERNAL INPUT:
D.C. coupled; I MD, 25 µµF.
Sweep Generator SWEEP VELOCITY : IS ranges, 0.1
µsec:cm to 1 sec/cm at minimum expansion. TIME
MEASUREMENT: 2% accuracy. TRIGGER SELECTION:
A.C. coupled, D.C. coupled, TV field sync,
or Automatic.
General TUBE : 5 inch, spiral accelerator. POWER
SUPPLY: 200-250 and 100-150 V. WEIGHT: 48 lb.
PRICE (complete): £300, F.O.B. U.K. port.

Please send for leaflet C 154.

MARCONI
INSTRUMENTS AM & FM SIGNAL GENERATORS AUDIO & VIDEO OSCILLATORS

FREQUENCY METERS VOLTMETERS POWER METERS

DISTORTION METERS FIELD STRENGTH METERS

TRANSMISSION MONITORS DEVIATION METERS

OSCILLOSCOPES, SPECTRUM & RESPONSE ANALYSERS

Q METERS & BRIDGES

Please address enquiries to MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD. at your nearest office:
London and the South : Midlands:

Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2 Marconi House, 24 The Parade, Leamington Spa
Telephone : COVent Garden 1234 Telephone : 1408

North
23,25 Station Square, Harrogate

Telephone : 67455
Export Department: Marconi Instruments Ltd., St. Albans, Herts. Telephone : St. Albans 56161

IC 15,
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avain

Unique to Mastertape is the new

development of 4 grades, covering every

requirement from Standard high per-

formance tape, to flawless Supergrade

for the discriminating connoisseur of

sound reproduction at its best. More

people are insisting on Mastertape As

a dealer you cannot afford to be without

adequate stocks of Mastertape.

SIZES SUPERGRADE STANDARD

E s. d.

SIZES LONG PLAY DOUBLE PLAY

feet £ s. d. feet feet £ s. d. feet E s. d.

- - 150 5 6 3" 225 8 6 300 14 0
4" - - 300 10 6 4" 450 14 6 - -
5" - - 600 1 0 0 5" 850 1 8 0 1,200 2 5 0
5}" - - 850 1 7 6 51" 1,200 1 15 0 - -
7" 1,200 2 10 0 1,200 I 15 0 7" 1,800 2 10 0 2,400 4 0 0
13i" - - 1,750 2 10 0 13}" 2,400 3 10 0 - -

Full lists of tape, prices.
accessories etc., o.

application.

Mastertape
MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE BY

MSS RECORDING CO. LTD. Colnbrook, Bucks.
Telephone: Colnbrook 2431.

Showroom and Studic
21, Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.I.
Telephone: MUSeum 1600.
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These four Cossor Oscillographs, each designed
for an important range of applications, offer first-class performance backed

by rigid adherence to published specifications.

MODEL 1065
PULSE
OSCILLOGRAPH

I

Tube: single -beam, P.D.A.
Bandwidth: d.c. to 15 Mc/s
(-50%).
Sensitivity: 250 mV,'cm.
Overshoot: less than 3%.
Time -base: triggered or
repetitive over range
40 cm,/sec to 5 cm,'µsec.
X Amplifier: gain 5,
continuously satiable.
Time -base delay:
2 ranges, continuously
variable.
Calibration: voltage and \
time, by calibrated shifts \\
Probe: 1.5 MQ, 12 pF \

\\
MODEL 1049
INDUSTRIAL
DOUBLE -BEAM
OSCILLOGRAPH

Y Amplifier: Al : d.c. to
200 kc's (-30%) at
gain 900: A2: d.c. to
400 kc!s (-30%) at
gain 30.
Time -Base: repetitive
or triggered in 18 ranges,
down to 7.5 sec/sv.eep.
Intensity modulation:
three modes including
beam bright -up.
Calibration: time and
voltage, by calibrated
shift (X and Y1) and
multiplier (Y2).

Let us send full details of Cossor
Instruments or arrange for a representative to discuss your special needs.

\.

MODEL 1058
FOR THE TV &
RADIO ENGINEER
Tube: single -beam
Bandwidth: d.c. to
6 Mcis (-50%).
Sensitivity: 250 mV/cm.
Time -Base: triggered or
repetitive, over range
30 cm/sec to 1.5 cm/µsec.
Special facilities for
triggering from TV line or
Frame pulses on IV.D.A.P.
composite video waveform.
X Amplifier: gain 5,
continuously variable.
Calibration: time and voltage
calibration facilities.

MODEL 1035
GENERAL PURPOSE
DOUBLE -BEAM
OSCILLOGRAPH

Y Amplifiers: Al : 5 c.'s to
5 Mc/s (-30%), Maximum
gain 3,000. A2: 5 c/s to
250 kc/s (-30%) at gain 30,
with trace inversion facility.
Time -base: repetitive or
triggered in 9 sweep ranges
from 100 msec to 10 µsec.
Time -base delay and puts*
bright -up facilities.
X Amplifier: gain 5,
continuously variable.
Calibration: voltage and
time, by calibrated shifts.

COSSORINSTRUMENTS LTD

The Instrument Company of the Cossor Group

COSSOR HOUSE, P.O. BOX 64. HIGHBURY GROVE, LONDON, N.S.
TeleVtiono: CkNonbury 1234 (33 Imes) Telegrams: Cossor, Norphone. London. Cables: Cossor, London. Codes. Bentley's Second.

TAS(CI.111
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ADVANCED
*TRUE

DOUBLE -BEAM
OSCILLOGRAPH

True double-beam-i.e. both
beams use a common x-axis and
there is no beam switching.

CATHODE-RAY TUBE
Cossor 4 in. (10 cm.) double -beam, p.d.a.,
type 93D with green fluorescence, operating
with overall accelerating potential of 3 kV or
6 kV.

YI AMPLIFIER
1 c/s to 10 Mc/s (30% down).
Rise -time: 0.04 µsec.
Output deflection: 6 cm (4 cm at 10 Mc/s).
Sensitivity: calibrated 100 mV/cm to 10 V/cm.
Sensitivity control : in steps 3:1 and 10:1 with
continuously variable intermediate control.
Input Attenuator impedance : 1.2 M O and
65 pF.

Y2 AMPLIFIER
Identical with YI amplifier.

SIGNAL DELAY
200 musec approximately. Not more than
10 musec differential between chaitnels.

PRE -AMPLIFIER (2)
Gain 10. 5 c/s to 200 kcis (30% down).
Input Resistance: 3 MO.
One for Al amplifier, the other for A2 or X
amplifier.

PROBES (OPTIONAL EXTRA)
Frequency -compensated "L" attenuator.
Input impedance: 6 mil and 15 pF.
Insertion loss: 10:1.
TIME -BASE
Triggered.
Range: 0.03 usec/cm to 15 cosec/cm in eleven
steps. Triggered from positive or negative
signals derived externally or from Y1
amplifier.
Sensitivity: pulse -1 cm. deflection or 2 V
external. Sine wave -2 cm deflection or 2 V
r.m.s. external at frequencies up to 5 Mc/s.
Expansion amplifier, continuously variable
gain up to 5 times. Time -base output avail-
able at front panel on slow speed ranges.
Delayed time -base: continuously variable
delay 2 µsec to 150 µsec. Delay jitter not
greater than 1 part in 1,000. Sensitivity pulse
-1 cm deflection or 2 V external.

X AMPLIFIER
10 c 's to 750 kc 's (30% down).
As time -base amplifier: continuously variable
expansion up to 5 times.
As independent X amplifier: sensitivity vari-
able from I V/cm to 100 V/cm in 5 ranges.

CALIBRATION
Voltage measurement: internal calibrating
voltage (square wave) referred through sensi-
tivity control of the amplifiers. Accuracy ± 3%.
Time measurement: by directly calibrated X
shift control ( ±5%)and/or by 20 mµsec (± 3%)
black -out pips (for accurate measurement of
rise -time).

POWER SUPPLY
Mains: 100 V to 130 V and 200 V to 250 V.
Frequency : 50 cis to 100 c/s.
Consumption: 550 W.
Internal supplies are stabilized where neces-
sary.

SIZE AND WEIGHT
Height: 171 in.
Width: 12 in.
Depth: 241 in.
Weight: 80 lb.

ACCESSORY
Camera Model 1428.

(43.2 cm).
(30.5 cm).
(62.9 cm).
(36.3 kg).

COSSORINSTRUMENTS LTD
The Instrument Company of the Cossor Group

COSSOR HOUSE, P.O. BOX 64, HIGHBURY GROVE, LONDON, N.S.
Telephone: CANonbury 1234 (33 lines) Telegrams: Cossor, Norphone, London Cables: Cossor, London Codes: Bentley's Second

TAS Cl tf
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RAI774

PLUGS & SOCKETS
ALL ARIEL PHONO PLUGS AND SOCKETS ARE MADE TO THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARD.

SOCKETS ARE AVAILABLE FROM 1-5 WAY WITH FRONT INSULATING PLATE IF REQUIRED.

il
RAI647

NOTE: ADD SUFFIX " A " TO SOCKET TYPE NUMBER IF FRONT

INSULATING PLATE IS TO BE SUPPLIED WITH SOCKET. e.g., RA1703 " A "

RAI648 RAI702

ANIErl/V1
IMPROVED PHONO PLUG

The design 'eatures of this plug are as follows:

I. Easy withdrawal.

2. Outer braiding easily connected to outer
shell of plug.

3. Soldered joints, if required, are covered.

4. These plugs may be inserted side by side
in standard sockets.

5. Plugs may be colour coded.

RA1704

RA1705

ARIEL PRESSINGS LTD.

NORTH STREET, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE.

Phone: ILKESTON 3651. Grams: ARIEL ILKESTON, NOTTINGHAM.

RAI703

SWITCHED PHONO SOCKET

SCHEMATIC

RA1671

This component has been designed with many applict-
tions in view:
Switching inputs, Terminating inputs, Terminating
outputs etc., etc.
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For information on other microwave
components including circulators,

co -axial mixers, switches, folded tees, etc.,
write to the address below.

2S

-

0 °CIS

10

2

S
8000

A PRODUCT, OF

//,/

Isolation

at

Microwaves
L324 X -band isolator

This isolator is a ferrite loaded waveguide
component with unidirectional characteristics
designed to isolate an .X-hand microwave
source from reflections caused by mismatch.
It is a versatile component suitable for
incorporation in equipment or for use as a
laboratory aid. It is tunable
for peak performance over X -band.

8500

TYPICAL GRAPH OF VARIABLE ISOLATOR.

9000 9500

FREQUENCY IN Mc s.

10.000

MULLARD EQUIPMENT LIMITED MULLARD HOUSE  TORRINGTON PLACE
A COMPANY OF THE MULLARD GROUP

10,500

9
9

mE638a

LONDON  W.C.1  TELEPHONE: LANgham 6633
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This book deals authoritatively with
the 'how' and 'why' of Constant Voltage Trans-

formers. It lists the present 'Advance' range and
tells of the unique technical advisory service now
available to you. If you have any problem involving
a.c. voltage stabilization the chances are that the
answer will be found in this book. Send for a copy
today. Please use the coupon.

To
ADVANCE COMPONENTS LIMITED
ROEBUCK RD., HAINAULT, ILFORD, ESSEX
Please send me a copy of your booklet
"Voltage Stabilization " by Advance

NAME

POSITION

COMPANY

ADDRESS

W.22

kivance COMPONENTS LIMITED  (Mains Stabilization Division)

ROEBUCK ROAD  HAINAULT  ILFORD  ESSEX  TELEPHONE: HAINAULT 4444
C D22
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PW10

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN BRITAIN

HIGH GRADE RESISTORS AT LOW COST

A new Dubilier process makes available to the design
engineer a power wire -wound resistor possessing high-
grade characteristics which costs no more than an
equivalent standard type. The resistance wire is
uniformly wound on a silicone -processed fibre -glass
core which is then sealed into a ceramic housing. The
result is a remarkably stable resistor which is com-
pletely insulated except for the connecting wires.

PERFORMANCE UNDER OPERATING
CONDITIONS

* Resistance change less than 5% after 100 hours at
40°C. ambient temperature and 95 % relative humidity.

* Resistance change less than 2 % after three times
normal load for 5 seconds.

* Resistance change less than 5 % after 500 hours at
full load in 25°C. ambient temperature.

* Resistance change less than 1 % and no physical
effects due to soldering.

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
BETWEEN - 55 and +275°C.

TYPE 0.05%1°C. 0.03%1°C.

PW5 0.50 to 2.50

PW7 0.50 to 8.00

1.00 to 1011

230 to 2.okn

8.04 to 6.5k0

100. to 10k0.

LE) e [32122

FIG. I. DEBATING CURVE
100

80

60

40
20 40 60 80 100 120

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE - DEGREES CENTIGRADE

FIG. 2. TEMPERATURE RISE/LOAD
250

200

150

100

50

20 40 60 80 100 120

PERCENTAGE OF RATED LOAD

TYPE PW5 PW7 PWIO

Wattage 5.0 7.0 10.0

Min. Value 0.50 0.50 1.00

Max. Value 2.ok4 6.51d) iokn

Length S7 125/64" I "

Width and height of all three types are 1" and 11132" respectively.

Catalogue R15A available on request.

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD DIXON WORKS VICTORIA ROAD NORTH ACTON LONDON W.3

TELEPHONE: ACORN 2241 TELEGRAMS: HIVOLTCON WBSPHONE LONDON
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the simultaneous
dual -channel recorder
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Advances in magnetic tape recording-particularly in
the use of twin staggered heads-have aroused
considerable interest among many of those engaged in
medical, physical, aeronautical and other branches
of scientific research. The Ferrograph Series 3c/FN,
illustrated here, has been specially developed as
the result of close co-operation with research
workers in many industrial fields, not only
in this country but in laboratories throughout the
world. Besides its normal ability to record and
playback time pulses on one track and intelligence on the
other, there are many additional applications when
comparative measurements, stereophonic sound, or indeed,
any two activities capable of being translated into electrical
phenomena (within its frequency and phase shift
limitations) can be recorded simultaneously for future study
and application. Experience has shown that the
scope of such an instrument when used for Research purposes
is almost unlimited.

.r 41,0;14
41. A.

.....:1,-, . ...:0-,_, ...... ,*
.1? ,IMII,

t.t '

-44.0.- r-
-7

Model

3C/FN

Full specification of Model 5C/FN -

which is not for domestic use-available

on application. Illustrated leaflet

GA767, describing all other Ferrograph

Tape Recorders, will be sent on request.

et,retA eigli747vap
BRITISH FERROGRAPH RECORDER CO. LTD 131 Sloane Street London, S.W.I Telephone: SLOane 2214,5 & 1510

(A subsidiary of The Ferrograph Company Ltd.)
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A NEW CONCEPT

btullard

Mullard VINKOR

POT CORE DESIGN

range of
adjustable pot cores gives you

outstanding

 Wide range of sizes

 Easily assembled

 Close tolerance
permeability

 Precise and easy
inductance adjustment

 Stability

 Single hole chassis
mounting

Mullard

advantages

Mullard Vinkors are the most effic-
ient adjustable pot core assemblies
commercially available. In addition
to high performance. they have the
distinct advantage of close tolerance
permeability, thus enabling design-
ers to precalculate to within --3%
the inductance of the core when
wound. Final adjustment, taking into
account normal capacitor tolerance,
can be easily effected to an accuracy
of better than 0.02%.lby means of a
simple self-locking device built into
the core.
Write today for full details of the wide
range of Vinkors currently available.

VINKOR POT CORES

MULLARD LTD a COMPONENT DIVISION MULLARD MOUSE  TORRINGTON PLACE o LONDON W.C.
tC 280
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Today you can enjoy the ultimate
reality of Hi-Fi with this superb

RE° STEREO AMPLIFIER

Designed specifically
for the serious stereo-
phonic enthusiast
and available at a
really competitive
price.

10 WATTS

OUTPUT ON

EACH CHANNEL

No additional pre -amps
required.

RETAIL PRICE

FEATURES FOR THE DISCRIMINATING
 Two identical matched power ampli-

fiers, two identical pre -amplifiers, on
a single chassis.

 High sensitivity suitable for all types
of high fidelity pickups.

 C core transformers for high efficiency
and small magnetic field.

 Switched tone controls for accurate
matching between channels, with true
" flat " position.

 Separate tone controls for each channel
to enable the response of the separate
channels to be controlled on monaural
sound.

 Separate inputs for pickups, tape decks
and radio.

 Recording characteristic correction for
78 and L.P. records.

 Long switch spindles and separate
escutcheons to enable amplifier to be
built into customers' cabinets.

 Power available to drive tape deck or radio feeder unit.

AiTMOB

WRITE FOR LEAFLET

STEREO AMPLIFIER
AIRMEC LIMITED : HIGH WYCOMBE BUCKS
Telephone: High Wycombe 2060
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specifications:

Y amplifier

DC-6mc/s (1-3db)
Sensitivity 100 mV/cm-

50 V I cm
Risetime .06 µsec.

time base
18 calibrated sweep speeds

.5 sec./cm-1 psecl cm
Trace expansion continuously

variable to 10 diameters

triggering

Automatic triggering, or
trigger level selection

c.r.t.

3 in. flat -faced tube
E.H.T. 1.4 Kv

dimensions:

81 in. x 61 in. x 13 in.

1111111111 1111 111111

£75

for measurement of time and voltage

the S31

The type S31 Oscilloscope is an improved
version of the now famous Serviscope.

It is extremely compact (81 in. x 64 in. x
13 in.) and has a performance and speci-
fication unequalled by many much larger
instruments.

The D.C.-coupled amplifier (-3db at 6
Mc/s), voltage calibration, wide -range cali-
brated time base (.5 sec to liisec per cm) and
a precision flat -faced C.R. Tube are only a
few of the features that put the S31 far
ahead of any other portable scope.

7-i H Itill11111111111111111111111(11111111111111

TELEQUIPMENT LTD
313 chase road  southgate  london n.I4

telephone: fox lane 1166

write for illustrated leaflet.
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S.T.C.
The 4300 range of carbon film resistors is

available where a reliable high stability close
tolerance resistor is required for use in critical
circuits.

The range comprises five main groups-
'/10W., '/4W., '/2W., 3/4W., and 1W. Within the
limits listed below resistors are available in
all preferred values. Other values can be
supplied to Order.

4302

4307

-//
..-- /. /,

. //
..., ..." /

...-- / //
..,

- ... / // /
..... / / /

.... / / il.."
/

4300 range of
High Stability Carbon

Film Resistors

/// z// / /
////

1 WATT -RESISTANCE 10 to 10M fl ± 1%

/

/
 WATT- RESISTANCE 10 to 7'5M fl ± 1%

 WATT- RESISTANCE 10 to 5'1 M 1%

(approved to RC2.D of RCS I 12 issue 2 from loll to I Isli-2)

y, s WATT -RESISTANCE 4'3 to 47M11. ± 1%

(approved to RC2.E of RCS 112 issue 2 from 100 to IMO)

K. WATT -RESISTANCE 10 to 470K11 ± 5%

COMPONENTS

GROUP

1

Send

for
Leaflet

No.

114F1104

Stamford Telephones and Cables Limited
Registered Office: Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2

EDINBURGH WAY  HARLOW ESSEX
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LOUDSPEAKERS FOR ALL PURPOSES

Rola eelestion Ltd . THAMES DITTON, SURREY, ENGLAND. Telephone: Emberbrook 3402/6
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mac filamentary indicator lamps

In addition to the v; ell -

known Hivac ranges of
subminiature valves, cold

cathode tdock.; and neon
indicator lamps, there is an

extensive and growing
range of small filamentary

indicator lamps.

The range includes wire
ended types and lamps on

MBC, MES, LES or BA7 S
caps as well as telephone

switchboard lamps con-
forming to British, Con-

tinental and American
practice.

Both metal and carbon
filaments are available and

all voltages up to 60V can
be supplied.

May we provide details of
current types or discuss

your special requirements ?

STONEFIELD WAY, SOUTH RUISLIP, MIDDLESEX
A member of the AutomatJc Telephone & Electric Group Ruislip 3366
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 ,
AYLESBURY LUTON

HERTFORD

CHESHAM

WINDSOR

BISHOPS
STORTFORD

BRENTWOOD
ST. ALBANS

AMEPSHAM °
:141:1100.4

PALACE L

DORKING AERIALS WROTHAM

TUNBRIDGE
WELLSate 4z texte

CRAW LEY

Thousands of " Super Comit " Aerials are providing perfect
T.V. reception in the Greater London area alone. It resonates
on both bands without adjustment. It can be fitted out of
sight in any room at no installation cost. The " Super Comit "
Aerial is much more sensitive than set -top models - and
balanced signals are assured over a much greater area.
Supplied in untarnishable " LUSTRE GOLD " and Cream finish.
(Waterproof and therefore also suitable or exterior fixing.)
Retails at 22/6d., or with fitted Co -axial plug 25/-.

THOrnton Heath
1191/2/3

t,6

TELECRAFT LIMITED
Quadrant Works, Wortley Road, Croydon, Surrey.

Depots: BIRMINGHAM SHEFFIELD SOUTHAMPTON WAKEFIELD

ai

II

rig

epe
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RCA

SSB-L1 Fixed Station. 60 watt ( 500 watt double sideband
equivalent) eight channels 3-15 me/s.

SINGLE SIDEBAND
Communications system

Over 4000 RCA single sideband
equipments are in use the world
over as fixed and mobile stations.

 Eight Channels.
 Instant Selection of Upper or Lower

sideband.
 Compatibility with double sideband

systems.
 Remote aerial tuning facility for SSB-Ll.
 Mechanical Filter giving outstandingly

High Selectivity.
 Exceptionally Stable and Reliable Op-

eration.
 Rugged construction for naval and

military use.

SSB-L3OM Mobile Station. 30 watt (250 watt double sideband
equivalent) eight channels 3-15 me/s.

Automatic remote antenna
tuner AAT-L 100

Noise limiter-clipper-filter for'
heavy interference conditions.

RCA GREAT BRITAIN LTD. LINCOLN WAY, SUNBURY-ON-THAMES, MIDDX. Tel: Sunbury-on -Thames 3101
An Associate Company of Radio Corporation of America.
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BIG -SELLERS
FROM THE WHITELEY
CABINET WORKS
W.B. cabinets and tables have acquired a high reputation
for quality and those shown here reflect the traditionally
high standards of materials and craftsmanship that dis-
tinguishes all W.B. products. Yet-they are offered at
prices that will make for ready sales at all seasons. Your
usual factor can supply from stock, and we shall be pleased
to send supplies of illustrated leaflets on the W.B. products
on request.

riteleeCke7.4eu.

/°1$40. Ok

This contemporary styled table is
finished in highly polished walnut
veneer and fitted with self-adjusting
'gliders.' It is supplied packed flat
ready for instant assembly, simply by
inserting concealed bolts.
DIMENSIONS: 20 x 20 x 20in.

Price E3/151'.

'Junior' Table Price £4/I0/ -

Measures 20 x 20 x 2lin. high.

c scoze(44,04
cot**ET

This is one of our new series of contem-
porary style cabinets in satin -striped
sapele veneers. It is supplied in ready -to -
assemble form and put together in a few
minutes with a screwdriver. It will provide
absolute realism in reproduction when
used in conjunction with Stentorian 8in or
10in. units, and has provision for Tweeter
unit.
Size: 33 x 19 x 191in. Price £11/Il1-

* See our two new tables for
" Slimline " T.V. receivers at
the Radio Show on Stand

number 63

'Forest' Table
Measures 20 x 20 x 20in.
high. Price £3/10/ -
'Senior' Table
Measures 18 x 24 x 25in.
high. Price E4/18/9
'Sherwood' Table
Measures 23 x 25 x 22in.
high. Price L5/5/ -

I ALL PRICES INCLUDE
PURCHASE TAX

The complete range of W.B. products includes Stentorian Hi-fi speakers in a
range of sizes, cabinets in contemporary and traditional finishes, amplifiers and
VHF tuners, tables and record storage cabinets.

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD MANSFIELD NOTTS. 0/
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everybody's enthusiastic!
Angus McKenzie in TAPE RECORDING & HI-FI MAGAZINE

Sometimes, all too rarely, a product received for review has a quite out-
standing performance and is reliable and robust. Such a product is the
Simon SP4... It has a superb performance in every way, with not one snag
in the way of it . . . Staggering Performance . . Any owner of an SP4 can
be very proud of it. I feel sure that this machine will go far to establishing a new
standard of quality by which other machines will be judged.'

Percy Wilson M.A. in THE GRAMOPHONE

41 First-class marks for its comprehensive design, for its cleanness and
thoroughness of construction, and for its excellent performance .. . This is
a tape recorder that is outstanding by any standards the world over.'

J. Moir in THE TAPE RECORDER

41 The novel features incorporated in the SP4 are generally of great value to
the user, and are not gimmicks .. . The Simon machine is not cheap but it
has exceptional facilities, a good performance, is undoubtedly good value
for money.'

J.C. G. Gilbert F.R.S.A., Assoc.I.E.E.,M.Brit.I.R.E., F.T.S. i 11 MUSIC TRADES REVIEW

41 At last with the Simon SP4, I have found a machine that is not only simple
to use, but is capable of producing professional results . . . Has facilities
only found in truly professional machines costing £350 and upwards . . .

This machine, both in performance and appearance, is unlikely to be
superseded for many years.'

you must hear it!
The Simon SP4 is the machine you've been looking for! Its combin-
ation of high performance and range of exclusive features has set off
a chain reaction of enthusiasm throughout the hi-fi world.

Look at this list of star features-never have so many been
brought together in a portable recorder.

Read what the press says, then come and see it for yourself at
your nearest dealer-try it, test it and you too will join the crowds
of Simon enthusiasts.

*Automatic, in the Simon sense, is meant to be taken literally: it means
continuous replay-the machine stops, reverses and changes to the
other track with only a two -second pause, and with no necessity to touch
any control. Similarly, up to three hours, continuous recording can be
made without attention, the machine automatically stopping at the
cnd of the second track.

Two accessories to do justice to the SP4

THE CADENZA RIBBON MICROPHONE

Dual impedance head for flexibility in use:
output sensibly flat between 50-12000 c.p.s.
In handsome presentation case: head only
84 gns. With tripod desk stand 10 gns.

THE SIMON REMOTE CONTROL UNIT

Electrically operated, gives push-button con-
trol at any practical distance. (Stop/Start and
track change on either Record or Playback).
Size 11"x 2f" x 3k" with 25 ft. of cable 3 gns.

SIMON AUTOMATIC DECK fully 'push -button -controlled'

AUTOMATIC TAPE REVERSAL without touching controls

3 -WAY MIXING FACILITIES on both record and playback

BASS AND TREBLE LIFT AND CUT with independent controls

REMOTE CONTROL FACILITIES on both record and playback

HIGH QUALITY MONITORING
Paired bass and treble loudspeaker units

10 WATTS OUTPUT from ultra -linear push-pull amplifier

PUSH-PULL OSCILLATOR for noise and hum suppression

ACCIDENTAL ERASURE PREVENTION
by special record 'safety button'

ACCURATE TAPE POSITION INDICATOR
based on linear tape scale

'PIN -POINT' MODULATION with cathode ray magic eye

as

incorporating the new Simon fully automatic tape deck

Your Simon Dealer 9
would be pleased to arrange H.P. terms 5 GNS.

Cie 67 (7-ot cgo-umd
Write for leaflet (F7) to:

SIMON SOUND SERVICE LTD
46-50 George Street, Portman Square, London W.1 TA 2240
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well connected with

Supers ies

Superspeed Cored Solder, incorporating
Enthoven's unique 6 -channel stellate core,
is unchallenged as the most efficient cored
solder wire for general assembly work on
radio, television, electronic and telecommun-
ication equipment. It speeds production,
reduces costs and makes a vital contribution
to the dependability of your products.

Not only Superspeed.The knowledge that you
rely on Enthoven for all your solder require-
ments cannot fail to enhance your prestige
and increase confidence in your products. It
is a name that represents 150 years experi-
ence in non-ferrous metals and an incom-
parable record in research and development.

SUPERSPEED CORED SOLDER
for normal electrical assembly work

SUPERSPEED 'XX' CORED SOLDER
specially developed to solder tarnished, plated, and/or
oxidised surfaces easily

ENTHOVEN
SOLDER PRODUCTS

ENTHOVEN SOLDERS LIMITED

Sales Office & Works: Upper Ordnance Wharf, Rotherhithe
Street, London, S.E.16. Telephone: BERmondsey 2014

Head Office: Dominion Buildings, South Place, London, E.C.2.
Telephone: MONarch 0391
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heryou el./trust your

CATHODE RAY TUBE
proge&r to the

NIHIFE' "M/NS"
SERVICE "

The normal service you have en:oyed
for so many years in which we re-
build the electron gun.

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
I2in. or 14M. from ES 10 0
15in., I6in. or I7in. from E7 0 0
21in. from E10 10 0

SERVICE " B "
We supply a virtually new tube, new
in every respect other than the bulb
which is rescreened in every case and
fitted with a new English gun.
Aluminised tube will be re -aluminised

PRICES
12in. or I4in. E7 0 0

Aluminised E7 10 0

I7in. a 8 0

Aluminised E8 17 6

NOW A 12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Most makes and type, o. tubes supplied from
stock. Trade discounts allowed.
Our long experience ensures first class workman-
ship coupled with fu'. use of all the latest tech-
niqu:s

NU -LIFE TELETUBES
STONEFIELD WAY, SOUTH RUISLIP, MIDDLESEX. Tel.: BYRON 5676.

FIRST TO BE INSPECTED BY THE R.T.R.A. and TRADE PRESS.

JULY/AUGUST, 1959
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No connection with
any other firm using a

similar name.

S.C.R. 399 WHOLE INSTALLATION
INCLUDING SHELTER H.D. I7A & 10 KW. PETROL GENERATOR

P.E. 95G AVAILABLE
Also available separately

TRANSMITTER B610E
Frequency range 2 Mc. -18 Mc. Three pretuned channels selected by
switch. Frequency control regulated either by manually tuned MASTER
OSCILLATOR or crystal oscillator.

Power output 450 w. telegraph, 350 w. telephone.

Power supply 120 v. A.C. 50/60 cycles special auto -transformer 120/220 v.
made by Hallicrafters can be supplied additionally.

Tube complement oscillator 6V6, doubler or buffer 6L6, intermediate
amplifier 807 (2). Power amplifier 250 TH. HV Rectifier 866A (2). Voltage
regulator VT139 (3). Audio drive 2A3 (2). Modulator 100TH (2). Rectifier
5Z3 (2).

Complete with Speech amplifier, aerial tuning unit, tank coils, tuning units,
microphones, key, connecting cables.

We guarantee full supply of all replacement parts for a minimum of 5 years
after purchase.

P.C.A. RADIO
Offices and Works

BEAVOR LANE, HAMMERSMITH, LONDON, W.6
Telephone: RIV 800617
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G 303 I KW TRANSMITTER

G 325 500 W TRANSMITTER

liedifon

introduce

a range of

VHF/FM

Broadcasting

Equipment

A new range of VHF/FM broadcasting equipment developed

to meet the ever growing demand for high quality equipment

at really competitive prices. Redifon can engineer, plan and

install complete broadcasting schemes anywhere in the world.

G 305

50 W TRANSMITTER

RED!FON LIMITED Broadcast Sales Division, Broornhill Road, London. S.W.! 8 Telephone : VANdyke 7281

A Manufacturing Company in the Rediffusion Group
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WHAT is the REMSCOPE?

THE REMSCOPE is the latest storage

oscilloscope designed and manufactured by

Cawkell's. It can store a single transient

signal for a week and display it for

up to two hours during that week.

A new image storage tube has been used

and faster writing speeds than ever

before can be achieved. An exceptionally

wide range of sweep speeds

and input attenuator ratios makes the

" Remscope " suitable for a very

large number of applications and every

effort has been made to ensure optimum

performance and, in particular,

reliable triggering. Accurate time and

voltage calibration signals are

provided.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION

Dimensions: 231" x 14k" x 24' Max. Sensitivity: 5mV/cm

Screen diameter: 10cm Max. Bandwidth: 0-3Mc/s

Resolution: 20-30 lines/cm Sweep velocity: 3cm/microsec-

Storage time: 1 week 0.1 cm/S

Voltage
Display time: 15 mins-2 hrs accuracy: +1%
Erase time: Less than 1 second Power supplies: 100-110, 200-250V
Writing speed: 2-4cm/microsec 50-60c/s

CAWKELL RESEARCH & ELECTRONICS LTD.

SCOTTS ROAD SOUTHALL MIDDLESEX
Telephone: SOUthall 370215881
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"Britain calling America
. via the moon"

MAY 14th, 1959.

A new chapter in communications history was opened

when scientists from Manchester University at Jodrell

Bank transmitted the first messages in morse code and

speech to America via the moon.

The transmitting and receiving equipment which

successfully sent the messages a distance of half a million

miles was designed and manufactured by Pye telecom-

munications engineers.

Foremost in design and manufacture Pye Tele-
communications equipment is today solving

communications problems in more than 90 countries
throughout the world ... tomorrow in space.

Photograph by courtesy of the Director of the Jodrell Bank Experimental Station

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED CAMBRIDGE ENGLAND
TA 3

Sj
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FEATURING PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

Brief specification:
Service: Al, A2, A3 Telephony, M.C.W. Telegraphy.
Frequency Range: A. 1.6-2.3 Mc/s. B. 2.0-3.9 Mc/s. C. 3.9-7.4 Mc/s.
D. 7.4-14.0 Mc/s.
Modulation Capability: 100%.
Receiver Sensitivity: IgV. for 1 watt output (modulation: 30% at I kc/s.).

Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Better than 12dB (conditions as above).

AT APPOINTMENT
TO KR It DUKE OP FOINSURGH

SUPPLIERS OF
RADIO TELEPNONE EQUIPMENT
PM TELECOMMUNICATIONS OCR

60 watt H.F.
Fixed Station

The Pye 6o watt H.F. Fixed
Station PTC931/941 is designed
for continuous unattended opera-
tion under all climatic conditions.
It is ideally suited for ground -to -
air or point-to-point operation in
those areas where local conditions
restrict the use of v.h.f. An unusual
feature in a station of this size is
push-button selection of any one
Of four channels either locally or,
remotely, up to 15 miles. Extension
and remote control units for chan-
nel selection or for the control 'If
the entire station are available.

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
NEWMARKET ROAD  CAMBRIDGE

Telephone: Teversham 3131. Telegrams: Pyetelecom Cambridge.
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°RAMA
FEATUR§NG PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

Brief Specification

Service A3 Radiotelephony-Amplitude
modulation.

Frequency Range 118-138 Mc/s. Continuously covered
in one band.

Modulation Capability M00%

BY APPOINTMENT
TO KRA. DUKE OF FOINBURGRI

SUPPLIERS OF
RADIO TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

PTE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTES.

1 kW V.H.F.
Transmitter

The Pye PTC 3600 i kW V.H.F.

Transmitter is a medium power

communications equipment. It

is very suitable for long range

en -route ground -to -air opera-

tion and also for airport ground-

to -air control, teleprinter and

V.F. point-to-point links.

Comprehensive metering facili-

ties are included.

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
NEWMARKET ROAD s CAMBRIDGE

Telephone: Teversham 3131 Telegrams: Pyetelecom Cambridge
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FULL SIZE

4*,
4gMe#W AO'

will not change the characteristics of the

GD 85 WR
C.V. (4516)

MINIATURE RUGGEDIZED REFERENCE TUBE

Specially constructed for military and commercial service where tubes
are to be subjected to severe shock and thermal extremes, this new
tube will continue to operate satisfactorily beyond the point which
is customarily associated with conventional tube structures.

BRIEF DATA

Nom. stabilized voltage 85V

Striking voltage (total darkness or light) 125V max.

Current range 500µA to 5.0mA

Max. Incremental resistance < 100052

5 g continuously

20 g short durations

750 g impact

Temperature Range: -60°c: to ± 90*c

Shock:

For full information write to: Technical Services Dept.

ERICSSON
TUBE DIVISION

BEESTON, NOTTINGHAM.

ERICSSON TELEPHONES LTD., HEAD OFFICE, 22 LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C.1.

Originators and Sole Manufacturers of the Dekatron Cold -Cathode Scaling Tube.
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The heart of the matter... the art of the matter.
0414'1

The formation
of a single
silicon crystal
ingot

if offer the widest range of

SILICON Semiconductor Devices
in the United Kingdom

Ferranti Ltd. were the first company in Britain to introduce Silicon
semiconductor devices as used in magnetic amplifiers, in aircraft, guided
missiles, radar and computer.§. Until recently they were the only firm in
the United Kingdom supplying silicon diodes in quantity. Commencing
their programme of research and development in 1954, they have already
made outstanding contributions to technique, and are now producing at
Gem Mill, Oldham well over half -a -million silicon diodes annually in the
widest range offered by any British manufacturer.
Among the 120 or more different devices are rectifiers, fast diodes, zener
diodes, tetra -layer diodes and triodes, alloy junction transistors, diffused
junction transistors, photo -voltaic cells, voltage variable capacitors and
many new ones.
Data Sheets Application Reports etc., advice and assistance in techniques
of application are freely available.

FERRANTI

SILICON
SEMICONDUCTOR

DEVICES

FERRANTI LTD GEM MILL  CHADDERTON OLDHAM  LANDS Telephone:

Lcluton 017,e: KFRN !I C
: 6 K 7

r. J
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11011

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF

,,Wz,,(;a66(zre "Jy-e464~,~44

Above: 2" square moving coil voltmeter

SPECIFICATIONS B.S. S9-1954 and other
International Specifications.

TYPES

Moving coil for D.C. applications.
Rectifier moving coil for
A.F. applications.
Thermo -couple operated moving
coil for R.F. applications.

SIZES

Square: 2", 21" and 31" nominal
scale length.
Round: 21" and 31" nominal
scale length.
Rectangular: 5" x 6" or 3" x 4"
nominal case size.

Design registrations pending.

* DESIGNED TO HARMONISE WITH
ALL MODERN ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

* FIXINGS CONFORM TO ACCEPTED PRACTICE

* PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE

For utmost reliability all 'ENGLISH ELECTRIC' miniature
instruments have been designed with a higher -than -normal
torque/weight ratio in combination with lower power
consumption. All types have been successfully subjected
to the following tests:
RESISTANCE TO IMPACT SHOCK OF 200g in
any plane.
VIBRATION FATIGUE TEST-two million cycles at
peak resonant frequency.
OSCILLATORY TEST-up to one million operations.

Above: 3"x 4" rectangular absorption
wattmeter

Left: 2i" round moving coil microamme,w

Over 50 standard ranges in any of the
seven case types.

Delivery ex stock foi standard ranges.

Non-standard ranges to customer's
specification within 21 days.

Literature available on request to The ENGLISH ELECTRIC Co. Ltd., Instrument Department, Stafford.

'ENGLISH ELECTRIC'
-amour!

THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED, MARCONI HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
Meter, Relay and Instrument Division, Stafford

STAFFORD PRESTON RUGBY BRADFORD LIVERPOOLWORK S ACCRINGT
NS.4 A
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/7/,/.0,

ELEC ICS

U.H.F. RECEIVER
Designed as a Wide Band Low Noise
Receiver for the 420/470 Mc/s Fre-
quency Band. Available as either a
19" rack mounted unit c/w Stabilised
Power Unit, or in an 8" Case with
separate Power Unit. Basic arrange-
ment consists of R.F. Amplifier,
Mixer, Local Oscillator, I.F. Ampli-
fier (A.G.C. Controlled) Cathode
Follower Output Stage. Wide varia-
tions of this Receiver can be supplied
to customers' own requirements.
Standard Specification: Frequency
Range: 420/470 Mc/s; Bandwidth: 4.5
Mc/s; Noise Factor: 10db (approx.);
Intermediate Frequency: 45 Mc/s;

DIRECTIONAL COUPLER

Of the " Loop " type, suitable for
measurements of R.F. power and
Standing Wave Ratio in coaxial
cables. Directional properties are
largely unaffected by frequency
changes, so coupler may be used to
help obtain optimum termination
for a 52 ohm coaxial system up t.
600 Mc/s.
72 ohm version of this instrument
is also available.

Standard Specification: Case Size: r
x4" x 21"; Weight: 4 lbs. 3 ozs. ; Power
Measurement: low range lw cw max.,

New concepts in electronics have been developed at AWA, as
a result of experience with missile systems. Now they have a
wider application. Here are some of the new AWA devices
now available to industry.

Sensitivity: 25 Micro V. for a 12 db
signal to noise ratio ; R.F. Gain: 12 db
I.F. Gain: 80 db; Image Rejection:
40 db; Input Impedance: 75 ohms
(approx.) Unbalanced; Output Im-
pedance: 80 ohms (approx.) ; Outputs:
(a) 0.5v from Crystal Detector, (b)
300 mV at 45 Me/s.

high )Mange 5w cw max.; Accuracy
(at frequency of calibration): low
range 0.1 dbs, high range 0.2 dbs;
Directivity: 26 dbs (approx.);
Coupling Coefficient: 30 dbs
(approx.).

I

7,

PRECISION OSCILLATOR
The Oscillator has been designed
round a disc sealed triode and
ticular attention has been paid to
ensure good frequency stability.
This has been achieved by the use of
selected materials and concentric
sleeve tuning. The latter in conjunc-
tion with Micrometer head tuning
giving very good resolution In order
to reduce R.F losses all cavities and
lines are silver plated, polished, and
rhodium flashed.
The Oscillator can be supplied in the
form illustrated for installation in
the customers'own equipment, or as a
unit complete with its own stabilised
power supply mounted on a 19" panel.
Standaro Specification: Frequency:
Adjustable to operate in the 450/550
Me/s band. Actual Tuning Range in
this band is approx. 30 Mc/s; Fre-
quency Stability: Better than I par
in 10' (long term); Input: 300v at 30
mA, 6.3v at 0.4A; Power Output:
Max. output 1.25w at 470 Mc/s

I
0

I

4iA;//jZt z;lyz,,zAA
All devices are adaptable to suit customers own
requirements For further information consult:

COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS DEPT.
SIR W G. ARMSTRONG, WHITWORTH AIRCRAFT LTD.

Baginton, Coventry, England,
........

MEMBER OF THE HAWKER SIDDELEY GROUP
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YOUR EYE
says "That's a gay new box.
Ah, 'SCOTCH' Brand Magnetic
Tape. Eye can tell there's
quality inside, just as every-
body says."

YOUR EAR
says "This 'SCOTCH' Brand
Tape certainly lives up to its
reputation. It sounds perfect
to me, and I'm an ear for
music."

YOUR COMMON-SENSE
says "The quality suits the
sound engineer-the exclusive
silicone 'dry lubrication' mini-
mises wear on magnetic heads
-the price suits the pocket-
-well, it's 'SCOTCH' Brand for
me every time!"

200 DOUBLE -PLAY
Tensilized Polyester is the won-
derful new 'SCOTCH' Brand Mag-
netic Tape. It's extra strong,
and gives you double the play-
ing time ! Resists stretching.
Keeps its high quality of repro-
duction year after year!

).'
TENSILIZED POLYESTER

DOUBLE PLAY

Ask your supplier for the ingenious PLAYING -TIME
CALCULATOR-it's free! Or write to our Head Office.

oolltler

vst

THE B.B.C. USE

SC9ATCH
MAGNETIC TAPE

MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.

Tape and Electrical Products Division.
Head Office: 3M House, Wigmore Street, London, W.1.

And at Birmingham  Manchester  Glasgow
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on the NEW
MAGAZINEganitaibazi

LOADED

TAPE DECK
* NO TAPE

ANCHORING

* NO TAPE
THREADING

* NO SPILLING

ARRARD ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING CO. LTD
Factory and Registered Office: NEWCASTLE ST. SWINDON, WILTSHIRE
Telephone: SWINDON 5381 (5 lines) Telex 44-316
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CINCH

BARRIER TERMINAL, FANNING AND

MARKER STRIPS
(a) Conductor hooked under
cleat and soldered

(b) Cable clamps available if
required R.H. (or L.H.) as desired

' Standard' series are

available with various types

of terminals, up to 21 way-

' Miniature' series up to 12 way.

Insulating materials

phenolic or Mikacin ' as specified.

(c) Cable secured by crimping

(d) Upturned ends hold terminal
under screws before tightening

CARR FASTENER COMPANY LTD

STAPLEFORD NOTTINGHAM

London: 197 GI. PORTLAND ST., W.1. LANGHAM 3253 4 5
Manchester: 50 NEWTON ST., MANCHESTER 1.
CENTRAL 4057.
Birmingham: FILHILL HOUSE, 2235 COVENTRY ROAD
SHELDON, BIRMINGHAM, 26. SHELDON 5208/9.

Glasgow: 13 QUEENS ST., GLASGOW, C.1. CITY 3202.
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You'll not find

a Voltage Regulator

more accurate

than a

And modern methods demand a more accurately controlled

mains supply than ever before. Sorensen can increase your overall efficiency

and reduce your costs - for instance, running special lines from

a distribution transformer can be an expensive business, especially if the

only purpose is to isolate a particular piece of equipment

from common power line disturbances. A Sorensen will

serve the same purpose at much less cost.

Sorensen high current Regulators have been installed by the G.P.O.
(London -Oxford -Birmingham Link), Thorn Electrical Industries Ltd.
(Atlas Lamp Works), and Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd.
(Baddow Research Laboratories).

J. LANGHAM THOMPSON LTD.
BUSHEY HEATH HERTFORDSHIRE ENGLAND

Telephone: BUShey Heath 2411 (4 lines) Grams & Cables: "Tommy Watford"

ADiSi5
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POTTED PAKONECTORS

18 WAY

* No cover and cable clamp worries. We
connect your cable to plug or socket and put
the assembly in polythene. *18 connections
in less than I inch diameter. * Standard B9A
valveholder mounting. * Nylon loaded PF.

mouldings. * Cadmium plated or gold pins

and contacts.

ELECTRONIC

B9A E.H.T.
VALVEHOLDERS

BM9/UV

cover no. 9

Polythene Shrouded B9A. Valveholder

for Television E.H.T. Rectifiers.

BM9/PS

cover no. I I

Send for full details to :- The McMurdo Instrument Co. Ltd.,
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14 WAY B279001
BLACK P.F. MOULDING

VOLTAGE
SELECTORS

COMPONENTS

6 WAY XVS/6
NYLON LOADED P.F. MOULDING

VOLTAGE
SELECTORS

6 WAY MINIATURE BMVS/6
BLACK P.F. MOULDING

4 WAY BVS/4
RI AC.K P.F. MOULDING

Ashtead, Surrey. Tel: Ashtead 3401
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CHOOSING YOUR
Selecting a loudspeaker by audition is the most difficult
problem confronting the purchaser of high quality equipment
as it is necessary to differentiate the sound heard into two
components-that due to the programme and that due to the
speaker. The following procedure, whilst being by no means
exhaustive, will help to ensure that the choice is the correct
one to give the maximum musical pleasure in the years to come.

SOUND

POINTERS FOR YOU TO FOLLOW

Not more than four loudspeakers
should be tested at one time in
order to avoid confusion and the
listener should be symmetricallyseated in relation to the loud-
speakers.
Ask your dealer to feed a clean
programme to one of the loud-
speakers with all amplifier controls
level. A good local studio VHF
transmission is best for this test as
very few records can be played on
wide range speakers without some
degree of filtering.
Adjust the volume level to give the
correct perspective for the pro-
gramme. (i.e., so that the volume is
commensurate with the impression
of distance in the programme.)
Listen to each loudspeaker in turn.
In professional listening tests the
greatest care is taken to pre-set the
relative power fed to each loud-
speaker as it is very important that
they all operate at the same appa-
rent loudness. If your dealer is not
fitted up with this facility, then heor you will have to adjust the
volume by hand-as accurately as
possible.

Try to decide which loudspeaker is
the most natural. Beware of sensa-
tionalism or "gimmick" balances.
If the sound is sensational, make
sure it is the music that is sensa-
tional and not the loudspeaker.

Next take a modern recording or
recordings of your choice (as sensa-
tional as you like this, time). Using
the loudspeaker previously selectedas the most natural, play the
recording and adjust the filters to
reproduce the maximum quality
inherent in the recording. With
these same settings refer back to
the other loudspeakers to see that
the one selected in the first test
remains the best in the second test.

Should there still be doubt, try
changing the relative positions of
the loudspeakers in the room.

There are of course additional tests
which should be made-adequate
power output-adequate dispersion,
etc. Best of all-but unfortunately
seldom possible-is to borrow the
speaker of your choice from a friend
and try it at home.

The fact that the QUAD electrostatic shows up as first choice under these
conditions does not invalidate the test procedure. It may be recommended
for loudspeakers of all types, shapes and sizes.

for the closest approach to the original sound

ACOUSTICAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY LTD
HUNTINGDON, HUNTS. Telephone: HUNTINGDON 361
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We've built
a service
from

A to Wg
(X, Y, Z, Will follow no doubt)

We hold stocks of many British instruments from

leading makers. Our association with British manufacturers

from (alphabetically speaking!) Advance to Wayne Kerr
goes back many years and we maintain a comprehensive

index and technical information service covering

the electronic instruments of the world.
OUR FIRST CONSIDERATION-the right instrument for your
application.

The relevant factors are not who makes it or where it is made, but will
it do the job. At Retcar Street you can discuss the technical problems of
instrumentation and the new techniques developed both in this country
and abroad. If it is impossible to call-write or telephone about your
particular problem or requirement and full information will be provided.

Some of the manufacturers outside Great Britain whom we represent
and for whose products we offer full service facilities are:

BIRD ELECTRONIC CORP.
DYMEC
EMPIRE DEVICES
ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES
FAIRCHILD POLAROID

(Oscilloscope Cameras)
GERTSCH PRODUCTS INC.
HEINZ GUNTHER NEUWIRTH
HEWLETT-PACKARD

KAY ELECTRIC COMPANY
ARTHUR KLEMT
RADIOMETER
R. F. EQUIPMENT
S.1.D.E.R.
TEKTRONIX
VARIAN ASSOCIATES

(Microwave Division)
WAVEFORMS

Our importation service is second
to none. Import licenses,
treasury licenses for duty free
importation, customs and clear-
ance arrangements, checking on
arrival, and most important of
all implementation of the over-
seas manufacturers guarantee are
taken care of without trouble
to you.

LIVINGSTON LABORATORIES LTD.
9RETCAR STREET

Telephone ARChway 6251
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PARMEKO
TRANSFORMERS

RESEARCH by Parmeko into the whole field of
audio frequency amplification has led to the develop-
mentand production of this new range of transform-
ers for use with many of the well-known high fidelity
amplifier designs.

TESTING
is an essential part of
the Parmeko produc-
tion cycle. Every com-
pleted transformer is
given a full functional
test to ensure its com-
plete reliability in
service.

For further information
write for illustrated

technical leaflet No. 359

for

hi-fi amplifier

applications

PRODUCTION with specialized plant ('many of
the operations are performed on automatic
machinery) by specialist personnel gives a degree
of precision for which Parmeko transformers are
now world famous.

Cat.
No.

Output
Valves

Ultra
Linear

'Tappings

Rating
(Watts)

PrImary
Impedance

Primary
Inductance
101450",

PIS
Leakage
Induct-
once

Secondary
Impedance Construction

Arnblifier
Design

P2629 EL84 No 12.5 6000 or 5SH 30MH 3.75 or 1553 5084/l2C Mallard 5.10
X2 80001/CT. MIN. MAX. SER/PAR.

P2642 EL84 43% 12.5 800012 551-4 30MH 3.75 or 1512 5084112C Mallard 5-10 or
X2 C.T. MIN. MAX. SER/PAR. Brimar 2/8P2 8 Watt

P2643 EL84 20% 12.5 600012 55H 30MH 3.75 or 151  5084/12C Mallard 5-10
X2 C.T. MIN. .MAX. SER/PAR.

P264I EL84 No 3 500013 8H MIN. 60MH 3.75 or ISO 5084/7C Mallard 3 Watt'
AT 50MADC MAX. SER/PAR. Type 'A' Tape Amplifier

P2934 EL34 43% 20 660013 90H 30MH 3.75 or 1513 5084;3C Mallard 20 Watt
X2 C.T. MIN. MAX. SER/PAR.

P2647 EL34 43% 20 660013 901-4 8MH 3.75 or 1512 6005/57 Mallard 20 Watt
X2 C.T. MIN. MAX. SER/PAR. (' C' Core) ,

P2820 UCL82 No 8 60000 6011 2IMH 3.75 or 1511 5084;8C Mallard AC/DG 7 Watt
X2 C.T. MIN. MAX.. SER/PAR. Amplifier

P2928 ECL82 No 2 560013 I2H MIN. 46MH 1511 5089;SE Mallard 2 Watt Stereo
AT 30MADC MAX.

P2932 ECL82 20% 7 900013 100H 5016H 375/13/15,53 5084,9C Mallard 7 Watt Stereo
X2 C.T. MIN. MAX.

P2632 N709 20% 12 700012 60H 100MH 3.75 or 1511 5080'6 G.E.C. Osram 912
X2 C.T. MIN. MAX. SER/PAR.

P2649 N709 20% 12 7000,53 50H 40MH 375 or 1513 5084/12D G.E,C. Osram 912
X2 C.T. MIN. MAX. SER/PAR. (Printed Circuit Version)

P2580 6L6 No 40 100009 100H 22MH 1.70 5080/23A Williamson Amplifier
X2 C.T. MIN. MAX. (8 sections)

P2924 EL84 No 415 500011 8H MIN. 80MH 4/9/1611 508925E 415 Watt Stereo
50MADC MAX.

P2925 EL84
X2

43% 10 800012 120H
MIN.

40MH
MAX.

4,11/1612 9000,57 High Quality 10 Watt
Amplifier

P2926 EL34 43% 20 66000 140H 35MH 4/8;160 9000;65 High Quality 20 -Watt
X2 C.T. MIN. MAX. Amplifier

P2927 KT88 20% 50 600012 150H 10MH 4/8/1612 9000/73 High Quality 50 Watt
X2 C.T. MIN. MAX. Amplifier

PARMEKO LIMITED  PERCY ROAD  LEICESTER  PHONE 32287
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a new peak in

waveguide technique
premoulded twisted guides

WAVEFLEX Premoulded Twisted Flexible Waveguides are
a new advance in waveguide technique. Formed with a
predetermined and permanent longitudinal twist, they
remain flexible in both E and H planes. The angle of
twist can be much greater than with ordinary twistable
waveguides, and premoulding relieves the end con-
nections of all twisting stresses. WAVEFLEX Premoulded
Twisted guides have a multitude of applications in
complex layouts and situations where space is at a
premium.

There are now three types
of WAVEFLEX Flexible Waveguides:

Premoulded Twisted
Flexible in. E and H planes, with a built-in longitudinal
twist.

Non -twistable
Flexible in E and H planes.

Twistable
Twistable about the longitudinal axis, as well as being
flexible in the E and H planes.
These guides are produced under exacting scrutiny and
tested to rigorous Government specifications. Losses
due to attenuation and Standing Wave Ratio are well
within the limits set. They are entirely suitable for use
in pressurised systems, remain stable when bent or
twisted, and are unaffected by extremes of temperature.
Power handling characteristics are excellent, and per-
formance covers a broad band. "Type approval" has
been given by the Royal Radar Establishment and by
the Admiralty.
Premoulded Twisted guides are normally made to order,
in the length and with the exact degree of twist you
require. Twistable and Non -twistable guides can also be
`made to measure' (up to 12 feet long in WG16), and there
are standard lengths in a range from 1 9/16" to 36". All
guides can be supplied with any standard type of flange,
or special flanges made to your design. The many short
(under 6") guides are particularly useful as malignment
units and mechanical decouplers.
Wherever wave transmission involves directional
change, or vibration and movement will be encountered,
WAVEFLEX Flexible Waveguides offer the complete
solution. Present production embraces WG 10, WG 10a,
WG 15 and WG 16, but planned extensions to other bands
are already under way. Enquiries are particularly
invited for the twistable, the premoulded twisted and
the new twistable WG 22 waveguides. Write now for full
technical details to:

GABRIEL MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
Newton Road, Torquay, Devon.
Telephone: Kingskerswell 3333

MEMBER OF THE TECALEMIT GROUP OF COMPANIES

WAT'Lnla=
FLEXIBLE AND TWISTABLE WAVEGUIDES
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THERE IS an intimate and complementary physiological partnership between the
algoid and fungoid elements in lichens, and similar organisms, whereby each is

entirely dependent upon the other, and each gives to the other that which it needs for

its existence.
This partnership, known as symbiosis, achieved by one of the humblest forms of life,
may not at first seem relevant to human relationship, or to the electronics industry,

which it is our privilege to serve, but, on reflection, it is quite apparent that each of us is
dependent in some way on the other, and that this partnership is an ideal towards which
all of us must strive, and, indeed, is an ideal towards which even the nations are now
striving, and must continue to strive if our civilization is not to follow the fate of those

of the past.
Whilst we in Erie Resistor Limited cannot pretend that we have reached this ideal, or
that we will ever reach it, we do try in our small way to "live together" with the cus-
tomer in every phase of his day-to-day problems, and to give to the customer the full
benefit of our knowledge and skill, built up over many years of specialised experience
involving practically every sphere of electronics, besides the normal service which
every customer has the right to expect from his supplier, and, in return, we receive
from the customer, not only his confidence, his business, and his friendship, but also
the answer to many of our own problems.
The fruits of living together can be seen in the wide range of our products, in their
reliability, in their universal application, and above all, perhaps, in the introduction of
the right product at the right time, properly tailored for the job for which it is intended,
and, as can be seen in the adjoining announcements, still richer fruits lie ahead.

I, HEDDON STREET, LONDON, W.I
Telephone: REG ent 6 4 3 2

FACTORIES

Great Yarmouth and Tunbridge Wells, England: Trenton,

Ont., Canada: Erie, Pa., Holly Springs, Miss., and

Hawthorne, Cal., U.S.A.

a

RESISTORLI M I T E D
*Registered Trade Mark
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By using the SHE Communications band
and new, much smaller components,
Westinghouse has developed a powerful
yet compact MICROSCATTER system. Two
MICROSCATTER components are shown
above: The 2 K.W. Kiystron Tube (right)
and a model of the microwave block.

"Here's how we put
Microscatter on wheels!"

Now, Westinghouse has successfully reduced
the size of microwave scatter-by develop-
ing an SHF system ! And now, all radio
equipment for a 5,000 mc. quadruple diver-
sity repeater can be mounted in a 40 -foot
truck trailer.

For voice, teletype, television, facsimile
and raw radar video . . . this advanced
MICROSCATTER gives you high quality
SHF transmission to points 100 to 200
miles away!

WESTINGHOUSE MICROSCATTER also gives you

Here's MICROSCATTER on

wheels! All radio equipment
for a 5,000 mc. quadruple

diversity repeater is easily

mounted in a standard 40 -foot traIlsr.

HIGH QUALITY TRANSMISSION with an
extremely linear, wide band
Modulator/Exciter.

LOW COST PER CHANNEL MILE . . . . due to
minimum operating and maintenance
costs ... and low power consumption.

HIGH RELIABILITY of up to 99.99% ... SMALL, NARROW -BEAM ANTENNAS, from
with quadruple diversity. 8 ft. to 28 ft. in diameter.

For complete information, phone your nearest Westinghouse office.
Or write to Canadian Westinghouse Company Limited,

Electronics Division, Longwood Road, Hamilton, Canada.

YOU CAN BE SURE -IF IT'S

Westinghouse
BBC,*
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The New

3" IMAGE

ORTHICON

TV CAMERA

Walso available

Exacting standards of design have resulted
in a high-grade camera capable of repro-
ducing the fine picture quality demanded in
studio use, yet, at the same time, light and
strong enough for field use.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES:
* Pick-up Tube can be replaced in one minute without

disturbing cover or lenses.

* 'Image orbiting' device reduces risk of target 'burn -in'.

* Built-in hour meter records pick-up tube running hours.

* Electronic viewfinder with 7" diagonal rectangular
tube. It presents a picture which is perpendicular
to the line of vision.

* All chassis of plug-in type for easy maintenance and
replacement.

* Servo control of light by filter or iris.

* Thermostatic temperature control of pick-up tube.

For full technical details, please write to:

PYE LTD., SALES DEPT., TV TRANSMISSION DIVISION, CAMBRIDGE
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2 0,Q111.10 o.p.v.
SVIMOder121A'

TAYLORMETER

PERFORMANCE EQUAL TO A HIGH PRICED INSTRUMENT

OUTSTANDING FEATURES:

Sensitivity: 20,000 o.p.v. D.C., 1,000 o.p.v.
A.C.

20 Ranges.

D.C. Current: 50 icA, 1 mA, 10 mA, 100 mA,
1 Amp.

Volts D.C.: 0-3, 2-5, 10, 25, 100, 250,
1,000 V. (25 kV. by probe).

Volts A.C.: 10, 25, 100, 250, 1,000.

3 Resistance Ranges from 0-20 Megohms
(self-contained).

40 ,uA Meter: 31,in. arc.

Accuracy: D.C. 3%, A.C. 4%, Ohms 5%.

Dimensions: 51. x 31 x 11in.

Weight: 14 oz.

"r6,41164,

2'5140,c,
10y

504

21t0,00054::14,

ea rn

100m A
250v' \\,, R

-..,, '100 ..1

,....

Hire Purchase or Credit Sale Terms available

LIST PRICE £10,0,0 Prompt Delivery
Write for full details and free catalogue

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENTS LTD.

MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKS. Telephone: Slough 21381. Cables: Taylins Slough
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The first ever
LOW PRICED

transistor
tester

_tt 111

st,'EMEN

EADISWX___2t1

NI s

(Li) ,$

MADE it AND

PRESS FOR 0.5 Ni A

.130

SO TRANSISTOR OFF

TEST SET

JyRE R22k5

The Siemens Ediswan Beta Tester is the only
reliable, robust transistor tester manufactured by a famous maker

and offered at such a low price. If you use or sell
P -N -P transistors this is the instrument you want for making

quick, accurate, run-of-the-mill tests-and it doesn't have to be
handled with kid gloves. See what it gives you:

 Current Gain (p or a') read directly off calibrated dial (using audible signal)
at collector current of 0.5-4 mA.

 Leakage Current measured on meter at fixed collector voltage of 9 volts.
 Quick release terminals connect transistor under test.
 Fully transistorised.
 Die cast alloy case.
 Fastest for all transistor testing (Common emitter conditions).
II PRICE £11.0.0. (Terms to Trade and Industry available on request)

SIEMENS EDISWAN BETA TESTER
SIEMENS EDISON SWAN LIMITED An A .E.I. Company. 155 Charing Cross Road,

London WC2 and branches. Telephone: GERrard 8660. Grams: Sieswan, Westcent, London
CRC 17/20
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If you have a problem that can be solved

by using digital techniques-then

Venner packaged circuits can help.

Their versatility can solve your development

or test set problems, because either

you or we can build the equipment

from fully developed circuit elements.

All the answers ...
on punched tape, in I" figures or in print.

Some examples of 'specials' built from Venner
plug-in stages are illustrated on the right.

1 In -line readout frequency and time measuring equipment.
2 3 digit counter.
3 Frequency source for octave filter testing (12 output frequencies).
4 Dual channel tuned amplifier.
5 Speedmeter with tape readout.
S In -line readout tcchometer.
7 So'enoid valve timer.
8 3 digit botching counter.
9 Special purpose time measuring set.

10 Frequency source providing 10 kc/s, 1 kc/s, 100 c/s, and 10 c/s.
11 Reaction time indicator.

As a general rule we can give you delivery in
6 to 8 weeks of special items built in this way.
Alternatively, if you -do-it-yourself", we will
give advice and provide the majority of plug-in
stages within 7/10 days of receiving your order.

If you are not familiar with our circuit blocks, please
send for leaflet WW/ 104.

4 7
7
7

5 7. 4
Pa 7

4

ENNER

SO
S.

0100. O.
.001.
*0
of

of
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0
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.000.0 
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VENNER ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Kingston By -Pass, New Malden, Surrey
Telephone: MALden 2442
A member of the Venner Group of Companies.
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PIN POINT SOLDERING
Transistors Printed Circuits Miniaturized Equipment

"AS LIGHT AS A PEN"

MODEL VOLTAGE

C.240 230/240

C.220 220/230

C.125 120/130

C 115 110/120

C.50 48/52

A or B.6 6

A or B.12 12/13

A or B.24 22/26

A or 8.28 26/28

INTERCHANGEABLE SPARE BITS

3/32" 5/32'
2 4mm 4 0 mm

lit z 4in
_/
3/16" Heavy

4-8 mm Daty
3/16-

4.8 mm

A.NX.E.X LIMITED
7 8 IDOL LANE LONDON E.C.3
Tel.: MANsion House 2716

.......  . . . . ........

Anders Electronics supply meters very much
" ci la carte." It is the speciality of the housc
to provide non-standard-often quite excep-
tional-meters of all types without delay.

Avo, E.A.C., Pullin, Taylor, Turner, Weir,
Weston, and other makes Moving iron,
moving -coil, thermo couple, electrostatic
Square, circular (flush or projecting), rectan-
gular or industrial Any required range,
calibrated to B.S.89 : Catering for any

number-from individual meters to large

parties.

Standard ranges from stock.
Special meters 7-14 days.

Meters, Electronic and Test equipment to
individual specifications

103 Hampstead Road, London, N.W.1
Tel: EUSton 1639

Contractors to G.13.0. and Goverrnnent Departmenss
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A complete test -bench in one hand
USING PRECISION / NASH TON / ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS

must IMPROVE laboratory and workshop EFFICIENCY
The Nashton labstand shown above holds any three Nashton instruments at eye -level
for easy reading and operation. It frees bench -top space for operator use and is com-
pletely portable. Only one mains connector is required. Five instruments from the
Nashton range are illustrated here; others available now or in the near future include
the Resistance Capacitance Comparison Bridge, the D.C. p.A-Valve Voltmeter, the Univer-
sal D.C. Meter, the Shorted Turns Detector, the L.F. Quadrature Oscillator, the Trans-
istor Tester, and the 0'5 Amp. Stabilised D.C. Power Pack. The last three instruments
use transistor circuits. For full information fill in coupon below and send it (2d stamp) to:

Nash and
ThompsonLIMITED

OAKCROFT ROAD CHESSINGTON  SURREY Elmbridge 5252

I-- _ UM MI=
'M .1

I Please provide information on the Nashton
I

I
NAME

POSITION. I
I

DEPARTMENT NAME AND ADDRESS OF COMPANY

(Just pin this coupon to a letter -headed blank and post if you are too busy to complete - we will do the rest.) I
....W W 1

WI-IG NT74

Sensitive Valve Voltmeter-
An audio frequency A.C.
Voltmeter providing 10 ranges

front 30 to. V. to 300 Volts.
£49.10.0

A.C./D.C. Valve Voltmeter-
Six A.C. ranges from 1-300
Volts fs.d. up to 200 Mc/s and
seven D.C. ranges from I-
1,000 Volts fs.d. at high
impedance. £59.10.0

Ohmmeter-A D.C. measur-
ing instrument reading front
10 ohms -10,000 megohms
with a high degree of accu-
racy. £52.10.0

I

Flash Tester-Designed to
meet the requirements of
B.S. 816:1952 and giving
meter indication of both
applied voltage and leakage
current. £26.0.0

1 Amp. Stabilised D.C. Power
Supply-A transistorised unit
supplying from 1-13 Volts
D.C. stabilised to within 0.2%
for H- 10% mains voltage
variation. £40.0.0
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Suppliers of components and hearing aids to the Government

and manufacturers all cv7r the world

idlers CERAMICS

FOR INDUSTRY

We specialise in the manufacture of -P ORCELAIN
for general insulation

REFRACTORIES
for high -temperature insulation

High quality material and dimen-
sional precision are attributes of
Butlers die -pressed products.
Prompt delivery at competitive
prices.

FREQUELEX
for high -frequency insulation

PERMALEX & TEMPLEX
for capacitors

BULLERS LIMITED
MILTON  STOKE-ON-TRENT  STAFFS

Phone: Stoke-on-Trent 54321 (5 lines)  Telegrams & Cables: Butlers, Stoke-on-Trent
Ironworks: TIPTON, STAFFS London Office: 6 LAURENCE POUNTNEY HILL, E.C.4

Phone Tipton 1691 Phone MANsion House 9971
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NOW OVAILAIILE
D.C. TACHO-GENERATORS

 Linear voltageispeed
characteristic
Compact

design for

standard fixing.

 for d.c servo
systems.
Output voltage:
4 per 1000 rpm'

For illustrated
technical data
write or phone:

COneretet 
ECTRo

METHODS
LTD 033-66195°

(OF STEVENAGE)

ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS & CONTROL EQUIPMENT
An extensive range of standard products,

including Relays, Low -inertia Motors, Thermostats
and Thermometers, always available for prompt delivery

SPECIAL TYPES DESIGNED TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS

ELECTRO METHODS LTD. General Products Division, CAXTON WAY, STEVENAGE, HERTS. Phone: Stevenage 2110 - 7

59
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EMT 927 and EMT 930
High -precision Transcription Turn-

...-. tables with dynamic pick-up, start -
stop brake for remote controlled

iiEiEE operation.

STUDER 30
magnetic tape recorder with
ballance for constant tape ten-
sion
Tape speed 15 and 30 i. p. s.

EMT 140
Reverberation Set for artificial
echo effects with reverberation
time adjustable between 1 and
5 seconds.

STE LLAVOX
battery -operated, transistorized
magnetic tape recorder.

Tape speed 15 i. p. s.
Weight only 4 lbs.

Special Audio
Frequency Cables
for studio purposes double screened
and especially HF proof.

Dynamic and
Condenser Microphones
for studio operation with directional
and omnidirectional radiation charac-

... teristic.

ELEKTROMESSTECHNIK WILHELM FRANZ KG
POSTBOX 327 LAHR/SCHWARZWALD, WESTERN GERMANY

TELEPHONE 20 53 CABLES: MESSTECHNIK

juix/AuGusT, 1959

Now what can

we

tell
you

that
you wouldn't know?

As a reader of this paper, you'll already be well
aware of the importance of the British National
Radio and Television Show. You'll know that
unfailingly, year after year, it's an event that
mustn't be missed. You'll know what to
expect-eagerly.
You'll know that, again this year, there'll be
developments of tremendous interest to you

. in Radio and Television . . . in Records and
Record-players (with increased emphasis upon
the new sound -world of Stereo) .. . in the fields
of Telecommunications and Electronics.
You'll know that you're going to enjoy your-
self more than ever before.

And you'll be right.

THE RADIO AND
TELEVISION SHOW

EARLS COURT LONDON

AUGUST 26 TO SEPTEMBER 5
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TELEGRAPH SIGNAL DISPLAY UNIT

The T.D.U.2 is designed for use,
either as an independent unit for
telegraph signal monitoring
positions, or as an adjunct to the
T.D.M.S.6B to enable a compre-
hensive analysis of telegraph wave
form to be made.

Principal features are:

* Easy to use.
* Provision for Z modulation.
* A time base having good short

term stability and long term
accuracy permits either start 'stop
or synchronous signals to be
examined.

* X shift control calibrated in code
element transition numbers.

* X expansion up to 5 screen
diameters.

PORTABLE TELEGRAPH RELAY TESTING

ADAPTOR RTAI
Square and sine wave testing. This adaptor is de-
signed to check all types of polarised relays for bias and
transit time, using the test signals generated by the
T.D.M.S.5 series at signalling speeds within the range
of the T.D.M.S., a visual indication of the condition
and results of adjustment being indicated on the
T.D.M.S.5.

Principal features are:

* Caters for any type of
polarised relay.

* Rapid determination of
operating conditions.

* Rapid adjustment aided
by visual indication.

* Simple to use.

* Square or sine wave
test conditions.

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Strowger House, Arundel Street, London, W.C.2.

A714961

61
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NO W- a miniature microphone
that's 'MADE IN GT. BRITAIN'

BESSON BALANCED ARMATURE MICROPHONE Type LE

This Microphone incorporates the design and manufacturing skill
that are characteristics of all Besson micro -components. And the
financial advantages over imported microphones are obvious.

The Type LE Microphone is designed to operate with transistor
amplifiers and will match into the average transistor which may have

a resistance of 1,500-3,000 ohms. The microphone impedance is
3,000 ohms measured at 1,000 cycles and the resistance is 360 ohms.
It is made to operate within a temperature range of 20 to 115°F, but
can be specially treated to operate at much higher temperatures if
required.

It is ideal for hearing aids, dictating machines, tape recorders,
lapel microphones, walkie-talkie sets, etc.

Send for technical leaflets to the SOLE SELLING AGENTS :

011.EI go.91-
ST. HELEN'S AUCKLAND, CO. DURHAM
Phone: West Auckland 5515 Grams: Solenoid, West Auckland
Birmingham Office: 7 Newhall Street, Birmingham 3
Phone: Gentr::I 3901

Manufactured by.

A. P. BESSON & PARTNER LTD., St. Josephs Close Hove 4, Sussex.

Photograph showing actual size

BESSON
MOVING COIL RELAY Type SB2

This robustly made

relay will stand up to
the wear and tear of
industrial use. The

powerful coil move-

ment gives a high

contact pressure and

the contacts them-

selves can be adjusted
from outside over the
whole scale.

A service for Designers

I

The possibility of a component change-due to shortage of supplies,

increased costs or failure to meet specific conditions-is a problem facing

every designer of electronic equipment. However, one basic component can

be 'tailor-made' from the start, for LAB will supply the precise type of

Resistor required, ex stock and at the right price. Write for full technical

data, prototype samples and price schedules to:-

THE RADIO RESISTOR CO. LTD.,
50 ABBEY GARDENS, LONDON, N.W.8

Telephone: Maida Vale 0888

CARBON WATTS OHMIC
RANGE

TOLER-
ANCES 1

I. Solid i I & 2 10-10M 5% & 10%
2. Cracked 1/30-20 I -500M 5%& 10%
3. * High Stability 1/10-3 I -50M 0.5% 1%2%5%
4. Variable k 5K -2M -
5. V. High Resistance -1-3 50M-1013 5%& l0%
6. V.H.F. (Rods & Discs) 1/10-I 10-IK I% & 2%

WIREWOUND
4. Rheostats 4-500 10-80K -
9. Sliders 3-15 10- I6K -
8. Vitreous 3-500 1-150K 10/0 2% 5%

7. Cemented 1-15 1 -25K 5% & 10%,

* The ubiquitous blue (I%) grey (2%) " HISTABS"

111
riam\

Do you KNOW

RIF
THAT an instrumet.t quality HISTAB to

0.5% is available.
THAT V.H.F. rods and discs (6) can

1.1004 IMMILIMOB
be supplied in matched pairs.)
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* GO STEREO
WITH A TRUVOX
Stereophonic TWINSET

This equipment can be built up from an existing
Truvox R2 (monaural) Recorder. We fit the
recorder with a stereo head and supply Unit
B' (comprising correctly matched amplifier

and loudspeaker together with additional
microphone and leads). Send for full details.

Available from al' leading stores and radio c'ealer;

 9 f416 'J/1-LAt/'&

a 0 0
R2 TAPE RECORDER

From the very first replay-pre-recorded or your own home -recorded
programme-you'll be thrilled with its sureness of tonal quality and easeof control. Just as you recognise the voice of a friend on the 'phone or
your favourite songster on radio or record, you'll know that this is the in-
strument you've always wanted. Designed and built by pioneers in the
development and manufacture of Tape Decks and Tape Recording Ampli-
fiers-TRUVOX are justly proud of an instrument that lives up to " all
that the name implies." Increased production at our new, modern factory
now enables us to offer this famous instrument at reduced prices.

Models now available from 5 6 gns.
CREDIT TERMS ARE AVAILABLE THROUGH MOST DEALERS

i*.\i,:qx,
TR UVOX
Stereophonic
Head for
replay of pre-

TRUVOX
...,. RADIO JACKS
::''i..0 direct radio

,-,
(") :,`,

TRUVOX
TELEPHONE
ADAPTOR
for 2 -way

,

s. .....P,
171(

.-*
' recorded

stereophonic 1------",..L. j; ' reception and telephone
conversationtapes. 1 recording. "ir" recording.

TRUVOX LIMITED, NEASDEN LANE, LONDON, N.W.10 Telephone: Gladstone 6455
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"WE COULD BLIND YOU WITH SCIENCE" on the technical superiority of our
coils but are sure you would prefer us just to say "WE GUARANTEE THEM" !

MAXI -Q
Regd.

Coverage from 3.8 to 2,000 metres in
7 ranges-Each coil is packed in an
aluminium container which may be
used as a screening can for the coil
itself-Brass threaded adjustable iron
cores-Colour coded moulded poly-
styrene formers--ChassisPlug-in Technical Bulletin, DTB.1, 1,6-Dual Purpose Technical Bulletin, DTB.4,
1/6-Colour Code Identified Coils: BLUE Signal Grid Coil with Aerial Coupling winding-YELLOW Signal
Grid Coil with intervalve coupling winding-GREEN Grid Coil with reaction and coupling windings-RED
Superhet Oscillator for I.F., of 465 kc s-WHITE Superhet Oscillator for 1.6 Mc s. Prices range from 3 11 to

4j9 each. Five -colour Glass Scale, Back Plate, Pointer, Pulleys and Cord for use with 315 pF tuning condensers.
Coverage (1) 150-400 kc s; (2) 530-1,600 kc s; (3) 1.5-4 Mc,'s; (4) 4-12 Mc s; (5) 10-30 Mc s. Price 15:-.

GENERAL CATALOGUE covering full range of components, send 1'4d. in stamps or P.O. PLEASE SEND

S.A.E. WITH ALL OTHER ENQUIRIES.

111

I I I

HOLE
FIXING

I

I MI
1811

Ott.'

Ma,BOA VIHOLDER/8 Is VIHOLOER

MAXI -ti COILS MINIATURE DUAL
OCTAL PLUG IN TYPE PURPOSE COILS

IMMLO

MAXI -CF COILS
CHASSIS MOUNTING TYPE

DENCO (CLACTON) LTD. (Dept. W.W.) 357/9 Old Road Clacton -on -Sea Essex

STOP PRESS: WF1388 PUSH-PULL BIAS AND ERASE TAPE DECK OSCILLATOR COIL for new
Mullard Type " C " Tape Pre -Amplifier. Price 29;6. Type " C " chassis, 32'6. Front Panel in hammered

gold, 8:-. G.E.0 Publications: " F.M PLUS TUNER," 2;6. " NINE -ONE-TWO PLUS " Amplifier, 4,-.

LEEVERS RICH

"ANALYST" MAGNETIC RECORDERS
For the storage and analysis of data in scientific,

industrial and commercial applications.
SERIES E: Single track on kin. tape.
SERIES ED: Dual track on kin. tape.
SERIES EM: Four and eight tracks on J2 -in. tape.
These recorders embody a heavy-duty mechanism giving the highest
accuracy without deterioration over long periods of service. Fitted
with synchronous capstan for standard tape speeds, or with Velo-
dyne system for continuously adjustable and servo -controlled tape
speed.
The amplifier system is of the modular type, employing a range of

standard plug-in units for record and replay sections of each channel

to suit various applications.

Available in rack mounting, console or portable cases.

Model EM I44R (4 -channel)
Distributors of EMIFILM Magnetic

Recording Film and of Type 77 EMITAPE

LEEVERS-RICH EQUIPMENT LTD.
78B Hampstead Road, London, N.W. I EUSton 1481
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Hermetic Sealing
STEATITE & PORCELAI N
NICKEL METALLISI NG

Quality Approved (Joint Service R.C.S.C.)
WILL MEET THE MOST EXACTING REQUIREMENTS

Perfect Terminations
-made readily without special precautions by

semi -skilled labour, employing simple hand

soldering methods, R.F. Heating,

Hot Plate, Tunnel Oven or similar

mass production methods.

METALLISED
BUSHES

STANDARD RANGE

Shouldered, Tubular, Conical, Disc
and multi seals are included, assembled
with stems if preferred.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 47

TECHNICAL SERVICE

Always available, do not hesitate to
consult us. Samples for test will be
supplied on request.

STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD.
STOURPORT ON SEVERN, WORCS. Telephone: Stourport 2271 Telegrams: Steatain, Stourport
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Issued by Northworks Ltd.

Many

firms can

extrude

some

firms can

braid

but Suflex do both,

in one and the same factory
The result: integrated design and production, good quality, and quicker
delivery. For example, Suflex pick-up leads are particularly flexible.
Suflex screened leads can be supplied to the most exacting specifica-
tions. All Suflex extruded and screened products arc just right for their
particular application. May we quote?

The Suflex
extruding pod

braiding factory in
Vales, commanding

specialist staff
and the latest

equipment.

1411
NOON

SUFLEX LTD.
3/ Baker S ireet, London 1.1" ".

Telephone.. W.ELbeck 0791
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K345 Series

of

Reflex Klystrons

5925 to 8025 Nic/s

The K345 series has been developed by the English

Electric Valve Co. Ltd. to provide reliable

reflex Klystron oscillators for transmitter service

over the frequency range from 5925 to 8025 Mc/s.

These valves are suitable for microwave links and

many other applications.

The seven valves of the series cover the frequency

range in steps of 30o Mc/s, the power level being

one watt. They are designed to be equivalents of the

VA22o tubes both in performance and overall

dimensions and are interchangeable with them.

Good linearity of the frequency versus reflector

voltage characteristic ensures low F.M. distortion.

A special feature of the K345 is its external cavity

which improves the frequency stability. The simple

screw tuner in the coupled cavity provides a con-

veniently slow tuning rate and, being external to the

vacuum envelope, ensures longer operating life.

For further details and for the complete range of

Klystrons manufactured, please write to the English

Electric Valve Co. Ltd.

'ENGLISH ELECTRIC'

MUSH ELECTRIC VALVE CO. LTD.

Typical Operation (at 737o Mc/s)

Resonator voltage 75o V

Resonator current 72 mA

Reflector voltage - 35o V

Output power r.0 W

Electronic tuning between 3 dB points 3o Me/s

Modulation sensitivity

Mechanical tuning rate

25o kcfs/V

too Mc/s/turn

Chelmsford, England
Telephone: Chelmsford 3491
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Arcolectric
SWITCHES & SIGNAL LAMPS

T.225: Miniature Slide Switch
Ideal T.V. mains switch

S.L.I66: Very small low cost
mains neon indicator

T.280: Sensitive Snap Action Switch
Popular switch for tape recorders

T.626: Double pole 3 -AMP switch
with tags to fit printed circuit boards

Samples to manufacturers
For design purposes
AT ONCE-WITHOUT CHARGE

[CENTRAL AVENUE, WEST MOLESEY, SURREY. Tel.: MOLESEY 4336

T.225

ARCOLECTRIC
SWITC11-11ES  LTD

PI W Dia. 21"
20 Watt Max.

Range
1-500,000 ohns.

Data Sheet No.5

TW
5 Watt Max.

Range
1-100,000 ohms.

Data Sheet No.2

RELIANCE

TT Dam-
!! Watt Max.

Range
1-100,000 ohms.

Data Sheet No.8

-1"
POTENTIOMETERS

foremost for Quality,
Performance and

Reliability-

TS Dia. 1
2 Watt Max.

Range
5-50,000 ohms.
Data Sheet No.7

The name " Reliance," aptly chosen more than thirty years ago,
is recognised for potentiometers of consistent accuracy, with a
record of long -life reliability. The standard range-the most
comprehensive available-covers from 1 to 500,000 ohms and M W Dia. W
includes linear, log, semi -log and non -inductive types, and, I Watt Max;
depending on characteristics, ratings up to 20 watts. Range
GANGED MODELS available of TT, TW, PIW and TS on 5-50,000 ohms.
common spindle. Fully tropical and concentric spindles type Data Sheet No.1

TW only.

RELIANCE MANUFACTURING CO. (SOUTHWARK) Ltd., SUTHERLAND Rd. HIGHAM HILL, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, E.17
GD 10 Telephone : No. (and Cables) LARkswood 3254
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Wonderful versatile IMLOK system ! The extended range of connectors
and extrusions now available offers you virtually unlimited construction
design potential-from a simple case to the most complicated control
console that would normally cost a fortune in tool costs ! And you can
now buy IMLOK in these six convenient stages ofmanufacture:

I As individual connectors and with extrusions in 12 ft. lengths
2 With connectors pre -drilled ready for assembly with self -tapping

screws

3 With pre -drilled connectors and with extrusions custom -cut by
lmhofs to your lengths and mitred

4 As a complete frame -work, ready forfitting with your own
panels

5 As a complete structure with panels, but unpainted

6 As a complete structure, fully finished. You can have either
steel or aluminium panels, hammertone or gloss finish. Bonded
plastic finished aluminium panels are available for that extra -
special luxury touch. And for extra quick delivery (from 14
days) there is the Savile range of 18 different designs, made to
your specified dimensions

SAVILE TYPE 101

SAVILE TYPE 108

.10
SAVILE TYPE 117

Send now for the new IMLOK Manual - 42 pages, packed with full
technical details of every IMLOK component, how to design and how
to use EMLOK, and a simplified order form for Savile "tailor-mades"

IM.110.E'S

ALFRED IMHOF LIMITED Dept M7 Ashley Works  Cowley Mill Road  Uxbridge  Middx  Uxbridge 6231
Export & London Showrooms: 112-116 New Oxford Street WCI Museum 7878IMHOFS AGENTS OVERSEAS

AUSTRALIA Aladdin Industries (Ply) Ltd. DENMARK Tage Schouboe, Copenhagen N SWEDEN Elektronlund AB, Ma/mo CStanmore, NSW FINLAND Oy Scienta Ab, Helsinki SWITZERLAND Walter Blum, Zurich 2/39BELGIUM Rogelec, Ghent HOLLAND J. Th. van Rellsen, Delft U.S.A. Bud Radio Inc, Cleveland 3, OhioCANADA Measuretnent Engineering Ltd. NEW ZEALAND Imarex Ltd. Auckland C3 BRIT. GUIANA British Caribbean Agencies Ltd,Arnprior NORWAY Birger Christensen, Oslo Georgetown, Demerara
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WEYRAD P.50 TRANSISTOR COILS

AND I.F. TRANSFORMERS
FOR 2 -WAVE PORTABLE WITH PRINTED CIRCUIT AND ROD AERIAL

P50/ I AC M.W. OSCILLATOR COILS. For

I76pF TUNING CONDENSER PRICE 5f4d.

P50/2CC 1st and 2nd I.F. TRANSFORMER
470 Kc/s OPERATION. " Q " = 150 PRICE 5f7d.

P50/3CC 3rd I.F. TRANSFORMER. 470 Kc,s

OPERATION. " Q " = 170 PRICE 6f0d.

RA2W L.W. and M.W. ROD AERIAL 6in. long,
flying -lead connections. For 208pF TUNING

CONDENSER PRICE' 2f 6d.

LFTDI DRIVER TRANSFORMER. -Split Secon-
dary Type, fully enclosed. With 6 connecting tags PRICE' 7f 6d.

PCA I PRINTED CIRCUIT PANEL, 24 x 8iin. ready drilled with component positions and references

printed on rear
PRICE 9f 6d.

BOOKLET OF DETAILED ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS AND CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS FOR 6 -TRANSISTOR

LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE SUPERHET
PRICE 2f0d.

ALL IN BULK PRODUCTION-TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

WEYMOUTH RADIO MFG. CO. LTD., CRESCENT STREET,

WEYMOUTH, DORSET

Cabinet racks for
expensive instrumentation

This is the DYNATRON Cabinet Rack Type B, specially
designed as a general purpose unit. With locking doors,
or without doors. Can be built into bays of two,
three or more units.
Dynatron Cabinet Racks Type A, without doors, in
three sizes. 3ft., 4ft., and 6ft. are also available.

All these points are important
 Hinged sides giving access to equipment for ease of servicing.
* Sides removable to enable bolting of cabinets together for
assembly into bays of any length.
 Allowance made for all possible cabling.
* Ample ventilation.
 Provision for cooling unit if required.
* Finest quality materials and workmanship.
* Can be supplied in a variety of finishes.
* Mounting is for standard 19" Post Office type panel*.

DYNATRON

HEIGHT

DEPTH 227442 552 // 881

WIDTH

WEIGHT, COMPLETE WITH

MOBILE UNIT. , . .288 LB.

DYNATRON RADIO LIMITED
FURZE PLATT, MAIDENHEAD
TEL: 5151-5
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Frequency range 3-1 Mc

4 pre-set crystal controlled channels

Full remote control

Simplex or duplex operation

TA83 500 watt (p.e.p.)

Transmitter )kC.

RA87 SSB Receiver

LA105 Control Unit

Write for

details NOW

RACAL, pow

--present their

500 watt Single

Side Band Station

RACAL ENGINEERING LIMITED
WESTERN ROAD, BRACKNELL, BERKS, ENGLAND. Tel: Bracknell 941 Telegrams,'Cables: RACAL BRACKNELL BERKS

OVERSEAS: Agents operate in most territories throughout the world. 9
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OUR
COMPARATOR

. being an up-to-date version of a
similar instrument which we were first to
introduce. This instrument enables our
customers to hear and compare various
makes of tuners, amplifiers, record and
tape reproducers. Hundreds of various
combinations can, at the flick of a switch,

be achieved.
This is the way
to choose your
system because
you can com-
pare yourself.

HI-FI
STEREO

- TAPE
RECORDERS

CRY SAIL& EWAN* Mt
10-14 MET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

h... R. Stml mIa

Write for fully illus-trated catalogue
showing all the latest
equipment in HI-FI,
STEREO AND TAPE
RECORDING. Gladly
sent on request en-
closing 3d. postage.

CITY SALE & EXCHANGE LTD

93-94 FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.4 Phone: FLEet Street 9391-2

DEPENDABLE RELAY
CO. LTD.

8A AINGER RD., CAMDEN TOWN, LONDON, N.W.3. PRimrose 8161
Head office, I2a Tottenham Street, W.1

TYPICAL 3000 TYPE RELAY

-when only the best will do

P.O. TYPE 3000 & 600 RELAYS
Manufactured to your specification to Post Office or
Interservice standards.

Have you
a Relay

problem ?

AUTOMATION RELAYS
Standard 3000 T contact assemblies -'- I or 2
Mercury Switches up to 50 amps. at 440 V. A.C.
or 20 amps. 230 D.C.

TRANSISTOR RELAYS
PACKAGED UNITS ready to connect to any A.C.
Mains. Fitted 2 C/O. 5 amp. and screw -type
terminal outlets. Sensitivity 300 micro amps.
and 3 micro amps.

HUNDREDS OF USES including:-

* OVEN CONTROL
 CONTACT THERMOMETERS
© BRIDGE CIRCUITS
 PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS
 LIQUID CONTROL

etc. etc.
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The FST1/4 Silicon Power
Diode has been specially
designed for domestic tele-
vision receiver H.T. power
supplies and is of particular
interest to circuit designers
planning receivers with 110'
scanning, 625 line receivers
and colour television re-
ceivers. Two diodes may be
used in series to provide
capacitor smoothed H.T.,
direct from 250 volts A.C.
mains.
SenTerCel F ST1/4 silicon
rectifiers are miniature wire
ended devices which can be
speedily mounted to tag
panels, no heat sink being
required. Typical perform-
ance curves and design
procedure are included in
leaflet MF/109.

WIRELESS WORLD

SILICON h.t. power

rectifier type rsT1/4

for television

receivers

Important advantages of the FST1 14 silicon rectifiers are :-

 LARGE POWER OUTPUT FOR SMALL SIZE  35 AMPS SURGE CURRENT RATING

 HIGH AMBIENT TEMPERATURE OPERATION  NO HEAT SINK REQUIRED

 HIGH OUTPUT VOLTAGE  NO FORWARD AGEING

 HIGH EFFICIENCY  LOW COST

COMPONENTS

GROUP

5tatidard lelepliones and Cables Limited
Registered Office: Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2

RECTIFIER DIVISION: EDINBURGH WAY  HARLOW ESSEX

73
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Stereophonic Sound from

Monaural sources!

In order to bring this
wonderful new inven-
tion within the reach
of as large a public as
possible, as quickly as
possible, the price has

been fixed at only

£4 19 6
Postage and packing

2 6d. Order now or send for ful'
details of this miracle of sound

engineering

JuLY/AuGusT, 1959

It's the greatest advance of all time in
the realm of reproduced music!
The " Symphony " STEREOPHONER
gives you all the realism and presence
of stereophonic sound reproduction
-without multi -channel equipment,
without stereo pickups, without even
stereo records!
If you have an ordinary radio radiogram,
portable record reproducer, monaural hi-fi
system, all you need is one extra speaker to
match and the "Symphony" STEREO-
PHONER and you have stereophonic
sound, irrespective of the original recording!
No fitting required. You can connect up in a
few minutes. It even improves the reproduc-
tion from two channel systems, and you can
get the same wonderful results from sound
film and many television sets. We can supply
any suitable second loudspeaker or enclosure
required.

The "SYMPHONY" STEREOPHONER
is the invention of Professor Dr. Hermann Scherchen an orchestra conductor of internat-
ional repute, who is also an acoustics expert. It is the result of years of intensive
research. It has been brought to this country by the Sole Licensees, Symphony Amplifiers
Ltd. and marketed by their Distributors, Northern Radio Services. The Stereophoncr
embodies a completely new approach, remarkable for its simplicity and ingenuity, recreat-
ing in their original vitality the characteristic sound spectra of the left and right sides of
the orchestra

Two motels available Model A, 2- 4 ohms
Model B, 10- 15 ohms

Never before has anyone in the world been able to offer you Stereo-
phonic Sound Reproduction so easily, with so little trouble, and at so
little cost.

NORTHERN RADIO SERVICES
I I King's College Road, Swiss Cottage, N.W.3

Telephone . PRImrose 3314

rikrit\-(Firr 11,,,,,,,,,,,,
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MODEL LIO HIGH FIDELITY 10 WATT

AMPLIFIER
WITH SEPARATE PRE -AMPLIFIER

Supplied complete Retail
only (i.e. Main Price

Amplifier and Pre -amp.) 15 GNS.
Size of main amplifier 9in. x 7in, x 5in.,
Pre -amp. 1 lin. x 4tin. x 24in. Front -
Plate I2in. x Stoved Gold ham-
mered finished chassis. Front Plate
Polychromatic Gold. Weight of main
amplifier 10Ib. Pre -amp. 31b. For 50/60
c.p.s. A.C. mains 200-230-250 v. or to
order for export.
The Following Outstanding Test Figures
include Pre -amplifier.
Sensitivity (for 10 watts)
L.P. 25 m.v.
78 r.p.m. 20 rn.v.
Radio, 35 m.v.
Microphone, 2.5 m.v.
Input Impedance
All inputs 500k. Plus lOpfd.
Frequency Response

2 d.b. 30-25,000 c.p.s.
Power Consumption
90 watts.
Maximum Power Output
In excess of 12 watts.
Negative Feedback
Total 32 d.b.

HARMONIC
DISTORTION
(Inc. Pre -amplifier)
0.09% measured at
Damping Factor 35
Bass Control
+9 d.b. to - 9 d.b
at 50 c.p.s.
Treble Control
-1 9 d.b. to -9 d.b.
at 12,000 c.p.s.
Hum Level
- 70 d.b.
Filter
-7 d.b. at 9 Kc/s.
-10 d.b. at 5 Kc/s.

TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES TO:

10

For HIGH SENSITIVITY!
HIGHEST FIDELITY!
MAXIMUM RELIABILITY!
REASONABLE COST! Also Available

watts. MULLARD VALVES:
EF86(1); ECC83 (2); EL84(2)
EZ81(I).

OUTPUT MATCHINGS
For 3 ohm and 15 ohm L/Speak-
ers from high grade sectionally
wound output transformer.

RESERVE POWER SUP-
PLY (for Radio Tuner) 300 v.
30 m.a. smoothed and 6.3 v.
1.5 a. at 4 -pin socket.

The L45. A compact High
Quality 4-5 watt amplifier
Size approx. 7-5-54in. high. Sensitivity
is 28 millivolts so that the input socket
can be used for either microphone or
gram., tape, radio tuner, etc. B.V.A.
valves used are ECC83, EL84, EZ80.
Controls are: Vol. Treble and Bass with
mains switch. The Tone controls
provide full compensation for long
playing records. Output matching for 3
ohm loudspeaker. Retail price 0/19/6.
THE LT4S TAPE DECK AMPLI-
FIER. A complete unit (power pack
and oscillator incorporated) ready for
connection to A.C. mains. 3 ohm loud-
speaker and practically any make of
deck. Negative feedback equalization
adjustment by multi -position switch
for 34 7-} and 15in. per sec. Retail
price '12 gns.
DIATONIC 10-14 WATT. High
Fidelity amplifier with integral pre-
amplifier. Retail 12 gns.
CONCHORD 30 WATT. Hi-Fi
amplifier with two separately con-
trolled inputs. Retail IS gns.
L50 50 WATT AMPLIFIER. Size
approx. 13 x 9 x 7in. Sensitivity 25 m.v.
Outputs for 3 and 15 ohm speakers.
Retail price 19 gns.
L3/3 STEREOPHONIC AMPLI-
FIER. Sensitivity 150 m.v. Output 3
watts on each channel. Retail 7 gns.

ELECTRON WORKS, Tel Leeds 63-0126

LINEAR PRODUCTS LTD. ARMLEY, LEEDS (alines)
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BETTER PERFORMANCE,

EASIER FIRING...

NEATER APPEARANCE...

. . . three of the
reasons why lead-
ing Riggers and
Service Engineers
prefer and specify
Antiference
aerial accessories.
Incorporating
many exclusive
features these
outstanding com-
ponents are

backed by the 22
years specialisa-
tion and World-
wide experience
in the design and
manufacture of
aerials and aerial
equipment by
Antiference-the
World's largest
aerial manufac-
turers.

I

I

I

I

I

Regd.
Design.

AfTh4W
OUTDOOR

WeaMerproof
D

1111111111
""

IP

IPLEXER/TRIPLEXER

For combining or
dividing Bands I, II

and III aerial down -
leads.

High " Q " circuit with all
" open components giving
maximum selection of unwanted
bands with minimum in-
sertion loss. Easy cable
connections with detach-
able waterproof univer-
sal grommets. One-piece
seamless canister.

Y4 1716

ANTIFERENCE
DIPIEXIRITRIPLEXER UNITS'

and AERIAL ACCESSORIES'

Single COAXIAL OUTLET BOX

Regd.
Design
No. 887221

Fully insulated by stream-
lined, cream, high impact
polystyrene case. Easy
in -line cable connections.

COAXIAL Plug and
Socket to R.E.C.M.F.
specification.

COB/1

Complete
4/6

with plug.

STANDARD COAXIAL PLUGS & SOCKETS
Robust one piece construction,
efficient in use, easy to fit.

PLUG TVP/1 BOTH

SOCKET TVS/1
To
R.E.CiskE
specification

SUPPLIED ONLY
THROUGH
APPOINTED

ANTIFERENCE
DISTRIBUTORS

EACH

I

I

I

I

I

I

INDOOR DIPLEXER/TRIPLEXER

Regd.
Design
No. 886499.

Easy cable
connections for
any size or type
of downlead.

For combining or dividing Bands
I, II and III aerial downleads.

Incorporating the same High
"Q" circuit as the Y4 (out-

door) unit, the Y3 is fully
insulated by an attrac-

tive cream snap -on cover
of high impact polystyrene.

Complete with standard
Co -axial Plug.

Y3 13/6

ANTIFERENCE,LIMITED
AYLESBURY, BUCKS. Tel. Aylesbury 2511 (6 lines)

-
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1Kn'o POCIK
Our wide range of capacitors, incorporating all the latest

developments, are described fully in these new leaflets ...

SEND NOW for COPIES
DALY has succeeded in maintaining full capacity

values and working voltages in more compact
designs, specially suited to ultra modern

equipment :-
PHOTO -FLASH EQUIPMENT DEAF AIDS

PRIVATE TELEPHONE INSTALLATIONS
AMPLIFIERS  D.C. FOWER UNITS

TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT
MAGNETISATION

EQUIPMENT
TEST GEAR

DALY
ELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITORS
Condenser Specialists for over 20 years.

DALY (Condensers) LTD., WEST LODGE WORKS,
THE GREEN, EALING, LONDON, W.5. Phone: Ealing 3127-8-9. Cables: Dalcyon, London

RADIO  TELEVISION  TRANSMITTING Et INDUSTRIAL TUBES

ck A D 0

PORT WALRAD

ALL TUBES OF BEST BRITISH
AND CONTINENTAL CURRENT
PRODUCTION, BRANDED AND

BOXED " WALRAD "

LEADING BRITISH MANU-
FACTURERS' PRODUCTION
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH
THEIR OWN BRAND& BOXES

LOWEST

PRICES

CA,N LY

HIGHEST

QUALITY

ALSO IN STOCK
LARGE RANGE OF
AMERICAN TYPES

WALMORE ELECTRONICS LTD.
PHOENIX HOUSE 19-23 OXFORD STREET . LONDON v W*1

Telephone : Cables ; Telex. :

GE Rrard 0522-3 VALVE XPOR - LONDON LONDON 28752
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MARCONI % SIGNAL GENERATOR
TF 995A/2 for all-round utility

The MARCONI Signal Generator Type TF 995A/2 is an accurate
and dependable instrument of broadest applicability. It covers
from 1'5 to 220 Mc/s in five bands and there are facilities for
crystal standardization from 13'5 Mc/s upwards. A precision
slow-motion mechanism is employed for the main tuning drive
and, for making bandwidth measurements, there is a separate
directly -calibrated incremental control. The open -circuit output
level is variable, in 1 -dB steps, from a minimum of 0' 1 IN to
a maximum of 100 mV at 52 ohms and 200 at 75 ohms. The out-
put may be continuous wave, frequency modulated, amplitude
modulated, or simultaneously both frequency and amplitude
modulated. The modulation, obtained either from an internal
1000 -cis oscillator or from an external source, is variable to max-
imum frequency deviations ranging from 25 to 600 kc/s for f.m.,
and to depths up to 50% for a.m. Send for leaflet G156 for details.

MARCONI
INSTRUMENT

AM & FM SIGNAL GENERATORS  AUDIO & VIDEO OSCILLATORS

FREQUENCY METERS VOLTMETERS POWER METERS

DISTORTION METERS FIELD STRENGTH METERS

TRANSMISSION MONITORS DEVIATION METERS

OSCILLOSCOPES. SPECTRUM & RESPONSE ANALYSERS

Q METERS & BRIDGES

Please address enquiries to MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD. at your nearest office:
London and the South:

Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2
Telephone: COVent Garden 1234

Midlands :
Marconi House, 24 The Parade, Leamington Spa

Telephone: 1408

North:
23/25 Station Square, Harrogate

Telephone: 67455
Export Department: Marconi Instruments Ltd., St. Albans, Herts. Telephone: St. Albans 56161

TC I SS
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Theres nothing so food as building it
with a.

fawn offer a number of
test -equipment designs in
Kit form or ready built.
All are designed to high
standards of efficiency. De-
tails gladly sent on request.

Jasonikat

AUDIO -GENERATOR AG.10

Capacity -tuned Wien Bridge gives excellent stability
with low distortion. Output held constant over entire
band. Model AG.I0 covers from 10 to 100,000 c/s in

four ranges. A maximum of 10V is available from cathode
follower output stage. The attenuator gives a minimum
calibrated output of 100 microvolts. Square wave output
with an excellent rise -time makes the instrument valuable
for checking all audio equipment. Output, level within
IdB over whole range, available as sine or square wave
as required. Square wave rise -time less than 2 micro-
seconds at all frequencies.
This instrument is designed in conformity with other test
instruments in the Jasonkit range, and is complete with case.

Kit complete with building
and operating manual

£12 - 10 - 0
Kit built and ready for use

LIS-2-6

DESIGNED 'TO 1111611 TECHNICAL STANDARDS
THE JASON MOTOR & ELECTRONIC CO., 3-4 (D) GT. CHAPEL ST., OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.I GER 027314

WE SEND THE BEST OF BRITAINS MI EVERYWHERE

r4-1
134
icC
P4 * RECORDERS
c4:1

Vortexion W.V.A E93 13 0 ,267
Vortexion W.V.B ENO 3 0 '315
Brenell Mk. V 64 gns. $192
Ferrograph 4AN 81 gns. $243
Ferrograph 4AH 86 gns. snit

4= Ferrograph 66N 84 gns. 5252

 Grundig TK20 with Mic 52 gns. $ I 56

.,,,,..114 Grundig TK30 72 gns. $216

11.1.11 Telefunken KL85K 79 gns. $237

Philips 8108G 62 gns. $196

APhilips EL3527 39 gns. $117

Stuzzi Transistor 69 gns. $207

imc sir STEREO DECKS
= Ferrograph Stereo -Ad ...... 30 gns. $90

Ferrograph 88 105 gns. $315
Ferrograph 4 S/N 89 gns. $267

CC
CZ

Brenell Stereo Deck L33 16 0 $101

Wid * STANDARD DECKS
Wearite 4A L36 10 0 $104

cz Wearite 4B E41 10 0 $119
mBrenell 28 gns. $84
Collaro Mk. IV E25 0 0 $72

1:0

iJ

 HOME AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES
WELCOMED AT ALL TIMES

 110 VOLT ITEMS AVAILABLE

BANG & OLUFSEN. Ribbon velocity micro-
phone with speech/music switch, low or multiple
impedances Modern styling... E16 0 0 $46

ALSO MICROPHONES BY LUSTRAPHONE,
RESLO, ACOS, SIMON SOUND, GELOSO, etc.
* TAPES BY ALL LEADING MAKERS

* SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Quad Electrostatic E52 0 0 $156
Wharfedale SFB/3 E39 10 0 $113
Wharfedale Co-axl2 E25 0 0 $72
Wharfedale PST8 EIO 10 0 $25

Wharfedale Golden 10 E8 S II $18
Wharfedale Super3 E6 13 $16

Tannoy I 2in. Monitor C30 IS
Tannoy l5in. Monitor E37 10
Vitavox DU/120 E19 10 556
WB. 1016 E7 12 $16
WB. 1012 E4 15 $10
Goodmans Tri Axiette E25 0 $71

Goodmans 300 ill S $32
Goodmans 400 El 6 17 546
Goodmans 15/4 E53 II $156
Philips Dual Cone EIO 10 $30
Kelly Ribbon Mk. II LIO 10 $30
B. 1. Tweeter complete E5 5 $11

* MOTORS AND PICK-UPS
Lenco GL60 Trans. Unit f28 19 $62
Lenco GL513/RD Stereo P.U. E27 15 $62
Garrard 301 £26 8 4S4
Garrard 4HF/Stereo P.U C18 9 $41

Garrard TA/Mk. II a 10 $22
Connoisseur Motor E27 16 I $57
Goldring 600 El I 2 6 $24
Goldring 580 ES II 4 $12
Garrard Arm and P.0 E14 3 3 $29
ORTOFON, LEAK, CONNOISSEUR, COLLARD, etc.
Also available Garrard, Collaro and BSR auto -
changers with stereo or mono pick-ups.

FOR TAPE SPECIALISTS
BI NSON ECHOREC. Self-contained pre -
amplifying unit for imposing one, two or
three controlled echoes upon a signal. Details DIAMOND STYLI 78, L.P. or Stereo. All
on request E160 0 0 $460 standard fittings. Guaranteed E2 12 8 $6

* AMPLIFIERS AN DTUN ERS (STEREO)
$76
'44
s87
s60
$84
<138
'90
53f

SI I
b96

Quad 22 -Control Unit E25 0

Quad II Amplifier E22 10
Leak Stereo 20 Amp E30 9

Leak Point One Pre -Amp E21 0

Avantic SPA II
Avantic SPA 21
Pamphonic 3000
Rogers Control Unit
Jason 1.2/10 Mk. II
Pilot SHF.I5
(SINGLE CHANNEL)
Leak TL12 Plus
Quad II Amplifier
Quad Control Unit
Rogers Cadet
Rogers Junior
Rogers Pre -Amp.
Rogers Switched FM Tuner E15 17 2

Quad FM Tuner 29 gns.
Chapman AM/FM
Jason )TV Tuner
Dulci AM/FM
* STEREO PICK-UPS
Ortofon Head E33
Ortofon Arm E14
Decca E20
Elac Stereo twin Cartridge E19
Binofluid Cart E8
Goldring 700 Cart E9
B.1. with arm E8

Tannoy 613
Connoisseur Stereo P.U £12

E29 8
E48 10
E31 10
L18 10
E37 10

32 gns.

118 18 0

[22 10 0
L19 10 0

10 gns.
[17 0 0

E8 0 0

129 8 0
E26 13 10
E24 19 0

14 0
0 II

19 6
17 7
6 10

14 9
8 0

19 5
4 1

$54
564
$56
$30
$49
$23
$33
$60
$60
$35
$60

$69
$37
$45
S40
S17
$21
$24

$26

MORN EIKTRICS,7
We carry extensive and up-to-date stocks of equipment, compo-
nents and accessories by Britain's leading makers. Enquiries
dealt with by return.

164 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
(3 shops from Tottenham Court Road Station Underground)
Tel.: TEM 7587 & COV 1703. Cables: MODCHAREX, LONDON.
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Curie Point Curves for

MUTEMP
HTC and LTC

Magnetising
Force 100 oersteds

5

1111111111MUTEMP
HTC

MUTEMP
LTC

11151111
SIMS
40° -20°

°

+20° +40° +60

TEMPERATURE IN
oc

WIRELESS WORLD

Measurement of the change,
in characteristics with
temperature.

Application of a
MUTEMP compensator to a
domestic kWh meter.

This alloy, for use in electric instruments subject to wide variations
in temperature, is now available in two distinct grades. The two
grades ensure satisfactory coverage for a wide range of temperature
change. It will be seen from the curves that MUTEMP LTC has charac-
teristics suitable for the low temperature and HTC for the higher
temperature ranges. MUTEMP is supplied in hot -rolled sheets up to
18 ins. wide and in thicknesses ranging from 125 ins. to -020 ins.

Full details may be obtained from our current catalogue, where

its temperature characteristics are set out at three standard
magnetizing forces, 2, 18, and 100 oersteds.

RICHARD THOMAS & BALDWINS LTD
LAMINATION WORKS: COOKLEY WORKS, BRIERLEY HILL, STAFFS.

MIDLAND SECTION OFFICE: WILDEN, STOURPORT-ON-SEVERN, WORCS.
HEAD OFFICE: 47 PARK STREET, LONDON, W.I

Our Coakley Works is one of the largest in Europe, specializing in the manufacture of
laminations for the electrical industry
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your press tool costsi/
HONTON

-7 ,/ UNIVERSAL BOLSTER OUTFIT
7- / '

7,7
In addition to the range of Punches and Dies
kin. to P,Tin. dia. available from stock, some cf the
tools usually required in the Radio and Electronic
Industries have been standardised for use with
the Hunton Universal Bolster Outfit. Illustrated
here are a few which can be supplied quickly or
from stock.
In London and Home Counties, ask for a practical
demonstration in your own works.

Write for illustrated brochure W.W.I

HUNTON LTD.
Phoenix Works,

114-116, Euston Road, London, N.W.I

Telephone: Telegrams:
EUSton 1477 (3 lines) Untonexh, London

MAIN DISTRIBUTORS FOR LANCASHIRE,
YORKSHIRE AND CHESHIRE

JAS. H. VICKERY & CO. LTD.
21 Bradshaw Street, Manchester, 4

Telephone: Blackfriars 3221. Telegrams: Vickery, Manchester

Alt good s use

litudioopts
tees

quality
components

for design

development
and

prototype
work

Nemadielt .-Radiospares components are
delivered absolutely "by return"

i

AC FROM ANY DC SUPPLY WITH

DC/AC CONVERTERS

* Recording outdoor
events

* Operates from car
battery

* AC mains perform-
ance from caravan
battery supply

* Operates the fates[
Hi-Fi sound repro-
ducing equipment
from DC Mains or
Ships' DC supply

* Tape Recorders
* Latest Radiograms
* FM AM Radios
* Record Players
* Television
* Electronic Devices
* Electric Shavers

VALRADIO LIMITED
(DEPT. WW/C)BROWELLS LANE. FEL1HAM MIDDLESEX

TELEPHONE:4242 &4837
London Office :- 57 Finless Road, N.W.5 GULliver 5165
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R.F. TR AN5kSTOi

V 6/8 DATA stigE7

0'.
ApilKikiNAL.RAT

NEWMARKET

TRANSISTORS

Free to all interested in transistors-
contains in loose-leaf form all the

details and design data you need on the

full range of Newmarket transistors.

Enquirers will also receive

automatically a copy of a companion

booklet on transistor applications,
now in preparation, as soon as it

becomes available.

Post today to 7
NEWMARKET TRANSISTORS LTD I

EXNING ROAD, NEWMARKET Newmarket 3381 I
Please send me free copy of 'Semi -Conductor Device Data' I

NAME

FIRM

ADDRESS . ........ D71
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STEREO SOUND
SUPREME BY

(omwlssdllr
THE RESULT OF FOUR
YEARS' PROGRESSIVE
DEVELOPMENT

THE STEREO
PICKUP

for playing 45/45 records.
Miniature ceramic type with
replaceable diamond stylus.
Constant velocity output ap-
proximately 20mV from each
channel. Frequency range 20 to
16,000 cycles. Channel separa-
tion 20'25 dbs.
(Complete as illus.) £9 plus £314,11

P.T.
Head only £51101- plus £1119/2 P.T.
Arm only £3'10,'- plus £1'4'11 P.T.

STEREOPHONIC AMPLIFIER
AND PRE -AMPLIFIER

Twin channel amplifier and pre -amplifier
for reproducing monaural and stereophonic
sound from disc, radio and compensated
tape.
Ultra linear push/pull output giving 7.5
watts peak from each channel.

Amplifier £24 . 10 . 0
Pre -amp. £16 . 10 . 0

VARIABLE 3 SPEED MOTOR
TYPE B
Operates at 331, 45 and 78 r.p.m. Non-
ferrous turntable. Built-in large stroboscope
with internal light source. Precision
ground and lapped spindles. Adjustable
nylon graphite bearings. Synchronous
motor.

£20 . 10 . 0
Plus £7/6/1 P.T.

Send for descriptive
leaflets

A. R. SUGDEN & Co.
(Engineers) Ltd.

Market Street, Brighouse, Yorks. Telephone 2142

Enquiries to
Relay Production

Manager

JULY/AUGUST, 1955

* AVAILABLE GRATIS
ON REQUEST, UNIQUE

CALCULATOR PROVIDING
FULL RELAY

SPECIFICATIONS

THIS IS OUR 36 CONTACT
(12c/o) Relay

Enormous range of 3,000
P.O. Type Relays

CONTACTS:
300 m A to 8 amp

COILS:
Up to 100,001II

P.O. 600 and High -
Speed Type Relays.

Built to Specification.

KEYSWITCH ES
EX.

STOCK

THE KEYSWITCH COMPANY
2 Irongate Wharf Road, Praed Street, London, W.2. PAD: 2231/2.3

I (0 now ood ON Al'US Goer onoloerN and Crate,' AgeJ,I.

Quartz Crystals of any shape and size cut and
ground precisely to specification and coated, if
required, with Gold, Silver or Aluminium, etc.

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD
Suppliers to Ministry of Supply, Home Office, B.B.C., etc.

LASSELL STREET, GREENWICH, S.E.I0
Phone : Greenwich 18284482

Grams: Xtals, Green, London Cables Xtals, London
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FERRANTI
T. R. CELLS

?ludic 64/1a4

FERRANTI

Ferranti Ltd. first made' T. R. Cells in 1942
and by the end of the Second World War
production was running at about 100,000 a year.
The skill and experience attained during

that period steadily increased until to -day
the T. R. Cell research, development and

production facilities of Ferranti Ltd. in Scotland
are among the foremost in the world.

The advice arid co-operation of a highly skilled
team of engineers is extended to all
radar manufacturers.

FERRANTI LTD KINGS CROSS ROAD * DUNDEE

Telephone: DUNDEE 87141

ES, T49
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Makers of High Voltage Test I

Sets and other Electronic Equip-
ment for H.M. Government.

HETERODYNE FREQUENCY
METERS

BRITISH MANUFACTURED
Designed and built to rigid services specifications.

TYPE T75
Frequency Range: fb to 1,000 megacycles.
TYPE T74.
Frequency range: 20 to 250 megacycles.
Frequency calibration accuracy: .002'' at 25'C. (or .01",, be-
tween --20-C. to - 70 C.).
Crystal -controlled, portable heterodyne -type Frequency Meters used
for Field testing and measurement of pulsed, modulated, or C.W.R.F.
transmitters, receivers and signal -generators.
Mains Operated Power Unit available as optional extra and designed
to fit into the battery compartment.
Reconditioned and calibration -checked B.C.221 Frequency Meters,
range 125 Kcis to 20 Mc/s, still available.
Provisional specifications on a new wide -range, very high
accuracy Frequency Meter and also an instrument covering the
range 100 Kc/s 1,000 Mcis (higher under favourable condi-
tions) available on request.

A

TELEMAX0j
INSTRUMENT

Complete Specifications on application to:-

Sole Manufacturers T E L E M E C H A N I C S LTD
(Instrument Division Dept. W.W.8)

SHORE ROAD, HYTHE, SOUTHAMPTON, ENGLAND.
Telephone: Hythe, Hants 3376 Cables: `Telesee, Hythe, Southampton.

Agents: Some overseas territories still available.

111111t7A StErED

Elegance coupled with outstanding performance have already
earned an enviable reputation for the Chapman 305 Control Unit
(illustrated above) and 305 Power Amplifier.

* 8 watts per channel at 0.1';,.
* Direct from Tape Head CCIR.
* Any low output magnetic P/U RIAA.
* Distortion negligible all levels.
* Spare power for Tuner.
* Main Amplifier only 12 7 x 5in.
* Separate balance control.
* Elegant in black and gold.
* For shelf or cabinet mounting.

305 Control Unit 18 gns. Main Amp. 20 gns. Matching FM or
AM/FM Tuners available.

Full specification from your hi-fi dealer or

C. T. CHAPMAN (Reproducers) LTD.
HIGH WYCOMBE BUCKS.

Telephone High Wycombe 2474

Buis

SERVICE

SAVE

YOU

MONEY/
How to use the D. T.V.
Service.

Send or telephone
your order today. In
every parcel sent out
e pre -paid order form
is included which can
be used for future
orders. The order 3
will be C.O.D. unless
cash is sent with order-or you have a
monthly deposit 4
account.

Direct TV Replacements offer the Trade a Ser-
vice that guarantees that replacement TV
components are immediately available, no
matter how old the set-even if the manufacturer
has merged with another company.
This can save you endless time, trouble and
worry. Simply instruct your Service Dept. to
route all their requirements to Direct TV
Replacements.
More than 10,000 dealers are already enjoying
this service-it can make life a lot easier for
you too!
The MDA System can make things even easier
-cut postal, C.O.D. and phone charges. Sim-
ply deposit £5, £10, £20 with us-or any sum
you like. You can then order replacements at
any time up to the amount of your credit.
This system reduces idle stock, labour costs-
helps you maintain speedy deliveries, efficiency
and goodwill Ask for explanatory leaflet on
MDA.

2

Orders received by 3 p.m. are despatched same
day. Direct TV Replacements Service means you
need no longer tie up valuable capital in stacking
specialised components.

We are continually carrying out research and
development on replacement componentsand
introducing improvements.

Many set manufacturers have officially appointed
us sole manufacturers and distributors of their
non -current time base components.

Round-the-clock order taking service, out of
business hours, telephone TlDeway 6668. Your
message will be recorded.

Take the first step NOW-write or telephone

Ipsophone: T/Oeviay 6668 138 Lewisham Way, New Cross, S.E.14
(All Night Order -taking
Service) Telephone; TIDeway 6666
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`overing the Spectrum
with Reliable Ceramic Tubes

From audio into super high frequen-
cies, Eimac covers the RE spectrum
with modern cerarMc tubes. This in-
comparable ceramic electron tube
family-more than one-third of the
Eimac hne-includes reflex and am-
plifier klystrons, negative grid tubes,
rectifiers, pulse modulators, receiving
tubes, and t,-aveling wave tubes. The
tubes illustrated are typical of more
than 40 Eimac ceramic tube types that

are being selected by leading equip-
ment manufacturers for use in all
types of applications - from tropo-
scatter to industrial heating, from sin-
gle sideband to pulse.

S

H

CABLE EIMAC, SAN CARLOS

EITEL-RelcCULLOUGH, INC.
',AN CAP L QS CALIFORNIA

Sciotete 76Tcte with ceramic tubes that can take it

PRODUCTS DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY EIMAC
Negative Grid tubes Vacuum Tube Accessories
Reflex and Amplifier Itilystrons Vacuum Switches
Ceramic Receiving Tubes Vacuum Pumps

Traveling Wave Tubes

Includes the most extensive line of ceramic electron tubes
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W BRYAN

lava e
r

variable high power

Amplifiers
The SAVAGE Type 10 10 KW POWER AMPLIFIER is designed
to meet the high power drive requirements of large vibrators.
It has an output of 10 KW (continuous sine wave rating)
over the frequency band 40 c/s. to 10 Kc/s. The output
has eight secondary sections of 414 V. each which may
be cross connected to give a range of output voltages from
411 V. to 330 V. Accessibility of components and
ease of installation are features of this very compact 10 KW amplifier.

SAVAGE AMPLIFIERS are suitable for driving 60 cycles American equipment:
400-2500 cycles for aircraft equipment; ultrasonic power
supply for cleaning, drilling, etc.

THE
SAVAGE

10 KW
POWER

AMPLIF1E

W. BRYAN SAVAGE LTD
you have any problems regarding amplifiers,

consult our Technical Department.

Da5759WW

Designers and manufacturers of amplifiers and vibrators for modern industry

17 Stratton Street, London, W.I Telephone: GROsvenor 1926

Sole Agents Abroad
K. G. Khosla & Co.,

(Private Limited
1, Deshbandhu Gupta
Road. New Delhi -1,

India.
Etablts Octave Houart,
14, Quai Timmermans,

Sclessin-lez-Liege,
Belgium.

R. H. Cunningham
P.T.W. Ltd.. 2-6 Brom-
ham Place, Richmond.

El. Australia.

MODEL " Q

AUTOMATIC COIL
WINDING MACHINES

AND HAND WINDING MACHINES
For Layer Wound Coils. Wave Wound Coils.

Strip Winding Machines.
For Wire Gauges from 10 to 50 S.W.G.

Machines supplied complete with Motor, Clutch, and Cabinet Stand or
to Customer's Specifications.

Manufacturers of High Class Winding Machines for Thirty Years.

ETA TOOL CO. LTD.
29a WELFORD ROAD, LEICESTER.

Phone; Leicester 56386. Grams: Leicester 56386.

Loo, at Me &LW
MOTE
* * ***

Incorporating many
new features and a
greater frequency
response. TAPE DECK

Patents pending

Now restyled in two tones of
grey-you must see the new,
attractive Motek K.10.

Enlarged drive wheel on the
* rev. counter ensures accurate

tape positioning.

* Non -zip push buttons.

Frequency response better
than 40 c/s-12,000 cls at

P 7,5" per sec. with extremely
low hum pick-up.

Please send for brochure of K.I0

MODERN TECHNIQUES
Wedmore Street London. N19 Tel ARChway 3114
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high quality
general purpose

instrument
tube 4EP1

* High Frequency Operation

* High Writing Speeds

* Good Definition

* Precision Flat Screen

The ETEL 4EP1 is a high quality instrument tube which can be used
in a wide variety of applications. For example, where high deflection

sensitivity is needed, an overall acceleration of 2kV will result in a
sensitivity of 1mm/volt.

On the other hand, at 10kV, photographic recording of single transients
at writing speeds up to 1000 km/sec is possible. In addition to the small spot

size and high brightness, a blue component in the screen material makes this
tube especially suitable for such applications.
Connection to the deflector plates is made by side pins in order to reduce
capacities and to simplify amplifier design. Designers' problems are further
eased by the high figure of 300 Mc/s for the resonant frequency of the
deflector plate system.
Write to the address below for full details of the 4EP1.

Screen

Abridged Data
Heater

PI green fluorescent medium persis- Vh=6.3V Ih= 0.55A.
tence. Other screens available to order.

Capacitances
Typical Operation
Val 2,000V

x' to x" - 1.7pF Va2 - - - - 460 to 530V (for focus)
y' to y" - 1.7pF Va3 2,000V

One x plate to all other electrodes less Va4 4,000V
other x plate - 4.0pF Vg -28 to -60V
One y plate to all other electrodes less Sx 36.2V/cm
other y plate - 3.0pF Sy 23V/cm

IETELI
cathode ray tubes
ELECTRONIC TUBES LIMITED
Kingsmead Works  High Wycombe  Bucks  Tel: High Wycombe 2020
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Don't be
behearted or downwildered!

STEREOPHONIC
SOUND
A visit to our demonstra-
tion room will convince
you that STEREO can and
does enhance reproduc-
tion. Do call and hear for
yourself the enthralling
experience of good quality
plus stereo. But we warn
you, the best monophonic
reproduction will sound
dull and uninspiring in
comparison!

7ob1,

. . you'll always find the

Make your choice-at ease and in
our demonstration Instant
of . . .

AMPLIFIERS by
ACOUSTICAL
ARMSTRONG
B.T.H.
LEAK
ROGERS

PICKUPS & MOTORS by
CONNOISSEUR
DECCA
ELAC
EXPERT
GARRARD
LEAK
TANNOY

best at efill 4 3

room.
comfort-in
comparison

SPEAKERS by
B.T.H.
GOODMANS
TANNOY
W.B.
WESTREX
WHARFEDALE

You'll find everybody at Webb's to be
cheerful and helpful, whatever your
problem. Our experience and technical
knowledge will make your selection
easier and save your money.

14 Soho Street, Oxford Street, London, W.I.

// Telephone GER 2089EP9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. (7 p.m. Thursdays) 9 a.m. to I p.m. Saturdays.

where to get

CRYSTAL
TURNOVER

CARTRIDGES

LI . 10 0 Plus 9/7 P.T
Stereo E2. 10 0 Plus 16/- P.T

we have them !
There's a Ful-Fi for stereo, there's a Ful-Fi for hi-fi
equipment and a Ful-Fi for the average low gain
amplifier. All give the fullest range and finest tone
obtainable from any player. Ful-Fi cartridges and
sapphire needles are standard fittings on every
MONARCH and that's high praise indeed.
FUL-FI CARTRIDGES CAN BE FITTED INTO
ALL STANDARD PICK-UP ARMS.

N.B. Maintain the standard of your Ful-Fi-always buy B.S.R.
Ful-Fi replacement needles. Diamond Type now available.

N. MIERS & CO. LTD.
115 Gower Street, London, W.C.I
Tel: Euston 7515 & 5811

LONDON AND SOUTHERN ENGLAND AGENTS FOR BIRMINGHAM
SOUND REPRODUCERS LIMITED

Another CHANNEL
MINIATURE INSTRUMENT

RANGE

Ell

TYPE 41

Dimensions only 42" x 31"

60 %
""'"'',-oz:4,7,911t°;,1,7,

TRANSISTORIZED RESISTANCE -CAPACITY BRIDGE

NET PRICE £5.10.0 POST PAID
BATTERY 33 EXTRA CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D.
* Magic Eye Null Indicator
* Resistance Ranges 5S2 to 20 MSI
* Capacity Ranges 5µµF to 20
* Sharp Positive Null Indications
* Calibrated Power Factor Check
* Fits your Pocket. Completely portable.
* TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED *

Write for descriptive leaflet, or order today from -

CHANNEL ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
INSTRUMENTS DIVISION

DUNSTAN ROAD BURNHAM-ON-SEA SOMERSET Phone 3167
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A TWO-FACED CIRCUIT!

111111111111111111111111111441.

1

is a service man's dream
And we've made it come true. Mills & Rockleys' technical skill and eye to progress will
continually supply their clients with all the best and newest ideas on printed circuits :
and our two-faced circuit (patent applied for) is just one very good example.

Not only the component numbers but the actual circuit is printed, in colour code if
necessary, on to the upper surface of the panel, reducing circuit tracing to child's play.

The completion of new plant in Coventry, incorporating the most
advanced techniques and up-to-date facilities-including automatic
temperature and humidity control - enables any requirement however

complex to he met efficiently and economically.

DESIGN CONSULTATION PROTOTYPES MASS PRODUCTION

MILLS & ROCKLEYS (PRODUCTION) LIMITED
PRINTED CIRCUITS DIVISION SWAN LANE COVENTRY TELEPHONE: 41327
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EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, MATERIALS
FROM LONDON'S LEADING STOCKISTS, ESTABLISHED 1943

Purchase Tax and Manufacturers' Price Changes passed on where applicable

"ALFA"

TEST

METER

OFFER
6/12/60/3001
1,200 v.
A.C., ditto
D.C., 0-20k,
0-2 megohm,
300 microA,
30mA, 300
mA - 20 to

+23dB, +20 to , 37 dB. Accuracy +3% D.C.
-1:4% A.G. Multi -range, Skin. x x 1 f4in.

Large clear dial, Leads E6/1916. (P. & P. 2/4

MASTER LINK TAPE UNIT M2A
Exclusive Tele-Radio (1943) Ltd., product of
genuinely advanced design. May be used with
decks incorporating head switching. In-
cludes playback speed equalisation signal and
bias metering, output monitoring, oscillator
cut-out, D.C. Solenoid supply and C.C.I.R.
characteristic. Complete with external
power pack. 27 dimesuo (pip 4/-)

Special leaflet on request.

GOODS SENT TO ANY

METER CASES
STEEL, WITH ALUMINIUM PANELS

 SLOPING FRONT
4 x 4 x 4in. 9 5

5x5x8in. 14 11
6 x 6 x 12in. 24 9

SMALL
4 x 4 x 21in. 6 8

6 x 4 x 3in. 8 10
8 x 6 x Sin. I I 0

10 x 6 x 24in. 13 3

STANDARD
0 x 7 x 7in. El 4 9

2 x 7 x 7in. El 1 1 5

4 x 7 x 7in. .. LI 15 9

4 x 9 x Bin. E2 5 8

6 x 9 x 8in.. E2 9 6

6x II x Bin. E2 16 8

9 x 11 x 10in. E3 3 10

 SEND FOR CASE AND CHASSIS LIST
SPECIAL OFFER I

MAINS TRANSFORMER
550-0-550 v.. 150-200 mA., 6 v.
3 a.. 4 v. 3 a.. 110 v. primary. 20/ -

SPECIAL OFFER 2,

MAINS TRANSFORMER
350-310-P-310-350 v., 220 mA., 6.7 v.
5 a., 6.3 v. 3 a 6.3 v I a., 5 v. 3 a. 6 v.
3 a., 6.3 v. I a. Potted 50/ -
CHOKES
10 H., 250 mA., potted "C" core. 25/-
20 H., 50 mA., potted. 20/-
16 H., 120 mA. 20/ -

PART OF BRITAIN AND THE WORLD.

TELE-RADIO

 AMPLIFIERS
Quad II Power Amplifier
New Quad 22 Control Unit
Leak TL, 12 Plus
Leak Point One Plus Pre -Amp
Leak Variscope, Mk. III
Jason 12-10 Mk -II Stereo Amp. £37 10
Rogers Junior Amplifier ill 0

Rogers Pre -Amp. E80
 PICK-UPS, MOTORS
Decca Stereo P.U.
Collaro 4TR 200
Leak (diamond) P.U.
Garrard TPA/I0 P.U.
Goldring 580 Cartridge
Goldring 600 Cartridge
Lenco Trans. Motor GL58
Garrard Trans. Motor 301
 SPEAKERS
Quad Electro £52 0

Westrex E169 10
Goodmans 300 I2in. Twin Cone LI I 5

Goodmans 400 I 2in. Twin Cone LI 6 I

Wharfedale 5E813 E39 10
E8 14

LIO 10
£30 IS

L9 5

E3 19
E8 0

E22 10 0

E25 0

E18 18 0

E12 12 0

LI5 15 00

0
0

E22 0 0

LI 4 10 0

£13 16 5

El5 9 4
ES 16 9

El I 13 6

E20 17 0

E26 8 3

Wharfedale Golden 10 FSB
Kelly Ribbon Mk. II
Tannoy I2in. Dual
G.E.C. Metal Cone
G.E.C. Presence Unit
WB 1016
 TAPE
Brenell Mk. V Recorder £67 4

Brenell Deck with en. counter f2.4 12
Ferrograph 4AN £85 I

Wearite 3A Deck... £35 0
Wearite 3AH or 38 Deck £40 0

Valves, components, accessories,
materials stocked. Enquiries
invited. Carriage extra at cost.

(1943) 189 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
L T D . , Oar only address  Few mins. from Marble Arch Q Open all day Sat

Well-equipped dem. room  Phone: PAD 4455'6

0
0

9
0
0

II

Everything
for Stereo
and Single

Channel.

EDDYSTONE
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

Model " 840A" for A.C./D.C. Mains
The " 840A" receiver is a general purpose model for professional and amateur
communication purposes. It employs seven miniature valves and is capable of an
excellent all-round performance. The tuning mechanism incorporates high reduction
ratio gearing, bandspread being provided by an auxiliary scale.
The four tuning ranges are as follows: -

Band 1 .... 30 Mc,1s to 10.5 Me's Band 3 .... 3.8 Me!s to 1.37 MO
Band 2 .... 10.6 Mcis to 3.7 Mue Band 4 .... 1400 Reo to 480 KO

The tuning dial is calibrated in frequency to an accuracy better than 0.5%. The
Amateur bands are distinctly marked in blue and the shortwave broadcast bands
in red, both on the basis of the International allocations made at the Atlantic City
Conference. It Is of interest to note that range 4 covers the 500 Kc/s (600 metres)
shipping and distress band. The receiver works equally well off A.C. or D.C. mains
supplies (110 and 2008250 volts) and special attention has been paid to high insulation.

CASH PRICE 155, or 12 monthly payments of 15.
Carriage paid per passenger 10.10.

Descriptive Literature Of this and other models gladly forwarded.

HI
The

Eddystone

Specialists

MiaBRIL SERVICES LTD.
51 COUNTY ROAD', LIVERPOOL, 4

Telephone: AINTREE 1445. ESTAB. 1935

Friz...diaNtrs
TO SPECIFICATION

POST OFFICE TYPE
3,000 and 600 RELAYS

Specialists in tropical and Services jungle finish.
Guaranteed to full A.I.D. and I.E.M.E. standards.
Prompt Deliveries. Prototypes within 24 hours.

Post Office approved. All relays guaranteed made in our own works.
P. T.F.E. insulation now available.

sInninom CD 1%1 CO S
Manufacturers to H.M. Government Departments and leading Contractors
L. E. SIMMONDS LIMITED, 5 BYRON ROAD, HARROW, MIDDX.
TELEPHONE: HARROW 7 79 7/9 TELEGRAMS: SIMRELAY HARROW
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emiconducter5

COMPUTER TRANSISTORS

The Semiconductors range of Computer Transistors, designed and tested to the special
requirements of computer engineers, is the key to a new order of computer speed and
reliability. Overall reliability is further increased by making possible a substantial reduction
in the number of associated components.

The two types of Silicon Alloy Transistor shortly going into production will make it
possible to extend this high-speed computer performance into ambient temperatures well
above 100°C. Samples are available now.

HIGH-SPEED
LOW-LEVEL
SWITCHING

GERMANIUM

TYPE DESCRIPTION RISE TIME Vc max Ic maxmillimicroseconds

SB 344
SB 345

SB 240

MA 393

2N 501

General purpose transistors for
conventional logic circuits.

Designed for directly coupled
circuits. Controlled input,
saturation and hole storage
characteristics.

High gain transistor for high-
speed driving of parallel circuits.

Ultra -high speed transistor with
controlled input and saturation
characteristics.

50

30

30

10

5v

6v

6v

12v

5mA

15mA

50mA

50mA

HIGH-SPEED
LOW-LEVEL
SWITCHING

SILICON

SA 495

SA 496

General purpose 10Mc/s transistor
for conventional logic circuits.

15Mcls transistor for directly
coupled circuits. Saturation
resistance typically 10 ohms.
Controlled input and hole storage
characteristics.

100

80

25v

10v

50mA

50mA

CORE
DRIVING

GERMANIUM

2 N 597
2 N 598
2 N 599

2 N 600
2 N 601

min fm 3Mc/s 250 mW high fre-
quency alloy tran-

min fa SMc/s sistors with high gain
min fa I 2Mc/s and lowsaturation

resistance

min fa 5Mc/s I 750 mW versions of
2 N 598 and 2 N 599.

min fx I2Mc/s I Peak current 3 amps.

400 *
250 *
100 *

1 250 *
I 100 *

20v
20v
20v

20v
20v

400mA
400mA
400mA

- 400mA
400mA

* rise time to 400mA

Full technical details
and applications assistance

4emiconductorg limited available on request.

CHENEY MANOR
SWINDON  WILTS
TELEPHONE: SWINDON 6421/2

`..0 u
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Now.
NO PREVIOUS

TECHNICAL

EXPERIENCE
NEEDED!

pRACTICAL
EQUIPMENT

,NcLuo,s,
Too,$)

(IVES 'YOU A REAL

BORATORY
°TRAINING

in your own home , LEARN

Practical Radio
Radio & Television

Servicing
Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering
Automation
Basic Practical and Theo-
retic Courses for begin-
ner:. in Radio, T.V., Elec-
tronics, etc.
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
City & Guilds Radio
Amateurs' Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.G. Certificate
" NO PASS NO FEE"

L1C) IIMOVEZVOW
C T Real[100"The trained electronics

engineer has a great
career ahead of him." Valuable FREE Book shows how E.M.I.

Institutes School of Electronics can train you for today's
wonderful opportunities

Radio, Television and Electronics provide a new and exciting field of opportunity for the trained
man-high pay, fascinating work, a prosperous future-or if you prefer it-independence in your
own business. And, if you are trained at home by E.M.I. Institutes School of Electronics, you will
be in the hands of specialists who know just what is needed and the quickest way to Eet you ready for
one of the ever-growing number of fine jobs open co trained electronics -men. Whether you are a
complete beginner or an advanced student with an examination in mind, E.M.I. Institutes School
of Electronics has a Course exactly suited to your needs-with or without practical equipment-
from electricity and magnetism to automation techniques.

We definitely Guarantee
NO PASS-NO FEE
Full details of the Courses, Practical
Equipment, convenient monthly pay-
ments, our Employment and Advisory
Depts. and much other helpful infor-
mation is given in our Guide to
Careers in Electronics. Write for
your copy today. There is no obliga-
tion and the book will be sent to you
quite free of charge.

FREE BOOK - POST NOW !
IN

Please send me a free copy of your " Guide to
Careers in Electronics"

NAME

ADDRESS

Subject or Exam of interest

11Maii_MaNNOUNEMEMUMMIN

SCHOWi1611EgaliffONICS
The Specialist Electronics Division of the British Institute of Engineering Technology.

(Dept. SE/22) COLLEGE HOUSE, 29-31 WRIGHT'S LANE, KENSINGTON, LONDON, W.8.

II

'I

A. C. SOLENOID TYPE SBM/T
Continuous 3.11bs. at 1".

Instantaneous to 16 lbs.

Smaller sizes available.

Also-Transformers
to 7 kVA 3 phase
Current Trans-
formers 100/5 to
2000/5 all classes

R. A. WEBBER LTD.
18 FOREST ROAD, KINGS WOOD, BRISTOL PHONE 67-4065

INSTRUMENT WIRES
AND INSULATING MATERIALS
ENAMELLED, SILK and COTTON covered Co )pe
Wires, Single or Stranded, also Tinned, Paper,
Asbestos and Plastic Westoflex covered
RESISTANCE WIRES, LITZ WIRES.
MICA, MICANITE and
BAKELITE in all forms. Heat
Resisting Boards. Canvasite for
Silent Gears. Oil Cloth, Silk and
Paper. Slot Insulations. Insulat-
ing Varnishes. Varnished Fabric.
and Plastic Sleeving. Moulded
and Machined Pisces, etc.

WEST INSULATING COMPANY LTD.
2 Abbey Orchard Street, Westminster, S.W.I.

Telephone:

Abbey 2814 & 7352

TELEVISION AERIAL COMPONENTS
DESIGNED FOR CONSTRUCTING BAND I & BAND III T.V. AERIALS
ELEMENT DIMENSIONS SUPPLIED FOR ALL CHANNELS

Selecting at random from our

* Band III Folded Dipoles (As illustrated)

* Reflector and director rod holders

new multi -page catalogue :

* Mast Coupling units for 2" Masts.
* Insulators, Both Rubber and Plastic

(As illustrated)

Masthead Fittings for I ", 12" * Alloy Tubing for Elements, Cross
and 2" Masts. boom and masting.

Send II- P.O. for the revised, fully illustrated catalogue to:

FRINGEVISION LTD., Marlborough, Wilts. Phone: 657,8
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EXTRACT

Vhariedale
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

FOURTH DEMONSTRATION IN

FTHE ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL

THE TIMES
e
t.

0
tt

Il

The promoters of the demonstration were
modest in their claims for "stereo." recog-
nizing, no doubt, that it is still beset with
growing pains. Nevertheless they offered
some of the most satisfactory "stereo"
reproduction yet heard and there was no
possible doubt as to the extra dimension
introduced into the tone as a result-par-
ticularly valuable in the avoidance o:
opaque tutus.

5

REPORT MAY 11 1959

There can be little doubt that stereo " came off " for most of the 2,900 people in the audience
because omni-directional loudspeakers were used.
The Wharfedale models W3 and W4 have been especially designed to enable similar results
to be obtained at home at a reasonable sacrifice of space and money. The W3 and W4 are
floor -mounting models but the W3 may also be placed on shelf or table. These speakers are of
course equally suitable for mono working.

W3
Cabinet- site 28" x 14" x 12" Weight 481b. complete.
Impedance li ohms. Max. input 15 watts.
Effective frequency range 30-17,000 c; s.
Price £39/ I0/- complete, tax free.

The elegant cabinet is fully finished on all four sides in a choice of
walnut, oak and mahogany. Also available in whitewood, price
f 36.10.0 Tropical model with resin bonded plywood can be sup-
plied at E2 extra.

Send for full details of these and
other models to

10011drie'd die
WIRELESS WORKS LTD
IDLE BRADFORD YORKS

W4
Cabinet size 35'x 24' x 12'. Weight 651b. complete.
Impedance IS ohms. Max input 15 watts.
Price in whitewood £47.5.0
Veneered and polished £49.10.0
Choice of Walnut, Oak and Mahogany
veneers. Tropical model can be supplied
at E2.10.0. extra.

Telephone: Idle 1235/6 Grams: 'Wharfdel' Idle, Bradford
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AUTOMATICCOIL WINDING MACHINE
TYPE Atil (25/50 S.W.G.) TYPE Al/X (19/46 S.W.G.)

THESE MACHINES INCORPORATE THE FOLLOWING FEATURES :-
Infinitely variable wire gauge adjustment with easily read scale calibrated in .001".
Width of coil quickly adjusted within fine limits. Adjustable tailstock fitted with
spring loaded live centre and quick release lever. Machines to stop automatically
at a required number of turns can be supplied.
We ail/ be pleased to send you an illustrated leaflet giving a full technical specification on reiu2sr.

KO ECTRIC 73 UXBRIDGE ROAD, EALING, LONDON, W.5 EALing 8322

-M. R. SUPPLIES, LTD.
il1.allislied 1937)

We offer only first-class material at the most attractive prices and with prompt delivery.
Carets! packing. Satisfaction assured. Prices nett.
SHORT INTERVAL TIME SWITCHES (smit spring driven. Closed circuit period
continuously adjustable. from 1 to 15 in:mites. 15 -amp. (250 v. A.C.) switching. Sin.
dia.. St in. 1,,,,g. Not calibrated. Limited supply at only 17,6 each (despatch 1/6).
BLINKER SWITCHES or car R. & L. indicators. C01111/110 units or one -hole dash
mount. Blinking period up to 15 seconds each setting with automatic'- off." Single
witeh-arn, control for either R. or L. Precision made, brand new, remarkable value

10'6 (des. li-).
HIGH DUTY AIR CONDITIONING FANS (Woods, (1.E.C.). The highly efficient
Aerofoil two -stage Fans, each fitted with two capacitordnduetion Motors, 2201050 v.
511 c. 1 ph. and two 12in. diameter 7 -bladed impellers, 2.800 r.p.m. The whole unit
contained in cylindrical housing 28in. long by 15in. dia. Duty 1.100 C F.M. (free Mr)
400 C.F.M. at Sin. W.O. These remarkable unite are listed at approx. £75 each. We
have a limited supply new and perfect, at only £25 each (despatch U.K.--nminland
20'-).
COMPLETE SEWING MACHINE OUTFITS. No better job obtainable et any price.
200/250 v. A.C41).C. Fitted latest radio/1.V. suppressors, including motor with
fixing bracket, foot control and switch, needle light with switch, belt, etc.. and
instructions for easy lilting to ANY tuachine. The complete outfit R4110/- (des.
2 9).
SYNCHRONOUS TIME SWITCHES (Sanganto). For accurate pre-set switching
operations 011 200420 v. 50 c. Providing tip to 3 on -off operations per 21 hours,
with day -omitting device (use optional). Capacity 20 amps. Apart from indus-
trial uses these are eminently suitable for tape recorders, radio, immersion heaters,
tires, etc. Compactly housed din. dia. :tilt,. deep. With full instructions, 25/8,6
(despatch 21-).
Also Smith's Relyon Twin -circuit model. £718,1- (des. 216).
6 -VOLT MOTORS les Ford car heater blowers). Sin. long, Olin. dia. Shaft pro).

Very quiet running 13/3 (des. 2,-). (Please note that all complete blowers are
now sold.)
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK MOVEMENTS. 200/250 volts 50 cycles. Fitted
with spindles for limn, Minutes until :Seconds hands. Central hole fixing, allowing
up to tin. thickness of dial. Diameter Slim. depth behind dial only lin. With dust
covr. 26'6 (lac. 1;6). Sets of three hands to tit, in good style, for 517in. dial. 2/6
set.

e
for 810in. dial, 36 set.

SYNCHRONOUS INDUCTION MOTORS ((LES%) 220 x 240 v. 50 c., 1,500 r.p.m.
Body 4 x Slim, with lin. shaft proj. With capacitor, 57/6 (ties. 2/6)..
AIR BLOWERS, litlasi B.T.H. induction motor, 220/250 v. A.C. 2,800 r.p.m. Duty
150 (1FM (free air). 50 CPM at lyin. WA:. Overall length gin. Dia. inlet :/yin., out-
let Sin. Efficient. quiet running units, very limited supply. 2411/. (des. NM).
MAINS RELAYS (Magnetic Devices). 230 v. A.C. coil, with 2 -pole change -over
4 amp. switching. Brand new, compact units, approx. Slim. by I tin. by tin. Limited
supply at 22/6 each (des. 1,-).
EXTRACTOR FANS. Very well nude units ;it much lower than normal price, 200/
250 v. A.C., induction motor, silent running, no interference. With mounting frame
and back grille, ready for easy installation. With 8in. impeller, 200 cu. ft ,MM.
£515/-. /0in. impeller. 240 cu. ft./min. £511216. Aidso new minor model with Gip.
impeller. 75 cu. ft.,inim. 24136 (despatch of any one 3!-).
We invite enquiries for Electric Pumps, B.P.L. Measuring Instruments, Variable
Transformers-immediate delivery.
M. R. SUPPLIES, LTD. 68 New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1

(Telephone MUSeum 2958)

FOR
DETAILS OF

MINIATURE FILAMENT LAMPS
For Signal and Pilot lights,
(or Scale, Dial and Internal

Illumination
WRITE

VITALITY BULBS LTD.
Neville Place, London, N.22

Tel: BOWes Park 0016

For use in miniaturised equipment,
Q.C.C. TYPE MG QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS
are available for the frequency ranges of 9 to 20
Ics, and 65 to 130 k cs.
The illustration above is full size. For full particulars, please
ask for leaflet MG.

When it's crystals, think of Q.C.C. first

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL Company Ltd.
Q.C.C. Works, Wellington Crescent, New Malden, Surrey
Telephones : MALden 0334 & 2988 Grams & Cables : Quortzco, New Malden
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PAINTON

THE NEW POTENTIOMETER
Type PV2
This new miniature Wirewound Potentiometer is fully
type -approved to R.C.S.C. styles RVW 13/14.

RATING

2 watts at 20'C.

Illustrated are some of the
styles available

Available with normal shaft for knob operation,
slotted shaft for preset adjustment by screw-
driver, and longer slotted shaft with split collet
locking device. All styles can be supplied with
or without panel seals.

A wide air gap at the back of the component
prevents condensation in humid conditions.

The resistance element is of copper -nickel
wire for the lower values and nickel -chrome
wire for the higher values; both are wound in
strip form on a bakelite laminate of high
electrical quality.

The resistance wire is welded at each end to
an interwire, which is soldered to the connecting
tag. The three tags are of plated brass and
project through slots in the shell.

Contact ring and wiper arms, the tips of which
are rhodium plated, are nickel silver. Shaft
bush and nut are nickel -plated brass.

The lockable shaft model has a long bush with
split conical extension at the end. The shaft is
locked by a milled sleeve screwed over the bush
compressing the split cone.

Write tor technical leaflet

Painton & Co. Ltd.
KINGSTHORPE NORTHAMPTON
Tel: 32354/7 Telegrams: 'Ceil, Northampton'
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AUDIO

AMPLIFIER
STANDARD

Suitable for use as:

* Laboratory Standard

* Test amplifier for microphones, pick-ups,
loudspeakers, pre -amplifiers, tape decks etc.

* Recording amplifier.

* Broadcast Transmitter Modulator.

The Avantic DL7-35, originally designed as a
high fidelity amplifier, has proved to be of such
advanced design that it has remained un-
surpassed. During the three years it has been
manufactured the high performance laid -down
in the design has been consistently maintained.
It can now be regarded as a Laboratory
Standard of the utmost reliability.

AVANTIC DL7-35 POWER AMPLIFIER
Harmonic Distortion:

<0.05% at 20 watts sine wave output.
Intermodulation Distortion:

0.7% at 20 watts
1.0% at 29 watts
fm=40 c/s. fc =10 kc/s. fm/fc=4

Hum and Noise:
-85dB relative to 20 watts output with
l OW source resistance.

Load Impedance:
42, 852, 16.0 switch selected with automatic
feedback compensation.

Damping Factor:
50

Rise Time:
511 secs.

Power Inputs:
105, 117, 125, 210, 233, 251 V. a.c.
40-60 c/s.

2 +10

0

10

20

.4A

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

III11IMIMMINA2MMIIII1111111111110111111 MI
P4111111 1W111111111111111111111111111111M1011111ha
INIIIIII III P out . 20 watts 11111 III
MI11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 MIIIIIIIIIII
MI111111 MIIIIIIIIMINIIIIIMINIIII IN1111111111111

1c/s 10 c/s 100 c/s 1 Kc/s 10 Kas 100 Kc/s

Frequency

ottage output (Volts)
10 15

.k0

>E.

o. 200

tri
rt)

z) 100

Distortion

10 15 20 25

'Power output (Watts)

30

(31
35

2°
Dle

0

0) 100
a

10010
c/s

Phase shift

100 c/s 1 Kc/s 10 Kc/s 100 Kc/s

Frequency

Volume Control.
Fused input.
H.T. fuse.
Distributed Load Push -Pull Output Stage.
High stability resistors in input stage.
Power outlets of 6.3V. at 2.5A. a.c.

440V. at 30mA. d.c.
Price: £33
* Suitable pre -amplifiers available to increase

sensitivity to 3mV.

BEAM -ECHO LIMITED 13 SOUTH MOLTON STREET  LONDON W.1.

Telephone: MAYfair 1039 Telegrams: Hibeam Wesdo London
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Introducing

an addition to

the Mullard

Technical Handbook

Data sheets on Mullard semiconductor and photoelectric
devices are now available in a separate volume of the Mullard
Technical Handbook. This addition to the Handbook Service
enables circuit designers to be kept fully informed of the
latest developments in semiconductor diodes, transistors
and photocells.
The Mullard Technical Handbook is a loose-leaf publication, issued
on a subscription basis and containing data sheets on all Mullard
valves, tubes and semiconductor devices in current production.
From one to twenty pages are devoted to each type. They include
standard ratings, recommended operating conditions and perform-
ance figures for various applications, limiting values, characteristic
and performance curves.
Subscribers receive supplementary or revised sheets automatically
as they are issued and thereby have early intimation of new
introductions.
The Handbook now comprises five volumes with the following
contents :-

Mullard
Mullard Limited, T.S.D., Data and Publications Section,
Mullard House, Torrington Place, London, W.C.I.

VOLUMES I and IA
Data on current Receiving and Amplifying
Valves. Cathode Ray Tubes. Special Quality
Types. Voltage Stabiliser and Reference
Tubes. Cold Cathode Tubes. Small
Thyratrons. Miscellaneous Valves and Tubes.

VOLUME 2
Data on earlier type Receiving and
Amplifying Valves and Cathode Ray Tubes
still in limited production for the
maintenance of existing equipment.

VOLUME 3
Data on Power Valves for Transmitting
and Industrial Equipment.
Power Rectifiers. Large Thyratrons.
Microwave Devices.

VOLUME 4
Data on Semiconductor Diodes, Transistors,
Photoconductive Cells and Photoelectric
Cells.

Full details of this service, including subscription
rates and application form, will be supplied on
request.

MVM 406 (REV
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Shook Tests up to 1000G

better make it

COMPONENTS

GROUP
Registered Office Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2

VALVE DIVISION: FOOTSCRAY SIDCUP KENT FOOTSCRAY 3333

The reliability of the Brimar
range of valves has been

`built in' as the result of a
continuous process of
rigorous examination and
testing. One of these tests
is illustrated. Valves are
placed inamachinespecially
designed to simulate the
effect of gun shock and
rocket boosts where any
structural fault will mean a
defective valve. The inform-
ation derived from this and
other tests on valves for
special applications is used
to improve manufacturing
techniques on commercial
types. Which makes Brimar
the obvious choice when
the demand is for a reliable
valve.

BRiMAR

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
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Calypso Facto
Rhythms Latin or Caribbean, songs from Rio or Port of Spain - lively in the
living room. Kingston (Jamaica) in Kingston (on Thames) with ACOStereo
sound.
ACOStereo Type 71 converts many popular arms to stereo and costs only
52s. iod.including diamond stylus. ACOStereo Type 73 universal cartridge is
fitted in many leading players. Both give superb stereo reproduction at a
reasonable cost.

Acos
products
for
better
listening:

ACOStereo Type 73
Turn -over cartridge
for stereo,
LP and standard
records..

Acos
Changer Dust Bug
Fits most arms.
Increases stylus life
up to six times.
Protects
your records.

Acos Styli
x5oo tested,
diamond and
sapphire,
for all Acos and
many other makes
of cartridge.

Kingston (J)
in the

sitting room ?

(--A-COStereo
in

Kingston (on T)

0  ARE DOING THINGS IN STYLI
See you at the Radio Show, Stand 304 Audio Hall

COSMOCORD LTD WALTHAM CROSS HERTS TEL: WALTHAM CROSS 25206 (London subscribers please dial WS 25206)
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" BELLING - LEE " NOTES

Parameters of Design

Further notes on Sealing

No. 7 of a series

In the June issue we showed how an
apparently solid wire or tube wall could
in fact be a bundle of tiny tubes or
capillaries and so provide an " open
circuit " to an otherwise perfect seal.
Now do not let there be any mis-
understanding, the extent of such a
leak can be very small indeed, and
in some cases unmeasurable by
ordinary means. To measure the
perfection of a seal you must be able
to measure the degree of leak. This
has become very important with the
increased precision of modern
science. Theoretically, the perfect
seal has never been made, as there
could be leakage past the molecules
of the material of the container.
Many materials thought to be solid
are in fact porous; castings in certain
metals being notorious in this respect.
The unit of leakage is the LUSEC,
which is the rate of leak which pro-
duces a pressure change of 1 micron
of mercury per second in a volume
of 1 hire.

This peculiar word LUSEC is a
method of writing L (litre) pc (micron)
per sec., 10-4 lusec - a leak of
4.17 cc per year.

The most practicable method of
measuring leaks of that order is with
a mass spectrometer, which is an
exceedingly expensive tool. There is
an infra -red process which is capable
of detecting a leak of 10 -7 which is
equal to approximately 1 cc in 250
years.

Perhaps we have started our dis-
cussion on sealing at the wrong end.
The glass to metal seal is probably
the ideal, and the methods of testing
are necessarily more scientific as the
leaks are so slow and difficult to
detect.

We manufacture impedance match-
ing transformers for use in connection
with anti -interference aerials. The
aerial transformer is always in an
exposed ,position, subjected to sun
during the day, and cold at night.
There is temperature cycling. As it
is an R.F. device, it has to be kept
dry and is sealed. Originally, drawn
sheet metal cans were used with
synthetic rubber glands, and there
was no trouble. They were used on
ships all over the world. In the
interests of economy, we changed to
a cast metal container, but it was
porous, filled up with water, and
apart from impairing the efficiency
of the equipment, the water, using
the coaxial feeder as a pipe, with a
good head of pressure, leaked down
into the receiving apparatus. We had 
to seal the casting with a special
varnish. If an electronic equipment

has to be sealed, it means that every
connection to it must also be sealed,
and you must be able to change fuses,
plug-in and withdraw plugs, and
carry out numerous adjustments all
without breaking the seal.

Bear in mind that a length of
feeder, coaxial or otherwise, with a
connector at each end, must be truly
sealed if so specified. The presence
of any moisture would unbalance the
feeder. To those without the ex-
perience of the problem, it may not
be easy to appreciate just what it
means to design a miniature connec-
tor to seal a length of cable with say
twenty-four conductors.

We have had some experience of
what happens to coaxial feeder from
a television transmitter to the aerial.
In the exposed situations generally
chosen, it is exceedingly difficult to
keep out water, and these feeders are
like big pipes. When monitors
showed us a drop in radiated power,
we suspected water first, and on
more than one occasion, when we
went " off the air," the engineers
drilled a hole in the feeder at the
lowest elbow, and the water gushed
out. In many permanent installa-
tions such cables are pressurised with
nitrogen to prevent the ingress of
moisture. Aircraft equipments are
also sometimes pressurised, not only
to keep moisture out, but to retard
voltage breakdown at high altitudes-
low pressures. So sealing is used to
keep gases or air in as well as moisture
out.

The optical industry is also in-
terested in sealing. There must be
no moisture between the lenses of
binoculars or telescopes as it would
condense on the " inside " of the
lenses which is not generally acces-
sible. If air or water vapour can get
in, so can micro-organisms, and there
is at least one that can ruin lenses.
Many industries must give careful
consideration to sealing for a variety
of reasons.

It does not seem so long ago that
the standard method of testing for
leaks was similar to looking for a tyre
puncture, immerse the article in a
bucket of water and look for the
bubbles. Hot water with a little tepol
was best, as the heat expanded the
air inside the container and the tepol
broke down the surface tension. It
was soon appreciated that atmospheric
breathing or temperature pressure
cycling was a far more stringent test,
and far more realistic. There was a
definite sucking action when outside
pressure increased or the temperature
inside dropped.

A special type of humidity chamber
has been designed for these tests,
which is often used in conjunction
with a pressure chamber, but more
about this another time.

Advertisement of
BELLING & LEE LTD.

Great Cambridge Rd., Enfield, Middx.
Written 26th March 1959

"BELLING -LEE"
Miniature Coaxial Connectors

L.1417/FP/Au or Ag.
MINIATURE FREE PLUG

L.1417/FS/Au or Ag.
MINIATURE FREE SOCKET

These are miniature versions of
the coaxial connectors L.734/13 and
L.734 '7, for use with cables having
an outside diameter of 0.16 in. This
connector has a robust cable clamp
intended for use in miniaturized
equipment where reliability is a
prime consideration. Available with
contact surfaces either gold-plated
(/Au) or silver-plated (/Ag). They
can be mated with the coaxial
inserts in the miniature "Domino"
range L.1391.

D.C. breakdown voltage
(at atmospheric pressure):

L.1417/CS 3000 V - L.1417/FP/CS 3000V
L.1417/FP/FS 1800V

Max. working voltage: 400V d.c.
Voltage proof: I800V d.c.

Cable size: Outside dia. 0.16 in.
Max. dia. over outer conductor a in.
Max. dia. over inner conductor 0.03 in.

Finish:
Inner conductor, gold-plated brass.
Outer conductor, aluminium alloy.

Dielectric, P.T.F.E.
Circlip (L.1417/FS), Nylon.

Weight: 1.2 gm. (0.05 oz.).

L.1417/CS.
MINIATURE CHASSIS SOCKET
This socket accepts the plug
L.14.17 'FP described above. It has
a nylon circlip, insulated body, and
the socket is available gold-plated
(/Au) or silver-plated (/Ag). Weight
0.7 gm. (0.02 oz.).

Most "Belling -Lee" products are covered by patents
or registered designs, or applications therefor.

BELLING & LEE LTD
GREAT CAMBRIDGE ROAD. ENFIELD, MIDDX., ENGLAND

Telephone: Enfield 3322 Telegrams Radiobel Enfield
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DO-IT-YOURSELF
TRAINING
4tIZADIO45 ELECTRONICS

Vot/UAW white youRU110...
SIMPLE... PR/TOT/CAL...FASO/NAT/A/G.. .

ANNOUNCING - after many years of highly
successful operation in the U.S.A. and in Europe-
the latest system in home training in electronics
is now introduced by an entirely new British
training organisation.
AT LAST-a comprehensive and simple way of
learning-by practical means-the basic principles
of radio and electronics, with a minimum of theory.
YOU LEARN BY BUILDING actual equipment with
the components and parts which we send you.
You advance by simple steps using high quality
equipment and performing a whole series of
interesting and instructive experiments. No
mathematics!
INSTRUCTION MANUALS and our teaching staff
employ the latest techniques for showing clearly
how radio works in a practical and interesting
manner. You really have fun whilst learning!
And you end by possessing a first rate piece of
home equipment with the full knowledge of how
it operates and-very important-how to service
and maintain it afterwards. A full library of
magnificent illustrated textbooks is included with
the courses.
IN FACT, for the "Do -it -Yourself" enthusiast, the
hobbyist, or those wanting help with their radio
career training or to set up their own full or part-
time servicing business-then this new and
exciting instructional system is exactly what is
needed, and it can all be provided at very moderate
cost. Easy payments available. Post the coupon
now, for full details. There is no obligation of
any kind.

BUILD YOUR OWN: -
0 RADIO EQUIPMENT  HI -Fl INSTALLATION

\
 TEST EQUIPMENT-

-AND LEARN AS YOU DO IT

FA) POST TODAY

LOTS' Of INSTRUCTIVE

aprktmparArllowty

Power supply
circuits

Test
equipment Ilk
supplied

RADIOSTRUCT

itt
Basic Ist stage
receiver

Arn
oscillator and detector circuits

Servicing of
commercial receivers

No Mathematics,
To RADIOSTRUCTOR (Dept. G.34)

46 Market Place, Reading, Berks.

Name

Address

MM.

Please send full details of your Radio Equipment
Courses without any obligation to:

) BLOCK

CAPS. I
PLEASE

BRITAIN'S LEADING RADIO TRAINING' 7.59

ORGANISATION
(806) We do not employ representatives
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The post and telegraph authorities of more than
8o countries use Marconi equipment

More than 5o Civil Airlines and 3o Air Forces
use Marconi radio, radar and navigational aids

Television
18 countries rely on Marconi Television

Transmitting or Studio Equipment

Broadcasting
8o countries rely on Marconi

broadcasting equipment

Radar
29 countries use Marconi Radar

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LIMITED, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX, ENGLAND
M.R
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Type
No.

Title

GENERAL

PURPOSE

Size
Length
approx.

LONG

PLAY

Price in
EMICASE

Price
without

EMICASE

88'3

99'3

88 3N

99 3N

"Message".

3" dia.
3" dia.
34" dia.
31" dia.

175'

250'

175'

250'

---
7

9

7

9

6

6

6

6

88/6 }" Junior"
5" dia. 600' £1 3 6 £1 1 0

99'9 5"' dia. 850' £1 10 6 £1 8 0

88,9
'Continental"

51" dia. 850' £1 10 6 £1 8 0

99'12 54" dia. 1200' £1 17 6 £1 15 0

88 12 7" dia. 1200' £1 17 6 £1 15 0
}"Standard"

99,18 7" dia. 1800' £2 12 6 £2 10 0

88,18 8[" dia. 1750' - £2 17 6
Professional"

99,24 8:1" dia. 2400' - £3 12 6

30mtc ase
now available separately !
the polystyrene container that solves tape
storage problems, protects spools from dust
and allows easy identification
of leader tapes.

7" - 4s. Od; 5i" - 3s. 6d; 5" - 3s. 6d.

the magnetic recording

tape with the highest

technical standards

* High sensitivity

* Low noise level

* Low 'print through' factor

* Anti -static

* Freedom from curl

and stretch

EMI SALES & SERVICE LTD
(Recording Materials Division)

HAYES  MIDDLESEX
Tel: SOUthal I 2468

.S/11:44
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simplest way
stabilize

350, 400. 600. 800, 1000
1200. 1400. 1600. 1800, 2000

Minimum currents range from to
maximum currents range from 50,,,A to 2mA, according to type.

Please write for further information to-
The M-0 Valve Co. Ltd., Brook Green, Hammersmith, London, W.6
Makers of G.E.C. high grade radio valves and cathode ray tubes

A subsidiary of The General Electric Co. Ltd.
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STEREO
-FOR PEOPLE WHO MUST HAVE THE BEST

DYNATRON have nearly 30 years
experience in building the best possible

equipment for reproducing sound.
Their leadership is based on three things.
Advanced design. Scrupulous attention
to detail. And the narrowest tolerances in
the industry. This last point is especially

important to Stereo enthusiasts.
For it ensures that matching units really
do match. Without this, stereo fidelity is
impossible. Dynatron is never cheapest:

it is always best!

LF15.CS. POWER AMPLIFIER £20.5.0. 4 -valve push-pull
LF Amplifier, with auxiliary power supply for tuners, etc. 10
watts undistorted output. F.R. 15-30,000 cis flat within 0.5db.
Neg. Feedback 20db. Hum and noise 80db. below 10 watts. 1 volt
R.M.S. input for full output.

LF16.CS. POWER AMPLIFIER £17.10.0. Specially designed
as second channel amplifier in stereophonic systems. Specifi-
cation identical to LF15 but auxiliary power outputs omitted.
Mains output socket for gramophone or tape deck motors.

TC16.CS. PRE -AMPLIFIER £27. This very high performance
unit comprises identical twin pre -amplifiers with a compre-
hensive control system. Duplicated inputs for magnetic or
ceramic pick-ups, Radio and tape deck. Two output sockets for
recording purposes. Pick-up equalisation by selective negative
feedback. Frequency response 60-15000 c/s within ± 1.0db.

STEREOPHONIC
OR MONOPHONIC

DYNATRON
BUILD
TO

LABORATORY
STANDARDS

TC16CS.

COUPON

Will you please send me a copy of the DYNATRON

'High Fidelity Audio Equipment' brochure

NAME

I ADDREss_

DYNATRON RADIO LIMITED, St. Peter's Road, Furze
Platt, Maidenhead, Berks. Tel: Maidenhead 5151,2
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Aspects of design
This :s the Thirteenth of a series of special features dealing with advanced problems in television
and radio circuit design to be published by Siemens Edison Swan. The Ediswan Mazda
Applications Laboratory will be pleased to deal with any questions arising from this or other

articles, the fourteenth of which will appear in the September 1959 issue.

The Mixer Stage of Television Tuners
The circuits employed in the mixer stage of a television front
end tuner are nearly always designed around the triode pentode
frequency changer in which the pentode performs the operation
of mixing and the triode acts as the local oscillator.

Unwanted Features
This type of mixer has two unwanted features which become
very evident on Band III namely, a high noise factor of about
40 and a low input resistance which falls to something between
600 to 700 ohms at 200 Mc s. Fortunately the high noise con-
tribution of the mixer can be rendered almost negligible by the
use of an RF amplifier with high gain such as can be provided
by the 30L15. But the low input resistance of the mixer on
Band III still remains and means have to be found of reducing
the effect of this damping on the preceeding band pass trans-
former.

Improving the Mixer Stage
There are four methods by which the effect of the low input
resistance of the mixer can be reduced, the first two deal with
circuit arrangements, the third with improvements that can be
made in the design of the valve and the fourth with the most
suitable pin connections.

1. Reducing Valve Input Damping
First, the influence of the valve input damping and input
capacitance can be reduced by inserting a series trimmer
capacitance (10 pF min.) in the secondary circuit of the RF
transformer. This steps down the valve damping in the ratio of
the valve input capacitance to the series trimmer capacitance.
On Band III there is a marked reduction in the effective
damping. There is a further advantage: as a larger secondary
inductance will be required, a better RF transformer can be
made for the higher channels on this band.

2. Raising Mixer Input Resistance
Secondly, the input resistance of the mixer stage can be
raised by designing the circuit to provide a small amount of
regeneration from g, into g, via the g, g, inter -electrode
capacitance. This can be done by including a small inductance
between the g, pin and its decoupling capacitor. By this
means a negative component is given to the input resistance
which tends to prevent its value from falling as the frequency
is progressively raised. A small increase in the input capaci-
tance of the mixer also occurs with g, regeneration but this is
not important as it can be accepted when a series tuned circuit
is used. The amount of regeneration must be kept within
reasonable limits as its effect can vary to some extent with the
spread of valve parameters and with wiring changes. Usually
an added screen inductance of 0.02 pH is suitable with the
30C15.

3. Reducing Cathode Lead Inductance
One of the principal causes of low input resistance and one
which can be modified by valve design is that due to the
cathode lead inductance, part of which is in the valve and part
in the external circuit. Because this inductance carries the
whole output current and is, at the same time, common to the
input circuit, degeneration occurs, giving a positive component
of input resistance which causes damping.

One way of reducing the cathode lead inductance is to bring
out the cathode on two pins instead of one. This can be done
on the mixer valve without going to a ten pin valve base by
making use of the triode cathode pin. If the pentode
cathode is strapped internally to the triode cathode with a
low inductance connection it will virtually halve the cathode
lead inductance of the pentode in the valve base. By following
this construction, the contribution of the cathode lead induc-
tance to the total input resistance can be increased from 950 to
1800 ohms at 200 Mc s.

This feature of using twin cathode leads for the pentode
mixer has been incorporated in the 30C15 which it the latest
design of frequency changer valve in the Ediswan Mazda

10

a

< 8
1-

6

0
1-

0
I-.

0
Ee.

13
TELEVISION
TUNER
MIXER
STAGE

range. In developing this valve, it was necessary to experiment
with various alternative methods of strapping the two cathodes

 internally to obtain the lowest value of cathode lead induc-
tance.

The internal lead inductance is the sum of the inductances
of the lead-in wires and various short straps of irregular shape:
it can be determined by measuring the change of cold input
capacitance that occurs as the measuring frequency is increased.

The capacitance that is measured is the g, to k capacitance
in series with the cathode and grid lead inductances. At
frequencies up to about 50 Mc, s the input capacitance remains
practically constant but following the normal characteristics
of a series circuit the effective input capacitance starts to
increase rapidly as series resonance is approached. The valve
with the lowest lead inductance shows the smallest .change of
input capacitance with increase of measuring frequency.
The lower inductance obtainable with two cathode leads
instead of one can be seen in Fig. 1. The same method of
measurement enabled a selection to be made of the best
arrangement of valve basing, using two cathode leads, which
would provide the lowest cathode lead inductance.

Change of effective g, to k capacitance (valve cold)

NE CATHODE LEAD

TWO CATHODE LEAD

LLI

LI-

I IsLL/ 20 30. 40 50 100 200 300

FREQUENCY IN MC'S.

4. Choosing the best pin connections
1 he disposition of the pins around the B9A base of the waxer
must be chosen to benefit the general design in relation to the
external circuit, particularly with minted circuits when there
is a greater opportunity of making the best use of the low
cathode lead inductance within the valve.

For example for use with a printed circuit board it is an
advantage to bring out the pentode grid and cathode on
adjacent pins. This enables the grid trimmer to be very close
both to the g, to k capacitance and the grid coil.

It is also an advantage if the grid and anode of the triode
oscillator are located on pins adjoining the pentode grid and
cathode in order to provide short connections to the oscillator
coil.

The Ediswan Mazda 30C15 is designed to meet the require-
ments of low cathode lead inductance and suitable basing.
In addition it will provide a conversion gain approximately
3 dB higher than that of the 30C1.

SIEMENS EDISON SWAN LIMITED An A.E.I. Companv
Technical Service Department, 155 Charing Cross Rd.. London, W.C.2.
Telephone: GERrard 8660. Telegrams: Sieswan. Westcent, London
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NEW V.H.F. FREQUENCY CHANGER EDISWAN MAZDA 30C15
The 30C15 is a triode pentode frequency changer with a

conversion conductance of 3.3 mA V, for use in television
receivers.

In design, the internal layout is arranged to minimise cathode
lead inductance and the basing has been selected to make the
valve particularly suitable for use in printed circuits, but it can
also be used with advantage in wired circuits. The triode is
identical to that used in the 30C1.

In addition to the advantage of improved basing and layout
the 30C15 will provide a gain approximately 3 dB higher than
the 30C1.

Heater Current (amps.) Ih 03
Heater Voltage (volts) Vi, 9

TENTATIVE RATINGS AND CHARACTERISTICS
Maximum Design Centre Ratings

Triode Pentode
Anode Dissipation (watts) p.m, 1.5 1.7

Screen Dissipation (watts) pgonat xi - 0.5 TEST CIRCUIT AND CONDITIONS

Anode Voltage (volts) Vu,,,,,,,., 250 250
Screen Voltage (volts) Vg.,<,,,,,,.. - 175

Heater to Cathode Voltage
(volts r.m.s.) VI, kfr.m.g.lrnat 200

Cathode Current (mA) Ika,,,,, 14 14

Inter -electrode Capacitances (pF)t
Pentode Anode to all Ca-ll 5

Grid 1 to all cg,-dl 6.7
Grid 1 to Anode Cg,-a 0.014

Triode Anode to Earth Ca -14 3.2 V81

Grid to Earth c,, --E 3.2 '3

Grid to Anode Cg-it 1.6 look
tinter -electrode capacity with holder capacity balanced out

but with cylindrical screen can.
Maximum Dimensions

Overall Length (mm) 56
Seated Height (mm) 49
Diameter (mm) 22.2

TYPICAL OPERATION
As frequency changer with oscillator voltage applied to pentode
grid 1.

Pentode
Supply Voltage (volts) Va1k1 200
Anode Voltage (Decoupling Resistance

4.7 k 0) (volts) V:. 164
Screen Voltage (Dropping Resistance

27 k62) (volts) V,, 138
Resistance for Grid 1 Current Bias (k r2) 12,41 100
Anode Current (approximate) (mA) 7.6
Screen Current (approximate) (mA) 2.3
Grid I Current (AA) Ig, 33
Conversion Conductance (mA, V) g 3.3
Heterodyne Peak Voltage (volts) 3.7

Triode
Anode Voltage (volts)

(.1 V)

120
IAnode Current (Average) (mA) 6

APPLICATIONS NOTES
The base connections of the 30C15 provide the following

advantages for printed circuit use:
(a) The pentode g, and cathode are brought out on adjacent
pins. This enables the grid trimmer to be placed very close
to the g, to k capacitance thus minimising errors in alignment
that can occur at differing frequencies if the trimmer has
series inductance.
(b) The g, connection is conveniently placed close to the
cathode.
(c) The heater pins are easily accessible for series connection
in a printed circuit board while still allowing easy decoupling
to the strapped cathodes.
(d) The position of the grid and anode pins of the triode
oscillator makes it possible to use short connections to the
oscillator coil.
(e) The reduction in cathode lead inductance increases the
gain on Band III.

These points are illustrated in the following figure which
shows part of a printed circuit layout using the 30C15 where
the RF stage is assumed to be a cascode amplifier using the
30L 15.

Although the triode sections of the 30C15 and 30C1 are
identical the internal coupling between triode and pentode
in the 30C15 has been reduced. To obtain satisfactory injec-
tion of oscillator voltage into the pentode section the 30C15
requires additional external coupling.

SIEMENS EDISON SWAN LIMITED An A.E.I. Company
Technical Service Department, 155 Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.2.
Telephone: GERrard 8660. Telegrams: Sieswan, Westcent, London.
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Tentative characteristic curves of Ediswan Mazda Valve
Type 30C15.
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VORTEXION LIMITED 7

257-263, The Broadway,

Wimbledon, London, S.W.I9
Telephones: LiBerty 2814 and 6242-3

Telegrams: "Vortexion, Wimble, London."

The W.V.A. tape recorder
now has provision for
Stereo plug in heads to
enable this recorder to
replay Stereo. The regular
models are retained with
additions and improve-
ments. Our high standard
which has made these
recorders famous has been
maintained, resulting in
their being chosen 'or the
foremost musical centre
in this country

TWELVE -CHANNEL ELECTRONIC MIXER
This is similar to the 1-channe:, but is fitted with 12 hermetically sealed
controls, 12 balanced line microphone transformers potted in mu -
metal boxes, and a mains transformer also potted in mu -metal Al.
components which can affect noise are tested and selected before
insertion. It is supplied in standard steel case or 7in rack panel.

30/50 WATT AMPLIFIER
Gives 30 watts continuous signal and 50 watts peak Audio. With
voice coil feedback distortion is under 0.1%, and when arranged
'or tertiary ieedback and 100 volt line it is under 0.15%. The hum
and noise is better than - 85 db referred to 30 watt.
It is available in our standard steel case with Baxendale tone controls
and up to 4 mixed inputs, which may be balanced line 30 ohm micro-
phones or equalised P.U.s to choice.

120/200 WATT AMPLIFIER
Will deliver 120 watts continuous signai and over 200 watts peak
Audio.

It is completely stable with any type of load and may be used to drive
motors or other devices to over 120 watts at frequencies from 20,000
down to 30 cps in standard form or other frequencies to order. The
distortion is less than and the noise level - 95 db. A floating
series parallel output is provided for 100-120 V. or 200-250 V. and this
cool running amplifier occupies 12,-} inches of standard rack space
by 11 inches deep. Weight 601b.

Full details arid prices of the above on request
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it's the first you've ever seen
Yes, it's an 'S' Type variable capacitor-but with a difference! It provides full

tuning over two complete wavebands-in one variable capacitor-with no separate

switches-no messy linkages-and at minimum cost.

It incorporates an integral switch that permits wave change and tuning to be

carried out with one control knob only on any two-band radio.

Available as S', 'W' or ` V ' Types fitted with two-pole changeover switches

but a third pole can be fitted for dial lamp switching or similar purposes. Also

available with split -reduction gear.

Designers and engineers are invited to write for Publication No. 169.

A new break in Radio Receiver Design

take a
careful
look-

TA

Components Group Plessey
THE PLESSEY COMPANY LIMITED

New Lane  Havant Hants %.

Telephone: Havant 1701
Overseas Sales Organisation:
Plessey International Limited  Ilford Essex Telephone: Ilford 3040

W, CRT la
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MI
Camera Type 201 with panels removed illustrating accessibility

Leads again with new TV Camera channel

A new vidicon camera channel, which offers consider-
able economy of operation, and has been specially
designed to meet the needs of broadcasting organ-
isations in the United Kingdom and overseas, has now
been added to the E.M.I. range.
Known as the Type 201, the new camera channel
utilises printed circuits and plug-in techniques to
reduce size and weight to a minimum.
The Type 201 is particularly suitable for interviews,
live news programmes and other studio work where
the use of a larger Image Orthicon or CPS camera is
not justified. It produces broadcast quality pictures
on 405, 525 and 625 line standards, and is designed for
use with E.M.I. vidicon tube 10667S or equivalents.

Used in conjunction with E.M.I.'s control panel type
216, the camera can be operated remotely, allowing
several channels to be controlled from a single
position.
The Type 201 camera channel has already been ordered
by broadcasting organisations in the United Kingdom
and overseas.
Type 201 camera channel features include:
* Four lens turret with precise detent indexing.
* Optional remote control of focus, turret, and lens aperture.
* Light weight and compactness. Built-in r viewfinder.
* Two isolated composite or non -composite outputs.
* Complete accessibility provided by use of detachable printed

cards.

FULL PARTICULARS ON REQUEST TO: E.M.1 ELECTRONICS LTD.
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT DIVISION ' HAYES . MIDDLESEX TELEPHONE : SOUTHALL 2468

EMS
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Sticking our necks out?

JULY/AUGUST, 1959

G.E.C. announce maximum junction temperature uprating to 85°C for
their audio transistors. We know this claim isn't too tall because we have
sound reasons for making it. Recently our manufacturing techniques have been
improved to the extent that life tests show that we can now quote an 85°C
continuous working maximum junction temperature for G.E.C. germanium
audio transistors. As a result of this the already high maximum collector
dissipation ratings have been increased even further. These new ratings,
coupled with the typical alpha cut-off frequencies of about 1Mc/s,
make the G.E.C. range of audio transistors unique.

CD AUDIO TRANSISTORS
11\

LOW NOISE LOW POWERt MEDIUM POWERt

Maximum noise
factor=SdB

(1= 1 kc/s, Rs= 500 52
Vice= -2V, le =0.5mA)

Maximum collector
dissipation

at 45 C 200mW
at 55 C= 150mW

Maximum collector
dissipation

at 45°C-= 800mW
at 55°C = 600mW

(on 3"x3" cooling fin)

ic(pk)(A) - I 1

GET106 GET114 I GET1131:1 GET103 GET1021: GET104 GETI 15 GET I 16 GET105

Vce(pk)(V) 15 15 15 30* I 30* 30 15 30* 40*

.1: New high gain types * Re/Rb>0.03 t Can be supplied in matched pairs

G.E.C. Semiconductor Division, School St. Hazel Grove, Stockport. Cheshire. Tel : Stepping Hill 3811. London enquiries Tem. Bar 8000. Ext. IC
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9 got rod mottqh o-or

broucla4timq omd rem-ram ?
State here

If NO we will send you full
particulars of our amplifiers.

If YES we will make sure we have
your name on our mailing list for
details of our new stereo amplifiers
and future products.

NAME

ADDRESS

uO
noon

0 C=3

WW7/59

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

-TMEMERMR AMANCat'AVNAFF
Leak amplifiers were the
first in the world to be mar-
keted with a distortion con-
tent as low as 0.1%, a
claim received with/ in-
credulity in 1945 but which
was subsequently confirmed
by the National Physical
Laboratory and has since
become an accepted world-
wide standard.

LEAK amplifiers are thu.
choice of professional en-
gineers such as the B.B.C.
(over 500 delivered), the
South African Broadcasting
Corporation (600), ITV and
many other Commonwealth
and overseas broadcasting
and TV systems, who use
them for transmitting and/
or monitoring (quality
checking) the broadcasts to
which you listen.

WifilagegtiaSIVre,WZMI7PMANNAMELMW
111111111/1//

$11;*6WISOMPSF,e0M.

Also many of the gramo-
phone records you buy are
cut via LEAK amplifiers.
This acceptance by profes-
sional studio engineers has
led to a demand for Leak
equipment from music -
lovers throughout the world.

IL IE A The First Name
in High Fidelity

H. J. LEAK & CO LTD., BRUNEL ROAD.
WEST WAY FACTORY ESTATE,
LONDON, W.3, ENGLAND

Telegrams : Sinusoidal, Ealux, London
Telephone : SHEpherds Bush 1173/4/S Cables Sinusoidal, London

From long exper'ence and
by extreme anent' on to de-
sign details during develop-
ment work on the pre-
production models. we
enable our craftsmen to
achieve a high output per
man-hour. The labour costs
thus saved offset the in-
creased costs incurred for
high-grade materials, com-
ponents and finishes, and
this, together with quantity
production (made possible
only by a world-wide mar-
ket), explains how quality
products may be sold at
reasonable prices.

Ask your dealer fora demonstration of LEAK

equipment including the NEW POINT ONE

STEREO pre -amplifier and STEREO 20

power amplifier.
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Take outstanding amplifier... double it...and you have

the finest instrument of its kind available today

NI[4:1-adTir

DOUBLE

10 WATT

STEREO

AMPLIFIER

HIGH FIDELITY IS A
SPECIALIST BUSINESS
Meticulous attention is paid to every detail.
Exacting performance tests are carried out at
every stage. Hand -finishing is by experts. The
result is a range of instruments which are
among the finest availableintheir power rating.

MODEL HFS20 (CHASSIS)
MODEL HFS2OM (CASED)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION PER CHANNEL

PRE AMPLIFIER

Sensitivities P.U. 7 my. Tape 100 mV. Radio 100 mV. Tape record output 300
mV at above specified input sensitivities.
Hum and Noise P.U. - 55 db. Tape -60 db. Radio -60 db.
Frequency Response Tape 20 to 20000 cycles db. Radio 20 to 20000 cycles ±
1 db. P.U. Within db of published relay curves.
Channel Separation between - 40 db and -50 db overall.
Controls Volume: Continuously variable. Bass: + 10 db to -15 db at 50 cycles.
Treble: 10 db to - 15 db at 10000 cycles. Balance: Variation of 6 db per
channel. Illuminated Push/Push on/off switch.
Selector Switch 5 Position: Tape. Radio. 78 (all 78 records). L.P.O. (Pre 1955
recordings) L.P.N. (Recordings to R.I.A.A.).
Output 0.2 V into 100K for above stated input sensitivities.
Pick-up matching by "Dialomatic" compensation.
Control panel is identical in size and finish to the Mozart FM Tuner.

MAIN AMPLIEIER

Sensitivity 0.2 V.

Output 10 watts per channel.
Distortion 0.3% total harmonic at 9 watts.
L.F. Power Output 8 watts at 40 cps.
Loudspeaker Impedance 4, 8, and 15 ohms (with phase reverse switch).

Damping Factor 30.

Hum and Noise -70 DB with 100K input impedance.
Frequency Response 10-50,000 cycles 1 2 db.

Negative Feedback 27 db (in 3 loops).

Total Power Consumption 110 VA.
Mains 200 V to 250 V AC 50 cycles. 110 V to 120 V AC 60 c.p.s. (Export model)

PYE MGM FIDELITY SYSTEMS
Tecnico Ltd., Deutsche Pye G.m.b.H., Svenska Pye A.B. Pye Limited, Pye Corporation
Sydney, Australia.

Pye Limited, Auckland,
CI. New Zealand.

Berlin-Zehlendorf-
West,
Roonstrasse 2,
Germany.

Landsvagen 47,
Sundbyberg, Sweden.

Pye (Ireland) Ltd.,
Dublin, Eire.

Mexico City.

Pye (Canada) Ltd.,
Northline Road,
Toronto.

of America,
Tr49 Raritan Avenue,
Highland Park,
New Jersey, U.S.A.

PYE LIMITED. HIGH FIDELITY DIVISION. FAIRVIEW ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I 6
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REPRODUCERS AND AMPLIFIERS LTD.

WOLVERHAMPTON  ENGLAND

TELEPHONE 222411213/4 CABLES .
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Resistant to mechanical shock,
vibration, moisture, corrosion

The potting of capacitors, chokes, delay lines and similar components,
as a protection against mechanical and vibrational shock,
moisture and corrosion, demands a potting material which possesses an
exceptional combination of properties. Epikote resins provide this
combination outstandingly : a high degree of adhesion to metals and other
materials, with minimal shrinkage on cure; toughness; resistance
to thermal cycling; excellent electrical properties over a wide temperature
range (i.e., high dielectric strength, low power factor and high volume
resistivity and arc resistance). It is not surprising that
Epikote resins have won wide acceptance in the electrical industry.
Ask for full details quoting No. E.E.4.

EP1 KOTE EPDXY RESINS for perfect potting

SHELL CHEMICAL COMPANY LIMITED
In association with Petrochemicals Limited and Styrene Products Limited

Regional Offices: LONDON Norman House, 105-9, Strand, W.C.2. Tel: TEMpte Bar 4455.
MANCHESTER 144-6, Deansgate, 3. Tel: Deansgate 2411.
BIRMINGHAM 14-20, Corporation Street, 2. Tel: Midland 6954.

GLASGOW 48-54 West Nile Street, C.A. Tel: City 3391.
BELFAST 16-20, Rosemary Street. Tel: Belfast 26094.

'EPIKOTE" ,s a Registered Trade M.rk DUBLIN 33-34, Westmoreland Street. Tel: Dublin 72114. (EE4)
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DAYSTROM

5-88

U XR-I

DX -40U

0-12 U

* FREE ON REQUEST !
A copy of our (British)
Heathkit Catalogue. Prices
include free delivery in
U.K.

3

NEW
KITS

Now available!

TRANSMITTER
Model DX -100U E713,10 -.

ELECTRONIC SWITCH
Model 5-3U E9/1816.

F.M. TUNER
Model FM-4AU E13/1216.

(Tuner and Amplifier sold
separately).

design and components are of the
highest technical standard

See these kits at the RADIO SHOW

HI-FI STEREO AMPLIFIER KIT. Mode: 5-138
Gives 16w. output (8 per channel with 0.1 per cent. distortion at 6w. per channel).It has ganged controls, STEREO/MONAURAL gram, radio and tape recorder
inputs and push-button selection as well as many other first class features wellabove its price range. In two-tone grey metal cabinet with a

£25.5.6.golden surround and fittings. Also ultra -linear push-pull output

6 WATTS STEREO AMPLIFIER KIT. Model S-33
A versatile high -quality self-contained STEREO/MONAURAL Amplifier with
adequate output for a living room-or with which to convert a favourite (monaural)
radiogram into a stereo -radiogram. 3 watts per channel; 0.3° distortion at 2.5
w(chnl.; 20 dB N.F.B., Inputs for Radio (or Tape) and Gram,

£11.8.0Stereo or Monaural; Ganged controls. Sensitivity 100 mV
(Not Illustrated)

TRANSISTOR PORTABLE KIT. Model UXR-I
Presented in elegant real hide case with tasteful gold relief. Can be assembled in
4 to 6 hours and you have a set in the top flight of the 25-30 guinea class. Pre -aligned I.F. transformers, printed circuit and a 7in. high -flux

£16.18.6speaker

" HAM " TRANSMITTER KIT. Model DX -40U
Covers all amateur bands from 80 to 10 metres. Power input 75 watts C.W..
60 watts peak controlled carrier phone. Output 40 watts to aerial.

£29.10.0Provision for V.F.O. Filters minimise T.V. interference

Sin. OSCILLOSCOPE KIT. Model O -12U
Laboratory quality at utility oscilloscope price and ease of assembly make this kit
of outstanding value. Vertical frequency response 3 c/s to 5 Mc., 1.5 dB. --5 dB.,sensitivity 10 mV. per cm. at I kc. Horizontal frequency 1 c/s. to over 400 kc.

I dB. up to 200 kc.). The Heath patented sweep circuit functions from IC c/s.
to over 500 kc. in five steps giving five times the usual sweep of other scopes. Inaddition it has exceedingly short re -trace and rise times and electronically
stabilised power supply. Included is a 48 -page Instruction
Manual £34.15.0
VALVE VOLTMETER KIT. Mode! V -7A
The world's most popular valve voltmeter, with printed circuit and

I per cent.
precision resistors to ensure consistent laboratory performance. It has 7 voltage
ranges measuring d.c. volts to 1,500 and a.c. to 1,500 r.m.s. and 4,000 peak to peak.
Resistance measurements from 0.1 ohm to 1,000 M ohms with internal battery.Input impedance is 11 megohms and dB measurement has a centre - £13 r 0zero scale. Complete with test prods, leads and battery

HI -Fl SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT. Model SSU-I
Ducted -port bass reflex cabinet " in the white ". Twin speakers

With legs CIL 12.6 £1 0.5.6
AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT. Model AG -9U
10 cs to 100 Kc's., switch selected. Distortion less than 0,1%.

£19.3.010 V. sine wave output. Measures volts and dB's

Safety ,witch ,rovided £7.19.6

RESISTANCE -CAPACITANCE
BRIDGE KIT. Model C -3U
Polarised 5-450 V.D.C. Measures power factor
capacity 10 pF. to 1,000 mfd. and resistance
1,0000 to 5 Megohms.

VARIABLE FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR KIT. Model VF-IU
For all Amateur Bands, 160-10 metres. Ideal
for Heathkit DX -40U and similar trans-
mitters.

£1 0.12.0Price less valves E8/19/6.

STEREO -HEAD BOOSTER KIT.
Model USP-I
Hi-Fi Stereo Pre -amplifier for low -output Hi-Fi
P.U.s. Input 2 mV to 20 mV. Output adjustable
from 20 mV to 2 V. 40-20,000 E6.19.6
c/s.

DUAL -WAVE TRANSISTOR
RADIO KIT. Model UJR-I
This sensitive headphone set is a fine introduc-
tion to electronics for any
Youngster. (Not illustrated) £2.16.6

V -7A

SS U-!

V F -I U

U SP- I

COMPLETE MATCHED HI -Fl STEREO KIT.
4 -speed Transcription Record Player (Model RP-IU) £12/10/-.
Amplifier (5-33) El 1,18/-. Twin Speaker System (SSU-1) E20/11/-.

YOURS for £42,1 0.0 Delivered Free U.K.
or E13113/- deposit and 9 monthly payments of E413/- (Pedestal
speaker ,egs £21141- optional extra.)- - - - - - - - - -- - - -
Please tick the Items in which you are nterested and we will send
you full details.

DAYSTROM LTD.

5-88 Hi-Fi Stereo Amplifier Kit
S-33 6 -Watts Stereo Amplifier Kit
UXR- I Transistor Portable Kit
DX -40U "Ham" Transmitter Kit
O -12U Sin. Oscilloscope Kit
V -7A Valve Voltmeter Kit
55U -I Hi-Fi Speaker System Kit
AG -9U Audio Signal Generator Kit
C -3U Resistance -Capacitance Bridge Kit
VF- I U Variable Frequency Oscillator Kit
USP- I Stereo -Head Booster Kit
UJR-I Dual -Wave Transistor Radio Kit
DX -100U Transmitter Kit
S -3U Electronic Switch Kit

. FM-4AU F.M. Tuner Kit
Matched Hi-Fi Stereo Kit. Comblete.

WORLD'S LARGEST -SELLING ELECTRONIC KIT -SETS Please print name and address in margin below. W.W.8

Ii

DEPT. W.W.8, GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND
member of the Daystrom Group MANUFACTURERS OF THE
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atstsrtony

NE W AMPLIFIER
AND CONTROL UNIT
Illustrated is a COMPLETE STEREO AMPLIFIER
( £29i10/-) consisting of one Control Unit and two A6
Amplifiers. Each Unit plugs directly into the back of
another-simple but ingenious. The Control Unit with
one Amplifier plugged into it (£19/12/6) can be used
as a straightforward MONAURAL AMPLIFIER
allowing subsequent conversion for STEREO at any
time in the future by simply plugging in a further A6
Amplifier.
The illustration shows all three units plugged together
but a connecting lead can be supplied should you wish
to separate them.

Post this coupon or write for descriptive literature and details of
Home Trial facilities, Hire Purchase Terms and Guarantee or call
at our Holloway Showroom for full, unhurried demonstration and I

professional advice on your installation. Open 9-6 weekdays and
9-5 Saturdays.

NAME

ADDRESS

W.A.\

WIRELESS & TELEVISION CO. LTD., WARLTERS RD., LONDON, N.7
Tel.: NOR 3213

A6 AMPLIFIER £9.17.6
 6 watts Push Pull High Fidelity Output.  Frequency
Response 15-35,000 c.p.s. - 2dB.  Distortion. Less than
0.51/4.  14dB Negative Feedback.  Loudspeaker Out-
put 3, 71 and 15 ohms.  13in. x 3' -Ain. 5in. high

PCU21 CONTROL UNIT £9.15.0
 Stereo and Monaural Inputs for Pick-ups' Radio and Tape
Playback.  Stereo and Monaural Outputs for Tape Record-
ing.  Separate Wide Range Tone Controls.  Infinite
Balance Control.  13in. x 41in. z: 21in. high.

DUBUIT LIMITED
Hand -Operated and Automatic Sin
Screen Circuit Printing Machines.

ACID RESISTING
CIRCUIT PRINTING INKS

(Alkali Soluble and Alkali Resistant)

Urea Formald Inks for Printing
on reverse side (Bakelite side) of

copper clad laminates.

Complete Screen making and
Technical Advisory Service.

8, CHASE ROAD, PARK ROYAL,
LONDON, N.W.10
ELGAR 7695/6 & 2685.

Frustrated Export Order!

Pamphonic HiFi Amplifiers
The Pamphonic 1004, 10 watts List Price 25gs our price
amplifier is designed for home use,

5- : 0to provide Hi-Fi reproduction of
speech and music.
The selector switch gives a choice of three correction networks
covering the majority of recording .characteristics.
Separate Bass and Treble controls give a range of 15 d.b. In
addition there is a contour control for low level reproduction of
large signals.
All input connections are taken to screened sockets, supplies for
Radio Tuner and gramophone motor are provided.
The output socket ac the back provides for both 31- and 15 -ohm
loudspeaker connections. There is also an auxiliary output at
medium level and independent of the volume control. This
can be used for monitoring purposes or for feeding a tape recorder.
It's really first class.
Cash price L15/15/- or i2/15/- deposit and 12 payments of
24/2 per month. -

NEW-MAXELECTRONICS LTD

220, Edgware Road, London, W.2.
Tel. PAD 5607

Trade enquiries welcomed
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(Reedrrarie M,4)

SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS & EQUIPMENT
The Electronic Industries' Soldering Tool.

List No. 70. sin. dia. Copper Bit
for

Printed Circuit and Transistor Jointing.

Radio Circuit Jointing
Telecommunication Techniques, etc.

List No. 64. bin. dia. Bit.
Continual use and Bench -line Assembly.

ADCOLA EQUIPMENT
Conforms to standards and
operates at correct soldering
temperatures.

ADCOLA EQUIPMENT
Eliminates the possibility of any
form of H.R. Joints.

ADCOLA as specialists supply
direct to specific requirements
when called upon with respect to,
voltage ranges, high and low
temperatures, etc.,

SPECIAL PURPOSE BITS
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK.

TRANSFORMERS available for
single and multiple working.

Catalogues:
Apply Head Office & Sales

ADCOLA PRODUCTS
LTD.

GAUDEN ROAD,
CLAPHAM HIGH ST.,

LONDON, S.W.4.

Telephones: MACaulay 3101 & 4272
Telegrams: SOLJO!NT, LONDON
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FLEXIBLE
REMOTE CONTROL
OUTFITS
offering facilities for making prototype flexible remote
controls as required, without flexible casing.

The remote Control Flexible Shafts in these Outfits cover
the range of torque loadings required for volume controls,
wave change switches and condensers used in electronic,
radio and television equipment.

No. 130 (.130 in. dia.) for controls up to 4 inches long
No. ISO (.150 in. dia.) for controls up to 6 inches long

IIILonger controls with flexible casing made to order.
Detailed Parts and Price List available upon

request to Dept. W.

,4114,(1.111r411MASL 0/If/r.9704/1/
THE S. S. WHITE DENTAL MFG. (G.B.) LTD
Britannia Works, St. Pancras Way, London, Tel. EUSton 5393

R.C.4.

LIGHT
in weight

EASY
to style

HIGH
impact resistance

COSTS LESS
to produce

EASILY FINISHED
with paint or p.v.c. foil

Fibreform mouldings are made from an exclusive material of

strong cellulose fibres bonded with synthetic resins. They are
strong - need no smoothing, readily take an air-dried or stove
enamel finish or a bonded P.V.C. foil. Because they mould easily and
accurately, we can produce quite large and complex forms at low cost.

We make television receiver cabinets and backs-clock cases
-and if you examine its possibilities -your new products.

specify fibreform
the
fibrous
plastic

Fibre Form Ltd

Garratt Mills Trewint St Earlsfield London SW18 Wimbledon 3946
Midland Factory: Lower Gornal Nr. Dudley Worcs Sedgley 2766

be TRANSISTOR WISE ! be POCKET -WISE !

"RECO" MIDDY TRANSISTOR ONE KIT
(Med. and Long er Med. and Short Waves.) Size 4;in.
3in. x ;in. Variable sensitivity control. High gain
Vari (.4 ierrite real aerial. " Sonotone " dynamic Mill.
earpiece. Months of listening pleasure from pencell bat-

"RECO" PUSH-PULL FIVE. M/L WAVES
Indoors or outdoors this brilliant radio brings Light, Home and Continental stations
to your fingertips. ii transistors including 0C45 P.P. stage. Pale blue case with
red epk. grille. Complete with SDn. M/C speaker 213'7'6, p.o. 216. Data 2(6. Size.
6;in. x 40n. x lain.

" RECO" TRANSIGEN THREE KIT
(Med. and I.eng Waves or Med. and Trawler Band.)
Size: Grin. x 44in. x 1Cn. Entirely self contained (no
external aerial req.). R.F. stage with Bullard 0C45
transistor followed by high gain transistor stages.

On test tuned in Third, Home, Light, Radio Luxembourg after dark and many others
at good listening level. The receiver was tested at approx. 50 miles from nearest
transmitter. Comulete kit with easy build practical wiring diagrams, "Sonotonc"
super dynamic min. earphone with insert or bal. arm reproducer. Ponca batten
for months of listening pleasure. 75,-, p.p. 2/6.

" RECO " TRANSIGEN ONE
Remnerativo receiver. Complete kit wills headphones P.p. .2

"RECO" SUPER SPECIAL THREE KIT
(Med., Long or Med. Short Wave.) " Sonntone "
min. earpiece or bal. arm reproducer which in areas
of good signal reception may be mounted under rot
contrasting grille. Sensitivity control for distant
stations. A fine kit, complete with peneell and cosy
build diagrams. p.p. 2:6.

"RECO" PUSH-PULL FOUR KIT
As above, but with push-pull output stage and glin.
snoring coil speaker which fits under red contrasting
grille. Pale blue polystyrene case. Size: 6;in. x

lfin. Complete with data. 99/6. p.p. 2/6.
Practical wiring diagrams, parts price list, circuits, 1.i3
each.

AFTER SALES SERVICE

RADIO EXCHANGE CO.
27 HARPUR ST., BEDFORD. Tel, 2367. Closed I o/c Saturdays.
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For years
the World's Widest Range of Gramophone Equipment

Ell MODEL RC 121/4D MARK II
Will play automatically any number of records up to 10,
either 7", 8", 9", 10" and 12" diameter, at 16-2/3, 33-1/3,
45 or 78 r.p.m. 1W' and 12" records of the same speed
can be mixed in any order. No setting for any record
size required, the selection being completely automatic.

E MODEL RC N/4
This unit can be used as either a manually operated
truly High Fidelity record player or a fully automatic
record changer which will play any number of records
lip to eight. With,4 speeds, an electrical speed control
and a switch click suppressor; it is indeed the record
player for the connoisseur.

E MODEL RC 88/4

This four speed automatic record changer will play
automatically any number of records up to eight. It is
superbly finished in cream and brown enamel.

E MODEL TA/MARK II
This single record player has been produced to meet
the demand for high quality units of minimum size at
low cost. It is mounted on a rectangular unit plate and
is considered the most suitable model for the home
constructor.

MODEL 301

This motor has a 6 lb. accurately balanced die cast
aluminium turntable. It is of the shaded pole induction
type, is in heavy cast casing and is magnetically
screened. The precise speed can be obtained by means
of the eddy current brake. It is used by the B.B.C.
and many broadcasting stations throughout the world.

El 4H F

A high -quality Record Player with 12in. Turntable
complete with TPA.12 Transcription Pickup Arm
mounted on the Unit Plate.

TPA/I2
This pickup arm has been designed to comply with the
latest requirements for monaural and stereophonic
record reproduction. The pickup head is offset, the
angle of which was carefully calculated to give the
minimum tracking error. Its length allows for records
up to 16in. diameter to be played. The plug-in pickup
head will house most types of pickup cartridges. The
height and stylus pressure are readily adjustable. It is
elegantly styled and finished in an attractive coinbina-
tion of Ivory, Chrome and Red.

RADIO SHOW  STAND No. 40
AUDIO HALL No. 336 EARLS COURT

THE GARRARD ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
SWINDON, WILTSHIRE, ENGLAND
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MUREX `SINCOMAX' PERMANENT MAGNETS

are used in this CROMPTON PARKINSON

1200 MOVING COIL

GALVANOMETER/

The use of the `Sincomax' technique in
producing this co -axial magnet enables the
120 arc to be obtained easily. The com-
bining of the soft iron and magnetic
material provides a stable, high energy
product in small volume.
For technical information on the design,
performance and characteristics of Murex
Permanent Magnets write for a copy of the
Magnet Catalogue.

MUREX LIMITED (Powder Metallurgy Division)
RA1NHAM ESSEX Telephone: Rainham, Essex 3322

Telex: 28632 Telegrams: Murex, Rainham-Dagenham Telex

London Office: CENTRAL HOUSE, UPPER WOBURN PLACE, W.C.I

THE PARCOPAK
(built like a battleship)

D.C. to A.C.
Mains Vo!iaga
From your
Battery or House
Lighting Plant

ENJOY MOBILITY FOR
Dictating Machines. Tape Recorders, Radio,
Television, Radiograms, Record Changers.
* Input 6, 12, 24, 32, 48, 110 and 220 volts.
* Output 250 volts, 50 cis., 200 watts (max.).
* Fitted with remote -control facilities or

0/0 switch and watts output panel.
Prices from £14 : 9 : 0

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER:
TRADE ENQUIRIES

Sole Manufacturers:
P. A. R. LIMITED, TALBOT WORKS,

TALBOT STREET, NOTTINGHAM
Telephone 46505 6. Telegrams PARCO, NOTTM.

EUSton 8265

Are you aware of the variety
of contact build-ups we can
assemble? Your problem may
not be as bad as it seems if you
take advantage of our wide ex-
perience in the unlimited use of
this adaptable product.

 Quotation by return.
 Prototypes within 48 hours.
 Good delivery guaranteed.

Photograph by courtesy of
Crompton Parkinson Ltd.

P.O. Type 3000
The most versatile relay

available today.
Coils up to 120,00011

Spring Set Insulation up
to 5KV

Also
Type 6D3
Polarised

A.C. Relays
High Speed
Uniselector

Key Switches
Latching Relays

Magnetic Counters
Miniature Sealed Relays

emtralt ate
67peeialists

drao -Oav (Mda,
(DEPT* TUDOR PLACE ,LONDON, W.I
TELEPHONES:MUSEUM 7960 LANGHAM 4821
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CAMBRIDGE
Centre of

Scientific Research

,...11;,...6,0,1140,0-1,00000,0300 Fi Ngo

e-oq r,T

Henry Cavendish

1

Born in France in 1731, Henry
Cavendish entered Peterhouse, the
oldest of the Cambridge Colleges, in
1749. He left without taking a degree
and devoted the rest of his life to
Science. Painfully shy, Cavendish
never exploited any of his Scientific
discoveries, many of which were not
even published in his lifetime; but
the name of this great Scientist was
commemorated in the Cavendish
Laboratory, set up in Cambridge
just over sixty years after his death.
Pye is fortunate to have been closely
associated throughout its own history
with this great centre of Scientific
research, which has been recognised
for many centuries as the home of new
ideas. The Scientists and craftsmen
at Pye have always drawn great
inspiration from this background.
At the same time, they are proud of
their own contribution to the Science
of electronics.

Pye Limited of Cambridge England
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Worldwide Export Service

ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT FROM U.S.A.

Frazar & Hansen Ltd., internationally known
since 1834, presents the latest advancements in
electronics designed and engineered by leading
U.S.A. manufacturers: many microwave and
transistorized devices, components and com-
plete equipment. A number of these are designed
to meet military specifications.

Radioactivity Monitor

Model AM -3C Continuous Air Monitor.
Utilizes the natural radioactive content
of air to determine the presence of
foreign alpha or beta -gamma emitters
encountered in the laboratory, reactor
stack or in the field. Sounds alarm when
significant amounts of foreign activity
are detected.

EBERLINE INSTRUMENT CORP.

Line Fault Analyzer

Model 1 24 A Line Fault
Analyzer designed for rapid
location of faults on trans-
mission lines. Instantly
pinpoints shorts, opens,
grounds, and indicates
nature of fault from
to 200 miles. Also avail-
able-carrier frequency voltmeters, wave analyzers,
specialized LF, HF, VHF, UHF test equipment,
RF transmitters and power measuring equipment.

SIERRA ELECTRONIC CORP.

Also aluminum microwave and relay towers, AM trans-
mitters, audio equipment. Digital voltmeters and data
printers. High speed pulse generators. Signal genera-
tors. Spectrum analyzers, transistorized power supplies.

Distributors Wanted
Overseas inquiries invited from electronic engineering

representatives and manufacturers

FRAZAR dic HANSEN Ltd.
301 Clay Street  San Francisco 11, Calif.

Since 1834
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CONDENSERS
AR88 FILTER PACK. I mid., 500 v.

BLOCK PAPER CONDENSERS
.125 mid., 2 Is, wkg., 216 each. 1

Md., 400 v. wkg., 2/6 each. 1 mfd.
2 kv. wkg., 3/6 each. 2 mid., 600 v.
wkg., 4/. each. 3 mid., 400 v. wkg.,

cads. 4 mid., 400 v. wkg., 4/6
,ach. 4 mid., 1 kv. wkg., 116 each.
6 mid., 400 v wkg., 5/6 each. 8
mid., 1,200 v. wkg., 11/6 each. 0.1

id. 4 kv. wkg., 416 each. 0.5 mfd.,
k, wkg., each. 0.5 mfd., 2 kv.

wkg.. 2'6 each. 1 mid.. 750 , wkg.
3,'- each, 2 mid., 400 V. wkg., 3/6

(new) 23'- each. P.P. 2;6.

each 2 mfd., 1.5 kv. wkg., 4/6 each
3 mfd., 400 v. A.C. wkg., 2/. each. 4

mfd., 600 V. wkg., 51- each, 4 mid.,
2 kv. wkg., 6/6 each. 8 mid., 500 v.
wkg., 4/9 each. 10 mid.,. 440 v. A.C.
wkg., 12/6 each. 60 mid., 300 volti
A.C., 22/6 each. P.P. 3/6.
VISCONOL2elT YPh. mEfS, d..101.15n fkdv.., 31 k57... we.%

6 mid., 1 kv., 12/6 each. 8 mid., 2.5 kv.
wkg., 2218 each, 2 mid., 1 Irv. wkg.,
each.

GRAHAM GEARED MOTORS. 115 volt. A.C. 50 eye., 146th H.P., variable speed
gearbox 0-160 R.P.M. (as new). 28110i- each. Transformrs to operate this unit'
35/- each. Carr. 10:-.
AMERICAN L.T. TRANSFORMERS. Potted type, finished in black crackle and very
conservatively rated. (I) 230 v. input, 3 x5 volts CT., at 3 amps. each and 4 volts
at 2 amps. output, 18'8 each. (2) 230 v., Input 2 x 6.3 volts CT., at 3 amps. and 6.3
volts at 3 amps. output. 19;6 each. (3)235 volts input. 2 x 6.3 volts at 3 amps., and
6.3 volts CT.. at 3 amps. output. 17/6 each. (4) 230 volts input, 28 volts at '2 amps.
and 2 volts at I amp.. 12;6 each. (5) 230 volts Input, 3 x 6.3 volts at 3 amps. CT..
I, 6.3 volts 3 atop., 22/6 each. (All these transformers are new and boxed, please
include pe,lage 3/6 each.)
MODULATION TRANSFORMERS as used in the BC 640, 40 watts, modulate two
811's, 39 8 each. brand new. boxed, 3/- post.
AMERICAN COMPUTERS AN -II -70A. Single parallax. Contains 8 relays 10 k.,
2 change -over plat. contacts. 8 relays 300 ohms, 2 change -over silver contacts (all
relays :ire small type), 9 x 6V6 small GT., 3 x 6X5 GT., and 2 (16217. Seven small
1).C. motors 27 v. 6 selsyn motors, 10 small micro snitches. Plus gears, conden-
sers, ball bearings and pots., etc. This unrepeatable bargain £10 each.
FUSE HOLDERS. U.S.A. type, panel mounting. 216 each, post 6d.
SCR. 522 TRANS. /REC. 100:1.56 Wis., as new, £5 each. P. & P. 1216.
WHEATSTONE BRIDGE. In a beautiful oak case, centre zero galvanometer, 2.5 ma.,
P.8.14, 4 stml switches 0-10,0.100, ohms OsInf., size 16 x7ix din.. My. each. Post 3/,
RE-ENTRANT SPEAKERS. 15 ohms 20 watts, good cond., £4 each, postage 12,6

s, h. Quotations for six or more.
TRANSFORMERS. 200/250 v, (double wound) 115 v., output 60 amp. in steel case
with sw itch etc., £15 each, postage £1. Weight 3 cwt.
METERS, ,aled 0-600 v. and 045 v., 500 nnicroamp movement, new, boxed, 12/6

Gush).
MICROPHONE (Canadian C3). New boxed complete with lead and standard jack

PLEASE INCLUDE POSTAGE ON GOODS

TERMS C.W.O. All goods offered are ex-W.D. S.A.E. for enquiries

W. MILLS
3-B TRULOCK ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.I7

Phone : Tottenham 9213 & 9330

WAFER SWITCHES TO SPECIFICATION

As we specialise only in the manufacture of small
quantities of wafer switches (to individual specification)
we guarantee competitive prices and fast delivery.

SWITCHES TO PUBLISHED DESIGNS (FROM STOCK)

G.E.C. 912 -PLUS

SI
14/6 pair

S2 (14062/B1)

S4 (SS/556/1) ... 11/6

25 (SS/556/2) ... 10/6

Muliard Tape Amplifiers
Amplifier " A "
SS/567/A
SS/567/B 32/6 the set
SS/567/C

Amplifier " B "
SS/567/A 16/6

Write for Price List and Design Chart.

SPECIALIST SWITCHES
23 Radnor Mews - Sussex Place
London W2 - PADdington 8866/7

Suppliers to the leading electronics, aeronautical and
automobile companies and to research institutions, the
G.P.O. and Universities.
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TRANSFORMERS
Each Transformer in this group E8 10 0

OUTPUTS:

5V 80 Amps
12 V 40 Amps
24 V 30 Amps

30 V 25 Amps
18V 30 Amps

110-120 V 4 Amps
4 V 100 Amps

60 V Centre Tapped 3C 7 Amps
17.5 V 40 Amps

55 V 15 Amps

5 V 140 Amps £10

110-120 V 10 Amps EIS

40 V 25 Amps E14

5 V 300 Amps £15

6-12 V 50 Amps CIO

12 V 60 Amps CIO

12V 100 Amps £16

50 V 60 Amps E25

110 V Centre Tapped 55 V 25 Amps E26

10-15-25 V 100 Amps E26

6-8-10-18-24 V 100 Amps E32

6-12-18-24-30 V 12 Amps Ell

1.6 V to 49 V in 23 Combinations 12 Amps £13

All for 240 V Input, other Supply Voltages as Required
CONTINUOUS RATING, Short Rating Transformers also available

4 V 5,000 Amps
2 V 10,000 Amps

3.5 V 20,000 Amps
2 V 30,000 Amps

10 V 2,000 Amps

£100
198

E127
£130
E103

AUTO TRANSFORMERS
230-115 V 5 Amps E8
250-240-230-220-1 2o.- 115-
110-105 V 12 Amps £13
250-240-230-220-120-115-
110-105 V 60 Amps E50

10 V 1,000 Amps

10 V 500 Amps

L59

E38 1
10 V 750 Amps £48

10 V 300 Amps £28

10 V 900 Amps £50

12 V 1,000 Amps E64

15V 1,000 Amps £75

20 V 800 Amps E80

5 V 1,000 Amps E39

THREE PHASE
TRANSFORMERS

Input 400'440 V
40 V 60 Amps 3

Phase £30

230 V 50 Amps 3
Phase E78

110 V 100 Amps 3
Phase £90

4 V 5.000 Amps 3
Phase £130

These and other Transformers can be supplied for 3 phase,
6 phase and 12 phase Rectifiers.

CONSOLES
AC and DC Supply Units with infinitely variable or tapped output.
Manual or Remote Control with full instrumentation. The Console
illustrated has a stabilized 230 V AC supply as well as several low
voltage heavy current sources. Each source is independent of the others,
but where called for, interlocking and protection devices can be in-
cluded.

RECTIFIER SETS
Rectifier Sets. DC Volts ON LOAD are stated.

6.3 V DC 13 Amps with
220 V DC 110 mAmps E24

12 V DC 200 Amps E87
24 V DC 20 Amps [26
34 V DC 10 Amps E30
36 V DC 50 Amps al

110/120 V DC 10 Amps E34
110/120 V DC 25 Amps £55
200/250 V DC 10 Amps £44
200/250 V DC 18 Amps E60

1,200 V DC 200 mAmps £40
Fitted Ammeters and Voltmeters, per meter £4
Built in Rheostats E4

All for 200/250 VAC
(Other supply Voltages

available)

Rectifier Sets with control of
DC Output by Variable
Choke. Fitted with Ammeter.

DC Volts ON LOAD are
stated.

12;25 V DC 12 Amps .. £18
15 V DC 5 Amps ... E12

VOLTMOB1LE
VOLTAGE REGULATING TRANSFORMERS

Covering the range from zero volts to supply volts in 64 steps. This is achieved
by switching ON LOAD.

INPUT 240 V INPUT 420 V
OUTPUT 0/240 V OUTPUT 0/420 V

Change per step 3.8 4 (1.6%) Change per step 6.5 V (1.6%)
40 Amps 155 40 Amps E62
60 Amps 162 60 Amps £73
80 Amps E82 80 Amps £90

RECTIFIER SETS
400/440 V 3 Phase Input

12 V 210 Amps E98

24 V 105 Amps £98
36 V DC 50 Amps £51

200;250 V DC 18 Amps E60

SPECIFIC ENQUIRIES are invited for Transformers and Rectifiers. We specialise in
HEAVY CURRENT EQU PMENT.

HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY tk CO.
2 JORDAN STREET, MANCHESTER 15. CENTRAL 5069
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Safety
in modern tim
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The Radar sets and other electronic apparatus on which
high speed aircraft rely for their safety, incorporate metal
bellows in the form of shaft couplings. In this application,
freedom from backlash and ability to accommodate both
angular and lateral misalignment is required. Hydroflex
Bellows are chosen because of their outstanding reliability.
For further information, write to Dept. W.W.

HYDROFLEX
seamless Metal Bellows

DRAYTON REGULATOR & INSTRUMENT CO. LTD., WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX. West Drayton 4012

Unique Opportunity to Acquire...

0-5000 VOLT INSULAPON TESTER

AT

ONLY A

THIRD

OF THE

COST !

Unique opportunity to acquire 5,000 volt insulation
tester at only I/3rd of cost. 0-5.000 v. output,
A.C. or D.C., continuously variable by variac, leakage
indication by magic eye. Input voltage 200-250 v.
A.C. Weight 301b. Dimensions 18 x 18 x I3in.
Meter reads on both A.C. and D.C. ranges. Micro
switch fitted in one test prod, controlling input for
absolute safety. Output current 5 m/a. max. D.C.,
10 mia. A.C. These laboratory grade instruments
cost £75 new, are in original tropical packing case,
with inner instrument case, and are absolutely brand
new and unopened.

PRICE £24 only ce°nstrely,fslisfiedf. not

R. SANKEY, PICTUREDROME, ATHERSTONE, WARWICKS.
Telephone :- Atherstone 3210/3202.

AN EXCELLENT RANGE OF

MOULDINGS FROM STOCK

Embellished types for Instrument types for
domestic equipment modern apparatus

WE ARE ACTUAL IMPORTERS of the popular
" Pekalit " range and maintain adequate stocks

of the more widely used patterns

UNCLES BLISS & CO., LTD.
CHERRY ORCHARD RD, EAST CROYDON, SURREY

TELEPHONE: CROYDON 3379/6390
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FROM THE RANGE OF Advance SERVICE INSTRUMENTS

TYPE SG 62
WIDE BAND SIGNAL GENERATOR

Here is another " Advance " contri-
bution to quicker and more efficient
servicing-a signal generator with a
phenomenally wide range covering all
carrier and intermediate frequencies
used for sound and television.

Note the features, remember the
" Advance " reputation for reliability,
consider the modest price-surely
the finest value for money yet offered
in its sphere.

Send for fully descriptive leaflet No. W45

::::::: .:

WIDE RANGE

150 k/cs to 220 M/cs

RELIABLE ATTENUATION

MOVABLE CURSOR
FOR ADJUSTING CALIBRATION

£38
nett price in

U.K.

to be sure !

anaCOMPONENTS LIMITED

GD75 ROEBUCK ROAD . HAINAULT  ILFORD  ESSEX TELEPHONE : HAINAULT 4+44
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SIMPLE) EFFICIENTEFFICIEAT

Aeal *VFW
TELERADIO 5A

RADIO TELEPHONE

SIMPLICITY
Only six controls, no technical
skill required.
SIZE
In one attractively finished case,
9'' x x 20".
RECEPTION
High-performance receiver tunes
over a useful portion of the short-
wave band, to provide general
entertainment.
COMPLETE SERVICE
A.W.A. provides a complete equip-
ment ready for connecting to the
battery. Full details given on
aerials.
BATTERY POWER
The 5A works on a 12 Volt battery.
Only 3.2 Amps. drain when re-
ceiving.

The A.W.A. Teleradio 5A breaks down the barrier of isolation in outback areas. Trained
operators are not required. The equipment uses the most modern valves and design features
to provide simplicity of operation and efficiency.

Made by Australia's largest manufacturer of telecommunication equipment, the A.W.A.
Teleradio 5A is a low -power H.F. transmitter -receiver for distances up to several hundred
miles over land or sea, and is in use by Government and private networks in many places.
Write for details.

Manufactured and guaranteed by -
AMALGAMATED WIRELESS (AUSTRALASIA) LIMITED

47 York Street, Sydney. E536.58

A050 AUDIO OS-
CILLATOR gives a

sine wave output of
I millivolt to 10 volts
over the range 20-
200,000 c.p.s. This is
covered in four ranges,
each directly cali-
brated. Complete with
all valves and ready
for use from 200/250
volts A.C. mains. EICI

plus 4/6 carr./packing.

CRSO BRIDGE measures 10 pF to 100 mF and I ohm to 10 Megohms
in fourteen ranges. Leakage test for condensers. Designed for
bench use, measurements are quickly and accurately made. Price

complete L8/216, plus 4/6 carr./pack.

VV60 AUDIO VOLTMETER for checking and designing Hi-Fi
equipment, etc. Measures I millivolt to 100 volts. Mains operated.
EI 4 plus 4/6 carr./pack.

Details of these instruments sent on receipt of stamped addressed
envelope.

Trade supplied direct.

GRAYSHAW INSTRUMENTS
126 Sandgate High Street, Folkestone, Kent

'Phone : Folkestone 78618

The Best Manufacturers
use Grey & Marten

`Amalgam' solder
Grey & Marten make solders specifically for the
Radio, Television and Electronic industries.
Amalgam 'Resinact' Cored Solder with specially
activated resin flux, to specification DTD 599, and
B. S .44i
Amalgam P.C. Alloys for dip -tinning printed
circuits (free service for checking analyses of metal
in customers' baths).
Amalgam Fusible Alloys, made in all forms, for all
uses. Fully approved A.I.D., C.I.A., G.P.O.,
I.R.C.S.C. and M.O.S.

GREY & MARTEN LIMITED
City Lead Works, Southwark Bridge, London, S.E.r. Tel: HOP o414

and at Birmingham, Manchester and Ipswich
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The of a good Tape Recorder

is its DECK

BRENELLmks
- one of the most versatile general
purpose decks on the market - precision
engineering as its best!
The Mk. 5 deck is the outcome of almost 10 years' exhaustive
research and manufacturing experience. Its remarkable features
include four operating speeds, four heads can be fitted and 81 in.
professional spools accommodated. For ease of operation only
two switches (interlocked for safety) are employed. These control
record, playback, wind and rewind and have extended shafts
for fitting extra wafers if necessary. This feature makes the deck
quickly adaptable for use with a variety of Hi-Fi equipment.
Speed stability is ensured by a large statically and dynamically
balanced flywheel. Brakes are mechanically operated. Safety
device to prevent accidental erasure is incorporated. Instant stop
without spillage, fast rewind in either direction (45 sec. for
1,200 ft.) and azimuth adjustment are among its well -proved
features. FOR STEREO conversion can be carried out at
little extra cost.
Tape Deck, with provision for extra heads 28 gns.
Complete record, playback amplifier with power unit £24
Stereo, rec. playback (including mounting rack) £93 16 0

A
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Mk.5 TAPE RECORDERIncorporating the Mk. 5 deck with all its outstanding
features. Its unit construction makes internal inspection,
lubrication and adjustment a matter of minutes.

64 gns. including 1,200 ft. of tape.

3 STAR PORTABLE
Smart appearance, brilliant performance, fine engineering,
at a price within the reach of almost everyone. Recently
approved by the Council of Industrial Design.

58 gns., including 1,200 ft. of tape, spool and microphone.

SEE THESE MODELS AT THE RADIO SHOW-STAND 333

PERFORMANCE
reaIS TRUE-TO-LIFE
PERFORMANCE

Full details from sole manufacturers:

BRENELL ENGINEERING CO. LTD.
la DOUGHTY STREET, LONDON, W.C. I

Tel.: CHA 5809 and HOL 7358

C.0.20
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COLSTON
HALL
BRISTOL

FRIDAY, 9th OCTOBER, 1959

at 7-30p.m.

We have pleasure in announcing a

CONCERT
OF LIVE AND RECORDED

MUSIC
Introduced by G. A. Briggs with the
collaboration of R. E. Cooke and R. L.

West

Artists taking part

LEON GOOSSENS
Oboe

HAROLD BLACKBURN
Pass

EDWARD FRY
Organ

PIANO TRIO:-
GERALD GOVER - piano

KENNETH POPPLEWELL - violin
TERENCE WEIL - 'cello

Harold Blackburn appears by kind permission of Sadlers Wells Trust
Ltd., and Kenneth Popplewell by kind permission of the B.B.C.

The demonstration will include comparisons of mono and stereo
reproduction with live performances.
Special recordings have been undertaken for this purpose by E.M.I.
A number of commercially available records will also be played.

ADMISSION 3/6
All seats numbered and reserved

Book early for best seats

Tickets will be available on and after Monday, 10th August, direct
from Wharfedale Wireless Works Ltd.. Idle, Bradford, Yorkshire.
Tel. Idle 1235/6. (Cash and stamped, addressed envelope with
each order.) And also at the COLSTON HALL Box Office.

Promoted in the interest of the science and art of Sound
Reproduction by

WHARFEDALE WIRELESS WORKS
LIMITED, IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKSHIRE

Name

Address

0041
We do not employ representatives

At last!.4 specially sel-
ected and designed
Hi-Fi Sound Installa-
tion for your home at
really reasonable cost!
You save because you as-
semble everything your-
self following our step by
step instructions. You
gain because you learn
about the equipment as
you build and are able to
service and maintain it
afterwards. Best of all -

you'll have fun building Of
it and be thrilled with the
finished instrument
which will bring You an
entirely new experiencein the enjoyment off.
sound. No previous skill
or experience is needed.
Post coupon now for full details, without any obligation. Easy terms
available.
Equipment includes:- Luxury Cabinets Top Quality
Amplifier suitable for stereo or non -stereo reproduction
VHF/FM Radio Units Record Player Tape Recorder
Hi-Fi Speaker System.

DROCHURE CUT TODAY
I o RADIOSTRU :TOR, Dept. H.36, 46 Market Plane, Reading, Berks. I

BLOCK I
CAPS.
PLEASE

7.57

Please send Brochure without obligation to

RADIOSTRUCTOR
Leading Radio Training Organisation____J

RADIO TRADERS LTD.
23 WARDO UR ST., LONDON, W.I. (Coventry Street end)

Phone No.: GERrard 3977 8 Grams: "Radiotrade"
STOCKISTS OF CARR FASTENER COMPONENTS

ALL POPULAR
TYPES

OF COMPONENTS
SUPPLIED FROM

STOCK
TRANSISTORS: A.F. 7/6 each. R.F. 15/- each.
TRANSISTOR CONDENSERS. Miniature Electrolytic Capacitors.
32 mfd. 3 v. 25 mfd. 25 v. 25 v. 25 mfd. 6 v., 16 mfd. 12 v. 8 mfd. 6 v., 5
mfd. 12 v., 2.5 mfd. 25 v., 1.6 mfd. 6 v. I mfd. 12 v. All these types of con-
densers are 2(6 each. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR QUANTITIES.

THREE ASTOUNDING TV TUBE OFFERS
All brand new in famous maker's cartons.

(I) I7in. rectangular aluminised 6.3 HTRS .3A current; max. anode voltage
16 kV. Usual price E17.5.0. OUR PRICE E9.19.6. Crating and carr. 151-.
(2) Ferranti TI2/44 and T12/54G I2M. magnetic white fluorescence; 4 v.heater; max. anode 10 kV. As used in many TV receivers. Original price
£17.5.0. Our price E4.I9.6. Crating and carr. 12/6.
(3) Ferranti 9in. Tube round white fluorescence, 5 v. heater, max. anode
voltage 7 kV. Our price E2.19.6. Crating and carr. 11/6.
JONES PLUGS AND SOCKETS. 4 pin 2/6 pair; 6 pin 3/6 pair; 8pin 4'6 per pair; 12 pin 6/6 per pair. If cover required send 1/6 extra per
cover.

WANDER PLUGS. Red and black doz. 2/-
PHILIPS TRIMMER TOOLS 1/- each doz. 10/6
4 -WAY PUSH-BUTTON UNITS 2/6 each. Knobs for same, 3d. each.
POINTER KNOBS. Small black with white line, 7/6 per doz. Smallwhite with black line 8/- per doz. Both types lin. spindle. Large price
reductions for 1,000 lots and over.
CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D. ALL ORDERS DEPT. W.I.

ALL ORDERS FOR LESS THAN E2 ADD POSTAGE
We invite your enquiries for items not listed.
Trade Counter open 9 to 6 Monday to Friday

Also 9 to I Saturday. Callers welcomed.
Large stocks of all types of resistors, condensers, valveholders always
available ex stock Manufacturers' enquiries welcome
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OUTSTANDING at the RADIO SHOW

The "STUDIO"
TAPE TRANSCRIPTOR

WHICH WILL BE INCORPORATED
IN MANY NEW TAPE RECORDERS
BY LEADING MANUFACTURERS
 Fast rewind, 1,200ft. in 65 seconds  Space for third

head  Light piano -type keys  Three speeds 1, 31 and
72 I.P.S.  Twin track single direction  Three digit
counter  Three motors  Very low " wow " and
" flutter "  Pause control

ALSO

The well -tried and proven Mk IV Tape Transcriptor
Developed through the years to its present high standard of perfection,
this transcriptor is used by more tape recorder manufacturers than any
other.

STAND No. 49
DEMONSTRATION ROOM 330

Standardised by the world's top gramophone manufacturers

THE CONQUEST
Automatic Record Changer
FOR STEREOPHONIC AND MONOPHONIC PLAY

 Pick-up pivot bearing provides almost frictionless
action.

 Complete automatic playing of any size of record from
7in. to 12in.

 Provision for manual operation.
 Motors, to transcription standard, have dynamically

balanced rotors and super -honed hardened spindle.
 Minimum stylus pressures (vertical and lateral).
 New ultra -light automatic stop mechanism.

AND A NEW UNIT OF SUPERB QUALITY-THE RP 594
Specially made to meet a need for a simple,
cheap unit mounted on a large unit plate. This
four -speed unit is mounted on a beaded edge
steel plate 121in. x 131in. with the turntable
running in a well.

Ripple Works, By -Pass Road, Barking, Essex
'Phone: Rippleway 5533-Telex-28748

'Grams: KorHaro-Telex-Barking

Do drop in at
THE

RADIO
SHOW
AUG.26- SEPT5

SEE THAT YOUR NEW RECORDER AND REPRODUCER CONTAIN COLLARO EQUIPMENT
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TWO NEW LINES
by

FIST MICROPHONE
Moulded in Nylon, this attractively
designed unit is weatherproof and almost
indestructible under the most adverse
conditions. It has a positive action

Double Pole Changeover Switch, and

is available with either Carbon or Electro-
magnetic Transmitter. When fitted with
the BlM Inset it also operates as a Receiver.
For use on Mobile Radio, Walkie-Talkie,
Police Motor -Cycle Wireless, etc.

Details of all S. G. Brown
products sent on request.

`-rOWTO,

JULY/AUGUST, 1959

We proudly draw attention to our newly

designed FIST MICROPHONE and UNI-
VERSAL HANDSET, which find applica-

tions everywhere where quality, toughness
and serviceability are major factors.

UNIVERSAL HANDSET
Moulded in Propionate-one of the
toughest plastic materials ever pro-
duced, this beautifully styled, robust
and lightweight instrument is designed
to accommodate any known Trans-
mitter or Receiver Inset. Built-in
Double Pole Changeover Switch
is also available. Standard Insets:
Moving Coil, Electro-magnetic, Single
Carbon and Double Button Carbon.
For use on Radio Stations, Mobile
Radio. Walkie-Talkie, Police Car -
Radio, etc.

Handsets; Microphones; Headsets; Headsets with Boom Microphone;

Headsets with Throat Microphone; Transmitter Insets; Receiver Insets;

Hospital Headphones and Pillowphones; High Fidelity Headphones.

SHAKESPEARE STREET WATFORD HERIS

STEREO £7.7.0
Independent twin channel amplifier with excess of 3 watts per

channel.
Concentric volume control (optimum balance arranged immediately

without additional knobs).
Choice of volume and tone controls separately fixed or integral

with chassis and having continental styled knobs (brown and
gold).

Stoved grey or blue hammer chassis %in. x x 6in.
Input suiting most modern crystals; output matching 3 ohm speaker

each channel.
For operation on AC mains 200/250 v.

E.K.E.
BROTHERTON, KNOTTINGLEY, YORKS.
If your local dealer has not one in stock we will gladly loan him one for
you to hear.

alq

Telephone: Watford 27241

-

UNBEATABLE PRICE1'
- - - A

12 MONTHS GUARANTEE

ELECTROVAC
BRAND NEW GUN

CATHODE RAY TUBES

?? 12in. Mallard Types £4 19 0
12in. Mazda Types £6 5
12in. Ferranti Types OW
F4I191-).... £6 5
12M. Brimar Types (Cl2FM
2413.91-) £8 5
12in. Emiscopo Types 27 1
12in. Cossor Types 24 19
12in. G.E.C. Types ES 5
12in. Emitron Types £4 19
14in. MI Current Types. All

prices as 12in. tubes above

I nin. All Current Types 28 2 0
lnin. All Current Types £9 3 0
I7in. Mullard, Mazda and
Emitron Types £6 0 0
All other types £8 2 0
21in. Mallard, Mazda, Ferranti,
Brimar, Cossor and Emitron
Types £9 13 0
All other types £13 6 0
DEDUCT 151- where tube iv
required re -built only.

Under the ELECTROVAC PROCESS, at our own 6,000 sq. ft. f ctory,
all tubes are opened, the gun replaced with the latest type new

English gun, the tube re -assembled to the highest specifications
AS NEW and a vacuum produced to give a performance and

life of the highest standard. The above prices are for the
most widely used types, EX STOCK. Prices for every

current type available on request.

ELECTROVAC MANUFACTURING CO.
(Dept. W.I0), Chapel Works, Sunnyside Road, Chesham, Bucks.
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Permanent
Magnets

With the general introduction of 1100 television
tubes, increased scanning power is required for
both line and frame. This can be obtained either
by more power from larger valves or by improving
the efficiency of the circuit and reducing losses.
For obvious reasons, the latter method is prefer-
able, since it prevents a rise in power consumption
and a consequent increase in heat dissipated by the
components.

One of the most obvious reasons for losses, is
the presence of metallic picture centring magnets
on the tube neck behind the deflection coils. These
magnets, due to their electrical conductivity, absorb
about 10% of the scanning power, and convert
it into heat.

Due to mechanical considerations, picture shift
magnets are required to be made from a com-
paratively thin and tough material which can be
accurately and inexpensively fabricated. Con-
sequently, it is usual to employ one of the ductile
sheet magnet materials such as the low percentage
cobalt, chrome or tungsten steels. These, how-
ever, have a low electrical resistance and a low
coercive force, which give rise to shunting of the
magnetic field and demagnetisation of the magnet
due to the leakage field.

The Mullard Laboratories have given this prob-
lem some consideration, and have produced a new
type of magnet material specially for this applica-
tion. This gives an improvement in scanning power
of approximately 10% for frame and 5% for line
width compared with the usual metallic magnets.

The photograph illustrates- the position of the shift
magnets on a set of 100° deflection coils. Two

No. 17

Television Picture

Shift Magnets

".Magnadur " rod magnets for pin cushion picture
correction are also shown.

Some of the outstanding characteristics of this
new material are: -
1 High electrical resistivity of approximately 106

ohm. cm.
2 High coercive force of approximately 1,500

oersteds giving a high resistance to demagneti-
sation.

3 Can be formed to required shape within small
limits by normal and inexpensive methods.

4 Requires no subsequent heat treatment.
5 Tough, flexible and resiliant.

For further details of these magnets and other
Mullard magnetic components, write to the address
below.

If you wish to receive reprints of this advertisement
and others in this series write to the address below.

Mullard
al/g)

Mullard
'411/4...111111%

`TICONAL' PERMANENT MAGNETS
`MAGNADUR' CERAMIC MAGNETS
FERROXCUBE MAGNETIC CORES

in MAAR° LIMITED, COMPONENT DIVISION, MULLARD HOUSE, TORRINGTON PLACE, W.C.I. LANgham 6633
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Supers-

Soldering Iron
heats up from cold

in 0 seconds
Designed on an entirely

new principle, this light-

weight, versatile iron is

eminently suitable for

soldering operations in the

radio, television, electronic

and telecommunication

industries. For test bench

and maintenance work it is

by far the most efficient and

economical soldering

iron ever designed.

* Activated by light thumb pressure on
the switch ring. When pressure is
released, current is automatically
switched o0'-thus greatly reducing
electricity, consumption, wear on
copper bit and carbon element.

* Can be used on 2.5 to 6.3 volt
supply (4 volt transformer
normally supplied) or from a
car battery.

* More powerful than conventional
150 -watt irons; equally suitable
for light wiring work or
heavy soldering on
chassis.

* Simple to operate; ideal for
precision work.

* Requires minimum main-
tenance-at negligible cost;
shows lowest operating
costs over a period.

LIST PRICES

IRON 39/6

TRANSFORMER 35/6

All prices and trade dis-
counts subject to revision

ENTHOVEN SOLDERS LTD
(Industrial Equipment Division)
Sales Office & Works :
Upper Ordnance Wharf, Rotherhithe Street
London, S.E.16. Tel.: BERmondsey 2014
Head Office : '

Dominion Buildings, South Place, London, E.C.2. Tel.: MONarch 0391

Length, 10";
weight, 31 ozs.

For best results
with this iron

use ENTROVEN

SUPERSPEED

CORED SOLDER

and ALUMINIUM
CORED SOLDER

JULY/AUGUST, 1959

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER
FOR CANADA

Fifty -year -old Canadian manufacturer of
Radio, Television and High -Fidelity home
entertainment units requires experienced
engineer with a minimum of five years'
experience in the design and development of
high-fidelity sound systems and/or television
receiver circuits and familiar with chassis
design and layout plus modern manufacturing
techniques.
We offer excellent remuneration, profit-
sharing retirement plan, hospital and medical
insurance, and opportunities for advance-
ment. We are located in Kitchener, Ontario,
with a population of mom.
Please reply in detail giving age, education,
résumé of previous experience, marital status,
etc., and enclose a recent photograph to:

Department 157
Ontario Immigration Office
12 New Burlington Street

London, W.1
All applications will be answered and qualified
candidates will be interviewed in the United
Kingdom.

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR
RECORDER

The Grampian DP4 Microphone is
ideally suited to the recordist requiring
a high quality instrument for use with a
tape recorder. Designed with a uniform
wide frequency response from 50 c/s to
15,000 c/s, it fulfils the needs of Wire, Tape
and Disc Recording, Public Address, Call
Systems, etc.
Low, Medium or high impedance models are
available together with a complete range of
stand adaptors, stands, swivel holders, and
switch assemblies.
OUTPUT LEVELS: -
25 ohms-

86db below 1 volt/dyne/cm.
600 ohms-

70db below 1 volt/dyne/cm.'
50,000 ohms-

52db below 1 volt/dyne/cm.'
Retail price DP4/L/pack 1:-low impedance Microphone, com-
plete with connecter, 18ft. screened lead, swivel holder and cir-
cular base. f8/19/- (extra for I-12 or M impedance models-I1).

MATCHING UNIT 0.7
For use in cases where it is desired to use a
low impedance microphone with a recorder
or amplifier having a high impedance input.
It can also be used in cases where very long
microphone leads are necessary. Retail
price f3/5/-.

Literature on this and other equipment readily,
available.

rampian
Telephone : Feltham 2657.8

GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS
LIMITED

17 Hanworth Trading Estate,
Feltham, Middx.
Cables : Reamp, Fe'tharn
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WANTED-enthusiasts with
more sense than money!

We started DULCI PRODUCTS in the belief that there were
people-like you perhaps-who couldn't afford to spend the
earth on sound reproduction equipment yet were too knowledge-
able to put up with the second-rate. We were right-thank
goodness-and the success of this policy has encouraged us to
keep on selling top-quality stuff at the lowest possible price.
I'm not going to pretend we are not interested in making money!
We wouldn't be in business if we didn't make profit-but we are
lucky enough to be enthusiasts ourselves-and we take a pride in
our job. We design and build each item in the DULCI range
as if we were making it for ourselves-and we believe you won't
get better value for your money anywhere. We wouldn't insult
your intelligence by trying to sell you individual items of equip-
ment through this advertisement alone. However, we have
included a brief description of some of our lines. There may be
something here that's just the unit you're looking for-write to
us and we'll tell you more about it. I really believe our engineers
would prefer to come and talk to you personally but we can't
spare them I'm afraid. Why not drop in and have a chat with
your local DULCI distributor, we'll send you his name. He has
been carefully chosen to represent us because he too is an enthu-
siast who knows your problems-and can help you solve them-
without breaking your budget!

Model H4772
Self -powered
AM FM Tuner

Write for illustrated brochu,-e

THE DULCI COMPANY LIMITED
97-99 VILLIERS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.2
Telephone : Willesden 6678 9

For fuller information
and the name of
your local DULCI dealer
send in this coupon.

Please send me fuller information on DULCI MONOSTEREO

TAPEUNITS 0AMPLIFIERS 0 TUNERS 0

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 0

Name

Address

(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE-IT'S QUICKER)

P.3760
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Yokes, 31- each.
Armatures, 9d. each.
Adjustable, 1/3 each.
Spindles, 1/. each.

DEPENDABLE RADIO
SUPPLIES LTD.

I2a TOTTENHAM STREET, LONDON, W.I.
(2 minutes Gaodge Street Station. Opp. Heats in Tottenham Court Road)

Phone: LANgham 7391/2 Hours of Business 9-6 Mon. -Fri.

Callers welcome. Terms: Cash with order or C.O.D.

POST OFFICE
RELAYS

TYPE 3,000

Type 600 also available

COMPONENT PARTS ALL PLATED
Fixing Screws (with

insulator), 2d. ea.
Buffer Blocks 6d.

each.

Top Plates, 3d. each.
Bottom Plates, 3d.

each.
Armature Screws,
adjustable, 4d. each.

BUILD UPS CONTACTS COIL VALUES
Silver Platinum Single Twin

I. C/O 1/3 4,- Up to 100 Ohms 3/- 5/-
2. C/O 2/6 8/-  500 4/- 6/-
3. C/O 3/6 12/-  1,000 5/- 7/-
4. C/O 4/6 16/- 6/6 8/6
6. C/0 6/6 24/- 10,000 9/- 14/6
8. C/O 8/6 32/- 14/- 17/6
Other build ups to order; all 16/- 20/ -

types of relays built to your
specification. 'Slugged coils extra.

20/- -
SIEMENS HIGH SPEED C/O RELAYS

250-1250 Ohm Twin Coils 6/6 1,000'- 1,000 Ohm Twin Coils 10;6
850 850 Ohm Twin Coils 816 1,700-,1,700 Ohm Twin Coils 17/6

Postage and packing on all extra.

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS
Delivery ex stock. Quotations on
application.

H.T. 31
Input 11.5 v.
Output 250
v. at 125 mA.

H.T. 32
Input 11.5 v.
Output 490
v. at 65 mA.

AS SUPPLIED TO GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND
LEADING MANUFACTURERS. NEW AND BOXED.

BATTERY TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS, output 4 to 5 watts. 12 v.
or 6 v. in. Complete with Mike, Speaker, Mike and Gram sockets etc.
Ideal for Car and Public Address, all functions including Race Meetings,
Election Campaigns etc. Write for leaflet and particulars of this won-
derful buy.

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS AND DYNAMOTORS.

LOUD HAILERS AND SPEAKERS from 12'6.

POWER SUPPLY UNITS for all 19 sets.

INDUCTION MOTORS suitable for Tape Recorders, Sewing
Machines etc., etc.

BLOWER MOTORS 6 v., 12 v., 27 v., 2216 each.

HEAD SETS. DLRS's etc.,etc., 6;6 pair. Plus p. & p. 1/6.

SLIDING RESISTORS, BELLING PLUGS AND SOCKETS,
FUSE HOLDERS, AMERICAN TUB CONDENSERS ETC.

MANY BARGAINS FOR CALLERS

Send for detoils. Trade enquiries invited.

BENSON'S BETTER BARGAINS
INDICATOR Type 277, with lin. C.R.T., 4/VR91, 2/VR92, 37/6
(p.p. 3/6). TERMINALS, insulated, with wire slot, 5/- doz. VALVE
KIT, with 6/CV18, 2/6V6, 2/5U4, 4/6N7G, res. and coeds., 40/-.
HEADPHONES, CLR, with carbon breast-mic., 10/6. CR100
Noise limiter assemblies, with valve, 3/6; CR100 Power 'Frans.,
30/-. BC434A Control boxes, 7/6. NEW M.C. METERS, :31in.
round flush, 50 µA., 70/-; 100 µA., 66/-; 1 mA., 55/-; 2 mA. (rec-
tified), 415/-. 27 in. 500 µA., 27/6; 1 mA., 22/6; 5 mA., 7/6. Sin.
100 mA., 200 mA., 300 mA., each, Si& 21in. 20 v. A.C., 8/6; 2in.
40 v. 8/6; 300 v. A.C. 21in., 15/-. Crossover needle type 2x 1 mA.,
8/6. Sin. square, 150 A.-0-150 A (less shunt), 5 mA., 7/6. COM-
MAND RECEIVERS, brand new, 6 valves, med. wave (0.52-1.5
Mc/s.), 97/6; used 52/6 (post 3/6). Conversion data and circ. to
CAR RADIO, 1/6. VIBRATORS, Mallory G634C 12 v. 4 -pin, 7/6.
R1155B, good condition, tested, with handbook, 87/10/- (Rail 10/-).
SCR522 Modulation or Driver Trans., either 7/6. CONVERTERS
(ROTARY), 24 v. D.C. to 50 v. A.C. 4 A., 40/- (rail 7/6). MORSE
TRAINER SET with buzzer and key wired for 41 v. battery, 8.6.
DRIVES: slow-motion Admiralty 200: 1 ratio, scaled 0-100, 5/6.
R1155 8.M. " N " type, new, 10/6. VIBRAPAK, 6 v. D.C. to 250 v.
60 mA., smoothed, cased, 22/6. 12 v. to 250 v. 100 mA., 17/6
(p.p. 7/6). DYNAMOTORS (post 3/6); 12 v. to 250 v. 60 mA. and
6.3 v. 25 A., 11/6; 6 v. to 250 v. 60 mA., 11/6. Type 2 A. Input
12 V. Outputs 300 v. 240 mA., 150 v. 10 mA., 6v. 5 A. filtered, cased,
25/-. F.M. Discriminator Transformer, with valve 1S5, new, 12/6.
TRANSFORMERS, vibrator, input 11 v. output 265 v. (19 set type),
8/6. MorseKey, covered with plug, 5/6. CONDENSERS, variable,
55-55-35 pfs. (3 gang) 4/6. Potentiometers, miniature wirewouncl,
60, 1k or 2k, each, 1/-. Relays 3.000 type lk coil 2 c/o, Stn, 6/-.
USA (Collins type) 12v. DPDT & SPST, ceramic, 7/6. VALVES:-
CV2160 (ESU77) 50kV. 150w. Rectifier; GES base, 25/-. CHOKES,
LF 10H 200mA 8/6; Potted 10H 100mA, 7/6, "C" 9H 50mA 6/6.
RELAYS. 12/24 v. coil; 4 make, 4 break contacts (10 amp. rated)
by Magnetic Devices 7/6. U.S.A. SernTrotary action. DPDT heavy
silver contacts; SPDT & SPST lesser contacts 6/12 volt, 7/6.
SWITCHES, toggle, U.S.A., DPDT, 1/6. I.F. STRIP 373, new, wills
valves, 37/6. R.F.26, R.F.27, good cond., 18/- (p.p. 5/6). METAL
RECTIFIERS: 240 v. 100 inA., 4/-; 240 v. 30 mA., 3/6; 1.000 v.
30 rnA.. 7/6. VARIOMETERS (19 set), new 15/-. INDICATORS
with C.R.T.s VCR530 and VCR1139A, 10 valves, etc., 501- (rail
8/6). Single 61in. C.R.T., 10 valves 30/- (rail 7/6). Mic inserts,
G.P.O. carbon, 216. EARPIECES, inserts, bal. armature type, 2 6.

LIST AND ENQUIRIES: S.A.E. please. Terms, C.W.O. Postage
extra. Immediate despatch.

Callers and Post W. A. BENSON (WW), 136, Rathbone Road,
Liverpool, 15. SEF 6853

Callers SUPERADIO Whitechapel) LTD. 116 Whitechape'
Liverpool, 2. ROY 1130

Train ig in Radio
and

Television Servicing

The Pembridge College of Electronics pro-
vides a full-time One Year course m the basic
principles of Radio and Television for prospective
servicing engineers. This course is also suitable
for those wishing to maintain all types of indus-
rial electronic equipment.
The next course commences on 8th September,
1959. Following courses commence on 5th
January and 26th April, 196o.
Evening course in Television servicing commen-
ces on 12th January, 196o.
Home -study courses in Radio and Television are
at present under preparation by our experienced
staff and will be available soon.
For details of these courses, write for prospectus
and admission forms to:

The Principal, Dept. P.1i
THE PEMBRIDGE COLLEGE

OF ELECTRONICS
34a Hereford Road, London, W.2

Telephone: BAYswater 9117

PC /
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DYSTONE
H.F. COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
We have concentrated for many years on the design and construction ofcommunications receivers
and it naturally follows we have acquired a wealth of knowledge, covering the theoretical, practical
and operational aspects. It is significant that, over the years, our total production of communica-
tions receivers exceeds 30,000. The advantage of our specialised experience is at your service.
Your attention is drawn particularly to the model 730,4, which combines a first-class performance
with robustness of construction. It is used extensively by the British Government and in profes-
sional communications systems throughout the world. The following important features apply:-
* Excellent all-round technical performance.
* Ease of tuning: minimum operator fatigue.
* High reliability under all conditions.

* Peak performance well maintained with the minimum of attention, over a long
period.

* Intended for 24 hours -a -day operation.

* Excellent frequency stability-crystal control available where extremely high
stability is required.

* Robustly constructed and capable of standing up to hard usage anywhere.
* CV valves in all positions.
* Easy to service-spares readily available.
Please write for complete specification, price and delivery details.

Manufactured STRATTON & CO. LTD. BIRMINGHAM 31moif
DISTRIBUTORS IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
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W is the time
JULY/AUGUST, i973

to put in hand any overhaul, alteration or modernisation of your
sound -reproducing equipment-to stereo-twin-speaker presentation-
VHF/FM radio-or just some overdue replacement of the weakest link in the
chain-a better motor, pick-up or speaker system.
Do not leave it over till the autumn when all workshops will be very busy
and your order must inevitably take longer. If you consult us now, you
may be able to arrange for your instrument to come into our Works
whilst you are taking your summer holiday.
Equipment of any make or kind that can be said to come up to high-fidelity
standards can be overhauled, reconstructed and brought up to date in our
Works. Consultations with our very experienced technical staff are free and
without obligation. All equipment brought in is expertly viewed
and tested by our engineers and complete schemes and estimates submitted
before starting work.

You can act quickly without acting
rashly if you bring your problem
to the oldest and foremost specialists
in this type of work.

E  M  G

HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES LTD.

6 Newman St., Oxford St., London W.1 MUS. 9971

TECHNICALLY TRAINED BY

''Cs'
IN RADIO, TELEVISION AND
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
Opportunities in Radio Engineering and allied pro-
fessions await the i c s trained man. i c s Courses open
a new world to the keen student. ...
RADIO TELEVISION ENGINEERING; RADIO AND TV
SERVICING; RADIO SERVICE AND SALES; VHF AND
FM ENGINEERING; ELECTRONICS, Etc.

c s Courses give very real help to the man setting up
his own business or facing a technical career in the
radio industry.
Examination Courses for:-British Institution of Radio
Engineers, City & Guilds Telecommunications, Radio
Servicing & Radio Amateurs, Postmaster -General Certi-
ficates (Marine).
LEARN -AS -YOU -BUILD PRACTICAL RADIO COURSE
Build your own 4 -valve TRF and 5 -valve superhet radio
receiver, Signal Generator and High -quality Multi -tester.
FILL IN AND POST THIS I C S COUPON TODAY
It brings the FREE I c s Prospectus containing full parti-
culars oft c s courses in Radio, Television and Electronics.

INTERNATIONAL

CORRESPONDENCE

SCHOOLS

r____ 16 MI=3 MIN IM Min EMI

International Correspondence Schools,'
I Dept. 222P, International Buildings,
I Kingsway, London, W.C.2 I

1 NAME
I
I ADDRESS

I I

I I

. . A WHOLE WORLD I I

OF KNOWLEDGE for I OCCUPATION AGE I
the KEEN STUDENT L 8.59

VITREOUS ENAMELLED RESISTORS
R.C.S.C. Style RWV4-L

FULLY R.C.S.C. TYPE APPROVED, 100. to 22K0, our
RWV4-L style resistors conform to Inter -Services Spec.
RCS III.
Other styles available. R.C.S.C. type approval applied for.

Rating in watts
RCSC
Style

CGS
Style Service Commer-

cial
Range

RVVV4-1 ' VPF4 3 4 512 to 8Ki2
RWV4-K VPFIO 4.5 10 50 to 68Ki2
RWV4-L VPF14 6 14 1012 to 100Ki2

THE C.G.S. RESISTANCE CO.
EVERTON, LYMINGTON, HANTS. Tel. Milford -on -Sea 269
London Office : 30 Clarendon Rd., Harrow, Mddx. Tel. Harrow 4147

STABILIZE YOUR AC MAINS with the finest
equipment, at a fraction of the normal cost:-

FERRANTI 7 -KVA MOVING COIL
AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATORS

Any stabilized output voltage in the range 200-250 v.
can be selected by plug -board tappings. The selected
output voltage is automatically maintained constant
within 1",, at all loads 0 to 30/37-1 amps., when the
supply voltage is varying over the range -H8% to

 Frequency compensated 45-55 and 54-66 c/s.
 Excellent output wave -form.
 Can also be used as a variable transformer.
 Unused. Complete with spares and instruction

book.
P. B. CRAWSHAY

94 Pixmore Way, Letchworth, Herts. 'Phone 1851
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* Easily transported-
quickly installed.

* Choice of built-in
power supply units for
1 2v or 24v battery,
a.c. or d.c. mains.

* Eight Crystal trans-
mitter frequencies
with pre-set tuning.

* Speech, key and loud-
hailer facilities.

using the
CNE 510 HF
Transmitter-

Receiver

Easily transported, quickly installed, this economical
40 watt HF Transmitter, Receiver is designed especially
for medium distance communication, either from a
vehicle or between fixed stations. Particular care has
been taken to minimise power consumption when
operating from either 12v or 24v battery supply.
Using a 12ft. to 16ft. whip aerial, ranges of 500 miles,
between vehicle and base, or 700 miles with elevated
aerials are being achieved under practical operating
conditions.

The frequency range is 1.5 Mc/s to 12.5 Mc 's and
facilities are provided for speech, telegraphy (m.c.w.
and c.w.) and public address.
Eight crystal transmitter frequencies with pre-set
tuning, interchangeable power supply units for mains,
12v and 24v batteries make this compact equipment
a most reliable and effective means of communication
in a wide variety of applications, particularly suitable
for tropical use.

Write for
descriptive literature MULLARD EQUIPMENT LIMITED

A PRODUCT OF

A COMPANY OF THE MULLARD GROUP

Mullard House Torrington Place London W.C.1
Tel: LANgham 6633

ME626
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RADIO MASTS & TOWERS
with TECHNICAL SERVICES

STANDARD TUBULAR MASTS

SOUTH MIDLANDS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED

PLEASE WRITE
FOR BROCHURE

ROMSEY ROAD
CADNAM V.H.F. INSTALLATIONS

SOUTHAMPTON

I
'CAPACITY 15" BENCH DRILL

A PRECISION BUILT MACHINE TOOL
WEIGHT 154 lbs. 5 SPINDLE SPEEDS

137-5-0 complete -3 phase
(Ch'ilck guard not Included) Pillar model also available.
Available from all machine tool merchants -
write now for full details, to the manufacturers:

W. J. MEDDINGS LTD.,
Ipswich Road, Trading Estate, Slough, Bucks

One of the largest manufacturers of Drilling Machines in the U.K

i11

Not subject to Puchase Tax
(Carriage paid in U.K )

Illustrated leaflet available

Don't despair -let

DON VIN repair

48 HOUR REPAIR SERVICE
Eor the repair of that

broken or damaged instru-
ment call in the Donvin

Repair ' Crash ' Service and
(subject to inspection) it can be
put in sound working order and
returned to you in 48 hours.
All types-any make. Quota-
tions by 'phone or wire if
necessary.

DONVIN INSTRUMENTS LTD.
Midland Terr., Victoria Rd., London, N.W.I0. ELGAR 7871

El CO RI

LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
Model 121 12" HO UNIT
Dia. over lugs 12f in.; Overall depth CM.;
Power handling 20 watts R.M.S.; Voice coil
dia. 2in.; Flux density 12,000 gauss; Total
flux 160,000 lines; Main resonance 30,35
c.p.s.; Frequency response 25-5,000 c.p.s.;
Input impedance 15 ohms.
Fitted with curvilinear cone, foam plastic
surround and extra long voice coil winding which
permits large amplitude movements without
harmonic distortion. Recommended for use as
single speaker for any heavy duty requirement
such as public address or home cinema or as
bass unit in multi -speaker system. Suitable
for use in all types of reflex enclosure horn
loading or open battle mounting. £9.

Model 121 A
As above but with aluminium wire voice coil
giving improved transient response and useful
range extended up to 10,000 c.p.s. 9 gns.

Model 301 H.F. UNIT
Overall dia. 3in.; Overall depth 1;M.; Pow,
handling 15 watts; Instantaneous Peak; Voice
coil dia. ;in.; Flux density 17,000 gauss; Fre-
quency response 1,500-18,000 c.p.s.; Input im-
pedance 8-15 ohms.
A pressure type high frequency loudspeaker.
Handles high note portion of 15 watts of music.
Response is level over range 2,000 to 14,000
c.p.s. beyond which there is gradual roll -off
giving useful range of 1,500 to 18,000 c.p.s.
The special hardened aluminium diaphragm with
unique loading system gives clean distortionless
output at all frequencies in its range which is
completely free of resonances or colorations.
Will extend range of any existing speaker system
and greatly increase transient response and
"realism." £315.-.

Not subject to Purchase Tax
(Carriage paid in U.K.)

Illustrated leaflet available.

FANE ACOUSTICS LIMITED
BATLEY YORKSHIRE
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NEW UNITS
at the Radio Show

A completely new series of High Fidelity units
within the famous AXIOM range ; brilliantly
up to the minute in design, performance, and
styling, and priced in a way that makes their
duplication, for stereophonic working, more than
a pipe dream. Compare these models- from any
point of view-with any other similar products ;

and prove to yourself the leadership of the new
GOODMANS range.

TRIAXIETTE 8"
A Triaxial 8" unit of unique and patent-
ed design. With power handling capacity
of 10 Watts and frequency coverage
from 40-20,000c/s, it caters admirably
for all domestic installations where first
class-but space saving-loudspeakers
are desired.

TREBAX 5K/2OXL
A horn loaded pressure driven high fre-
quency unit with built-in L.C. crossover
network, and L -pad H.F. control on
flying lead. Total frequency range 2,500.
-20,000c/s; for use in systems up to 20
Watts.

AXIOM 110
A.L/1 20 The first true full range High Fidelity 10" loudspeaker.

A complete 15 watt 3 -way High Fidelity Frequency range 40-15,000c/s; power handling capacity
Loudspeaker system (measuring only 10 Watts. Aluminium voice coil and unique plastic -edged

14
f 24" X 1 lf" X 144") ; containing a

precision built 12" unit, coaxially
mounted mid - range radiator and

diaphragm; 12,000 gauss magnet system.

pressure driven H.F. unit, providing AXIOM 112
accurate and integrated performance A higher powered (12 watt) version of the AXIOM 110.
from 35-20,000 c/s. Patented enclostire
loading.

16,000 gauss magnet system.

You are invited to visit Stand No.23 in the main hall where the new
loudspeaker systems are shown in a typical room setting designed to
simulate normal listening conditions in the average living room.
On stand No. 334 (Audio Hall) High Fidelity Loudspeakers and
Systems will be demonstrated together with the new 10" Full Range
High Fidelity Loudspeakers.

GOODMANS a Post this coupon now for your FREE copy of the
I NEW HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKER
I MANUAL to : GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LTD. I

Axiom Works, Wembley, Middx.
I Name

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LIMITED I Address

G7WW
Europe's largest manufacturers and the I Tel.: WEMbley 1200 (8 lines) Grams: Goodasiom, Wembley, Ens

World's largest exporters of High Fidelity Loudspeakers
MEM MEI IN= MIN OM MIR

I
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New techniques demand new tools. Transistors, printed

circuits, sub -miniature components can now be soldered

more accurately, with much less effort, without risk of

damage to adjacent components with the feather -weight

pencil -thin Oryx. Available in seven models for continuous

working up to 470°C. Widely used by instrument

makers, electronic equipment makers throughout the

world. It will pay you to give the Oryx an extended

trial on your own production lines.

For QUICKER ..
BETTER Joints
at less cost !

0 RYX
Write now for
illustrated Folder
and Price List

from

25' -
subject

EXCLUSIVE ORYX FEATURES
* Low voltage (6-24 v.), absolutely safe, therefore ideal for female

operatives.
* Heats up in 35 seconds -cannot overheat during extended use
* Uses renewable, interchangeable, corrosion -resistant bits
* Patented heating element has no ceramic spacers or mica insulators
* Ideal for battery -operated mobile service on cars, trucks, aircraft
* Efficiency equal to mains -operated 80 -watt iron at fraction of

weight and size
* Fully guaranteed against breakdown for twelve months

ORYX ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES LTD.,
DOMINION ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX. Tel: WORTHING 9895

THE NORTHERN POLYTECHNIC
Holloway Road, London, N.7.

Principal :
T. J. Drakeley. C.B.E., D.Sc., Ph.D., F.R.I.C., F.I.R.I.

Department of Telecommunications
Full-time Day, Part-time Day and Evening Courses in Tele-
communications Engineering in preparation for the Northern
Polytechnic Diploma in Telecommunications, the Graduate -
ship of the British Institution of Radio Engineers and the
City and Guilds of London Institute Telecommunication
Technicians Course and Supplementary Studies for the Full
Technological Certificate.
Full-time 1 year Course in Radio Servicing and full-time 1

year course in Television Servicing, also part-time day release
and evening classes are held in these subjects in preparation
for the City and Guilds of London Institute and the Radio
Trades Examination Boards' Certificates.
The Supplementary Studies covered are: -

Advanced Telecommunication and Electronic Principles
Communication Radio
Basic Microwave Techniques
Microwave Radio -Relay systems
Radar and Radio -Navigational Aids
Sound Broadcasting
Television Broadcasting
Digital Computers
Analogue Computers
Audio Engineering
Pulse Circuit Analysis

Special evening course in the principles and practice of Colour
Television Engineering. All the above courses include practical
laboratory and workshop experience.
London fees: £30 per year, or £11 per term, plus £2 registra-
tion fee, for full-time courses. (No fee for students under
18 years of age.)
Evening class fees range from 40/- to 551-.
Enrolment for day classes by appointment.
Enrolment for evening classes, 5.30-7.30 p.m., 22nd and 23rd
September, 1959.
New term commences 28th September, 1959.
Prospectus free on application to Secretary.

SOUTHERN TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
TRANSFORMERS FOR ALL MULLARD AMPLIFIERS

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS (Secondaries for 3.75 and 15 ohms)
T.44 5-10 amp. ultra linear, 8,000 ohm. 43% tappings 36,-. PT. 2/,
T.162. 5-10 amp. and Osram 912. 6,600 ohm 20% tappings 30/-. 1'/P.
T.100. 5-10 amp. LOW loading, 6,000 ohm, 28/.. PIP. `21...
T.142. 7 watt stereo amp. 9,000 ohm. 20% tappings. 26/-. PIP. 2/,
T.140. 3 watt amp., type A tape amp., 2 watt stereo, 5,000 ohm. PIP. 21,

MAINS TRANSFORMERS (Primaries 240-220-200; 0-10 v. 50 as.)
T.55. 5.10 amp. and tuner, 300-0-200 v., 120 mA., 6.3 v. 2.5 a., 6T. 6.3 v. 2.5 a.,
6.3 v. 1 a., 32;-. PiP. 2/6.
T.56. 5-10 amp. 300-0-300 v. 100 mA. 6.3 v. 2.5 a. eT. 6.3 v. 1 a., 27/-. P/P 2/6.
T.101. Two 5-10 amp. Low loading, 300-0-300 v., 150 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a. CT., 6.3 v.
1 a., 34/.. P/P. 219.
T.143. 7 watt stereo, 250-0-250 v, 150 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a. cT., 6.3 v. 1 a., 33/... P/P 2/9.
T.141. 3 watt. 300-0-300 v., 60 mA. 6.3 v.. 1 a., cT., 6.3 v., 1 a., 221-. P/P. 2/-.
T.163. 2 watt stereo 250-0-250v .80 mA. 2a. cT., 6.3v. Is., 2.5/.. P/P. 2;6.
All transformers fully guaranteed, all shrouded fully except T.140 and T.B.
SPECIAL OFFER. T.44 and T.55 59/-. 3/6. Used on "Bribond P.C."

" POWER-PAKS "
T.A. Trans. and Siemens contact cooled metal bridge rectifier delivers 270 volts D.C.
100 mA. and 6.3 v. eT. 3 a., 32;-. Plus P/P.
T.B. Trans. awl Siemens contact cooled metal bridge rectifier delivers 270 volts D.C.
60 mA. and 6.3 v. eT. 2 a., 25:-, plus 2;- P.P.
SOUTHERN TECHNICAL SUPPLIES, S3 Station Road, Portslado, Sussex
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TECHNICAL

TRAINING
in radio
television

and
electronics

engineering
with

ICS

The decision is YOURS To he a success
in your chosen career; to qualify for
the highest paid job, to control a
profitable business of your own.
la home -study courses put your
plans on a practical basis; teach you
theory and practice; give you the know-
ledge and experience to take you, at
your own pace, to the top.

Choose the RIGHT course:

RADIO AND TELEVISION ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION

RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING

RADIO SERVICE AND SALES

VHF/FM ENGINEERING: ELECTRONICS

COMPUTORS AND PROGRAMMING

Brit. A.M., I.R.E., City and Guilds
Telecommunication Tech., Radio
Servicing (R.T.E.B.), Radio Amateurs
C. & G.

THERE ARE ICS COURSES TO MEET
YOUR NEEDS AT EVERY STAGE OF
YOUR CAREER.

FILL IN AND POST THIS COUPON
TODAY

You will receive the FREE 60 page ICS
Prospectus listing examinations and
Ics technical courses in radio, television
and electronics PLus details of over 150
specialised subjects. 'ri.. IME. 3111111. .

LEARN -AS -YOU -BUILD

Practical Radio Course

Gain a sound up -to -professional -stan-
dards knowledge of Radio and Television
as you build YOUR OWN 4 -VALVE T.R.F.
and 5 valve superhet radio receiver,
Signal Generator and High -quality
Multi -tester. At the end of the course
you have three pieces of permanent
and practical equipment and a fund of
personal knowledge and, skill . . . ICS

Practical Radio courses open a new
world to the keen Radio amateur.

Other ICS courses include:

MECHANICAL, MOTOR, FIRE,
CHEMICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING, ETC., ETC., . . .

FARMING, GARDENING, ARCHI-
TECTURE, WOODWORKING,
SELLING AND MANAGEMENT,
ART, PHOTOGRAPHY.

A WHOLE WORLD OF SKILL AND KNOW-
LEDGE FOR THE KEEN STUDENT.

1 INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 1
DEPT. 223R INTERNATIONAL BUILDINGS KINGSWAY W.C.2

I PLEASE SEND ME FREE BOOK ON (SUBJECT) I
I
I

IADDRESS I
I
I I

I I

I
Lai im /liar Imo

NAME

OCCUPATION

I
I

I

9.59 I
MEM 1101fM1111 MMI 71///= EMI EMI IMO HMI =MI 1=11 MOM MIA

AGE
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VALVES
AC/ HD

2/6
L 2/6

AC/P 26
AC/PI 2/6
AC6/PEN 5/-
A
AR6 2

QS P3 4/6/6

AR8 5/-
ARDD5 2/-
ARP3 3/-
ARP4 3/6
ARPI2 2/9
ARP2 I 5/6
ARP24 3/6
A RP34 4/6
ATP4 2/9
ATP7 5/6
B30 3/6

6-
D41BL63 3/3
D42 4-
D77 4/3
DA30 -
DD41 . 24/6
DD620 4/6
DET5 . 20/-
DET18 30/-
DETI9 2/6
DET20 2/6
DH76 4/9
DLSIO 4/6
E1148 2/ -

Brand new, indi-
vidually checked
and guaranteed

EA50 1/6
EAC9 I 4/6
E B34 1/6
EBC33 6/-
EC52 3/9
EC54 3/6
ECC32 4/-
ECC8 I 5/10
ECC82 6/9
ECC83 6/9
ECC84 7/9
ECC9 1
EC L80 10/3
EF8 6/-
E F22 7/3
EF36 3/6
EF39 4/9
E F50 3/-
EF55 6/-
EF80 69
E F85 6/10
E F8 89
EF9 I9 4/1/0
EF92 5/-
EL32 3/9
E L84 8/6
EL9 I 7/6
EY9 I 4/6
E Z40 7/-
EZ80 7/6
FA I5 4/-

FW4/500 8/-
H30 51-
H63 3/6
HP4101 6/-
KBC32 51-

5/-
7/-
8/-
7/-
9/-

KTW63 6/6
L30 4/-
M H4 4/-
M H40 6/6
MH4I
MHLD6 4/6/66

M L4 4/6
M L6 6-
MS/PEN 6//-
MS/PENB 6/-
N34 8-
NRI5A 3//-
NR6 1 7/-
NT37
(4033A) 14/-

0D3 6/-
024 5/-
OZ4A 5/-
P61 2/6
PCC84 8/-
PCC85 8/-
PEN25 4/6

KF35
KT30
KT3 I
KT33C
KT241

PE N46 ... 5/9 1626 11/- 6FI2 5/- 25 H7 4/9 807BR 3/9
PENI 41
PE N220A

4/ -
3/-

1832
I D8GT

-I
I0/V-

6G6G
6H6M

3/-
23

2517
2SK7

6/-
5-

813 70/-

PEN1340 6/ - 1L4 4- 6H6GT 1/9 2S L7 7//- 833A ... 60110
PEN DD/ ILDS 3/6 6J5 3/6 2S R7 6/- 843 7/6

1360 ... 9/6 1 R5 6/9 6J6 4/3 5D2 6/- 866A 10/-
PL82 8/3 155 6/- 6K6GT 6/6 5E 8/- 872A 35/-
PL83 9/- I T4 4/- 6K7G 2/3 5R 7/6 930 8/-
PM4DX 3/- 2A3 8/- 6K7GT 5/3 9E2 5/- 954 2/-
PT25 H 7/6 2A6 7/- 6K8G 6/6 28D7 8/- 956 2/9
PY82 8/- 2C34 2/6 6K8GT 8/- 35T 30/- 1619 6/-
QP2 I 6- 2D4A 4/- 6L5G 6/- 35Z4GT 7/- 1625 6/-
QP25 5/3 2X2 4/- 6L6 I 0/- 39/44 6/- 1626 4/6
RG I -240A 17/6 3A4 6/6 6L6G 6/6 4IFP 1/9 1629 4/6
RG3-250 ... 17/6 3B24 3/- 6L6GA 6/6 524G 8/- 4242A 6/-
RG4-1250 9/- 3E29 6L34 4/6 53A 3/- 7193 1/9

RK34
SP4B

2/6
7/6

(8298)
4A I

75/-
4/6 6Q7G6N7GT

-
6/
7/3 58

5

6/-
6-

7475
8010AR

5/-
22/6

SP13C 4/6 4DI 2/6 6SA7 6/9 7I9 A 4/6 8020 6/-
SP41 2/9 5U4G 6/- 6SC7GT 7/- 77 6/- 9001 5/-
SP6 I 2/9 5Y3GT 6/9 6SG7 5/- 82 8/- 9003 5/6
SU2150A 4/9 5Z3 8/6 6SH7 5/- 83 12/- 9004 4/-
TT I I 3/- 5Z4G 8/- 6517 6/9 83V 12/- 9006 4/ -
U18 6/- 6A6 5/- 6SK7 5/6 84 12/6
UU4 4/6 6.487 5/- 6S L7GT 6/9 89 6/- Cathode Ray
V2D33B
V P23
VR99 .

VR150/30
VS I 10
VT25

8/-
5/-
8/-
6/ -
4/-
8/6

6AC7
6AG5
6A K6
6AM5
6AM6
6B G6

5/-
4/6
7/6
5/-
6/3
4/6

6S N7GT
6SQ7
6557
6V6G
6X5GT
822

4/6/6

6
8/-
56
5/6
2/6

210LF
210VPT
217C
220VSG

446A

3/-
3/-

17/6
3/-

I4/ -

Tubes:

3BPI 25/-
5CPI 42/6
5FP7 45/-
VCRS 17 ... 10/ -

W31
W42

7/-
7/-

688
6B8G

5/6
2/6

922 ..
2A6

3/-
5/-

446B
705A

I4-
17/6 Special Valves:

Y66 8/- 6C4 4/- 2AH7 7/- 715B 97/6 31/ MOE E35
Z31 6/- 6C5 6- 2C8 7/6 717A 8/6 31192/E E37/10
1A3 3/6 6C6 4/6 2E1 22/6 801 6/- 723AB 52/6
I A5GT 5/- 6C8G 5/- 2H6 2/6 803 22/6 726A 27/6
1623 11/- 6F6 7/- 2JSGT 3/6 805 30/- VX7 110 15/-
1824 II/ - 6F8G 6/6 2SG7 6/6 807AM E R... 5/3 WL417A 15/ -

All U.K. orders below 10/-, P. & P. 1/-; over 10/-, 1/6; orders over E2 P. & P. free. Overseas postage extra at cost.

BRAND NEW ORIGINAL SPARE PARTS
FOR AR88 RECEIVERS.
Please write your requirements.

Complete set of strong aerial rods (Ameri-
can). Screw -in type MP49, 50, 51, 52, 53,
total length 15ft. 10in., top diameter 0.615in.,
bottom diameter 0.185in. together with
matched aerial base. MP37 with ceramic
insulator, ideal for car or roof insulation,
E2/I0/-, post free.
Headphone Matching Transformers, to
match L.R. headphone to H.R. output (6,000
ohms) price 5/6, seated in small moulded case, I"
x I" x 2", easily mounted on cord.
Avominors in leather case, with leads, fully
tested, E5/10/-. Packing and carriage 2/6.

Modulation Transformers (U.S.A. Collins),
primary imp. 6,000 ohms. C.T., secondary
6,000 ohms, 20 W., 9/6 each, post free.
Microphone Transformers. Balance input
30 or 250 ohms. U.S.A. manufacture. 7/6.
P. & P. 1/6.

Signal Generator Type TS.I4/AP. 3,200-
3,370 Mc/s. Fully guaranteed, 485.
Low Resistance Headphones, brand new,
type CLR, 5/-; Balanced Armature, 7/6.
P. & P. 1/-.
813 Ceramic Valveholders 3/- each. P. &
P. 1/6.
Telephone Handset. Standard G.P.O. type.
New, 10/-. P. & P. If-.
Rotary Convertor Unit. Input 11.5-12.5 v.
D.C. Output 300 v. 200 mA. D.C. 30/-, postage
and packing I5/-.
Mains Power Supply Unit for No. 19 wire-
less set. Made by RCA of Canada. 115 v.
A.C. Brand new, EIS. P. & P. LI.
Vacuum Condenser. 32,000 v. 50 pF., 25/-.
Post free.

P. C. RADIO LTD.
170, GOLDHAWK RD.,
W.12 SHEpherds Bush 4946

R109. Covering 2-8 me/s. 6 v. D.C. New and
tested £4/5/-. Carriage paid.
RIO9A. Covering 2-12 me/s.-6 v. D.C. New and
tested E5/5/.. Carriage paid.
SCR.522 TRANSMITTERS. (BC625), in-
cluding all valves, 22/6. P. & P. 5/-.
SCR.522 RECEIVERS (BC624), including all
valves, 25/-. P. & P. 5/-.
High Resistance Headphones. 4,000 ohms.
Brand new, ex W.D., boxed.
P. & P. I!,
VIBRATOR UNIT. 12 v./180 v. 60 mAmps.
Exceedingly well filtered and smoothed,
excellent for car radios. New. Including one
OZ4 valve and vibrator. 27/6. P. & P. 5/-.
No. 62 TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER. 1.6-
12 me/s. in two ranges. ideal for mobile use.
Total II valves. Rx-A super with separate
mixer and local oscillator. Tx uses QV04-7
as power amplifier VFO or switched selected
crystals. CW, phone (grid modulation)
metered for operation and valve testing. Pi
output to match rod aerials or long wire

Press to send " operation from mike. Size
8÷in. x x I31 -in. weighs only 29 lbs.
Completely self contained with internal power
unit for 12 v. operation. Power consumption
4.4 amps on send. 3.4 amps on receive. As new
condition, tested, complete with operation
instructions. Price C17/10/-.- Delivery included.
CARBON INSET MICROPHONE. G.P.O.
type 2/6. P. & P. 1/-.

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
INFRA -RED MONOCULARS, fitted eyepiece, image investor cell and focussing tens'
etc., new unused 7/6. Post 2/6. VIBRATOR UNITS, 6-v. input, has all-L.T. and
H.T. outputs for 18 and 38 -sets, complete with Mallory vibrator, new unused 12/6,
post 3/6. CARLISLE FUSE BOXES, black japanned steel, hinged lid, contains Oct
Slydlok fuses, each 15 -amp. 250-v., new unused 12/6. post 3/6. ROMEO VACUUM
PUMPS, rotary vane type, fitted tin. long Sin. dia. shaft, inlet and outlet ports, new
unused 22/6, post 2/0. TRIPODS of stained wood or steel, legs 40in. long, weight
5-lbs., an ideal folding tripod for cameras or telescopes etc., 1218. Post 2j9. correct
brass heads to fit these tripods, with 5 lin. dia. base, has two micrometer control knobs,
one rotating head through 360 -deg., the other up to 50 -deg. elevation and 10 -deg.
depression, heads are a perfect fit for all types of British and U.S. predictor elbow
telescopes, 12'8. Post 21'; tripod and head cannot be sent together as one parcel.
GEAR SETS, mounted and unmounted, approx. 18 gears in all from lin. to 3in. dia.,
with shafts, bearings, ratchets, pawls, springs and washers, etc., a useful model
maker's parcel, weight ldb., bargain, 3/6, post 1/6. AIR COMPRESSOR GAUGES,
0-150-lbs. sq in.. graduated in 25 -lb. main and 5-1b. sub -divisions, for 2lin. hole,
flush panel mtg., with brass union. ma boxed, 7:6 post 113L

Many other Bargains; send stamped addressed envelope for lists

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO., MOORPOOL
CRCLE, BIRMINGHAM, 17

Tel: HAR 1308

Send us your enquiries for all types of

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
for:

RADIO FREQUENCY CONTROL
FILTER PURPOSES

ULTRASONIC PURPOSES
METALLIZED TO SUIT REQUIREMENTS.

ANY SHAPE AND SIZE CUT TO SPECIFICATION.

PIEZO LIMITED
26 St. Albans Rd., Watford, Herts. Tel: Watford 27808
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FIRST STAGE RECONDITIONING

OF C.R.T.s

For the reconditioning of
C.R.T.s we supply the
complete outfit as an addi-
tional service to our cus-
tomers. This Equipment
can only be purchased with
our Pumping Units and is
not available for sale on
its own.

Additional items obtain-
able: Heater Box for Gun
Assembly; Assembly Jigs.
All spares for Pumping and
Auxiliary Equipment.

Our Engineers are avail-
able to help you, to lay out
and to install the required
machinery, and our Techni-
cal Dept. will assist you in
any problems you might
encounter in this field.

SECOND STAGE of
reconditioning C . R .T . s

(washing, settling, aquadag
coating, drying, baking and
Aluminising plant) is also
obtainable from us.
We design, manufacture
and supply Vacuum Machin-
ery to Major Companies in
Great Britain and Overseas.

U.V. CABINET
For Screen In-
spection.

5: ngle Position Pumping Unit com-
plete with Automatic press -button
electric seal -off and pre -selected
cathode forming

H. F. INDUCTION
UNIT for De -gassing
and Getter Firing.

VACWELL ENGINEERING Co LT°
WILLOW LANE  MITCHAM SURREY Phone: MITcham 821I (3 lines)

;POT WELDER with Auto-
matic Timer and Resistance

GLASS SEAL MACHINE
for neck sealing, drop sealing
and stretch sealing.
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il SUMMER SALE Assure your future SUMMER SALE
Altimeter (Imperfect), contains aneroid
Ic.

post.
rmovement. Sale price 443. plus

 Electrical Brake, disc type for stopping
Ill lathes, coil winders, etc., operates on

approx. 100 mA. Sale price 151,
 Connection strip, bakelite 16 -way. Sale

price 2/6.
Cathode Ray Tube, VCR517, replaces VCR97.
Sale price 5/-, pl. 4/6 carriage.

ai Charging Switchboard, offered at about
1/20th of original cost. Ex government,
contains three reverse current relays, onevoltmeter,

one mains ammeter, two secon-
E7--.,,, dary ammeters and three variable resistors.
IM In original cases. Sale price 22/15/-.

carriage M..
118 Cine Camera, 16 mm.. motorised (24 v. AC.),

for 15 frames per sec. Sale price 25110/-,it plus 3/6 carriage.
Dinghy Mast, tubular aluminium, extends

 from 15in. to 9ft. Sale price 4/8. plus 1/6 p.
Insulated Terminal Heads, always useful,
bargain at our normal price of 2/- dozen.= Sale price 1/6 dozen, plus 1/- post.

Magneto Genezator (hand), as used in tele-
 phones. Sale price 716, plus 1/6 postage.

Netrosils, Type APW 5746, sensitive in the
mains voltage range. Sale prim 2/-.
Miniature Mike, American made, dynamic
type. Sale price 116, plus 64. postage.

 Malti-speed Motor with gearbox, works on
 A.C./D.C. mains, gives any speed from
IIII 1 r.p.m. Sale price 17/6. plus 2/6 postage.
-2==. Navigation Compare, in carrying cage but less
N fluid, may be slightly damaged. Sale price
 3/9, plus 2/6 postage.
1111 Overourrent Relay, surface mounting, through
 panel type with clear Pyrex glass cover.
in= Type A for currents between .1 and .4 amps.

Type B for currents between .5 and 2 amps.
 Unused and perfect. Sale price 22/17/6 ea.
 Metal Rectifiers, 250 v. 60-80 mA., ideal for

mains set or instrument, or to replace that
expensive valve. Sale price 316.

- Rectifier Bargain, selenium rectifier 36 V.

= 9 amp., easily rebuilt into 6 full -wave
charger rectifiers, suitable 6 or 12 v. battery

 at 3 amps. Sale price 151-. plus 1/6 post,
 Rectifier Bargain, selenium rectifier 500 v.

- 1 amp. ./ wave, easily rebuilt into full wave
or multiple type. Normal price 8/6. Sale

 price 6/6, plus 1/6 poet.
-= Remote Control Contactor, double pole,
ig rated for 30 amps. D.C., suitable much

higher current on A.C. Many applications,
remote switching for motors, banks of lamps,

U etc. Probably cost £5 originally. Sale
Price 27)6. Plus 3/6.

 Silicon Diodes, BTH. Sale price 2/- each
'M or 18/- dozen.
Si Auto Starter, for 7-9 h.p. D.C. motor or

2==.--- other circuits which require starting resist-
 ance. Sale price 22115/-. Plus 10/- earl,
= Larger models available at equally silly
,W prices.
= 10 v. 11 Meter Superhet. Ideal for rem-.. ruercial TN., contains 6 valves, 6 LF. trans-
= formers and hundreds of useful components.

Sale price 2916, plus 7/6 carriage.
Thermal Delay Vacuum Relay, complete
with booklet of interesting circuits. Sale

N price 316, plus 2/- post and ins.
Filament Transformer, 6.3 v. 3-4 amps.

N tapped primary. Sale price 8/6, plus 2i -
 post and ins.

Output Transformer, Parmeko. Massive
(weight approx. 81b.), primary 4,000 ohm

III centre tapped, secondary 15 ohm. Normal
 price 17/6. Sale price 12/6.
111 Voltage Divider Transformer, will divide
 voltages of up to 100 by any number up
If to 14, and currents up to 10 amps. can be
M passed. Robust transformer weighs approx.

9Ib. Sale price 22/6.
.1=z.-. Multi -purpose Mains Transformer, 5 second-
 aries 660 v., 80 v., 23 v., 7 v. and 5 v.,

standard primary. Heavy duty construe-
 tion, must have cost at least £3 to make.

Offered at Sale price of 9/6. Plus 3/6 post.
Toggle Switch, standard metal body, round

NM dolly, fixing ring and on/o0 indicating plate.
 Sale price 1/- each, or 101- per dozen.

Transmitter R1154. Unused but slightly
 soiled and not tested. Covers 200/500

3-5.5 Mc/s and 0.5-10 Me/s. Complete with
valves. Sale price 19/8, plus 10/- carriage.

 Vacunmp Pump, rotary vane type, spline
drive shaft, threaded inlet and outlet, also

 makes good compressor. Sale price 19/6,
plus 2/6.

111 Variable Rheostats* heavy duty slider resistor
= rated at 25 amps., ideal for dimmer circuits, etc. Sale prim 7/6, plus /6 postage.

 Versatile Wire, single strand 18 gauge. with
p.v.c. covering. New 0 -mile on drum.
Sale price 616, plus 3/6 carriage.

The ownership of a good instrument has been
the trilling point in many a career, it could
easily be yours, for you can own the latest Avo
Test Instrument for the initial payment of
only 101-. This test instrument is ultra-
modern, has a sensitivity of 10,000 ohms per
volt, measures A.C. volts 0-1,000 in 5 ranges,
D.C. volts 0-1,000 in 7 ranges, D.C. current
at 1 amp. in 5 ranges and resistance up to 2
Mega. in two ranges.
FREE GIFT. To extend the uses of this in-
strument for instance to measure capacity,
Inductance, E.H.T. etc., we have developed a
range extender scale and operating notes,
these will be sent free to purchasers of this
Instrument.
All sent immediately for 10/- deposit, balance
by 21 payments of 101-, which includes free
insurance against accidental damage for 12
months. Non -callers add 3/6 post and ins.
Cash price 69/10/-.

Building a Scope ?

3in. oscilloscope tube, American -made
type No. 3FP7, octal base 6.3 v.
.6 amp. heater, electrostatic deflec-
tion, brand new and guaranteed,
15/- each, plus 1/6 post and ins.

£100 TRANSMITTER FOR £30

TRANSMITTER NAVY MODEL TCK-7

We have a few only American transmitters
still in original packing cases. Designed for
the Navy, these are really beautifully made
and most impressive, standing 5ft. high by 2ft.
wide and finished in instrument crackle. All
meters and controls are on the front panel.
The transmitter tunes over the range of 2
megacycles to 18 megacycles and It is designed
for high speed precision communication with-
out preliminary calling. Frequency control
and stability is particularly good, being better
than .005% under the worst conditions.
Power output Is 400 watts on C.W. and 100
watts on phone. Tuning is very simple-a
unit control mechanism-gives a direct reading
in frequency. Complete with valves and
instruction manual. Price £30 en works.
NOTE-The transmitter will work off A.C. or D.C. with the appropriate power
unit. Power units are not available at present.

SPECIAL PURPOSE VALVES
Triode Type CV 1098, this is a high-powered air-
cooled triode. Specification of which is as follows:
Filament voltage 8.2 v., filament current 35 amps.,
anode dissipation 750 watts. Anode volts 25 kv.
This valve is very suitable for R.F. hca ing at
high frequencies and two of these in pu h -pull
under Class C conditions would have au output
of approximately 2 kilo-
watts. Brand new, still
in original shockproof
packing, price £5 each.
Carriage and insurance
10/..

MAGNETRON 725A
American make and
type. Brand new, un-
used, few only, £51101-.
Others available, state
your requirements.

TETRODE TYPE VT3I
This is a high-powered air-cooled tetrode. Specifica-
tion of which is as follows-heater volts 11.25, heater
current 8 amps., maximum anode voltage 5 kV.,
anode dissipation 250 watts, size approximately 141in.
long and Olin. across the bulb.
Limited quantity only at £4 each, still in original
packing. Carriage and insurance, 10/,

FOR ADDRESSES SEE
OPPOSITE PAGE

Walkie Talkie 48, has range of approx. 5
miles, makes fine battery receiver, complete
with six valves and in metal case, but less
crystal, not tested nor guaranteed. Sale
price DM, plus 2/6 carriage.
Wire Jointer (welder for 28 gauge or thinner).
in bakelite case with trigger switch, works
off step-down transformer. Sale price 2;6.
plus 9d. postage.
Sniperscope, "Cats Eye," for seeing in the
dark. Will work burglar alarms, counting
circuits etc. Sale price 41-, Plus 11- Post.
Telephone Handset, sound powered, just
join two together with a pair of wires .d
you have telephonic communication. 25/ -
pair, plus 3/- post and ins.
Es R.N. Sound -powered Telephone, complete
with sounder. Sale price 49/6 each.
12-24 v. D.C. Converter. Sale price 32,6.
R.F. 25 Toner Unit, complete, new condition.
Sale price 8/6, plus 2/6 post.
Stud Switch, heavy duty, 30 amp. contacts,
for dimmer, charger, regulator, etc. Sale
Price 7/6.
Tabby Binocular equipment, complete. Sale
price 241191, carriage 10/,
Packard Bell Pre -Amp., complete with 6SL7

' and 281/7 valves, relay, leads, jack, input
and output transformers, etc., etc. 6i6.
plus 2/- put.
Centre zero meter 31in. movement, flush
mounting, 500.0-500 microAmp. Sale price
30/-, plus 1/6 post.
Headphone Adaptor, changes high resistance
to low, or low resistance to high by altering
connections. Sale price 2/6. plus 1/- Post.
Push -Pull Transformers, input and output,
midget, potted. Sale price 5/- pair, plus 116.
P.O. Type 3000 Relays, 2,000 ohm coil, 6
contacts 7/8, 4 contacts 8/6.2 contacts 518.
plus postage 1!..

5 amp. 12 v. full -wave Charger Rectifier,
normal price 17/6. Sale price 10/-. plus
1/6 post and ins.

Westinghouse Meters, 0-5500 mA., 0-250 mA.,
0-150 mA., 0-100 mA., 0-50 mA.. D.C.
0-1.5 kv., 0-2.5 kv., 0-15 v. A.C. All 15 --
each, plus 2/- postage.
Moving Coil Meter, 2; in. movement, 0-750
microAmp. Sale price 19/6. 0.30 mA.,
15/-, plus 2/-.
Low Resistance Headphones, good British
make. Sale price 8,1-, plus 1/6.
Chest Microphone, excellent American make.
with adjustable mouthpiece. 6/6. plus 116.
Throat Microphone, excellent American
make 8/6, plus 1/6 post.
American lightweight Headphones, Typo
11530. Sale price 17/6. plus 1/6 post.
Regulator Resistors, slider type, 11 ohm,
15.1-, 3 ohm 12/8, I ohm. 2/6, Plus 21- post.
Converter 12, 24 v. D.C. Sale price 3216,
E.H.T. Transformer, standard mains input,
3 secondaries, heavy duty potted trans-
former in cast case, normal price 201-. Sale
price 151, plus 3/6 post.
Suppressor Condenser, stops drills, etc. inter-
fering with radio or television, simple in
structions included, normal price 1/6 each.

-

Sale price 1.1- each.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
Bi-Metal Contact Strip for making thermo-
stat, 113 or 12/- dozen.
250 v. I. amp. Rectifier, 6/6.
3 -Phase Contactor, 17/6.
Filament Transformer, 6.3 v. 11 amps..
normally 8/6. Sale price 6/6, post -

Filament Transformer, 1.3 v. 2 amp., norm-
ally 10/6. Sale price 818, plus 14- post.
80 ohm Coax, low loss expanded polythene,
normally 9d. per yard. Sale price Bd. yd.
Midget Sin. P.M. Loudspeaker, for transistor
set. 3 ohm coil, normally 22/6. Sale price
17/6, plus 1)6 post.
redgttra206,tp.Fr two-gangr.T:lillyingMadensseaf

e

price 9/-, plus 1/- post.
Transistor 0C44 (B.F. or oscillator), normally
30/-. Sale price 20/-.
Transistor 0045 (I.F.), normally 25/-.
Sale Prim 17/6.
Transistor 0078D (A.F.), normally 10/-.
Sale prim 7/8.
Transistor 0072 (output), normally 20/-.
Sale price 14/-, or matched pair 301-.
Push -Pull Output Transformer, for transistors
OV72, etc.. made to sell at 15/-. Sale price
8/6, plus I/. post.
Ditto, but single ended. Sale price 716,
plus 1/- post.

III 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E111111111111111111111111111,11111111111111111i
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SUMMER SALE
Transistor AF. Transformer or driver, made
to sell at 151-. Sale price 8/6.
Sub -miniature electrolytic Condensers, for
transistor sets: 1 mid., 18 v.; 1.5 mid., 6 v.;
2.5 mid., 6 v.; 0 mid., 6 v.; 6 mid., 6 v.;
5 mid., 171 v.: 8 mid., 6 v.; 10 mid., 6 v
16 mid., 12 v.; 23 mid., 6 v.; 25 mid., 25 v.;
30 mid.. 3 v. All normally 3, each. Sale
Price 1.13.

Transistor Ferrite Rod Aerial, with medium
and long wave coils with circuit. normally
12/6. Sale price 7/6.
Oscillator Coil and set of 3 IF, transformers
for transistor set, with circuit, normally 35/-.
Sale price 28/6.
T.V. Rectifier, RMIS equivalent. normally
9.5-. Sale price 12/6.
Auto Transformer, totally enclosed primary
200-250, secondary 110.120 v. 150 w.
normally 27/6. Sale price 17,6.
IF. Coils, standard size by Weymouth
465KC. dust cores, normally 12;6. Sale
price 6'6 per pidr.

Isolation Transformer, 300 w., ideal in the
service shop when working with A.C./D.C.
chassis, normally 55/1211. Sale price

1224 6.

Mains Lead, aft. of unbreakable wire. as
fitted to electric razors, makes fine lead for
test meters, etc. Sale ;mice 1/6 for three.
50 Assorted 1 watt Resistors, our assortment,
well mixed, useful valises. Sale price 5-.
Ditto, but 1, watt. Sale price 4.,
Electrolytic Condensers, standard types:
4 ofd., 150 v. 1/-; 8 mid.. 150 v. 1/-; 8 mid.
350 v. 1/6; 15 mid. 200 v. 1/-: 8+8 mid.
350 r. 2'6; 8 +16 mid. 350 v. 3i-; 32
32 mid, 275 v. +50 mid. 50 v. 3/6; 50
50 mid. 350 v. 3/6; 100+100 mid. 200 v.
2/6; 25 mid. 25 v. 1/-; 50 mid. 12 v. II;
50 mid. 25 v. 21-; 100 fd. 12 V. 21,
Mains Dropper, vitreous, covering .3 amp
500 ohms, with voltage tapping. Sale
price 316.

Ditto, .15 amp. Sale price 2/8.
BIG Holder, with skirt for screening can,
normally 10d. Sale price 66. or 5.6 doz.

Phillips Trimmer, 0-30 p5', normally I 9'
Sale price 9d. or 7/6 dozen.

Pot Meters, carbon 5 K., 10 K.. 25 K.. 30 K.,
100 It.. 250 K., i M., 1 3f., 2 M. with 2Iin.

Sale price, less switch 2;6, with
{itch 4'-.
Ditto, with lin. spindles. Sale price. less
switch 1,-. with switch 2:11

Clock Movement, 7 -day mechanism, beauti-
fully made and fully jewelled, few only.
normal price 12/6. Sale price 8/6, phis 116.

Redrew° Hearing Aid, as supplied by
National Health, completely overhauled in
good working order, complete with ear-
phones and new earplug. but not batteries,
normal price 53/15/.. Sale price £2191.
Somweave, loudspeaker fabric also suitable
for covering plain wooden caws for portables.
Normally offered at bargain prier of 1:16 per
yard. 48in. wide. Sale price 10/6 per yard.
L2V 4 amp. Cat Battery Charger, variable
charge rate. in stove enamelled caw, with
meter, normally 85:-. Sale price 55.-, plus
416 past and ins.

250-0-250 8080 mA, Mains Transformer,
with 6.3 v. filament winding. half -shrouded
dropthrough, standard replacement in many
receivers, made to sell at 19;6. Sate price
12/6, plus 2/6 post and ins.
Ditto, but with additional a V. winding for
separate rectifiers, made to sell at 21;-.
Sale price 13/6. Plus 2,6.
Mt. 80 w. fluorescent fitting, batten type, for
hanging or direct fixing, stove' enamelled
white with inductive ballast, normally 49,M
(less tube). Sale price 35/-, plus 516.
Ditto, but 4ft. 40 w. Sale price 29/6 less
tube, or 36/6 with tube, plus 5/6 post and in.
Ditto, but Sit. 40 watt, normally 31;6.
Sale price 28/6.
Pre -Amplifier made to Mullard circuit. suit
Milliard 510 or most other amplifiers,
normally t I. Sale price 65/-, plus 2.1 p. Si. i.

Band HI Converter, our Eatronic (Wireless
World circuit) mains operated, normally
79,6. Sale price 59/6, plus 3/6 post & ins.
Ditto, but less power supply, normally
490. Sale price 29/6, plus 3/6 post & ins.
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SUMMER SALEUnique Opportunity to build Fine Transistor Set
Constructor's parcel: to build Pocket
Transistor Set as currently being sold at
617/171.. Parcel comprises motifed two-
tone cabinet as illustrated, tuning dial, two
gang timing condenser, combined bakelite
chassis printed circuit and easy -to -follow
circuit. Costing value 57/6 -offered while
supplies last at only 29/6, Plus 2/6 post.
Suitable for your own 'circuit or to build
original circuit. All parts available at highly
competitive prices. Do not miss the tremen-
dous bargain.

EX -ROYAL NAVY SOUND -POWERED TELEPHONE
These require ao batteries and ill
go for long periods without atten-
tion. Complete with generator
and sounder which gives a high-
pitched note easily heard e.t.a
any other noise. Also fitted with
an indicator lamp which its quiet
situations can be used instead of
the sounder, or, where several
telephones are used together, will
indicate which one is being called.
Size 7/ x 9 X 7.1in., wall mounting,
designed for ships' use brit equally
suitable for home office, ware-
house, factory, garage, etc.
Price 39'6 each, plus 4/6 carriage.

SUPER SENSITIVE (2,000 0.P.V.) MULTIMETER KIT
17 ranges including D.C. volts to 1.000 v. A.C. volts to 1,000 v. D.C.,milliasnps to 500. ohms to 2 meg. All the essential parts, including metal
case, selected resistors, wire for shunts, selected switches. .librated scale
and instructions. 32,6, plus 2/6 post and insurance.

TABBY EQUIPMENT COMPLETE
Ciitoplete equipment for geeing in the dark. as fitted to Army vehicles for night
driving. etc. Complete working equipment comprises: 2 Infra Red Radiators,
adjustable binoculars.. powerpack for 6 or 12 volts. control units and int ir-
conneetion - cables. Original cost probably around 6100. Unused and inperfeet order £6 19 6 or 10- doped IS fortnightly ;xiants Of

LAST FEW
American Receiver C646068

Thk ta valve receiver originally designed n.r Military operationon
the 1.1-80 mc. band. One stage of R.P. and three stages of I.F.

wills additional stages for noise suppression and A.V.C. make this an
extremely versatile receiver, also crystal in oscillator pun -ides highest
stability. On the front panel are all controls and moving coil input
and output meters. Complete with its own power supplies, these,
however, are intended to operate on American Voltage 115 v. So
with each receiver we supply a step-down transformer. A limited
quantity only of these offered at the extremely low price of £6110'-.
Plus 12/6 carriage and packing. Size approx. 26in. x gin. a 17in.
Note: These sets are unused but have been in store for some years and
may therefore require servicing before being put into operation. Al,
the low price charged we cannot test these nor do we give any guaran-
tee. Complete with valves and one crystal. Circuit diagram and
technical notes free with equipment or separately, price 2'6.

Brayhead T.V. Turret Tuner, for 33/38 Me/s.
I.F., normally 79/6. Sale price gg; 6, pl.
3/6 post and ins.

Ditto, but for 16/19 Mc s. LP.. normally
79/6. Sale price egg, plus 11/6 post & ins.
Infinite Baffle Corner Speaker, normally
45/.. Sale price 351-, plus 3.1 post and ins.

Waterproof Heater element for pipe pro-
tection, electric blankets. etc., normally I/O.
Male price 7/6, plus 2/. post and ins.

14in. TN. Cabinet, modern design. Cost £4
to make. Sale price 9/6, plus 3/6 carriage.

Microphone,fillet nCosmoioril 391. normally

Set of Four TS. Parts, scan coils, line E.H.T.
frame output and width contnil, normally
57;6. Sale price 39/6, plan

2t" SellryvirO/.s
Sheets, lf,tirirer n T.V. sets,

1ornirs

12in. Hi -Ft Speaker, 12.000 lines, normally a
bargain at :MI. Sale price 2916, plus 3/6
post and ins.
P.M. Tuner (Radio Constructor Circuit),
normally 512/10/-. Sale price £611916
Note: These are made up tint may need
attention. Plus 3/6 post and ins.

Ardente Hearing Aid, normally bargain at
17/10/-. Sale price £5;19/6. plus 3/6
poet and inn.

Portable Receiver Cabinet, takes our Crispian
chassis, cost 25/- to make. Sale price 12/6.
plus 3/6, post and ins.

Windsor Cabinet and Chassis, comprises a
veneered and polished cabinet, sizei4 x 17 x
Olin., and prepared metal chassis with glass
dial to fit, normally 53/15/-. Sale price
29/6. Pl.. 51,
Fluorescent Lighting ki' of parts including
choke, starter, 2 lamp holders, starter holder.
40 w., normally 22/6. Sale price 1916. Plus
2/6 w., normally 26/6. Sale prim 22/6.
plus 2/6 p.; 125 w., normally 39/6. Sale
price 32/6, plus 2/6 p.: 6in. miniature,
normally 22/6. Sale price 19/6. plus 2/6 p.;
9in, miniature, normally 22/7. Sale price
19/6. plus 2/6 p.; 12In. miniature, normally
22/6. Sale price 19/6. plus 2/6 p'; 211n.
miniature, normally 22/6. Sale price 19/6.
plus 2/6 p.

price 171 All

by very good makers, 10in.,
normally 32/6. Sale price 2716. Sin., normally
22/6. Sale price 18/6. Nth., normally 19/6.
Saleprice 17/6, 5in., normally 19/6. Sale

All plus 2/6 post and ins

Output Transformer, multi -ratio, normally
10/li. Sale price 7/6, plus 11- post and ins.

.0ourmtpuatlisTr6angto.ormsx, pfirxioced oft,; pentl;node,

Valves, old types FC4-1/074. etc. Sale pries
half current list price.

14in. T.V. Mask, grey plastic, normally 10/-.
Sale price 7/8, plus 1/6 post and ins.

17in. T.V. Mask, grey plastic, normally 12/-.
Sale price 9/-, Plus 1/6 post and ins.

Circular Fluorescent for 40 w. tube. with best
quality inductor ballast. normally 52/6.
Sale price 47/6.

Resistance Substitution Box, will give in-
finite variability over range 100 ohm to
2 Meg., normal price 8/6. Sale price 6/6,
plus 2/- post.

Morganite Pots, standard sin, single and 2 -
gang types available. Single types normally
1/- each. Sale price gd. Ganged types
normally 3/. earls. Sale price 2/3.

Switching Outfit, 2 -way, comprises no yd.
muiticore cable, two 2 -way switches, two
wood blacks, full instructions, normal price
9/6. Oslo price 7/6, plus 2/6 post.

Crystal Microphone, miniature, suitable for
all purposes, tape recorders, amplifiers, etc.,
normal price 4/9. Sale price 3/,

Glass Panels, unbreakable. 10} x
parcel of 5, normally 7/6. Sale price 5/6,
carriage 3/6.
Bon of 25, 3.5 v. Torch Bulbs, 24.

125 watt Choke for fluorescent tube, 22/,
Sperry Gyro, brand new, 15/-, plus 2/..

If ordering by post, address your order to the Company nearest to you
Electronics (Manor Park) Ltd. Electronics (Ruislip)

520, High Street North, 42-46, Windmill Hill,Ruislip,
Middx.

Manor Park, E.12. Phone: RUISLIP 5780.
Half day. Wednesday,

PE'P CC II PI IQ lirr"E i i 1 1 i RE

Ltd. Electronics (Croydon) Ltd.
266, London Road,

Croydon.
Phone: CRO 6558.

Half day, Wednesday.
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Electronics (Finsbury
Park) Ltd.,

29, Stroud Green Rd.,
Finsbury Park, N.4.

Phone: ARChway 1049.
Half day, Thursday.
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SAMSON'S SURPLUS STORES LTD.
LONDON'S GREATEST DEALERS IN

HEAVY DUTY SLIDING RESISTORS.
2652 6a., Double Tube Slider Control. 45/-.
7352 I -3a. Completely enclosed. Single Tube
Slider, 35/-. 120 0 1.75-0.9a. Completely
Enclosed. Single Tube Slider Control, 30/-.
7952 2.9-0.65a. Double Tube Geared Drive
Control, 32/6. 1.2552, 25a. Geared Drive
Control, 27/6. 0.40 25a. Geared Drive Con-
trol, 17/6. II 0 4.5a., 12/6. 351 10a., 12/6.
1.20 ISa., 10/6. 152 12a., 8/6. All Single Tube
Slider Control. 120 4a. Horizontal Sweep
Control, 12/6. 0.4 0 24a. Tapped, 8/6. 5.3 0
8a. Fixed, 10/-. 605 0 2.8-0.45a. Fixed, 10/-.
Carr. on all Resistors, 3/-.

AMERICAN OHMITE RHEOSTATS. 254
2a., 15/-. 15O 2.25a., 15/-. 504 I.4a., 1216.
1552 I.3a., 12/6. 1052 3.1a., 12/6. Twin Gang,
250 0.75a., each 7/6. 350 0 25 watt, 3/6. All
Types Panel Mounting, 4 inch dia. Spindles.
Supplied Brand New. P.P. on all types 2/-.

AMERICAN CAPACITORS. 4 Mfd.,
2,500v. wkg, 12/6. 8 Mfd. 1,500v. wkg., 12/6.
10 Mfd. 1,000 v. wkg., 10/6. 2 Mfd. 1,500 v.
wkg., 6/6. I Mfd. 2.000v. wkg., 5/6. 0.1 Mfd.
7,500v. wkg., 8/6. 6 Mfd. 330 v. wkg. A.C., 10/6.
All Capacitors Supplied Brand New.

BRITISH TYPES. 8 Mfd. 400v. wkg. at 71
deg. C., 5/6. Nitrogol, 8 Mfd., 750v. wkg. at
71 deg. C., 8/6. 8 Mfd. 250v. wkg. at 71 deg. C.,
4/6. 4 Mfd., 800v. wkg. at 160 deg. F.. 3/6.
0.5 Mfd. 2,000 v. wkg. at 60 deg. C., 3,'-. P.P. on
all condensers, 2/-.

B.T.H. AIRCRAFT STARTER MOTORS.
Type C/W., 24 volt D.C. A very heavy duty
high speed motor. Length 7in. dia. 4in.
Length of spindle 32/6. P.P. 3/6.

SPECIAL OFFER. H.D. TWO CIRCUIT
TYPE AUTO WOUND TRANSFORMERS
A.M. TYPE No. 2773. Input 225-230 v. with
switch in run pocicion. Output 225, 230, 235,
240, 245, 250, 255, 260, 270 volts, 75 amps.
With either switch in start position. Output
No. I or 2. 270 v., 290 v. , 310 v., 100 amps.
I minute in two hours. Other outputs as in
run position but at 50 amps. The transformers
are built in heavy metal cabinets approx. weight
34 cwt. with sloping desk front on which the
start/run switches and 2 0-100 M.I. ammeters
are mounted. With an alteration of the exterior
wiring 100 volts at 35 amps can be obtained.
£25 ex warehouse.
IF FURTHER INFORMATION IS REQUIRED
CIRCUIT WILL BE SENT ON DEPOSIT OF 10/-.

METRO -VICKERS MASTER VOLT
METERS. 0-20 volts A.C. M.I. 6 -inch round
mirrored scale. 15/-. P.P. 3;6. Brand new in
maker's carton.

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

We now have London's largest and
most comprehensive walk -round dept.
This enables you to see our enormous
stocks of electronic and radio equip-
ment too numerous to advertise. We
invite you to browse without any obliga-
tion. Open all day Saturday. Official
monthly account orders accepted.

WESTINGHOUSE L.T. SUPPLY UNITS.
Type No. 139. A.G. input. 200-250 volts.
D.C. output, 36 volts, 18 amps. Continuous
Rating at 50 deg. C. Fitted with Input and
Output Fuses and Mains On/Off Switch. Size
of cabinet. 26 x 19 x 14 inches. L17'10'- Ex
Warehouse.

AMERICAN NAVY SCANNERS TYPE
APS4. Freq. 3 centimetres, operate on 12-24
volts. Contain geared motors, relay switch
equipment, heavy gear trains, etc. Supplied
new in original packing cases at a fraction of
maker's price. £3119/6. Carr. I0,'-.

AMERICAN MINIATURE PANEL
MOUNTING 5 OR 15 AMP. OVERLOAD
SWITCHES. Size 24 x 2 x tins., 4,6, P.P. 1/6.

18 amp., 2 Pole, Size 5 x 3 x tins., 10/6. P.P. 2'6.
American Heavy Duty Double Pole, 250v.
60 Amp. Safety Switches. Completely enclosed,
29/6. P.P. 3/6.

I0/^.GsiG,G.,',6> G -.Q^

HEAVY DUTY L.T. TRANSFORMERS.
All Ratings Tropical and in perfect condition
No. I. Pri. 220-240v., Sec. tapped 42-45 volts.'
50 amps., E9/15/-. Carr. 10/-. No. 2. Pri. 230v'
Sec. tapped 4-6-11 volts. 200 amps., f8/10/ -
Carr. 7/6. No. 3. Pri. 200-250v. Sec. 50v. 30 amps.,
E6/10/-. Carr. 7/6. No. 4. Pri. 200-240v. Sec. 50
volts, 20 amps., 14/101-. Carr. 7/6. No. 5. Pri.
200-250v. Sec. tapped 28-29-30-3l volts, 21

amps., £4/I7/6. Carr. 7/6. No. 6. Pri. 100-250v.
Sec. Two Separate Windings., tapped 15-16-17
volts, 4 amps., 35/-. Carr. 4/-. No. 7 Pri. 220-
240v. Sec. Three Separate Windings 6-15 volts,
50 amps, 6 V.C.T. 15 amps., 6 V.C.T.. 2.5 amps.,
E4/19/6. Carr. 7/6. No. 8. Pri. 220-240v. Sec.
6.3 volts, 15 amps., 25J-. P.P. 3/6. No. 9. Pri.
220-240v. Sec. Four Separate Windings.
5v. C.T. 4 amps., 5 v. C.T., 4 amps., Sv. C.T.,
4 amps., 4v. 4 amps., Potted Type, 32/6. P.P. 3/6.
No. 10. Pri. 220-240v., Sec. Three Separate
Windings, 6.3v. C.T., 4 amps., 6.3v. C.T., 4 amps.,
6.3v. 4 amps. Potted Type, 29/6. P.P. 3/6. No. 1 i.
Pri. 115-230v. Sec. 5 volts, 15 amps, 15 kv.
Insulation, 37/6. Carr. 5:-. No. 12. Pri. 220-240v.
Sec. 45 volts, 2 amps, 17/6. P.P. 3/6. No. 13
Pri. 220-240v. Sec. 6 volts, 7.7 amps, 15!--. P.P.
2/6. No. 14. Fri. 220-240. Sec. tapped 10-17-1E
volts, 10 amps., 52/6. Carr. 4/-.

CARBON PILE VOLTAGE REGULA-
TORS. LILIPUT MINOR MK. II.

Load 3/0.73
amps. II v.
Supply vol-
tage 19'25 v.

With spare
pile. Brand
new. 1216. P.P.

SPECIAL OFFER OF WODEN TRANS-
FORMERS. Brand New. No. I. Pri. 230v.
Sec. 4,100 volts 5 m.a., 2v., I.85a., 3216. P.P. 2/6.
No. 2. Pri. 230v. Sec. 390-0-390 volts, ISO

4-6.3 volts, 9 amps., 35/-. P.P. 3/6. No. 3.
Pri. 200-250v. Sec. 290-0-290v. 200 m.a..
4v. 2.2a., 4.2-6.3 volts, 6.2 amps., 30/-. P.P. 3/6.
No. 4. Pri. I 10v. -250v. Sec. 330-0-330 volts,
100 m.a., 4 volts, 6 amps., 4 volts, 1.4 amps.,
25,/-. P.P. 3/6.

CONTINENTAL LIGHTWEIGHT
SELECTOR SWITCHES

II position release drive rotary line switches
having three levels operating voltage 12-24 v.
D.C. 25/-. P. & P. 2/-.
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THE CHEAPEST CHARGER ON THE MARKET
THAT GIVES THESE

SFECIFICATIONS

S.T.C.
BATTERY CHARGER
TYPE ZB 10234

A.C. input 100-260 volts, 45-65
c/s. D.C. output 24 volts
10 amps. at max. ambient
temperature of 131 F., but
guaranteed max output of
20 amps. All components are
rated by manufacturers at this
current. The charger is fitted
with 20 amp. fuses on the D.C.
output, 10 amp. fuses on the
A.G. input. 21in. 0-20 N.C.
D.C. ammeter. On/off full

charge/trickle charge switch. Heavy duty output terminals and mains
neon indicator lamp. Behind control panel are mounted full charge ballast
and trickle charge resistances.
These units are designed to charge all 24 volt lead -acid battery combina-
tions. That is two 12 volt or four 6 volt batteries in series at a 20 amp.
max. rate. Can also be used for trickle charging 24 volt batteries at 125,
350 and 700 m.a.; are ideal for the electronic industry, research labora-
tories, schools etc., as a general purpose L.T. supply unit.
Supplied brand new at a fraction of maker's price.
Size: 2ft. x I ft. 31in. x 2ft. Bin. f22 10 0Weight: 1411bs. - Ex warehouse.
We proudly state this is the finest ex -Govt. purchase on the market today.

If further technical details are required, Instruction Book will be
forwarded against a deposit of £1110!-. Export enquiries are wel-
comed. 'We have a limited number of these units ready packed
in original transit cases at a small extra charge.

A.M. ALKALINE CELLS. 1.2 volts 75 A.H.
Heavy duty suitable for engine starting. Brand
new 35/-. P.P. 3/6. Miniature A.M. alkaline
cells 1.4 volt 3 A.H. Size 31in. x 2,4 in. x iin.,
4/6. P.P. 1/6. Pritchet and Gold 2 volt 75 A.H.
100 hr. rate accumulators, brand new. With
carryinzi handle, 15/-. P.P. 3/6. Admiralty
24 volt 3 A.H. batteries. Banks of cells built
into strong wood crates with charging instruc-
tions. Brand new 22/6. Carr. 5/,

Single cells 2 volt 3 A.H. Size 41 x 11 x
2/6. P.P. 1'6. Heavy duty bell batteries 11 volts.

VEN NOR EIGHT DAY CLOCKWORK
TIME SWITCHES in perfect condition. One
make and one break every 24 hours. Complete
with two pin socket and key I amp. switch
contacts 27/6. 5 amp. 32/6. P.P. li6.

AMERICAN 110 VOLT GEARED MOTOR.
R.p.m. 95.8, torque 5.4 lbs. per S.I. Cap start,
cont. duty, 52/6. P.P. 3/6. Step down 110-230 v.
Transformer. Suitable for above motors 1716.
P.P. 2/6.

HEAVY DUTY A.C. 200-250 VOLT ALARM
BELLS. Twin six inch gongs. Ideal for burglar
alarm circuits, factory and outside warning.
Brand new in maker's cartons 35/-. Carr. 4/-.
Suitable heavy duty press switches for above
bells 3/6.

Small oddments always needed in the workshop.
2.4 6 BA. nuts. bolts, washers and tags. Special
bargain offer 5/- carton. P.P. 1/-.

4BA. CS steel, 15 gross cartons 27/6. P.P.3/-
or 2/6 per gross. P.P. 9d. 4 BA. sin. CS steel.
20 gross cartons, 32/6. P.P. 3/6 or 2/6 per gross.
P.P. 9d.

169-171 EDGWARE

G`

SPECIAL OFFER OF BRAND NEW FIELD TELE-
PHONE CABLE AT A FRACTION OF MAKER'S
PRICE. D.8 TWIN COILED ON HEAVY WOOD
DRUMS £71101- EX. WAREHOUSE. D.3 SINGLE,
ONE MILE DRUMS 85/-. Carr. 716. COMMANDO
ASSAULT TELEPHONE WIRE P.V.C., 1,000

YARD DRUMS, VERY USEFUL IN THE HOME
AND GARDEN, CHEAPER THAN STRING 8/11.
P.P. 316. FIVE DRUMS IN MAKER'S CARTON.
42 6. CARR. 7'6.

S.T.C. FIELD TELEPHONES TYPE YA.7783. A self contained
unit easily held in one hand. Size 9/ x 2/ x 21in. Buzzer calling com-
plete with 4/ volt flat battery Ideal for aerial riggers, building sites,
farms, workshops and office:. Brand new at a fraction of maker's
price. 1519/6 per pair.

AMERICAN AIRCRAFT ACTUATOR UNITS. Type I'lL/PM.
Motor voltage 12-24 volts D.C. reversible. Four inch thrust 47/6,
carr. 5/-. Brand new.

SPECIAL OFFER OF HENLEY EQUIPMENT. Wire rubber -
covered braided with cotton, in various colours, 40/0076 50 yd.
coils 6/-. P.P. 2/-. 23/0076 100 yard coils 10/6. P.P. 2/6. 110/0076
50 yard coils 8/6. P.P. 2/6. Ericsson equipment wire 1/.020, single
220 yard coils 8/6. P.P. 2/-. Screen equipment wire, single 40/0076
100 yard coils 27/6. P.P. 2/6. Rubber -covered equipment wire,
23/0076 100 yard coils 8/6. P.P. 2/.. Henley three -core flat P.V.C.
23/0076. Cores coloured, Red, Green and Black. 9d. per yard.
Min. Qty. 12 yards. P.P. 2/-.

L.T. SUPPLY UNIT No. 19 YA 8087. A.G.
input 100-250 v. D.C. output tapped 12/24
volts, continuous tropical rating, 3 amps.
Built-in metal case 17 x 7 x 61in., with fuses
and switch. An ideal L.T. supply unit for operat-
ing relays, contactors, battery charging, e.c.
In perfect condition 13/17/6. Carr. 7/6.

SPECIAL OFFER PERIFLEX SLEEVING.
3 min. one gross yard coils. Yellow, Blue or
Black, I0/-. P.P. 1/6. Mixed bundle of sleeving
1-4 mm. various colours, 2/6. P.P. 1/-. Carbon
resistors i1-3 watt carton of 100. Good selection
of valves 10/- per carton. P.P. 1/-.

SMOOTHING UNIT No. 2 FOR ABOVE.
Containing two L.T. chokes, one 2-1in. N.C.
D.C. 0-50 voltmeter and 6 -way terminal block
built in metal case. Size 17 x 7 ts 6 -'.in. 35/,
Carr. 7/6.

ADMIRALTY THREE-PHASE TRANS-
FORMERS. Pri. 400-440 v. 50 cycles. Sec.
50 v. 6 amp. Completely tropicalised. Size
71 x 14 x 5in. Weight approx. 60Ib. 85/, Carr.
7/6. Brand new in maker's cases.

OIL FILLED HEAVY DUTY L.T. TRANS.
FORMER. Pri. 420 v., 400 v., 380 v. Single
phase. Sec. 19 v. 150 amps. Weight 1411bs.
Supplied dry £10. Carr. 15/-.

RD., LONDON, W.2.

WHEATSTONEBRIDGE. Housed in wood
cabinet size 16 x 71 x 6in., with four stud switch
controls and centre zero 2.5 ma. F.S.D. galvano-
meter in perfection condition, 37,16. Carr. 5/-.

CARBON BRUSHES. Assorted cartons
containing over 200 brushes. 17 sizes and 100
springs, 3 sizes. Sealed cartons 19/6. P.P. 2/-.

AM L.T. CHOKES. Resistance 6.5 ohm.
Ideal for smoothing 12-24 volts D.C. 5 amps.
tropical I5/-. Carr. 4l-.

ADMIRALTY MIRROR INTEGRATORS.
A very fine Galvo. movement. Coil 40 ohms.
Centre zero to F.S.D. I micro. amp. Every
instrument guaranteed. 59'6. Carr. 51 -

JUST ARRIVED. BRAND NEW. AMERI-
CAN RETRACTABLE LANDING LIGHTS
8in. reflector. 250 watts lamp and motor
voltage 12 volts. Ideal for flood lighting, etc.,
47/6. Carr. 5/-. 24 volt type 37/6. Carr. 5'-.

One only A.M. double wound 15 KVA 230-
115 v. transformer. New, 127/10/, ex. ware-
house.

Do you need metal or wood transit cases :or
storing instruments. Films, tape, tools etc.
We have London's largest selection. Prices
ranging from 2/- to 30/-.

SMITHS 1-15 MINUTES TIME SWITCHES
2 pole 15 amp. switch contacts 15/-. P.P. 2/-.

A.C. 20C-250 v. 50 CYCLE CHECK METERS.
Reconditioned and guaranteed, 10 amp. 19/6,
20 amp. 22/6. Carr. 4/-.

HEAVY DUTY A.M. AIR BLOWERS.
A.C. 200-240 v. Large selection available.
Let us know your requirements.

Telephone PAD 7851, AMB 5125
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COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER B18
(MARCONI CRICO)

PRICE - ONLY £21
Later Model with Noise Suppressor £25

Carriage England and Wales 30!-. Send S.A.E. for further details.

CR100 SPARES KITS
Contents: 15 valves, 2 or U50, DH63, KT63, X66, and seven KTVV61.
Output transformer, Resistors, Condensers, Potentiometers, PK
screws, pilot lamps, drive cord, etc., etc. ALL BRAND NEW. 59/6.
Post 4/6.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS R -1155B
A first class 10 valve Communication and D/F receiver, covering 75 Kc/s. to
18 Mc/s. (16.2-4,000 m.) in 5 bands. The large scale and superior dual
ratio slow-motion drive make tuning easy. and the R.F. stage and 2I.F.
stages ensure world-wide reception. ALL the receivers we sell have been
thoroughly overhauled and completely re -aligned, and are in first class
order. ONLY E7/19/6.
ALSO available, R -I155 -N as above, but has 1.5 to 3 Ms/s. (103-203 m.) in
place of the 75-200 Kc/s. band. ONLY £12/19/6.

A.C. MAINS POWER PACK OUTPUT STAGE
In handsome black -crackled steel cabinet to match the R-1155. Fitted with
Bin. speaker. lust PLUG IN and switch on! Only the finest quality com-
ponents are used, and we guarantee OUR power packs for 6 months.
ONLY E6/10/-. Deduct 10/- when purchasing receiver and power unit
together. Send S.A.E. for further details, or 1/3 for 14 page illustrated
booklet giving technical data and circuits etc. (FREE with each receiver).
Add 10/6 carriage for receiver, 5/- for power unit.

HALLICRAFTER SX-24 RECEIVERS
Covers from 540 Kc/s. to 44 Mc/s. in 5 bands. With separate bandspread
tuning, variable selectivity crystal filter, B.F.O., " S " meter, noise limiter
etc. For 117-230 v. A.C. mains. In perfect working order and first class
condition. £25. Carr. 10/-.

Q5'er
(BC -453)

This Command Receiver
covers 190-550 Kc/s.-(1.F.
85 KO.) and is ideal
for double superhet con-
version etc. Supplied
BRAND NEW in orig-
inal cartons, with all 6

valves and CIRCUIT.
89/6. Post 3/6.

MARCONI

VALVE

VOLTMETERS
Ranges: 0 to 1.5, 5, IS,
50, and 150 volts. Fitted
with probe unit for RF
measurements. A.C.
mains operation. In good
condition and working
order. A laboratory
instrument for ONLY
E8/19/6. Carr. 7/6.

JULY/ AUGUST, 1959

Best Buy at Britain's
CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR

No. 10. Consists of 500 KO.
crystal oscillator and a variable
250-500 KO heterodyne oscil-
lator. This enables all inter-
mediate frequencies between
500 Kc/s. and 10 Mc/s. to be
produced. These frequencies are
indicated on the calibrated scale.
The calibrator may actually be
used up to 30 Mc/s. The unit
uses a CV -286 neon modulator,
IT4 crystal osc., IT4 het. osc.,
and IRS mixer. Operates from
300 v. 15 mix., and 12 v. 0.3 A.,
but can be easily modified for
120 v. and 1.4 v. working.
Size 7 x 71 x 4in. In first class
condition, complete with valves,
crystal, instruction manual and
circuit. One of our " best
buys " at ONLY 59/6. Post 3/6.
FERRANTI TESTMETER TYPE Q. An extremely compact self-con-
tained multimeter. Volts 0 to 30, 150. 600 A.C./D.C., with additional 0-3 v.
D.C. and 0-15 v. A.C. ranges: Milliamps 0 to 7.5, 30, 150 and 750 D.0 ;
ohms 0-25 K. Accuracy BSS first grade. 500 ohms per volt. Knife-edge
pointer and clearly calibrated 21in. scale. Complete with leads, prods,
battery, and instructions in fitted velvet -lined 4 x 7 x 3in. case. Brand new
condition, perfect working order. Bargain price. ONLY 59/6. Post 2/6.

ADMIRALTY G-73 SIGNAL

GENERATORRIAVEMETERS
Combines the facilities of a
well made signal generator
with those of a crystal
checked heterodyne wave -
meter. Generates 100 Kc/s.
to 25 Mc/s. in 6 ranges (CW
or 400 c/s. mod.), or operates
as wavemeter over same
ranges. Carrier or modula-
tion level may be monitored
on 500 microamp plug-in

meter (not supplied). Has built-in I Mc/s. crystal oscillator for self checking
calibration, coarse and fine attenuators. 400 c/s. output available separately.
Operates from 100-230 v. A.C. mains. Size 15 x 10 x Bin. Supplied com-
plete with valves, crystal, and list of crystal check points and instructions
for drawing of individual graphs. Condition used but O.K. 79/6. Carr. 10/6

RCP 20 RANGE TESTMETERS
1,000 ohms per volt, 400 micro -
amp basic movement.
D.C. VOLTS A.C. VOLTS
2.5 v. 2.5 v.
10 v. I 0 v.
50 v. 50 v.
250 v. 250 v.
1,000 v. 1,000 v.
5,000 v. 5,000 v.
D.C. CURRENT RESIST'CE
I ma. 500 ohms
10 ma. 100k. ohms
100 ma. 1 megohm
I amp. DECIBELS

--10 to' 69
In light oak case 64 x 6 x
including lid. Complete with
test leads and prods, internal
battery, and instructions manual.
ALL BRAND NEW and tested.
Post 3/-.
LIMITED NUMBER 79/6.
VOLTAGE REGULATOR TRANSFORMERS. Input 230 v. A.C.,
output variable from 187-250 v., OR input 187-250 v., output 230 v. at 24
amps. Rating 5.5 KVA. Wt. 42 lb. Brand new condition. E9/19/6. Carr. 10/6.

MINIATURE RELAYS (ALL BRAND NEW AND BOXED).
G.E.C. sealed, wire ends, 670 ohms. 2 HID makes, MI099 15/-
G.E.C. sealed, wire ends. 670 ohms. 4 Clovers, platinum, M1092 19/6
G.E.C. sealed, wire ends. 5000 ohms 2 C/overs, platinum, M1052 17/6
S.T.C. size If xi x tin. 250 ohms. 2 Clovers, double contacts 7/6
Siemens High Speed, 1K I K ohms. I Clover 10/6

FURZEHILL BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR No 5.
Push-pull output 0-10,000 c/s.
of 0-5 v. at 10 ohms, or 0 -SO v.
at 600 ohms, monitored by

M/C meter. Incorporates
set -zero control and 50 c/s.
check. Operates from 100-
250 v. 50 c/s. mains. In hand-
some instrument case, 171
9 x I lin. Despatched in transit
case, in perfect condition,
tested, complete with 7 valves,
circuit and instructions. A
laboratory instrument for
01.1LY L12/10), Carr. 10/,
SEE ADVERTISEMENT OPPOSITE 111.
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SELENIUM BRIDGE RECTIFIERS.
Funnel cooled. A.C. input 45 v. RMS.
D.C. output 30 v. 10 amps. BRAND
NEW. Boxed. 45/-. Post 3/6.

HEAVY DUTY L.T. TRANSFOR-
MERS. (Gresham.) Latest type potted,
oil filled, Pri. 230 v. 50 c/s. Sec. 0-70-75-
80 v. 4 amps. Size 5.1 x 4+ x 61in. high.
Wt. 19 lb. BRAND NEW. 42/6, cam 5/-.
DUAL PURPOSE TRANSFORMERS
(Gresham). Pri. 230/250 v. Secs. 240
0-240 v. 1.5 amps., 5 v. 12.5 amps. 5 v.
1.75 amps. Ideal for ISOLATING TRANS
FORMER, to obtain TWO 240 v. 360
watt lines. Potted, oil -filled, 7 x 71 x
10+in. high. Wt. 50 lb. BRAND NEW.

63/10/-. Carr. 10/-.
MAINS ISOLATING TRANSFOR-
MERS (Vortexion). Fully -shrouded. For
esting A.C./D.C. sets in safety. 230 v. in-

put. Output 230 v. 100 watts, 226. Post 2/6.
ADMIRALTY HT TRANSFORMERS
Pri. 230 v. 50 c/s. Secs. 620-550-375-0-
375-550-620 v. (620 and 550 v. 200
mjamps., 375 v. 250 miamps.), plus
two 5 v. 3 Amp. rectifier windings.
Total rating 278 VA. Upright mtg.
Wt. 25 lb. Made 1953. BRAND NEW.
Original boxes. 45/-. Carr. 51-.

INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS
230 v. A.C. input. Outputs 0-65-130-195 v
85 mjamps., 6.3 v. 5 amps., 6.3 v. 0.3 amps
Shrouded. Size 34- x x 3j -in. high. 15/
post FREE.

AR88D MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
Input 110-240 v. Output 345-0-345 v.
125 nil/amps., 6.4 v , 4.5 amps., 5 v. 2 amps.

x x 5-1- in. high. Wt. 12 lb. Potted.
Tag ends. RCA BRAND NEW. Boxed.
29/6, post 3/6.

TRANSFORMER BARGAIN. Inpu
0-200/250 tapped. Outputs 250-0-250 v
80 al/amps., 5 v. 2 amps.; 6.3 v. 4.5 amps.
Upright mtg. BRAND NEW. Boxed
Ex -Admiralty made 1952. A fine 50 c/s.
mains cranny for ONLY 16/6, post FREE
MODULATION TRANSFORMERS.
Collins type 20 watts 807 to 807, 8/6 each.
Post 1/6.
FERRANTI TYPE, for T x 36 etc., push-
pull 807's to plate and screen modulate
push-pull 807's, ratio 2:1. Fully shrouded.
Wt. 6 lb 17/6. Post 2/6

ADVANCE CONSTANT VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS. Input 190-260 v
50 cis A.C. mains. Output 230 v
250 watts. 10 Gns. Carr. 7/6.

STANDARD TRANSFORMERS.
Vacuum impregnated, interleaved, E S.
screen, universal mounting. Size 4x3£x
nin. ALL BRAND NEW. 18/6 each.
Post 1/6.
Type 1 250-0-250 v 80 mja , 6.3 v. 3 A.,
tapped at 4 v. 4 A., 6.3 v I A tapped at
4 v. and 5 v. 2 A.
Type 2 As above, but 350-0-350 v.
80 m /a.

Type 3. 30 a. 2 A tapped at 12, 15,
20 and 24 v., to give 3-4-5-6-8-9-10 v., etc.
Type 5. 0-5-11-17 v. 4 A Ideal for
chargers.

MORE METER BARGAINS
RANGE

25 Mier/amp.
25 Microamp.
50 Mieroamp.
50 Microamp.

100 Microamp.

TYPE
1).C. WC
D.C. M/C
D.C. WC
D.O. MX
D.0 MIC

8IZ
24in.
24 in.
301 n.
21 in.
34i ts.

PRICE
Flush Circ. Scale " Bontgem " 69 6
Proj. Circ. Scale "Rssittacm " 596
Flush (Ire: Scale " Tstlerance " 79.6
Flush Circ. scaled 0-100 59 6
Flush Circ. Sialle 0-50 II -1,000 5. 62 6100 Microamp. D.C. MiC 941 n. Flush Circular scaled " Mess " 42.61 Milliamp. D.C. ?A/C 39 n. Flush Circular 50;-1 Milliamp. D.C. M/C 311 n. Flesh Squ. Sealed 0-250 v 69.6200 Milliamp. D.C. 91/C 24i n. Flush Circular 10 61 Amp. Thermocouple 29 rt. Projecting Circular 6 93C0 Volts A.C. Mil bin Flush Circular. Made 11,53 79.6300 Volts A.C. M/I 24in. Flush Citcular 25 -500 Volts A.C. MiI 29 n. Flush (Secular :25 -40 Amperes D.C. MX lie . Flush Circular 7 6

METAL RECTIFIERS. Full stave bridge. BRAND NEW. So I full
tn.A. 816, 5 mA. 8'6. STC 2 mA. 5/6.

MINIATURE 373 IF STRIPS. Fur FM W.I. described in " Praetica
Wireless." Complete with 3 of EF91, 2 of EF92 and 1 of E1191. A R,v)
release enables us to offer these once again. BRAND NEW. t'emtl,,,
reprint of conversion instructions and circuit supplied free. 35 -less valves, 12/6. Post. either 2/0.

RCA HF SWEEP GENERATORS

Laboratory type equipment designed for alignment of wide baud RI, ai,,1
IF amplifiers. Comprises generator and regulated power supply unit,
each housed in grey crackled steel case 17 x 10 x ilia.
Centre Frequency 5-65 Me/s. Sweep width 0.2-20 McIs.
Marker oecillator frequency 5-70 Mcis. Operates front 105.125/210-230 s.
A.C. Mains. Complete with 13 valves and Technical handbook. BRAND
NEW condition. 838/10'-. Carr. DO-.

MEGGERS
E. & V. Series 2 Wagers. 500 volts, 0-100 Alegohnis. Its leather rase:
First-class condition. ONLY 83.2/10/-.
E. & V. BONDING TESTERS. 0-5 ohms at 12 mfamps. max. Hand
generator type. In leather case. 79/6.
INSULATION TESTERS. " Record " hails] generator type. 0-50 Mee -
ohms at 500 501ts pressure remplete in leather case £7196.
Pmt 4,,-.

HRO SENIOR RECEIVERS

Complete with ALL NINE general coverage plitg.in coilsels tor 50 IS,
to 30 Mc/a. Instruction booklet, and circuit. but less esteraal power Jtot05
unit. Table models, as new condition. 21 OWL Rack mounting. 18 GNS.
Packing and carriage 22'- es-tra. Scud S.A.E. for forth. r details.
HBO POWER PACKS. 115;230 v. A.C. mains input. Testes]. and in toss]
consliti/nt 89/6. P0.4 4;-.
AR -88. D AND LF. SUPERB CONDITION. NOW IN STOCK.

R.F. UNITS
RF24. 20-30 Mc ,s. 5 snitched positions 12 6
RF26. 50-65 Reis Super slow-motion drive 1.7.6
R1827. 05-80 Mc', Super Wow -motion drive 22.6
Unboxed. but as new. condition. Postage 3/6 each.

CHARLES BRITAIN (Radio) LTD.
11 UPPER SAINT MARTIN'S LANE
LONDON, W.C.2 TEMple Bar 0545.
One Minute Irom Leicester Sq. Station (Up Cranbourne St.)
Shop Hours : 9-6 p.m. (9-I p.m. Thursday.) Oben all day Saturday

SANGAMO-
WESTON

VOLTMETERS
S61. Dual range
0-5 and 0-100 v.
D.C. FSD I m/A.
3in. scale. Recent
manufacture. Ideal
for schools. Com-
plete in super qual-
ity canvas carrying

. case, with test
prods and leads.BRAND NEW. Boxed 27/6. Post 2/6.

SANGAMO-WESTON ANALYSER
E772. A useful multi -range meter in
rexine covered carrying case. Thoroughly
overhauled and in perfect working order.
For full details see previous adverts.
67/1 9/6. Carr 4/6.

AVO LC & R BRIDGES. Capacity5 pfd to 50 mFd. Resistance 5 ohms to
50 megohms. Inductance can be measured
against external standard. Balance is
indicated on a meter, which can be used as
a valve voltmeter from 0.1 to 15 v. Leakage
test and Power Factor scale. For use onA.C. mains. Tested and guaranteed.
68/10/-. Post 3/6.

HICKOCK 1-177 VALVE TESTERS.
Checks dynamic mutual conductance,
shorts, emission, gas, and noise. For UX4,
UX5, UX6, UX7, Octal, Loctal, B7G,
and Acorn types. Portable, in wooden
carrying case 154 x 8x 54in. Wt. 131 'b.
BRAND NEW. Complete with instruc-
tion book and valve testing charts. For
117 v. A.C. 10 gns. Carr. 7/6. Matching
auto. transformer for 230 v. A.C. 1216.

MARCONI TF987/I NOISE GENE
RATORS. Range 100 Kc/s to 200 Mc/s.
Determines noise factor of AM and FM
receivers. Fully stabilised H.T. supply.
A.C. mains operation. Brand new and in
original boxes. 625.

MARCONI SIGNAL GENERATORS.
85 Kc/s. to 25 Mc/s. A.C. mains operation.
In fair condition and working order.
TF144F. E40. TFI44G. E50.

MARCONI TF.340 OUTPUT METERS'
Perfect working order. f19/101-.
SCR522 TRANSMITTER/RECEIVERS.
100-150 Me/s. Comprises BC624A rec., and
BC625 trans. Ail complete with valves, and
in first-class condition. BC624A, less relay,
19/6. With relay, BC625. These two, 29/6.

MOVING COIL PHONES. Finest
quality Canadian, with chamois ear -muffs
and leather -covered headband. With
lead and jack plug. Noise excluding and
supremely comfortable. 19/6. Post 2/6.

INVICTA LOUDSPEAKERS. Good
quality 10in. unit (impedance 3 ohms.)
In wooden cabinet 17x 17 x 6in. Complete
with 50ft. lead and jack plug. BRAND
NEW. 39/6. Carr. 5/6.

VITAVOX PRESSURE UNITS TYPE
N. 20 watts. P.M. Heavy duty.
BRAND NEW, boxed. 89'6. Carr. 516.

RESISTORS
Morgan T " watt) and " R " (I watt).
Latest types, all BRAND NEW 100
assorted, 10j-. Post I/ -
HEAVY DUTY SLIDER RESISTORS.
1.25 ohm 20 amp., 1216, post 36 I ohm
12 amp., 8/6, post 2/,
PRECISION RESISTORS. I legohm
I°., I watt wire wound. Ex-U.S A
BRAND NEW. 10/6 per dozen.

DC/A.C. CONVERTERS. Input 12 v.
D.C. Output 230 v. 50 c/s. A.0 at
135 watts. Fitted with 0-300 v. A.C.
2iin. meter and slider resistor for voltage
adjustment. In stout wooden carrying
case with lid. Perfect working order
f9/19/6. Carr. 10/6.
24 v. Input 230 v. A.C. 50 c/s 100 watts
output. In grey metal case. BRAND
NEW. 92/6. Carr. 7/6.

RADIATION METERS. Portable dose
rate meter, containing modern type
rectangular 50 microAmp meter, CVX494
electrometer valve, etc. BRAND NEW
In canvas carry'ng case. 63/19/6. Post 2/6
For details of other equiprne:a see rue
previous adverts.
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PARMEKO
TABLE TOP

TRANSFORMERS
Input 230 v. 50 c/s.
Output 6201550/375!
0/375/550/620 volts
250 mA. Also 2-5 v.
3 amp. windings
Size 64 x x 5i in.
Brand new only,
451- each. P/P 5!-.

BENDIX BC -453 COMMAND
RECEIVERS
"Q" FIVER
Coverage 190

to 550 kc/s.
Complete with
6 valves, 3-
12SK7, 12.K8,
I 2SR7, I2A6.
85 kcis I.F.T.
Supplied brandnew and
boxed, 89/6
each. P/P 2/6.

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR No. 10

An extremely use-
ful instrument pro-
viding the follow-
ing facilities: I,
Xcal controlled
osc. giving fixed
frequency signals
of 500 kc/s and
harmonics to 30
Mc/s; 2, An addi-
tional switched
oscillator (250-
500 kc/s) enabling all intermediate frequencies
from 500 kc/s to 10 Mc/s to be produced.
Compact size, 7 x x 4in. Utilises 2-1T4.
I R5 and CV286 valves and 500 kc/s Xtal.
Supplied brand new with instructional hand-
book. 59/6 each. P/P 2/6.

PORTABLE PRECISION VOLTMETERS
Brand new instru-
ments by famous
manufacturer. In
polished teak case.
Moving iron instru-
ment reading
A.C. or D.C.
volts on 2 ranges
0-160 v. or 0-
320 v., Bin. mir-
ror scale. Ac-
curacy within
2". £5/I9/6 ca.
P/P 3/6.

TINSLEY PHOTO VOLTAGE
AMPLIFIERS

These special instruments incorporate a I

microamp mirror galvonometer and a double
selenium photo -electric cell. Housed in
aluminium case complete with 12 v. lamp
and housing. Brand new EI5 each. P/P 7/6.

WIRELESS WORLD JULY/AUGUST, 1959

(RADIO) LIMITED
Phone: GERRARD 8204/9155
Cables: SMITHEX LESQUARE

-14 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

AMERICAN 1,000 O.P.V. MULTI -
RANGE TESTMETERS

400 microamp basic mov. Seven A.C.'D.C.
volt ranges 0 to 5,000v. D.C. current I mA,
10 mA, 100 mA, I amp. Res. 100 ohms,
100 K ohms and I meg. Decibels. Supplied
brand new with test prods, batteries and
instructions. t3/19/6 each. P/P 2/6.

MINE DETECTORS No. 4A
Complete equipment comprises search head,
amplifier headset, control box, telescopic
rods for search head, test unit, test measure
and haversack. Operation from Std. 671/1.5 v.
battery. Will detect ferrous or non-ferrous
metal;. Very portable and sensitive. Supplied
brand new in original transit cases with
circuit and instructions. 99/6 each. Carr. 10/6.

DON Mk. 5 FIELD TELEPHONED.
Ideal for all
inter -com-
munication.
Buzzer calling.
Supplied fully
tested, com-
plete with
batteries and
instructions.
39/6 each. P/P
3/6 ea., 5/- pr.

MAINS ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS.
230 v. input, 230 v. output, 5 amp capacity.
Housed in ventilated metal case, E5 each P/P 10/-

750 watt AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Tapped
from 110 co 230 v. Fine heavy duty type, 69;6 ea.
P/P

A.0 MAINS VOLTAGE REGULATOR
TRANSFORMERS. Input 230 v. Output var.
185 to 250 v. 24 amps or 185 to 250 v. input,
230 v. output 24 amps, E12/10/.. P/P 10/-.

WESTON 772 TESTMETERS. Supplied
in perfect working order, with 'leads and
batteries, 0/19/6 each. Few less wooden
carrying case, E7/10/- each. P/P 3/6.

A.C. volts: 2.5 v.,
10 v., 50 v., 250 v.,
1,000 v. D.C. volts:
2.5 v., 10 v., 50 v.,
250 v., 1,000 v. D.C.
current:100 micro/A,
I mA, 10 mA, 50 mA,
100 mA, 500 mA.
Output Meter A.G.
Current: 500 mA,

I amp, 5 amp. Re-
sistance: 100 ohms,
1,000 ohms, 100 k.
ohms, 10 megohm.

COSSOR DOUBLE BEAM
OSCILLO-
SCOPES

Type 339. 10 -

position time
base, 6 cps. to
250,000 cps.
Amplifier 10

cps. to 2 mill.
cps. Recondi-
tioned, perfect
working order.
Complete with
handbook.
f27/10/- each.
Carriage LI.

ROTARY CONVERTERS
12 v. D.C. input.
230 volt A.G. 150
watts 50 cycles output.
Housed in wooden
case and fitted with
voltage control slider
resistance switch, plugs
and A.C. mains volt-
age ' output check
meter. Supplied in

perfect condition, individually tested E9/I9/6
each. P/P 10/-.

VORTEXION PORTABLE AMPLIFIERS
Operation from 200/
250 volts A.C. or 12
volts D.C. Separate
inputs for micro-
phone or gram. Out-
put matched to 7.5,
15, 250 or 500 ohms,
incorporates volume
control and full
switched tone con-
trol. Valve line-up:
6Q7, 615, 6V6, 6V6, 5Z4. Size fq x 63 x 173in.,
not brand new but supplied in perfect work-
ing order, fully tested. £10/10/- each. P/P 6/-.

UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR TESTMETER
A.C./D.C. volt
ranges co 500 v.
Current 0 to 500
mA. Resistance
0 to 20K ohms.
Supplied in per-
fect working or-
der complete
with batteries,
leads and eather
carrying case.
E3/19/6 each.
P/P 2/6.

8 -RANGE SUB -STANDARD D.C.
AMMETERS

Ranges 1.5, 3, 7.5,
15, 30, 60, 300 and
450 amps. "in. mir-
ror scale. Meter
housed in polished
teak case. Supplied
complete with all

shunts and leather
carrying case. E15

each. P/P 7/6.
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RCA PADDED MOVING COIL HEAD-
PHONES.
Brand new
boxed. Finest

tonal quality,
low imped-
ance. Fitted

with std. jack
plug. 19/6 per
pr. P/P 116.

RCA PLATE

Input 200/250
volts. Output
2,000; 0 / 2,000
volts 500 mA.
tapped 1,500/0/
1,500 volts.
Supplied brand
new boxed,
E6/10/- each.
carriage 10/-.

TRANSFORMERS.

24 VOLT ROTARY CONVERTORS.

Input 24 volts D.C.
Output 230 volt;
A.C. 50 cycles, 100
watts. Housed in
metal carrying
case with inlet
cutlet plugs.

rand new, 92/6

each. P/P 7/6.

shafts.

AMERICAN
GEARED
MOTORS

24 volt D.C. motor fitted
with precision gearbox
giving twin outputs of
20 and 6 r.p.m. Also
operates on 12 volts.

Brand new. 19/6 each. P/P 1/6.

FERRANTI TESTMETERS TYPE Q
D.C. A.C. D.C. Ohms.

VOLTS VOLTS Current
3 v. 15 v. 7.5 ma. 25,000
30 v. 30 v. 30 ma.
150 v. 150 v. 150 ma.
000 v. 060 v. 750 ma.
500 ohms per volt on all
ranges B.S.S. first -grade
accuracy on all self con-
tained ranges. Supplied
in perfect workinz order
complete with leads,
battery, instructions and
rexine covered carrying
case. Price 52/6 each.
P/P 2/6.

HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9 A.M. TO 6 P M

ADMIRALTY POWER UNITS 234A.
200/250 volt A.C. Input. Output 250 volts
15 mA. and 6.3 volts 6 amps. Fully smoothed
double choke and paper condensers, fused and
fitted with input and output plugs. Sockets
are provided on the front panel for meter
check. Housed in grey metal case for standard
I9in. rack mounting. Supplied brand new.

59/6 each. P/P 7/6.

CR.I00 SPARES KITS. 15 valves, resistors,
pots, o/p trans. condensers, all new boxed, 59/6
per set. P/P 2/6.

ADVANCE CONSTANT VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS. 190 to 260 volt input.
Constant 230 volts output. 150 watts. Brand
new, 03/10/- each. P/P 5/-.

BRAND NEW U.S.A. DRY 90 VOLT H.T.
BATTERIES. Tapped 674, 45 and 224 v. 5/- each.
P/P 2/-.

FIELD TELEPHONES TYPE L. Gen-
erator bellringing.
Light and
very port-
able. Ideal
for all in-
stallations.
Supplied
complete
with bat-
teries, fully
tested. As
new, 59/6
each. P/P
3/-. 5/- pr.

NIFE ALKALINE ACCUMULATORS. 12
volt 45 ampere. E4/19/6 each. P/P 7/6.

MARCONI SIGNAL GENERATORS TF-517.
10-18 me/s. 33-58 me/s. 150-300 me/s. Operation
200/250 volts A.C. Supplied in good working
order, [12/10/- each. P/P I0/-

MUIRHEADPRECISIONSTUDSW1TCHES.
2 pole, 2 bank, 24 position, 10/6 each. P/P If..
4 pole, 4 bank, 24 position, 17/6 each. PIP 1/3.

MARCONI TF.428 B/I VALVE VOLT-
METERS. 5 ranges A.C. and D.C. 1.5. 5, 15,
50 and 150 volts. Operation 200/250 volts
A.G. Supplied in perfect working order
complete with internal H.F probe, C171101 -
each. P/P 10/-.

R.II5S COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS.
MODELS L &
N. Both
models incor-
porating the
trawler and
top band. Sup-
plied in per-
fect condition,
realigned, fully
tested.
E12/1916 each. STANDARD MODEL B. Fitted
with improved N type drive, perfect order
re -aligned, etc., £7/I9/6 each. Carriage 7/6
both types. COMBINED POWER PACK AND
OUTPUT STAGE, to suit either models, 85/ -
extra. Illustrated instruction book with all
receivers.

EDDYSTONE MAINS POWER PACKS
200/250 volts in-
put. Output
175 volts 60 mA.

and 12 volts
2.5 amps. Double
choke and
condenser
smoothed, 5Z4
rectifier. Sup-
plied as new and
unused, 32/6
each. PIP 3/6.

FURZEHILL BEAT FREQUENCY
AUDIO OSCILLATORS. Frequency
range 0 to 10,000 cycles. Output 10 or 600
ohms. Separate 50 cycles check. Set tern
control. 200,1250 volt A.C. operation. Supplied
in perfect working order, fully tested, 0/19/6
each. P/P 10/-.

HALLICRAFTER S.27 U.H.F. COM-
MUNICATION RECEIVERS. F.M. or
A.M.coverage 27 to 143 me/s. on 3 bands.
Incorporates 5 meter, variable ael. b.f.o. a.n.l.
etc. Output for phone or speaker. Operation
110 or 230 volts A.C. Supplied in good work-
ing order, E27/10/- each. P/P 10/-.

FIELD TELEPHONES TYPE F. Generator
bell ringing. Sup-
plied complete
with batteries
fully tested and
complete witl.
wooden carrying
case 59/6 each.

PIP 3/6. 5/- pr.

THURSDAY 1 P.M. OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY. SEND S.A E FOR LISTS.

(RADIO) LIMITED
Phone: GERRARD 8204/9155
Cables: SMITHEX LESQUARE

It LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
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PRICES DOWN!! "THE TRANSISTOR 8"
Combinedp Pu r tpapbrItea/ hCiaer Radiouper

* Tunable over medium and long wavebands
* 250mW output push-pull
*Internal Ferrite aerial
* Highly sensitive and selective
* 7in. x 4in. high flux speaker
* Ail components identified and carded
* EDISWAN transistors throughout
* Easy -to -follow layout diagrams
Car radio components 8,-; A.V.C. 43; now 325mW version El I/11/6. P. & P. 2'6.
Size 9in. x 7in. x 31in. Weight 4 lb.

Complete set of parts
including cabinet and
all components. Now

£10.19.6
P. & P. 2/6

All parts sold sepa-
rately

FREE BOOKLET

NEW BARGAIN PARCEL
* Perdio style moulded cabinet with gold trimmings (red,

blue or cream) 12/6
*1.B. 208 - I76pF screened gang 10/6
* Miniature 2iin. 3 ohm speaker 21/6
* 20.1 output transformer to match 1.0/-
* 5 -transistor printed circuit 5/6
*5 -transistor circuit diagram 1/-
* Cabinet size 54 -in. x 31in. x Ilin.

SPECIAL INCLUSIVE PRICE 55/- P.P. 2' -

All the above components are made to fit the cabinet and
printed circuit. Other components for the radio available.

AUDIO GENERATOR
Check audio circuits easily and quickly

* EDISWAN Transistor * Size 2zin. x Lain. x lin.
* Clear Note
* Ideal Modulator Morse Practice Unit.

25/- P P 1/ -

THE TELETRON "TRANSIDYNE"
*6 EDISWAN Transistors
* TCC printed circuit.
* 120 mW output push-pull.
* Med. and long waves.
* Components identified.
* Long -life batteries.
* EASY TO BUILD.
*21 -in. high flux Speaker.

Size 6+ x 3,f x Ifin. Weight 20 ozs.
All components for construction including cabinet,
printed circuit, etc., can be supplied for

£11.1 9.6 P.P. 2/6
All parts sold separately.

SEND I - FOR CIRCUIT, PLANS AND PRICES

TRANSISTORS
NOW FROM

JUNCTION PNP
FULL GUARANTEE

EACH.

SEND FOR NEW FREE LIST OF LATEST TYPES WITH
FREE DATA AND SUGGEST USES.

5'

MAJOR 2 (two -transistor pocket radio)

* 4 -stage reflex circuit
*Tunable over medium waves
* No aerial or earth

1 * Over 6 months on one battery
ilt? * Size 4' -tin. x 3in. x

* Weight under 4 oz.
* Layout diagrams

Complete set of components including 2 EDISWAN
transistors, 72/6 post free. All components sold separately.

FREE NEW BOOKLET.

MAJOR3 (three -transistor radio)

As the Major -2 but with a third EDISWAN transistor
and fitted with a volume control. Fantastic output! 90: -
post free. FREE LIST ON REQUEST.

CAR RADIO 2 -watt Amplifier
A permanent power transistor stage complete with 7in. x 4in.
speaker. May be used with any battery portable using a
3 ohm speaker. Use it with the " 8 ".

Complete set of parts 65/- P.P. 2/6
Unit build up and tested 77/6 P.P. 2/6

All components available separately. Free diagrams and list.

SIGNAL TRACER
AUDIO, RF and IF:

* 2 EDISWAN Transistors
* Headphone Output.
* New Chassis; New Diagrams.
Ideal Pocket Unit; Easy to Use; Find the Fault in Minutes;
May be used as a Signal Peaker.

37/6 P.P. 1/6

FREE LISTS FREE LISTS FREE LISTS
LARGEST RANGE OF TRANSISTORS AND TRANSISTOR
COMPONENTS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR IN
THE COUNTRY. FREE LIST ON REQUEST.
SEND FOR NEW BOOKLET DESCRIBING ALL OUR
DO-IT-YOURSELF UNITS : FREE BY RETURN OF POST

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.
5

(Opposite

HARREOdgWwa Re OR oAaD,

A

dTuPbeSDtpatlioNnG)TPAODN, W.2
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VALVES
LARGE REDUCTIONS: NEW FREE LIST.
OVER 500 DIFFERENT TYPES INCLUDING
TUBES STABILIZERS, TRANSMITTING
AND SPECIAL PURPOSE TYPES.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
NEW FREE LIST. FROM 6 KC/S. TO 47 MC S.
FT243, BLANKS FT24IA, 10X, B7G, TCS,
WIRE END, 10XJ. OVER 500 DIFFERENT
TYPES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THE LARGEST
RANGE IN THE COUNTRY

BRAND NEW POCKET
MULTIMETER

Model A.10: 500 micro -amp. mcvement A.C./D.C. voltage at
2,000 ohms. per volt 10, 50, 250, 500 and I lev.

Resistance range: 10 k and I megohm.
D.C.current 500 micro -amp., 25 mA., 250 mA. Decibel range.
Accuracy: D.C. ,.2":. A.G. - 3";,.
Size: x 3 x If. Weight 17 ozs

Price £4/17/6, inclusive of full handbook batteries and test prods.
Fully guaranteed.

IDEAL POCKET INSTRUMENT FOR THE AMATEUR AND
PROFESSIONAL.

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR No. 10
Crystal controlled. Full coverage from 500
kc/s. to 10 Mc/s. I c/s. Modulation. Calibrated
dial. Includes 2-IT4: IRS valves. Full handbook,
59/6. P.P. 3/6.

-  -
V.H.F. TRANS./RECEIVER TYPE 1986
124.5/156 Mc/s. coverage. 9.72 1.4c/s. I.F.: 23 Kc/s.
bandwidth, 10 -channel V.H.F.airborne equip-
ment. 24 volt D.C. input.

With Less
Type Valves Valves

Transmitter 81 60/- 25/ -
Receiver ... 114 25/- 7/6
I.F. Strip ... 476 32/6 12/6
Rotary Unit 106 I5/- -
Control unit 382 6/- -
Full circuit diagram 1/9, post free.

P.P.
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
9d.

"373" MINIATURE IF
STRIP 9.72 Mc/s

The ideal F M
conversion unit as
described in
" P.W." April/
May, 1957. Com-
plete with 6 valves,
three EF9I 's, two
EF92's and one

EB91 I.F.T's, etc., in absolutely new condition.
With circuit and conversion data.

12/6 (less valves) 37/6 (with valves)
Postage and Packing 2/6 (either type).

BC 906D WAVEMETER
Complete with vernier dial in black crackle case;
500 UA 24in. meter; 150 to 235 Me/s. Battery
operated. Includes circuit. 1S5 valve. 45/-. P.P.

SYNCHRONIZER UNIT
Valves: 3-6C6M; I2-6AC7; 607; 5-717A; 6-65N7
GT; 6H6. Transformers, chokes, dials, slow
motion drive, etc. Brand new E4/19/6. P.P. 5/-.

ROTARY CONVERTER
24 v. D.C. to 230 v. A.C. 50 cycles. 100 watts.
Brand new and unused.

t5/10/- jia6rr.

RF 25 AND 26 UNITS
Type 25: 30 to 40 Mc/s. switched tuning. Includes
3-SP6I: etc. 10/-. P.P. 2/6. Circuit diagram 9d.
TYPE 26: 50 to 60 Mc/s. slow motion vernier

2-EF54; EC52. 25/-. P.P. 2/6. Circuit 9d.

ANI/ARN-5D GLIDE PATH RECEIVER
3 channel UHF crystal controlled receiver:
operating on 332.6.Mc/s., 333.8 Mc/s. and 335 Mc/s.
Includes 28D7, 2-1 2SN7, 7-6A.15, I2SR7, relays
I.F.s etc. Input 24/28 volts D.C. 59/6. P.P. 5/-.

PACKARD BELL PRE -AMP.
Complete with screened case with 651.7GT:
28D7; relay, leads, tack plugs, handbook, etc.
Seaied in carton. Low impedance mic. pre -
amp.

ONLY 12/6 P.P.
2/-.

SURPLUS UNITS
NEW FREE LIST. TRANSMITTERS, WATT-
METERS. RECEIVERS, WAVEMETERS.
CONVERTERS, TEST UNITS, INDICATORS

,

1.F.s, R.F. UNITS, RADAR UNITS, CRYSTAL
CALIBRATORS, METERS, ETC., ETC.

RADAR UNIT TYPE 1683
Complete withthe following valves:
2-6C40; 832A; 0829B; 2-5R4G; 3-6AC7;
6V6GTO; 931A photo multiplier with associated
network. Also 2 -blower motors. Input 30-115
volt 400 to 2,600 c/s cd 26 v. d.c. BRAND NEW
and boxed. Z6/10/- free

WALK IE/TALKIE TYPE 38 TRANSMITTER,
RECEIVER

Complete with 5 valves. In new condition
These Sets are sold without Guarantee but are
serviceable. 22/6 Pi/P6'.

H/phone 7/6 pair. Junction Box 2/6. Throat
Mike 4/6. Canvas Bag 4/-. Aerial Rod 2/6.

AIRCRAFT RADAR TYPE AN/APA-I
Complete scope indicator unit with amplifier
aerial switching unit; full scope controls. Inclu
des 3BPI Tube; 65N7GT; 6K6GT; 6G6GT
2X2: 6X5GT.

NEW /g P.P.
FULL HBRANDANDBOOK. 9700 3/6.

VHF TRANS./RECEIVER TYPE 192d
* 100 Mc/s. to 120 Mc/s. coverage.
* 9.72 Mc/s. I.F. * 40 Kc/s. bandwidth.
* 4 -channel crystal controlled.
* VHF airborne equipment.
Complete with 21 valves, crystal and 24 volt
rotary unit all contained in metal case.

£6/19/6 PA.10/6.
Separate Circuit Diagram 1/9 post free.

426 CONTROL UNIT
Includes: 4-EF50; 2-SP61; EB34; multiban'c
twitches; pots; transtormers, etc.

ONLY 30/- P.P.

TYPE 247 INDICATOR UNIT
R.F. POWER WATTMETER. I mA. 4 inch meter;
magic eye indicator; 100/240 mains transformer;
chokes; EF50's; DIODES; RECTIFIERS. etc.ONLY 2311916

APQ9 UHF UNIT
RADAR JAMMING UNIT; INCLUDES 2-807;
3-6AC7; 2-8012 HF; Gear drives; Blower motor;
switches; dials; controls, etc.

P.P. 2/6.

E7/10/0 P.P. 7j6.

PIRANI CONTROL UNIT
Includes:

* 6in. I mA. movement
rored scale.

* Fully set Wheatstone Bridge.
* Complete in best quality case.
* Built-in galvo-shunt.

ONLY £5/19/6
Including Circuit diagram.

meter with

P.P. 5/-.

mir-

MARCONI No. 19 SET CRYSTAL CALI-
BRATOR

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS;
10 Kc/s., 100 KO.. and I Mc/s. includes

5-1 2SC7: handbook; on/off modulator: quartz
crystal.

ONLY 791/6
P.P. 2/6.

TRANSMITTER/
RECEIVER

Army Type 17 Mk. II
Complete with Valves, High
Resistance Headphones,
Handmike and instruction
Book and circuit. Frequency
Range 44.0 to 61 Mc/s.
Range approximately
3 to 8 miles. Power
requirements: Stand-
ard 120 v. H.T. and
2 v. L.T.
Ideal for Civil Defence and corn- AG P.P.
munications. 6W/ 5/-.
44-61 Me's. Calibrated Wavemeter tor wane,

10/. extra.

PIRANI DIFFERENTIAL LEAK
DETECTOR

Includes:
* 2 -arm Wheatstone Bridge.
* Masses of high quality switches, controls.
* Best quality wood case.
* Galvo-shunt.
* Circuit diagram.

ONLY 59/6 P.P. 5/-.

BARGAIN OFFER
Brand new unused 90 volt U.S.A. 6:aerie,
Tapped at 674 v.; 45 v.; and 224 volts.
Ideal for portables.

c/_ each P.P.
`.1

STROBE UNIT
Complete with: 6-EF50; 5-EA50 SP6I. Relays,
etc.

35/P.P.- 2/6.

HENRY'S RADIO LTD. 5, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, W.2
(AT JUNCTION OF EDGWARE ROAD PAD 1008/9AND HARROW ROAD)
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11IADAII SEARCH RECEIVER
TYPE AN APR4

Now available

This Receiver is designed co determine the pretence and measure the
frequency of any radar or radio signals within the range of 38 to 2,000
Mc/s. To determine what modulation may be present on these
signals giving an identification of relative strength of these signals.
The equipment consists of: -

5 -stage IF (30 Mc/s Amplifier provision is made to teed the IF
amplifier to a panoramic adaptor)
I Detector
2 Stage Video Amplifier (100 c/s-I MO, 2.5 db)

I Beat frequency oscillator
The signal is fed through RF "plug in" heads consisting of
types:-

TNI6 38-95 Mc's I RF Ti lode first detector, I Oscillator.
TN 17 74-320 Mcfs Butterfly resonant circuit I diode first

detector, I triode oscillator.
TN 18 300-1,000 Mc/s

Butterfly resonant circuit
I Crystal first detector
I Triode oscillator
The above three units are available now.

TNI9 obtainable (TNI9-950-2,000 Mc/s available as extra)

Prices on written request

MAIICONI
S-BANDoocm)SPECTRUM ANALYSERType TF984

FREQUENCY RANGE

SENSITIVITY

SPECTRUM WIDTH

SWEEP FREQUENCY

I.F.

I.F. BANDWIDTH

2,900 to 3,150 Mc/s.

200 Micro Wattfor 5 cm. deflection.

20 Mean Watt for 5 cm. deflection.

I to 10 Mc s.

4 to 10 Mc s.

22.5 MO.

100 kc/s for 3 db drop in level.

Prices given on request.

Now available from stock _

BC221 HETERODYNE
FREQUENCY METERS

Function
An accurate heterodyne. frequency meter
having crystal cheek points for calibrating
equipment using CW or modulated CW.
This test set may be used for the following:
 Measurement or calibration of the fre-

quency of transmitters, oscillators: or
signal generators.

 Measurement or calibration of the fre-
quency of receivers having a beat -
frequency oscillator with zero -beat
adjustment.

 Calibration of other test equipment.

Electrical Characteristics
Fundamental Frequency range: 125 het,
to 250 ke?s; 2,000 kc/s to 4,000 l.'s.
Calibrated Frequency Range: 125 bolo
to 20 Mc/s.
Overall Accuracy: 0.01% or 25 cycles,
whichever in the greater, within the specified
temperature range.
Operating Temperature Range: -30"C to
+50'e ( - 22F tr. +122"F).
RP Output (Functioning as a test oscillator):
2 millivolts.

ALSO AVAILABLE V.H.F. VERSIONS OF ABOVE

T S 1 7 4 T S 1 7 5
Electrical Characteristics

Calibrated Frequency Range:
20 to 280 MO.

Fundamental Frequency Range:
20 to 40 Me/s.

Accuracy: 0.02% (throughout the tempera-
ture range).
Signal Input: (Sersitivity)

20 millivolts to 2 volts.
Signal Output: 50 to 20 millivolts modulated
at 1,000 cycles.
Temperature Range: -40°C to +50°C
- 40"F to +131°F).

Calibrated Frequency Range:
80 to 1,000 Mc/s.

Fundamental Frequency Range:
80 to 200 Mots.

Accuracy: 0.05% (throughout thu tempera-
ture range).
Signal Input (sensitivity):

20 millivolts to 2 volts.
Signal Output: 100 microvolts to 20 milli-
volts modulated at 1,000 cycles.
Temperature Range: --10°C to +55'C
(-40°F to 13L°F).

UNIVERSALTELECTRONICS
22-27, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE LONDON, W.C.2. Tel: GERrard 8410 & 4447

Shoo Hours: 9.30 a.m. to 6.0 p.m. OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY Thursday 9.30 a.m. to 1.0 p.m.
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BENEFIT FROM WHOLESALE BUYING ! GET EQUIPMENT THAT'S IN TIP-TOP
CONDITION. GET IT FROM RONGATE-ENGLAND'S LEADING EQUIPMENT WHOLESALERS

HEAVY DUTY
L.T. SUPPLY UNIT by S.T.C.

WORLD FAMOUS

TELEPHONES "F" Type
IN ATTRACTIVE

CASE

The best portable
telephone ever
rnade.VVith a range

of up to
S milesis
ideal for

FACTORIES BUILDING SITES,
FARMS, CIVIL ENGINEERING
PROJECTS, OUTSIDE BROAD-
CAST UNITS AND OFFICES.
2 perfect sets in individual carrying
cases, complete with long life
batteries, bells, ringer and
100ft. telephone cable,
£7.10.0 per pair Carr. 9/6
Tele " F" High Power as above but com-
plete with amplifier. E6/10/ -each Carr.l2/6
DON Mk. V TELEPHONES. Few re-
maining, complete with 100ft. telephone
cable ES/I l/- per pr. Carr. (G.B.) 9/6.
D3 STRANDED TELEPHONE CABLE,
NEW. Mile drum 85/.. Carr. 17/6.

VARIAC TRANSFORMERS

OUTPUT (2KVA) Completely Variable 0 to
270 volts. 9 amps.

INPUT 230 Volts, 50/60
A SHROUDED FULLY VARIABLE TRANSFORMER

FOR BENCH OR PANEL MOUNTING.
SIZE:- APPROXIMATELY Of CUBE.
WEIGHT: -APPROXIMATELY pa LB.
PRICE:-R1DICULOUSONLY-a5.0.0
PLUS 1216 CARR. SUPPLIED NEW AND BOX El).

ROTARY CONVERTORS 12 v. D.C.
input, 230 volt A.C. ISO watts, 53 cycles
output. Houseg in wooden case and fitted
with voltage control slider resistance,
switch, plugs and A.C. mains voltage output
check meter. Supplied in perfect condition,
individually tested, E9/19/6 each. P/P 10/-.

Normal cost over (100
Essential equipment for Electronic Engineer-
ing, research laboratories, schools, etc.
Guaranteed for 20 amps.
Output: D.C. Variable up to 20 amps. and

24 V or trickle charge 125/350/
700 ampere hours.

Input: A.G. 100/260 volts 45/65 cycles.
Size: 16 x 24 x 32in. High.
Available in Grey Cabinet

ex -Warehouse £22-10-0
tine'ordes rise. titans. and instructions whirl, h

espatand y for 10:- deposit)

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
OUR

SPECIAL
WHOLESALE

OFFERS!!
RELAYS MINIATURE SEALED

SIEMENS' TYPE
High Speed Single change -over

1196A, 2.20 + 7.20
1196B, 500
11960, 145(1 + 14511
H96113, 5000 + 500
H96E, 1,7000 + 1,7000

15
17 6
19 6
22 6
25 -

One, min.
Quantity

Vibrators 17 v. Malloy (new and boxed) 48/ -
Headphones DLRI (pairs)
Earpieces. Balanced armature ITB 5,

sound powered 45
Earpieces. Low resistance 50/13466 30 -
Microphones -10 12570 with switch 30i-
G.P.O. Telephones. Lamp signalling, Each

for interisaw use 05' -

GUARANTEED METERS
(New & Boxed) Ea, ;,

50 Mies, amp. SI,C. Si,,. flush tire.
d,. knitagens 49 6

500 Micro amp. M/C. 23in. Bush
square. Seale 0-15/0-600 v. 72 6

20 amp. mill 2In. flush circ. with
shunt. Scale 0-20 amp 12 6

5 Milliamp. 65/C. Sin. Rush else
a ithout dlunt 12 6

saWnints.400.41"0"1".^0400041Was
CONSTANT VOLTAGE

TRANSFORMERS
FERRANTI 7:I-KVA MOVING COIL
Stabilized output voltage in the range 200-250 v.
Plug -board tappings. The selected output voltage is
constant with at all loads 0 to :30/37i amps..

hen the supply voltage is varying over the range
`," to -12%,

 Frequency .compensated 45-55 and 54-66 cis.
 Excellent output wave -form.

t 'an be used as a variable transformer.
 Unused. Complete with spares and instruct ton

book at a Intel ion of the normal cost, only g55.

U.S.A. .R-9/El'AFN-4 Radio Receivers. Firo ,+:-
for conversion. originally designed for
Valve line-up: 1-68N7GT, 4-68K7GT, I -no Il,.I
1-VRI05-30, 1-5U4G, 1-6146GT, 1-861,7
6B40, 2-870/2-2. 1-6SJ7GT. Chassis sine
20 9 Ilin. Weight 261h. Brand new.

Components Mine (transformers, son& Ilse.,
year. ell.) for exceeds this remarkably lore prise. r he,
1,o,, ! Orr:0 150 eels ow 'liable.

SPECIAL QUOTATIONS ON
QUANTITY & EXPORT ENQUIRIES

r... ,111111 =El olne sus is 1.1iC SnSs M:OS

TR UVOX NEW LOUD HAILERS
UNUSED, complete
with transformer and
condenser.

Impedance 710
Handling cap. 8 watts
Ideal for outdoor
use off cars, boats,
etc.
Price 18/6. PAP. 3/6.
35/- per pair, P. & P.
7/-.

Ex -Ministry of Supply P.A. System. Complete
with amplifier unit, 4 speakers, microphones,
headphones and all spares packed in wooden
cases. 6 or 12 volt D.C. E7/10/-, carr. 30! -

AERIAL
MASTS

IMPROVED TYPE 50 MK. it

36ft. HIGH
title is aliprise---6 2; in. dia.
Tubular Steel Sections of 611.
length, top -section and base,
Pickets, Guys and Fittings.
YOU can purchase this
normally expensive MAST
f01 a fraction of its cost.
Please add £1 for (return
aide) wooden carrying case.
't'he MAST is particu-
larly suitable to take
aerials for Tx, Rx.,
F.M. and T.V. (especi-
ally COMMERCIAL)

and has many other uses.
Extra Aft. sections can be

-implied at /7/8 per tictiuu

£8 . 10 . 0 only
U.S.A.-Type 45ft. TELECOM AERIAL
MAST. (7 sections, 6ft. Bin. x 2+in., guys,
etc.) This entirely complete set in carrying
case 121 Gns. Carr. 17/6, Or 2 sets for £25.
Carr. extra. British Manufacture only.
ARMY TYPE 32ft. MASTS similar to above
but 10 lin. screw -sections, suitable for
permanent lightweight installation. Kit in
canvas bag, E5/10/-. Carriage 12/6.

TELEPRINTER EQUIPMENT. CREED
Teleprinters 7B. Reperf. Type 7 TR/3.

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS

Made by
DELCO
Input: dual voltage 12 or 24 v.
265 v. 120 mA., 500 v. 26 mA.

27/6

Output:

MICRO SWITCHES
BURGESS

BRAND NEW
MINISTRY RELEACE
MK. 4 BR. METAL BODY

UNIVERSAL CONTACT
A.M. Ref. 5C 4098 )

Con-it:ore ibis remarkable almost half-price
offer.

PER (min. .f.1.1 PER
DOZ. quantity) 1. 10978' -

THE IRONGATE (M.O.) CO.,
2/4 IRONGATE WHARF ROAD, PRAED STREET, LONDON, W.2.

PAD. 2231 2 3.
CHM M!
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THE LOWEST PRICED TAPE
RECORDER EVER OFFERED

FOR A.C. MAINS 200/250 v.
Limited number only. new in maker's
cartons. 2 -speed 31 and 71, twin track.
60 mM. playing time at 31; 30 mitt. at
71. Inputs for mike and tuner. 5in.
Speaker. Smart disotone blue/grey ease.
121 x x 71in. Weight approx. 61 lb.

TODAY'S VALUE OS
LASKY'S PRICE. including 5in. Spool
of Tape and empty Spool, Crystal Hand
21 gr.. Mike and Radio Jack,

apin "'Carr. and insur., 12/6.

SAVE POUNDS ON THIS
TRUVOX TAPE DECK

Mk. III. New and unused, in maker's
cartons, 2-spd., 31 and 71, 3 shaded pole
B.T.H. motors. Twin track, high
impedance heads. Push-button controls,
takes standard 7in. spools. Size: 141,xlath Limited number, fully guaran-
teed.

LISTED AT 22 GNS.

LASKY'S PRICE £14.1 16
Carr. and incur., 12/6. Instruction
Booklet with circuit diagrams for
amplifiers with each Deck.

SPECIAL TAPE OFFER
Famous make, P.V.C. base on latest type
plastic spools. Brand new, perfect, boxed
and guaranteed.
L200ft. on 7in. Spool. 21/-; 850ft. on

n. spool, 16/6.
GEVAERT L.P. PLASTIC

1.700ft. (7in.). 35/.; 850ft. (5i,/, 18,9;
210f1. (7ind, 613. Post, I .1001 I ; Order,
ofY 60'. port free.
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*NEW
at 207

NOW OPEN! COME

LEADING MAKES OF

TAPE RECORDERS,

* HUNDREDS OF
MONEY -SAVING OFFERS

ALL GOODS OFFERED IN THIS ADVT. ARE AVAILABLE AT

TAPE DECK OFFERS
COLLAR() TAPE TRANSCRIPTOR Mk. IV,
fitted digital counter. Few only. LIST

02:5. LASKY'S PRICE £17/19/6. Carr.
and Insur. 21/-.

TAPE RECORDER AMPLIFIER for use
with Collars Tape. Deck. Maker's surplus.
complete with 4 valves and power supplies,
£7 19 6. t'o't , 6

TRANSCRIPTION
TURNTABLES

COLLARO 4.spd.. type 4T200/ PX with
Studio transcription P.17.. LIST £191101-.
LASKY'S PRICE £18/19/8. carr. paid.
In Carrying Case, 25'- extra...

GARRARD 301. £221713. Strobe,

GARRARD 411F,

(C.C.S), £18 9/9.

LENCO GUS (stereo, binofluid diamond),

PHILIPS, £10110,-.
his,, dl other types.

stereo £19/418.

TRANSISTOR
TURNTABLES

6 volt, 45 r.p.m., complete with pick-up.
GARRARD BAil, 99/6.
STAAR BINDER, 7913.

Post 341

PLASTIC TAPE SPOOLS
lin 51i0. 7i n. 81in.

3/8 4/3 41- 5/6
7in. Metal Spools, 2/6 each.

Post I

AMPLIFIERS TO SUIT ALL PURPOSES
3-3 AMPLIFIER, huilt to Mallard's exact
specification with 7 Mallard valves
EL84, EFS6, EZ81. complete with front
panel. 8 One. Post five.

WILLARD 510 AMPLIFIER KIT. All
specified components and your choice of
transformers and chokes by Partridge,
Haddon. WIB, Ellison or Gilson, with
printed circuit. as low as 9 Gns. Details
on request. Printed Circuit separately,
2243.
Also available built ready for use. Price
according to transformers used.

3 -WATT GRAM AMPLIFIER. 2 valve,
ECL82 and EZ80 rectifier, double wound
main transformer 100-250 A.C., tone
control. record equalisation switch. Size
71 x 31in., max. height 41in. Controls
mounted separately. LASKY'S PRICE,
complete with knobs, 55,-. Post 3/6.
MATCHED PAIR FOR STERPO
5 Gnu. Post 5

Special offer. Single valve 2 -watt Gram.
Amplifier, 45/-. Post 3/6.

UNIVERSAL SOUND MIXER
3 channels, for use with all tape recorders
and audio amplifiers. Size: 41 x x 41in

LASKY'S PRICE 35,-. Post 2n{

"LINEAR " AMPLIFIERS

" Diatonic " 10-14 watt 12 Gns.

Conehord " 30 watt 15 Gnu,

L45 4-5 watt Amplifier
£5 19 6

LT45. Tape Deck Amp. 12 Gns.

LC.3 Cram Amplifier.. 55/9

L50. 50 -watt Ampli-
fier 19 Gns.

LIO. 10-12 with pre -
amp 15 Gns.

L3f3. Stereo Amplifier 7 Gus

Details on request.

EXPORT
ORDERS

Goads stripped tax free to all
parts of the world. We also
operate the " Personal Export
Service ' (free of purchase tax)
for  visitors to Great Britain.

"INSTANT " BULK TAPE
ERASER and Head De-
magnetizer. Erases complete
reel of magnetic tape in a few
seconds. 27,6, post free.

HIGH FIDELITY TAPE RECORDER HEADS

Leading make, new and unused. Upper
or lower track RECORD/PLAYBACK,
high impedance. Doable wound and will
reproduce up to 12,000 c.p.c. at 71 1.p.s.
Azimuth adjustments. ()Mont 5 milli-
volts at 1 Kr. at 71 i.p.s. ERASE, lox
impedance. LIST £4 PAIR. LASEY'..
PRICE, per pair, 39/8. Post l,'3. PIe kre

specify upper or lower track.

MICROPHONE BARGAINS

ACOS Mic 79-1. Crystal Stick Mike for
high quality recording. broadcasting and
public address work.
LIST 5 Cm.

LASKY'S PRICE 39/8.
Port free. Desk Stand available, 2/8.

r.
ACO3 na, Crystai hand or table Mike
with specially designed enough: filter.
Flat response 70-7,000 e.p.c. Omni -

direction -al. Dark brown plastic. LISP

IASKY'S PRICE 29/6. Po et free

LASKY'S RADIO FOR COURTEOUS SERVICE & TECHNICAL ADVICE
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SHOWROOMS
EDGWARE ROAD, W.2
AND SEE THE ASTONISHING VARIETY OF.
ELECTRONIC, RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS, UNITS,

CONSTRUCTOR KITS, CABINETS, CASES, ETC.

* THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS FOR
ALL CONSTRUCTORS AND HIGH FIDELITY ENTHUSIASTS

201 EDGWARE RD., W.2 & 42 TOTTENHAM COURT RD., W.1

SPECIAL OFFER

P.M. SPEAKERS

31in. 4in. Sin. 6Iin.

17 6 19/6 14/6 16/-
m. lain.

16 8 26/- 27/6

Elliptical:-
; 1 9 x 6 10 x 2; 10x;

14 6 276 2743 32'6

SINGLE PLAYERS

COLLAR() ' Junior " 4-spd.
motor and separate P.U. with
cartridge and styli.

MOTOR only 55/ -
PICK -UP 2716
Special offer.-Motor P.U.
if ordered together, 76i-, post
free.

COLLARD 4/564 or GARRARD
4SP, 4 -speed, auto stop. T.O.
crystal. £6 9;6. Post 5/,

P.U. CARTRIDGES

BELOW HALF PRICE!
B.S.R. ful-fi " TC8 T.O.
crystal cartridge with L.P. and
standard styli. Limited num-
ber. LIST 41/7. LASKY'S
PRICE 18,-. Post free.

STEREO

P.U. CARTRIDGES
All make. Gel types in stok
Write for as, bargain list.

BARGAINS IN 4 -SPEED
MIXER AUTO -CHANGERS

COLLARO RC.457. Manual and :lio.
control, complete with Studio cr,,1
P.U. and sapphire stylus. 1.10T t
LASKY'S PRICE £7.1 9.6

Poet 1/6.

E.S.R. Type UAII, complete with B.S.R.
" fral-fi " pick-ups, 2611916. Post 5/-.

E.S.R. Latest type UA1S, wired 101
STEREO, complete with stereo earl ride,
£811916. Post 5/,

FINAL OFFER OF
STAAR "GALAXY "-

lspd. Mixer Auto -Changer, complete with
crystal P.U. !MI styli. Auto and manna'
control. Few only. List 12 Gns. LASKY'S
PRICE 7916. Carr. and ,kg. 5/-.
Service Manual, 1/6 'ilea free.

Cowl range of Spare Partb.

SELECT YOUR HI -F
EQUIPMENT
AT LASKY'S

listen to and compare a full range
of the leading snakes and types at
either of our addresses, assisted by
specialist high fidelity staff. If
unable to call, arite for literature
and information.

AMPLIFIERS

QUAD, ROGERS, LEAK RCA
JASON, LINEAR,

PAMPHONIC, DULCI
W/B, AVANTIC

ARMSTRONG, etc.

SPEAKERS

WHARFEDALE,GOODMAN.
LOWTHER, G.E.C., LORENZ

PHILIPS, TANNOY etc.

PICKUPS

COLLARO, G ARRARD,
CONNOISSEUR, LEAK,

B/J, ORTOFON,
GOLDRING, etc.

TRANSCRIPTION
TURNTABLES

COLLARO, GARRARD.
LENCO, CONNOISSEUR.

TAPE RECORDERS

GRUNDIG, ELIZABETHAN,
BRENELL, TRUVOX,

SOUND, VORTEXION,
FERROGRAPH, ELON,

HARTING, SIMON,
REFLECTOGRAPH,

STUZZI, TANDBERG,
TELEFUNKEN, STELLA

WALTER.

F.M. TUNERS

DULCI, QUAD, LEAK, JASON,
ROGERS, etc.

CABINETS
Wide choice including G -PLAN
NORDYK and CAPRIOL.
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LASKY'S
RADIO

PGUNDS BELOW LIST!

COMBINED AM, FM TUNER,
CONTROL UNIT AND

PRE -AMPLIFIER
(Se!f Powered)

3E11. H11 Famous make. Note these star icatnro
* FM plus Long, Medium and Short.
* High Fidelity Pre -Amplifier.
* Independent Bass and Treble Controls.
* Pick-up Matching Device and Switch,

for LP and 78.
* Tape Record and Replay facilities.
* For use with any Hi -Pi Amplifier.
* Magic Eye Tuning Indicator.
For A.C. 200/250 v. 7 B.V.A. glass miniature valve:.
ECCSS, ECH81, EBF89, two EF86, EZ81, F.3181.
and two matched diodes. Glass dial 111 x 51in.,
fine readings and " LOG " scale. Length 1210..
depth from dial front, 9in. (10in. including knobs and
spindles) height 7in.

LISTED AT £29/3/10. 20 GNS.LASKY'S PRICE
Carr. and Insur. 12/6. Available on H.Y. terms.

7 -VALVE AM FM
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

Famous make, for 200/250 v. A.C. Output 4 watt,.
matched to a ohms speaker. 7 valve. EC85.
ECHO!, EF89, EABC80, EL84, EZ80, EM8I.
magic eye tuning indicator. Covers medium, I..g
and FM hands. Length PR., height 7/in., front to
back Nin. Limited number only.

LISTED AT 22 GNS. s1.6.19.6
LASKY'S PRICE

Carr. and inem. 12/6.
ltrochure on request. Available crt

ALL TYPES OF CHASSIS
We hold the largest selection of leadim:
makes including all models ARM-
STRONG, EMPRESS, DULCI, etc.
A.M. chassis, L.M.S. irons 7 Gns
A .1f./F.M. chassis from 14 Gns.
A.11. STEREO from 22 Gns.

SEE OVERLEAF FOR MORE NEWS FROM LASKY'S RADIO mr



litin. round , £6 10 0
14in. rect. .... £6 10 0
I5in. round .... £8 19
1710. reef. £6 19
21in. red. ... £7 19
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LIIAW°SKYS
*R
C.R. TUBE
BARGAINS

1 \I -1111:CND k's. FREE

LIST 616 0 0.

16in. METAL
CONE, famous
snake type
T9111/ B. 6.3
volt, .3 amp.
heater, ion
trap, 12-14 Kv.
11.11.T., wide
angle, standard
38 mm. neck.
Guaranteed.

LASKY'S I6.9.6PRICE
Carr. & loser., 21/,

Masks, Anti-Conma, Bases and Ion Traps
ova ilable.

FERRANTI flin. type T9/3. 4 v. heater,
triode. octal base, standard deflection.
LIST 9 (INS.

LASKY'S PRICE UV-.
Carr. & Inane., 12'6.

FERRANTI 12in., types T12 44 and
T1254.
LIST £1210:0. LASKY'S PRICE &t-

eal, & loom.. 12/6.
Many others. List on request.

RE -GUNNED C.R. TUBES
(,...mteed foe 12 months,

Carr.
&

1.216
12/6
21/-

25 -

MINIATURE INSTRUMENT
SOLDERING IRONS

2,0 2.50 25 malt,. oil
ormil hit and 3 -core ties. Warning light
in handle. LIST 2216.

LASKY'S PRICE
Post 1/11.15/.

Special Oiler of lib. reels of &sin
5 -core " SOLDER. List 15/-.
LASKY'S PRICE 10', Post 1/5.

20,000 VALVES
IN STOCK

Milliard. Belmar, (1.E.C. Marla, Co,Nor.
-:',:lips, Pinnacle, Telefunken etc.-----

Send for sine New List of manufactmers'
surplus. ex -Govt. and Imported Valves
at lowest prices. We save you money.

LASKY'S PICK-UP
STYLI SERVICE

Every type in stock. Return -if -post
ervice. Sapphires, from 2'6. Diamonds.
rom 28/8 post free.

5-millianip METER RECTIFIERS. Special
otter of limited number at only 8!6.

Post 9t1.

SPEAKER COVERINGS. Large stocks
sf " Tygan " and " Sorneweave ". Any
size piece cut. Sumpbs :lint I Dees post
free.

WIRELESS WORLD JULY/AUGUST, 1959
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LASKY'S HIGHLY EFFICIENT

EASY - TO - BUILD
SETS : TUNERS : AMPLIFIERS

Circuit Diagram and Building
Instructions, 116 each, post free.

COMPLETE
PARCEL

7 -TRANSISTOR PORTABLE,  200 milliwatts
p.p. output. Printed Circuit, inin. x 21in.

£9.9.0
Post 3/6

TRANSISTOR SUPERHET TUNER, uses 3 R.F.
transistors, 1 germanium diode, etc. Printed Circuit
31in. x 31in.

*5.12.6
Post 3/6

4 -TRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPLIFIER, Mk: II,
200/250 milliwatts. with 2 0072 and 2 yellow/green.
Size: 51 x 2 x Ilia.

E3.19.6
Post 3/6

4 -VALVE SUPERHET PORTABLE. Medium
and long wave. Mains/battery version, 9 gns.

Battery 'version
£7.7.0

Post 3/6

MIDGET T.R.F. for 200-250 v. A.C. mains. Uses
two latest double -purpose valves. Plastic case, 81 x
41 x 5in.

£4.19.6
Post 51-

LASKY'S F.M. TUNER. Printed Circuit version
of the G.E.C. 912 " F.M. Plus," using 5 valves.

£7.19.6
Post Free

PORTABLE GRAM AMPLIFIER, 2 watts. Uses
EL84 output and 6X4 rect. Size 6fin. x 3/111. X
Sin- high

49/6

ALL JASON KITS IN STOCK. Send for Brochures

LASKY'S

CAR RADIO
CAN BE BUILT FOR

L12 . 19 . 6

* T.C.C. Printed Circuit and
Condensers .

* Tuned R.F. stage
* Medium and long waves
* Permeability tuning

Note these star features:
* 12 volt operation
* New -hybrid circuit
* Transistor output
* New type Briniar valves
* NoVibrator, 12 volt H.T. L.T. * Small size. Will fit any car
Send 1/6 for Instruction Booklet giving full details, illustrations,
dimensions, circuit diagram and shopping list.

4
4

ever produced for the " ham " or 4
service man.
OVER 100 PAGES, SIZE 81in. x
51in.. WITH HUNDREDS OF
UP-TO-DATE ILLUSTRATIONS

Price 2/- Post 6d.
A mine of information and our
prices will save you pounds! Send
for your copy no15!

NOW READY ! !
THE FINEST

COMPONENTS
CATALOGUE

PLEASE NOTE 2 ADDRESSES FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS

42 TOTTENHAM COURT 207 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2

ROAD, W.1
Nearest Station Goodge Street

MUSeum 2605

Few yards from Praed Street

LADbroke 4075 and CUNningham 1979

Please address Mail Orders and enquiries to Lasky's (Harrow Rd.) Ltd., 207 Edgware Road, London, W.2.

4

MULTI
TEST

METER
BARGAIN

4

AN, SP. Pocket size Microtester. An
accurate 18 -RANGE Test Meter for all
purposes. 5.000 ohms per volt A.C. and -.II
D.C. with accurate linear scales for the
lower A.C. ranges. In black Icath,ce- .6111

ette-covereil ease, 37 s 31 x 17in. deep.

LASKY'S PRICE E5196 4LIST '9 GNS.

1.61 :; 6 Leads 319 extra. 4
6 -TRANSISTOR
POCKET RADIO

CAN BE BUILT FOR
£9 . 19 . 6 4

Plus 3,6 Post.
Printed Circuit construction. FUld
medium to I long wave superhet. using
latest components including. 6 transistors.
211n moving coil speaker awl Ferrite .nri
aerial. Cream or coloured plastic case. .11
55 a 31 x if in.. weight 12 oz. Full 4
assembly instructions supplies'.
AU components arailable separately.

Available assembled ready for use. 4
}ME111CM N a g9 9,- plus 316 post.

TRANSISTORS
AUDIO P.N.P. Junction Types minable for
high gain and low freq. amplifiers, and for
output stages up to 250 milliwatts. 7'6(Double spot -yellow and green).

3 for 20/..; 6 for 37'6, post free.
R.F. P.N.P. Junction Type suitable for
medium and low freq. oscillators, freq. ...01

(1.3 to 5 Atels.).
changers and I.F. amplifiers 15/ -all

(Double spot -yellow and red )
11 for 40/-; 6 for 75/-.

Special prices for larger quantities. 4

OC44 and 0043, 211-; 0070 and 0071, 4
1B/13; OC72, 17/- (Matched Pair. 301-);
00711, 151.; OM, 544.,

BRIMAR, TS1, T82, TS3, 12/6; T94. 4
141-; TP1 and TP2. 20/-; T41, T42;
TJ3, 13,6.

z4

EDISWAN MAZDA. The very latest
types, X1111102. 1.0 XB/103. 14'-;
xt' 101, 161-; XA, 101, 23,-; XA 102 4
26 -. 4
SPECIAL OFFER. Set of 7 Ediswari sang
Transistors: XA/101, XA/102, 2 X13/102, -al
XB 103, 2 matched XC/101. Price 79/6. 4

CRYSTAL DIODES. General Purpose 4
CIEXOO. each Per doz. 9/-. All
other types in stock.

" GOLDTOP " POWER 4
TRANSISTORS

All type, in it,irk. Example: -
V15:10P. ideal for output stage of car 4
'odio, will give approx. 3 watts operating 4
from 12 v. Each 151- post tree.
Suitable Output Transformer for above.
correct ratio, matched to 3 ohms, 96.
Post 1/..
Driver Transformer. 9 6.

OPEN ALL DAY
SATURDAY

Early Closing
Thurs., 1 p.m.

(Both addresses)

111111 SEE OVERLEAF FOR MORE NEWS FROM LASKY'S RADIO

4
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4
4
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_C-teie,o,y6fem
COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS

OVIRELESS WORLD

6f)itetite, value
Designed by MULLARD-presented by
STERNS strictly to specification.

MULLARD " 5-10"
MAIN AMPLIFIER

For um with the MULLARD
2 stage preamplifier (described
below) with which an undis-
torted power output of up to 10
Watts is obtained. This combi-
nation is thoroughly recom-mende 0 enthusiasts who contemplate a versatile and veryhigh quality home installation. We supply SPECIFIED COM-

PONENTS AND NEW MULLARD VALVES including PARMEKO
MAINS TRANSFORMER (which has extra Power available to drive
Radio Tuner) and the choice of the latest Ultra -Linear PARMEKO orthe PARTRIDGE Output Transformer.

Pricer COMPLETE KIT telatill t'a Alternatively we supplyParrneko Cliput Tram.) t. ASSEMBLED and TESTER El 1.1 0.0
ABOVE ENCORPORATING PARTRIDGE OUTPUT TRANSFORM E 11.6.0

MULLARD'S PRE -AMPLIFIER
TONE CONTROL UNIT

Employing two EF86 valves, and designed to operate with
the Mallard 3-8 and 5.10 MAIN AMPLIFIERS, but also
perfectly imitable for other makes.

Our kit is strictly to MULLARD'S SPECIFICATION and incorporates:
Equalisation for the latest R.I.A.A. characteristics.

 Input for Crystal Pick-ups, and variable reluctance magnetic typists.
 Input. (a) Direct from High Imp. Tape Head. (b) From a Tape Amplifier or Pre -amplifier.

Sensitive Microphone Channel.
43 Wide range BASS and TREBLE Controls.
PRICE: COMPLETE KIT £6.6.0 AlterEna

OF PARTS rcirrtTEI) E8-8-0
(Carriage and insurance 5/- extra)

MEM=

MULLARD 3-3
MAIN AMPLIFIER

Based entirely on the very
popular "3-3" model and
designed to operate with the
2.stage PRE -AMPLIFIER
(shown here) thus providing
all the facilities associatedwith the more expensive " Hi -11 " equipment. We recommend

it as the IDEAL SMALL HONE INSTALLATION where very high
quality is desired at the lower volume level (up to 3 watts.).
We supply completely to MULLARD'S SPECIFICATION INCLUD-
ING the latest PARMEKO Output Transformer specified Valt,.
and Components. Has Power available to drive a Radio Tuning 1 1,1.

Price for COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS 17.0.0
Alternatively an supply ASSEMBLED AND TESTED

£8.0.0(Carriage and Insurance 5/- extra.)
SIM
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MULLARD

DESIGNS

FOR THE
HOME

CONSTRUCTOR
SPECIAL PRICE

REDUCTIONS
(a) THE COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS to build both the
" 3-3 " MAIN AMPLIFIER and the 2 -stage PRE -AMPLI-
FIER -CONTROL UNIT

112.10.0
(h) THE COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS to build both the
" 5-10 " MAIN AMPLIFIER and the
2 -STAGE PRE -AMPLIFIER -CONTROL 115.15.0
U NIT
'ALL PRICES QUOTED FOR THE " 5-10 " ARE SUB-
JECT TO E1(6/- EXTRA IF THE PARTRIDGE TRANF.
IS REQUIRED.
(a) THE " 3-3 " and the I -STAGE PRE -AMPLIFIER
both ASSEMBLED and TESTED el &CO
H.P. TERMS DEP. g3 and 12 monthly payments of
61/2/- or DEP. £5 and 12 monthly payments of 18/4.
(1) THE " 5-10 " and the 2 -STAGE PRE -AMPLIFIER
both ASSEMBLED and TESTED 118.18.0
H.P. TERMS DEP. 13/16/- and 12 monthly payments of
£1)7/8 or DEP. 664- and 12 monthly payments of
1111.
When ordering, please include an extra 7 6 to cover the

cost of carriage and insurance.

MULLARD STERN STEREO DESIGNS
DUAL CHANNEL
PRE -AMPLIFIER

ILLUSTRATION AVAILABLE
END OF SEPTEMBER

This model incorporates two 2 -Valve Pre -Amplifiers (described above) combined into a Single
Unit enabling it to be used for both STEREOPHONIC or MONAURAL operation. It in designed
primarily to operate with our range of MULLARD MAIN AMPLIFIERS but will also operate
equally well with any make of Amplifiers requiring an input of 250 mivolts.
PRICE COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS Price available

Alternatively ASSEMBLED AND TESTED end et September
Perfectly suitable for MONAURAL Only operation, with one " 3l3 " or one " 5/10 ," Main
Amplifier to which the second Main Amplifier can at any time be added thug very easily
providing for both STEREO or MONAURAL reproduction.

Recommended combinations for STEREO operation.
(a) The DUAL CHANNEL PRE -AMPLIFIER together with the Dual " 3/3 " MAIN

AMPLIFIER.
(b) The DUAL CHAN NEI, PRE -AMPLIFIER together:with two "5(10"MAIN AMPLIFIERS
FULLY I F.E4712 PT1 E LEAFLETS with complete price details available end of septemi.,

COMPLETE
STEREO AMPLIFIER

A thoroughly recommended design that vet.)
effectively meets the Many requests for a low
priced but good quality DUAL CHANNEL
STEREOPHONIC AMPLIFIER.
PRICE COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS £8.10.0

Alternatively
ASSEMBLED AND TESTED .... S1 al OA
Two Mallard ECL 82 Triode Pentode Valves are incorporated in the design. they term a
" CLASS A " single ended output stage in each channel. The input sensitivity is 31110 mrvolts,
therefore when used with most STEREO -Crystal Pick Ups, or Radio Tarring Unite, an output
of 2 Watts per channel is achieved, or similarly when snitched to MONAURAL Pick -Up
position a conibineriadat t of d Watts produeed.

moms warms swam

COMPLETE

MULLARD 5-10
AMPLIFIER

;The popular and very successful
complete ".5.10 " incorporating Control
Unit providing up to 10 Watts high
quality reproduction. Input channels
for high output pick-ups and all modern Radio Tuning
Units, only Specified Components and new MULLARD VALVES are .1110141 including
PARMEKO MAINS TRANSFORM -ER and choke of the latest PARMEKO or
PARTRIDGE ULTRA -Linear Output Transformers. Ailequite porter available to
drive Radio Tuner. £11.10,10Pricer COMPLETE KIT Parmeko TransiMmer

ARernatively we smopix ASSEMBLED au/ TESTED
Hire Purchase (Assembled Amp. only).. Deposit e2,14;-. 12 m.inths at 19:114.
ABOVE incorporating PARTRIDGE OUTPUT TRANSFORM Ell £1'63 extra.

£13.10.0

Mode! 3-3 M S

DUAL "3-3"
MAIN AMPLIFIER

DUAL " 3-3" MAIN AMPLIFIE it
Comprises two " 3-3 " MAIN AMP] I
PIERS (described above)" on one chmsis
and is designed to operate with our DUAL,
CHANNEL PREAMPLIFIER for both
STEREOPHONIC or MONAURAL
operation.

Pricer COMPLET'1 KIT OP PARTS 19.15.0
Alternatively ASSEMBLED AND TESTER

H.P. Terms Deposit 12/6/- 12 months at 17'-.
Its output power is 6 Watts (3 Watts per channel) and together with our PREAMPLI-
FIER provides a very acceptable STEREO installation.

AVAILABLE
FROM END OF

SEPTEMBER

111.10.0

Only New HIGH GRADE Specified Component. and MALLARD VALVES
1, e ,Ilpplied.

Please enclose S.A.E. if ILLUSTRATED and DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLETS arc
resuired . . alternatively the COMPLETE ASSEMBLY MANUALS containing
rm.:portent Price Lists and practical Drawings, etc., are available at 1'6 each

THE COMPLETE
ASSEMBLY MAN-
UAL AVAILABLE
FOR 1/8

COMPLETE
MULLARD 3-3

A VERY HIGH QUALITY AMPLIFIER
DEVELOPED FROM THE VERY POPU-
LAR 3 -VALVE 3 -WATT AMPLIFIER
DESIGNED IN THE MULLARD LABO-
RATORIES.
Price for COMPLETE KIT £7.1 0.0OF PARTS

(Plus gig carriage and insurance).
Alternatively .applied ASSEMBLED and FULLY *al 9.6

TESTEI) (Plm fil6 carriage FITVI insurance) .. .

H.P. Terms Deposit, £2 and 8 monthly payments of £1.
Gut kit is complete to the MALL A RD specification including supply i s I

components, valves and PARMEKO OUTPUT TRANSFORMER. We also include
switched inputs for 78 and I,.P. reennlv position. Extra non, to drive
Radio Tuning U nit is aka available,_

STERN RADIO LTD.
109 & 115 FLEET ST., LODON, .

Telelhon.r.: Fleet Street 58123 4C.4
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BEFORE YOU BUY - HEAR THESE
RECORDERS, THEY ARE COMPARABLE
TO THE MUCH HIGHER PRICED
MODELS - AND THEN Vii,

Take Your Pick
MODEL TR3/S. Incorporates the New COLLARO
" STUDIO - TWIN TRACK 3 -speed Deck
M.P. Terms: Deposit 18/41- and 12 months of L3/0/1

MODEL TR3/T. Incorporates the very popular 3 -speed COLLARO
Mk. IV " TRANSCRIPTOR " Deck, which has both £49.10.0upper and lower tape tracks
H.P. Terms: Deposit L9/I 8/- and 12 months of L3/12/7.

MODEL TR3/Mk. VI. Incorporates the New TRU-
VOX Mk. VI TWIN TRACK 2 -speed Tape Deck
H.P. Terms: Deposit L9/113/- and 12 months of L3/12/7.

£49.10.0

JULY/AUGUST, 1959

Each Model incorpor-
ates the highly success-
ful HF:TR3 Amplifier
(described opposite),
thus ensuring truly
" Hi-Fi " record and
playback facilities.

All prices quoted pro-
-aide for the COM-
PLETE RECORDER
including CRYSTAL
MICROPHONE and
1,200ft. Spool of Tape.

There is no "better
value for money" Tape
Recorder on the mar-
ket-if you can't call
and hear them-send
S.A.E. for fully des-
criptive leaflets.

MODERNISE YOUR OLD RADIOGRAM
It is CHEAPER and BETTER TO REPLACE YOUR OLD CHASSIS and GRAM UNIT

! ! RECORD PLAYERS ! !

The LATEST MODELS are in Stock. Many at REDUCED PRICES!!!
Send S.A.E. for ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET

B.S.R. MONARCH U \ yb £6 12 6Antriehattger with Cr)sti I Pick-up.

£41.0.0

! ! RADIOGRAM CHASSIS ! !

ARMSTRONG "STEREO TWELVE" £37.16.0
The most complete A.M. P.M. unit yet produced. For Stereo. giving ti watts high fidelity
push-pull ontput on each (+broom]. 12 watts for -Monaural
ARMSTRONG " JUBILEE "
An AM+ FM chassis with nine valves and with push-pull output stage firoviding II walls.
ARMSTRONG AM/FM " STEREO 44" - - - - - - 128.7.0
Provision is made for Stereo and Monaural playback from pick-up or tape. Outputs

The COLLARO " CONQUEST " -1,1,,,,, I a ut .1- provided for Stereo or Monaural tape recordings.
changer' Studio '' 0 " Pick-up. £7.10.0 DULCI " H4PP " 127.16.6

An Fi-valve AMTM 4 -waveband chassis giving 6 walls ultra linear output
The latest COLLARO " CONTINENTAL " 4.
speed Ill X E R Autochanger, Studio " l'- Pick- AM FM RADIO TUNING UNITS
1111 £8.10.0 ARMSTRONG " S.T.3 " - - - - - - - - - - - E27.6.0

A sdi-p...,..,-...1 high 0,1,lity tutar c. ring full VHE medium :eel long waVtl.:111.1, with
The NEW COLLAR() model RP594. 4 -speed Single li ad automatic frequency control on VHF.
Player. Studio Cartridge DULCI " H4/T" 123.15.8
Th.; COLLARO model 4 564 4 -speed Single Record Player. Stmt. A 4 -waveband self -powered high fidelity timer covering the VHF; FM I m mutt:sits,

Pick-up phis the long, medium and short wavebands.
THE NEW B.S.R. model TJA1.2 is in stock. Al " SPEED " NEW HI RE PURCHASE TERMS are available on all above. illustrated learie s avail -
MIXER AUTOCHANO ER able-send S.A.E.
UA1S is also available incorporating the R.S.R. STEREO Pick-up THE DULIC CHANNEL STEREO PREAMPLIFIERS
plays LP. and 78 records The " STEREO EIGHT " PREAMPLIFIER 223.2.0
GARRARD ROMA 4 -speed Antochanger fitted with latest The "STEREO TWO " PREAMPLIFIER

B.S.R. Model TILM 4 -speed single record player, complete with ----------- -- ----2-9.9.0Crystal Pick-up (I'm, 11,.. 5 -extr.)

+sip:mite crystal pick-up SPECIAL CASH ONLY OFFER !!
(This high output pick-up is available separately for 21112 6:

This very attractive PORTABLE AMPLIFIER CASEand insurance on each above , ,.,,. together with a good quality
OR

AMPLIFIER :.:1.1 ,.

HIGH FIDELITY UNITS IN STOCK matched P.M. SPEAKER. ALI. FOR ONLY vQ.7.6
(plus 7/6 cart. and ins J. The Amplifier ....

 The latest GARRARD TRANSCRIPTION MOTOR " 301 " £23 . 18 . 4 .flpdsts of a 2 -stage design incorporating
with Slrobpscopioally 1118.1.1,, i turntable the 3 romlern BVA. valves and has separate
The new GARRARD Model 4HF High Quality Single Record BASS and TREBLE CONTROLS. The
Player fitted with the latest T.1'. A. 12 pick-up arm and C.C.S £18 . 7 . 6 Portable Case will al. accommodate illrno,t
Crystal Cartridge any make of Antochanger and is attractively
GARRARD Model TA.ME. II Single I -leerier Player fitted with £8 . 10 . 0 finished in Grey colour Reirine-WK ALSO
high output Crystal Pick-up. detachable head
The GARRARD T.P.A. 12 TRANSCRIPTION PICK-UP ARM is available separately SUPPLY SEPARATELY:-
or with Crystal pr Moving Coil Pick-up Heads. (a) The 2 -stage (plus Rectifier) AMPLIFIER

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS available OD all units £8 19 6 and over. £4 2 6

£9 . 18 . 9
£6. 6 . 0
£8. 7 . 6

£10 . 10 . 0
£10. 0 . 0
£4. 4 . 0

STERN'S MK II fidelity "
F.M. TUNING UNIT

- earn and lust £14.5.0HIRE PURCHASE: Deposit PRICE
£2 1111.1 12 months at 21 0 9. Incorporates the
atest 31 ULLARD _PERMEABILITY TUNING
HEART And the corresponding MULLARD
VALVE LINE UP comprising ECC85. 2 type
EF.S)s for EF89s), EM84, Tuning Indicator,
plus 2 type O.A. 79s Germanium Diodes. A really first-class Tuner very attractively
presented and comparable to many offered at much higher priees Power consumption
I, only 1.5 amps at 6.3 volts and 25 m a at 250 volts.

HOME CONSTRUCTORS !
YOU CAN BUILD THIS TUNING UNIT FOR ONLY El 0.1 0.0

I Plus 3 - cat, and in.
Please send S.A.E. for full,' &valid is e leaflet. or the Assembly Manual is available for 1 6.

SPECIAL CASH ONLY BARGAIN
A bulk purchase enables us to offer this very useful
INTERCOM SET or BABY ALARM Po, mall/15.5.9
Consists of MASTER UNIT
(illustrated) told one EXTEN-
SION, providing 2 -way TALK -
LISTEN facility. Complete in
polished wood cases, sire of each
only 71 v 41 s 6in. high.

(b) The PORTABLE CARRYING CASE
£3 17 6

13Iin. P.M. SPEAKER 18 9

129.8.0

! ! HOME CONSTRUCTORS ! !

A RANGE OF "EASY TO ASSEMBLE " PREFABRICATED CABINETS
Designed by the W.E. " STENTORIAN " COMPANY for " Hi-Fti " Loudspeaker sys-
tem+ or to accommodate high -quality equipment. The acoustically designed 13ass Reflex
Cabinets containing the very successful " Stentorian " Speakers give really first-class
reproduction and are well recommended. Models are also available to accommodate
high -quality Amplifiers, Preamplifiers, Tuning Units, Recool Players, etc. All models
are very easily assembled, in fact only a s tvwdriver is required.
Fully illustrated leaflets are available inch ding complete specifications of the V:111011,1
STENTORIAN LOUDSPEAKERS. Please enclose S.A.E.

The JASON ' MERCURY" Switched
F.M. TUNER IS IN STOCK

PRICE ASSEMBLED £13.10.0AND TESTED
CREDIT SALE £3 7 6 anif 9

monthly payment.: et 21 4 10.
ALTERNATIVELY THE COMPLETE
HOME CONSTRUCTORS Err Is
...liable fit, £919.6 :in.i
is +5/ extra).

CAR BATTERY CHARGER
A
PARTS

COMPLFORETE KIT
ONLY

OF £2.19.6
Will charge 6 or 12 volt batteries at no,
21 imps. The design incorporates Reliant
Resistor and Fuse and sae supply com-
plete with Metal Box container. EASY
TO -FOLLOW ASSEMBLY NST RUC-
TIONS ARE INCLUDED.

STERN RADIO LTD. 10T9e lliph115 :F FL EE ET SSTT. ELEOTN D5801N2,01E4.C.4
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tet.di "fidelity"
TAPE EQUIPMENT.

A SELECTION OF
HIGH FIDELITY
PORTABLE TAPE

PREAMPLIFIERS
Adds "Hi Fi" Tape Record-
ing to your existing Audio
Installation.

IN ALL MODELS WE
INCORPORATE THE
TYPE "C"
PREAMPLIFIER
and offer it complete in portable case with . . .

(a) The new " COLLARO " STUDIO 3 Speed Deck. De-
posit: E7/2/.. 12 months E2/12/1 £35.10.0

(b) The COLLARO Mk. IV " Transcriptor " 3 Speed Deck £43.10.0Deposit: E8/14/0. 12 months f3/3/1'
(c) The New TRUVOX Mk. VI Tape Dv Deposit: E8/14/-.

12 months E3/3/10 £43.10.0
(d) The BRENELL Mk. V.3 Speed Deck Deposit: E10/6/-

12 months E3/15/7 £51.10.0
(e) The WEARITE MODEL, 4A Tape Deck. Deposit: E12

£59.10.012 months E4/7/1

STERNS - MULLARD TYPE " C "
TAPE PRE-AMPLIFIER-ERASE UNIT

INCORPORATING THE
NEW FERROXCUBE POT
CORE PUSH-PULL OSCIL-
LATOR and 3 SPEED TREBLE
EQUALISATION by means
of the latest FERROXCUBE
POT CORE INDUCTOR.
PRICES . . INCLUDING SEPARATE SMALL POWER SUPPLY UNIT
COMPLETE KIT ASSEMBLED AND
OF PARTS El 4 . . 0 TESTED £17 . 0 . 0

Deposit E3/11/- and 12 months of E1/4/11. Assembled unit only.
ALSO AVAILABLE EXCLUDING POWER SUPPLY UNIT FOR

£11.15.0 and £14.10.0 respectively. (Carr. and Ins. 5/- extra)
Send S.A.E. for leaflet or 2/6 for Complete Assembly Manual.
WHEN ORDERING PLEASE STATE MAKE OF TAPE DECK TO BE USED
We present this " Hi -F i" Pre -amplifier strictly to Mallard's specification,
etc., incorporating ONLY NEW HIGH GRADE COMPONENTS and the
SPECIFIED NEW MULLARD VALVES. It comprises a COMPLETELY SELF-
CONTAINED UNIT, all components and valves being contained in a well
ventilated Box-Chassis neatly finished in Hammered gold with a very
attractively engraved PERSPEX FRONT PANEL. -- -

FOR PERMANENT HIGH QUALITY INSTALLATIONS
WE ALSO OFFER (excluding Case) the following

(a) The COLLARO Mk. IV TAPE DECK and the MULLARD on
TYPE "C" PREAMPLIFIER & Power Unit assembled, tested ma5.0.0

H.P. Deposit E7 and 12 months 0.1 1 110
(b) As in (a) above but the Type "C" supplied as COMPLETE

KIT OF PARTS £32.0.0
(c) The TRUVOX Mk. VI TAPE DECK and the assembled

Type " C " Preamplifier and Power Unit £37.10.0
H.P. Deposit £7/10/- and 12 months E2/I5/-.

(d) As above but the Type " C " supplied as complete KIT
OF PARTS

(e) The BRENELL Mk. V DECK and the assembled Type
" C " PREAMPLIFIER and POWER UNIT £46.0.0

H.P. Deposit 0141- and 12 months £3/7/6.
(f) As above but the Type " C " supplied as complete KIT

OF PARTS £43.0.0
(g) The WEARITE 4A DECK with Type " C " assembled E55.0.0

and tested
H.P. Deposit El I and 12 months £41018.

(Carriage and Insurance on above quotes 10/- extra.)
PLEASE ENCLOSE S.A.E. WITH .ALL CORRESPONDENCE.

STERN RADIO LTD.
109 & 115 FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.4

Telephone: FLEET STREET 5812/3/4
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THE FINEST RANGE OF
TAPE EQUIPMENT

FOR THE
HOME CONSTRUCTOR

MOW Mit .1= [Mr= CMINIL w NEMO MOM =Er .zvonammir. =MP

YOU CAN BUILD
A COMPLETE

HIGH QUALITY
RECORDER

4 LIKE THIS
FOR £39.15.0

Deposit: E13/0/0 12 months: 2/171.
VVE OFFER THIS SELECTION

(a) The COLLARO Mk. IV TAPE DECK with the assembled
and tested HF/TR3 Amplifier £34.10.0

H.P. Deposit C611131- and 12 months £2/I0/8. po,
(b) As above but the HF/TR3 supplied as KIT OF PARTS M.40.15.0

NOTE: Messrs. Collaro when supplying the Mk. IV Deck do not wire
up the Deck Switch backs. We will do this for LI or supply a wiring
diagram to the Home constructor.

(c) The TRUVOX Mk. VI TAPE DECK with the assembled
and tested HF/TR3 amplifier

H.P. Deposit ET/8/- and 12 months E2/1413.
(d) As above but the HF/TR3 supplied as KIT OF PARTS
(e) The BRENELL Mk. V DECK with the assembled and tested

HF/TR3 amplifier
H.P. Deposit E9 and 12 months E3/6/--.

(f) As above but the HF/TR3 supplied as KIT OF PARTS
(g) The PORTABLE CASE illustrated here (ES), 1,200ft

EMITAPE (35/-), ACOS CRYSTAL MIKE (35/-), ROLA
10 x 6in. LOUDSPEAKER (30/-) ALL FOR

Carriage and Insurance on each above 10/- extra.

£37.0.0
£33.10.0

£45.0.0
£42.0.0

£9.0.0

THE MODEL HF/TR3 TAPE AMPLIFIER
Incorporating
3 -SPEED TREBLE EQUALISATION
by means of the latest FERROX-
CUBE POT CORE INDUCTOR,
PRICE for COMPLETE
KIT OF PARTS

M
£12/15/-

AND TESTED
FULLY ASSEMBLED

£16/10/ -
HIRE PURCHASE : Deposit
13/6/6 and 12 months at E11412.

A very high quality amplifier based on the very successful Type "A
design completed in the MULLARD LABORATORIES. ONLY NEW
HIGH-GRADE COMPONENTS are incorporated including MULLARD
VALVES and a GILSON OUTPUT TRANSFORMER ... other features are:
Magic Eye Recording Hand Indicator-Effective Tone Control-Monitoring
and Extension Speaker Sockets-has own Power Supply and can be used as
independent Amplifier for direct reproduction of Gram. Records or from
Radio Tuner. Overall size II x 6 x 6in.-Truvox-Collaro-or Brenell-
please specify which. Send S.A.E. for leaflet or 2/6 for Assembly Manual-

WE HAVE THE NEW 2 SPEED TWIN TRACK
TRUVOX Mk. VI Tape Deck in stock £26.5.0 p6,o0r,i hs56.51.018.6

It concorporates PRECISION REV. COUNTER and PAUSE CONTROL
and operates at 31 and 73 inch/sec. speeds. It fully maintains the general
high standard of all Truvox equipment, introducing refinements in
appearance and ensures high quality recording, accurate timing and editing.
The very popular COLLARO Mk. IV " TRANSCRIPTOR " and the
BRENELL Mk. V Decks are also available from stock.

THE EW B

" MONARDECK"
INCORPORATING A CORRECTLY MATCH-
ED PREAMPLIFIER PRICE
Deposit C3/12/-. 12 months £17.17.0
t1/6/2.
Designed to operate through the Pick-up
Sockets of the standard RADIO RECEIVER
through which first-class results are obtained. It
consists of a single speed Twin Track Tape Deck,
incorporating matched Preamplifier, and operates at 31 in./sec. speed.
It uses Sin. Tape Spools thus providing up to 11 hours' playing time on
L.P. Tapes or I hour on the standard Sin. Tape Spools.
The equipment is supplied fully tested and completely assembled on an
attractive wood plinth. It can therefore be " dropped " directly into
an existing cabinet and only requires connections to the mains supply
and the Pick-up Sockets, for which purposes " floating " leads are
incorporated cm the Preamplifier.
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OUR NEW SUPER 

TRANSISTOR CRYSTAL 
RECEIVER
Employing special NEW SUPER 

SENSITIVE circuit and incorporating built-in Ferrite Aerial. 
For use with headphones cr deaf -aid
type earpiece. Housed in attractive
ivory and black plastic case measuring
only 4+in. x 2+in. x !tin. Very simple
to construct. Most economical to
run. (Pen torch type battery lasts
for months.) Completely safe.
No external Aerial or Earth required.
Excellent quality reception on
Medium Waveband. Fully comprehensive, easy to follow, 
practical and theoretical instructions provided. Special 
Price for all required components (inc. battery) only 
30,1- plus 2/- P. & P.
Deaf -aid type earpiece available separately complete with 
lead at 12/6 or DLRS headphones at 7/7 per pair.
Full details and assembly instructions can be supplied 
separately if required at 1/- post free.

NEW LOOK ECONOMY FOUR
Our very popular three 
valve mains T.R.F. 
receiver is now avail- 
able with a new De 
Luxe cabinet with 
polished Walnut finish 
and Cream trimming 
(as illustrated). Brief 
Spec.: Valve line-up 
6K7, 617, 6V6. Ready 

 drilled chassis, good quality Sin. loudspeaker, Special Denco 
 Coils. Covers Medium and Long Wavebands. Overall 
dimensions: I2in. x 6in. x 5in. high. A.C. 200/250 v. Simple 
 construction with guaranteed results. Easy to follow 
 practical and theoretical diagrams supplied. All necessary 
 components, down to the last nut and bolt, are offered at a 
 SPECIAL INCLUSIVE PRICE OF E5/10/-, plus 2/6 p. & 
 p. Instruction book available separately 1/6, post free.
 Also available with plastic cabinet in IVORY or BROWN 
 if preferred at ONLY E5/5/-; plus p. & p.

 PRINTED CIRCUIT DE -LUXE SUPERHET
Housed in any of the above cabinets and employing the 

!latest circuitry, assembly technique and miniature valves. 
 Incorporates ferrite aerial and covers Medium and Long 
°Wavebands. All required components at special inclusive 
°price of E7/19/6 (or 5/- extra for new style cabinet) plus 
_63/6 p. & p.
:Instruction book with full description, itemised price list

etc., available separately at 1/6 post free.

THE NEW LOOK RAMBLER PORTABLE
This wonderful little
Medium and Long wave 
battery superhet incor- 
porates IRS, 1T4, ISS, 
3V4 miniature valves. 5in. 
speaker and frame aerial. 
Housed in smart two tone 
Red/Grey cabinet. All 

required corn-
ponents at only 
E7/7/0 plus 2/6 p. & 
p. or with the latest 
low consumption 
" 96 range " valves 
at £7/15/6 plus p. 
& p. Uses all -dry 
batteries AD35 (1/6), 

8126 (9/-). Full descriptive 
instruction book with 

itemised price list, diagrams, etc., 
available separately at I/6d. post free. 0000000000000                 

THE
COMPONENT
SPECIALISTS

,ww"""""ow
LEADING THE FIELD -

in equipment for
THE CONSTRUCTOR & HI-FI ENTHUSIAST
SEND STAMP FOR FULL LIST including, F.M. Tuners, Receivers, Ampli-
fiers, Stereo Amplifiers, Tape Pre -Amplifiers, Transistor Portables, Crystal
Receivers, Battery Charger, Baby Alarm, etc., etc.
NOTE: ALL components supplied, including valves (even if surplus types) are
guaranteed to be BRAND NEW! ! !

8 STAR ALL PURPOSE TRANSISTOR PORTABLE
"THE MAJOR -7"

The following eight outstanding features are
available to the purchaser of this new, exciting
receiver for home construction.
* APPEARANCE. Second to none, being
housed in a very special Da -Luxe cabinet pro-
duced EXCLUSIVELY for us. Finished in the
new unscratchable " Vynide " (available in either
two tone Maroon/Grey or Black/White Polka
Dot/Grey) with the speaker aperture completely
covered, thereby blending with the clean lines
of the cabinet. A very neat fold -away handle.
* SIZE (Overall). ONLY 8iin. x 6in. x 41in.
* WEIGHT (including battery). ONLY 4+ lbs.
* QUALITY. Unequalled by any other portable of similar
type. This applies both to output and components employed through-
out. Push -pull -output. 7in. x 4in. speaker.
* ECONOMY. Powered by long life 7+ volt battery replaceable at
only 2/-. Vidor type L5048 or Ever Ready AD38.
* SENSITIVITY. Excellent and equal to any commercially built receiver of similar
type. Seven specially selected transistors are employed.
* EASE OF CONSTRUCTION. Designed specially for the home constructor and
supplied with most comprehensive assembly instructions (that are easy to follow).
* PRICE. All necessary components available at a Special Inclusive Price of ONLY
f9.19.6 plus 3/6 p. & p., with MAZDA transistors (250 m.w. output).
Instruction envelope and itemised separately.

A COMPACT TEST METER FOR HOME THE NEW JASON
CONSTRUCTION. This is a very sensitive, FM TUNER
multi -range test meter (500 micro -amp.,

The latest addition to the im-
basic movement) covering the following  pressive JASON range, and likeranges: A.C./D.C. voltage: 0-10 v., 0-50 v. and  all JASON equipment, can be0-500 v. Current: D.C. 0-10 ma., 0-50 ma. and
0-500 ma. Resistance (on internal battery) depended upon for QUALITY,

RELIABILITY and PERFORMANCE.2 K.ohm. to 100K.ohm. Housed in a smart.
grey stove enamelled case measuring 31in. x.
7in. x overall. Brand new best quality
components and High Stability resistors are,
used throughout, resulting in a thoroughly
reliable, accurate instrument. NOTE: Meter,
is supplied with calibrated scale fitted, and all,
components, including shunt, are prepared for,
immediate soldering into position. Compre-
hensive assembly instructions with practical.

Incorporates the very latest featuresand theoretical diagrams are supplied together,
with all necessary components at a SPECIAL, in design to ensure simplicity of

!, INCLUSIVE PRICE OF ONLY 59/6, plus 1/6 operation and faultless perform-' P. & P. The instruction envelope is available!ance. Housed in smart metal shelf
separately if required at I/6 post free. 'mounting cabinet in pastel green

000000000 ,    with grey plastic dial. Built-in
 power supplies enable connection

PRINTED CIRCUIT CAR RADIO  to any amplifier or radio fitted
(for Home Construction)  with Pick-up sockets, without

We are proud to be able to offer this New complication. Two versions are
type Car Radio employing up to the minuteavailable, i.e. Standard or Fringe
circuitry, special 12 volt valves and tran- Area. ALL NECESSARY COM-
sistorised output stage. The highest degree PONENTS SUPPLIED AT SPECIAL
of sensitivity is assured by the incorporation  INCLUSIVE PRICE OF: STAN -
of Permeability Tuning and a tuned R.F  DARD TUNER E8/19/6;
Stage. Covers Medium and Long Wavebands.. -FRINGE AREA TUNER
NO VIBRATOR PACK IS REQUIRED. ThisE10/19/6, both plus 3/6 p. & p.
is a really compact receiver that will fit anyComprehensive Assembly Inscruc-
car. Comprehensive assembly instructions aretions with full description and
provided with all necessary components, itemised price list are available
including valves and transistor at a Specialseparately if required at 2/6 post
Inclusive Price of Only £12/19/6 plus 3/6 free.
p. & p. Instruction booklet with itemised r ull range of JASON Equip-prce list, full description, dimensions, etc.,
available separately at 1/6 post free. ment avai!able ex -stock.
               OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

If not stated, please add postage on orders under LI Cash with Our advantageous M.P. and Credit Sale terms are available on any single item
order or C.O.D. (charges extra). over L5. Your enquiries invited.

162, HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, Ni.. NORth 6295/6/7.
18, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I. MUSeum 5929/0095.

(50 yards only from Tottenham Court Road Tube)
C p -n : Tottenham Court Rd.: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon. to Fri., Sat I p.m. ,.. All post orders and correspondence to
Holloway Road: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily. Thurs. I p.m.. Sat. 5.30 p.m. 162 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N.7.

CLYNE RADIO LTD.
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SEND STAMP FOR SPECIAL BARGAIN LIST!
METERS. We carry large stocks of
Meters from 25 microamps to 1,500 v.
A few of the most popular types are: -
25 microamps 2.1in. Flush Round, 69/--
100 microamps 21in. Flush Round
Moving Coil .O 45/-; 500 microamps 2in.
Flush Round Moving Coil a 18/6:
I mA. 2in. Flush Square Moving Coil
" Elliott," 1954 man., 25/-; 50 mA.
2in. Flush Square Moving Coil 8/6;
I mA 2).in. Flush Round 35/-. Send
stamp for complete list. We shall be
pleased to quote for special meters
to your own ,-pacification

A QUALITY RECORDER
FOR 39 GNS.

Collaro Mark IV Tape
Transcriptor Deck E25 00
Special amplifier 414 140
8 x 6in. loudspeaker £1 100
De Luxe Cabinet with gilt
fittings E4 100
Collaro Mike (or similar) £2 5

1,200ft. EMI tape El 150

TOTAL £49 140

OUR SPECIAL 1NCLU-:
SIVE PRICE ONLY;
39 GNS. if all items pur-.
chased together. Terms:.
£4/19/- dep. and 12 monthly.
payments of L3/6/.. C. & P.

°IS,- extra. Pull assembly instructions provided. Note: We
°shall be pleased to wire the tape deck switches at extra charge.
:of it. Send stamp for further details.

.° -TRANSISTORS !! !--
SURPLUS-P.N.P.

;RED SPOT (Audio/Experimental.
.Application) 5/- ea..

WHITE SPOT, R.F. up
 to 2.5 Mc/s. 7/6 ea.:

STAN DARD-
BRIMAR

.TS.1 18/- ea.:
 MULLARD

OCI 6 Power 3 watt 541- ea.
 0C44 26/- ea 
.0C45 R.F. up to 6 Mc/s 23/- ea.,

OC70 14/- ea.,
 0071 14/- ea.,
.0C/72 matched pair 34/- pr.,

NEWMARKET
 V6/R2 R.F. up to 4 Mc/s I8/- ea.,
,V6/R4 R.F. 4-8 Mc/s. 33/- ea.,
,V6/R8 R.F. up to 8 Mc/s 42/- ea..

AUDIO

VIS/ 10P (Power)
MAZDA
 XAI04 R.F. up to 6 Mc/s. 18/- ea.:
 XAI03 R.F. up to 4 Mc/s. I5/- ea.
.X8104 Audio up to I Mc/s. 101- ea.,

(Data sheets available)
(ALL POST FREE)

OOOOO         OOOOOO
 THE LATEST COLLARO
 " CONQUEST " Stereo 4 -speed 
auto -changer in cream with Stereo 
 Insert. Brand new, fully guaran-
 teed. £8/19/6. P. & P. 3/6.

IS/- ea.,
20/- ea..

EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER ! !

. A small three -valve PORTABLE-RE- CORD-PLAYER AMPLIFIER
amounted on baffle 12a 7in. with High
°Flux 6iin. Loudspeaker, Valve line-up
,ECC83, EL84, EZ80. Incorporates
.separate bass and treble controls.
.Max. output 3 watts. Will match all
. types of high impedance pick-up.

Ready co use, E5112/6 plus 3/6 P. & P.
ANEW STYLE CABINET
.finished in two-tone Leatherette.
.Will accommodate above Ampli-
fier and Baffle without modifica-

tion, also most types of Ancillary
Equipment. Overall size 18 x 1341
x 81in. Fitted with carrying;
handle. E3/9/6 plus 5/- P. & P.,
NOTE. If both items our-.
chased together they will be
supplied at a special inclusive
price of £8/7/6 plus 6/6 P. & P.

B.S.R. UA8 MONARCH. 4 -speed
MiXer Autochanger complete with
turnover crystal insert and sapphire
styli. Few only, now at E6/19/6 plus
3/6 P. & P. Brand new and fully
guaranteed.
GARRARD RC.12ID MK. II STEREO
MONAURAL 4 -SPEED AUTO -
CHANGER, Complete with GC8
plug-in crystal head and sapphire styli
for monaural records. Brand new fully
guaranteed. Limited stocks. ONLY
£1 1/0/6, plus 5/- P. & P. NOTE: Garrard
L.P. Stereo plug-in head for above avail-
able as optional extra for E2/0/1 inc.
P.T. Terms available.
GARRARD RC120/4H. 4 -speed auto -
changer with GC2 insert. Brand new
fully guaranteed. 0/19/6. P. & P. 3/6.          OOOOOOOO 
 COLLAR° JUNIOR. 4 -speed 

turntable 
and pick- 
up tom- 
plete with crystal
cartridge 
arid sap- 
p h i r estyli. 
SPECIAL 

 OFFER at only 75/- plus 2/6 P. & P. 
or TURNTABLE and MOTOR 
 only at 52/6 plus 2/6 P. & P. PICK- 
 UP only at ,27/6 plus 1/6 P. & P.

B.S.R. TU9. 4 -speed single -record
unit with separate light weight pick-up
fitted with T.C.8H. crystal insert and
sapphire styli. An ideal unit for a small
portable gramophone. Brand new and
fully guaranteed. SPECIAL PRICE:
75/- plus 2/6 P. & P. or motor and
turntable only at 52/6, plus 2/6 P. & P. or
Pick-up only at 27,'6, plus 1/6 P. & P.
E.M.1. 4 -SPEED STEREO SINGLE
RECORD UNIT. Complete with
Stereo Head and Sapphire Styli. Brand
New and Fully G'teed. ONLY 46/19/6
plus 3/6 P. & P. whilst stocks last.

CLYNE RADIO LTD.
162 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N.7

and
18 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I.

 CABI N ETS. We carry large stocks of cabinets co suit all types 
of equipment at prices ranging from 45!-. Suitable for housing
:all types of turntable, tape deck, amplifier etc. Terms available if.
. required. Send stamp for illustrated leaflets of full range.

VALVES. We have perhaps the most up-to-date valve stocks in
the trade. New imported valve types fully guaranteed and P.T.
paid and all the usual surplus types at special prices. We also carry
a comprehensive stock of all B.V.A. types at current list prices. Send
stamp for NEW list now available. Note: Certain other American
special purpose types can be supplied. Enquiries invited.

:A SUPERB TABLEGRAM
-.CABINET! (Limited stocks
*only.) This beautiful cabinet,
finished in highly polished
dark walnut with gold piping,
will accommodate any 4 -speed
' single record unit, amplifier
and 7in. x 4in. elliptical loud-

speaker. (The motor -board
 is supplied cut for the Garrard
 45P player, but is easily
 modified for the Collaro
:Junior, B.S.R. TU9 etc.). Overall dimensions are: 15fin. wide x
.I3in. x 71in. high. Clearance above motor -board (inc. lid),
 31in. Clearance below motor -board 31in. This is a most attrac-
 tine proposition for anyone who requires small but good
quality equipment. Priced at ONLY 59/6 plus 616. (Do not miss*
:this outstanding bargain!!!)

LIMITED STOCKS ONLY
BRAND NEW REPLACEMENT

A.M. GRAM CHASSIS
This is a five valve superhet chassis
covering Long, Medium and Short
wavebands, incorporating the latest
range of miniature valves, ferrite aerial
and dual controls. Excellent quality

output of 3-4 watts matched to 3 ohms.
Attractive edge lit dial in Bronze and
Gold, plainly marked with station
amen. Overall dimensions I2in. x

7in. x 6in. high. For A.G. Mains. 200-
250 volts. We are able to offer this most
attractive chassis (fully guaranteed)
whilst stocks last at ONLY a/5/ -
plus 10/- P. & P.

 PRECISION TEST METER 
(To build yourself)

 Nineteen ranges, D.C./A.G. Cur-
 rent and resistance. Designed and 
 produced for us by the farnous
 Pullin Company. All necessary 
 components at Special Inclusive
 Price of only E5/19/6 plus 2/6 P. & P.
 Illustrated leaflet with full descrip-
 cion available on request.

I2in. PLESSEY " FULL RANGE "
SPEAKER with cloth surround, 15
ohm, 8 watt. Brand New 59/6 plus
2'6 P. & P.
I2in. BAKERS SELHURST LOUD-
SPEAKERS 15 ohms, 15 watt, 30-14,000
cps. Brand new, E4/10/-, P. & P. 3'6.

AMPLIVO X HEADSET SPECIAL.
(not surplus). As used in up-to-date
ships, aircraft, etc. Excellent quality
super lightweight low impedance
magnetic headphones complete with
button microphone attached and
plastic ear moulds. Absolutely brand
new. 45/- pair. Plus 1/6 P. & P.
JASON JSA.2. STEREOPHONIC
AMPLIFIER with built-in ganged
bass, treble and volume controls,
stereo balance, selector switch for
P.U., Tape, Radio and Mike, power
supplies. 3 watts each channel. To
match 15, 8 or 4 ohm speakers. PRICE
E16/12/6 plus 7/6 P. & P.
PORTABLE GRAM AMPLIFIERS

C2A. Small PRINTED CIRCUIT
single -valve high -gain amplifier for the
smaller type of portable. Employs
latest type ECL82 valve. Full details
on request. Price 59/6 plus 2/- P. & P.
RC3A. A superior quality 3 -valve
amplifier employing EZ80, EL84 and
ECC83. With separate bass and treble
controls. Price E3/19/6 plus 2/6 P. & P.
0.P. Transformer available at 4/6 extra.

CABY UNIVERSAL
TEST METERS

 These pocket size multi -range test 
 meters are of excellent quality 
 and cover al! the most useful 
 ranges (A.C. Volts. D.C. Volts,
 resistance and current). Supplied 
complete with test prods, instruc-
 tion book and batteries.

Model A.I0 (2,000 ohms per volt)
L4/17/61

o Model 13.20 (10,000 ohms per volt)
E6/ 10/0 

 Plus P. & P. 3/6 on each.
 Fully detailed and illustrated 
 leaflet available on request.

EVERSHED & VIGNOLES BRIDGE
MEGGERS. Series 2.250 v. Perfect.
Complete in leather case, ONLY

19/ Plus C. & P. 7/6.
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TRANSCRIPTION PICK-UP (E.M.I'S
ANGEL) Model I7A. Brand New and
Unused. Complete with L.P. head
fitted diamond stylus for 334/45 r.p.m.
Impedance I ohm at 1,000 c.p.s.
List Price E17/17/-. OUR PRICE
ONLY 95/-. P. & P. 2/6. VERY
LIMITED QUANTITY.
OLDHAM MINERS' LANTERN (all
steel). 91in. tall, 3fin. dia. Complete with
bulb and rechargeable accumulator. Ideal
inspection lamp for garages, outhouses,
etc. 19/11. Post 2/6.
CONDENSERS. 4 mfd. at 11,000 wkg.,
22 kV test. Perfect condition. £10.
Carr. LI.

MINIATURE 5B RESISTORS (For
Transistor equipment). Values
available: 330 ohm, 470 ohm, 680 ohm,
750 ohm, 820 ohm, 1,500 ohm,
3.3K, 10K, 12K, 47K, 56K, 82K,
100K, 110K, 150K, 250K, 270K,
330K, 470K, 750K, I.2M, I.8M, 2.2M,
2.5M, 3.3M, 4.7M, IOM, 7/6 per doz.
Post 6d.

MICROPHONE STANDS. 3 sections
of 181in. per section. Extends to 56in.
Stands securely on 3 legs which fold
together for carrying purposes. A robust
job, only 21/, P. & P. 2/6.
I9in. G.P.O. RACKS. Heavy duty
L channel, 6fc. high. L4/10/0. Carr. 15/-.
5 C.P.I. CATHODE RAY TUBE.
5in. dia. (U.S.A. make), new and unused.
35/, P. & P. 5/-. Bases for same if re-
quired. 5/- extra.
No. 19 TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS
and all spares available. List on request.
A.C.-D.C. RECTIFIER POWER SUP-
PLY UNIT. 110-230 v. A.G. 50 cycles
input, 100/110 v. D.C. output max. 21
amp. £4/10/-. Carr. 7/6. Ditto, 230 v.
A.C. 50 cycles input, 200/220 v. D.C.
output at 4/5 amps. approx. Good
condition. £10. Carr. 10/-. Also 200/
250 v. A.C. 50 cycles input, secondary
24 v. at 26 amps. D.C. Capable of 25"
over actual rating. Brand New and un-
used. E12/10/.. Carr. 20/-.

 GEE (BROS.) RADIO LTD. I

ACCUMULATORS
12 v. 25 A.H. New and unused.
Honied in strong wooden case
for extra protection. 45/-. Carr.
7/6. 2 v. 100p A.H., 75 actual. Ex.
Govt. New and unused. Com-
plete with carrying handle.
Size 61 x x 34in., 15/. each.
Carr. 3/6. 3 sent for 50/, or 6
for ES, carr. paid.
Ditto 16 A.H., 5/-. P. & P.

2/-; 6 for 24/, P. & P. 10/-.
Ditto 14 A.H. le s handle, 5/.. P. & P. 2/-; 6 for
24/, P. & P. I0/-.

TRANSFORMERS
'VARIABLE VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER. (BERCO
Regulator) Pri. 440 v. 50 cycles, sec. 0-440 v. at 6.5 amps. or
can be connected for 230 v. to give 0-230 v. at 12 amps.
Brand New and Unused f18/101-. Carr. 10/,
HEAVY DUTY LT TRANSFORMERS. 230 v. 50 cycles
pri. I I to 12.5 v. sec. at 70 amps. Also 230 v. 50 cycles pri.
17 v. sec. at 35 amps. Both capable of carrying 25" over
actual rating. Perfect condition. ONLY 115/- each, either type.
Carr. 5/-.
20 kVA AUTO -TRANSFORMER. 230/115 v. 50-60
cycles, by Jefferies Transformer Co., U.S.A. Perfect condition.
E20. Carr. El.
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS. -1,000-0-1,100 at 350 11/A
plus 4 v. L.T. Pri. 200/250 v. at 50 cis. O. Carr. 10/-.
CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER. 190-260 v.
primary, sec. 115 v. at 14 kVA (listed at 2kVA). Brand new
and unused. £25 or E45 per pair. Carr. 101- each.
E.H.T. TRANSFORMER. 1,800 -0 -1,800 -at I kVA. 230 v.
50 cycles primary. Fully tropicalised. New and boxed. E8/15/-.
Carr. 10/-.
TELEPHONE SETS (TELE " F "). Housed in bakelite
cases, complete with built-in ringing generatcr.; and batteries.
Ideal between two or more positions up to practically any
distance. Tested before despatched. ONLY 70/-. P. & P.

! 3/6. 2 sent for L6110/.. Carr. paid.

I SEE OPPOSITE PAGE

AIRBORNE TRANSMITTER RE-
CEIVER. Type 1986. A mobile 10 -

channel crystal controlled V.H.F. Tx./
Rx. covering 124.5/156 Mc/s. I.F. band
width 23 kc/s. Complete (less external
attachments) in metal case, with all
valves and- 24 -volt rotary power unit.
Used, but in first-class condition. ONLY
L8/ I 0/-. Carr. paid.
SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS FB
6 or 12 v. I amp. 716; 24 v. I amp. 13/6;
12 v. 2 amp. 10/-; 24 v. 2 amp. 20/-;
12 v. 21 amp. 15/-; 24 v. 21 amp. 25/-;
12 v. 4 amp. 16/6; 24 v. 4 amp. 30/-;
12 v. 6 amp. 23/6; 24 v. 6 amp. 35/-;
12 v. 10 amp. 40/-; 24 v. 10 amp. 80/-.
RECORD MEGGERS. 500 v. insulation
tester, 0-20 megohms. In leather case,
good condition, £8.
EVERSHED & VIGNOLES WEE
MEGGER. 250 v. New and unused.
L10/10/-. P. & P. 3/- on each.
BATTERY CHARGER REGULATOR
12 ohm, 6 amp. resistor on porcelain
base. Knob control. Ideal for Battery
Chargers and all types of low voltage
regulation. 15/, P. & P. 1/6.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METER.
for 200/250 v. A.C. mains at 5 amps.
Capable of carrying 50',, overload.
Good condition. Only 25/, P. & P. 3/6.
C.M.G. 25 PHOTO CELLS (OSRAM)
Brand new, 15/-. P. & P. 1/-.
TRANSMITTER TYPE 11311. Output
50 watts approx. Freq. range 100-150
Mc/s. In good order E40 ex -stores.
HEADPHONES. Moving coil, high
resistance or sound powered. Brand
New. Any type 12/6 pair. P. & P. 1/6.
H.R.O. COILS. (National). Three
frequencies available. 50-100 kc/s.;
.9-2.05kc/s.; 14-30 kc/s. 15/- each. P. & P.
2/6.
RESISTORS. Mixed parcel of 1, 1, I and
2 watt sizes. Good assortment. 7/6 per
100. Post 6d.
TELEPHONE CABLE. Twin one -mile
drums (Don 8), E5. Carr. 20/-. Single one -
mile drums (Don 3), 50/-. Carr. 7/6.
RECORDING WIRE, 11b. spools, 31in.
dia. New and unused, 7/6. P. & P. If-.

TRADE
ENQUIRIES

INVITED

RADIO CLEARANCE LTD
27, TOTTENHAM COURT RD., LONDON, W.1
The oldest Component Specialists in the trade

1211111MINIl
Telephone :

MUSEUM 9188
EST. 30 YRS.

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS AVAILABLE AS ADVERTISED LAST MONTH

SENSATIONAL OFFER LIMITED QUANTITY ONLY
SIX TRANSISTOR PLUS DIODE POCKET SUPERHET (7/1916 plus 3/6 Regd. p.p.

12 Special Features:
 Sensitivity -1 mV. for 50 inW. output  Waveband coverage -MW and LW -130
 Power output -150 mW, kc/s. to 1500 ke/s.-150 kc/a. to '270 Re's.
 Low consumption -9 ma. too signal) 18 ma.  Mallard Transistors-OC44, 0045(2), 0071.

311.11 average signal. 0075 (matched pair). 0A70.
 AF response -23 to .5000 cycles.  Printed circuit. Size bin. x

This receiver is very sensitive and its performance compares most favourably
with anything obtaimible. It embodies the latest design developments together
with the almost simplicity of construction thereby producing the most ama,ing
results.

 Internal hi -Q Ferrite aerial.
41 1500 Sin. loudspeaker.
 Push-pull output.
 Completely detailed Instruction manual.
 Easy to build.

CIRCUIT LINE-UP
Mixer stage -two I.F. stages -Germanium detector-A.F. driver stage and
nigh -Pull output.
All components. excluding, cabinet and hatterie, supplied at special inclusive
price 5127/194. Plus 3/6 P.P. All parts sold separately.

MINIATURE BIAS CONDENSERS
25 MFD. 2.i v. 50 MFD. 12 v.. 50 MFD., 25 v. En. x
1
25 MOD. 50 v. jin. 1;in., 1,9.

DISC CERAMIC CONDENSERS 500 v. Wkg.
500 PF., .001 MFD., .0025 MFD., .002 MFD., .003 MOD..
.005 MFD. Oil, each. .01 MFD. NIL

VARIABLE GANG CONDENSERS
Twin Gang 20 pF. Ideal for F.M. tin. x I ;in. x lin. 2',
Twin Gang. .0005 MFD. 21 r Sim x gin. Spindle

1'00. 4
Min. Twin Gang. .0005 MFD. 2fin. 1;in. x 1 fin.

Spindle 5 5,
Min. Twin Gang. .0005 MOD. x >: lei..

Spindle /in with trimmers, 6i6.
Twin Gang. .0005 MOD. Geared with S31.. 3 6.
AM FM 2 -Gang Condensers, 500 20 pi- 3 6.

SWITCHES ROTARY.,
Sire 1 in dia.-2in. spindles. Prim 2/11 each.
1 pole 10 way. t pole 12 way. 2 pole 2 way. 2 pole 3 way.
2 pole 4 way. 2 polo 5 way. 2 pole 6 way. 3 pole 3 way.
3 pole 4 way. 4 pole 5 way.

POTMETERS CARBON
Moulded Tracks. Dian, spindles, 514. 10K.
25K. Linear only. 50K. 100K. 250K, 500K, 131. 051 Log
or Linear, less switch, 2 6 each. With switch. 4 6.

TV PRESET CONTROLS
Knurled knob and 6BA living holes. Diam. tin. 5K, 25K,
50K, 100K, 250K, 500K, 232 1/3 each. 55K, wire wound,
1/8.

TRANSISTOR COMPONENTS
SUB MINIATURE ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS -
SLEEVED -All at 2/3 each.
.1 mfd. 12 v., .25 mid. 15 v., 2-6-8-10 adds. 3 v., 2-6-0-10-
12-16-3040 mfds, S v., 1 mfd. 10 v., 30 mfds. 12 v.. 2 adds..

odds:, 15 v., 8 mfds., 16 mfds., 30 v., 2 mfds. 70 v.
SUB MINIATURE TRANSISTOR COILS -

Set of 3 LF, Transformers 470 Kcis plus Oscillator coil.
As specified for Mallard Circuits 23/8 complete.
As specified for Mazda Circuits 2343 complete.

TRANSISTOR GANG CONDENSERS
with intermediate screen as specifiGt for MULLARD
Transistor circuits, 9/8.
As above with switch for L.W. pee -selection.

SUB MINIATURE CARBON POTS
1K, 2K, 5K, 50K. 220K, 33014,.1M, 2/- each. 331, with
switch. CB. 5E. 1/6, 300K preset 1/-. 7111 Transistor Pots,
2:-. 5K Transistor Pots, 11.
SUN MINIATURE METALLISED PAPER CONDENSERS

x his. 100v. working.
.005 NM., .0022 MFD., .002 MFD., .001 MFD., 8d each.
.01 MFD., .02 MFD. Price 9d. each. .04 MFD. 10d.

WI7dA TROPIDUR PAPER CONDENSERS
Small, non -inductive. insulated, high-grade capacitors,
500 v. working, 680 pf., 1,000 pf., 1,500 pf., 2,200 pf., 7d
each. 3,300 P1., 8tL 5,000 pf., 6,800 pf., .01 mfd., .012 to
9d. each. .022 mid., led. .05 mfd., lid. .1 mfd., lit.
.1 mid. 250 v. II. 33 raid. 1/6. mfd. 1'9.

VALVE HOLDERS
4 pin Brit. Pax. 2d. 4 pin UX. Amp. 7d. 5 pin Brit. Pax.
21. 7 pin Brit. Pax. 3d, 7 pin Brit. Amp. 4d, Int. Octal
Pax. 3d. Mazda Octal Pax. 3d. Loctals Amp. ed. B76
Pax. 13d. B7G P.'f.F.E. 8d. B70 Cer. with saddle and
valve retaining spring BOA Pax. 4d. ROA Amp, 6d.
B8A Cer. 8d., BOA Pax. 6d. BOA Amp. 8d. BOA Amp,
with skirt 106. BOA Cer. 106. BOA Cer. with saddle
and valve retaining spring 1/, BOA ceramic with skirt
BOA printed circuit 1:-. BSA Valve Cans Sd.

TRANSFORMERS
Types, 4.50011 to 30, 5.0000 to 30. 26

each, 0,0000 to 312, 316, 10,0000 to 312. 39, 13.00012

Universal CRT Boosters with tapped primaries 2 v.-0.3 v.-
13 v.. 25%. hood all taps 10/6. Filament transformers,
eentre tapped, 6.5 v natant, 1.5 amp., 6,0; 8 amps

Please allow full postage and packing charges. Stamped and addressed envelope with any enquiry please
TERMS OF BUSINESS : CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D. ON ORDERS OVER I0/-
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RECORDING TAPES
S.A.E. for money saving

price list.

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR
No. 10

(Battery powered 1.4 v. valves) Brand new
and unused. Complete with full working
instructions, circuit diagram, carrying
haversack, connecting lead and spare valves.
Frequency range: 1.5 to 10 Mc/s. (Nominal),
but can actually be used up to 30 Mc/s.
Wgt. 5 lbs. Size 7in. x 7iin. x 4in. A
miniature B.C.22I in every respect. A
must for every Laboratory, etc. ONLY
E4/l9"6.- P. & P. 2,16.

AVO MODEL 40
Admiralty
Pattern No.
47A. Sup-
plying 40
rznges of
current, vol-
tage and re-
sistance
tests. Com-
plete in
specially
made wood-
en carrying
case with
leads and
batteries,
ready for

use. Pe,:l.ect cond. £10.
Carr. 5/-.

AVO TEST

ONLY C7!19/6. P. & P. 3/6.

EVERSHED &
MEGGER CI RCUIT
reading ohm
meter). 2
ranges. 0-3,
0-30 ohms.
The perfect
meter for
continuity
and polaritytesting.
Complete
with test
leads and
ready to
use. Brand
new. Only
L4/17/6.

BRIDGE
A.C. mains op-
erated from
200-250 v.
Will test re-
sistance from 5
ohms to 50
megohms and
capacity from
.00001 to 50
mfds. A most
useful instru-ment for
everyday uses.
In good order.
Cur price

VIGNOLES
TESTER (low

15, LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, LONDON, W.C.2. GER 6794 1453
ADJOINING LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE STATION - Open 9-6 Weekdays 9-I Sat.

MARCONI SIGNAL
GENERATOR. TYPE
TF5I7-F I. Covering 10-
18 Mc s. 33-58 Mc: s. 150-
300 Mcis. Used but in
very good condition.
Complete with full tech-
nical data and instruc-
tions. Limited quantity.
Unrepeatable at only
E12/1131-. Carr. 20/-.
ALSO MARCONI
SIGNAL GENERA-
TOR TYPE TF 390G
for 200-250 v. A.C.
mains input. Freq.
range 4-16 Mc/s. and 32-
100 Mc/s. indirect calibration. Output I uv to 100 M/VOnly E12/I0/-. Carr. 20/-.

BRIDGE MEGGERS

Ever;I ed and Vqnoles Series 2 in
perfect condition. 250v. E22 carr. paid
Leather case available at 20/- extra.

I See opposite page Tor
MORE BARGAINS

-D,

400 c/s internal modulation. In good order

VALVE TESTER, TYPE 4.

200/230 v. A.G. input. Ex Govt., in good condition, with descriptive
book containing circuit diagram of instrument and how to test
valves from 1.4 v. to 40 v. With valve holders for Brit., 4, 5. 7 pin
snd Octal, U.S., 5 and 7 pin, I/Octal, side contact large Brit., 4 and
9 pin. Acorn and diode. Housed in substantial wooden case with
hinged lid. £7/I9'6. Carr. 10/-.

D.C./A.0. ROTARY CONVERTERS
ROTARY CONVERTER. 24 v. D.C. to 230 v.
A.C. 50 cycles, 150 watts. Brand new and unused
E8/10/-. Carr. 7/6. Ditto, 100 watts, L6/9/6. Carr.7/6.
ROTARY CONVERTER (as illus ). Ex -Govt.
12 v. D.C. input 230 v. A.C. Output 50 cycles at
135 watts. Complete in carrying case with lid.
Voltage control, sliding resistance, mains switch
and 0-300 v. A.G. flush meter. In good condition,
£10. Carr. I0/-.
Motor only, without case, etc. Brand new and
unused. L8/10/-. Carr. 5/-.

PRECISION SERIES 834-S. (U.S.A.). Multi
range tester for A.C./D.C. volts, ohms and milli -
amps. Basic movement 400 microamps. Housed
in wooden box with carrying strap. Overall
size 7-1- x 7in. x Sin. Complete with test prods,
batteries, etc. Ready to use E5. Post 2/6.

RE-ENTRANT
LOUD

HAILERS
(Ex -Govt.)

Heavy duty 20
watts all -metal.
15 ohms. Dia-
meter I5in.,
length 15in.
(approx.) Per-
fect condition.
L6/10/-. Carr.
10/-.
Ditto. Brand new
E8. Carr. 10, -

BAKER'S SELHURST SPEAKERS
I2in. P.M. 15 ohms 15 watts, 30-14,003 c.p.s.
Our price £4/10/..
" HI -Fl MASTER " I2in. IS ohms. 12 watts,
20-16,000 c.p.s. Flux density approx. 14-15,000.
OUR PRICE £7/10/..
"SUPER HI-FI 25," 12in., 15 ohms, 25 watts
25-20,000 c.p.s. Flux density 17,600. OUR PRICE
E9191-. All the above speakers are Brand New and
full descriptive specification is available.

HEAVY DUTY -ALL STEEL

TRIPOD STANDS
Adjustable every 6in. to approx.
5ft. 6in. when fully extended
(Folds up to only Oft. 6in. for

storage). Suitable for outdoor
speakers, public address systems,
floodlighting, etc., etc.

OUR
PRICE £3 10 0 Carr. 5/-

These stands are
ideal for our
RE-ENTRANT
LOUD HAILER
as described
on left
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R.S.C. HI-FI TAPE RECORDER KIT 29v GNSa _

INCORPORATING THE LATEST MK. IV COLLARO TAPE TRANSCRIPTOR. THE
LINEAR LT45 HIGH QUALITY TAPE AMPLIFIER. A HIGH FLUX 7 4in. LOUD-
SPEAKER, 850 ft. Reel of Best Quality L.P. TAPE. Spare Tape Spool and a Porta")1c
Cabinet, size approx. 18 x 13 9in., finished in Veneered walnut or Sape:e.

FEATURES INCLUDE
* 3 SPEEDS. * FREQUENCY RESPONSE rl 3d.b. 50-11,000 c.p.s. * SWITCHED
NEGATIVE FEEDBACK. EQUALIZATION FOR EACH SPEED. * OUTPUT 4
WATTS * MAGIC EYE RECORDING LEVEL INDICATOR. * TWIN TRACK
OPERATION. Both bottom and top tracks can be recorded or played back without
removing tape. * INSTANTANEOUS CHANGES can be made from one track to
another. Fast rewind in either direction. * TAPE MEASURING AND CALIBRATING
DEVICE. * TAKES FULL Tin. DIAMETER REELS OF TAPE. * NEGLIGIBLE
HUM.
YOU CAN PAY TWICE THE COST FOR THE SAME QUALITY. Full descriptive leaflet
supplied on receipt of S.A.E.

H.P. TERMS. DEPOSIT 6 Gns. and 12 monthly payments 47'7.

HI -Fl 8 WATT AMPLIFIER
SPECIAL PURCHASE
DUE TO CANCELLED f4..19..6

EXPORT ORDER
For 200-250 'v. mains Carr 7,6,

A REMARKABLE OPPORTUNITY!
Push-pull output Latest high efficiency B.V.A.
valves. Dual separately controlled inputs for
mike and gram. Separate bass and treble con-
trols. High sensitivity. Output for 15 ohm
loudspeaker. Guaranteed brand new, tested,
and in perfect working order.

AUTO -CHANGER
COLLARD RC54 3 -SPEED MIXER

Fired Studio pick-up with turnover head. Brand n.se
eartoned, but for 110 v. 50 e.p.s. A.C. mains. Se Om',
he halt can be operated from normal 200-250 r. AP.
mains we are supplying free with every ehangnr a suitable
auto -transformer with, input and output voltage clearly
marked. Limited nomber only. £5%19 8. Parr. 5;6.

GARRARD 4 SPEED AUTO -CHANGERS
Type RC 12011. Limited number, at £3 19 8. isnprov.

hot, pries) Carr. 5,6. Brand \..,,.

THE SKY FOUR T.R.F. RECEIVER
A design of a 3

valve 200-250 v.
Ali. mains. L. and
AL wave T.R.F.
receiv with selen-
ium reiumcer.tifier. For
inclusion in cabinet
illustrated or ...A-
unt veneered type.
It employs valves

SM. 5P5(1.
and hi specially

designed for simplicity in wiring. Sensitivity and quality
are well op to standard. Point-to-point wiring diagram.
Instructions and liar's list. 11. This receiver can be built
for a maximmn of 6419/6 including cabinet. Available
n brown or eream hakelite or veneered nahmt.

R.S.C. BATTERY TO MAINS CONVERSION UNITS
Type BMI. An all dry battery eliminator. Size 51 4)
2in. approx. Completely replaces batteries supply 1.4 v. and
90 v. where A.C. mains 200-250 V. 50 c's is available. Suitable
for all battery portable receivers requiring 1.4 v. and
90 v. This includes latest low consumption types. Complete
kit with diagram 39 9 or ready for use 46.9.
Type BM2. Size 8' V, ' 21.in. Supplies 120 v., 90 v. and 60. v.,
400 mA. and 2 v. 0.4 a. to 1 amp., fully smoothed. THEREBY
COMPLETELY REPLACING BOTH H.T. BATTERIES
AND K.T. 2 v. ACCUMULATORS when connected to
A.C. mains supply 200-250 v. 50 c/s. SUITABLE FOR ALL
BATTERY RECEIVERS normally using 2v. accumulator.
Complete kit with diagrams and instructions. 49'9 or ready for use 59'6.

SIX TRANSISTOR
All parts including
cream or coloured
plastic case, printed
superhet
ferrite aerial. Tran-
sistors, 21in. P.M.
speaker. Long and
medium wavebands.
Size of unit 5'
3 1.5n. Detailed
construction book-
let supplied.

POCKET RADIO RECEIVER

Total cost of parts.
A working unit can
be demonstrated at
our County Arcade
premises. All items
are available sep-
arately.

ACAS Fl
R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS

-

CRYSTAL .MIKES'

FULLY GUARANTEED
INTERLEAVED AND IMPREGNATED

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
33-I hand or Desk

type
29/9

39-I Stick type
39/6

Limited number.

EXTENSION
SPEAKERS

Limited number in hand-
some Walnut veneered cab-
inets. 2-3 ohm speech
coils, 6 in. 29'9. Bin.
35/9. 10in. 5619.

DRY SHAVERS. Brand new in carrying
case. Operation from 3 U2 batteries, fitted
in case. Just the thing for travel. Only 59/6
(approx. half price).
RECORDING TAPE. 600ft. reels, 8 '9.
1,200ft. reels 14'9. GEVASONOR Best
quality L.P. 5in. 850ft. reels 22/6. Tin. 1,700ft.
reels 35/-. Less than wholesale price.

SUPERHET RADIO FEEDER UNIT
Design of a high quality Radio Tuner Unit (specially suitable
for use with any of our Amplifiers). A Triode Hoptode
Fichanger is used. Pentode I.F. and double Diode Second
Detector. delayed A.V.C. is arranged so that A.V.C. dis-
tortion is avoided. The W. Ch. Sw. incorporates Gram.
position. Controls are Tuning, W. Ch. and Vol. Output
will load most Amplifiers requiring 500 mV. input depending
on Ae location. Only 250 v. 15 mA. H.T. and L.T. of 6.3
v. 1 amp. required from amplifier. Size of unit approx.
11-6-7in. high. Send S.A.E. for illustrated leaflet. Total
building cost is WM-. Point -to -Point wiring diagrams
and instructions 2111

LITTLE STAAR BATTERY OPERATED
RECORD PLAYING UNITS. Complete
with Pick-up to take 45 r.p.m. records. Used
by leading manufacturers in Transistorised
Record Players. Require 6 v. battery. Only
£3,1916. Carr. 316.
COLLARD JUNIOR 4 -SPEED RECORD PLAYER
with separate pick-up having dual point sapphire stylus.
Brand new. eartoned. For 000-250 t A.C. mains only.
Only £3;15i-. Post 316.

B.S.R. MONARCH AUTO -CHANGERS
Type GAS. 4 speed, 1',0 Pick-up with sapphire stylii
£13/19/6. C,irr. 4:6.
1 'Al2 De ill,e version wired f. stereophony £7 19 6
arr. 5 0.

R.S.C. All STEREO
AMPLIFIER KIT

A complete kit ol
parts to construct
a good quality 3
3 watt (total 6 Carr. & packing 7/6.
watt) stereo amplifier providing really life -like
reproduction. Suitable for use with all stereo.
pick-up heads at present available. Ganged
volume and tone controls. Preset balance con-
trol. Outputs for matched 2-3 ohm speakers.
For 200-250 v. A.C. mains. Astonishing value.
W.B. "STENTORIAN" HIGH FIDELITY P.M

SPEAKERS
11E1012, 10 watts 15 ohms (or 3 ohm) speech
coil. Where a really good quality speaker at a
low price is required, we highly recommend
this unit with an amazing performance. E4 110/9.
Please state whether 3 ohm or 15 ohm required.

AM/FM RADIOGRAM CHASSIS, HIGH
QUALITY. PUSH-PULL. 6-8 WATT
OUTPUT. Current manufacture. 12 months
guarantee. For 200-250 v. mains. Covers L.
and M. wavebands plus F.M. Includes 8 latest
type miniature B.V.A. valves. Only 22 gns.
plus 716 carr. Or deposit E2/12/- and 9 monthly
payments of E2'12/-.
GARRARD 4 Speed Single Players £6;19,'6.
Carr 4 6.

FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT MOUNTING
050-0-050 v. 60 DIA.. 0.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a.
250-0-250 v. 100 niA.. 6.3 v. 1 a., 5 v. 3 a.
300-0-300 v. 100 inA.. 13.3 v. 4 a.. 5 V. 3 a.
:150-0-350 v. 100 nil.. 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 0 a.
300-0-300 v. 130 mA.. V. 4 a., et., 6.3 v. 1 a

suitable for Milliard 510 Amplifier
350-0-350 v. 150 mA.. 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a.
:450-0-350 v. 150 mA.. 6.3 v. 2 a.. 6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v

3 a.
125-0-425 v. 200 inA 0.3 v. 4 a., c.t., 6.9 v. 4 a ,

c.t. 5 v. 3n.
TOP SHROUDED DROP -THROUGH TYPE

06(1.0-260 v. 70 toA., 6.3 y. 2 a.. 5 v. 2 a.
350-0-350 v. SO inA., 13.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a.
250-0-250 v. 100 InA.. 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a.
300-0-300 v. 100 niA., 6.3 v. 4 a., 4 v. 3 a.
350-0-350 v. 100 1144.. 13.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a.
350-0-350 v. 150 niA.. 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a.
ELIMINATOR TRANSFORMERS
Primaries 200-250 v. 50 cis.
120 v. 40 titA., 5-0-5 v. 1 a.
90 v. 15 inA.. 00-0-6 v. 200 ml.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
Primaries 000-250 v. 50 cis.

3. La a. 5/6 6.3 v. 3 a.
11.3 v. 2 a. 7i6 6.3 v. 6 a.
0-4-0.3 v. 2 a. .... TB 12 v. 3 a. or 24 v
12 v. 1 v. 7/9 1.5 a.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Midget Battery Pentode 66 t 1 for 384. ate.
Small Pentode 5,0000 to 30
Standard Pentode 5,0000 to 30
Standard Pentode 8.0000 to 30
Push-pull 8 watts 6V6 to 5 ohms,
Push-pull 10-12 watts 6V6 to 30 or 150
Push-pull 10-12 watts to match 6V6 to 3-5-8 or

150
Push -poll ELSA to 3 or 15 ohms
Push-pull 15-18 watts, sectionally wound, 61.6,

KT66. etc.. or :3 or 15 ohms
Push-pull 20 watt high -quality sectionally wound,

61.6. RUG, etc.. to 3 or 1514

17 6
239
25 9
25 9

33 9
33 9

33.9

49 9

16 9
189
221
23.9
239
29'9

14.9
9i11

811
17 6

17 6

39
39
56
56
89

16 9

17 9
179
23 9

47,
SMOOTHING CHOKES
250 mA.. 5 H., 100 ohms 11 9
150 mA., 7-10 IL. 250 ohms 11 9
100 mA., 10 H.. 200 ohms 8 9
80 mA., 10 H., 350 ohms 5 6
60 mA.. 10 H., 400 ohms 4 11
1 amp. 0.5 ohm 1..T. type 6 6

PHILCO F.M. RADIO TUNERS
With self-contained power pack. A 6 -valve de
luxe unit housed in beautiful walnut veneered
cabinet. For 110-200-250 v. A.C. mains.
Magic eye tuning indicator 1 0 I Carr. 5 -.

4.-/ 0186.
Or Deposit 22'6 and 12 monthly payments of
2.! 6.
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R.S.C. A.10 ULTRA LINEAR
30 WATT AMPLIFIER

HIGH FIDELITY
PUSH-PULL UNIT
EMPLOYING SIX
VALVES. EF86,
EF86, 11(8'83, 807,
807. OZ34. Tone
Control Pre -amp.
stages are incorpor-
ated. Sensitivity is
extremely high.
Only 12 millivolts
minimunt input is
required for full
output. THIS EN-
SURES THE SUIT-
ABILITY OF ANY
TYPE OR MAKE
OF MICROPHONE
OR PICK-UP. Separate
Bass and Treble controls
give both " lift " and " cut "
with ample tone correction
for long playing records. An extra
input with associated vol. control
is provided so that two separate
inputs such " mike " and
goon, etc., etc., can be simultaneously applied for mixing purposes. AN OUTPUT SOCKET
WITH PLUG IS INCLUDED FOR SUPPLY OF 300 v. 20 mA. and 6.3 v. 1.5 A. FOR A
RADIO FEEDER UNIT. Price in kit form with easy -to -follow wiring diagram,.

(.1, 11 G ns. Carr. IS.. Cover as illustrated 18;9 extra..

Or Factory built with 12 months' guarantee 213'19 6. TEEMS
ON ASSEMBLED UNITS. DEPOSIT 24 9 ;Ind lit monthly
payments of 24,9.

Type 807 mitred valves are used with High Quality Sectionally wound output trans-
former specialty designed for Ultra Linear operation. Negative feedback of 20 D.R. in
main loop. CERTIFIED PERFORMANCE FIGURES ARE EQUAL TO MOST EXPENSIVE
UNITS AVAILABLE. Frequency response 717 3 D.B. 30-20,000 wet+. Tone Controls
.± 12 D.B. at 50 c/cs. + 12 D.B. to - fi D.B. at 12,000 e/cs., hum and noise 70 U.0. down.
floral quality reliable components used. Chassis finish blue Minium. Overall size 12 x11
tin. approx. Power consumption 150 watts. For AA:. mains 200-250-250 v. 50 c e. Out-
puts for 3 and Its ohni speakers. EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR THE CONNOISSEUR OR
FOR LARGE HALLS, CLUBS OR OUTSIDE FUNCTIONS. IDEAL FOR USE WITH
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SUCH AS STRING BASS, ELECTRONIC ORGAN, GUITAR.
etc. FOR DANCE BANDS. GARRISON THEATRES, Mc., etc. We can supply Microphones.
Speakers, etc., at keen cash prices or on terms with amplifiers. EXPORT ENQUIRIES
INVITED.

LINEAR " DIATONIC " 10 WATT HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER. A comport attrnc-
tiyely finished rich. 12 gas. Cash. Send S.A.E. for leaflet. H.P Terms. Dep. 22'3
wind twelve monthly payments of 22,3.

LINEAR L45 MINIATURE 4/5 W. QUALITY AMPLIFIER. Suitable for use with any
record ',laying unit and most microphones. Negative feedback 12 D.B. Bass and Treble
ci intro's. For A.C. maim input of 200-250 v. 50 c.o.s. Output for 2/3 ohm speaker. Three
miniatore Milliard valves. Size only 6 x 5 x 51In. high. Chassis fully isolated irons mains.
Guaranteed 12 months. Only. og/19/6. Or Deposit 22:- and 5 monthly payments
of 22 Send S.A.E. for leaflet...1w/

LG3 MINIATURE 3 WATT GRAM AMPLIFIER
For 200.250 v. 50 c.p.s. A.C. maim. overall size only 6} x 11 x 21in. Fitted vol. and Tone
Control with mains snitch. Designed for use with any kind of aingle player or record chang-
ing unit. Output for 2-3 ohm speaker. Gitaranteed 12 months. Only 55/9,

R.S.C. A7 3-4 WATT QUALITY AMPLIFIER. Spec. exactly as A5 below with exception
of output wattage, Complete kit of Islets, diagrams mai instructions 23.10 -, earn 3/6

R.S.C. A5 4-5 WATT HIGH GAIN AMPLIFIER
A highly sensitive 4 -valve quality amplifier for the home, small club. etc. Only 50 milii
volts input is required for full output so that it is suitable for use with the latest high-
fidelity pick-up heads in addition to all other types of pick-ups and practically all mikes.
Separate Bass and Treble controls are provided. Them give full long playing mcord
equalisation. Hum level is negligible being 71 D.B.
down. 15 U.R. of negative feedback is need. H.T.
of 300 v. 26 m.A. and L.T. or 6.3 v. 1.5 a. is available
for the supply of a Radio Feeder Unit or Tape Deck
pre -amplifier. For A.C. mains input of 900-230-250 v.
50 Mes. Output for 2-3 ohm speaker. Chassis Is not
alive. Kit is complete in every detail and includes
tally punched chassis (with baseplate) with the blue
hammer finish, and point-to-point wiring diagrams
141111 instructions. Exceptional value at only 24/15/-
or assembled ready for use 25/- extra, plus 3/6 car-
riage. Or Deposit 22/- and five monthly payments of
22,- for assembled unit.

P.M. SPEAKERS
2-3 ohm 211n. Rata 17'9. Sin. Goodmani 17/9. x lin. Goodmans Elliptical 19/9.
61in. Rola 19'9. 8in. Rola 1919. Bin. Goodmans 21,9. 10in. R.A. 20/9. 10x tin.
Elliptical (towline,. 299. 12in. Plessey 29'11. 121n. Plessey- 3 or 15 ohms, 10 watts,
12.000 lines, 596.

COLLARO CONQUEST 4 -SPEED AUTO -
CHANGERS. With studio pick-up with
turnover head. BRAND NEW. Cartoned
latest model. For 200-250 v. A.C. maim.
Very limited number. Conquest £71916.
continental 9 gas. Carr. 5/G.

ACOS Crystal Microphone Inserts. Brand
new. Only 5 11 ea. Ex. Equip. 411 ca.
ACOS MPH Hi Fi Crystal Cartridges.
(Turnover type with sapphire stylus.)
Standard replacement for Garrard and
B.B.B. Only 17:9. B.S.R. Pfti-fi 1719.

HIGH FIDELITY 12-14 WATT
AMPLIFIER TYPE All

PUSH PULL
ULTRA LINEAR

OUTPUT
"BUILT IN"

TONE CONTROL/
PREAMP
STAGES.

Two input sockets with associated controls allow mixing of " mike " and gram. as in
A10. High sensitivity. Includes 5 calves, ECM), ECC83, E1.84, EL84, 523. High
Quality sectionally wound output transformer specially designed for Ultra Linear opera-
tion. and reliable small condensers of current manufacture. INDIVIDUAL CONTROLS
FOR BASS AND TREBLE " Lift " and Cut." Frequency response +3 D.B. 30-30,000
c/es. Six negative feedback loops. Hum level 60 D.B. down ONLY 23 millivolts INPUT
required for FULL OUTPUT. Suitable for use with all makes and types of pick-ups
and microphones. C'ompantirle with the very- best designs. For STANDARD or LONG
PLAYING RECORDS. For MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS such as STRING BASS. GUITARS.
etc. OUTPUT SOCKET with ping provides non v. 00 tnA. and 6.3 v. 1.5 a. For supply of a
RADIO FEEDER UNIT. Sim approx. 12-9-7in. For A.C. mains 200-250 v. 60 Mes. Out-
put for 3 and 13 ohms speakers. Kit is complete to last nut. Chassis is frilly punched.
Full instructions and point-to-point wiring diagrams supplied.
(Or factory built 45/. extra). Only Gus. Carr. 10 -

If required louvred metal cover with 2 carrying handles can be supplied for 18/9. TERMS
ON ASSEMBLED UNITS. DEPOSIT 18/9, and 12 monthly payments of 18,2. Send
S.A.E. for illustrated leaflet detailing Ready -In -assemble Cabinets, Speakers, Microphone,
etc. with cash arid credit terms.

R.S.C. PORTABLE GUITAR AMPLIFIER
JUNIOR 5 WATT. High Quality Output. Separate Bass awl Treble "cut' and "boost"
emitrols. Sensitivity 15 ni.v. High Elm Bin. I/speaker, Handsome strongly made cabinet
(Size approx. 14 x 14 x Tins.). Finished in satin walnut and fitted carrying handle.

t8.19.6 Carr. 7,11 Or Deposit £1 and nine monthly payments £1.

SENIOR 10 WATTS. High Fidelity Push Pull outpiit. Separate Bass and Treble "cut"
and" boost" controls Twin separately controlled high gain Inputs so that two instruments
such as Guitar and String BASS can be used at the some time. Two Loudspeakers are in-
corporated, it 121n. P.M. for Buss notes, and a 7 x 41n. elliptical for Treble. Calrinet is
well tirade and finished satin walnut. Size approx. 18 x 18 x Sin. H.P. TERMS. DEPOSIT
23.2 and 12 monthly payments 2-i6. Both inislels for 200.250 v. A.C. mains.
13 Gns. pins10-cm.

STAAR GALAXY 4 SPEED MIXER AUTO -CHANGERS. Brand New, cartoned. Turnover
sapphire styli. Many exclusive features. Unique design motor virtually free faun
for 200-250 v. A.C. mains. Limited number tested and guaranteed £51196.

PORTABLE CABINETS

Itexine covered. Wide selection in Mir:relive
desiem and colour combinations. Orp/6

PRICES FROM

12in. 10 WATT HIGH QUALITY
L'SPEAKERS IN

POLISHED WALNUT FINISHED
CABINET

Gauss 12,81(0 lines. Speech coil 3 ohms or 15
ohms. Only E43.9E. Carr. 51,
Terms: Deposit 11/- and 9 monthly payments
of 11/-. 12in, 20 watt 15,000 line lispeakers
15 ohms, in Cabinet finished as above. Size
Size 18 x 18 x sin. 2719/6 or Deposit 13/10
and 12 monthly payments 13/10.

PORTABLE CABINETS. Attractive design.
Two-tone re -sine covered. Will take Collaro,
B.S.R., Garrard or Steer Anticchanger,
amplifier and 7in. x tin. or Sin. speaker.
Slightly soiled. Only 49 6.

ACOS HIGH FIDELITY PICK-UPS.
GP54 with HriP59f52 Cartridge. Turn -

sapphire Styli, cream finish. Limited
number at approx. half price. Only 35 9.

SPECIAL OFFER

.

Above cabinet Staar Changer
Gratn amplifier, and
7in. x speaker 29/1916
Carr. 10/-. Or with B.S.R
changer in lieu of Staar 1
Gale. Carr. 10/-.

R.SC.
(Leeds)

Ltd.
MANCHESTER
and LEEDS.

Personal Shoppers to Universal Bazaars Ltd., S -I0 Brown St., (Market St.), Manchester, 2. Ili
and Radio Supply Co., (Leeds) Ltd., 5-7, County (Mecca) Arcade, Leeds,

Mail Orders to 29-31, Moorfield Road, LEEDS, 12.
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. No C.O.D. under LI. Po tage 119 extra on all orders under E2

219 extra under E5 unless carriage charge stated. Full Price List 6d. Trade supplied. Open
to callers: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesday until I p.m. S.A.E. please with all enquiries.

PLESSEY
DUAL

CONCENTRIC
12in. P.M.
SPEAKERS

(15 ohms). consisting of a
high quality 12in. speaker
of orthodox design support-
ing a small elliptical speak-
er ready wired with choke
and condensers to act as
tweeter. This high fidelity
unit is highly recommended
for use with our All or any
similar amplifier. Rating Is
10 watts. Crams 12,000
lines.

rThepPosriir 1.0(rnfleY25ancil716O 9
monthly pay -merits of 10/6.



Size
Height 10"
Width 6r
Depth 9"
Weight 1111bs.

£15:15.0
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RADIO SUPPLY CO. (LEEDS) LTD.
(Dept. D) 5 and 7, County (Mecca) Arcade, Briggate, Leeds, I

CO -AXIAL CABLE, 75 ohms, lin., 8d. yard. Twin screened
feeder 116. yard.

VOLUME CONTROLS with long spindles, all values, less
switch, 2/9; with S.P. switch, 3/9.

EX GOVT. STEP UP/STEP DOWN TRANSFORMERS.
Double wound. 10-0-100-200-220-240 v. to 9-0-110-122-
136-148 v. or Reverse. 300 watts, 35/9, plus 716 carr.

2 v. 16 A.H. EX. GOVT. ACCUMULATORS. New boxed.
Only 5/6 each, 3 for 15/, Plus 2/6 carr., 6 for 27/6. Carr.
3/6.

D.C. SUPPLY KITS.- Suitable for electric trains. Consists
of mains trans. 200-250 v. 50 c.p.s.; 12 v. lamp selenium
rect. (F.W. Bridge): 2 fuseholders, 2 fuses, change direction
switch, variable speed regulator, partially drilled steel case,
and circuit. Very limited number, 29/9.

VIBRATORS. Oak and Wearite, synchronous 7 pin, 2 v.
7/9. 6 v. 819,
JUNCTION TRANSISTORS. R.F. type, 12/6. Audio type
6:9 Power type G,Itop V15/10P 2 watts 16/9.

SELENIUM
RECTIFIERS

L.T. Types
2/6 v. a.h.w. 1/9
6/12 v. a.h.W. 2/9

F.W. Bridge
6/12 v. I a. 3/11
6/12 v. 2 a. 6/11
6/12 v. 3 a. 9/9
6/12 v. 4 a. 12/3
6/12 v. 5 a. 14/6
6/12 v. 6 a. 15/6
6/12 v. 10 a. 25/9
6/12 v. 15 a. 35/9

H.T. Type H.W.
120 v. 40 mA. 3/9
250 v. 50 mA. 5/9
250 v. 80 mA. 7/9
250 v. 250 mA. 10/9

JULY/AUGUST, 1959

Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. No. C.O.D
under El. Post, 1/9 under E2, 2/9 under
E5 unless quoted. Open 9-6 p.m.

Weds until I r.m.

R3683 UNITS. Comprising chassis and strong cover 16 x SPECIAL OFFER. Brandio x 8in. Over 70 resistors (many high stability) and
condensers, valve holders, IFTs, co -ax. sockets, controls, New Ex. 24 v. IS amp. F.W.
fuseholders, tagboards, etc., etc. Exceptional value at
only 12/9 carr. paid. Bridge Selenium Rectifiers.
lead. 1/11 each. New Jack Sockets (moulded tyPe), Only 25/9 ea.
Igranic 2/9 each.

JACK PLUGS. Standard type complete with 4ft. screened

EX GOVT. MAINS TRANSFORMERS
All 200-250 v. 50 c/s. input.
Pr. 0-110-200-230-250 V., 275-0-275 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v.

7a.,5v.3a. 22/9
250-0-250 v. 150 mA. 5 v. 3 a. 16,9
350-0-350 v. 160 mA., 6.3 v. 5 a., 5 v. 3 a 27,9
400-0.400 v. 250 mA. 5 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2-a. 18
450-0.450 v. 250 mA. 8.3 v. 3 a. 6.3 v. 1 a., 5 v. 6 a 49/9
12.5 v. 3 a., 5 v. 3 a. 12,9
0-24-26-28 v. 15 amps. A.C. conservative Govt. rating (mark-
ed with D.C. rating after rectification) 69/9. Carr. 151-.
0.10.20-25 v. 24 a. (Govt. rating) 79/6. Carr. 15;-.

ARDENTE DEAF AID EARPIECES with lead and plug.
Brand New. Only 15 6

BATTERY CHARGING
ASSEMBLED CHARGERS
6 v. 1 a. 19,9
6 v. 2 a. 29,9
6/12 v. 1 a 27/9
6/12 v. 2 a 38/9
6/12 v. 4 a 56/9
Above ready for use with
mains and output leads.
Cases well ventilated and
finished in stoved blue
hammer. Carr. & pkg. 3/6

CHARGER
TRANSFORMERS

200-230-250 v. 50 c/s.
0-9-15 v. 1} a., 11/9;
0-9-15 v. 3 a., 16/9;
0-9-15 v. 5 a., 19/9;
0-9-15 v. 6 a., 23/9.

EX. GOVT. SMOOTHING CHORES
200 mA., 3-5 H., 50 ohms. Panneko 8'9
150 mA., 10 H., 50 ohms.
120 mA., 12 H., 100 ohms 8/9
100 mA., 10 H., 100 ohms 6'9
100 mA., 5 H., 100 ohms, tropicaliscd 3.11
80 mA., 20 H., 900 ohm's

u.4.. 50 FL, 1000 ohms 6-9
60 mA.. 5-10 H., 250 ohms 2,11

EX. GOVT. CASES. Well ventilated, black crackle
finished, undrilled cover. Size 14 x 10 x 81in., high.
IDEAL FOR BATTERY CHARGER OR INSTRU-
MENT CASE, COVER COULD BE USED FOR
AMPLIFIER. Only 9/9, plus 2/9 post.

EQUIPMENT
BATTERY CHARGER KITS
Consisting of Mains Trans-
former F. W. Bridge. Metal
Rectified, well ventilated steel
case. Fuses, fuse -holders,
grommets, panels and circuit.
Carr. 2/6 extra.
6 v. or 12 v. 1 amp 22'9
As above, with ammeter 32'9
6 v. 2 amps 25'9
6 v. or 12 v. 2 amps 31, 6
6 v. or 12 v. 2 amps

(inclusive of ammeter) 41 6
6 v. or 12 v. 4 amps. 53/9
BATTERY CHARGER KIT
6/12 v., 6 amp., consisting of
F.W. Bridge Rectifier Mains
Trans. and ammeter. 49/9.
Post 4/6.

ASSEMBLED

CHARGER

6 v. or 12 v.
2 amps.

Fitted Ammeter
and selector plug
for 6 v. or 12 v.
Louvred metal
case, finished at-
tractive hammer
blue. Ready for
use with mains
and output leads.
Double Fused.
Only
Carr. 3 9. 4919

All for A.C. Mains 200-250 v. 50 c/s
Guaranteed 12 months

ASSEMBLED 6 v. or 12

4 amps.
Fitted Ammeter and
variable charge selector.
Also selector plus for 6
v. or 12 v. charging.
Double fused. Well
ventilated steel case
with blue hammer finish
Ready for use 7gi.
with mains and  '0/
output leads. Carr. 4/6.
Or Deposit 14/11 and

five monthly payments 14/11.
As above but for 6 amp. charging.
5 GNS. Carr. 5/-. Or Deposit 19/9.
and five monthly payments of 19/9.

D. C. OSCILLOSCOPE
AS SIAPPIE AS 777

HERE'S THE ANSWER
SIMPLIFIED SERVICING PROBLEMS

WHEN USING THE
'TESTGEAR' SCOPE

3" D. C. OSCILLOSCOPE
Engineered to precision standards, this high-grade Instrument
is made available at THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE,
incorporating the essential features usually associated with
luxury instruments.
This "SCOPE" will appeal particularly to Service Engineers
and Amateurs. A HIGH GAIN, EXTREMELY STABLE
DIFFERENTIAL Y AMPLIFIER (30 mV/C.M.). Provides
ample sensitivity with A.C. or D.C. inputs. Especially suitable
for MEASUREMENT of TRANSISTOR OPERATING
CONDITIONS where maintenance of D.C. LEVELS is of
paramount importance. Push-pull X Amplifier; Fly -back
suppression; Internal Time -base Scan Waveform available
for external use; PULSE OUTPUT available for checking
T.V. LINE 0/P TRANSFORMERS, etc..; Provision for
external X I/P and CRT. Brightness Modulation.

FULL 12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE INCLUDING
VALVES and TUBE.

Full Technical Information on receipt of S.A.E.

nr,COPErACILL- ,

O ,--szGT, 'ACT-o

Vitir
Plus

P. & P.
7/6

Or 30- deposit, plus 7,6 post & packing and
payments of 26/6.

FP

0

TRADE ENQUIRIES
INVITED

12 monthly

A.C. MAINS
200-250 Volts

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD.
23 HIGH STREET, LONDON, W.3

Goods not despatched outside U.K.
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SIGNAL GENERATOR

t6/1916

SIGNAL GENERATOR
Coverage 120 Kc/s-230 Kc.s., Ke s.-
900 Kcis.. 900 Kels.-2.75 Kers., 73 Mc ,s
-8.5 Me/s., 8 Reis. -28 /drys., 16 Mc/s.-40
Mel,. 24 Mc,'s.-84 Mc/s. Metal case 10in. x
Olin. x 41in. Size of scale filin. x 31in. 2
valves and rectifier A.C. mains 230-250 v.
Internal modulation of 400 c.p.s. to a depth of
80 pet cent., modulated or monodulated R.F..
Output continuously variable 100 millivolts
C.W. and mod -switch, variable A.F. output
and moving coil output meter. Grey hammer
lush case and white panel. £4119/6
1..entracy Ides or minns 2%.

SIGNAL & PATTERN
GENERATOR
£6/19/6 't.P.

Or 25/- deposit, P. & P. 5/. and 6 monthly
ayment8 of 21/8.

Coverage 7.G Mc/s.-210 Mc/s. in five bands.
fill on fundamentals, slow motion tuning audio
output. 8 vertical and horizontal bars, log-
ging scale. In grey hammer finished case with
carrying handle. Accuracy ,11% A.C. mains
200-250 v.

Coverage 100 He 3,100 Me's. on lundamen-
tals and 100 Mcis. to 200 Mc,,, on harmonics.
Metal cage 101n. x 61 in. x Stin. grey ham-
mer finish. Incorporating three miniature
valves and Metal Rectifier. A.C. Maim.
2001250 v. Internal Modulation of 400 e.p.a.
to a depth of 30%. Modulated or onmod
elated NY_ output continuously variable
100 millivolts C.W and mod. rwIten. vari-
able A.F. output. Incorporating magiceye
as output indicator Accuracy plus or minus
2%.

Or 26'- deposit and 6 monthly payments of 21/6.
Post & Packing 5 - extra

Or 25t- deposit and 4 monthly
payments 2 1 8. P s P. 5/- extra.

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER
Size Olin. long, Sin hign, 21 in. deep. Will
suit any type of crystal pick-up-. Output
approx. 2 watts. Incorporated ECC 03 double
triode. Cossor 14213T output pentode and
contact -cooled rectifier. Fully isolated mains
transformer for 250-250 A.C. maim. Bass
treble and volume °sllen],

49/6 I'

5" SPEAKER WITH
O.P. TRANSFORMER

purchasednth the above 18 6. Plus P. & P. 1/6.

F.M. TUNER UNIT
Completeperme withbilituaedio6o i

.fby (/cruise ?anuf act incr. I 'overage 00-100 Moo

25,_ Phis P. & 1'. IP:.

8 WATT PULL'11-- AMPLIFIER
COMPLETE WITH CRYSTAL MIKE AND Sin.

LOUDSPEAKER

A.C. mains 110/250 v. Size 101in. x 611n. 0
21in. Incorporating 6 valves, H.F. pen., 2
triodes, 2 output pens., and rectifier. For use
with all makes and types of pick-up and mike,
Negative feed back. Two inputs, mike and gram.,
and controls for same. Separate controls for Baas
and Treble Ott. For we with Std. or L.P. records,
musical instruments such as Guitars, etc.

£4.19.6 Plus P. & P. 7/6.

Or 20/- deposit. Pars P. & P. 7/6 and 4 monthly paynicnts, of 23'-.

PLAYER CABINET
Finished in 2 -tone leatherette. will take D.S.R. OAS,

with mom for amplifier and Tin. x 4in speaker.

Overall size 15110. x 131in. x

£2.19.6

COLLARO
MIXER

4 -SPEED
AUTOMATIC

Model 447. Type - 0 - Pick-up, size 12in
131in. Minimum clearance above baseboard
5in., below 2/in., 10 records. A.C. mains 200-251.
v. Turnover crystal head. BRAND NEW
Fully guaranteed

£811916Cash

Pins P & P

13 CHANNEL
TUNER

34 to 38 Meis. complete with PC1080 and
PCC84. These have been removed iron,
chassis.

23/. complete with knob&
P. A P. 3/6 extra.

16-19. Mcis complete with knobs less valve,
13/- Plus P A P. 2/.3

CHANGER

AC/DC POCKET MULTI -METER KIT
Comprising Iin. Moving cub meter, .4. 1,,
hinted A.C./D.C. volts, ohms and milli:Imps.
Voltage range A.C.ID.C. 0-50, 0-100, 0-240, 0500.
5fIlliamps. 0-10, 0-100. Ohms range, 0-10,000.
Front panel, range switch, wire -wound pot
(for ohms zero setting). toggle switch, resistors
and rectifier. Basic movement, 2 InA. In grey
hammer finish case.

19/6 Flu'P. & P. 1/6
Built and tested

7/8 extra.
Point to point wiring diagram 1/- free with kit.

6 watt PUSH-PULL
AMPLIFIER

A.C. mains 220/250 v. incorporating 4 valves and metal rectifier, 2 inputs, high and low,
and controls for same. Separate controls for Bass and Treble lift. Size of chassis
llin. x 41in. x Olin

59'6 Plus
P. & P. 5/-

4 WAVE BAND COIL UNIT
Complete with tuning condenser. Separate mo-
tions for short wave. Coverage 10-21 m., 21-45 m.,
44-100 m., and 190-545 m. 1.F. 970 Ku, BRAND
NEW, by famous manufacturer. Completely
assembied on sub-chassia 19in Plan
With circuit diagram. I. P. A P 313.

CONSTRUCTORS'

PORTABLE PARCEL
Comprising case. cnassis. top plate, scale, Sin. P.M
speaker with O.P. trans., twin gang, 2 470 KO,
I.F.s., trimmers, four valve holders, wavechange
switch and volume control with switch.

39/6 Plus 2/6 Postage and. pack in,

LINE E.H.T. TRANSFORMER
By famous manufacturer. 14 Kv Complete will built -u, Om and widt8 contents.
Windinst for EY51 Rectifier 19/6 Plus

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
All with tapped primaries 200-250 volts.

9-160, 180, 200 v., 60 ma., 6.3 v. 2 mans. MAI. 320-0-320 v. 75 ma., 6.3 v., 2.5 arni,
S v., 2 amp., 10/6. Postage and packing on the shoes 31 -

RADIO AND T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD.
23, ACTON HIGH STREET, LONDON, W.3
GOOD, NOT DESPATCHED OUTS,DE U K. ALL ENQUIRIES S.A.E.

TERMS OF BUSINESS C.W.0
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SOUND POWER TELEPHONE UNIT.
No batteries required. Fitted with neon
indicator lamp and high pitched buzzer,
operated by built-in generator. Entirely
self-contained, ex Admiralty. Rebuilt and
guaranteed working. Effective up to half a
mile, waterproof.
E3 Unit or E5/17/6 pr. Carr. 716. Master Units
to take five extensions also available E4 each.

SOUND POWER TELEPHONE HAND-
SETS. New, 17/6 each. P. & P. 2/-.

TELEPHONE SETS TYPE F. Portable
celephcnes each in an individual carrying
case containing telephone handset, telephone
unit, ringer, bells and complete with long -
life batteries. Each set perfect, tested, guar-
anteed working. Each pair supplied with
100ft. telephone cable. Has a range of up
to 5 miles, ideal for factories, building sites,
farms, etc.
Price E7/10/- per pair. Carr. England 9/6.

AERIAL AS ILLUSTRATED. Ideal
for Car. Overall length 33in., khaki,
with flexible shaft which enables the
aerial to be fixed firmly:in any position.
Price 8/6, plus P. & P. 1/6.

NEW WIRE WOUND RHEOSTAT
ON CERAMIC. 58 ohms, 50 watt,
complete with instrument knob Price
8!6. P. & P. 1/6.

HIGH SPEED RELAY. Siemens, two
bobbins 1,000 ohms each. New, 10/6
each. P. & P . 1/-.

U.S.A. 27 -volt 4 -pole CHANGE-
OVER RELAYS. Brand new and boxed,
5/6 each. P. & P. 6d.

PACKARD BELL RELAYS. 12/24 volt,
650 ohms coil, 2 pole changeover, 1.5
amp. contacts. Brand new. Price 5/6
each. P. & P. 6d.

FVERSHED AND WGI:OLES. Circuit test,rg
Ohms Meter, pattern " S "
complete with testing prods,
inst. book, etc. Two ranges:
0-3 and 0-30 ohms. Brand
new, guaranteed perfect, as
illus. Offered at Traction of
maker's price. E4117/6 each.
P. & P. 2/6.
EVERSHED AND VIG-
HOLES " Wee Megger "
SOO volt in leather case.
Guaranteed perfect. Price
E13/15/-. P. & P. 2/6.
TRIPLE RANGE VOLT-
METER, 0-5 25-250 V. D.C.
(1/C 31in. meter 3in, scale,
mounted in bakelite carrying
case 71in. x 41in. x 3in. com-
plete with handle and test
leads. 27:6 each. P. & P. 2/-.

WHEATSTONE BRIDGE UNIT. 4 -stud switches
0-10, 0-100 ohms, galvanometer centre zero, F.S.D.
2.5 mA. In oak carrying case 16 x 71 x 6in., 40/. each.
P. & P. 3/6.

AUTO TRANSFORMERS, step up, step down, 110-
200-220-210 v. Fully shrouded. New.
300 watt type E2/2/- each. P. & P. 2/6. 500 watt type
E3/3/- each. P. & P. 3/9. 1,000 watt type E4,41- each
P. & P. 6/6. Also 60 watts, 19/6 each. Plus P. & P. 2/-

12 v. D.C. AMPLIFIER, as new, for operation on 12 v.
car battery, 10 watts undistorted output, with 6L6 valves
in push-pull. Mike/Gram input, tapped output 71, 15,
62, 100, 250 or 500 ohms. E12/10/- each. Carr. 151,

TRUVOX LOUD
HAILERS, brand new com-
plete with transformer and
condenser. Impedance 71
ohms. Handling capacity
8 watts. Ideal for speech.
Price: 18:6. P. & P. 3/6

Pair 42/- postage paid.

METERS BRAND NEW
GUARANTEED PERFECT

Charging Types
21 amp. DC M.I. 2in. fl. rnd. 7/6
5 amp. D.C. M.I. 21in. fl. rnd. 11/6
71in. D.C. M.I. 31in. proi. rnd. 12/6
9 amp. 'D.C. Hot Wire W.R.

2/in. fl. rnd 6/6

Voltmeters '

12 v. D.C. N.C. 21in. pro). rnd.
20 V. D.C. M.C. 2in. fl. sq
25 Volt D.C. M.C. 2in. fl. rnd
30 Volt M.1. 3in. proj. rnd
40 Volt M.C. 2in. fl. sq
250 Volt A.G. rectified moving

coil linear scale 31in. fl. rnd.
300 Volt A.C. M.I. 21in. fl. rnd.
400 Volt A.C. M.I. 41in. fl. rnd.

8/6
9/6
7/6

10/6
9/6

35/--
22/-.
35/-

Milliammeters
5 mA. M.C. 2in. fl. sq 12/6
30 mA. M.C. 21in. fl. rnd 9,'6
50 mA. M.C. 2in. fl. sq 8/6
200 mA. M.G. 21in. fl. rnd. 9/6
500 mA. M.G. 21in. fl. rnd. 9/6
0-I mA FLUSH MOUNTING

PULLEN N.C. METER, 4"x
CORRECTLY CALIBRATED 57/6

Thermo -coupled
350 mA. 2in. rnd. plug-in 3/6
500 mA. 2in. rnd. plug-in 3/6

POSTAGE ON ALL METERS 1/-.

MIDGET ROTARY TRANSFORM-
ERS. 21in. dia. x 41in. Input 11.5 volt.
Output 310/365 volts at 30 mA. Brand
new. 12/6 each. P. & P. 1/6.

DYNAMOTOR (Rotary Conver-
tor). 6 volt in, 250 volt out at 100 rnA,
ex new equipment. 251- each. P. & P. 3/ -

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS made
by Delco. Input: dual voltage 12 or 24 v.
Output: 265 v. 120 mA., 500 v. 26 mA.
Price 27/6 each. P. & P. 3/6.

SPRING LOADED FUSED TEST
PRODS, complete with wire leads and
spade terminals. Price 4/6 per pair. P. & P.

MUIRHEAD VERNIER DRIVE.
Scaled 0-180 degrees, ratio 31/I, dia.
3in., as fitted to R.F.26 units. Complete
with lampholder. In manufacturers'
original packing. New, 8/6 each. P.

& P. 1/6.

ROTARY CONVERTER. Input 12 v. D.C. Output MINIATURE BUZZER twin coil 41/6volt
nickel plated, new. Price 4:6 P. & P.

230 v. A.C. 150 watts, 50 cycles. Built in a wooden 6,1

case and fitted with a voltage control, slider resistance,
NEW 10 watt DUAL VOLUME CON- switch, plugs and A.G. mains output meter. Tested,
TROL. 25 ohms, plus 25 ohms. 76 each, guaranteed perfect working order. Price E9/19/9. Carr. L.F. CHOKE FOR AR88. Fully shroud -
P. & P. 1/6. 1 !oh. ed, new. 10/6. P. & P. 2/-.

SERVICE TRADING COMPANY -+
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MINIATURE
UNISELECTOR
SWITCH, two
banks of ten plus
home contacts, one
bank continuous of
normal. 30 ohms
coil for 24 volt
operation. Brand
new, manufac-
turer's packing.
Price 22/6 each.
P. & P. 2/6. Illus-
trations above and
below.

NEW CAR-
PENTER'S
TYPE POLAR-
ISED RELAYS.
2 x9. 500 turns at
1,685 ohms.
Price 22/6 ea.
P. & P. II-.

MINIATURE MOVING COIL DIFFER-
ENTIAL RELAY. Two coils 350 ohms each.

Operating current
minimum 140 micro -
amp, nominal 400

1 microamp, maxi-
mum 8 milliamp.
One pole two way,
or, centre stable.

Two way contact current 100 mA at 50 V A.C.
or D.C. Size If x I x ;in. Price: 22/6 each.

csr

4',1+

VENNER 8 -day
clockwork Time
Switch. Contacts

I amp. 230 volt.
24 hour phase, +
hour divisions,
allows setting for
one make and one
break to be made
every 24 hours,
complete with key.
Used but guaran-
teed perfect. Price
27/6 each. P. & P.
I/6.

200/250 v. A.G.
MOTORS. New
1/80 h.p., 2 drives,
direct 6,000 r.p.m.,
reduction 300
r.p.m. 22/6 each.
P. & P. 2/6.

MINIATURE
P.M. MOTOR
12/24 volt, re-
versible, Ifin.
dia. New Price
9/6 each. P.& P.
1/..

AIRCRAFT CINE CAMERA G4513 Mk. III,
fully modified, fitted
with f/3.5 triple an-
astigmatic lens, takes
25ft. of 16 mm. film,
fitted with 24 v.
motor. 16 exposures

per sec. Brand new, origins! packing f4/10/ -
each. P. & P. paid.

VARIABLE VOL-
TAGE TRANS-
FORMERS, as il-
lustrated above.
Brand new in manu-
facturers original
cases. Input 230 -volt
A.C., output variable
from 0 to 270 volt
at 9 amperes. Price
EIS each, plus carr.
12/6.

NEW UNCHARGED UNFILLED
VOLT ACCUMULATOR 9 ampere
unspillable plastic
cases. Comprises
6 x 2 volt separate
cells connected by
terminal strips. 6 x
5f x 4fin. over ter-
minals. Price 19/-,
plus P. & P. 2/9.
Wooden carrying
case for same with lid
and strap price 3/6.

12
in

MUIRHEAD PRECIS
SION, 4 bank, I pole, 24
position Stud Switch. Heavy
duty contacts, brand new,
original boxes. Price 17/6
each. P. & P. II-.

CERAMIC PRE-
CISION SWITCH

2 pole, 6 way, 4 banks.
New in manufacturers'
boxes. Price 10/6 each.
P. & P. 1/6.

or, -rat

20 WAY STRIP containing standard Post Office
telephone Jack Sockets, overall size II x 3f x
fin. New. Price 15/- each. P. & P. 1/6.
10 WAY STRIP standard Post Office telephone
Jack Sockets spacing allowing Igranic Jack
Plugs. New. Price 10/.. P. & P. 1/6.

LATEST MOST
MODERN TYPE

OF EX W.D.
MINIATURE

HEADPHONES
as illustrated. Brand
new, low impedance.
Price: 1016 plus
P. & P. 116,

NEW MOVING
COIL HEAD
SETS, complete
with Tannoy carbon
hand microphone, with plug suitable for No
19 set. Price: 12/6 each, plus P. & P. 21-.

HEADPHONES 4.000 ohms, imported, new
Price 15/-.

MICROPHONES-NEW, throat, British,
Magnetic. 4/6. P. & P. It-.

CHARGING TRANSFORMER 4 amp, 230
volt (tapped primary) fully shrouded 'or 6 & 12
volt charging. Price: 12/6 P. & P. 2/6.

MARCHING COMPASS Mk. I. Brand New
ex W.D. Price 14/6 P. & P. 11-.

NEW GALVA-
N 0 M ETERS
solid brass, Sin.
dial, in polished
wooden case. 70
degree scale, 35
mA either side.
100 ohm coil. Price
12/6 each P. & P.
1/6.

PLATE TRANS-
FORMER of very
best U.S.A. make,
brand new, orig-
inal manufacturer's
cases. Input tapped
at 190/210/230/250

I V. Output 2250-0-
! 2250, centre tap-

ped 400 mA. Nett
weight 761b., size
I3in. x 9in. x 6fin.
Price L6/10/- each.
plus carr. If*

TWELVE
PLATE F.W.
BRIDGE CON-
NECTED REC-
TIFIER mounted
on 200/250 volt
A.C. input trans-
former. Output
36/40 volt D.C. at
1.2 amps. New,
perfect. Price
16/6. P. & P. 3/6.

L.T. TRANS
FORMER, input
230 V. Output
50 V. 50 amp.
Adjustable by reg-
ulator switch on
primary Steel case
with mains switch.
Will take 100",,
overload. Weight
ISO lbs. Wound at
800 amps per sq
inch. Brand new.
Price: EIS. Carr.
El.

BRAND NEW
SELENIUM FULL
WAVE BRIDGE
TYPE RECTI-
FIERS, in manufac-
turers' original pack-
ing. D.C. output 36
v. 10 amp., made up
of 12 x 110 mm. dia.
plates. These fitted
in cooling funnel
(removable), size

x 8in. x 4iin.
Price 45/-. P. & P.
3/3.

WE ARE EXPERTS AT OVERSEAS PACKING & SHIPPING !

SERVICE TRADING Co.

PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY : 9 Little Newport
Street, London, W.C.2. Tel : GER 0576

ALL MAIL ORDERS : (Early Closing Thursday)

47-49 High Street, Kingston -on -Thames
Telephone . KINgston 4585
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* FEATURES *

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE EASY NO
DEPOSIT, INTEREST FREE, DEFERRED
TERMS ON ALL GOODS -Send for details

T/V
WHILE STOCKS 1 et

LAST
y GNS

* Beautiful latest finish cabinet in contemporary style.
Covered and washable.

* Polished legs, I8in., optional extra for 25/-.
* I7in. BRITISH Rectangular Tube. Guaranteed

fully for 12 months.
* 12 channels. "Turret Tuned "-I.T.A./B.B.C. Extra

coils at only 7/6 a pair (with order).
* Chassis. 14 B.V.A. Valves. Salvaged but recon-

ditioned and guaranteed 3 months.

CASH PRICE
£1310/0

12 MONTHS'

FULL

GUARANTEE

REPLACEMENT

RE -BUILT

T/V TUBES

All sizes except 10in. Completely rebuilt gun
assembly new cathode, heaters, etc., giving
the high standard required for long picture
life, quality and value. Carr. & Ins. 15/6
OR Yours for 8/6 initial payment (plus
carr. & ins.) and 19 weekly payments
of 8/6.

* EXPRESS DESPATCH SERVICE *
Please 'phone to confirm tube in stock. Send
Telegraph Money Order. Tube despatched
Passenger Train same day. This service only
available with remittance by a Telegraph
Money Order and cash sales -not Terms

.H..1111.4119:,

5 valve superhet chassis
including 8in. P.M.

speaker and valves. Four control Iceobs (tone,
volume, tuning w/change switch). Four wave-
bands with position for gram p.u. and exten-
sion speaker, A.C. Ins. & carr. 516.

SUPER
CHASSIS

79'6

14" T.V. CHASSIS
TUBE 61. SPEAKER

liGNS
With I4in. Rectangular Tube. 12 months'
guarantee on Tube, 3 months' guarantee on
chassis and valves. Chassis with tube and
speaker (less valves). II guineas. Complete
and working with valves and Turret Tuner.
17 gns. Ins. carr. (incl. Tube) 25/-.

T.V. CHASSIS AT
CLEARANCE PRICES

THE POPULAR 12in. OA
PLESSEY CHASSIS 'J..'

A bargain for anyone wanting to make up
their own T.V. at a very low cost. A chassis
in one unit. Less valves and tube. Chassis
size 12 141 . I lin. I.F.s 10.5-14 MO. Can
be adapted for a 12 channel Turret Tuner
and modified to take n larger tube Carr.
& Ins. 10/6.

GANG CONDENSERS 1/9

Salvage guaranteed. Standard size two gang,
.0003 and .0005. All Tested and guaranteed.
P. & P. I,'3.

SOLO
SOLDERING
TOOL 12'6
110 v., 6 v. or 12
v. (special adap-
tor for 200/240 v.
10/- extra). Automatic solder feed including
a 20ft. reel of Ersin 60/40 solder and spare
parts. It is a tool for electronic soldering or
car wiring. Revolutionary in design. Instantly
ready for use and cannot burn. In light metal
case with full instructions for use. Post 3/6.

FAMILY RADIO 99/6
Five valve (octal) superhet. A.C. 3 wave-
band and gram position. 4 controls. Modern
attractive cabinet size 15/ 18 10fin. in
cream and brown. Carr. & Ins. 8/6.

DUKE & CO. I

HOME
RADIO

79,6
A.C./D.C. Uni-
versal mains 5

valve octal super -
het 3 waveband receiver can be adapted to
gram p.u. In attractive wooden cabinet. 9/
18f 11 lin. his. carr. 4/6.

CHASSIS 1/ -
Six or eight valve latest type midget valve
design for A.M. or F.M. Brand new. Cad-
mium plated. Size 12+ 7/ 2' -,in. P. & P. 119.

RECTIFIERS 2/9
250 v. 100 m.a. Full or half wave. Salvage
guaranteed. Why hunt for those obsolete
rectifier valves when you can cheaply replace
with a modern selenium rectifier. P. & P. 1/3.

SOUND/VISION and I.F. STRIP 7/9

Plessey. U.'s 10.5 Mc/s sound. 14 Mc/s. vision.
8 valve -holders. Less valves. Size 81 5 4+in.
Circuit incl. The tuner unit plugs directly
into this chassis. P. & P. 2/6.

SOUND/VISION AND 1.F. STRIP 2/9
Salvaged. Complete sound and vision strip.
8 valve -holders. Less valves. LP's 16-19.5 Mc/s.
Size 81 4+ 4f in. Drawings free with order.
P. & P. 2/6.

SOUND/VISION AND I.F. STRIP 2/9

Salvaged. Superhet. 8 valve -holders. Less
valves. I.F.'s 7.25 Mc/s. sound. 10.75 Mt/s.
vision. Vision complete from input up to video
output. Sound complete from input to A.F.
amplifier. P. & P. 2/6.

INSULATING TAPE 1/6
75ft. of tape in sealed meta! container.
Post 9d.

R.F. E.H.T, COIL 7/9
7-10 kV. R.F. frequency approx. 22Kc/s.
Uses 6v6 or P61 as osc., suitable lor Ultra
Model V600, W700 and many other sets. or
replacing E.H.T. mains transformers. Ideal
when using a larger tube. Size 4+ 2in. dia.
Base: 4 4fin. Circuit drawings available with
order. P. & P. 2/6.

COLVERN PRESET POTENTIOMETERS
2/9

Brand new. 200 ohms. 10 K. and 20 K.
P. & P. 6d.

FOCUS MAGNET 9/9
Brand new. 38 mm. incorporating picture
shift control. P. & P. 1/3.

SCANNING COILS 10/6
Low impedance. 38 mm. Brand new.
P. & P. 1/3.

SCANNING COILS 15/9
Wide angle 90', 39 mm. Low impedance.
P. & P. 1/3.

13 CHANNEL TURRET TUNER 65/ -
Brand new. Well-known manufacturer.
38 MO. Complete with valves. .3 series
line up and channel coils, covering channels
I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9. Carr. and Ins. 3/6.

CO -AX CABLE 6d. yard.
Cut to any length. Good quality, 1/6 postage
on 20 yds.

T.V. AERIALS 23/6
For all I.T.A. channels. Outdoor or loft.
3 elements. P. & P. 2/6.

AERIALS 15/6
B.B.C. indoor type. Folded dipole with 121t.
Co -ax cable fitted. Post 1/9.

T.V. AERIALS 7/9
For all channels. Complete with co -ax cable.
For use indoors or in the loft. Postage 1/3.

CAR AERIALS 6/9
Whip antennae. Plated. 50in. long collapsing
to I lin. One hole fixing. Post V,

* TRANSFORMERS
HEATER

TRANSFORMER 12/9
12 volt at + amp. 0-200-250
volt primary. P. & P. 1/9.

HEATER TRANSFORMER 3/9
2-I Ratio auto transformer 2 volt at 1.4 amp.
primary, 4 volt secondary. P. & P. 1/9.

EY5I 7 KV. ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
5/9

I -I ratio. Suitable 6.3 tube as isolation trans-
former. P. & P. 1/9.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 3/9
Salvage guaranteed. Standard size. 2-5 ohms.
Matching pentode or tetrode. O.B. valve.
P. & P. 1/9.

FRAME OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 3/9
To match our low impedance scanning coils.
P. & P. 1/3.

TIME BASE 2/9
Containing scanning coils, line transformer, etc.
Less valves. Drawings free with order.
P. & P. 2/6.

POWER PACK AND AMPLIFIER 19/6
R.F. E.H.T. Not tested. Amplifier stage 6V6
with O.P. trans. 3 ohms. matching. Smoothed
H.T. 350 volt at 250 mA., 6.3 v. at 5 amp.,
22 v. at 3 amp. 6.3 v. at 4 amp. and 4 v. centre
tapped. Less valves. Drawings free. Size
141 8' . 7in. Ins., carr. 5/6.

POWER PACK AND AMPLIFIER 12/6
Output stage 6V6 with O.P. trans. 3 ohms.
choke. Smoothed H.T. 350 v. at 250 mA.,
6.3 v. at 5 amp., 22 v. at 3 amp., 6.3 v. at 4 amp..
and 4 v. centre tapped. Less valves. Ins..
carr. 5/6.
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HERE IS
UNREPEATABLE
VALUE !

RECORD
PLAYER
CABINET

R.P.6.

29'6
.gant cabinet, cloth covered in grey or red

with sunken control panel and speaker fret.
Size 13 17 8in. deep. Takes a B.S.R.
Monarch 4 -speed autochanger. 7 4in. ellip-
tical speaker and most of the modern portable
amplifiers. Carr. and Ins. 4/6.

RP7

SINGLE
PLAYER
CABINET

19/6
Smart cabinet. Size
141 12+ 6lin.
deep. Various
2 -tone colour
schemes with
white handle and

piping. Takes T.U.9 B.S.R. single player unit,
x 7in. elliptical speaker and amplifier D.I.

or D.2. Carr. and Ins. 4/6

WORLD'S
FINEST

AUTOCHANGER
U.A.8. B.S.R. MONARCH

4 - SPEED AUTOCHANGER
£6.19.6

U.A.12. LATEST B.S.R. MONARCH
4 -SPEED MIXER £6/19/6.
T.U.9. B.S.R. 4 -SPEED SINGLE PLAYER
89.6.
B.S.R. MONARCH 4 -SPEED STEREO
AUTOCHANGER E9/19/6.
COLLARO CON QUEST 4 -SPEED AUTO -
CHANGER £6/19/6.
COLLARO CONQUEST STEREO
AUTOCHANGER II GNS.

P. & P. on the above 5 6.

STEREOPHONIC CABINETS 99'6
Continental style cabinet including extra clip
on speaker. 15+X 10+ ' 24+in. deep. Takes
B.S.R. 4 -speed stereo autochanger. Printed
circuit amplifier. 8in. speaker. Carr. and
Ins. 12/6.

STEREOPHONIC AMPLIFIER 17119/6
12 months' guarantee.
Beautifully made for portable stereophonic
record players. Latest design with printed
circuit. Dimensions 3 51 9,' -in. A.G. only.
Mains isolated. Twin amplifiers each side giving
3-4 watts output. Incorporating ECL82 triode
pentode valve. Full tone, volume and balance
controls. Complete and ready to fit. Knobs
3/6 per set extra. P.P. and Ins. 4/6.

BAKELITE CABINETS
5/9

Brand new. Colour brown.
Attractive design. Size
12 7 51in. Ideal for
small receivers, converters,
etc. P. & P. 3/9.

RP2

69'6
A beautifully styled
cabinet. Made by a

famous manufacturer. In
polka dot cloth

141
with clipped lid
and carrying 4X-7-11
handle. Size

4 -speed Autochanger
and 4 7in. elliptical

deep. Will take
B.S.R. Monarch

16 141 81 in.

speaker and most of the
modern portable amplifiers

RP3

69'6
A delightful looking
cabinet 141 171 ,

81in. in 2 -tone
leatherette. Will
take a B.S.R.
Monarch 4 -speed
autochanger and
6+in. round speaker.
Carr. and Ins. 4/6.

RP4

79'6
Stylish cabinet by
famous manufac-
turer. Cloth covered
in contrasting
colours (red and
grey). Grilled front
controls panel. Size
15 19 81in.

deep. Beautifully made -a cabinet you can be
really proud of. Takes 4 -speed B.S.R. Auto -
changer. 61in. round or elliptical speaker.
Room for any amplifier of your own choice.
Carr. and Ins. 4/6.

Carr. and Ins. 4/6.

STURDY CASE 12'6

case to hold
P. & P. 2/6.

8+ 71 ' 31in. deep.
Covered in burgundy

and grey wash-
able Rexine.
Strong clasp.
hinges and
handle. Ideal
for Portable
Radio chassis
or Transistor

set. Can be adapted
as a record carrying

18 seven inch long-playing records.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SLIDE CASE 17 6
(List price £2 10 0)
Rexine covered. Size
8 12+ Y. 21in. deep.
Will hold 150 of those
expensive coloured
transparencies in num-
bered partitions. This
is the answer to that
aggravating search for
that particular photograph and will, of course,
keep them safe from damage. P. & P. 2/6.

B.S.R. FUL-FI CRYSTAL TURNOVER
CARTRIDGES 19/6
Brand new. Including sapphire needles for L.P.
and Standard, giving fullest range and finest
tone obtainable for any player. Can be fitted
to all standard pick-up arms. P. & P. 9d.

MOTOR BOARDS 2/6
For 4 -speed Autochangers. P. & P. 1/3.

* AMPLIFIERS *
12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

PORTABLE
AMPLIFIER
MK D1 596

Brand new. Latest design with printed circuit.
Dimensions 7 2+ Sin. A.C. only. Mains isolated
2-3 watts output. Incorporating EL84 as highgain output valve. Volume and tone controls.
Knobs 24 extra. P. & P. 3/6.

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER Mk. D.2 79/6
Printed circuit latest design. Dimensions
7 21 Sin.  A.C. only. Mains isolated 3-4 wattoutput. Incorporating the latest ECL82-triode pentode output valve giving higher
undistorted output. Volume and tone controls.
Knobs 2,4 extra. P. & P. 3/6.

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER Mk. D.3 89/6
De Luxe model. Printed circuit. Latest design.Dimensions 7 21 Sin. A.C. only. Mainsisolated. 3-4 watts output. Incorporating thelatest ECL82 triode pentode output valvegiving higher undistorted output. Volume,treble and bass control. Knobs 3/6 extra.P. & P. 3/6.

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER
Mk. D4 49.6
Brand new. By famous
manufacturer. Especially
built for portable record
players. Dimensions 4+
31 4in. A.C. only. 2
valves EL84 as high gain output valve. EZ80 as
rectifier. Volume and tone controls. Knobs
2/6 extra. P. & P. 3/6,

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER Mk. D.5 39/6
Simple circuit employing ECL80 triode pentode
output valve giving 2-3 watts output. A.G.only. Mains isolated. control for volume
and on/off switch and knob. P. & P. 3'6.

* IDEAL FOR STEREOPHONIC SOUND *

EXTENSION
SPEAKERS 19/9
Polished oak cabinet of
attractive appearance.
Fitted with 8in. P.M. speaker W.B. or
Goodmans of the highest quality. Standard
matching to any receiver (2-5 ohms). Switch
and flex included. Ins., carr. 3/6.
8in. P.M. Speakers
8/9. With 0.P. trans-
former fitted 10 -.
61" P.M. Speaker
12,6.

4x7" and 8x5" ellip-
tical speaker 19 6
Post 2,'9.

A" must for the build -your -own -tape -recorder
enthusiast: -

TAPE
RECORDER
CABINETS

19/6

Suitable for
the Truvox
Tape Record-
ing deck. Less
front cast speaker panel. Size 13+... 15 x 8kin.
deep. Detachable lid with compartment for
spare tape. Covered in green washable plastic
material. P.P. and Ins. 4/6.

DUKE & CO.
(Dept. C8) 621 3 ROMFORD RD.

MANOR PARK, E.12
Tel.: ILF 6001 3

CATALOGUE FREE UPON REQUEST
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C.R.T. ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS
For- Cathode Ray Tubes having, Heater Cathode short-
circuit and for C.R. Tubes with falling emission. Full
instructions supplied.
Type A. Low Leakage windings. Optiona' Boost 25",,
and 50%. Tapped mains primaries.

2 volt 12 6 each
4 volt ..... 12 6 each
6.3 volt .  12 6 each
10.8 volt .12 6 each
13.3 volt 12 6 each

OUR LATEST SUPERIOR PRODUCT. Type /O.
High Quality. Low capacity, 10:15 Pl.
Optional boost 25", 50",,, 75%. 16/6 each
Type B. Mains input. Low Capacity. Multi Output
2, 4, 6.3. 7.3, 10 and 13 volts. Optional boost 25" and
50'',.. Suitable for an Cathode Ray Tubes, 21 -.

RESISTORS. All preferred values, 20 10 ohms to 10
meg., w. 4d.: w., 4d.: 1 w., 6d.; 1'. w., 8d.: 2 w.. 1/..
HIGH STABILITY. 1, w., 1 , 2.-. Preferred values 1000
to 10 meg. Ditto 5%, 9d. to 5 meg., 10",,, 6d. to 10 meg.
5 watt -1 13

10 watt WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS 16
15 watt) 25 ohms 10,000 ohms 21-
15,000 ohms -50,000 ohms 5 w.. 1 9: 10 w. 2 3
WIRE -WOUND POTS, 3 w. WIHEWOUND POTS, 4 w.
Pre-set Min. T.V. Type Standard size Pots., 211 n.
Knurled Slotted knob. Spindle High Grade. All
All values 25 ohms to 25 K. Values 100 ohms to 50 K..
3 - ea.. 30 K., 50 K., 4. 8 6: 100 K., 7 6.
Ditto Carbon Track 30 K. W W EXT. SPEAKER
to 2 Meg., 3 -. CONTROL 104,31-.
0 P TRANSFORMERS. Heavy Duty 50 mA., 4 6. Multi -
ratio push-pull. 7 6. Miniature 3V4, etc., 4.6. Hygrade
Push-pull 10 watts, 15.6. MULLARD "510" 6k or 8k 30 -.
L.F. CHOKES 15 10H 60 65 ma., 5 -. 10H 85 ma. 10 6.
10.I 150 ma. 14 -.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 200 250 v. A.C.
STANDARD 250-0-250. 80 mA., 6.3 v. 3.5 a.

tapped 4 v. 4 a. Rectifier 6.3 v. 1 a., tapped, 5 v.
or 4 v.2 a. Ditto 350-0-350 22 6

MINIATURE 220 v. 20 mA., 6.3 v. 1 a. . 10 6
MIDGET, 250 v. 45 mA.. 6.3 v. 2 a 15 6
SMALL, 250-0-250 100 mA., 6.3 v. 3.5 a. 19 6
STANDARD. 250-0-250, 65 mA., 6.3 v. 3.5 a. 17 6
HEATER TRANS.. 6.3 v. IL a. 7 6. 3 amp. . 10 6
GENERAL PURPO,E, LOW VOLTAGE. Out ;. 4. 5.

o pi 17, 15 1'. 74 :old 30 v. at 2 4. 22 6

ALADDIN FORMERS and cores, :in. 8d.; Sin. 10d.
0.3in. FORMERS 5937.8 and Cans TV42. tin. sq. x 2
and ;in. sq. 1;m. 2 - complete with cores.
SLOW MOTION DRIVES. Epicyclic ratio 6 1, 2 3.
T YANA. Midget Soldering Iron. 40 w., 16 9.
REMPLOY INSTRUMENT IRON, 25 w.. 17 -.
MAINS DROPPERS. 3 1 in. Three Adj. Sliders, .3 Mt,.
750 ohms.. 4 3. .2 amp.. 1,000 ohms. 4 3.
LI.,11c, CORD. .3 amp.. 80 ohms, per foot, .2 amp., 100 ohms.
Pr, foot, 2 way, 6d. per foot. 3 way, 7d. tier loot.

1

CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Acos 6/6
Precision engineered. Size only I g )kin.

ACOS CRYSTAL DESK MIKE. Bargain. 35:-.

MIKE TRANSF. 511: i , 3 9 eg., 100: I Potted. 10 6.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM. ?lin. and 5in. 17 6.
nin. s tin. Itala. 18-. ,n,, My R.A. 21.-.
1001. >, ilin. 8.01a, 27 6. sin. Plessey 19 6-
6 tin II I, 18 6. 10in. R.A . 30 -.
HI Fl TWEETERS, 25 -. 121n. Plessey 30 -.
12in. Baker 15 wt. 3 ohm and 15 ohm models 105-.
SO n. Baker loam suspension 15 w. 15 ohm. £8.
12in. 15 ohm Pl,ssev 10 wt. 45

I.F. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair
469 Ire s. slue tuning miniature can 2i >, 1 x lin. High
Q and good bandwidth. By Pve Radio. Data sheet supplied.
Wearite M800 IS. Miniature 465 Irc s. 12,6 pair.
Wee rite 550 I.F. Standard 465 kc s. 12 6 pair.

CRYSTAL DIODE G.E.C. 2'-. GEX34, 4 -. 40 Circuits, 3'-.
H.R. HEADPHONES, 4.000 clams, brand new. 16 6 pair.
SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spout, 4,3 tin.
TWIN GANG CONDENSERS. 385 pf. Miniature. in.

1110., 10'-. .0005 Standard with trimmers,
9 -: less trimmers, 8 -. Midget, 7 6r Single 50 pf., 2.6:
103 pf., 150 p1., -. Solid Dielectric 100, 300, 500 p1., 3 6.
VALVE HOLDERS. Pa. int. Oct., 4d. EF50, EA50, 6d.
B12A, CRT, 16. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 6, 7 pin, 1,-.
MOULDED Mazda and Int. Oct. 6d., B7G, BOA, BOG, BSA,
9d. B70 with can, 1 6; B12A, 153. BOA with can. 2/6.
CERAMIC, EF50, 870, BOA, Oct., 1,-. B76 with can, 119.
SPEAKER FRET. Gold Cloth 11in. 25in., 5 - 25in.
35in. 10 - Tvgan 54in. wide, 10 - it. 117in. wide, 5.- ft.
Samples, S.A.E.
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES.
2 p. 2 -way, 3 p. 2 -way, short sp ndl- 246
5 p. 4 -way, 2 wafer, long spindle .. . 616
2 p. 6 -way, 4 p. 2 -way. 4 p. 3 -way, long spindle . 316

a. 4 -way, I p. 12 -way, long spindle
Wave change " MAKITS " 1 wafer. 8'6: 2 water, 12 6
3 wafer 16 -: 4 wafer 19 6; 5 wale, 23 -: 6 wafer 26 8
TOGGLE SWITCHES. S.P., 2 -: D.P. 3 6: D.P.D.T.. 4 -
MORSE KEYS, good quality. 2 6.
SUB -MINIATURE ELECTROLYTIC] 1-, v.1, I, 2, 4, 5, q
5, 50 natl. 3 -ash.

EDISWAN TRANSISTORS
JUNCTION TYPE P.N.P.

auaio x11102. f nq,il. ILE. X..11121 for 0,111,10,
liem, and output stages on freauency ehangersaml 1.1'.
to 250 inilliwatis in pugh- cot nil 4 II,;..
on I. 1015. 1. 18PRII 'IS PRIcE
Gottop Power V15:10P, up to 10W with heat sink 20 -.

WIRELESS WORLD

1059 RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
FINEST VALUE

THREE WAVEBANDS FIVE VALVES
S.W. 16 ai.---50 m. LATEST MULLARD
M.W. 200 m.-550 m. ECH81. EF89, EBC81,
LW. 800 tn.-2,000 m. EL84, EZ80.
12 month Guarantee. A.C. 200,250 v. 4 -way switch.
Short -Medium -Long -Gram. A.V.C. and Negative
Feedback. 4.2 watts. Chassis 131in. , 5 in. 2firt:
Glass Dial Size 10 y Cin. horizontal or vertical. 2 Pilot
Lamps. Four Knobs. Walnut or Ivory, aligned and
calibrated. Chassis isolated from mains.

BRAND NEW £9.10 . 0 Cm. 1 0
TERMS: Deposit £5 5 - and 5 monthly payments o' £1.
MATCHED SPEAKERS 8in., 17 6; 10in., 25 -: 12M.30 -

_L., GARRARD 4 -SPEED RECORD *A CHANGERS RC121/D MKII MODELS
Brand new and fully guaranteed 12 months.

AUDIO PERFECTION
Designed to play 16. 33, 45, 78 r.p.m. Records 7in.. 10in.,
12in. With plug-in NORMAL HEAD.

OUR PRICE £10.10.0 each. Post Free.

Optional Plug-in STEREO HEAD £2 extra.

* LATEST COLLAR(' *
HIGH FIDELITY AUTOCHANGER

KIT

c'...''' .. STUDIO '0'
-11,4:

--:-'-' ---- '.. it40qii; Pick-up
'*,''' "

L-7.., 4 Speeds -
10 Records

With Cabinet, Amplifier and Speaker

BRAND NEW £11 - 19 - 6
Core. 5,16.

B.S.R. MONARCH UA8 4 -SPEED
AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGERS

Brand new and fully guaranteed 12 months.
OUR PRICE £6.19.6 post free

STEREO MODELS UA8, £911916. UA12. £11 17 6.

AUTOCHANGER ACCESSORIES
Suitable player cabinets (uncut boards) ... 49/6
Amplifier player cabinets with cut boards 63/-
2 valve amplifier and 64in. speaker for above 72/6
3 valve amplifier and 6iin. speaker for above 95,' -

Wired and tested ready for use.

GARRARD 4 -SPEED SINGLE
RECORD PLAYER 4SP

£7.10s. I AUDIO PERFECTION I PITE
MODEL TA MK II LS - 10 ( Stereo Heads
MODEL 4 HF £18 1. a extra.

Teletron Transistor Pocket Radios
Designer's Specified Kits

COMPANION PRINTED CIRCUIT 3

Local station receiver kit, 44x3x I lin. £4.19.6
3 Mallard or Ediswan transistors: Details 6d.

Transidyne Superhet Six 6 x 4 x llin.
T.C.C. Printed Circuit, internal Ferrite aerial,
Rola loudspeaker, push-pull output. All parts,
cabinet and 6 Mallard or Ediswan transistors.

£11.19.6 Details 9d.
No surplus reject transistors supplied
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THE HI -GAIN BAND 3 PRF-AMP
Cascode circuit using Valve ECC84 I 7db
gain. Kit 29'6 less power; or 49:1 with
power pack kit. Plans only 6d.
Also Band I version same Prices.

Volume Controls 80 CABLE Coaxial
Midget size, Sem1-air spaced Pobdhen

Long spindle. Kuala, insieated lin. din. Still ncle
teed 1 year. All values core, Ideal Band HT Gd.
5 K. ohms up to 2 Meg.. Losses cut 50% ''''yd.

No Switch D.P. Sw
3- 99 FRINGE QUALITY

Linear or Log Tracks. AIRSPACED 5555 1 0 vd

COAXIAL PLUGS 1- LEAD SOCKETS
PANEL SOCKETS 1 - OUTLET BOXES 4 6
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per Yd. 64. 834 or 1034.
TWIN SCREENED BALANCED FEEDER 1 6 yd., SO ohm.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 30, 50, 70 p1.. 9d. 100 pt , 150 pl.,
1 3. 250, PL, 1 6. 600 pt., 750 pt., 1 9. Phillips, 1:- ea.

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 18 s.w.g. Plain, undrilled
with 4 sides, riveted corners and lattice fixing holes,
with 2i in. sides, 7 4in., 4 6: 9 7M., 5'9; 11 Tin.,
6 9: 13 9in., 8 6: 14 llin., 10 6 : 15 x14in., 12 6:
and 18 16 . 3in., 16 6.

BLACK CRACKLE PAINT. Air drying. 3.- tin.
P.V.C. CONN. WIRE, S colours, single or stranded, Pd. yd
NEON MAINS TESTER SCREWDRIVERS. 5.-.
CORED SOLDER RADIOGRADE 3 yds. 9d. 1lb. 2 6
PAXOLIN SHEET, Sin. 10in., 1 6. ION TRAPS 5 -.

" GEVAERT GEVASONOR"
50% Extra Long Play Plastic Tape,

1,700ft. 7in. Reel 35/-, 850ft. Sin. Reel 21/-.
SUPERIOR 1.2001t. 7in. Plastic Tape 741 -

Spare Regis Plastic, all sizes 3/- ea.
"INSTANT" Bulk Tape Eraser and Head Demag-

netiser; 200 250 v. A.C. 27/6
ENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE FLY BACK

VOLTAGES. K:1117 '2 kV., 5/-: K3/40 3.2 kV., 7'-: K3 45
1.6 kV. 7/6; N:00 r. 4 kV., 8/-: 1i3/100 6 kV.. 14.'6.

c.p.s. Voltage 30% of above.
MAINS TYPE. 6311. 125 v.. 60 nrA., 5/-; R1112. 100 m1.
6- EMS. 120 nIA., Ws: R314, 250 v. 275 m1. 161,
MINIATURE CONTACT COOLED RECTIFIERS, 250 V.
50 niA., 7:6; 611 niA., 81: 85 ImA, 9/6: 200 niA.. 21/-:
300 50,4., 27/6: Full Wove 120 ni A., 15",
COILS. Wearitc "F" type, 3/- each. Osmor 511,1,10,

"Q" type adi. dust core from 44- each. All ranee,.
TELETRON. 1.. and M. T.R.P. with reaction 3/6.
FERRITE RODS AERIALS. 31.W.. 819; 31, A I,.. 12,6.
T.R.F. COILS A1111" 7/- pair. H.F. CHOKES. 26.

JASON F.M. TUNER COIL SET. 26/-. H.F. coil. aerial
coil, Oscillator coil, two I.F tramformers 10.7 Mcfs..
Detector, transformer and heater, choke. Circuit Roil
component book using four 6AM0 2/6. Complete kit
with Jason Calibrated dial and 4 valves. £615i --
Mercury Switched F51 Tuner 5 valve Kit. £8 19 6.
Milliard 3-3 quality Ainnlifier. Wady hunt.. £7 17 6.

CONDENSERS. New Stock. .001 mid. 7 kV. T.C.C. 5 6
Ditto 20 kV., 9 6: 100 pf. to 500 pf. Micas, 6d., Tubule
500 v. .001 to .01 mid.. 9d.; .05 .1 1/-; .25 1 6: .5 1 9.
.1 350 v., 9d 0.1 mId., 2,000 v., 316; .001 mid., 2,000 v., 1.9
CERAMIC CORDS. 500 v., .3 pi, to .01 mfd., 9d.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. to% 5 pt. to 500 pi.. 1 -
600 pi. to 3.000 pi.. 1/3.
CLOSE TOLERANCE (-LI 0E11.5 pf. to 47 p1.. 1 6. DITTO
1.!0 50 pf. to 815 pr. 1/9: 1,000 pi. to 0.000 pf..

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES.
TUBULAR TUBULAR CAN TYPES

19.90 V. 2 - C4

0. 2/3 100/25 v. 2 - 19 500 1. 4 -
41450 v. 243 25005 r. 1 - .42 :150 v 4 -
8,450 v. 2'3 500/12 v. a- 100 270 V. .5 8
8/500 v. 2/0 8-48%450 v. 4:8 2,500.3 v. 4 -
161430 v 3:6 8+ 91500 v. 5/- 6.00010 v. 5 -
161500 v 41- 8+ 16/400 v. 6/- 0+101500 v. 7 -
:121450 v. 5/8 8+16'500 v. 516 32+32/350 v. 4 6
20/25 v. 1/9 16+16/450 v. 5/6 50+50/350 v. 7 -

16 +1(S/500 5.6/- 64+1201350v. 116
50 50 v. 2)- 32+1121350v.4/6 1004 200 275,12 6
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. 2. 6 9,
I,' v. 11 amp.. 8/9: X a. 11/3: 4 a. 1726: ;i. 22'6.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tamp -:1 input 200 250 s

1/ a charging at 2, 6 or 12,. 1 a., 1546;2x, 17.6:4:,.,22617 6/ 4 a., 22 6
Its circuit free. AMPMETERS, I 0. and 5 a.. 14 6

NEW and boxed VALVES 90 -day g....te,
IRS 8,66L60 10/6 EA50 1,6 1,1Y5L 12'6
195 8/6 6N711 716 EARCSO 10.6 KZ81 8 6
114 813 6Q70 10/6 ER91 6.6 HABC60 12 6
212 2/6 68470 10/6 EBC:13 846 HVR2A 7 6
384 816 60.175110,6 EBC41 10/6 MCI1 10 
3V4 816 66317 8)6 ERF80 1016 P81 6 6
5174 816 6vlic: 7/6 ECC84 12/6 Per'84 126
513 816 5X4 7/6 ECF60 11/e reFso 11 £
524 10/6 6X5 7'6 ECH42 10/P PCF87 11 6
GA316 816 12.16 8/6 E801,80 124 PC1,82 11 6
GBE6 7/8 12417 10/6 ECI.82 1216 PEN21. 66
6BH6 10/6 12,1137 9/6 EF39 7/6 PL82 10 6
tiEw6 10/6 12AX7 9/6 EF41 1016 PY011 8 6
oillt; 716 12BA6 016 EF50 5/6 I1Y91 10
tiFfiC 7/6 12RIN u/ F,F5C 1 .. /p. l'Y92 8 6
61160T 316 121k i 8/6 1 I '''''' 91'01 5 6
;.1531 6i6 12Q7 8/6 EF60 10/6 1.ilitC1 I 10 6

.;.151 756 1510 916 EF92 5,6 UCH42 10 6
6.170 8/6 x524 9/6 EL,2 5,6 CF.11 10 6
.;1021T 6/6 90 10/6 E1,8+ 10 P 111,41 10 6
o1(744 5)6907 ere EZ40 0 6 11 V.41 86
,iist: 8 6 .1:14 1'6 E280 8/6' c2., 10 6

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 3S'vflu'lifTLEYCIFIOYDSDREOEti6,
pOSTAL cERV/CE 1/-, OVER L2 FREE. C.O.D. ('6 (EXPORT C.W.O. POST EXTRA.) Wei. I p.m. Catalogue I 6. THO. 1655. Bunco 133 or 6E
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CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR No. 10

ONLY £2.19.6

A superb Crystal Controlled
Wavemeter just released by
the Ministry of Supply. Has
directly calibrated dial for
nominal coverage of 1.5-
10.0 Mc/s. but may actually
be used from 500 KO. up
to 30 Mc/s. Complete with
500 Kc/s. Crystal, 2 valves
type IT4, I of IRS and I of
CV286 (Neon Stabiliser),
and Instruction Book. Size

7ins. x 7+ins. x 4ins., weight
5Ibs. Used but in first class
condition.

(Carriage 3/6)
RCA AR 88 RECEIVERS. Re -con-
ditioned and in perfect working order.
" LF " Model, covers 75-140 kcs. and
1.2-30 rocs., ONLY £50. " D " Model,
covers 500 Kc/s-3I Mc/s, ONLY £55
(Carriage etc., 25/-).

POWER UNITS TYPE 234: Primer
200/250 v. 50 cycles. Outputs of 250 v.
100 mA., and 6.3 v. 4 amps. Fitted double
smoothing. For normal rack mounting
(or bench use) having grey front panel
size I9in. x 7in. BRAND NEW.
ONLY 59/6 (carriage etc., 7/6).

MARCONI SIGNAL GENERATOR
TF-517-F/ I. Cower 10-18 Mc/s., 33-58
Mc/s. and 150-300 Mc/s. In good, used
condition, with charts. Checked before
despatch. Complete with power pack
for normal A.C. mains. ONLY L12/10/ -
(carriage etc., 20/-).

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Normal
Primaries 250-0-250 v. 80 mA. 6.3 v.
3 a., 4 v. 4 a. 0-4-5 v. 2 a., 20/-; 350-0-
350 v. 80 mA., 6.3 v. 3.5 a., 4 v. 4 a.,
0-4-5 v. 2 a., 20/-; 0-30 v. 2 a., tapped
to give 13 different voltages, 20/-.

EHT TRANSFORMERS. 5.5 kV.
(Rect.) with 2 v. I a., 79/6. 7 kV.
(Rent.) with 2 v. I a., 89/6. 2.5 kV.
(Rent.) with 2-0-2 v. 1.1 a., 2-0-2 v.
2 a. (for VCR 97 tube etc.), 42/6
(postage 2/- per trans.).

HIGH FREQUENCY A.C. VOLTMETER
A First Grade Moving Iron
Instrument with bins. Mirror
Scale, reading up to 150

Volts A.C.at 400 and 1,200-
2,400 Cycles. In substantial
Oak case with removable
lid, overall size 8+ins. x13+ins.
x 51ins. Recently made for
the Air Ministry, by Everett
Edgcumbe and in perfect
order. Brand New and
Unused. ONLY L7/10/0.
Can be supplied modified
for 50 cycles, use either
0-150 or 0-300 volts, 20/ -
extra.

TCS TRANSMITTERS
These magnificent American units cover 1.5-12.0 Mc/s in
3 switched bands. Complete with 7 'valves; 3 of 12A6 0,c.;
1625 Buffer; 2 of 1625 PA; 1625 VFO. Provision for Crystal
Control, C.W. or R.T. Has Plate and Aerial Current Meters.
New Condition internally, but externally store soiled.
ONLY £7/19/6 (carr. etc. 15/4

OSCILLOSCOPE UNIT
This Ministry of Supply Monitor 61 is a First Grade Synchros-
cope, readily convertible to a General Purpose Oscilloscope.
Employs 3+ ins. CRT type VCR 138A, and built in Mains
Power Unit for 115/230 volts nominal. Very modern design.
Full modification data supplied. Size 10+ins. x 12+ins. x I9in.
Condition as new. ONLY £7/19/6 (carr. etc. 15/-).

F.S.D.
25 1111C10.111.11, I).)
25 mieniamps D.C.
50 miensimps D.C.
50 microamps D.C.

1 mA. D.C.
1 mA. 11.C.

I inA.
150 tnA. D.C.
209 suA. D.C.
20 :imps. D.C.
40 amps. D.C.

I5'8-15 amps. D.C.
300 volt,/ A.C.
300 nude

METERS
SIZE AND TYPE

21111. F uch circular
2lin. Proj. circular
2lin. F ush circular

F ush circular
Sin. Fl sh square
2:in. F will circular

F 'Ash circular
2iu. Fix sh square

F ush circular
tin. Pr I. circular
2in. Proj. circular

F ush square
Fitch circular

21in. Flush circular

PRICE
69 6
59.6
59 6
80 -
22 6
25 -
50'-
7.6

12,6
76
76

25 -
25 -
25 -

AVOMETER MODEL 40
Just purchased from the Ministry of Supply, these farina Test Sfet/4are a " snip " for anyone requiring a First -Grade Instrument. Thu overall size

x ((fin, x Ulu., indication being given on a Sin. Mirror Scale. Thoroughly
overhauled and complete with heavy Leather Carrying Case, Batteries and lush u/-
tions, Provides 40 ranges of Current. Voltage and Resistance, as follows:

D.C. A.C. D.C. A.C.
VOLTAGE VOLTAGE CURRENT CURRENT

60 niV. 6 V. mA 6 mA.
120 mV. 12 V. 6 mA. 12 mV.

600 my. 60 V. 12 mA. 60 mA.
1.2 V. 120 V. 60 mA. 120 mA.
6 V. 240 V. 120 mA. 000 mA.
12 V. 480 V. 600 mA. 1.1 A.
flO V. 600 V. 1.2 A. 6 A.

120 V. 1200 V. 6 A. 12 A.
240 V 12 A.
480 V. Resistance
ium V 1,000 Ohms

121,11 C 10.000 Ohms
100,000 Ohms

ONLY £10.19.6 (Carriage 5/6)

AMERICAN RECEIVER R45/ARR7
Has 6 switched Bands covering 550
Kc/s-42 Mc/s. Valve line up 4 of
6SK7 2 of 6SA7, I ea. 6H6, 6SQ7,
6.15, 68A7, 6V6GT, OD3/VRI50, 2
stages of RF & 2 of IF. Controls include
"5" Meter, RF Gain, BFO, Audio
Gain, Pitch, Automatic Noise Limiter,
AVC, Phasing, and Selectivity Control
for Xtal or IF Adjustment to " Broad -
Medium -Sharp." Output to Phones,
but more than ample for Speaker.
Exceedingly fine Vernier Tuning, with
directly calibrated dial of tremendous
scale length. Also incorporates 24 v.
Motor for driving unique pre-set
Tuning Device. Power Supply required
6 v. & 250 v. D.C. Size 10+in. x x
20in. BRAND NEW AND UNUSED.
ONLY E42/10/- (carriage etc., 20/4
AIRBORNE TRANSMITTER RE-
CEIVER TYPE 1986. A Mobile 10
Channel Crystal Controlled V.H.F.
TX/RX covering 124.4/156 Mc/s. I.F.
Bandwidth 23 Kc/s. Complete (less
external attachments) in metal case,
with all valves and 24 volts Rotary
Power Unit. Used, but in first class
condition, with circuit. ONLY
£6/19/6 (carriage etc., 10/6).
0-I mA DESK METER. A ['sins.
Flush Circular 0-I mA. Meter mounted
in bench stand with sloping panel for
easy reading. Fitted with terminals.
Brand New and Unused. ONLY 30/ -
(post etc. 2/6).

AMPLIFIER N24

Manufactured for the Admiralty in 11152 by Burndept, this utilises 4 valves 1 each
5Z4G, 6V60, 6J70, 6.150, and high quality components such as " C " Core Trans-
formers and Block Paper Smoothing Condensers. Has A.C. Stains Pack for nominal
110:230 volts. Provision for 600 ohms or High Impedance Input, and has Output
to 600 ohm Line. For normal use only requires changing Ontput Transformer. Can
Le used for Speech or Music, giving High Quality Reproduction. Output approxi-
mately 4 watts. Enclosed In metal rase, and designed for Standard 19in. Rack
Mounting, having grey front panel size loin. x iin. with Chromium Handles. All
connections to rear panel front having " On/Off " Switch, Gain Control, Indicator
LighL,Fue3s and Valves Inspeetiou Panel. BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S PACKING.
ONLY 24'91 (carriage 10'61.

Cash with order please, and print name and address clearly
PLEASE ADD POSTAGE OR CARRIAGE COSTS ON ALL ITEMS

HARRIS ELECTRONICS
(LONDON) LTD.

Radio Corner, 138 Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1 Phone: TERMINUS 7937
Open until I p.m. Saturdays. We are 2 mins. from High Holborn (Chancery Lane Station) and 5 mins. by bus fro--- King's Cross
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U.S.A. COMMUNICATION RECEIVER
Undoubtedly the finest Communication Receiver ever produced for the American Military Services.
The B.C. 312 is a 9 -valve multi -band superhet receiver, covering 1.5 to 18 Mc!,, employing metal
valves throughout. Designed for the reception of C.W., M.C.W. and voice. Incorporates either
automatic or manual volume control, two stages of R.F. amplification, 1st detector (mixer), two
stages of I.F. amplification, combined 2nd detector and 1st stage of audio frequency amplification and
a separate stage of audio frequency and using a separate high frequency oscillator and a separate
C.W. beat oscillator. I.F. frequency 470 Kc/s. Sensitivity 0.5-1.5 pv for 100 mW out. Crystal filter.
Internal power supply. Power requirements 12 volts D.C.
Panel Controls: cycle variation in resultant beat ire -

I. 2 calibrated tuning dials: fast tuning (25-I quency.
reduction). Vernier tuning (90-1 reduc- 6. Volume control.
tion). 7. Two aerial posts, I normal and I shielded.

2. Wavechange switch. 8. Pilot lamp dimmer.
3. Off M.V.C. and A.V.C. switch. 8. Send/receive switch.
4. Antenna alignment, permits tuning a 50- 10. Front panel fuses.

200 micro microfarad aerial to resonance. II. Panel jacks: key, mike, speaker, two Size
5. C.W. oscillator and separate C.W. os- phones.

cillator adjuster, which allows 4,000 12. Power input socket (12 volts).

U.S.A. DYNAMOTORS manufactured
by EICOR. Input 12 v., output 400 v. at

180 ma. Size 7 x I

4 x 4+in. Brand
new 45/-.
Same as above,

18 rx 10x91".
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BC312(

PORTABLE TELEPHONES
No more
need to
shout or run
about! Just
use our

output 250 v. at
100 mA. Size 5+ A.G., ditto D.C.;TEST METERtelephonex 3 x 3+in., 30/-. 0-1 K., 0-1 meg- set with
P. & P. 3/6 on r ohm; 400 Micro- hand set and
each. A., 12 M.A., 300 built-in ringer, etc. They're light.

D.M.34. America's finest little dyna- M.A.; -CO to compact, simple to operate, and will last
motor offering 12 v. in with 220 v. out no less than a lifetime. Guaranteed to
at 80 mA. With suppression and smooth -

-1-64 DB 5 ranges

ing mounting base. Size 4+ x 24 x 21in.
Original packing. Only 35/-. P. & P. 3/6.
6 -VOLT VIBRATOR PACK. Input
230 v., output at 100 mA, complete
4 -pin vibrator, OZ4 rectifier. Fully
smoothed. 25/- each. P. & P. 3/6.
VARIAC TRANSFORMERS. Input
230 volts. Output 0-240 volts, 5 amps.,
fully variable. Brand new, only
carr. 12/6.
R.I07 RECEIVERS. 1.2-17.5 Mc/s.
100-250 volts A.C. and 12 v. D.C. imput
Fully guaranteed at E13/10/-, carr. 20/-.
WESTINGHOUSE J.50 PENCIL
RECTIFIERS. 500 v. 5 mA., 3/6. P. &
P. 1/-.
4Ft. Bin. U.S.A. TELESCOPIC CAR
AERIALS. Heavily chromium plated,
rustproof, rattleproof. Complete with
lead and standard plug. ONLY 27/6
post paid.
MICROPHONES - BRAND NEW.
Throat magnetic 4/6; No. 8 carbon with
switch 6/6; No. 7 moving coil 6/6. Tannoy
power mikes only 5/-.
PORTABLE 6 V. ACCUMULATORS
Brand new, 40 A.M. Complete in steel
carrying case with handle and output
terminal. Size 10in. x 9in. x 5in.
ONLY 45/-. Carr. 7/6.
CONTROL BOX B C. 602. Complete
push-button control box. 4 position and
on/off, with dual coloured indicator for
instantchannel
check, in black
crackle case,
5+ x 3+ x
Bargain price,
5/- ea. P. & P.
1/6. Two for
8/-. P. & P. 2/6.

Offered complete with instruc- E25/10/0
i

tion book and fully guaranteed

-ato-nly --- ..-.- CARR. 20/- -..---11i--...
Multi range. 6/30/ I

PaKET 120130011,200 v.

LIST PRICE
E6 . 19.6
OUR PRICE
E4 . 15 . 0

Saving You

a . 4 . 6

-3in. x 4+in. x
Ilin. Large clear
dial, leads.
Our price E4/15.
Plus P. & P. 2/6,

solve any communication problem up to
3 miles. Brand new, complete and ready
for immediate use. ONLY per
pair. Carr. 5/-.
AMERICAN LIGHTWEIGHT HEAD
SET. They're High and Low impedance
These H.S.30 phones

U.S.A. TRANSMITTER B.C.625 are the smallest used
Covering 100 to 156 Mc/s. 4 -channel crystal controlled, by the U.S. Air
using 6G6 osc., 12A6 harm. ampl., 832 harm. ampl. and driver Force. 2505) imp.
and 832 R.F. output plate -modulated by P -P 12A6s which using soft rubber
are transformer coupled to 6SJ7 speed amp. Supplied miniature ear moulds
with circuits and operating gen. for maximum music
Only 25/-. P. & P. 51- and voice reproduc-

tion of the finest
quality. Supplied
free is a small trans-
former unit with
cord and plug which steps impedance
up to 4,0005-). ONLY 15/-. P. & P. 2/6.

WIRELESS SET No. 19 Mk. II
This famous Trans-
mitter -Receiver incor-
porates " A " Set-
TX/RX covering 2-8
Mc/s. (37.5-150 metres)
" B " Set -VHF TX/
RX covering 230-240
Mc/s. (1.2-1.3 metres)
and intercom. ampli-
fier. Complete with

15 valves 500 micro -amp check and tuning meter, circuits
and instruction book (American manufacture). In magni-
ficent condition. 65,1- Carr. 10/-.
COMPLETE STATION comprising Transmitter/Receiver.
2-8 MO. 12 v. supply unit. Aerial. Variometer, control box,
headphones, microphone and all leads, circuit and instruction
book E9. Carr. 20/-.

A.R.C. - 5 VHF RECEIVER
100-156 Mcls. The smallest V.H.F. Receiver ever made,
only I4in. x 74in. x 44in., weight 14 lb. The ARC -5 is a

10 -valve superhet, crystal controlled on 4 channels between
100-156 Mc/s. I.F. frequency -6.9 Mc/s. Audio output
300 ohms. Brand new. Limited quantity.
ONLY 70/-. Carr. 7/6

R.F. UNITS. R.F. 26. 50-65 Me/s.
Brand new 20/-. R.F.25. 40-50 Mc/s.
Brand new 8/6. P. & P. 3/6 on each.
P.R.C./6 HANDIE TALKIE. 47-55
Mc/s. F.M. S.A.E. for details.

R.208 RECEIVERS. 10-60 Me/s. A.C.
mains and 6 v. D.C. Brand new and
boxed. 69/19/6, carr. 25:-.

LEAD ACID ACCUMULATORS (un
spillable). 2 volts 16 A.M.
Ideal for 6 volts and 12 volts
supply. Brand new original
cartons. Size 4in. x 7in. x
2in. 5/6 each.

P. & P. 1/6

3 for I5/- P. & P. 3/6

6 for 27/6 P. & P. 5/-

U.S.A. HIGH-FIDELITY COAXIAL SPEAKERS

0

Recognised as the finest Hi-Fi speakers produced today ! Imported by us from U.S.A. to
bring you the best quality at the lowest prices ever !

15" Coaxial Speaker
The woofer uses 6.8 oz. Alinco 5
magnet. Has 5in. tweeter and an
electronic crossover network to
separate the speaker functions.
Frequency response: 40-17,000 cycles,
output: 15 watts, input to system 8
ohms. Sturdy frame.

12" Coaxial Speaker 8" Coaxial Speaker
This American -made speaker is ideal A pleasant surprise is in store for you
for low cost improvement of your when you hear this speaker with 2+ in.
Radio, T.V. or gramophone. Woofer tweeter, 8in. woofer with 3.16 oz.
uses 6.8 oz. of Alinco 5. Includes 3in.

Alinco 5, and built-in crossover net-
work. Handles 8-10 watts. Imped-

tweeter and crossover network. ance 8 ohms. Are you price con -
Handles 12 watts. Impedance 8 ohms. scious?

ONLY 160/- P. & P. 4/-. ONLY 120/- P. & P. 4/- ONLY 90/- P. & P. 4/-

 MAGNIFICENT DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY AT 87 TOTTENHAM CT. RD. 

Callers: 87 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON, W.I
Mail orders: (DEPT. W.) 32a, COPTIC STREET,

LONDON, W.C.I
Telephone: MUSeum 9607

WOT ! You don't own a Relda catalogue ! It's terrific and
fully illus. Only 1 3.
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51-3111, 7
. 9 -

52-1(a -
6A7 .. 9 6

TUBES
FACTORY REVACUUMED. ALL GUARANTEED
6 MONTHS. Carnage and insurance 12 6.
Enquiries welcomed for any types not listed. One
1.1 the high (lenty of our tubes and low number of
returns. we are able to maintain the following unusually
1..6 prices.
6501, 6509, 6505, CRM91, CRM92, MW22-7, MW22-14,
1111W22 -14C, MW22-17, MW22-18 t2115
MW31-7, MW31-146. MW31-18. T12 54
C12FM, CRM121, CRM121A, CRM122, E3/5/.
3 16, 3 31, 14KP4, 14KP4A, 108K, 121K, 141K, 7201A,
7202A, 7203A, AW36-21, C141M, CHM141, CRM12,
MW31-16, MW31-79, ME36-24, 51W36-99. £3/i5

-T12-549 /

17ARP4,17ASIM, 67013A, C17FM, CRM171,
CRMI72, MW43-43, MW43-64, 7401A £4/10/-
3 6A, 4 15, 6901A, C14BM, C17BM, CRM151, CRM152A,
CRM152B, CRM153, MW41-1. MW43-80, £5/5/_
TA15, TR14-2, MW43-69

MW53-20, MW53-80
C21HM, C21NM, CR51211, CRM212, £6/15/_

REGUNNED TUBES
ALL GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS. Excellent 6 orkman -
ship. Carr. and ins. 12,0.
MW81 10, MW31,74, 121K,
12KP4 CRM1212 £5/10/-
MW36-24, AW36-21, 191K, 14KP4, 5/.
CRM141, CRM142
CR51152A, CRM152B, CH11153, CRM171, CRM172,
MW43 04, 171K, 17ASP4 £6/15/-
MW53-23, MW53-83, CRM211,
CRM212 £9/10/-

NEW TV TUBES
sob iect to Manufacturers' Guarantee. Carriage and

simmer 12,13 extra.
All standard types available including Cosmr, G.E.C.,
Einfiron, Emiscope, e.g.
/6W6-2 28 0
MW31-74, MW36-24, AW36-21, MW313-44,

MW43-80
£12 10

CRM141, CRM142 212 15
CRM121 £13 0
11713M, C17FM, CRM171, CRM 172 £13 10
CRM123 £13 15
CRM153 £15115 - MV741-1 £16 0
CRM152B £16 15
AW53-80, MW53-20, MW53-80 £18 0

NEW TV TUBES: SPECIAL
Frustrated export. Guarautetel 12 months.
(Carriage and Insurance 12/6.1
MW31-74, MW36-24 £7 19 0
MW43-64 28 19 0

H.T. RECTIFIERS
280L177 79A (240 v. 80 mA.). RMI, 6,-. RM2. 6/6.
RM3, 91, RM4 (ER4). 15/6. EMS (ERR). 21/, 14A86,
171-. 14A97, 23/, 14A100, 25/-. 18RA 1-1-16-1, 7/9.
14R4 18/-. 18RD 2-2-8-1, 14-. 14RA 1-2-8-3,

RECORD PLAYERS
COLLARD 4 -speed 4/546 £3 19GARRARD 4 -,peed 40P , £7 7
GARRARD 4 -speed TA MKIII .. . E3 19
GARRARD 4 -speed 4HF £17 15

10 RECORD AUTOCHANGER3
COLLAR() CONQUEST 4-01sd. £817B.S.R. latest 4-spfl. DAB £8 15
1:A R RARD RC75A Orator £7 19
I: it BRAM/ FtCYOM A.C./1).0 £10 19
1: Alt RAR 19 11C12013 MKII £9 7
CARRARD RC121.14 MKTI £9 10

Carr. and pack.. 4.-.

VALVES ALL 7/6

0
6
0

6
0
0
0
8
0

I dtarantred 3 months. EY51, .nil U25, short I 'ads
PL81, 6.fied.
GORLA,T.S.L. A.M.IF.M. KITS. Consisting complete
miniature F.M. Tuner, less only EC085 salve, and 2
double wound LE./Discriminator Transformers, com-
prehensive instruction manual. 59.'-.
T.V. CABINETS. 141n. tattle with mask glass, front

x lin. speaker fret, attractive. 15'-. Carr.
FOCUS MAGNETO, wide angle, with centring andnuaniting. 9.6. Ditto double magnet. 128.
FLUTED KNOBS. 25in. instrument, lin. sp., 12 each,
12- doz. Black.
TRANSMITTER POWER PACKS. 230 v. A.C., 2 separate
nt nit hell outputs 375 550 or 620 v. 500/250 tnA., 6.3 V.
5 a. Boxed. 4 517411, 27/101 -' Lees valves 26/101-
MAINS TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES. 230 v. in.,
525-11-525 v., 150 mA., 6.3 v. 5 a., 5 v. 3 t.,
L.F. CHOKES. 10 11., 150 mA., 8'-. 10 It.. 80 mA.,
5 -. H. 250 mA.. 416. 5;7 H.. 300 in A.. 6'-. 20 H.
611 ro 4., 88.
SPEAKER TRANS. Small. 6,600/3. 3 6.
STANDARD. 7.000.3 4:-. Multi ratio. 6.6.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED
on all items listed.
1,500 WHITE SPOT TRANSISTORS. 'Manufacturer
fresh. Per 100. £25.
1,000 RED SPOT TRANSISTORS. inatinfacturer fresh,
lie,' 160. £22110.
500,000 CONDENSERS. Latest Ceramic, small silver
mica and " Sullex " types. Widest assortment. Our
selection. 10'- per 100, or S.A.E. for complete
400,000 RESISTORS. Mainly s and 1 watt " Ceramic
sleeve types. Widest assortment. Our selection.
7 per 100. Quantity enquiries invited. .

RECEIVERS
1511. 21;0.650 me/s. conthmons mperhet. 200.250 v.
A.C. P sf 45 mfr. I.E. strip, 13 valves E9/10/ -
p104. 100-150 melt. Standard " ground " VHF 55/.
RE. complete with 10 valves
R109. 1.5-8.5 reWs., 6 volt &apply. Compact a/19/.
sensitive int. spur
scion. 100-150 mcfs. U.S.A. Bendix :aircraft 29/.
transceiver, less valved
TBS. 60-80 me/s. Transceiver 808's modulating 808.6.
Separate high sensitivity receiver, come
plete approx. 20 valves a/ -/
45 Mrs. Miniature I.F. Strips, with 6-EF91 valves, 32/6
Less valves 7:6

4 TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS, 1 WATT. Front a single
6 v. all -del battery. Latest GET15 Power Transistors.
In PUSH-PULL. Two Transistor High Gain pre -amplifier
stages. Output transformer (3 ohms),

FREE TRANSFORMERS
To the purchaser of each manufacturer nuttched pair
of GEM Power 1 watt Power Transistors, price 50,,
w- give free of charge the correct Push -Pull INPUT
AND OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS of High Grade con-
skruction and a complete 4 Transistor Amplifier circuit.
Will tramform your existing receiver or amplifier into a
truly "Mains Volume"' outfit.

TRANSISTORS AND DIODES
RED SPOT. Transistors for I.F.. L.F , and Output
up to 800 kefs.. 6/. ea. 15/- each in dorm.). WHITE
SPOT, B.F. arid I.F. 2.5 Me/s., 8'617/6 each in (Miens).
EMU. 151-. XA104, 17/6. ICBM. 191-. GET15, 25:-.
V15 10P " DOLTOP " 191-
GERMANIUM.doz. DIODES.DDES. General purpose famous make.

Equivalent to UEX44, 3/9.
CHARGING EQUIPMENT

12 -VOLT RECTIFIERS. Iron selenium full wave. I amp.,5/, '2 amp.. 8 6. 13-4 amp., 9/6. 6 amp., 15i-
TRANSFORMERS. (Primary 0-210 v.-240. Secondary
0-3.5 v.-11 v.-17 v.) hit. charging 2v., 6 v. or 12 v. batteries.
1 amp. size. 119, .1!- post. 2 amp. size. 14'6, 111 post.
4 amp. size, 19,'-. 1/9 post.

SPECIAL OFFERS
STEREO. 4 -speed single player. Famous make. Just.
released. Limited quantity at....
Carriage 3 -. £6/19/

4 -SPEED RECORD PLAYERS
Latest B.S.R. TU9 Turntable. together with lightweight
Rtaar Galaxy dual sapphire crystal turnover pick-up
heal. Truly amazing value at
Carr. 3.-, £3/15/ -

GUARANTEED P.M. SPEAKERS
Standard 3 ohms. ex -equipment, tested top makes
performance gnaranteed.7/a fin. fi
8iii. 4 7 x 4  6. x 6 -Min. la/.
B.S.R. 4 -SPEED AUTOCHANGER PORTABLE RECORD
PLAYERS. Consisting of type AlT8 antochanger and 2.2
watt amplifier with speaker, assembled in a two-tone
rexine case. Truly amazing price. (Listed over £201.
£13/13/-. Cart, 6/..

TV SETS !
" ALMOST A FREE GIFT)"
Due to fortunate purchase of a large quantity of table
television sets we can offer at unusually low prices,
absolutely complete (including valves and tube) but
untested and "as they come." Some being in working
order. Please state preference as to make. (Carr., etc.,
9/-.) 41
12 INCH. 5 Channel. All B.B.C
statimuf ts4/1 0/
14 INCH or 15 inch 5 channel E61
12 INCH. 5 Channel. Chassis and Cabinet 29/_
11111y. Carriage paid.

I.T.A. CONVERTERS
Internal mains power pack, compact. gold finish tune-
: hie all I.T.A. channels, suitable all makes (listed g7;101-4.
£2 19

VALVES
6L7 ... 6 - 12640 . IS, 61SPT.. 11,- D1.94 .. 7 9 EF50-BR 1 6 KT61 .. 9 - SP6 4 - UF80 .. 6/66L18 ..9 6 128E6 .. 9/. 77
fiLlir 11 6 1221-17 .. 9/6 78
611420 8 6 12.15(:T.. 3/6 80

4/8 ' .

61- EA50 .. 0 9 EF50 USA 2 6 KICTT8641
8/- EABC80 7 9 EF54 3 6 KTWfil 5 6 441,25

. 2 6 1.4.86 - 16/-
-2 1296_ sSpP641 - 2 6 U1485 ....9/6

12 61 I. F80 .. 8/68p25 . 9 - 1214711T 61- 83 9/8 FAcm ..5 3 EF80 . 5 6 KTW62 6 - sU2150A 4 6 UL41 .. 7/6GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS. 24 -HOUR SERVICE 6P26 ..9 612K6GT 12'- 90AV 415 EAF42.. 8 6 E P85 7 6 KTW63 5'6 T41 ... 78 CIA ! .. 12/6FREE TRANSIT INSURANCE. All valves are new 6Q707 0 15Q7(gp 6 - 165BT 16.- EB34 .. 1 6 EF66 55 - KTZ63.. 5'- 11130C 12 6 UL46 .. 9/6or 01 11111,, guaranteed ex -Government or ex -equip- 6Q7GT 9 3 128117 6 -,323A .. 15 - EB41 .. 7 - EF89 8 6 LOS.. .. 2 . 9 - 1.11,84 .. 8/3
on goods if returned unused s Rhin 14 days.
meat origin. Satisfaction or Money Back Guarantee SSA7 6 - 12847 5 6 72:14 35 - EB91 .. 4 - EF91 4 - LN152 . s s U22 q s mo...... 9/6i

64307 9 - 128147 6 - $072 5 - 14E1'3 ..9 - EF92 4 9 47" - 7 9
6,0(17 5 - 1107 13 6 808 . 15 - EBC33 . 5 - E E es 6 6 111H -1 .. 8 - 1'25 .. 12 - 11117 .... 9/6

10°/0 DISCOUNT SPECIAL OFFER
TO PURCHASERS

6SH7 . 4 6 I)tAt45 . 7.6 NI, ...55 - 1,1,1'41 8 9 EL.,- 4 _ 9,,7 . . 11 - 1126 . 12 - Ulf .. 16/6
01 any SIX VALVES marked in black type (15%
in &seem). Po 1. 1 valve, titl.: 2-11. 1 -.

OZ4 .. . 5 6 6.480 .. 816 CCH6 . 11:- WV ..
GABS .. 8/6 4,- 61;r4GT

6177 . 65 6..21141.0D. 111/. .1326: 7:,:2,,,10,, 74 Fai s91- F.,!:),'. 11.6 11,1.1

6SL7GT 6 9 211E2 .. ig
6431,170T 4 9 2111,1 .. 12/6 AZ:31

10 6 2111.11 . . 12,6 NW . 4 9 EC9I .. 4 6 01.85
6 6 201'1 .. 11/6 B36 . 8 6 EC52 .. 3 9 EL8-1 .: 1 ll'i:rt,88,4,, '2 111:Ji ..........

9 - El11.31 23 3 01.42

1A5GT. 6 - 6AC7 . 4/6 6143 ,, 6V60 5 9 2n P4 .. 151- CBL31 24 4 Et t ,;i . 9 6 EL91 .. 4 9 PCC89 18 1'191 . 92 wmai .. 9/61A7OT 12 6 6A07 . IV- 606 4/6 6X4 .. 6 - 21 A60 . 8/- CCH35 7 - i: ,.:42 .. 3 9 E1,95 .. 9.g PCF80 .. 7 9 C201. .. 6/6 w76 6/310544T 106 6A37 .. 4.6 62.1 519 6X6G 5 - ISLIG .. 6/- CV6 3 6 1:''1'3:1 .. 7 6 E1134 . 9,3 PCF82 .. 9 9 U281. .. 8/6 W77 .... 4/9106 .... 151. 6AK5 .. 6/8 6F6G 8/6 13XSGT 6 6 251.1111T 9/. CV18 . 2 9 ECC34.. 9 - EM80 .. 9/3 PCL82 .. 10 - i,282 .. 9.9 '7105 .. . 6,- 6F12 4/- 7A7 . 11 6 25Y5G .. 9/- D63 116 ECC111 .. 6'9 E3161 . 109/63 PNCI.481,83, 1121,06 0,,0301, ......2,1--%  W81 .... 5/6
- - X61M ..12/6

1L4 .. 3 9 6AQ5 . 6/9 6E14 . 9/6 767 . 7 6,157,611, .. 9,- D152 .. 6/6 ECC83 .. 7/6 EM85 .

1 N5G T 9 9 6AT6 .. 7;6 6E1.5 ..

1115(1T. 9,9 6AM6 .. 41 6F13 . 5/9 7416 . 8 -25Z4G .. 7/9 D77 . 4.- 01/1.182 8,9 EM84 ..

705 . 7 6 2701' . 16/- DA30 .. 12/6 ECC84 .. 9/-,EN3I ..16 - PEN45 .. 7/6 U801 .. 16/- '"'-'"
10 6 PENIS .. 5'. 17404 .. 9/6

X66 . ... 11 -
11 -

SRI 7 - 6B8G .. 3/6 6F:33 6'- 7(l; . 7 6 :gal .. 7,9 11A100 25/- ECC85 .. 861E101 0 6 PEN48 .. 5/- 11A11031 91- n ,.
185 6 6 6BA6 .. 8/6 6116M 21- 7117 . 7 6.:001.1 .. 9'6 DAC32.. EH) ECC91 . 3 6 111(86 9 6 1'115:383 Er- UAF42.. 99- `.'_`_". .
1T4 5 3 613E6 .. 82 -, 4/3 7K7 8 . .,01.1 .. 7 9 DAF91 6,6 EC180 10 6 EZ-10 .....7 - PL33 .. 9,- UB41 .. 81. .,4 6 6
2021 4 6 61306D 12;8 615G . 22 707 . 9 6 ,./.1.6,OT _9.6 DAF96 . 813 ECF82 10 6 E Z 11 8 - P1.30 .. 13/6 UBC4.1. .. 8/3 X78 14 6315 9 6 613/16 .. 7/- 6J5GT . 316 754 7 6 J31X4 .. 6/9 01)41. 4'6 ECH35 .. 6 - 11/.80 . 6 9 1'L38 .. 142 UBC81... 121- X79 .. 14 63Q5GT 8 9 61316 . 614 576- .. 3/6 1001 9 - J5'/.40T.. 61- 0Fa8 9/9 ECH42 .. 8 9 07.81 7 6 PIM .. 10/6 1.413F80 .. 8/13 X81 .... 9 6364 7 - 6BR7 10/6 0J7M .. 7/8 10C2 . 12 6 357.5GT 8/8 DF91 513 ECH81 ..8 3 ,GT1C .. 12 6 PL82 .. 7/9 UBF89 .. 9/3 563 .... 6 -354 . 7 9 6BWIL . 7/9 6770 5/- DWI . 10'- 42 .... 7/6 DF96 8/3 ECL80 8 6 5.4.0 .. IF- PL83 .. 8/9 UCC84 14/851140 9 6 6BW7 .. 7/- fiKfiGT. 6/9 , ./ .. DHSS 7/8 ECL82 11 - GZ32 .. 8 6 PX25 .. 9/6 UCC85 . 8/9 E136 .... 8.651746 6 3 62X6 . 519 6970 . 23 101.011 12 6150('06(1 16 - DH77 7/6 EC1,83 19 - (17.34 ..12 6 PY31 .. 8/6 UCF80 .. 1.6/-

77:,1' li i 10 6 604 .. . 3/8 6K7(rT.. 5/3 10P13 . 12 -1501.0ET a9's, 01181 . 61- EMI .. 4 - HL41 D 9 6 PY32 .. 12/6 ITEM.. 91- .,.....
6C5GT . 5/6 SKIM . 66 10E14 12 -53KII 10/6 DK91 . 7/.. EF37 .. 6 6 It V112.. 6 6 PY80 .. 7/.4 UCH49 .. 81- .14-1.  5 6

6K25 .. 12AT7 .. 6 - 57 4 6 DEN .. 8/6 EF40 .. 13 6 KT36 9 - 1.5.42 .. 716 UC1,83 13/6 ZDI52 . 8 6
KT44 ..12/.. Z719 .... 5 66C6 .. . 42 6K8CT.. 9;6 I2AT6. 8 6 54K U 8 6 DK92 .. 8i6 EF39 .. 4 6 KT33C 6 6 PV8I . 7/- ITCL82..

109 .... 92
6CD6O 171- 6L60 .. 7 8 124E79 6 1/9 8l1 - 8(8 15F41 .. 8/9 New Valve:5/- DL35 .. 10/6 EF4I . 8 96C10 .. F1a fill .. 13'6 12A1.17.. 6 9 58

..7 6 618T .. 11,- 18L92 .. 7,- EF42 .. 8/6 KT45 . 8 6 PZ30 .. 8/6 0742 .. . 8/8 PcFR1 .  16'7
LIST OF 1,000 ITEMS 6d. Post: 2 I bs 1/6, 4 lbs. 2/-, 7 lbs. 2/9, IS lbs. 3f6. No C.O.D. Callers always welcomed, (E. C. Weds.).

ALL ITEMS LESS 5°., AND POST FREE IN DOZENS.

POST OFFICE BOX 21 (A)
. 350-352, FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTHTECHNICAL TRADING C
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NOW UNDER ENTIRELY NEW MANAGEMENT

THE

PORTABLE
MAY

BUILT FOR
BE

7-7-0
plus 3/- post & pkg.

Batteries extra.
H.T. I0/- (Type 8126) or
equivalent.
LT 1/6 (Type AD 35) or
equivalent.

* Prealigned IF transformers.
* Sin. speaker of the latest type.
* Automatic on/off switch op-

* Size only 8n. x Sin. x 41in. erated by lid.
* Weight including batteries 5116. * Designed in our own laboratory.

* Backed by an up-to-date Tech-* 4 valves of the economy type. nical Information Dept.
* Medium and long wave superhet * Components available separate -

circuit.
* High 0 frame aerials.

ly if desired.
* Simple to construct, using nor-

* High sensitivity on both wave- mal soldering methods.
bands. * Instruction book 1/6.

PREMIER BATTERY ELIMINATOR

a. ....011.e. 
<t77:- 1611ER

Nl

THE "MID -Fl"
A NEW DESIGN 41
WATT AMPLIFIER
KIT
MAY BE
BUILT FOR 95/-
Plus 3,- p. & p.

Housed in two con-
tainers which are to
replace AD 35 and
B126 Batteries.

KIT 37/6
Plus 2/- p. p.

Only suitable for
use with DK96
Series valves.

A new circuit for the home constructor requiring
a good -quality medium -powered Amplifier for
reproduction of Records or F.M. Broadcasts.
Technical Specifications: separate bass and treble
controls. Valve line-up EF86, EL84, EZ80. Voltage
adjustment for A.G. mains from 200/250 volt,
3 or 15 ohms impedance. Negative feedback.
Size 7 x 5 x 2in., overall height Sin. Silver -ham-
mered finished Chassis.

Quality at low cost
STEREOPHONIC AMPLIFIER

A well -designed Amplifier incorporating printed
circuit of the latest type using two ECL82 triode/
pentode Valves and Metal Rectifier, ganged
volume and tone controls and separate balancing
control, output 3 watts per channel and suitable
for Speakers of 3 ohms impedance. The Amplifier
is housed in an attractive black metal Cabinet
with Engraved Front Panel, overall dimensions
10+ x 7+ x 41in.
Price £8/19/6, plus p. & p. 5/- or 25/- Deposit z_nd
8 monthly repqvments of 21/0.
PREMIER RADIO COMPANY

Assemble it yourself and
SAVE g£,S's

COMPACT GRAM.
AMPLIFIER 2 -valve printed -
circuit type for use on A.C. or
D.C. 203/250 V. mains incor-
porating modern miniature
valves. Output 2 watts,
overall dimensions 61 x 2 x
31. Price 59/6, plus p. & p.
2/6.

Amplifier Cabinet. E2/19/6, plus 5/- p. & p.
7 x 4in. Elliptical Speaker, EI/I/6, plus

1/6 p. & p.
Latest -type Collaro
Conquest 4-spd. Changer, E711916, plus

5/- P. & P.

If all the above
Items are pur-

chased at the same time they
can be supplied at E13/15/-,
plus 10/- p. & p.

MUSIC IN YOUR POCKET with the pocket -sized transistor
Superhet Receiver. Yours for an unrepeatable
price of f8/19/6, p. & p. 2/6. Battery 2/- or 25/,
Deposit and 8 monthly repayments of E1/1/10.
This Receiver incorporates 6 Selected Tran-
sistors and the latest -type printed circuit, it is
extremely sensitive on medium waveband
only, incorporating an internal Ferrite Aerial
and operates on a 9 -volt -type P.P.4 Battery.

The Receiver is fully constructed and housed in an attractive plastic
Cabinet, in Red, Cream or Blue. Size 51 x 31 x 11in., weight 12 oz.

ALL THESE GOODS CAN BE DES-
PATCHED FROM STOCK WITHIN

24 HOURS

H.P. TERMS ARRANGED TO SUIT
YOUR POCKET

THE" CLARION"
Transistorise) miniatar., Ira:ere-operate'
TAPE RECORDER
* Completely transistorised circuit.
* Constant governed speed of 31 I.P.S.
* Recordings interchangeable with other recor-

ders.
* Remarkable reproduction on both speech

and music.
Price complete with Microphone and tape -

25 GNS. plus 5%-. p. & p.

HI-FI SPEAKER A I2in. Loudspeaker ol
high-fidelity quality, made lby a famous manufac-
turer, 15 ohms impedance, 15,000 lines, with
cloth suspended cone. Price 59/6 plus 2;6

/ p.&p.
Replacement components for the MAYFAIR

l Televisor. Available from Stock.

23 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD

POCKET MULTIMETER
Model U-4
A truly efficient meter for
the enthusiast.
Sensitivity 1,000 ohms per
volt.
Ranges A.C. 10-1000 volts.

D.C. 2-1000 volts.
Resistance I-1 megohms.
Milliamperes 10-500.
Complete with test prods
and leads. Price 99/6plus 2/6 p. & p.

NO ELECTRICITY ?

!Here's your answer

THE
BEREC

BATTERY RECEIVER

For 89in plus 5/-
/ I° Pi & P.

or £1/0/0 Deposit and
5 monthly repayments

of 17/-.

This receiver is ideally suitable for use in the
home or where normal electricity supply is not
available, remarkable reception on both medium
and short wavebands, incorporating the following
latest -type miniature Battery Valves: DK92,
DF96, DAF96, DL96 and operates on an external
B.103 Battery or equivalent. The receiver is

housed in an attractive two-tone metal case.

Size 11+ x 71 x Sin.

This receiver can also be supplied with 2 short
wavebands instead of medium and short. covering
2.5-7 MO. and 6.5-17 MO.

Price 69/6.

LONDDN, W.1 TEL : MUSEUM 3451'2
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FOR VALVES, TUBES AND COMPONENTS BY RETURN POST SERVICE
VALVES

Guaranteed
All Tested

Before
Dispatch

ACHLDDD
10/-

AC/P 7/6
AC/P4 7/6
AC5PENDD

26/6
AC6PEN 6/6
ACVPI/5 10/-
ATP4 3/6
AZI 10/-
AZ31 12/-
836 I5/ -
C81.3 I 23/3
CCH35 23/3
CL4 124
CL33 I9/3
CY?! 1%./7

CV73
6/6

D,,F96 8/9
DF96 8/9
D' -.o3 9/-
D, 96 8/9
DL96 8/9
D M70 7/6
EA50 1/6
EABC80 9/-
EAF42 1./4
Ed34 2,-

816
EBC33 69
EBC41 9
EBF80 9/9
EBF89 9/6
EBL21 73/3
EBL31 23/3
EC31 7/6
ECC8I
ECC82 76
ECC83 '9/-
ECC84 10/-
E CC85 9/6
ECF80 12/-
ECF:2 13/-
ECH-1 23/3
ECH42 9/6
ECH8I 9/-
ECL80
ECL82 1116
E F21 8/6
FF36 5/-
EF37A I S'-
EF39 5/9
EF40 14/6
EF4I 9/9
EF42 11) -

SO 4/-
EF5OSYL 7/-
EF54 6/-
EF55 10/-
EF80 8/-
EF85 7/6
EF86 13/-
EF89 8,9
EF I 5/9
EF9 I (BVA)

9/-
EL32 5/6
EL33 14/-
E L38 26/6
EL41 10/6
EL42 10/6
EL8I 71-
EL84 9/-
EM34 9/6
EM80 101-
EM81 10/6
EY51 10'-
EY86 181-
EZ40 7/6
EZ4I 7/6
EZ80 7/ -

EZ8I 7/-
EZ90 7/6
El 148 2/-
FC13 6/6
El/V.1/500 10/-
GT1C 27/6
GZ32 12/-
H30 5/-
H63 I0/ -
H L23D0 8/6
H122 6/6
HL41 3/6
HN309 24/7
K4ON 9/-
KF35 8/6
KK32 21/1/
KLL32 8/4
KT2 5/-
KT24 5/-
KT33C 8/6
KT36 29/10
KT55 11/6
KT6I 13/6
KT63 7/6
KT66 17/6
KT88 22/6
KTW6I 6/6
KTW63 7/6
KTZ4 I 3/6
MH41 7/9
ML4 8/6
MSP4/5 7/6
M S P4/7 7/6
MVS/PEN10/-
N37 19/11
N78
N339
OZ4
P61
PCC84
PCF80
PCF82
PCL82
PC1.83
PL38
PL36
PL8 I
PL82
PL83
PX25
PY80
PY8I 8/6
PY82 7/-
PY83 8/6
PZ30 19/11
PEN4DD 26/6
PEN4VA 151-
PEN25 6/-
PEN46 7/-
PEN383 23/3
PEN2.:0A 4/-
PEN45DD26/6
PENA4 I 5/-
PM12M 81-
QP21 5/-
R16 26/6
SP41 3/-
SP6I 3/-
SP4/5 10/6
SP4/7 1016
T41 23/3
TDD I3C 7/6
T1-1233 18/6
TP22 8/-
TP25 26/6
U10 10/6
U14 8/6
U16
U22
U25
U37
U45

U50
U76
UI91
11339

8/-
8/-

11/6
12-

U403 16/7
U404 11/4
U801 29/10
UABCEICI 10/-
UAF42 9/6
UBC4I 9/-
UBF80 9/6
UCCB4 10/if
UCC85 10/6
UCF80 16/7
UCH42 10/6
UCH81 10/6/
UCL82 16/7
UCLB3 12/6
UF4I 9/-
UF85 9/-
UF89
UL41 10/-
UL44 26/6
UL46 26/6
UL84
UU6 17111
UU8 26/6
UY IN 12/6
UY21 12/6
UY41 7/6

7/ -
VP I 3C 3/4
VP133 I5/-
VR22(PM2A)

3/-
VP23 6/6

2910 VP4 I 8/6
3:6 VRI05/30 8/-*
/6 VR 116 4/-

9/_ VR150/30 7/6
9/6 VU 120A" 3/6

12/6 VU39
12/-

VU(MUI I12/14)8/914/6 1 2/6
17/6 W76 7/6
8/_ W77 8/6
2/6 W729 10/6

X78 16/-
11/6 Y63 9/-
12/6 Z309 7/6
7/6 Z359 7/6

1A3 3/6
I A5GT 6/-
IA7GT 12/6
IC2 11/6
IC5GT 12/6
105 12/6
106 12/6
1 H5GT 10/6
1L4 6/6
1LD5 34
11\15 10/6
IRS 13/-
154 10/6
1S5 7/6
1T4 6/6
2C26 1/6
2P 26/6
2X2 4/6
3A4
3A8GT 6/-
306 5/-
3Q4 8/-
3Q5GT 9/6
3S4 7/6
3V4 8,6
401 3/-
SR4GY 9/6

1216 5U4G 6/6
8/- 5V4 11/6

14/- 5Y3G 8/-
26/6 5Y3GT 8/-
15/- 5ZG 9/-

5Z4M 10 -
6A7
6A8G
6AC7 6/6
6AG5 56
6AK5 66
6AL5 6,6
GAMS 12/6
6AM6 6/-
6AQ5 7/6
6AT6 8,4
6AU6 10/6
6138G 4/ -
6BA6 7/6
613E6 81-
613G6G 23/3
6BH6 9/-
61316 9/-
68R7 12/6
68W6 9/-
68W7 8/6
6C4 6/-
6C5GT 6/6
6C6 5/-
6C31 7/6
6CD6G 29/10
6D6 5/-
6CH6 10/6
6F60 7/6
6F6M 7/6
6F1
6F13 14/-
6F15 14/-
6F33 17/6
6H6 2/6
6H6GT 2/6
615GT 5/-
615M 6/6
616 6/-
617G 6/6
617M 9/-
6K70 4/-
6K7M 619
6K8G 7/6
61160T 7/-
61(701 5/9
61(1301 10/-
6K25 19,11
6L6G 8/-
616M 9/6
6L7G 7/6
6K18 11/6
6N7GT 7/6
6P28 26/6
6Q7G 7/6
6Q7GT 9/6
6SA7GT 8/-
6SG7 7/6
6SH7 6/-
6517 8/6
6SK7 6/-
6SL7GT 8/-
6SN7GT 7/6
6SQ7 9/3
6U4GT
6U5/6G5 17/3
6U5G 8/6
6U7G 8/6
6V6G 6/-
6V6GT 7/9
6X4 7/6
6X5G 7/-
6X5GT 7/-
6/30L2 12/6
7B6 10,6
787 8/6
7138 6/-
7C5 8/-
7C6 8/-
706 13/6
7H7 9/-
7Q7
7S7
7Y4
802
902
IOC 1

10C2
10F1

9/-
9/6
8/6 Our new 1959
2/9 Catalogue is
3/6 now ready

17/3 please send If -
26/6 in stamps to
20/- cover cost.

0E9 15/3
OP 13 23/3
OPI 4 19/3
2A6 6/6
2AH8 10/-
2AT6 10/6
2AT7 7/6
2AU6 8/-
2AU7 8/-
2AX7 8/-
2BA6 9;-
213E6 9/-
2C8 9/-
2E1 35/-
2H6 3/6
215GT 3/-
217GT 10/6
2K7GT 7/6
2K8GT 13/6
2Q7GT 7/6
2SG7 7/6
2SH7 6/-
2S17 6/-
25117 6/-
2517 8/-
2SN7GT
2SQ7 8/6
4S7 17/-
5D2 7/9
9AQ5 9/9
9BG6G 23/3

2001 15/3
2092 26/6
2011 2616
20P1 26/6
20P3 23/3
20P4 26/6
20P5 23/3
25A6G 10,4
2516GT I0/ -
25Z4 9/6
25Z5 8/-
25Z6 10,-
27SU 19/11
30C1 10;6
30F5 104
30F11 10/6
30L1 19/11
30P4 20/7
30P12 12/6
30P16 9/6
30PL I 12/6
3516GT I0/ -
25Y5 9/9
35W4 716
35Z4GT 8/-
42 8/-
35Z3 16/7
35Z5GT 9/-
5005 11/6
50CD6G 29/10
5016GT 8/6
75 11/6
77 7/6
80 8/6
1428T 34
I 85 BT 33/2
210DDT 4/6
210VPT 3/6
83 10/-
301 10/6
302 10/6
304 10/6
305 10/6
306 10/6
807 6;6
954 2/-

955 4/-
956 3/6
5763 11/6
9002 5/6
9004 5/6
9006 5/6

TRANSISTORS
Surplus
RED SPOT (Audio/Experimental
Application) 7/6 each.

WHITE SPOY, R.F. up to 2.5 Mc/s.
12/6 each.
Standard
MAZDA
XA104 R.F. up to 6 Mc/s.
XAI03 R.F. up to 4 Mc/s.
XBI04 Audio up to I Mc/s
MULLARD
OC 16 Power 3 watt
0C44
0C45 R.F. up to 6 Mc/s.
0070
0071
0072

18/- each
15/- each

.10/- each

54/- each
26/- each
23/- each
14/- each
14/- each
17/- each

EX -GOVERN M ENT
HEADPHONES ETC.

High Resistance Headphones type
CHR. 13/6 pair, available either
cream or black.
Low Resistance Headphones, im-
pedance 120 ohms, type CLR, 74
pair.
American Throat Microphones,
type T30, 3/- sec.

RADIOGRAM CABINET
Available in light oak or walnut
finish, 141in. deep, 22in. wide,
I4in. high, plus I2in. detachable
legs. Uncut motorboard, is
packed flat with full instructions,
unscrews, etc., for assembly,
normally listed at E9, our price
S gns.

METAL RECTIFIERS
RADIO AND TV.
S.T.C.

FOR

RM I 5/6 RM2 6.9
RM3 7/6 RM4 16i-
RM5 19)6 K3/50 7/6
K3/60 8/- K8/100 12/6

Westinghouse
14A86 17/6 14A97 17/6
14A100 19/6 LW7 21/-
14RA-1-2-8-2

17/6

I 8RA-I-1-16-1
-44

14RA-1-2-8-3
21/-

ACOS MICROPHONES
Acos Mic 39-1. Crystal Stick
Microphone for use as a hand,
desk or floor stand unit for high
quality recording, broadcasting
and public address work. List
price £50. OUR PRICE 39/6.
With Stand 47/6. Postage 1;6.

Acos Mit Type 33-I. Crystal
hand or table microphone. Flat
response 30-7,000 c.p.s. Omni-
directional. Suitable for tape
recording, etc. Dark brown plastic
case. 'Brand new in maker's
cartons. List 50/-. OUR PRICE
29/6. Postage 1/6.

Mic 40, as supplied with most
modern tape recorders, listed
at 35/-, OUR PRICE 25/-. With
folding rest and 8ft. lead, 40/
6,000 c.o.s.

LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
brand new. *Note Special

Prices. 'All Permanent Magnet 3
ohms Impedance.
Sin. Units by Plessey, Goodmans,
Lectrona 17/6 each
6/in. Units by Plessey 18/6 each
8in. Units by Goodmans 19/6 each
10in. Units by Elac. Plessey

25/6 each
6in. x 4in. Units by Plessey

19/6 each
7in. x 4in. Units by Goodmans

19/6 each
7in. x 5in. Units by Goodmans

19/6 each
8in. x 5in. Units by Goodmans

25/6 each
10in. x 6in. Units by Plessey

25/6 each
Bin. Loudspeaker Units 3 ohms
Impedance with a Matching Output
Transformer suitable for 6V6.
Brand new but soiled, offered at a
Special Price of 11/6 each. Postage
2/-.
6/in. Mains Energised Loudspeakers
with Matching Output Transformer,
Field Coil, 600 ohms. 17/6 each.
8in. Mains Energised Loudspeakers
with Matching Output Transformer,
Field Coil, 600 ohms, 21/. each.

103, LEEDS TERRACE,

WINTOUN STREET,

LEEDS, 7

RECTIFIERS FOR
BATTERY CHARGERS
12 v. I amp. 4/3 12 v. 2 amp. 7/-
12 v. 3 amp. 10/- 12 v. 4 amp. 12/6
12 v. 5 amp. 14/6 12 v. 6 amp. 15/9

AUTOMATIC CHANGER
UNITS
B.S.R. UA8, 4 -speed Mixer Auw.
macic changer, manual and auto -
control complete with latest
B.S.R. " ful-fi " pickup. Carriage
and packing 3/6. OUR PRICE
E6/19/6.

The new B.S.R. Model UA 12, 4 -
speed Mixer Automatic record
changer, fitted with latest type
turnover cartridge. OUR PRICE
68/17/6. Carriage 3/6.
The laest Collaro Conquest, 4 -
speed auto -changer, in cream
with Studio " 0 " insert. Brand
new, fully guaranteed, 67/19/6
plus packing and post 3/6.
Collaro, 4 -speed single player
unit with automatic stop, cream,
turnover crystal cartridge, brand
new and guaranteed, 66/194.

CATALOGUE
Our 1960 catalogue is now avail-
able, please send I/. in stamps for
your copy. Trade Catalogues
also available, please attach your
Business Letter Heading.

TERMS: Cash with order or C.O.D.
Postage and Packing charges extra, as
follows: Orders value 10/- add I/-; 20/ -
add 1/6; 40/- add 2/-; E5 add 3/- unless
otherwise stated. Minimum C.O.D. fee
and postage 3/-.
For full terms of business see inside cover
of our catalogue.
Personal Shoppers 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon.
to Friday. Saturday 10 a.m. to I p.m.
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Wide range and variety of CERAMIC TRIMMERS

High stability in most
exacting conditions.

Are being increasingly incorporated
in electronic equipment owing to
their VERY COMPETITIVE prices,
HIGH QUALITY and RELIABILITY.

Samples and Catalogues available on
request.

STEATITE INSULATIONS

LTD.

31, George Street, Lozells,
Birmingham 19.

Telephone: NORthern 8357/8.
Telegraphic address: "Steatite-B'ham, 19".

THE FAMOUS E.M.I. UNIPIVOT TRANSCRIPTION PICK-UP MODEL 17 AE

Original price £ ry.m.o lax P od

Our price £5.5.0 Tax
Paid

while last few supplies are available

SPECIFICATION
Physical

Length 151 inches (40.32 ems.) A
Height 21 inches (6.41 ems.) Overall
Width inches (6.03 cms.)
Centre of base to stylus tip 12 inches
(30.72 ems.).

Stylus
A diamond stylus is fitted to the 33!;/45 r.p.m.
head supplied.

Head Impedance
ohm (measured at 1,000 c.p.s.).

Frequency Response
For a constant recorded velocity the frequency
response is sensibly level within the following
limits; with microgroove stylus, 20-16,500
c.p.s. With standard stylus 20-20,000 c.p.s.

Distortion
Measured at 400 c.p.s., the total harmonic
distortion is less than 5°;, for a recording level
of -; zo db referred to I cm./sec. r.m.s.
transverse velocity.

Sensitivity
somV at secondary of transformer provided
from a recording level of H so db referred to

cm./sec. r.m.s. velocity.
Weight at Stylus Point

Variable from 3-to grammes as required.

Cash with order or C.O.D.

"His Master's Voice" Store
363 Oxford Street, W.1

Late Thursday Opening 7 p.m. MAYFAIR 1240
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PROOPS Walk-ar
.3

and MAIL ORDER SERVICE
52 Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.I  Open 9-6 including Sots., Thurs. 9-1  LANgham 0141

LABORATORIES, RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT and QUALITY CONTROL
DEPARTMENTS. Please Note : i.Waymouth Gauge Amplifier Units

RECEIVER UNIT 114 (Ex T/R 1986) Extremely compact five -
stage unit of modern design tuning 124.5-156 Mc/s. Comprises RF
Amplifier, Frequency changer, Crystal oscillator trebler, Trebler, ant
Doubler, with 2 EL 91 miniature output pentodes and 3 special quality
EF91 RF pentodes.
Slug tuned coils directly mounted on fully plated five section tunin;
capacitor with five ceramic block air dielectric trimmer capacitors.
Co -ax aerial input to RF stage and co -ax output for IF stage. Ceramic
socket for crystal input LT, HT, and gain control bias to miniature
Jones plug.
Ideal for 144 Mcls Band. BRAND NEW 27/6 post free.

MODULATOR UNIT. (Ex T/R 193415/6) Modern miniature unit
associated with and similar to the type 373 9.72 Mc/s I.F. strip. Only
5 long 3M. wide x 3in. high with 4 screened B7G valves.
Co -axial socket input to balanced primary of mu -metal microphone
transformer with output from resistor bridge in secondary circuit for
muting associated receiver. Microphone amplifier is a Brimar 9D6
variable, mu HF pentode RC coupled to a 7D9 pentode which feeds
the centre tapped input transformer of two 6C4 triodes in push-pull.
Output from substantial modulation transformer having alternative tap
on secondary winding. Additional, winding_ on input transformer
provides output through co -ax. for phone monitoring. Outputs and
6.3 and 250 volt inputs through short cable terminating in miniature
multi -plug.

NEW, complete with 4 valves, £1 post free.

H.F. AMPLIFIER CHASSIS Neat `-`-inverted box " aluminium
chassis 5 x 3 x 1 lin. with 12SH7 and two 12SJ7 in three ceramic
holders in line down one side. Full length tag board inside containing
five silver mica and three paper moulded capacitors, fifteen miniature
resistors, etc. Detachable lid on bottom. A very useful little ready-
made fully screened chassis that has already been made into hundreds
of different units by shrewd shop customers.

AS NEW, complete with valves, 10/6 post free

100 WATT ROTARY INVERTER "PLUS" Remarkable example of
modern American class A equipment-well designed, superbly made,
of attractive appearance and high performance. Totally enclosed,
attractive black crackle finish, mounted on square pedestal base in-
corporating three full filter sections for d.c. and a.c. connections.
Input: 27.5 volts d.c. Output: 115 volts, 3 -phase, 400 cis power
factor 0.95, 100 VA. Fan -cooled four -brush armature and triple -
brush slip -ring commutator with thermistor shunt and centrifugal
governor acting on shunt field to control performance. Output varies
only 6 volts for 5 U variation in input, and only 8 volts between full
and 30 U load-with a frequency variation of only 1 cis. Acceptance
test includes 5 minutes at 15,000 r.p.m. Supplied brand new in
hermetically sealed packets with full performance acceptance certificate
for E4/10/-, pus. 5/- carriage.

203 Mc/s OSCILLATOR UNIT Neat " 5 -sided " steel chassis
3 x 2 x 2in., containing integral ceramic body split -stator variable
capacitor with centre -tapped silver-plated coil soldered directly across
ends. Contains also ceramic acorn valveholder, 3-12 mmf ceramic
trimmer, etc.

'A very popular shop sale at 3-6 post free.

fin GEIGER
COUNTER

Circuit embodies U.K.A.E.A.
patent. Specially moulded
-case.
Currently being supplied
throughout the world.
Three ranges-highly sensitive
-light - portable - visual and
audible response-pulse output
socket.
Ideal for introduction to radia-
tion measurement and nucleonic
circuitry. Specially written
40 -page instruction manual sup-
plied.
Batteries 0.15.3 extra.

KIT of Parts 48.17.6
Identical. Parts. Guaranteed
Performance.
Manual and printed circuit
plates for battery pack supplied
(assembled pack £2.15.3 extra).
Fully illustrated assembly in-
structions.
Spares and Service permanently

- available.

Aircraft electronic unit of special quality originally designed
for- sensitive accurate measurement o" very small changes
in capacity of simple sensing unit such as that caused by
diminishing fluid content of fuel tanks.
The capacity of the sensing unit is fed by co -axial cable
to the input socket of the amplifier where any change
in capacity alters the frequency of a 25L6 oscillator which
in turn effects the 25L6 output valve circuit and produces
an appropriate deflection on the milliameter indicating
unit. A special moving coil mechanism in the anode
circuit of the output valve correspondingly changes its
inductance and so provides feed back to the oscillator
grid, proportionally raising its frequency to the cut-off
value of the filter circuits intercoupling the two valves
and thereby maintaining the output current in a state of
equilibrium for a constant reading.

The capacity of the sensing device, together with that of
the co -axial and input circuit is tuned by an input trimmer
to either 750 or 1,500 pF (depending on the type number
of the amplifier) and a change of 500 or 1,000 pF respec-
tively then produces a proportional d.c. indicating current
variation from 2 to 7 mA. Operated entirely from a
single 24 volt d.c. supply, and capable of being adapted
by the addition of a transistor output amplifier to provide
a quite extraordinarily sensitive response to capacitance
changes of as little as one hundredth of one micro -micro -
Farad, the possibilities of using this unit to measure any
small changes in a material that effect, or can be made
to effect, its capacitance (or that of a suitably designed
detecting. capacitor) are enormous, and satisfactory units
have already been evolved for hardness and thickness
testing, fluid and salinity control, proximity switches,
comparators, etc.

Supplied sealed, complete with twin specially selected
valves, full technical information and suggested transistor
amplifier circuits, for the truly remarkable price of E2110 -
each, plus 5 - packing and carriage.

New Model -416.0.0.
Increasing and improved
production has cut size.
weight and cost.

VARIABLE SPEED
HYDRAULIC GEARBOX

The specially made oil -filled
casing houses a hydraulic
torque conversion unit
originally precision made by
Westinghouse from high,
quality materials for the U.S.'
Government at an acquisi-
tMn cost exceeding £150
each. Highly suitable for
lathe head drive, workshop
variable speed power take-
off, etc.
Basically the unit is a back-
to-back mounted, oil sub-
merged, variable displace-
ment hydraulic pump (input
shaft) feeding a reversible
hydraulic motor (output
shaft) so that variation of
the pump displacement by
manual control gives very
fins selection of output

speed from zero up to 6",. below
input speed, while a changeover
valve in the supply lines to the
motor provides instantaneous re-
verse at any speed. Recommended
input speed 500-1,000 r.p.m. maxi-
mum power V.h.p. Both shafts
in. dia. with Woodruff key.
Tested and fully guaranteed, sup-
plied complete with technical data
and performance curves for the
remarkable price Liz carriage
of only . . u paid.
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o'vlanuiacturer's Surplus Export Bargain
4 VALVE 2 WAVEBAND BATT. RADIO
M td lard's latest " '' series low consumption
valves. This is a modern, sensitive, Super -
bet Receiver incorporating all latest circuit
developments and quality manufactured to
CV ER-READY'S usual high standard.

71n. x Jin. Speaker for quality reproduction.
Attractively presented in Two-tone, louvred
metal cabinet 111in. x x tin., with
complementary black. PVC edging this
receiver represents an outstanding Summer
Bargain Offer. Requires only 131(03 battery,

1I v. for immediate use.

2 models are
available with
either 2 Short
Wavebands, or I

Short and I Med.
Waveband.

MODEL A
S.W.I. 16m -50m. S.W.2. 40m.-I20m

BARGAIN PRICE £5.19..6
MODEL B
S.W.I. 16m -50m. M.W. 200m -500m.

BARGAIN PRICE£6`v'QvOCarr.Ins. 316.

Carr. & Ins. 3/6.

RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS -Latest 4 -speed models
SINGLE PLAYERS. 4 -speed 14812 (1(59). 90 -; Uspeol GA LI RA It D (RAP), £7 10 -'
11: A K RA R I) 'CA Mk. II De -luxe model. £8 19 6. earn and ins. :It.
4,,UTOCHANGERS. 4-sp. BSR (UA8). £6 19 6. 4-sp. COLLARO, £7 19 6;
I; A It RA RD (RC121 41.) Mk. II) plug -In head, stereo adapted. 10 gas, CARRARA) (ICS, 10
were) head 52 extra. BM (U.,51.2), latest stereo monaural model, 10 gns. All above
omits are latest 4 -speed models fitted lightweight crystal pick -op eel twin sapphire styli.
Complete and ready to use.

FINEST SELECTION AVAILABLE -BRAND NEW GUARANTEED

80 OHM COAX. CABLE
NOW ONLY 8d. YARD

Highest Quality Cable low -loss Poly-
thene Aeraxial semi -air spaced feeder
losses cut 50%. Standard ;tn. die.
Stranded core. 20 yds. 121, care. 1 6.
40 yds. 22/6. carr. 2/, 60 yds. 32:6.
earr. 3/-. Coax. Plugs 11-. Coax,
Sockets 1/-. Couplers 1/3. Outlet
Boxes CB. 111-B3 :Koval' Unit 7/.

VOLUME CONTROLS -0K-2 Megohma.
LONC SPINDLES MIDGET TYPE
Ills. diam. Guar. 1 yr. Famous make.
1,00 or LIN Esti. lees Sw. D.P.
Ow. 4 6- Twin gang controls I

D.P.

Meg. 1 Meg. all less Sw. each Et 9.

C.R.T. Heater
Isolation Transformers

New improved types -mains
prim. 200/250 v. tapped.

All isolation Transformers 1100 sup-
plied with alternative no boost, plus
'22% and plus 50",, blot taps at no
extra charge.
2V 2A type 12 6:P. & P. 1/61
6.3V..6A till, 12 AM& 1'. 1/6)
10.5V..3A. tyPe 12 6 (P. & P. 1 i6)
13V. .3A. type 12 6 (P. & P. 1/6)
Small size and tag terminated for easy
fitting. Other voltages available.

CONDENSERS -Silver ?dim All pref.Electrolyties All Types New Stock values, 2 pf. to 1,000 pl., 6d. each. Ditto
TUBULAR CAN TYPES ceramics 9d. each. Tubulara 450 v. T.C.C.

25 25 v. 50 12 v. 1 9 8- 8 450 v. 4 6 etc., .001 mfd.-.01 and .1 350 v. 9d. each.
.02-.1 500 v., 1 - each. .25 Hunts 1'6, .5

50 50 v. 4 500 v. 2 - 8 18 500 v. 5 6 T.C.C. 1 9, .001 6 kv., 5,6..001 20 kv.. 98.
RESISTORS-- F1'I.I, It A NI.E IS oh tri,.-
10 megohnis 20" I w. 5: 5 w. 3d.. (u. 5d.,
(Midget ty le modern rating). lw. et.. 2w. 9d.,
10% Hi-Stab.' l W. 5d.. i w. 7(1..5% 5 w. 9d.

I60 25 v. 18'18 450 v. 5 6
8 450 v. 213 32 32 350 v. 5 6
8 8 450 v. 416.32 32 275 v. 4 6
8 16 450 v. 5'- 50 50 350 v. 6 6
16 450 v. 3'6 130 350 v. 6'6
16 18 450 v. 5 6 SO 250 275 v.12:6
32 350 v. 64 120 275 v. 11'6
32 500 v. 5 - 100 200 275v.12 6
32 32 450 v. 86 100 270 v.

Comprehensive range in stook.

M. VALVES GUARANTEED
R5,1147 6 EABC809 6 E7,51 7 6
el5 7/6 ECC84 10/6 51C 14 9.8
:84,3V4 9/- ECFSO 11/6 PCC8-1 10 6
.7.4 9/6 ECH42 101 oci",0 10 6
iK7 6/6 Ectso 10/6 PC1.0.1 12 6
'KS 816 EFSO 9/6 12 6
'07 816 EF86 13'6 I 9 6

7/6 Ern 8 6 11., 11 6
)AF06 91- EL41 10 6 P1 ,10 6
/F96 9,- EL84 96 'Vol'ol 9 6

9/- EY51 P Y82 7 6
/LOG 9/- EY86 101- 1113 12 6

SPECIAL PRICE PER SET
R5, 1T4, 105, or 384 or 3V.1, 2716.
)K96, DF96, BAT'S. DIA16,

s, 11K7, 6Q7, 65,6, 524 or 62(5, 35',

W. 18 (10-100 ohms 2/8)
PEE -SET W W POTS. T: V Type. 25 ohms -
50 K oluns 3 -.
5011-2 Meg. (Carbon Track). 3'-.
SPEAKER FRET-Expanled Bronze ano-
dised metal 8 x Sin, 23; 12 x Sin., 3-;
12 x 12in., 4 6; 12 x Itit... 6 -; 24 0 12in.,
9/- etc. Preferred sizes only.
TYGAN FRET (Contemporary pat.). lain. x
12in., 2/-; 12 0 1.8in.. 3,-; 12 x 2tin., 4/-, etc.
LOUDSPEAKERS -P.M. 3 ohms, 21in.
Elac 17/6. 31in. Goodman:: 18/6; 5in.
Rola 17/6. 61... ENO 18/6; 7 x 41n. Goods
mans Elliptical 18/6; Sin. Rola 201.; min.
R. and A., 231.; 10Iii. W11-111,1012. 9010;
12in. Plessey 15 ohms with 6 0 4h.. Tweeter
and Cross Over Filter, 971.
OUTPUT TRANSF.-Quality HI-FI Type
with sectionalised and resistance balanced
primary windings. Super Silcor Lams.
Sec. 3 and 15 ohms. Pritnary Imp. to
individual spec. Fully shrouded Stock
Types. Milliard 3.3 37/6; Mallard 8 watt
49/6. Ditto with ultra linear taps, 52/6.
Mallard 5.10 with lam linear taps, 69'6, etc.

REBUILT TV TUBES -Genuine offer
NEW REDUCED PRICES

New Heater, Cathode and Gun Assembly can be
fitted to all Tubes -Reconditioned virtually as
new. 12 months, full Guarantee to highest stand-
ards -as used by our own Service Dept.

12" £6 14" 17" £8.10.0
Part exch. allowance on your old Tube 10,-. Mullard and
Mazda types ex stock. Carr. and ins. 10/-.

ONLY A FEW ITEMS ARE LISTED FROM OUR COMPREHEN
SIVE STOCK. WRITE NOW FOR FULL BARGAIN LISTS, 3d

Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. post and packing up to lb. 7d.
Ilb. 1,16; 516. 2/-; 10Ib. 2/9.

RADIO COMPONENT

SPECIALISTS
70 BRIGSTOCK RD., THORNTON HEATH, SURREY
Established 1946 Telephone: THO 2188

Hours: 9 a.m.-6 p.m. I p.m. Wednesday.

FACE

VALUE

JULY/AUGUST, 1959

The face of Elliott switchboard instrument is more than just the end
of an instrumentation system -it is the vital link between it and human
consciousness.
Easy on the eye, certainly -but these rectangular faces with their
serene black -and -grey styling are more than merely attractive. The
scale is the longest practicable, consistent with case size; the calibration
divisions are the fewest compatible with the values to be read.
As with every other item and component of Elliott instrumentation
systems these instruments are designed and built with one aim: absolute
functional efficiency.

Model'
No.

2705

Movement Barrel Case Scale Amps.
Dia. Size Length

Volts

Moving 2
Coil

>: 3 3.40" 50µA
-1000A

50mV-
1000V

2706 Moving
Iron

2!," C." x 31" 3.10" 15mA
-50 A

10y -
300y

3705 Moving
Coil

51" x44" 4.20" 50.IA
-1000A

50mV-
1000V

3706 Moving
Iron

3:1" 5 x 41" 3.80" 15mA
-50 A

10V-
300V

ELLIOTT If you use instruments you
must know about Elliotts.

Instruments for Prototype equipment - 7 days delivery.
Elliott Brothers (London) Limited, Century Works,
Lewisham, London, S.E.I1. Telephone: TIDEWAY 1271.

A Member of the Elliott -Automation Group.

EARN what you're
really worth!

You've got ability -everyone has. But are you making the most
use of it -to earn what you're ronllo worth? If not, let ICS train-
ing develop your ability and he., you to a better job, with more
security'
START TODAY' Choose your subject from the list below and
fill in the coupon. The fees are moderate and there are no books to
buy.

TAKE THE RIGHT COURSE NOW .
Advertising anal Civil Engineering.
Salesmanship Exams.: 1C.E., I.Struct. E.
Radio and T.V..iliV1,11 sin;' Draughtsmanship
Exams.: Joint Inter., A.A. (Slate lininel).
and I.P.A. Finals, I.S.M.A., Electronic Engineering.

. . . . Electronic Equipment.
Architecture and Building Farming and Horticulture.
Exams.: R.I.B.A., R.LC.S., l'ig n1111 Poultry Keeping.
I.Q.S., L.I.O.B., Inst. Clk. Flo, er and S ...getable
of Wks. Growing.
Art Smallholding.
(5initnereial 111,1,1r:ding. Exam.: R.H.O. General.
Oils and Water colon, -.Fire Engineering.
Commercial Training Exams.: I.F.E., Fire Service

Work 0111,1N.
Exams.: LIM. Inter. final
and Cert. in Foremanship.
Mechanical Engineering.
Workshop Praia ii, Diesels
Refrign., welding. Eng.
Maths., Prodm Eng'g.
Exams,: I.Mech.E. Soc. of
Engrg., Cert. in Foreman-
ship, C. & G. Cert. Mach.
Shop Eng.
Motor Engineering.
Slotor Meehantl.s.
Running and Maintenance.

°dice Training. Promotion. Photography.
Secretaryship. General Education. The Amateur Photographer
Exams.: I.C.W.A.. Exam.: P.D.A.
C.C.S., A.C.C.S., Inst. Bk.- Exams.: G.C.E. Subiests. Radio, T.V. and Electrical
keepers. Management. Radio Engineering.

. . . AND FILL IN THIS COUPON
Examination Students are Coached Until Successful

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, 71 Kingsway (Dept.222Q)
London, W.C.2.

Please send FREE book on

Name

Address

Occupation 8.59
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Visit the City's new acoustically designed

Centre.

S5

COME AND HEAR THE LEADING MAKES IN AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS AND SPEAKER SYSTEMS
AMPLIFIERS, STEREO

MONAURAL, BY:
AND

V.H.F. TUNERS BY: HI-FI SPEAKERS BY:
VERDIK QUAD
ARMSTRONG LEAK
ROGERS W.B.,

ARMSTRONG
LEAK

T.S.L.
DULCI

GOODMAN
PLESSEY
WHARFEDALE

W.B.
T.S.L.
G.E.C.DULCI etc. QUAD ROGERS, etc. LORENZ, etc.

THE POCKET TRANSISTOR THAT IS PROVING A REAL WINNER 7
Equal to many commercial receivers selling at more than double the price

6 Transistor Plus Diode Pocket Superhet Radio
Easy to build, using 6 Mullard transistors; 0C44, 0C45(2),
0071, matched pair 0072, 0A70. Medium and long wave
bands. Printed circuit. Built-in HIQ Ferrite Aerial. Push -pull -output. 150 ohms Sin. loudspeaker. Circuit and layout
diagram. Low consumption. Power output 150 M.W. Sensi-
tivity-IMV for 50 MW output. Circuit line up; mixer stage,
2 I.F. stages. Germanium detector, AF driver stage and push-
pull output.

A GIFT FOR THE SERVICE MAN
BRAND

NEW IN
WOODEN

CASE
The Weston Model
772 Type 6 super
sensitive analyser.
This precision de-
signed multi -range
test instrument has
a large visible fine-
ly divided scale
giving some of the
range shown.
Range: D.C. volts
20,000 ohms per
volt or 1,000 per
volt. 2.5 volt

range 50,000 ohms. 10 volt range 200,000 ohms.
50 volt range I megohm. 250 volt range 5 meg-
ohms. 1,000 volt range 20 megohms. ohms:
0-3,000 ohms. 0-30,000 ohms. 0-3 meg. 0-30
meg. D.C. min/amps: 10, 50, 250 IM/A or 50
microamps. A.C. volts: 1,000 ohms per volt.
ONLY t12/10/- plus cost and pkg. 7/6.

THE ALFA MULTI -RANGE
POCKET METER

IDEAL FOR ROVING
SERVICE MAN.
Resistance ranges:
0-20K ohms. 0-2 Meg ohms
Voltage ranges:
0-6 v. D.C., 0-12 v. D.C.,
0-60 v. D.C., 0-300 v. D.C.,
0-1,200 v. D.C., 0-6 v. A.C.,
0-12 v. A.G. (23 DB),
0-60 v. A.C. (37 DB),
0-300 v. A.C., 0-1,200 v.
A.C.
Current ranges:
0-300 V.A.-D.C., 0-30MA.-
D.C., 0-300 MA.-D.C.,
complete with test leads
E6l19/6 and butts. Post and packing 3/6.

BRAND NEW Acos latest HiG crystal t/o
pick-up. Our price 29/6. Post & pkg. 2/6.

LIMITED NUMBER
Brand new valves by famous manufacturer.
Equivalent of PX4. 5/-, plus post & pkg. IF.

FOUR ASTOUNDING TV TUBE OFFERS
All brand new in famous maker's cartons.
(I) 17in. rectangular aluminized
6.3 HTRS. .3A current; max.
anode voltage 16 kV.
Usual price E17/5/-.
OUR PRICE 0/19/6. Crating
and Carr. 15/-. Fully guaranteed.
(2) I4in. rectangular Tube 6.3 heaters; .3 amp
current; max. anode 14KV; ion trap: external
conducting coating; BI 2A base. 68:17,6 crating
& carriage 12,6. Fully guaranteed.
(3) Ferranti T12/44 and T12/549 I2in. mag-
netic white fluorescence; 4 v. heater; max.
anode 10 kV. As used in many TV receivers.
Original price L17/5/-. OUR PRICE 64/5/-.
Crating and Carr. 12/6.
(4) Ferranti 9in. Tube round white fluores-
cence, 4 v. heater, max. anode voltage 7 kV.
OUR PRICE £2/l9/6. Crating and Carr. 11/6.

LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE
BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED

The Famous COLLARO Mk. 3 Trans-
scriptor Tape Deck. Twin track, 2 record/
playback, 2 erase heads on 2 levels, pause
control, digital counter, 3 speeds, 2 bal-
anced motors of low wattage input. IS gns.
WHILE STOCKS LAST. Crating and
carr. 17/6.
Build yourself a HI-FI TAPE RECORDER.
The Collaro pre -amp. and bias oscillator com-
plete with power pack for the above deck,
with instructions. Price £12/19/6. Post and
pkg. 7/6.
The above two items at a special pr;ce of C28/10/ -
Carr. and pkg. 22/6 the two units.
The Linear Tape Deck Amplifier with
power pack and oscillator incorporated.
Switched for 31, 7+ and 15in. per sec. Suitable
for the Mk. 3 Deck. 12 gns. only. Post and
pkg. 3/6.

LIMITED NUMBER
SPECIAL OFFER

For the Hi-Fi enthusiast-Collaro 4 -speed trans-
scription motor and p/up using the new TX88
Studio cartridge. Brand new. List price [19/10/..
OUR PRICE £1511916. Crating and carr. 12/6.
Easily wired for stereo to use Ronette stereo
tjo cartridge.

[leo ionics =,1,[d

ALL COMPONENTS COMPLETE LESS
CABINET AND BATTERIES AT THE
SPECIAL PRICE OF

£7 - 19 - 6
Post and packing 2/6. Cabinets available in
parts to be assembled, comprising cabinet,
tuning knob, switch knob, escutcheon,
coloured Rexine, aerial and battery bkts. and
battery. Price 18/6.

REPEATING THIS WONDERFUL
OFFER BELOW MFRS. PRICE

10 WATT

PUSH-

PULL

ULTRA

LINEAR

FEEDBACK

ORIGINAL
MANUFACTURER'S

PRICE

20 GNS.

LIMITED
NUMBER
ONLY AT
£14 . 19. 6

Complete
Post & Pkg. 7'6.
Fully guaranteed

AMPLIFIER AND
PRE -AMPLIFIER

Beautifully finished in Grey -Green Stove Enamel.
Provision for tuner, bass and treble, 5 -position
selector for radio, mic., cape, LP and std. records.

HI - FIDELITY TAPE HEADS
Made by famous manufacturer. Brand new.
Upper or lower track, record/play-back, high
impedance giving up to 12,000 c.p.s. at Ti I.P.S.
output 5 mjvolts at I KC at 71 I.P.S. Erase heads
low impedance.
Only 39/6 per pair. Post 1/.. State upper or lower
track.

ANOTHER SNIP OFFER
Acos 39/I Crystal Pencil Mic. List price 5 gns.
-our price 39/6. Post and packing 1/6.

DEPT. B
152 3 FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.4

Telephone : FLE 2833

Business hours : weekdays 9-6. Saturdays 9-I
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TELEPRINTERS,
PERFORATORS,
REPERFORATORS,
TAPE READERS

Terminals and V.F. Telegraph
multi -channel units; Testing Equip -
ment: Telephone Carriers and Re-
peaters: Signalling Rectifiers and
Relays, Transformers Transmit and
Receive, Filters; Repeating and Re-
tardation Coils: Racks, Relay. Bases,
Remote Control Transmitters,
British, American, Italian and
German Equipment.

Batey & Co., Gaiety Works,
Akeman Street, Tring, Herts.

Tel: TRING 2183 and 2310.

MANUFACTURER'S RADIO!
TELEVISION! ELECTRONIC!

SURPLUS
48 HOUR SERVICE. All enquiries to -

GRIFFIN ELECTRONICS
Electronics House,

GILLIES STREET, ACCRINGTON, LANCS.
Please enclose S.A.E. in all enquiries. Postage extra

P. A. MARRIOTT & CO.
Specialists in the manufacture
of Magnetic Recording Heads.
SUNLEIGH WORKS, SUNLEIGH ROAD,
ALPERTON, WEMBLEY, MIDDX. WEN 7493

RENFREW ELECTRONICS
Anderson Drive, Renfrew

REGUNNED C.R. TUBES
Your guarantee to cheaper viewing

17,, Mazda Tube with new Ameridu Gun -mount
£715 0

I Lin. Mazda Tube with new American 01111-1110111It
£.13 10 0

brilliant Tithe with new American Gun-itionnt
£7 15 0

I tin. Milliard Tube with new American Iiiiii-roonnt
£6 10 0

For the first time available from rust
17h). Milliard Tube with new Mullard Gun -mount

£8 5 0
14in. Mullard Tube with new Mullard Gun -mount

£7 5 0
1 year's guarantee.

Cash with order. 7/6 allowed on old tube returned in
carton supplied. Dealer's inquiries invited.

WIRELESS WORLD

THE "ZEPHYR" (W) 200,1250 volts.
SHAD ED POLE MOTOR

Precision built, 2,600 R.P.M.
25 watts. 2Iin. wide (over
fixing lugs). ?}in. long. Shaft
extension fin. Die-cast rotor.
Sturdy and SILENT. Ground
and, polished spindle (5'32in.
diam.).
Suitable for Fans, Extractors,
Fan Heaters, Projector cool-
ing, cupboard airing and all
purposes where reliability,
silence and freedom from
radio and T.V. interference
is essential.

Price 37'6 Peer free(motor only)
ACCESSORIES

Bakelite Tao, Sin diem. 7 6. relate tan, din. diam.

THE BESTFREND ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.
BANSTEAD, SURREY

F.H.P. motor manufacturers for 30 year,
Quantity migairies invited

FERROGRAPH RECORDERS
Tandberg Stereo, Harting, etc.

Personal Recordings,
Tape to Tape/Disc Service

GRIFFITHS PANSEN (Recordings) LTD.

24 25 Foley Street, London, W.1
MUSeum 2771

BRASS, COPPER, DURAL,
ALUMINIUM, BRONZE

ROD. BAR, SHEET. TUBE. STRIP, WIRE
3,000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES

No Quantity too Small. List on Application.
H. ROLLET & Co. Ltd.

6 Chesham Place, S.W.1. SLOane 3463
ALSO AT LIVERPOOL, BIRMINGHAM.

MANCHESTER, LEEDS

RADIO &
TELEVISION COMPONENTS
We operate a prompt and efficient

MAIL ORDER Service
3d. stamp (only) for catalogue.

James H. Martin & Co. Finsthwaite,
Newby -Bridge, Ulverston, Lancashire.

P.O. TELEPHONES REF. 236 CB -
Unique purchase of modern Slim Desk Type complete
with Internal Bell, Also provision for Party line
Working. Dozens of uses as Intercoms, Extension
Phones. etc. A genuine £12/10/- Instrument. LIMITED
QUANTITY at 37,6 each, Plus 3/- Carriage.

Money Bark Clartrantee. Prompt Postal Deepatelt.

K.E.P. PRODUCTS LTD.
Ashmead Works, Ashmead Rd., London, S.E.8

"Family Engineers for over half a Century."

VALVE BASES (STEMS) IN LEAD
AND HARD GLASS VALVE SLEEVES

QUARTZ CRYSTAL CONTAINERS
WE SPECIALISE IN SHORT RUNS TO CUSTOMERS'
SPECIFICATIONS. WE INVITE YOUR ENQUIRIES, ALSO
FOR OTHER GLASS PARTS FOR THE ELECTRONICS

INDUSTRY.

DAY-IMPEX LIMITED
PROGRESS WORKS, BRUNEL ROAD
EASTWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX
Telephone: EASTWOOD 525296/7
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LOUDSPEAKER

ENCLOSURES

'AVIES FOR

GOODMANS WESTREX WHARFEDALE
JENSEN G.E.C. W.B. B.T.H. B.B.C.

AMPLIFIER CONSOLE CABINETS
QUALITY AMPLIFIERS CHASSIS
LOUDSPEAKERS LP RECORDS

YOU CAN SEE YOUR CABINET BEING MADE N
OUR WORKSHOPS

Demonstrations Without Open till 5.30
Appointment Saturdays

A. DAVIES & CO. (Cabinet Makers)
3 PARKHILL PLACE (off Parkhill Road),
LONDON, N.W.3. GULLIVER 5775
Few minutes walk Belsize Park Underground

MALVYN ENGINEERING WORKS
to the Radio and Electronic Indotetries-

Manufacturers of : Chassis, Small
Pressings, Machined Components,
Wiring and Mechanical Assemblies,

to specification.
Niroyle and hodnetion Qaantities.

7, CURRIE STREET, HERTFORD, HERTS.
Telephone : Hertford 2264

(OSLO ELECTRICAL

114010INGS' LTD

-Zys-co"
INTER-COM &
SOUND adezrots

BRIGHTON .LONDON.S.W.9

'Phone: BRIxton 4961

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER
A component manufacturing company
which builds all specialist instruments
used in its production departments
seeks an Engineer for a development
section. The post will appeal to a man
with an interest in audio amplifiers, D.C.
amplifiers, and precision measurements.
A relevant qualification equivalent to
H.N.C. plus electronic experience will
he expected, for which a competitive
salary will he paid.
Applications treated in confidence and
should give full particulars of employ-
ment history to Personnel Manager,

Welwyn Electrical Laboratories Ltd.

Bed.ington, Northumberland

TRANSFORMERS
COILS LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES

CHOKES TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED
SPECIALISTS IN

FINE WIRE WINDINGS
MINIATURE TRANSFORMERS, PICK-UP,
CLOCK AND INSTRUMENT COILS, ETC.

VACUUM IMPREGNATION TO APPROVED STANDARDS

ELECTRO-WINDS LTD.
CONTRACTORS TO G.P.O., M,O.S., L.E.O., ETC.

123-5-7 PARCHMORE ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY
LIVINGSTONE 2261 EST. 1933
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SCOTLAND'S LARGEST
STOCKISTS OF GOVERNMENT

SURPLUS

RADIO & ELECTRICAL

EQUIPMENT
ALL ITEMS NEW. AND UNUSED.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST AND
PACKING SCOTLAND AND

ENGLAND.
SOLENOID by Westool 250V AC, x 2in.,
1 +in. LEVER 3116. Pull., .8 amps. Mounted
on brass base, 5+ x 2in 14/6

MAINS DIMMER. 230 ohms. 1.5/.36 amps.
Spiral shaft, knob control 22/6

MUIRHEAD STUD SWITCH. 24 posi-
tion. 7/6

PULLIN GEARED MOTOR. 250 v.
A.C./D.C. Series wound, double end drive,
6,000 r.p.m., 200 r.p.m., 1/40 h.p 37/6

TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES,
PARMEKO, NEPTUNE SERIES, AD-
MIRALTY RATING.
(I) Primary 112 v. and 230 v., 50 cycles.
Output 400-0-400, 400 mA., SO v. 2 mA. 40/-
(2) Primary 112 v. and 230 v., 50 cycles.
Output 350-0-350, 200 mA., 6.4 v. 6 amp.,
5 v. 3 amp. 30/-
(3) Primary 115 v., 225 v. and 240 v., 50
cycles. Output 45-0-45, 250 mA., 5 v. 2.8
amps., 5 v. 5.6 amps., 6.3 v. 4.5 amps. 25/-
(4) Choke 12 14. 200 mA 15/-
(5) Choke 10 H. 25 mA 9/6

Terms C.W.O.

R.M.E. SURPLUS SUPPLIES
143, STOCKWELL STREET, Glasgow, C.1

Telephone: Bell 2634

SERVO AND ELECTRONIC SALES LTD.
MAINS:BATTERY POWER UNIT 1.332. 12 v. D.C.' or
110-250 v. A.C. input. Outputs 12.6 v. 2 A. and 250 V.
D.C. 75 mA., 19in. rack mounting. With circuit, 37/6
each (P.P. 51-). MAINS POWER UNIT L.204. 115 or
210 v. A.C. input, outputs 130 v. D.C. 35 mA. and 6.1 v.
A.C. 2 A. With circuit in carrying case, 36/-, or without
case 27/6 (P.P. 5/-). E.H.T. TOP QUALITY COMPON-
ENTS TRANSFORMORS. 230 v. A.C. to 9.5 kV. :3 rnA.,
herm. sealed, 62/, (p.p. 3/6). CAPACITORS T.C.C. Vis.
cored 0.02 uF. 11 kv., 12/6 (p.p. 2/61. 0.1 1118. Ilk V. 17.6
(p.p. 4/-1. COLVERN HELICAL POTENTIOMETERS
CLR 2501, 50 K. 55/- (P.P.'1/6). TRANSFORMER 210 v.
A.C. to 12 v. at 0.4 A. twice, berm. weir]. 20/- (PP. 2/-).
HIGH STAB. RESISTORS, 5% ton.. 22/8 per 100 (P.P.
1/6) (our set.). Many 1% and 2% values available. HEAD-
PHONES, 120 ohm, CLIO 6/6 (p.p. 116). CARBON MIKE
INSERTS 213 (p.p. 9d.). QUARTZ CRYSTALS, octal lewe,
6.5 Kc's. 6/- (p.p. 1'6). CAPACITANCE -RESISTANCE
UNITS. 2 res. arms 1-4,132 ohms. 2 cap. arms p.001-
1.112 uF., data sheet avail., 17/8 (p.p. WHEAT -
STONE BRIDGES, 0-200 ohms with 2.5-11-2.5 mA. meter
in teak box 30/- each (p.p. 7/6). DRAYTON RQ GEARED
MOTORS. 330 v. A.C., 37 r.p.m., 78i- each (p.p. 4/.).
MAINS CENTRIFUGAL BLOWERS, Sturtevant,. 2:10 v.
A.C.. 0.3 A. 120/- (P.p. 6/6). HIGH FREQUENCY MOTOR
ALTERNATOR SETS, inputs 415 V., 50 c.p.s., 1 ph., 6
h.p. output, '200 v. 1,100 c.p.s., 1 ph., :3 KVA.. 272:10/-
e.p. Adother, input 80 v. D.C., output 80 V. 2,000 e.p.s.,
1150 w., 170/- (earn 201-). Another. input '230 v.. 50 ...p.s.,
1 ph., output 280 v., 400 c.o.s., 1 ph., 680 w., plus 200 v.
400 c.o.s., 1 ph., 280 w., 249/101- c.p. Another, input
26 v. D.C., output 115 v., 400 c.o.s., 45 w., 120:- (p.p.
713 RECTIFIER UNITS, input 200.250 v. A.G. output
12 +12 v.. 3 A., 92/6 (carr. 7/6). SMOOTHING UNITS
for use with this item 37/6 (Carr. 10/-). Both units 19in.
rack mounting. POWER UNITS TYPE 3. Input 200-250
v. A.C., metered output 220 v., 100 snA. D.C. and 6.3 v.,
4 A. AG., ear- (car, 10/-). INDICATOR UNIT APW
9922A, 1-VCR97, 3-VR91, 2-VR54, 1 -CV1285, I -VTOL,
rimmetal shield, lobos and brilliance controls, 8 pots,
ideal for 'scope conversion or C.R.T. display omit. 1170/1`,

with circuit 37/6 (earn 5/-). TELCON TYPE 53C COAX.
CHASSIS SOCKETS, new 10/- doz. (p.p. 2/0). 100/- Per
gross (p.p. 7;11) £30 per 1,000 (o.p.). NITROGOL CAP-
ACITORS, 100 v. wkg. at 71' C., 1 ,,F.. 21 (PP. Ii-). 2 ,,F.
2 9 (P.P. 11-1. CAM -CORRECTED POTENTIOMETERS.
19 K.: type c1.10i302. 35, POTENTIOMETERS.
500 ohm, 5 W.. each with knob, 2:-, ea.. 17 - doz.. sg
per gross Ip p. 7d_ 2;6, 12.0 respectively). MINIATURE
MERCURY SWITCHES, 4,- (p.p. ADMIRAL-
TY SOUND POWERED TELEPHONE SETS. good con-
dition. 75/- per pr. 1p.p. 816).
Post orders to:

HOPTON PARADE, STREATHAM HIGH ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.16.

Callers to: -
43, HIGH STREET, ORPINGTON, KENT.

Tcls.: Streatham 6165 and Orpington 31066.
Terms: Nett C.W.O. monthly approval :recounts
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" BARGAINS WITH PERSONAL SERVICE."
ROTARY CONVERTORS. 24 v. dr.:input, 210 v. ax.
50 c. 100 watts output,- brand new, 24/10/-. Ditto,
125 watts. 24/17/6. A few of these models,- store
soiled, at a reduction of 10/-. Ditto, 150 watts, M.
25/10/-, with sliding resistor for same 46, Carriage
oh all the above 7/6, outside mainland extra.
ROTARY CONVERTOR. By Lancashire -Crypt.,
24 v. d.c. Input, 2311 v. a.c. 50 c. 135 watts output in
wood carrying case, with 3 -pin flush output socket,
absolutely brand new and unused is originarpackIng
case, 27/16/6, carriage 10/, A small number left, -

24 v. d.c. input, 50 v. a.c 150 c. 4 amps. output, in steel
ease, 22/10/-. Auto transformer 50/230 v. to suit
same, 21/101-, carriage on each 5/-.
AUTOMATIC STARTERS. 24 v. Type 24. 10F/670,
heavy silver contacts, brand new in original packing,
4/8 each. P.P. 1/-. Large quantity available, with
special price for quantities.
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER 8107. 9 valve,
3 waveband, 1.2-17.0 Mc/s. (18-250 metres). Mains
100/25 a.c., also 12 v. d.c. Used but in very good
condition. only 27/19/8, carriage £1 mainland.
CR100 RECEIVER. Very good condition, £19;
CR 100/2 and 8 Mod, 622/10/.. Carriage O1 mainland.
BATTERY CHARGERS. 230 v. ax. input, 21 v. d.c.
output at 10 amps. with meter, line and coarse controls
enables 6, 12, or 24 v. batteries to be charged, fused
with onuff switch, £91101-. ' Carriage £1 mainland.
RECTIFIER SETS. 230 v. 1ph. input, 24 v. d.c. at
20 amps. output, 212/10/-; 230 v. ditto, :36 v. at
50 amps. output, 117/101-; 230 v. ditto 3 ph., 36 v. at
50 amps., gm 380/410 v. 3 ph. input, 36 v. d.c. at
50 amps. output £27110/-.
RIFE ALKALINE BATTERIES. 25 a.h.. 1.2 v. per
cell. 10/- ea. P.P. 1/6.
CONDENSERS. " Pyranol " oil filled 10 pF 2 kv. wkg.
(part of the Transmitter ET4336) 22/8 ea.; 1 dozen
lots at 19/- ex.; 50 to 100, 16/- ea. Packing and
carriage at cost.
HEADPHONES. Ericson high resistance 9,000 ohms,
15/6. P.P. 1/-. D.L.R.5' low resistance, 7/- ea., with
breast microphone fp& .P.P. on each 1/..
ROTARY TRANSFORMER. 11 v. d.c. input, 255 v. d.c.
output 173 mA., type 57 by Hoovers, brand new, 17/6;
12 v. ditto midget type 310 v. d.c. output 30 mA.,
10/6. 9.9.1/,
TELEGRAPH LINEMEN'S SAFETY BELTS. Leather

 2in. r, Iin.. double buckles, with safety catch, a must
for all climbing purposes. Brand new, 17/6. P.P. 21-.
HAND MICROPHONE. Moving coil No. 13, round,
2}in. diameter, with thumb press switch. brand new,
only 12/8. P.P. II-. Inserts for same, 4/6. P.P. 6i1.
ANTENNA CURRENT INDICATOR. U.S.A. New
2iin. flush. 8/6. P.P. 6,1.
AERIAL VARIOMETERS. Part of 19 set hfk.
New. 13/6. R.R. 1/6.
373 MINIATURE I.E. STRIP.
9.72 Mc1s, complete with 6 valves. Conversion details
" P.W.." April 1957. Now only 29/8. P.P. 1/6.
CONTROL UNIT, U.S.A. Case 12 x 6 x3M., hinged lid.
with 1 mA. SIM. meter flush fitted. 5 micm and 2 toggle
switches, relays. condensers and other components,
wonderful bargain, 2216. P.P. 216.
CONTROL BOX, U.S.A. Fitted 2in. 1 mA. flush meter,
2 toggle switches and other components, 12/6. P.P. 1/-.
RE-ENTRANT LOUD HAILERS. Heavy duty
20 watts, 15 ohms. £5. Carriage 12/6.
CABLE AND WIRE. Henry's new, Unirubber 2.5,
14/0076, 10;6. 100 yds., P.P. 2/-; 420 yd. coils 38113
P.P. 5/6. Uniflex single screened 2.5, 17/8. P.P. 3/6,
per 100 yards. Dumet Twin screened 23/0070, 35/-
100 yds., P.P. 5/-. Equipment Wire, 14/0048 p.v.c.
100 yils..6/-, P.P. I/-; Ditto, 70/0076 340ft. coils,
112. P.P. 2,-
RADAR EQUIPMENT. 3 Centimetre U.S.A., RTIO/
APS with Scanner. Powered by Douglas Generating
plant with 21 v. 500 w. 2,000 c. alternator, the whole
folds away in a light two -wheeled trailer, £75. Trans-
port by arrangement. Photograph.
Terms. C.W.O. or approved monthly account,.
S.A.E. inquiries.

A. J. THOMPSON
" EILING LODGE," CODICOTE, HERTS.

Phone Codicote 242

BRADFORD
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Principal:
E. G. Edwards, Ph.D., B.Sc., F.R.I.C.

A Sandwich Course for:L--
DIPLOMA IN TECHNOLOGY

IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

will commence
in January, 1960.

(Arrangements will be made to accept
students for industrial training in September
1959).
Further details and application forms for
the course may be obtained from the Regi-
strar, Bradford Institute of Technology,
Bradford 7. Telephone number 28837.

W. H. LEATHEM
Clerk to the Governors

TEST EQUIPMENT
BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS
0-10 Keli. Furzehill No. 5. 2 watts into 10 or 600
ohms Metered output. Size 171 x9 x.11. 7 valves.
£12.
TESTERS T.M.S. No. 1 Mk. 2
A precision audio test set by Muirhead, ideal as a
laboratory sine wave source. 100-40,000 c.p.s. Range
easily extended down to 10 e.p.s.

MARCONI SIGNAL GENERATOR TF144F. With
mains lead, dummy aerial, instructions. £35.
WAVEMETER TF643A. 20 to 20:3 Mx's. in .4 ranges.
Complete with calibration charts, instructions, spare
valve, incorporates a 50µA ureter. Brand new it
transit case. £6.
ELLIOTT. PRECISION AMMETER, F8D 0.5, 2, 10
amps. bin. mirror scale. Accuracy 0.6%, excellent
condition. £15. Output meters. Windsor 160 A.
Sin. scale (50µA) reading 0.01 to  2,500 mW in 5
ranges. To match loads between 2.5. and 20,000 ohms.
£12.
All the above equipment, whether new or recon-
ditioned, is in first-class condition and working to
original specification. More details will be forwarded
on request.
Components:
8 MI 450 V. block condenser 41 x 11 x 2in., 3/-.
Metal rectifiers '250 V. 90 m/a., 5 x fin, diem., 3/6.
TRANSFORMER SPECIAL. Fri. 0-110-200, 220, 240,
50 c.p.s. Sec. 24 V. CT., 3 amps., 95 volt 3 times at
0.1 amp. 200 V., 60 min. Many applications, e.g.,
100 watt auto. or charger. Double screened and
Potted. 12/6 ea.
All the above components are es -brand new equip-
ment. 50 ohm, 5 watt w/w pots, 2,000 ohm 18/, w/w
bobbin resistors. Either item 1/3 each or 3 for 3;-.
Brand new.

Trade enquiries welcome
Lists on request with S.A.E.

Portland Pays Postage and Packing
Terms C.W.O.

PORTLAND ELECTRONICS
20 Portland Place, Stalybridge,
N r. Manchester. STA. 2148

12v. DC MAGNETIC SWITCH. Cuts out on 2
amp. overload or dead short. 13/6. P.P.
U.S. ARMY SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE
222-A. 8-15 and 150-230 inc/s. £21. And
Type 72-J. 100Kc. 32mc/s. 515/10/, P.P. 
These are precision instruments.
12v. DYNAMOTOR POWER PACK TYPE
DM21B. for BC 342 50/-. P.P.
FAMOUS MAKE LIGHTWEIGHT PENCIL
BIT SOLDERING IRON, 220/240 v. 25 w.
Indicator light in handle (list price 24/61.
Price 16/6. P.P.
SCOOTER BATTERIES. 6 v. 10 A.H
Hard rubber case. Size 5 x 5 x luin. Weight
31b. 15/-. P.P. Also ideal for model use.
NEW AND BOXED COLLARO CONQUEST
4 -SPEED RECORD AUTO CHANGERS.
200/250 v. A.C. 26/19/6. Carriage 5/-.
OUR FAMOUS TRANSFORMERS. Input
200/250. Output tapped 3 to 30 v. 2 a. or

5. 11, 17 v. 5 a. each. 24/6. P.P.
F.W. METAL RECTIFIERS. 12/6 volt,
1 a., 7/6; 3 a., 13/-; 4 a., 17/6; 6 a., 27/6.
P.P.
STUDIO "0" P/U CARTRIDGES 21/. P.P.
FLAT TYPE H.W. RECTIFIERS. 250v. 25m/a
7/6. 60m/a. 7/6. 300rula. 24/- All P.P. Most
other types stocked.

All items new and guaranteed
RELAYS. We hold large stocks. Any contact
combination and operating coil voltage
supplied from 3/-.
KEY SWITCHES from 31-.
TOGGLE SWITCHES DPDT 3/6.
MICRO SWITCHES Make.and Break 6/6.
6SH7 VALVES ex equipment. All tested
6 for 10/-. P.P.

LISTS SENT ON REQUEST

Post orders only to

THE

RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART
27 PRINCES COURT, WEMBLEY, MIDDX
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Regentone
The Regentone Group of Companies offer opportunities to
senior and junior engineers and draughtsmen in the labora-
tories of the manufacturing division.

Applicants should have experience in the fields listed
below and be fully acquainted with modern techniques,
including printed circuits.

TELEVISION

RADIO

R.F./I.F. development, general
circuit development, T.V. tuners,
wide angle scanning, synchro-
nising circuits, etc.

General radio design; produc-
tion engineering of radio re-
ceivers.

DRAWING OFFICE Mechanical development of radio
and television apparatus; detail
drawing circuit diagrams, printed
circuit masters and layouts.

TEST EQUIPMENT Test equipment design and test
gear maintenance.

These are permanent and progressive posts and offer
excellent opportunities for interesting work and good
remuneration in a modern and expanding concern.
APPLY IN WRITING, stating age, experience and salary
required to TECHNICAL DIRECTOR, Regentone,
Eastern Avenue West, Romford, Essex.

PYE 11 LTD.

TELEVISION RECEIVER
LABORATORY

The following engineers are required to join
our T.V. Receiver Design Department in
Cambridge:

SENIOR T.V. ENGINEER for work on a
variety of absorbing problems associated with the
design and production engineering of television
receivers for home and export markets and also
T.V. relay systems. Applicants should have
several years' experience of T.V. receiver design
and production techniques.

SENIOR MECHANICAL DESIGNER who
is capable of the solution of problems connected
with T.V. receiver chassis and cabinet design.
The successful applicant will have had several
years' experience in this field and be fully
conversant with present day mass production
techniques.

Please write, quoting "TRX" to the:
CHIEF ENGINEER, PYE LIMITED

CAMBRIDGE

JULY / AUGUST, 1959

A PRODUCTION ENGINEER
is required by a Company in the West of England to
take charge of all aspects of production. of a range of
electronic and precision mechanical special purpose
equipments. This post is of considerable importance
and only men with extensive practical experience
in this field and possessing real ability and drive
will be considered. The successful applicant will
be given assistance with housing if required. There
are excellent opportunities for further promotion
within the Organisation backed by progressive
salary scales and a Pension Scheme.
Write, giving concise details of age, education,
experience, present position and salary to:

Box No. 3515, c'o Wireless World.

MULLARD SOUTHAMPTON WORKS
have a vacancy for an

ELECTRONIC DRAUGHTSMAN
to work en equipment designed for testing of transistors in
Mass production.

Candidates should be educated to O.N.C. standard and
preferably have had experience in the electronic field.

The Company's conditions of employment will be found to
be attractive and the commencing salary paid will be com-
mensurate with experience. Please apply in writing to the

Personnel Officer, Mullard Southampton Works,
Millbrook Industrial Estate, Southampton.

TRANSISTCR CIRCUIT ENGINEER
is required by

PYE LIMITED CF CAMBRIDGE
for an interesting position in their radio development
laboratory.
Applicants should have several years' experience in
receiver design, together with some knowledge of
printed circuit techniques, and a recognised qualifi-
cation (degree, HNC or equivalent) is desirable.
Previous experience of semi -conductor devices would
be very useful but is not essential. Starting salary
would be related to qualifications and experience,
and housing assistance may be given in certain cases.
Please address applications, quoting "TCE" to the

Chief Engineer, Pye Limited, Cambridge.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF BOLTON
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

BOLTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE
FULL-TIME ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING COURSE

A three-year course in Electronic Engineering is now
available. Candidates should be in the age range of 16 to
18, and have taken General Certificate of Education
courses which include Mathematics and Physics at the
Ordinary and/or Advanced level, or equivalent courses in
technical institutions. Suitable candidates may obtain
exemption from Parts I and II of the Grad.I.E.E. at
the end of the course.

This rapidly developing industry offers new and
attractive openings to qualified men, and students who
have passed through the course are readily absorbed by
industry.

Further particulars may be obtained from the Principal.
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DE HAVILLAND PROPELLERS LIMITED
offer

APPOINTMENTS
and rhos c

OPPORTaiNaZES
concerned with

BLUE STREAK DEVELOPMENT
If you are between the ages of 25 and 35 years and believe that you have
the qualifications and experience to take your place in teams engaged in
preparing and firing the first large British rocket with space potentialities,
then write to the Personnel Manager, de Havilland Propellers Ltd.,
Stevenage Herts., quoting reference STM.27.
We are looking for both Senior and Junior Engineers of determination
and spirit to fill posts in the following teams at Stevenage, Spadeadam
and Australia.
AUTOPILOT Engineers with a good knowledge of electronics and
experienced in auto -pilot and electro hydraulic systems. Experience
with semi -conductors would be valuable.
TELEMETRY Electronics Engineers experienced in radio systems.
A knowledge of telemetry is desirable.
LINE INSTRUMENTATION Electro mechanical engineers with
experience in galvonometers and pen recorders, tape recorders, trans-
ducers, etc.
GUIDANCE Electronics Engineers with knowledge of complex elec-
tronic systems and computors. Optical experience would be valuable.
PROPULSION Mechanical Engineers with knowledge of liquid pro-
pulsion systems and, if possible, rocket engines, Experience in the electrics
controlling these systems would be advantageous.
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Our Senior Engineers should have either:-
(a) An Engineering Degree
(b) H.N.C. or equivalent
(c) Membership of a recognised engineering institute.

Junior Engineers should have O.N.C. or equivalent qualifications.
We are also keen to have ex -servicemen who have the necessary experi-
ence but who may perhaps lack the above qualifications. Their applications
will be most carefully considered.
We also require:-
SENIOR ENGINEERS for firing procedures and trials planning groups.
General electrical and mechanical knowledge is asential and preference
will be given to applicants experienced in the G.W. Trials Field. These
vacancies are at Stevenage.
SENIOR AND JUNIOR ENGINEERS who have experience in handling
and interpreting data from missile trials. Applicants should possess a
general knowledge of electrical and mechanical engineering, or alternatively,
should have a meteorological or mathematical background. Vacancies
are mainly at Stevenage although a few senior appointments are available
in Australia.
All letters of application are treated in the stricter confidence and any
resultant interviews will be conducted on an informal basis.

Telecommunications
CAMBRIDGE ENGLAND

require

TESTERS
at

HAVERHILL in SUFFOLK
The Company is engaged in manufacturing
a wide range of electronic equipments.
Applicants should have had a minimum of
three years' practical experience in industry
or have served in H.M. Forces as Wireless/
Radar mechanics.
The Factory is a modern one in a rapidly
expanding market town.
HOUSES are available for suitable applicants.
Applications, giving full particulars of past
experience, should be made in writing to:-

The Personnel Manager

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD.
Newmarket Road, Cambridge

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD.

Technical Personnel Required

SENIOR & JUNIOR ELECTRICAL
DESIGN ENGINEERS

SENIOR & JUNIOR MECHANICAL
DESIGN ENGINEERS

DUTIES: To undertake the design of Test Equipment covering
practically the whole electronic field, including Telecom-
munication, Guided Weapons and Nucleonics. Considerable
personal responsibility and freedom is given, and there are no
set rules regarding the number of people engaged on a project,
the allocation of project I.aders, etc.

QUALIFICATIONS: The ability to design equipment and
aggressively progress a project through to the stage where a
model is made and the information is available for a produc-
tion drawing office. Senior engineers are usually of B.Sc.
standard with practical experience in measuring techniques,
while Junior engineers are often Graduate Members of one of
the Professional Institutions, or have similar qualifications,
but this is in no way mandatory. The ability to progress the
project through to a satisfactory conclusion is the prime re-
quirement. Due to expanding activities, men with drive and
initiative can be sure of progressive advancement.

Comprehensive pension and assurance schemes are in operation,
aand Canteen and Social Club facilities are provided.

Call any day including Saturday mornings at,

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD.
I.ONGACRES, HATFIELD ROAD

ST. ALBANS, HERTS.

or write giving full details to Dept. C.P.S., Marconi House,
336/7, Strand, London, W.C.2. quoting reference WW 2970B.
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ULTRA ELECTRIC

LIMITED
Invite applications for the following
positions in their modern, well equipped
laboratories of the RADIO & TELE-
VISION DIVISION.
(1). SENIOR TELEVISION DEVELOP -

for
ENGINEERS

work on:
(a) Wide Angle Scanning
(b) Colour Television
(c) Experimental Receivers-

Higher Definition Systems
(d) Combined TV/FM Radio Re-

ceivers
(2) TEST

MENT E
E QUIPMENTNGINEERS DEVELOP -

for work on:
(a) VHF/UHF Amplifiers
(b) Video Amplifiers
(c) Pulse Equipment and Time

Bases
Applicants should have qualifications up

to degree standard, and have good basic,
experience.

These appointments offer scope for
original research and development work
and for personal advancement.

Good salaries, adjudged and commen-
surate with qualifications, will be offered
to suitable applicants. A contributory
Pensions and FREE Life Assurance Scheme
is operated by the Company.

'All applications will be regarded as
strictly confidential, and should give full
details of present and past positions 'held,
age, and qualifications. In the first instance
please write to:
The Personnel Manager, Ultra Electric
Ltd., Western Avenue, Acton, London,

W.3.

WIRELESS WORLD

Plessey
urgently require

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
for

Stage and System Testing
of

COMPLEX ELECTRONIC
and

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
EQUIPMENTS

Candidates must be fully exper-
ienced in handling normal test gear
(other than for VHF) and have a
sound theoretical knowledge of
electronics. The situations are
permanent and the work is both
interesting and varied.
SUCCESSFUL APPLICANTS
WILL BE GIVEN EARLIEST
PRIORITY FOR HOUSING:
NEED NOT START UNTIL
HOUSED. AND WILL RE-
CEIVE HELP WITH RE-
MOVALS.
Applications from British sub-
jects only, should be made
either in writing or in person to:

PERSONNEL OFFICER,
THE PLESSEY CO. LTD.,

CHENEY MANOR,
SWINDON, WILTS.

RADAR, WIRELESS and
INSTRUMENT FITTER

CIVILIAN INSTRUCTORS

(Male) required by Air Ministry in
the provinces. Appointments un-
established, but good prospects of
becoming pensionable. Trade
training, practical experience and
ability to teach are essential.
Pay £727 at age 26 rising to £900.
Apply to Air Ministry, C.E.4k

(CIV 781, London, S.E.1.

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH
LABORATORY STAFF

Senior qualified Electronics Engi-
neers of Degree or Higher National
Certificate standard are required for
interesting work in connection with
a number of projects in the field
of Electronics, including the applica-
tion of transistors to television and
similar equipment. Applicants
must have suitable academic qualifi-
cations and experience in laboratory
procedure. They will normally be
expected to be able to handle a
project from its inception to its
final conclusion. Box No. 1952,
cio " Wireless World."

ULTRA ELECTRIC LIMITED
Radio and Television Division

The following vacancies now occur in the
Development Department:-

(i) SENIOR TELEVISION DE-
VELOPMENT ENGINEER

(ii) TEST EQUIPMENT DEVELOP-
MENT ENGINEER

(iii) DRAUGHTSMAN-RADIO AND
TELEVISION

(iv) PROCESS ENGINEER
Substantial salaries will be offered to

qualified men who must have had experience
with leading manufacturers.

Pension Scheme.
Please write fully and in strict confidence

to:
The Personnel Manager,
Ultra Electric Limited,

Western Avenue, Acton, London, W.3

TELEVISION
RECEIVER ENGINEER

for
AUSTRALIA

A qualified Senior Engineer with ex-
perience in production test and the
design of good quality domestic re-
ceivers is required for work in the factory
of an Australian associate company
near Adelaide.
Preference will be given to an Australian
national who wishes to return home.
Applications, giving age, education, ex-
perience and salary required, should be
addressed in the first instance to

THE PERSONNEL MANAGER,
BUSH RADIO LIMITED,

POWER ROAD, LONDON, W.4
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R.A.F. Technical Officers are respon-
sible for the organisation and super-
vision of all technical aspects of the
R.A.F. Permanent commissions are
open to men and women under 30
with suitable technical or scientific
degrees. Short-serVice commissions are

e_ open to men and women under 37
holding Higher National Diplomas or - Certificates in Engineering and a G.C.E.
in English Language and to men under
21 with G.C.E. " A " level passes in
Mathematics and Physics and " 0 "
level in English Language and two
other subjects. Candidates taking
" A " level may be considered and
accepted subject to passing examina-
tions. Short -service officers may be
granted permanent commissions. Pro-
motion to Flight Lieutenant is by time
alone. Higher promotion is by selec-
tion. A married Flight Lieutenant at
26 can earn £1,300 with full allowances,
a Squadron Leader of 35, about £1,800.
Write for details to the Air Ministry
(A.R.1), Dept, WD.542, Adastral House,
London, W.C.I.

*44

Commissions in

the R.A.F.

Technical Branch

mur,- hy radio limited
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

A Senior Engineer is required to work
on the development of VHF and UHF
radio links and other equipment, being
responsible for one or two projects.
Qualifications required are an absolute
minimum of HNC and at least 5 years
industrial experience, especially in the
development of HF, VHF, and UHF
Receivers and Transmitters. Transistor
experience would be an added advan-
tage. Experience of M.O.S. work and
of collaboration with mechanical de-
signers is also necessary. Applications
should be forwarded to the Personnel
Manager (E.93), Murphy Radio Limited,
Welwyn Garden City, Herts.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

Required for development work on
test equipment connected with an
advanced guided missile project.
Applicants should have at least two
years experience in similar work
and preferably possess H.N.C. in
electrical engineering, or equivalent
City and Guilds qualification. Appli-
cations are invited and should be
addressed to:-
The Personnel Manager (Ref. 374),

DE HAVILLAND PROPELLERS
LIMITED, Hatfield, Herts.
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B & K
ELECTRONIC SERVICES

invite applications from ELEC-
TRONIC ENGINEERS for
calibration work on MICRO-
WAVE test instrumentation.

Candidates should possess
Higher National Certificate in
Electronic Engineering, or equiv-
alent. Age limits 23-35. Services
experience desirable.

Unusual opening for responsible
people in young B. & K. division
with first-class growth prob-
ability. Recognition of efforts
assured by owner -managed
private group. Starting salaries
will be determined by level
already attained.

Replies in confidence to The
Technical Director, B. & K.
Electronic Services, cio B. & K.
LABORATORIES LTD.,
Tilney Street, Park Lane,
London, W.I.

RADAR MATERIALS
An expanding research establishment

situated in pleasant surrounding; in
South Northants requires:

PHYSICISTS
CHEMISTS

RESEARCH ENGINEERS
TECHNICIANS

to join a group working on the develop-
ment and assessment of special mate-
rials for both transmission and absorp-
tion of microwave radiation.

Investigations are being carried out
involving the development of silicone,
polyester, epoxy and other resins,
natural and synthetic elastomers, and
ferrites and ceramics with unique mag-
netic and dielectric properties over the
frequency range 500-50,000 Mc/s.

Candidates are required for theore-
tical studies on the propagation of
electro-magnetic waves through solid
media, and on the physical performance
of suitable materials; for the develop-
ment of electronic measuring tech-
niques; and for investigations on the
processing technology of materials to
achieve the required properties.

Recent and prospective, graduates,
graduates with industrial or university -
postgraduate experience, and versatile
technicians are needed. Experience in
this particular field is not, however,
essential. Starting salaries are based on
qualifications and experience, and
prospects for advancemknt lie either in
research and development, or in super-
vising the introduction of projects
into pilot and full-scale production.
Apply to Box No. 3564, c/o "Wireless
World" quoting as reference RADAR/10.
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IBM BRITISH LABORATORIES

IBM World Trade Laboratories (Great. Britain) Limited are engaged in the
development of advanced data processing equipment and systems. Plans forthe construction of a modern laboratory at North Baddesley, some four miles
from the present location, are well under way.

Applications are invited for the following posts:

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
A team of Mechanical Engineers, preferably with experience of computing,
is being formed to work on (a) advanced methods of packaging of printed
wiring circuits and conventional component assemblies; automatic com-
ponent assembly techniques and reliable methods of interconnection between
units are included in this work, and (b) mechanical and electro-mechanical
devices.

JUNIOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS
Required to join a team engaged in the development of solid state digital
computing circuits. Experience of transistors and/or magnetic cores is
desirable and a good degree in electrical or electronic engineering is preferred
but those with H.N.C. will be considered.

DESIGNER DRAUGHTSMEN
Required with two or more years' experience in electronic engineering with
emphasis on printed wiring circuits and component packaging. H.N.C.
and experience of computer applications preferred.

Attractive salaries will be offered to successful applicants. Pension, Life Insur-
ance and Travel Accident benefits. Applications in strict confidence to the
Personnel Manager, IBM World Trade Laboratories (Great Britain) Limited,
Hursley House, Hursley, near Winchester, Hampshire.

UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY

PRODUCTION GROUP

INSTRUMENT MECHANICS

Windscale and Calder Works, and Chapelcross Works require experi-
enced men with knowledge of electronic equipment and/or industrial
instrumentation for fault diagnosis, .repair and calibration of a wide
range of instruments used in nuclear reactors, radiation laboratories and
chemical plant. This interesting work involves the maintenance of
instruments using pulse techniques, wide band low noise amplifiers,
pulse amplitude analysers, counting circuits, television, and industrial
instruments used for the measurement of pressure, temperature and flow.

Men with Services, Industrial or Commercial background of radar,
radio, television, industrial or aircraft instruments are invited to write
for further information. Training in our Instrument School will be
given to successful applicants.

Married men living beyond daily travelling distance will be eligible
for housing. A lodging allowance is payable whilst waiting for housing.
Working conditions and promotion prospects are good.

Applications to:

Works Labour Manager, Windscale and Calder Works, Sellafield,
Seascale, Cumberland.

Or

Labour Manager, Chapelcross Works, Annan, Dumfriesshire,
Scotland.
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UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY

INSTRUMENT MECHANICS
The Dounreay Experimental Reactor Establishment requires

experienced men with knowledge of, electronic equipment and/or
industrial instrumentation for fault diagnosis and repair and calibration
of a wide range of instruments used in nuclear reactors, radiation
laboratories and chemical plant. This interesting work involves the
maintenance of instruments using pulse techniques, wide band low noise
amplifiers, pulse amplitude analysers, counting circuits, television, and
industrial instruments used for measurement of pressure, temperature
and flow.

Men with Services, Industrial or Commercial background of radar,
radio, television, industrial or aircraft instruments are invited to write
for further information Training in our Instrument School will be
given to successful applicants.

Married men living beyond daily travelling distances will be eligible
for housing. A lodging allowance is payable whilst waiting for housing,
Working conditions and promotion prospects are good.

Applications to:

Deputy Works Labour Manager,

Dounreay Experimental Reactors Establishment,
Thurso, Caithness, Scotland.

sPERP
BRENTFORD

DIVISION

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ENGINEERS

If you are seeking
1. New, interesting and challenging work
2. Further experience of servo control engineering
3. The stimulation of ' top talent ' colleagues
4. A higher salary and better prospects

you may care to consider what we can offer.
Because of our new projects concerned with advanced integrated

control and instrument systems for future civil airliners and military
aircraft, and new equipment for marine use as well, we are able to offer a
few experienced engineers the chance to join the Company at a senior
level. Our standards are high, but so are the rewards, and we can offer
the assurance that real merit is always recognised,

If you have a degree or equivalent and five years experience in pre-
cision electro-mechanical engineering and would like to get to know us
better, send concise details of your background and experience to:

The Personnel Manager,
SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY LIMITED,
GREAT WEST ROAD, BRENTFORD, MIDDX.
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THE INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION AUTHORITY

has vacancies fot;

ENGINEERS
for the operation and maintenance
of television transmitters and ancil-
lary equipment. The Authority
is in a position to offer appoint-
ments with opportunities to suitably
qualified young men who have either
some experience in this field or
who have had a good basic training
in radio, radar or television. There
would be opportunities for further
training and all appointments are
pensionable after the initial period
of probation has been satisfactorily
completed.
Service with the Authority may
involve transfers to various loca-
tions on the British Isles, but
preference for a particular area
will always be considered.
Appointments will be made in the
grade of Shift Engineer with a
salary scale starting at £725 with
regular annual increments. The
starting salary would be determined,
to a certain extent, by qualifications
and experience.
Applications giving details of age,
academic qualifications and exper-
ience, quoting Ref. No. E4 should
be addressed to the

Personnel Officer, .
62, Brompton Road, London,

S.W.3.

NEWMARKET
TRANSISTORS

Electronic Engineer
Required for development of Tran-
sistor Production Test Equipment.
Previous experience of Electronic
Equipment related to High-speed
Production Techniques would be of
considerable advantage.
Transistor Circuit
Applications Engineer
Required for responsible work in
Applications Section, Electronic
Engineer (preferably between 25 and
35 years of age) with considerable
and wide circuit experience, not
necessarily in the transistor field.
Qualifications : at least Higher
National Certificate.
Junior Engineer
Required for Transistor Life Test
Section, Junior Electronics En-
gineer with at least two years'
experience.
Qualifications: Ordinary National
Certificate.
Drive, With the ability to generate
and develop new ideas is essential.
Salaries commensurate with qualifi-
cations and/or experience.
Write, in confidence, to :

Personnel Officer,
Newmarket Transistors Ltd.,

Exning Rd., Newmarket, Suffolk.
Tel.: Newmarket 33$1-4.
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
APPLIED ELECTRONICS LABORATORIES

THE AIRPORT
PORTSMOUTH

The General Electric Company Limited are
setting up new laboratories at Portsmouth and
design teams will be required to carry out develop-
ment work on a number of interesting electronic
projects. Vacancies exist at all levels for engineers
and scientists experienced in the following fields:-

(1) DESIGN OF V.H.F. RECEPTION EQUIP-
MENT AND I.F. AMPLIFIER DESIGN.

(2) MICROWAVE DESIGN AND DEVELOP-
MENT.

(3) GENERAL PULSE CIRCUITRY USING
BOTH VALVE AND TRANSISTOR
TECHNIQUES.

(4) ELECTRO-MECHANICAL AND SERVO
SYSTEMS.

(5) MECHANICAL DESIGNERS.
Engineering staff will be required to have a degree

in physics, electrical or mechanical engineering, or
corporate membership of an engineering institution,
or exemption from the examination for such member-
ship, and about three years experience in a relevant
field.

VACANCIES ALSO EXIST FOR EXPERI-
MENTAL STAFF AND DRAUGHTSMEN.
Apply in the first instance to the Personnel Officer,
The General Electric Co. Ltd., Brown's Lane,

Allesley, Coventry.

EKCO ELECTRONICS
LIMITED

RADAR DEVELOPMENT AND
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

vacancies for

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
Ekco Electronics Ltd. is a leading
company in both military and
commercial applications of airborne
radar equipment. Interesting new
projects necessitate expansion of the
design resources, and vacancies
exist for qualified and experienced
engineers with interests in the
following fields:
Microwave components, aerial
systems, etc.
Pulse and servo circuit techniques.
Heat transfer problems.
Installation and trials.
Certain of these posts are of
Senior Engineer status, and will
carry considerable responsibility.

Vacancies exist both at Southend-on-Sea and Malmesbury, Wilts.

Applications to:
PERSONNEL MANAGER, E. K. COLE LTD. MALMESBURY, WILTS,

ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS

FERRANTI LTD.
MANCHESTER

has vacancies for

TEST ENGINEERS
for the design and operation of specialised equip-
ment used in the production of Electronic Com-
puters. A good theoretical, as well as practical
knowledge of pulse and steady state circuitry is
required and some experience with transistors
would be advantageous.

These appointments will afford young men,
with the appropriate knowledge and experi-
ence, an excellent opportunity for advance-
ment in the field of electronic computing
equipment.

Forms of application can be obtained from T. J.
Lunt, Staff Manager, Ferranti Ltd., Hollinwood,
Lancs.
Please quote reference KL.3.

DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING
The SHAPE Air Defence Technical Center has

a few vacancies in the field of high-speed digital
data-processing.

Applications are invited from suitably qualified
persons with interest in one or more of the following
fields:

Digital computation.
High-speed analog-digital conversion.
Computer input and output devices.
Transistor and magnetic -core techniques, applied

to computers.
Cathode-ray tube displays.

The basic salaries will be based on the European
average for corresponding background and experi-
ence. Successful applicants from foreign countries
will benefit by a number of privileges including a
foreign allowance of the order of 70% of the basic
salary, and reimbursement of the cost of moving
their families and household effects to The Hague
and back to their country of origin on termination of
contract. The total income is tax free in the
Netherlands.

Applications, containing detailed information on
training and past experience, should be sent as soon
as possible to:

The Director, SADTC, P.O. Box 174
The Hague, Netherlands
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FERRANTI LTD.
MANCHESTER

has.vacancies in the

FERRANTI COMPUTER DEPARTMENT
for;

SUPERVISING ENGINEERS
for post installation service to Ferranti Computers in this
country and abroad. Applicants should have technical
knowledge up to H.N.C.- standard or equivalent. Favourable
consideration will be given to applicants who have a good back-
ground of training and experience on SerVice electronic and
radar equipment. Successful applicants will have the
opportunity, if they so desire, to be considered for periods -of
service in this capacity on Ferranti Computers installed in many

countries abroad.
The above appointments will carry salaries fully commensurate
with qualifications and experience. The Company operates a
Staff Pension Scheme and an Instalment Assurance. Scheme.

Application is by form obtainable from:
T. J. Lunt, Staff Manager, FERRANTI LTD., HOLLINWOOD, LANCS.

Please quote ref.: KLS.

JULY/AUGUST, 1959

RESEARCH LABORATORY

CAE)
Solid -State Physics Section

require an assistant
with experience in the growth and
examination of semiconductor crystals.
Initiative and the ability to develop
apparatus and techniques are looked for,
together with qualification at least to
O.N.C. level.

The Laboratory serves a large group
of Companies and is situated in pleasant
rural' surroundings near Reading with
fast train service to London.

5 -day Week
Pension Scheme

Apply in writing, quoting reference
No. SS/ A/12, to the Personnel Officer,

Research Laboratory,
ASSOCIATED ELECTRICAL

INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Aldermaston CoUrt,

Aldermaston, Berkshire.

WIRED TELEVISION
An opportunity exists in a rapidly expanding
industry for an Engineer, who will test and
advise on the performance of wired T.V.
distribution systems throughout England and
Wales. A sound knowledge of T.V. principles
is required. Apply to:-

Head of Wire T.V. Dept.,
Central Rediffusion Services Ltd.,
Stratton House, Stratton St., W.I.

QUARTZ CRYSTAL
ENGINEERS

A limited number of permanent staff
vacancies are now available to persons
having experience with Quartz Crystal or -
the associated Piezo-electric devices.
Additionally, there is a vacancy for a
capable Electronic and Mechanical Main-
tenance Engineer to work on equipment
for small component manufacture.

The posts are most suitable for those
possessing drive and initiative and are in
new air conditioned laboratories providing
up-to-date equipment. For further
information

PERSONNELwrite:- MANAGER,
CATHODEON CRYSTALS 'LIMITED,

LINTON, CAMBRIDGE.

MIDDLESEX EDUCATION COMMITTEE
SOUTHALL TECHNICAL COLLEGE

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

The next entry to the full-time course
in Electrical Engineering and Applied
Electronics will take place in September.
Evening courses, commencing on 28th
September, will also be held on Advan-
ced Mathematics, Analogue Computers,
Digital Computers, Transistors, Servo -
Mechanisms, Pulse Techniques, Indust-
rial Electronics, Radio Telemetry, Prac-
tical Numerical Analysis and Automatic
Process Control. Details from the Prin-
cipal, Technical College, Beaconsfield
Road, Southall, Middlesex.

VACANCIES IN
GOVERNMENT SERVICE

A number of male vacancies offering good
career prospects, exist for:-

RADIO OPERATORS
Write, giving details of Education, Qualifica-
tions and Experience to :-

Personnel Officer, G.C.H.Q. (3/R)
53, Clarence Street, Cheltenham

SENIOR ELECTRONIC
TEST ENGINEERS

A leading firm of electrical manufacturers
requires staff for its Test Department. Foe
this interesting work, which is in the Mid-
lands, electronic engineers, with thorough ex-
perience in the telecommunications field, pre-
ferably with Higher National Certificates or
City and Guilds Certificates in Tele-
communications, but in any case with an
understanding of complicated valve and
transistor circitry and an kility to use deli-
cate electronic test gear should apply giving
full details of age, education and experiance
to Box No. 4058 c/o "W.W."

The positions available involve a 391 hr.
5 day week and starting salaries are for
Senior Test Engineers from £875 to £1,025
and for Test Engineers £775 to £850.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
Experienced Engineers, who have reached

H.N.C. standards, are invited to apply for
positions where energy, skill and initiative
will be well rewarded.

The work relates to the development of
television components for large scale pro-
duction. Previous experience in the design
of tuners and/or scanning components is
essential.

The positions are permanent and offer
scope for further advancement. The
commencing salary will be in accordance
with previous experience based on a
generous and progressive scale. London
area.

Please reply, in confidence, giving full
particulars to Box No. 4059 c,'o " W.W."

BOURNEMOUTH MUNICIPAL COLLEGE
OF TECHNOLOGY AND COMMERCE

Full-time and Part-time Courses for the
INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

PART III EXAMINATIONS
are due to commence in September 1959. Details and
application forms may be obtained from the Principal,
Boumemoula Municipal College of Technology and
Cammerce, Lansdowne, Bournemouth.

Early application is advisable.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF GRIMSBY
Education Committee

COLLEGE OF FURTHER EDUCATION
Principal: E. S. GREEN, B.Sc., A.R.I.C.

Nautical Department
Applications are Invited for the post of Assistant

Lecturer Grade ' A' to teach Radio Telegraphy to
full-time students preparing for the P.M.G. Examina-
tions.

Applicants should hold a first class P.M.G. certificate
and a M.O.T. Radio Maintenance Certificate.

Salary in accordance with the Burnham Technical
Scale (at present £498 to £945 per annum, With
increments for approved operating experience).
These scales are now under review and may be adjUsted
in the near future.

Application forma may be obtained from the under-
signed and completed applications should be returned
within fourteen days of the appearance of this ad-
vertisement. Canvassing will disqualify.

R. E. RICHARDSON,
Director of Education

Education Office, Eleanor Street, GRIMSBY.

SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL

EWELL COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE

A course of 12 weekly lectures on "Tran-
sistors and their Applications " will
begin on Tuesday, 22nd September,
1959, at 7 p.m. The course will deal
with basic Semiconductor Physics, trans-
sistor design and construction, transistor
equivalent circuits; circuits using trans -
tors in amplifiers, generators, computers,
and power supplies. A knowledge of
elementary Physics will be assumed.
Course Fee £1/2/6.
Apply immediately to Head of Science
Department, Ewell County Technical
College, Ewell; Surrey.
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BRITISH RAILWAYS RESEARCH DEPARTMENT

British Railways Research Department (Engineering Division),
Derby. Vacancy for Scientific Officer Grade 2, required for
interesting work on transistor and semi -conductor circuitry,
together with field work involving the application of electronic
instruments to engineering problems. Candidates should have
good degree, previous experience of research not essential;
consideration given to candidates about to take their degree,
engagement being subject to their subsequent passing at required
standard.
Salary range: £665 to £985 per annum (commencing salary

according to qualifications and/or experience).
Superannuation and certain travel facilities.
Medical examination.
Applications stating age, experience, etc., to:-

Director of Research
British Railways Research Dept.,

British Transport Commission,
222 Marylebone Road,

LONDON, N.W.1

TEST ENGINEERS
(INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT)

Required for the testing of prototype and special
Electronic Control Equipment.

Applicants must be experienced and should have
a good knowledge of Electronic or Radio principles.
Interesting permanent situation. Superannuation
Scheme. 5 -day week. Canteen. Apply for inter-
view indicating age, experience and salary required.
Applications in strict confidence to Ref. 40/SB/JH.

LANCASHIRE DYNAMO ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS LTD.,

RUGELEY, STAFFS.

MUIRHEAD & CO. LIMITED
BECKENHAM, KENT

require

SERVICE ENGINEERS
for modification, test and calibration of
the Company's range of instruments
covering the lower frequency range 0.01
c/s to 600 Kc/s. Some technical quali-
fications an advantage, but real technical
experience with high-grade equipment
is the first requirement. Each engineer
is responsible for the finished job ready
for inspection. These ate staff positions
with ideal working conditions. Salaries
commensurate with qualifications and
experience. Please write giving full
particulars to the Personnel Manager.

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD.,
TECHNICAL PERSONNEL REQUIRED

SENIOR AND JUNIOR ELECTRICAL DESIGN
ENGINEERS

SENIOR AND JUNIOR MECHANICAL DESIGN
ENGINEERS.

DUTIES: To undertake the design of Test
Equipment covering practically the
whole electronic field, including
Telecommunication, Guided Wea-
pons and Nucleonics. Considerable
personal responsibility and freedom
is given, and there are no set rules
regarding the number of people
engaged on a project, the allocation
of project leaders, etc.

QUALIFICATIONS: The ability to design equipment and
aggressively progress a project
through to the stage where a model
is made and the information is
available for a production drawing
office. Senior engineers are usually
of B.Sc. standard with practical
experience in measuring techniques,
while Junior engineers are often
Graduate Members of one of the
Professional Institutions, or have
similar qualifications. but this is in
no way mandatory. The ability
to progress the project through to a
satisfactory conclusion is the prime
requirement. Due to expanding
activities, men with drive and
initiative can be sure of progressive
advancement.

Comprehensive pension and assurance schemes are in opera-
tion, and Canteen and Social Club facilities are provided.
Call any day including Saturday mornings at,

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD.,
LONGACRES, HATFIELD ROAD,

ST. ALBANS, HERTS.
or write giving full details to Dept. C.P.S., Marconi House,
336/7 Strand, London, W.C.2, quoting reference WW2970F.

195

Applications are invited for the following vacancies:

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
for work on the design and development o: electronic equipment.

Candidates should be from 22 to 35 years of age, and have attained H.N.C., or equiva-
lent standard.

Housing accommodation can be made available.
Applications should be made in writing to the

Personnel Manager,
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited,

Crystal Division,
West Road, Temple Fields,

Harlow, Essex.

TEST ROOM
PERSONNEL REQUIRED

Duties: Testing and calibrating of a wide range of
telecommunication and industrial electronic instru-
ments.

Qualifications: We shall be pleased to receive
applications from any men with, or without,
academic qualifications, who are able to demon-
strate suitable experience and training.

HOLIDAY ARRANGEMENTS MADE CAN BE
MAINTAINED.
Apply any day, including Saturday mornings.
MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITED,
LONGACRES, HATFIELD ROAD, ST. ALBANS

HERTS.

LIVINGSTON LABORATORIES LTD.
INVITE APPLICATIONS FOR

FIELD ENGINEERS
FOR INSIDE AND OUTSIDE REPRESENTATION

IN THE LONDON REGION
Intensive knowledge and experience with the type of

electronic instrumentation associated with the name of
this Company is essential. Exceptional working condi-
tions, car for outside work, non-contributory pension
etc. Write to The Director, LIVINGSTON LAB-
ORATORIES LIMITED, Retcar Street, London, N.19
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Lec Refrigeration Ltd.
Require

TECHNICIANS FOR ELECTRONIC
DEVELOPMENT OF TEST EQUIPMENT

Applicants aged 25 to 30 years, must have a minimum
of Higher National Certificate, with a sound electrical
engineering training, including Electric Motors and
Control Equipment, Instruments and Protective Relays.

Call, write or telephone
The Personnel Officer,

Lec Refrigeration Ltd., Bognor Regis.
Tel.: Bognor Regis 2201

ELECTRDIC TEST EQUIPMENT

Marconi's Basildon, has a vacancy
for a man with minimum 3 years'
experience of test equipment main-
tenance. He must be able to design
special test units in conjunction
with designers of the equipment to
be tested. Higher National Certificate
desirable.

House available to rent in Basildon
New Town. Please write to Dept.
C.P.S., Marconi House, 336 7
Strand, W.C.2., quoting reference
WW2690C.

TEST ENGIN 3E 2S. Applications are
invited from Senior Test Engineers with
previous industrial experience of testing
radio communications receivers and trans-
mitters. Successful applicants will be offered
positions on the Company's permanent
staff. Starting salaries commensurate with
qualifications and experience. Apply in writ-
ing, giving full details, to Personnel Officer,
REDIFON LTD., Broomhill Road, S.W.18

ARE YOU A RADIO
or

TELEVISION SERVICE ENGINEER
looking for a job?

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL
LIMITED, Service Department, of
Purley Way, Croydon, can offer you
a progressive position with excellent
working conditions including can-
teen facilities plus full welfare
services and security, a contributory
pension scheme and a five-day week.

Present holiday commitments
honoured.

Please write in the first instance with
details of experience and salary
required to:-J. Munro -Hall, Per-
sonnel Officer, Philips Electrical
Ltd., Service Department, Purley
Way, Croydon, Surrey.

SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY BOROUGH
EDUCATION COMMITTEE

SOUTHAMPTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Department of Electrical Engineering

A three-year full-time course in COMMUNICA-
TION ENGINEERING AND ELECTRONICS
will be started in September, 1959. The course will
prepare candidates for a College Diploma. The
Final Examinations will be assessed by the British
Association of Radio Engineers for exemption from
their Graduateship Examination. Applicants with
suitable academic qualifications and/or practical
experience may be admitted to the second year of the
course. Details of course, fees, etc.,from the
Registrar, Technical College, St. ary Street,
Southampton.

DIGITAL COMPUTERS
ENGINEERS, PHYSICISTS and
TECHNICIANS, age approximately
20-35 years, with a knowledge of elec-
tronics, are required for technical
supervision and maintenance of
"National -Elliott 405 " digital com-
puter installations in London, the
Midlands and the North.

Experience in digital computer
techniques, although an advantage,
is not essential.

Please apply in writing to The
Personnel Manager, The National
Cash Register Co. Ltd., 206-216
Marylebone Road, London, N.W.1.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANT
required in the Technical Service
Department of Siemens Edison Swan
Ltd.

Duties include liaison between the
Department and Factories together
with the handling of Technical corres-
pondence, preparation of literature, etc.

It is essential that applicants have a
good working knowledge of radio and
allied subjects and possess a wide
standard of English. Technical educa-
tion to O.N.C. equivalent.

Apply to Ref. J.A.R., Siemens
Edison Swan Ltd., 155, Charing Cross
Road, London, W.C.2.

BRITISH RELAY
WIRELESS LTD.
Require Senior & Junior

TELEVISION DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEERS

Candidates should have good
practical experience on domestic
Television design, and Theoreti-
cal knowledge to final C. & G.
standard.
Write, stating age, experience,
qualifications and present salary
to:- Chief Engineer, B.R.W.
Ltd., 6, Giltspur St., E.C.1.

IMPERIAL
CHEMICAL

INDUSTRIES LIMITED

TECHNICAL ASSISTANTS
for work on

INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT
preferably with O.N.C. (or ettnlvalentl
Electriell Engineering and some experknee
in light instrument.work, strain gauge tech-
niques or circuit development.
The posts are concerned with the measure-
ment of rocket molar performance and carry
with them full participation in Profit Sharing
Scheme and Pension Fund.
Applications should be addressed to General
Services Manager, I.C.L. Metals DiVki. .11.
Saminertield Research Station, K ithicrminster.

TEST GEAR
Applicatiom are invited from electronic engineers
with experience in the design and development of
electronic production test equipment. Vacancies
also exist for maintenance engineers and calibration
engineers.

These are staff appointments and there are excellent
opportunities for advancement. The successful
candidates will be invited to loin the compam '0
superannuation and life assurance scheme.

Please reply, giving hill details, to The Employ-
ment Manager, The Plessey Company Limited. Vicar-
age Lane, Ilford, Essex.

COMPUTER
MAINTENANCE

TECHNICIAN
required at Caller Hall Nuclear Power Station
to be responsible to an Instruments Engineer
for the installation and maintenance of ad-
vanced data processing systems and other
Lyles of elecinmie equipment associated with
reactor control.

A recognised engineering apprenticeship or
companthle training and a 'knowledge of up-
to-date electronic and relay techniques ,are
essential. Experience of data presentatten
methods, and information storage techniques
as applied to computers is very desirable.
Possession of an H.N.C., or equivalent, in
Electronic Engineering may bean advantage.

Salary within range £I,086-g1,3L7 accord-
ing to goalisrdtuna and experience.

Contributory Superannuation. Staff housing
scheme.

Send postcard for application form, quot
reference P7 J48, to Works Secretary,

UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
Wi krale & Calder Works, Sell:Meld, Seaseal..,

Cumberland.
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PYE LIMITED OF CAMBRIDGE
urgently require

AERIAL AND FEEDER DESIGN ENGINEERS
for development work on the following:

1. V.H.F. and U.H.F. transmitting aerials for television,
tropospheric scatter and F.M. broadcasting.

2. Diplexers and filters.
3. Co -axial feeders and switches.
4. R.F. dummy loads.
Opportunities exist for senior engineers who have had

similar previous experience and junior engineers with a sound
electronic engineering background who would like to specialise
in this type of work. Engineers not in these categories but who
have a particular interest in this field are also invited to apply.

All enquiries and applications should quote " TXA " and be
addressed to the

CHIEF ENGINEER, PYE LTD., CAMBRIDGE

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
OF NORTH WALES

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN required for
the Department of Electronic Engineering. Appli-
cants should hold National Certificate, City and
Guilds or equivalent qualifications in electrical
engineering or telecommunications, and should
have had wide practical experience in some branch
of electronics or radio. Salary scale £745 £20-
£825. Pension Scheme.

Applications giving details of age, qualifications
and experience, together with the names and
addresses of two referees, should be sent to the
Registrar, University College of North Wales,
Bangor, as soon as possible.

MULLARD RESEARCH LABORATORIES
Applications Division

Vacancies e

E \GINEERS AND PHYSICISTS
for work on television receiver techniques.

The Television Laboratory contains a large team covering
a wide field ranging from research on colour television, electron
optics and the use of transistor circuit techniques to circuit
work associated with the Company's current production
programme of cathode ray tubes, valves, ferrites, and semi-
conductors.

All aspects of the work are challenging and there is ample
scope for original work.

Applicants should have professional qualifications and
perience of some aspects of television research or tiesign.
Conditions of employment, superannuation scheme, life

--trance benefits and salary policy are excellent.
Applicants should write, quoting ref. Bit( to

Mr. G. A. Taylor,
Mullard Research Laboratories

Cross Oak Lane, Salfords, near Redhill, Surrey

PYE LIMITED OF CAMBRIDGE
require s

TRANSFORMER DESIGNER
to assist with the design of a wide range of trans-
formers including power types up to 5 kVA., audio
and other miscellaneous types for radio, television
and electronic applications.

Preference given to applicant with similar previous
experience, but training may be given to an otherwise
suitable candidate with mathematical aptitude.

Applications quoting " TDS " should be addressed
to the Chief Engineer.

Wilkinsons
METERS GUARANTEED
F.S.D. Size Type Price

50 Microamps 24 in. MC/FR 70/-
100 Microamps 31in. MC/FR 70/-
500 Microamps 2in. MC/FR 25/-
500 Microamps 21in. MC/FR 37'6

1 Milliamp 2fr.. MC/FS 27 6
1 Milliamp .24in. MC/FR 35,-

30 Milliamps 21in. MC/FR 12/6
100 Milliamps 21in MC/FR 12/6
200 Milliamps 21in. MC/FR 12/6
500 Milliamps 31in. MI/FR 30/-

5 Amperes 2in. MC/FS 27/6
15 Amperes 2in. MC/FR 10/6
25 Amperes D.C. 21in. MI/FR 7/6

50-0-50 Amp. 2in. MC/FS 12/6
30-0-30 Amp. 2in. MC/FR 15/6
20 Volts 2in. MC/FS 10/6
40 Volts 2in. MC/FS 10/6

300 volts 21in. MI/FR 25/ -
CROSS POINTER METERS. 2 separate 100 microamp movements. 22/6.
MICROAMMETERS. 50 F.S.D. 21irt, proj. round. Scaled 10 Milli-rontgens. 46/-.
MICROAMMETER. 250 F.S.D. 31in. F.R. Sangamo Mod. S.37. Scaled
for valve voltmeter. Circuit available free. 55/,

Postage 1/6 extra for above meters.
CATHODE RAY TUBES. 2AP1. 25/-. 139A 35/-. 5BP1 55/-. post 3/-.
TRANSMITTER TUBE. 212E. 70/-. Post 3/6.
TEST PRODS. Retracting points. fused, flex and terminals. 5/6. Post 6d.
ONE POLE. PLUG AND SOCKET. Fully shrouded, one hole fixing,6 pr. 18/-. Post 1/-.

RELAYS P.O. TYPE 3000.
Built to your own
specification

Quick l

Contacts up to

RELAYS.
S.T.C. and G.E.C. Scaled.

20 2 C 0 41840A 18/6
7000 2 C 0 418GD 19/6

22/6
21/6
19/6
21/6
22/6
25/ -

EST.
19 21

MINIATURE
Siemens High Speed.

2.'20+2.20 H96A 15/6
1450+1450 H96C 19/6
5000 +5000 H9tiD 22/6

I 7000 +17oon HOBE 25/-
1000 +1000 H85N 15/ -

moon -I-10000 H95A 17/6
17000+17000 H85I, 17/6

Comprehensive range
SWITCHES. 1 hole fixing, 3 amp.
1/6 each, 12/- doz.
RACKS -POST OFFICE STANDARD. 6ft. high
with 1J -channel sides drilled for 19in. panels,
heavy angle base, 4ft. 10in. in stock.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. Input 12 D.C. Output 230 A.C. 50 cy. 135
watts. In fitted case with variable resistance, 0/300 voltmeter. The ideal
job for television where A.C. mains are not available. A10, carr. 15/-.
Special connectors, one fitted with Eft. heavy duty flex and clips for
D.C. side. 10/- set, post 1/-. CONVERTERS ONLY. 12 volt or 24 volt.
£11/10/.. Cge. 7/ti.
SOLENOIDS. 12 volt D.C. with 31in. lever. Ideal for remote control,
model railways. I1F ea., post 1/6. 26 in unit 14/6/8..
NIFE BATTERY. Nickel cadmium. 6 volts 75 amp., Crated and con-
nected. Alkaline filled. Brand new. 87/10/-. Carr. 15/-.
LOUDSPEAKERS. Elac 5in. round 15/6, post 1/6. Axiom 150 dual
cone 12in. 15 watts 15 ohms, fully dustproof, 57/19/11 post 7/6. Pye
10in. portable :3 ohms 50/-, care. 7/6.
JACK PLUGS. Cylindrical bakelitc screw -on
cover, 2 contact 2/6, post 6d. 05"--1
SOCKETS. One hole fixing for above. 3/6. Post lid.
TELEPHONE PLUGS TYPE .201 with headphone cord. Brand new
available in quantity cheap.
VARIA.0 TRANSFORMER. Input 230 volts. Output infinitely vari-
able 0-230 volts and 0-270 volts. 9 amp., bench or panel mounting.

115, cge.12/6.
TERMINAL BLOCKS. 2 -way 4/- doz. or box of
50 for 15/-, 3 -way 8/- doz., 50 for 22/6. Post 1/6.
AIR BLOWER. 230 volt A.C. 15in. fan. Volume
of free air at max. r.p.m. is 1,250 cu. ft. per min.
At maximum efficiency 900 cu. ft. per min. Brand
new £25. Carr. 20/-.

XPELAIR EXTRACTION FANS. 7.1in. blades. Baffle outlet. 190/-. Cge. 5/-.
HEADPHONES. Balanced armature type DLR5. 10/6 pr., post 1/6.
HEADPHONES. High resistance 4000 type CHR. 12/6 pr., post 1/6.
HEADPHONES. Balanced armature type DHR. 17/6 pr., post 1/6.

25000 1 make HD 4186EE
27000 2 C 0 4184GE
181111 2 m 2 b 511087
6700 4 C 0 511092

25000 1 CO M1022
50000 2 C 0 M1052

available from stock.
250 volt.

L. WILKINSON (CROYDON) LTD.
19 LANSDOWNE RD. CROYDON SURREY
Phone: CRO 0839 e.Grams: WILCO CROYDON
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7. & I. AERO SERVICES LTD.
14, South Wharf Road. London, W.2

Telephone : AMBassador 0151 2 Cables : ZAERO, LONDON
A.R.B. Approved Stockists

TWIN PEN SWITCHBOARD
PATTERN RECORDING MILLI -

AMMETER
(made by Evershed &

Vignoles)
Sensitivity: 5 mA D.C.
Damping: Oil Dashpot.
Chart width: 6in. Chart
drive: Electric motor,
230 v. A.C. Chart Speed:
f in.per minute. Interior
light.
PRICE: unused, com-
plete with two gravity
type pens, two syphon
pens with trough, two
bottles of ink, two
bottles of dashpot oil
and two charts, fully
guaranteed f65 0 0

Packing & carr. CI.

This model can also be supplied fcr I mA Range
at an extra charge of f5 0 0

EVERSHED 12 -PEN TIME RECORDER
Portable 12 -channel instru-
ment for simultaneous re-
cording of 11 events with
time marks provided by
12th pen. The recording
is presented in the form, of
"on -off" pulses. Chart
Speed 2 inches per second.
PRICE, unused, in original
packing, complete with
accessories and a spply of
charts C30 0 0

WHEATSTONE BRIDGES
Sullivan Portable Wheatstone Bridge: four
Switched Decades .10-1.0-10-100 ohms steps,
ratio arms .001-.01-.1-1.0-10-100-1,000.
Built-in Galavanometer.
Fully overhauled. and guaranteed E38 0 0

Cambridge Portable Wheatstone Bridge:
Four switched Decades 1.0-10-100-1,000 ohms
steps
Ratio arms .001-.01-.1-10-100-1,000.
Built in Galvanometer. Fully overhauled and
guaranteed- E45 0 0

Packing and Carriage

EVERETT-EDGECUMBE WATTMETER.
Single phase, range 0-250w. 0-500w. can be
extended up to 100 times by means of an external
transformer. Operating voltage 250V. Fully
overhauled and guaranteed. C45.0.0.

Packing and carriage 15,-.

BOONTON MODEL 84 "STANDARD"
SIGNAL GENERATOR

Range: 300-1,000 Mc/s.
Direct Calibration.

Accuracy: 0.5%.
Output Level: 0.IµV.-100 mV. continuously
variable.
Internal Modulation :-

Sinewave-30% Max. at 400, 1,000 and
2,500 cis.

Pulse -1 to 50//sec. width, delay variable from
0 to 50usec., p.r.r. 60 to 100,000 c/s.

Output Impedance -50 ohms.
Percentage Modulation Meter.
PRICE, in as new condition, tested before
despatch and fully guaranteed f220 0 0
Packing and carriage E2 0 0

BC -1066 TEST RECEIVERS.
Range 150-235
mc/s. Contains
two tuned de-
tector circuits
I D8GT), am-

plifier (957) and
output stage
(957).
PRICE

LI 10 0
P.P. 5/-.

Power supplies
130 V. and 1.5 V.

1-196 TEST OSCILLATOR
Range 150-235
mc/s. Contains
self -blocking os-
cillator (957)
tuned by a paral-
lel line circuit.
Pulse repetition
rate is variable
from 200 to 1500
per second.
Power supplies
130 v. and 1.5 V.
PRICE El 0 0

P.P. 5/-.

METROPOLITAN VICKERS STANDING
WAVE INDICATOR ("X" BAND) Type
57 910C-9700Mc/s.

For rapid matching of components such as
cavities, crystal mixers, flexible and rotary
waveguides etc. Standing wave is visually
displayed on a cathode ray tube. Power supplies
230 V. A.C.
Fully overhauled and guaranteed EI30 0 0

Packing and carriage C2 0 0

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
Overhauled and aligned to Labora

Standard
MARCONI CR-I00, 60 kc/s to 30 Mc/s E42
MARCONI CR-I00/2 (with noise

limiter) E45
R.C.A. AR -88D, 535 kc/s to 32 MO OS
HALLICRAFTER S-27, 28-143 Mc/s L60
R-1359, 130-520 Mcis E90
R -I294, 500-3,000 Mc/s
R-1619, 1,250-5,000 Mc/s E70
AN/APR-5, 1,250-6000 Mcfs E125

Further details on application.

or

MARCONI TYPE CT -218 FM and AM
SIGNAL GENERATOR, 85 Kc/s.-30 Mcis.:
Deviation range 5 to 90 KO.; Crystal Check at
200 Kc,s. and 2 Mc/s.; Internal Modulation at
400-1000-1600-3000 c/s.; Output! '14.V. to 100
mV. through an attenuator and I V. direct;
As new and complete with all accessories.
Fully guaranteed E175 0 0

Packing and carriage C1 C 0

METERS
500-0-500itA. Centre Zero, 3÷in. Rd.F I M.C.,
Calibrated 50-0-53 22/-
600-0-600HA. Centre Zero, 2fin. Rd.Plug-in
Plain scale 12/6
20-0-20µA. Centre Zero Galvanometer, 24 in.
Rd. Flush M.C. 45/-
1mA. F.S.D. 3;i n. Rd.FI. M.C., calibrated
0-15/30/45 yards 25/-
30-0-30 V. 2fin. Rd. Fl. M.C., internal resistance
5,000 ohms 15/-
0-50 V. 33in. Rd. Fl. M.C. 200 o.p.v 17/6
300V. A.C. M.1. 21 in. Rd. Fl 20/-
6000 V. El -static Sin. scale, mounted in a wooden
box with lid 45/-

P.P. 2/6 per meter.

DYNAMOTORS, POWER SUPPLY
UNITS, etc.

POWER UNITS TYPE 234A, A.C. Mains,
output 180 to 270 V. H.T. at 80mA. and 6.3 V.
A.C. at 4 amps., Brand new f2 19 6
Ditto, modified to include 6V6 output stage,
suitable for RI 155 etc. E4 0 0

Post and packing 10 0

I4V. DYNAMOTORS (to operate from 12 V.
batteries), output 250V. 50mA, for Command
Receivers, ideal for operating a shaver from car
batteries CI 15 0

Post and packing 2 6

28V. DYNAMOTORS DM -32 (to operate
from 24V. batteries), output 250 V., 60mA.

fI 2 6
Post and packing 2 6

POWER UNITS TYPE 826, containing
Dynamotor DM -32 mounted on an aluminium
chassis 8in. x Sin., with smoothing condenser,
on -off relay and 5 Amps fuses E2 15 0

Post and packing 3 6

TYPE 76 ROTARY TRANSFORMERS,
input 24 V., output 250 V. at 150mA. Fully
smoothed. Easily converted into an A.C. Mains
motor giving approx. 50 watts. El 5 0

Post and packing 3 6

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS DA-I9A, In-
put 24 V., output 400 V. at 400 mA. Dimensions
41 in. dia. x 7in. El IS 0

Post and packing 3 6

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Input 100-250 V.; Output 6.3 V., 0.6 A., 6.3 V.
2.5 A., 275-0-275 V., 80 mA., P.P. 2/- 17/6
Input 210-250 v.; Output 4 V., 3 A., 6.3 V., I A.,
6.3 V., 3 A., 350-0-350, 75 mA. P.P. 2/-. 12/6
Input 210-250 V.; Output 4 V., 3 A.; 6.3 V., 6 A.,
6.3 V., 3 A., 200 V., 10 mA., 550-0-550 V.
75 mA. P.P. 4/6 42.'6

" U " SHAPED MAGNETS, 1,500 Gauss,
Pole Faces ain. x lin.; Gap lin.; Distance
between centres of poles 2 -in. P.P. 1/6... 10/6

BUZZERS, Model T Mk. I; will operate off
3 volts dry battery. P.P. 116 4/6

VARIACS
Variable auto -transformers, " Powerstat "
made by Superior Electric Co. Rating 2kVA.
Input Voltage 230 V. Output Voltage 0 to
270 V. Max. current 9 amps. New and guaran-
teed. P.P. 12/6 EIS 0 0
General Radio Variable Auto -transformers
model 200CU. Rating 0.86 kVA. Input Voltage
115 V. Output Voltage 0 to 135 V. Rated
Current 5 Amps. New and guaranteed.
P.P. 7,6 ES 10 0

INSULATION TESTERS
Evershed Series 2 Meggers. 1000 V. 200 megohms.
BRAND NEW and guaranteed. In leather case

E45 0 0
Evershed Series I Meggers, 500V., 50 megohms.
Overhauled and guaranteed ... ...... f27 10 0

P.P. 10/-.

1VALVES of all types in stock.
Please send s.a e. for price list.

PLEASE VISIT OUR RETAIL SHOP AT 85, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I (Tel. LANgham 8403)
FOR COMPREHENSIVE ASSORTMENT OF CIRCUIT COMPONENTS, METERS, VALVES, etc.

We wish to buy Hallicrafter S27C or S27CA Receivers (130-210 mc,$).
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WARNING
Readers are warned that Government surplus

components and valves which may be offered
for sale through our displayed or classified
columns carry no manufacturers' guarantee:
Many of, these items will have been designed
for special purposes making them unsuitable
for civilian use, or many have deteriorated as a
result of the conditions under which they have
been stored. We cannot undertake to deal with
any complaints regarding any such items pur-
chased.

NEW RECEIVERS & AMPLIFIERS
AM FM stereo chassis, 6w output, only £20.

-Bel Sound Products, Marlborough Yard,
N.19. 10182

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
SURPLUS AND SECONDHAND

C.A. AR8t3LF communication receiver forsale; £60 o.n.o.-Box 3658. [8549
DYNATRON F.M., V.H.F. tuner type F.M.2:

mint condition; £18, offers-Box 4399.
[8632

ITALLICRAFTERS type S27C, frequency 27.8
to 143mcs; £35.-Tel. Balham 4702.

[8613
RECEIVER

B29, reconditioned; £15.-24,
Highfleld Rd., Leighton Buzzard. Beds.

[8611
11.R.O. receiver, complete with coils and power
1-11 pack; offers.-Fox, 24, Lodge Drive, Wins -
ford Cheshire. [8602
HRO Rx's, etc., AR88, CR100, BRT400,

G209, 5640, etc., etc., in stock.-R. T. & I.
Service, Ashville Old Hall, Ashville Rd., Lon-
don, E 11. Ley. 4986. [0053
BARGAIN priced HRO, CR100, AR88D, Txs.

BC221, scopes, meters, chassis, components.
PUs, valves, VHF, UHF. Marine, mobile; en-
quire however scarce, request advice.-Ham,
90, Lower Park Road, Hastings 5724. [8582

1959porMilleth 1'1.0T-gOv
nsocni5D".c.blac2k9 hidei

Cont-4 other bands; treble voice alto.bass tones:
phones; phono; internal and external antenna;
world-wide reception; mint condition.-Write
Avory, Milton Lodge, Wells, Somerset. [8644
RODGERS Junior, amplifier and control unit,

self -powered V.H.F./F.M. tuner, Collaro
4 -speed turntable, all mounted in Rodgers
cabinet, W.B. Stentorian H.F.1214 and T.816
speakers, C.X.1500, crossover network, separ-
ate enclosures, as new; E60 o.n.o.-Mr. J.
Vigar, 54, Harwoods Rd., Watford, Herts.

[8640
TV RECEIVERS-

SURPLUS AND SECONDHAND
TV bargains, B.B.C. only from £5, B.B.C./

I.T.A. from £15, all fully guaranteed;
others complete but not guaranteed from 25/-:
projection sets, £5: callers only; also see below
under Components."-T.C.S.. Ltd., 28, Brock -
ley Cross, S.E.4. 18545

TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT WANTED
URGENTLY required. -1.15 volt 60 cycle

Magslip transmitter and receiver motors or
similar; good price offered for right equipment.
-Box 4137, c/o W.W. [8598

TEST EQUIPMENT-SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND

AMERICAN Weston dynamometer voltmeter.
certified 1945. 150. 300. 600V. AC 13C:

best offer over £15.-11f. 4540 after 6. 18576
SIGNAL generators, oscilloscopes, output

meters, valve voltmeters, frequency meters,
multi -range meters, etc., etc., in stock.-R. T.
& I. Service, Ashville Old Hall, Ashville Rd..
London, E.11. Ley. 4986. [0056
C1OSSOR double beam oscilloscope, type 1035,
lr full working order, excellent external con-
dition. several for disposal, ex -test lab. for
£70 or nearest offer.-Ring Mr. Draper, J. F.
Crosfleld, Ltd.. 2, Elthorne Rd., London, N.19.
Archway 5466. - 18589

NEW COMPONENTS
BRAND new TV tubes, 12 to 21in, 12/- per

inch. with manufacturer's 12 -month uncon-
ditional guarantee; carriage and insurance 12'6
per tube; terms c.w.o. or c.o.d.' please state
type of tube and model of set.-Archelite, Ltd..
165, Smithdown Rd., Liverpool. 15. [8577
AMAZING value; Philco Shortwave 'Car Radio

convertors, originally £10; fit to any
existing car radio and add six extra wavebands.
16-19-25-31-49 metre bands, also standard
broadcast, 6/12volts, compact under dash
mounting, chromium control panel with six
press buttons, complete all fittings and in-
structions, easily fitted: 45/- post free: each
instrument brand new with Mullard valves.
Tonilins. 127. Brockley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E 23.

[8584

. . but cost no morel anadaurttjsr,iered.e.sgeicrinialinlygbfaomrBirmingham, 1.
ltoywpeerretcheaivnersst

AGSLIPS at 'ow prices, fully guaranteed.
3 in Resolver No. 5 (AP 10861), 50v.50c4rs, unused each in tin, 35'-, post 2/1;large stocks of these and other types.-P. B.

Crawshay, 94, Pixmore Way, Letchwo rth.Herts. Tel. 1851

BRAND-NEW TV tubes 12 -to 21 inch 12/-per inch with manufacturers unconditional
guarantee; carriage and insurance 12/6 pertube: terms c.w.o. or c.o.d...please state type oftube and model of set.-Archelite, Ltd., 165,Smithdown Rd., Liverpool. 15. 18601

UNDOUBTEDLY

arer
(*)

High Fidelity
Output Transformers

5-100 Watts

COMPONENTS-SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND

CARBON brushes . CM type 5H (10KB/20);
over 5,000 pairs available; offers wanted._

THE BEST
J Ayres, 151, Brighton Rd., Surbiton,

P5203
Mullard
20 watt. Amplifier.
Price 95/..

Just
released

P4I36
Mains

Transformer
Price 85/-

P4076
Baxandall
5 watt Amplifier.
Price 36/-.

P4131
Mullard
10 watt 'Amplifier.
Price 604.

TD5874
" AFN "
Stereo Amplifier.
Price 52/6.

Transformers specifixd
for Brimar 1/8P2 8 watt
Stereo Amplifier.

P4I31
Output
Transformer
Price 52/6

Available for immediate delivery If
any difficulty please fill in coupon for
name of nearest stockist.

=MN

Partridge Transformers Ltd.
Roebuck Road, Chessington, Surrey
I Please send to address below name and od- I

dress of my nearest Partridge stockist. Also
I literature on standard range of transformers. I

Name

I Address

WEcOlgpvoen largee stocksvalyes oafilrettutgeswelalt uxey,

BREAKING hundreds of TVs for spares;L.O.P.T. from £1; scanning coils from15/-. valves from 2/6, etc.; complete chassisfrom 25/-; no lists; send requirements forimmediate attention.-T.C.S., Ltd., 28, Brock -ley Cross, S.E.4. Money -back guarantee. [8546

SAVE on repairs using our salvaged TV and
radio components, valves, tubes, transformers

(EHT, line, frame, speaker), droppers, sliders,
pots, electrolytics, coils, etc., spares for thou-sands of sets, all makes, all ages, many
obsolete, unobtainable elsewhere at a fractionof usual price; speakers 5/-, EF80, EF91,ITF42, 3/6; EF50, SP61, EB34, 2/6.
TUBES: Mullard, Mazda, Emiscope, etc., 9in-10in, projection, 30/-; 12in-14in £3/10; 17inE5; all good picture tested, fitted free orsent subject to 7 days' money back guarantee;
for free list or with enquiries, s.a.e. please.-
St. John's Radio, 156, St. John's Hill, S.W.11.Bat. 9838. [8475

NEW GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND
EQUIPMENT

OUR August recommendation, a Unimixer a-way mixing unit, to go with the taperecorder you buy from us.-Sound News, 10.
Clifford St., W.I. [0131

GLASGOW.-Recorders bought, sold, ex-changed cameras, etc., forrecorders or vice versa.-Victor Morris, 406,Argyle St.. Glas-ow, C.2. [0201

TAPE recorders' Ferrograph, Vortexion,Brenell, Telefunken, Truvox, Reflecto-graph, and M.S.S.
TAPE decks: Wearite, Brenell, Truvox, Brad-matic, Dulci-Hartiag, Amplifiers and tuners:Leak, Quad, R.C.A., Dynatron, and Dulci.Microphones: Resit,. Lustraphone, Philips,Acos, Grampian, etc. All tapes and accessories,
Audio service department and recording studio.
HIRE purchase facilities available.
LAMBDA Record Company, Ltd.. 95. Liver-pool Rd , Liverpool, 23. Great Crosby 4012.

(8404rtINE-VOX disc recording mechanisms forL.P. or standard operation from 30gns.-
56gns.; also complete tape/disc 'or direct chan-nels from 5Ogns.-112gns.
DEMONSTRATIONS can be arranged in Lon-don -For full details write to K.T.S., Ltd.," Coplow," Park Rd., Braunton, N. Devon.Callers by appointment only. [0210
" ICROICA " RECORDING STUDIOS (Est.19491.-Recorders (stereo as required)by Ferrograph, series IV, etc., Brenell. (Mk V
and the . marvellous lightweight Three -Star):pocket 3 -way mixer, £3 posted; installationsfor industry and the home; tape/disc, etc.-
Recorder House, Peel St., .Eccles, M/c. Eccles1624. Director, Thurlow Smith, A.R.M.C.M.

10122
GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT

SURPLUS AND SECOND HAND
L'ERR'OGRAPH 2 A/N, X7/, perfect con -1.' dition; £63.-Watson, Eagle House, Sand-
hurst, Camberley. Crowthorne 2134. [8537
GRUNDIG TX9, E32; TK5, £35; Radigraft

transmitter 46, £11; JSf field strength
meter, £19; Wuden transformer, chokes; metal
valves, all types, 5/ -.-Box 3710. [8560
AS new, Connoisseur disc cutter, 335, 45,78. with suction unit, stylus heater; cost
over £250; best offer; apply.-Thomas Carlton
Hotel, Carlton St., Castleford, Yorks. [8625
THE Tape King scoops again with a new low

priced tape bargain! 7in Gevaert L.P.,
35/-, 5in Gevaert L.P., 19/6; P. & P., 1/6each; also 7in L.P. by various leading British
and Continental makers at up. to 30% cheaper
than list; 7in 1,200ft Ferrotape (X.M.O.S.)(list 45/-), 25/-; P. & P., 1/6; special offer!
1,200ft 7in P.V.C., £1, P. & P. 1;6; we have
a specialised repair service for Tape Recorders,
F.M. Tuners and other Hi Fi equipment. Large
selection of second-hand Recorders. All makes
of new Recorders and Hi Fi equipthent avail-
able on no interest, low deposit terms.-E. C.
G. Kingsley & Cu. " Always First for Tape,"
132, Tottenham Court Rd. (corner of Warren
St.l. London, W.I. Euston 6500. [0320
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SOLDERING
EQUIPMENT
BY

PRECISION
SOLDERING
INSTRUMENTS
for the
ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY
 Comprehensive range
 Robust and Reliable
 Light weight
 Rapid heating
 Bit sizes 3/32m. to 3/8in
 'PERMABIT' or Copper

bib
 All voltage ranges 6/7v.

to 230/250v.
 Prices from 19/6
Illustrated is the 2Sw
3/16in replaceable bit
model with safety
shield.

British and Foreign
Patents. Registered
designs. Suppliers to
H.M. and Foreign
Governments. Agents
throughout the world.
Brochure No. S.5 sent
free on request.

Sole proprietors and manufacturers:

LIGHT SOLDERING DEVELOPMENTS LTD.

28 Sydenham Road, Croydon, Surrey
F hone: CROydon 8589 Grains: Litesoid Croydon

AMERICAN 5 -FT. DE LUXE MAST SECTIONS,
super smooth finish, 21in. dia., lightweight steel
telescopic locking joints to build up any length. 12/6
each. (Cost according to quantity).
AMERICAN 25 -FT. HIGH SELF-SUPPORTING
TRIPOD BASE AERIAL MASTS. 3 -hollow plywood
sections 2in. to 4in. dia., complete 95/- (20/-).
AMERICAN lkin. dia. 35 -toot high TUBULAR STEEL
MASTS with hinged base and ground pins. In portable
canvas hold all. Ideal for mobile use. 130/- (15/-1
30 -It. ONE PIECE WOOD POLES, 4in. dia. throughout,
hollow, light. perfectly round and smooth, self sup-
porting. WI- (special rate).
40 -FT. AMERICAN 2111. dia. TUBULAR STEEL
SECTIONAL MASTS. With all fittings. Finest quality.
£121101- (20/-).
AMERICAN PLYWOOD MASTS Sin, dia. 75 -It. High,
In 9 sections with all fittings, £3510/0 (501-1
85 -It. Sigh 1I1n. dia. LIGHTWEIGHT STEEL TUBU-
LAR AERIAL MASTS with all fittings. 550/010 (50/1).
158 -It. high Sin, dia. TUBULAR STEEL SECTIONAL
MASTS with all fittings. for commercial stations,
£95/0/0 (coat).
R.C.A. 6 -element YAGI ARRAYS. 420 m/cs. on
mounting, 35/ (5/-4
V.H.F. 200 mica. Parrot Cage H DIPOLE ARRAYS
on mounts with 45ft. co -an lead-in. 27/6 (7/6).
MICROWAVE PARABOLOIDS. 48in. dia. on mounts.
£121010 (20/-)
ELLIPTICAL REFLECTORS. 16 -ft. s Oft. with horn
antennae, 520/0/0 (coon.
AMERICAN POLICE CAR WHIPS as on films. Oft,
long, one piece with mounts. 35i- 151.).
MILLIAMMETERS, Siin. dia. flush round 0/1 moving
coil, 20/- (2/6).
Finest Potted'American FREED CHOKES, 1 I 11 300 ml a,
5in. x 5in. x.4in., IS!. (316).
BENTON POTTED TRANSFORMERS, 200,250 v.to
6.3 v. 4a. C.T. 3 times. Finest quality, 4in. x 4in. x :Lin.,
20/- (3/6)
AMERICAN 230v. RELAYS. D.P. 5 amps, 12/6 (2/6).
Sin. Mirror Scale Wood Case Portable D.C. VOLT-
METERS. 0/150 moving coil, 20/- (3/6).
HEAVY MORSE HEYS TypeD. Enclosed In bakellte
eases, 12/6 (2/6).
P.O. HANDSETS & CORDS, 7/6 12/61.
Genuine Hammarlend "5 " METERS for Super Pro
Receivers, 36/- (2/6).
BERM Mt. z 19in. Totally Enclosed TRANSMITTER
CABINETS, £6/0/0 (20/-).

Amounts in brackets arc carriage -England and
Waite. 40 -page list of over 1000 different items
available. We have lots of " bits and pieces "-
send your requirements. All enquiries answered.

P. HARRIS
ORGANFORD, DORSET

GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT -
SURPLUS AND SECONDHAND

ALSO from us! Post free, insured.-Gevaert
1,700ft new LP tape, 31,- 850ft , 22,6;

EMI-strd 1,200ft on strong Ferreispools, boxed,
25/-; Truvox Mark III (guaranteed), 16gns;
Ferrograph 3AN and AH dem. models occas.

W
also available. -Sound News,. 10, Clifford St..

.1.
TAPE RECORDING, ETC.

10194

RENDEZVOUS RECORDS offer comprehen-
sive 78/LP tape to disc recording .facilities.

-Leaflet from 19. Blackfriars St.. Man-
chester, 3. 1

TAPE to disc recording; Microgroove LP
4m168

27/6, 78 r.p.m. from 11/-, also 45 r.p.m.;

.8

48 -hour service; s.a.e. for comprehensive leaflet
to. -A. D. Marsh, " Deroy " Sound Service,
Little Place, Moss Delph Lane, Aughton, Orms-
kirk, Lancs. Aughton Green 3102. [8133

TAPE/DISC/TAPE transfer, editing, copying.
If quality and durability matter (especially

with LP -s from your own tapes) consult
Britain's oldest (not cheapest) full-time trans-
fer service; delivery 2-4 days. At long last we
can insure your tape recorder, TAT. set, gramo-
phone, to cover replacement of all components
(including valves, tubes); unlimited service
calls, free annual check in every part of Britain,
state certified date of purchase for quotation, -
Sound News, 10, Clifford St.. London, W.I.
Reg. 2745. 10192

VALVES
VALVE cartons by return at keen prices; send

1/- for all samples and list. -J. & A. Box -
makers, 75a, Godwin St., Bradford, 1. [0172

MAGNETRONS type, 2J42, £10 each; 12AX7
6AQ6 (boxed American) valves, 6/6 each,

post paid. -J. Ayres, 151, Brighton Rd., SEur614-
ton. Surrey.

VALVES WANTED
NEW television or battery midgets, used

ones, large quantities each type only; Lon-
don parcels viewed and collected. -Box 4486.

NEW valves wanted any quantity; best[c8ash
price by return. -Stan Willetts, 43; Spon

Lane, West Bromwich. Staffs. Tel. Wes. 2392.

LL types of valves British or Amerc8ca54n7,,
transmitting and receiving; keenest cash

prices paid. What have you to offer? -Write
or call Lowe Bros., 9a, Diana Place, Euston
Rd., N.W.1. Tel. Euston 1636-7. [8494

RADIO valves purchased for cash.' old or
obsolete types considered; must be new in

manufacturers boxes, large or small parcels;
full details, including price required, in first
letter, please.-Waltons Wireless Stores, 48.
Stafford St., Wolverhampton. [0102

WANTED, EXCHANGE, ETC.
S27CA. V.H.F. receivers,. 130-210 m/cs;
good prices paid for receivers in good

condition. -Box 3779. [8565

WANTED. -Fuel meters MK1 (twin
counters), any quantity. -Box 4163, c/o

W.W. [860
ROLA Type 10.2 speakers for works Tannoy

system; price and details. -E. W. 'Fyler
& CO.. Ltd., Cannon Lane, Tonbridge. [8585

APROMPT cash offer for your surplus brand
new valves, speakers, components, test

instruments, etc.-R.H.S., 155. Swan Arcade.
Bradford 1, [0190

WANTED all types of communications re-
ceivers and test equipment. -Details to

R. T. & I. Service, Ashville Old Hall. Ashville
Rd., London, E.11. Ley. 4986. [0163

URGENTLY require any quantity Type D.102
Dynamotors or equivalent, input 13.5 volts,

output 285 volts at .075amps; reply stating
condition, quantity and price. -Box 2636.

[8440
WANTED, porcelain or bakelite fuse units

(bridge and base), 5, 15 and 30 amp,
250 volt preferred; also 60 amp rotary switches,
must be new. -British Distributing, 591, Green
Lanes, London, N.8. [8556

URGENTLY wanted, manuals or instruction
books, data, etc., on American or British

Army, Navy or Air Force radio and electrical
equipment. -Harris, 93. Wardour. St., W.1.
Gerrard 2504. 18550

WANTED, BC610 Hallicrafters, ET.4336
transmitters. BC312 receivers. BC221

frequency meters and spare parts for all above;
best cash prices.-P.C.A. Radio. Beavor Lane.
Hammersmith. W.6.

WANTED, Admiralty pattern 2070 switches,97
large or small quantities, good prices

Paid; write or 'phone stating amount available.
-R. J. Miller, 2, Littleview Rd.. Lanehouse
Rocks. Weymouth, Tel. 1552,

ANTED. good quality communication
[8467RYS

WANTED,tape recorders, test equipment, domestic
radios, record players, amplifiers, valves, com-
ponents, etc., estb. 18 years. -Call, send or
'phone Ger. 4638, Miller's Radio, 38a. Newport
Court. Leicester Square, W.C.2. [8563

P ROMPT cash for the purchase of surplus
stocks of televisions, tape recorders, radios,

amplifiers and domestic electrical appliances
of every description; substantial funds avail-
able. -Spears, 14, Watling St., Shudehill Man-
chester, Blackfriars 1916. Bankers: Midland
Bank, Ltd. [0216

JULY/AUGUST, 1959 -

New edition just
published

EXPERIMENTAL

RADIO

ENGINEERING

By E. T. A. RAPSON, M.Sc.
(Eng.), A.C,G.I., D.I.C.,
M.I.E.E., etc. New and up-to-
date 4th Edition, This book
sets out a number of experiments
and methods of measurement
suitable for a three or four year
course in radio engineering at a
technical college. In this new
edition thirteen new experiments
on transistors, discriminators,
oscillators and other topics are
included and the chapter on radio
receiver tests has been
ewritten. From all booksellers,
12/6 net.

PITMAN TECHNICAL BOOKS

Parker St., Kingsway, London, W.C.2

POST OFFICE LINE EQUIPMENT
TELEPRINTERS: Perforators, Reperforators, Auto

Transmitters 5 -milt system. New Condition,
POWER RIPPLY RECTIFIERS: For Telegraph systems.
FILTERS: Filters Band -Pass, cut-off frequencies from
300 cps. to 112 kc/s.
SPARES AND ACCESSORIES OF ALL TYPES FOR
LINE EQUIPMENT: Attenuators, Line Equalizer Unite.
Recording Bridges, Telegraph Relays, Spark Cap
Protectors, Coils Inductance, Repeating Retardation.
SWITCHBOARDS: P.O. Mobile type AD -1240 (1-6-9),
Universal Call 10 -line, Magneto 10 -fine.
FIELD TELEPHONES: Types EE -S, D. F and L.
CARRIER TERMINALS AND REPEATERS: 1+1.
1+4, Speech & Duplex, Apparatus '2/4 Tone No. 5.
Diversity Combining Units and spares of all types.
LOW POWER RADIO STATIONS

(ground use)
COLLINS 18Q SERIES l( to 12 Me/s. RF output
25 watts. Power snits for 12 v., 24 v., 115 v. D.C. and
115 v. and 230 v. A.C. Spare Antennae Coils,
WIRELESS SET No. 19: 2-8 Me/s and 235 Me/s. all
ancillary equipment and R.F. Ainpliflers No. 2 Mk. 2.
WIRELESS SET No, Si: Manpack Walkie-Talkie
40.48 Mc 's.
WIRELESS SET No. 62: Lightweight Communication
Oct 11-10 MC/8.
WIRELESS SET No, 88: Ifanpack or Truck Walkle-
Talkie 40/42 Me/s. 4 Channel.
SCR -193 40-75 watt output Radio Station HF.
LOW POWER RADIO STATIONS -

(Airborne use)
SCR -522 4 -channel 100/156 Moja complete with all
operating and test equipment.
REBECCA DISTASTE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
Mk. VIII
STRSX type 100424' Me/a. 118-135 Me/s. 124-156
Mc/s.
RADIO COMPASS SCR -213911. All ancillaries and
sores stocked in large quantities.
COMPONENTS: Capacitors, variable and fixed up to
2 mid. at 10,000 volts. Transformers, Heavy Duty,
Rectifier various, Carbon Brushes, Magalip Hunters,
Ball -races, Potentiometers Test Meters,
TRANSMITTERS. Air Ministry Type T1509-016put
300 watts Al, AS and Al, Frequency coverage 1,500
Kc/s. to 20,000 KO. Operates from 230 volts, 50 cycles
upply.

TECHNICAL DATA: available for T-1509, V.H.F,
Equipment AN/ARC-I, Communications Receiver
B28/CR100 and many line,COmmunications units '
RADAR Decea marine type 159A.

R. GILFILLAN & CO. LTD.
National Provincial Bank Chambers
29 South Street, Worthing, Sussex.

Tel.: Worthing 8733 and 30181.
Cables : Codes :

WORTHING" "BENTLEYS 2nd"-
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THRILLING
PERFORMANCE

Certain conductors can extract
from an orchestra the most thrill-
ing and exciting performances,
making others seem lifeless and
uninteresting. The same can be
said for a Massicore output trans-
former. With a good amplifier
and other equipment it can bring
to life such performances that
will thrill in a way you may not
have experienced before.

SAVAGE
TRANSFORMERS LTD.

NURSTEED ROAD

DEVIZES, WILTSHIRE
Telephone: Devizes 932

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly.-Model

Loudspeaker Service, Sonic House, Shipton-
on-Cherwell, Oxford. (8633

MAINS transformers rewound, new trans-
formers to any- specification.

MOTOR rewinds and complete overhauls; first-
class workmanship; fully guaranteed.
F.M. ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., Potters Bides..Warser Gate, Nottingham, Est. 1917. Tel.54898.

TRANSFORMERS to any specification.Singles, rewinds, small or large batches:
quick and efficient service, competitive prices.
estimates by return of post, from:
MESSRS. Newman & Son, 1, Grove Crescent.
South Woodford, E.18. 10330
WE undertake the manufacture of trans-formers singly or in quantities to anyspecification; all work guaranteed for 12months.
LADBROKE Rewind Service, Ltd., 820a.Harrow Rd. London. N.W.10. Tel. Ladbroke0914. .[0222
RENEW to stock your faulty speakers of all

sizes. pressure units, microphones, coils.fields and cone assemblies in cartons.-D. C.
Boulton, 134, Thornton Rd., Bradford. 1.Telephone 22838. 10171
TRANSFORMERS.-Suppliers to B.B.C.,I.T.A. and leading radio manufacturers.single or long runs, prompt delivery, home and
export, rewinds to all makes.
FORREST (TRANSFORMERS), Ltd., Shirley.Solihull, Warwicks. Tel. Shi. 2483. [0128

MISCELLANEOUS
RADIO, Television Books, television servicing51-. radio servicing 4/-; list ree.--.J.Palmer (W), 32, Neasden Lane, N.W.10. [0211
BLOCKS, wood, 91/,in X 314in X ling 3d ea.; 48doz. white and 12oz brown, small quanti-ties a little dearer.-British Distributing, 591.Green Lanes, London, N.8. [8555

METALWORK, all types cabinets, chassis.racks, etc., to your own specification,capacity available for small milling and cap-stan work up to lin bar.
PHILPOTT'S METAL WORKS. Ltd..,
St., Loughborough. 10208
SATURABLE reactors, magnetic amplifiers..v complete control units.-Able Engineering.
Ltd.. 12. Singer St., London, E.C.2. Tel.Clerkenwell 3695. f E 636

FOR sale.-Horizontally disposed special pur-
pose winding machine. capable windingfrom 90-300 t.p.i. of 33-47 SWG.wre on man-

drel wire 17-22 SWG.-Apply Box 4375. [8629
CABLE.-Full or random coils 10% to 20%-under list prices.
CONDUIT: 5% to 10% under list; request cata-
logue.-British Distributing. 591. Green Lanes.
London, N.8. [8559
QTAR Openings.-Let us arrange the opening
V of your new shop. department, spacial sales
week; stars booked, publicity arranged.-Write
George Bartram Press Relations Organisation.
159, Gt. Charles St., Birmingham, 3. [8570
FOR sale, one 29 -key dictograph table master

station; 27 H.L.30 2 -lamp dictograph sub-
station; one 25 -key dictograph table masterstation; one H.T. dictogrh sub -station;ideally suited for internal telephone system.-
Offers to R. L. Dudley, High Duty Alloys. Ltd..
Slough. Tel. Slough 23901. [8536

PAINTS, CELLULOSE, ETC.DANL. recognised for many years1 unique one -coat black crackle
brush applied, no baking: available by
1,8 pint cans at 3,9 from: G. A
255, Nether St., London, N.3.

AGENTS WANTEDAGENCY for Sweden.

as the
finish.

post in
Miller.

10260

FOR more than 30 years we have beenspecialising in selling components to theSwedish electrical industry, the wholesalersand the Forces. and would now be interested
in extending our connections with agencies for
semi -conductors and transformers, etc.-Please
reply to Forslid & Co., AB, Radmansgatan 56,
Stockholm Va. [8564

AGENCIES WANTED
TSRAEL.-Long established highly qualified1 electronic engineering and service company
in Israel wants agencies of manufacturers of
electronic parts, tape discs, assemblies, etc.;Principal will be in England shortly for inter-
views; catalogues and full details requred.-Box
3820 18571

BUSINESS & PROPERTY

MEDIUM size private company, situated in
the West of England, is desirous of nego-

tiations with large Public or Private Company
with a view to being a subsidiary of same, or
suggestions; present factory space, 18,000 sq ft. owned by the company. freehold, modern
building
.FACILITIES for plastic injection moulding,
aluminium alloy die casting, tool room facili-
ties. large storage space, room for further ex-
pansion.
PRESENT turnover. £75,000 per annum. En-qu
43iries

welcomed from principals only.-B627ox
68. [8
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Geonsefonyt
STEREO - TWELVE CHASSIS

36 GNS

The most complete unit yet produced for
stereo giving 6 watts high fidelity push-pull
output on each channel, 12 watts total. Full
VHF, medium and long wavebands. Stereo
and monaural inputs for records, tape and
radio and tape outputs for stereo and monaural
tape recording. Comprehensive matching for
all types of crystal pick-ups. The perfect basis
for a complete monaural reproducing system or
for a complete stereophonic system now or
later.

STEREO 44 CHASSIS 27 GNS

A stereo and monaural chassis providing
8 watts output, 4 watts on each channel, and
covering the full VHF and medium wavebands.
Stereo and monaural inputs for tape playback
and all types of crystal pick-ups and tape
outputs for stereo and monaural tape recording.
Separate wide range bass and treble ganged
controls together with dual volume control for
ease of balancing. FM and AM tuners and two
separate amplifiers on one compact chassis.

JUBILEE CHASSIS 28 GNS

An AM/FM chassis with nine valves and two
diodes with push-pull output stage providing
6 watts. Full VHF, medium and long wave-
bands with automatic frequency control on
FM and ferrite aerial on AM. Tape record and
playback facilities.

Post this coupon or write for descriptive literature
and details of Home Trial facilities, Hire Purchase

Terms and Guarantee.

NAME

ADDRESS

\X'AC

ARMSTRONG WTIEN810: CO. LTD.
Wariters Road, London, N.7

Telephone: NORth
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ONDON CENTRA
RADIO STORES

/FLUENIESSIRS MODEL WY0023. Calibrated in three
ranges, 600-1,000, 1,000-2,00 and 2,000-4,000 gauss.
Direct reading. complete with polarity Indicator
and probe for minimum gap of Liin. Brand new in
portable wood case with carrying handle. 12 x

9 x 51in., less battery. 23/101- Inclusive.
AVO UNIVERSAL TEST METERS. Reconditioned
as new. In perfect working order. Model 40 £101101-.
Model Z
31in. P.M. SPEAKER 30 in grey mend cabinet com-
plete with volume control. Very sensitive. APPr.x,
m8asurement x 51 x 2iin. Approx. weight 21Ibs.

lifigtli-SPEED ELECTRO-MAGNETIC COUNTERS.
EX Govt. 0-9,999, '25/50 v. D.C. Size 4 x 1 x lin.
Single coil 2,3000 or single coil 5000. 1818.
VENEER TIME SWITCHES, for switching on/off
lighting and power. Reconditioned as new. In iron-
clad cases, 10 amp., 26/-; 15 amp., 86/..; 20 amp.,
-2545/,.
TELEPHONE DIALS. 0-9. Suitable for inter -office
and factory installations. With fixing mount, fitted
with connecting tags. 21,-.
SYNCHRONOUS A.C. MOTORS (geared meter move-
ments), 200/250 v. For models etc. Approx. size
3 x 3 x 3in., weight lib., 8/6.
3 -OHM P.M. SPEAKERS. In good working order.
10in. 27/6; Bin. 9/8; fiin. 8/8; good w
ELECTRICITY SLOT METERS (1/- in slot) for A.C.
mains. Fixed tariff to your requirements. Suitable
for hotels, etc. 10 A., 84/-. 15 A. GC-. 20 A. 104/,
Other amperages available. Reconditioned as new.
QUARTERLY ELECTRIC CHECK METERS. Re-
conditioned as new. 10 A. 42. 12 A. 52/6. 20 A.1
57/8. Other amperages available.
MIRROR GALVO'S. Instrument resistances. 190 ohm,
External resistance 1,400 ohm. Sensitivity 2,200
M.31.8. NEW, in wooden transit box. Size 13 x 6 0
gin. £31161-.
VENEER 8 -DAY CLOCKWORK TIME SWITCHES.
230 volts, 1 amp., 34 x 21 x 21in., with key and con-
necting socket, 27/6.
DESK PHONES, complete with handset and dial 0-9.
Metal case 45/-.
MOVING COIL HAND MIKE. Type 7. yig.

All prices include carria e

23 LISLE ST. (CER.2969)10NDON, W.C.2
Closed Thursday 1 p.m. Open all day Saturday

-PRECISION SHEET METALWORK -
We specialise in manufacturing of
Chassis in all metals, large or small
quantities to your own specifications

V. W. BEAMISH
Shrrdeloes Garage, 8hardeloes Rd., New Cross

. London, S.E.14.
Telephone: TIDeway 4793

9

" DIPLOMA " HEADPHONES

4

4

4

4

Lightweight High Resistance (4,000
ohms). Complete with cord

1716
Ideal for CRYSTAL SETS

The 'TYANA' Standard Soldering Iron

 Adjustable Bit.
 Weight approx. 4 or.

4
 Heating time 3 min.
 40 Watt economy

Consumption.
4  Standard Voltage Ranges.

16/9

4
Replacement Elements and Bits always

available.
 KENROY LIMITED

152 297 UPPER ST. ISLINGTON
LONDON, N.1

Telephone: CANonbury 4905-4663

. ,

4
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
AN opportunity to enter television's newest

industry. -Associated T.A. group willing to
promote a limited number of independent tele-
vision picture tube manufacturing concerns;
plant supplied and staff trained with full tech-
nical specifications and production techniques:
25,000 capital required; substantial returns
assured; write for details. -Secretary. Tele-
tronic (Mfg.), Co.. Pallion Industrial Trading
Estate. Sunderland.

BUSINESS AND PROPERTY WANTED

TAX
Loss Company required; radio and elec-

trical or electronics trade; not retail; in
order of 210,000. -Write to Accountants.
Box 2669. 18448

CAPACITY AVAILABLE
ALUMINIUM chassis, brackets, accessories,

component potting and circuit printing. -
Write for catalogue. 25. Leach St.. Prestwich,
Manchester. 18588

ELECTRONIC assembly, coil winding and
machining. A.I.D. approved. -Bel Sound

Products, Marlborough Yard, London, N.19.
Tel. Arc. 5078.
ASSEMBLY and wiring capacity available,

electronic equipment for the radio, tele-
vision or aircraft industries. Encapsulation,
sheet metal work, engraving.-R.E.E. Telecom-
munications, Ltd., 15a, Market Sq., Crewkerne.
Somerset. 18517

WORK WANTED
'T'ECHNICAL writer free to accept assign-

ments on writing of leaflets, instruction
manuals, etc. -Offers to Box 3767. [8562

SERVICES OFFERED

FREE
Lance l'echnical Author, development,

sales and technical writing experience
(including published work) seeks additional
commissions. -Please reply to Box 4442. [8639

SITUATIONS VACANT
LANCASHIRE CONSTABULARY.

WIRELESS DEPARTMENT.
VACANCIES exist in the Lancashire Con-
stabulary Wireless Department for civilian
radio engineers in the follow.ng grades:
SUB -SECTION LEADER
QUALIFICATIONS desirable are graduate mem-
bership of a professional institution or H.N.C.
(Elect.) or equivalent. Candidates must be
conversant with modern V.H.F. or U.H.F. radio
techniques. Recent experience in construction
of proto-type radio equipment and/or develop-
ment work with transistors will be an advan-
tage. Salary 2850-21,005 p.a.
RADIO ENGINEER
QUALIFICATIONS desirable C. & G. final cer-
tificate in telecommunications engineering or
O.N.C. (Elect.) plus C. & G. Certs. Radio II
and III or equivalent. Candidates must have
recent experience of installing and maintaining
V.H.F. or U.H.F. radio and electronic equip-
ment. Salary 2595-2850 p.a.
STUDENT APPRENTICES
CANDIDATES should be about 16 years of age.
minimum entry qualification G.C.E. 0 -Level in
four subjects; Mathematics, Physics and
English are compulsory.
APPRENTICESHIP is for five years. eventually
reaching the standard of Corporate Membership
of a professional institution. Salary 2240-2370
p.a.
A contributory pension scheme is in operation
for established staff.
CANDIDATES should apPiy to the Chief Con-
stable, Lancashire Constabulary. Hutton,
Preston, giving details of age, education, experi-
ence and qualifications.

18583THE UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER.
RADIO Telescope -Duty Controller.
A VACANCY exsts for a post of Duty Controller
in connection with the 250ft steerable radio
telescope at the Jodrell Bank Experimental
Station of the University of Manchester. The
commencing salary, which will depend on
qualifications and experience, will not be less
than L650 per annum. The Salary Scale is
now under review.
THE Radio Telescope is driven by remote con-
trol and the person appointed will be required
to work on a shift basis in the control room
of the Telescope. Under normal conditions the
duties will include the simple following of
operating instructions as determined by the
research programmes, but quick judgment may
be necessary when emergencies arise. The
duties include the routine maintenance of the
electronic control equipment and instrumenta-
tion in the control room. Candidates must be
physically fit, with good eyesight,' and be cap-
able and willing to work on a shift basis to
cover the 24 hours. They must be capable of
keeping full, accurate and tidy records relating
to the duties entrusted to them. Candidates
must hold a Higher National Certificate in
Electrical Engineering, or a senor City and
Guilds Certificate in some branch of light
current electrical engineering or similar quali-
fications. Previous experience of the control of
plant or apparatus containing both electric:,
and mechanical parts is desirable.
APPLICATIONS, giving full details of qualifica-
tions and experience, as well as the names and
addresses of two referees, should be sent
Professor A. C. B Lovell, Jodrell Bank Expel: -
mental Station, Lower Withington, Maccles-
field. Cheshire.
WANTED. young man with some knowlre8d55::

of recording and disc cutting practice.--
Magnegraph, 1. Hanway Place, London, W.I.

18542
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STEREO
HOW IT WORKS
Theory and operation of stereo sound.
Recording and playback techniques,
broadcasting, simplexing, simulcasting.
multiplexing. Covers stereo disks and
tapes with fascinating historical and
practical approach. Systems, amplifiers
and speakers. 224 pages.
23/.. By H. Burstein. Postage 1/-.

RAPID RADIO REPAIR by G. Warren
Heath. 23/.. Postage 1/.,
THE CATHODE-RAY TUBE AND
ITS APPLICATIONS by G. Parr and
O. H. Davie. 50/-. Postage 1/3.
FROM MICROPHONE TO EAR
by G. Slot. 21/-. Postage 1/,

MAGNETIC SOUND RECORDING
by D. A. Snel. 251-. Postage 1/-.
THE AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA by
H. M. Tremaine. 150/-. Postage free.
BRIMAR No. 8 Valve and Tele-tube
Manual. 6/-. Postage 9d.
RADIO VALVE DATA, 6th Ed.
Compiled by " W.W." 5/-. Postage 9d.
COMPLETE CATALOGUE 6d.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
19-23 PRAED STREET

LONDON, W.2
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS OF

BRITISH AND AMERICAN TECHNICAL
BOOKS

PADdington 4185. Open 6 days 9-6 p.m

GILSON TRANSFORMERS
are used in high reliability recording
equipment by film studios and the B.B.C.
Enquiries for prototypes and ptoduction
runs are invited from electronic equipment
makers.

R. F. GILSON LTD. ,P,:;a.e,; 5695
ft. George's Works. St. George's Road. Wimbledol, S.W.19

ODDIE FASTENERS
Pat. 507241

THE FASTENER WITH ENDLESS
APPLICATIONS -SIMPLE -POSITIVE
SELF-LOCKING. MADE IN A
VARIETY OF TYPES AND SIZES.
SPECIAL FASTENERS TO SUIT
CUSTOMERS' REQUIREMENTS.
WIDELY USED IN THE RADIO
INDUSTRY

Illustrated brochure and other information
will gladly be sent on request.

DEPT. " W.W."

Cdd e,Bradbury&Cull ltd.,Southampton
Tel. 55883 Cables : Fasteners, Southarn)ton
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EDDY'S (NOTTM) LTD
DEPT. W.W.

172 ALFRETON ROAD
NOTTINGHAM

NIFE. ACCUMULATORS. Midget Single
Unit. Size 3 2.4 < 4in., I/II. Post 1/6 each.
GUITAR PICK-UP, "THE PLECTRO." Super
Hi-Fi non -acoustical. Universal fitting 3.: 14 ;in.
High output. Complete with lead and plug.
Full instructions,.39/11. Post If-.
ACOS CRYSTAL PICK-UPS. Turnover 2 -
sapphire styli, 29/11. Post 2/6.
NEON MAI NSTESTER/SCREWDRIVERS,
4/6 each. Post 6d.
JACK PLUGS. Standard type, I/II. Post 6d.
TRANSISTORS. Yellow/Green Spot, 6/11.
R.F. Yellow/Red Spot, 13/11. Post 4d.
TRANSISTOR CONDENSERS. -Sub-minia-
ture, 1.6, 5, 8, 10, 16, 25, 32 mfd., 2/6. Post 6d.
MORSE TAPPERS. Plated contacts. Ad-
justable gaps, heavy duty, 3/6. Post 4d.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. Tubular
wire end (not ex. -Govt.), 8 mfd. 450 v. 1/9; 8-8
450 v. 2/6; 16 mfd. 450 v. 2/9; 16-16 450 v. 1/9;
16-8 450 v. 4/-; 32 mfd! 450 v. 3/9; 32-32 450 v. 4/-.
Post 6d.
GERMANIUM DIODES. 1/- each. 10/- doz.
Post 4d.
MINIMOTORS. For model makers. High
speed If v. to 6 v., 8/6. Post 1/--.
DYNAMOTORS. 200 v. D.C. to 12 v. D.C.
Ideal for train sets, etc., 19/11. Post 2/-.
DIMMER SWITCHES. Ideal for train speed
regulators, I/11. Post 6d.
RECTIFIERS. Contact cooled miniature. 250 v.
60 ma. 8/6; RMI 4/9; RM3 7/6; RM4 15/5; RMS
19/6. Post 1/-.
CO -AXIAL CABLE. Air -spaced. Suitable
for T.V. Fringe Area, V.H.F., etc. 74d. per yd.
Cut to any size. Doz. yards Post 1/3.
VIBRATORS. 12 v. 4 -pin, 4/11 each. Post 1/-.
ACOS CRYSTAL MIKES. Type MIC 35/1,
25/11. Post 2/6.
TRANSISTOR PORTABLE CASES. Size
6 31 l4in. Attractive black and white, 3/11.
Post 9d.
ALL ABOVE ARE NEW and GUARANTEED

NEW AND SURPLUS GUARANTEED
VALVES

ALL TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH
A7GT 14/6 6X5GT... 6/6 EF36 ... 2/6
CSGT 11/6 OF9 ... 10/6 EF37 ... 3/6
DS ... 9/6 2A6 ... 6/6 EF40 _1316
H5GT 10/6 2AH7 S/6 EF4I 9/-
NSGT 10/6 2AH8 ... 9/6 EF42 9/6
R5 7/6 2AT7 6/- EF50 ... 2/9
S5 6/6 2AU7 FF50(R) 4/-
T4 5/6
L4 4/6 2Q7 ... 7/6 EF86 ...13/6

3Q4 7/6 25A6G... 9/6 E F91 ... 5/-
3Q5GT 9/6 25L6GT 9/6 EL4I ... 9/6
354 7/6 25Z4G 8/6 EL42 ... 9/6
3V4 8/6 35L6GT... 9/6 E L84 ... 9/-
5U4G 6/6 35W4 7/11 EL85 9/6
5Z4G 9/- 35Z4 7/6 EY86 ... 12/6
574M 11/6 42 ..... 7/6 EZ40 7/11
6A7 12/6 80 6/6 EZ80 8/6
6AG5 5/- 90AV .. 4/6 EZ81 ... 8/6
6AL5 ... 4/6 807 (a) 3/9 GT I C 7/6
6AM6 5/- 954 1/6 KT33C 8/6
6B8G ... 2/1 I 955 3/11 KT36 9/6
6BA6 6/- 956 .... 2/11 L63 4/-
6B16 ... 6/6 9001 ... 4/6 MUI4 8,6
6C4 4/6 9004 4/- OZ4 5/6
6CH6 . . 9/6 9006 41- P61 2/6
611 ... 9/- AZ I ... 12/6 PCF80 9/-
6F13 9/- AZ3 I ... 9/6 PCC84 8/6
6F33 5/6 DAF96... 8/6 PEN36C 9/6
6H6M 2/6 DF96 8/6 PEN46. 6/6
6150 .. 2/11 DH77 7/6 P1.82 . 8/6
615GT 3/1 I DK96 8/6 P183 . 9/6
615M .. 4/6 DL96 .. 8/6 PY3I .. 8/6
616 .. 4/6 DM70 7/6 PY80 8/-
6K7G 2/6 EB34 1/6 PY8I .. 8/6
6K7M 6/- EB91 ... 4/6 PY82 8/6
6K8G 6/11 EBC4I 9/- U35 9/6
6Q7G 8/6 EBF80... 9/- UF4I ... 9/-
6SA7M... 7/- ECC81 6/- UF42 9/-
6SG7M... 5/6 ECC82 7/- UL41 8/6
6S.17M 7/- ECC83 8/- VP23 6/6
6SN7GT 4/1 I ECC84 ... 9/6 Z63 ... 5/-
6V6G ... 5/11 ECC85 9/- Z66 9/6
6V6GT... 6/6 ECF80 Z77 S/ -

Any parcel insured against damage in transit for
only 6d. extra per order. All uninsured parcels
at customer's risk. C.W.O. or C.O.D. only.
Postage -and packing 6d. extra per valve. Over
0 Free.

SEND 6d. FOR CATALOGUE

SITUATIONS VACANT '
DERBYSHIRE EDUCATION COMMITTEE.
MUSEUM Service. Park Grange,
DUFFIELD Rd., Derby.
APPLICATIONS are invited for the appoint-
ment of assistant radio service engineer who
is required for interesting work in connection
with the service and installation of television,
radio, gramophone,. 16mm eine projector and
aerial equipment In schools; a short course on
tine equipment will be arranged if candidate
is otherwise suitable; candidates with suitable
experience and preferably with a certificate in
radio or television servicing and holding, or
willing to obtain, a driving licence, shouldapply in writing giving particulars of educa-
tion. qualificatons and experience; salary 2525-
:£590; the post is superannuable and a medical
examination is necessary; applications should
be submitted to the undersigned not later than
11th September, 1959.
J. L. LONGLAND,
DIRECTOR of Education.
County Offices.
Mattock,
Derbyshire. r 8646A
SENIOR/Junior Development Engineers and
LABORATORY Assistants.
ENGINEERS with experience Of AM FM andSSB techniques are required for new develop-ment teams. Very good prospects and condi-tions. Pension scheme. -Please write with de-
tails of qualifications, experience and salary re-quired to Personnel Officer, British Communica-
tions Corporation, Ltd., Exhibition Grounds.Wembley, Middlesex. Wembley 1212. 10244

TOP grade salesman based on London re-quired for public company distributingfamous high -quality radio receivers and com-ponents.
THIS post represents an exceptional oppor-tunity for a man with a sound technical back-
ground. long experience and good connections
with the trade and industry. -Only applicants
fulfilling these conditions should write, in con-fidence, to Box 4456. !8609
RADIO testers required to work on produc,

Lion line, modern factory, permanentposition. 5 -day week. -Tel. Mr. Reid. Cle.2133. [8544
ELECTRONIC engineers; a few vacancies exist

for engineers to train as project leaders. to
take complete charge of overseas contracts.
CANDIDATES must be single, medically fit andin the age group 25-29 years; qualifications:B.Sc.. H.N.C. or equivalent; excellent remunera-
tion and good prospects.

APPLY: The Decca Navigator Co., Ltd., OverseasProjects Division, Wymondley House, LittleWymondley, Nr. Hitchin. Herts. [8605
FIRST-CLASS Wireman wanted for wiringup prototype electronic equipment, laterto act as foreman of assembly group: goodsalary and prospects; N.W.10.-Box 4395.

[8635
TWO first-class television engineers, clean licence, good wages' also television instal-
lation engineer and aerial rigger. -Apply T. A.
Berry (Lodge Radio), Ltd., 6-7. Castle Parade,
Ewell. Tel. Ewell 2317. [8528

TELEVISION Sales and Service Engineergood position and prospects for keen man
old -established N.W. London Murphy dealer
driving experience essential; state age anddetails of experience. -Box 4398. [8631
RADIO testers wanted for testing and re-

pairing transistor equipment; good wages;
3 -day week; modern factory. -Apply J. & A.
Margolin, Ltd., 112-6, Old St., London, E.C.1.

[8595
RADIO engineer wanted for laboratory assist-ance and technical production control;write or telephone for interview. -J. & A.Margolin. Ltd.. 112-6, Old St.. London, E.C.1.
Clerkenwell 2133. [8596
TELEVISION bench and field engineers re- quired at all times for vacancies in mostparts of the British Isles; permanent positions
with highest salaries plus bonus for suitable
applicants. 51/2 -day week. -Box 1757. [0251
E LECTRICAL technicians req. for prototype

and assembly work, O.N. preferred;
pension scheme. -Write age, exp, and sal. req.
to AMF Ltd., 69, Tabernacle St., E.C.2. Tel.Cle. 3137. [8642
TECHNICAL assistant to be trained in ultra-

sonic flaw detection for application research
and instrument testing; electronic experiencenecessary. -Details to G.D., Ltd., SudlaoUrneRd.. Lbndon, S.W.2. [8606
EXPERIENCED regular mechanic required forservice depot of leading motor manufac-
turers, used to fault finding on car radios, in-
stallation, etc.: good rates of pay excellent
conditions; 44 -hour week. -Apply gox 4396.
TECHNICAL Assistants (Tech. Grade III)18634

re-quired. Qualifications essential O.N.C.(Electrical) or equivalent standard technical
education plus five years' apprenticeship engi-
neering concern or equivalent followed by three
years' practical experience electronic equip-ments.
DUTIES include repair and maintenance army
fire control radar equipments and some know-
ledge of these desirable. Salary range £545 to
£850 according to age.
APPLICATIONS to 0.0O.C. A .A.I.R.
R.E.M.E.. Cleave Camp, Bude. Cornwall.

18541

ENCLOSURES, EQUIPMENT
& CABINETS by STAMFORD
The new 'ELAC 4

27 ens. Complete.
Incorporating 2 -
high flux 1.0in
units for Bass,
9 x 3 Eliptical for
mid range and
the popular 4in.
Elac Tweeter
acoustically
matched for
optimum result e.
The efficiency is
high, giving an
amazingly clean
le, el response
throughout the
full range.Or Deposit
4.44/- and 18
Payments ofRan monthly.

Highly
Recommended

EQUIPMENT
AMPLIFIERS
Quad u a Pre -amp
Leak TL/12 Ditto..
RD Cadet Ditto....
Armstrong Ditto , .

Dulci DPA 10 Ditto
Grampion 584 ....
STEREO
Audiomaster
Avantic SPA 11
Pilot SHE 10
Quad 22 Control
Leak 20 & Control
TONERS
1411/1(1 FM
Armstrong ST
Chapman FM 85
Leak Trough
Rogers Powered
CHASSIS
Armstrong Jubilee
Armstrong Stereo 44
Dille' ILIT2 AM/FM
SPEAKERS
Axiette
Axiom 300
Super Sin. FS/AL

Holden 10in. FISTS
Co Axial 12in.
Wit HF 1012
MOTORS
Collard 4T/200
Connoisseur Type 11
Garrard 4 HF
Garrard TA Mk. II
(farmed 301
Letter, GL 58/580

Cub -Price
e.42 0

31 10
17 10
32 0

20
19 19

0

83 15
29 8
33 12

51
25 0

9

2278 17
6

28 17
533 1

24 10

29 8
28
24 19

8 12
11

8 159 1
8 7

25 0
4 15

18 12
27 16
18 9
8 10

22 7
25 8

Hire Purchase
Deposit 18 Months
1.26 - 45.8
946 342
526 19-
96 - 34 9
60.- 20 8
6a- 20.8

1001-
813

100/18-

154/6

82'6
87.-

1001-
7216

85 -
75 -

19 -
33 6
21 -
25 -
7 -
145 3

55 6

55 6
82 6

25 6
67 -
8.-

38/9

38/631/11
27/2
55/8

3114
29/7
30 9
36 6
26.8

3110
30 10
27.2

72
14 4
7 89-
5

27 3
2

20 2
30
20 1

3

93
24 3
27 8

WE SPECIALISE IN supplying and fitting any equip -
most currently available. NO FITTING CHARGE.
DEMONSTRATIONS AT OUR WEYMOUTH

TERRACE SHOWROOMS.

snitable for housing 'stereo equipment including two
amplifiers. FM and Control Units, Tape Deek and Gram.
This model will house the Ferrograph Tape Deck with ease.
Price £19 10/-. Or £3 Deposit and 9 payments of 40/7
nonthly.

Cabinets veneered in oak, walnut and mahogany, finished
in shade required. Delivery England and Wales 12/6:
Scotland and Northern Ireland 251-. ,

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Remy Refunded.

Write for our illustrated catalogue or visit our Hi -Fidelity
Showrooms at

84/86/98 Weymouth Terrace, off Hackney Rd.
LONDON, E.2 Telephone: SHO SOO

Showroom hours: Monday -Saturday, 9.30 to 5.30
Late night Wednesday, 7 p.m.

Directions: No. 0 has from Liverpool Street Station to the
Odeon, Hackney Road. Walk back two turnings.

A. L. STAMFORD LTD. (Dept 0.41
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HEAR HERE
DUODE

SOUND

CAN BE

HEARD

AT THESE

CENTRES
HI Fl DEVELOPMENTS LTD.,
8 Deansgate, Manchester, 3.
CUSSINS & LIGHT LTD.,
34 Walmgate, York.
ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS,
54 Elm Row, Edinburgh 7.
JAMES SCOTT, LTD.,
175 Vincent St., Glasgow, C.2.
A.L. STAMFORD, LTD.,
84 Weymouth Terrace, London, E.2.
NATIONAL RADIO CO.,
82 High St., London, N.W.8.
Other dealers interested in really good
sound also sell Duodes, and where one
does not exist within easy reach, the
Duode home test plan is available.
Write for details to:

DUODE LTD.
24 Dingwall Road, Croydon, Surrey

METERS
Single and Multi -

range repaired and
recalibrated

2" to 6" Meters supplied from stock.

20KV, D.C. METERS, 250,000
L2/VOLT with 0-300 Megohm range,

4" Scale.
Makers

E.I.R. INSTRUMENTS LTD.
329 Kilburn Lane, London, W.9

Tel LADbroke 4168

RADIO&ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERS . . .
The MORSE CODE is still, and
always will be, the basic Code for
individual Signalling, whether on
visual or telecommunication circuits.
So add this simple and interesting sub-
ject to your qualifications. Apart from
the pleasure derived from this extra
knowledge, it counts for much when a
step up the ladder is under consideration.
Write for the CANDLER BOOK OF
FACTS and see for yourself how fascin-
ating the Candler method of teaching
the Morse Code will prove.

CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
(56W) 52b ABINGDON ROAD, LONDON, W.8
Candler System Co., Denver. Colorado, U.S.A.

SITUATIONS VACANT
PERSONAL

Assistant required by owner of
London retail radio and electrical business

of good standing. Congenial position and good
prospects for capable, conscientious person;
state age and details of career.-Box 4397.

[8630

FIRST-CLASS service engineers and sales-
men required for new branch opening

shortly in Croydon; non-contributory super-
annuation; alternate Wed. and Sat, half -day.
-R.H. Television Develophient Co., Ltd., 4,
London Rd., Bromley. Tel. Ray. 9603. [8607

ENGINEERS with some five years practical
experience of radio frequency design work

required for interesting new project in
laboratory situated in South West outskirts of
London, pension scheme.-Write giving full par-
ticulars of experience and salary requireit1843to3
Box 2409.

SENIOR
Draughtsmen for electronic and

electro-mechanical work to service require-
ments; permanent positions, ideal working con-
ditions, five-day week, all amenities.-Write or
telephone Cottage Laboratories, Ltd., Ports-
mouth . Rd., Cobham, Surrey. (Cobham 3191.)

1
QUALIFIED electronic engineers wanted by
02 large organisation for training as over-
seas project leaders; H.N.C. or equivalent; age,

group 25-32; must be single, medically fit
and capable of staff control and administra-
tion in field conditions; excellent salaries for
the right men.-Box 3715. [8561

EXPERIENCED
electronics technician re-

quired to assist with a large new national
research project: initial salary approximately
£.650-£700 according °to age, experience and
qualifications.-Apply in writing to Administra
tive Assistant, Department of Physics, Univer-
sity, Birmingham 15.
ELECTRONICS; circuit development I.858and5

design engineers required for work on
audio frequency amplifiers and associated equip-
ment; qualifications, H.N.C. plus recent ex-
perience in Hi-Fi, P.A. or vibration field; pro-
gressive posts in pleasant working conditions.
Pamphonic Reproducers, Ltd., Dalston Gardens,
Stanmore, Middlesex. Wordsworth 0226. [8593

TELEVISION engineers, intermediate grade.
required with experience of studio equip-

ment, for planning studio installations; com-
mencing salary (pensionable) L7504,1,000
according to experience.-Apply Head of- Tele-
vision Broadcasting Department, Central Re -
diffusion Services, Ltd., Television House.
London, W.C.2. 10245

ELECTRONIC technicians required by a major
steel company to work upon the installa-

tion and maintenance of varied electronic equip-
ment, and the construction of special purpose
plant. The work will include the servicing of
a modern digital computer and in this connec-
tion, sound mathematical ability will be ad-
vantageous.
CERTAIN special training will be given, but
practical experience in the construction, opera-
tion and maintenance of electronic and electro-
mechanical equipment is required together with
good knowledge of working larinciples.
THE work will be on a shift system, although
opportunities to transfer to day work will arise.
THIS is a staff appointment and applications
should be made in writing to the Labour Man-
ager, Samuel Fox and Co.. Ltd., Stocksbridge
Works, Nr. Sheffield. 18617

RADIO testers, men with experience of fault-
finding on telecommunication and allied

equipment are invited to apply for this inter-
esting and progressive position.-Write with de-
tails of experience and qualifications to Person-
nel Officer, British Communications Corpora-
tion, Ltd., Exhibition Grounds, Wembley.
Middx. Wembley 1212.
YOUTH 17-20 with knowledge of electronics,r0243

good education and initiative is offered a
3 -year apprenticeship in the London area in
the servicing of radio, electronics , and com-
munications equipment by one of the leading
companies in this field.-Please reply in own
handwriting, giving full details of education
and experience, Box 3821. [8573

DEVELOPMENT engineer required by an ex-
panding company, with good practical and

theoretical experience of general electronics.
also a working knowledge of sheet metal and
light engineering practice. Staff position,
pension scheme and sick club, holiday arrange-
ments honoured.-Write, giving full details
and salary required. Grundy & Partners, Ltd..
3, The Causeway, Teddington, Middx. [8530

ASSISTANT chief designer/draughtsman re-
quired to take charge of -small design/

drawing office of firm of aircraft electro/
mechanical equipment manufacturers; must be
fully experienced and conversant with all air-
craft requirements° specifications and tests,
both A.I.D. and A.R.B.-Apply, giving full de-
tails of experience and salary required, to
Box 3807. [8566

TEST engineers.-We have a few vacancies
in our final test room, which offers a pros-

pect of interesting jobs in this rapidly expand-
ing company; candidates should either have
had previous experience, or be at least O.N.C.
standard; 5 -day week; canteen; pension scheme.
-Electronic Instruments, Ltd., Lower Mortlake
Rd. Richmond. Surrey. Ric. 6435 Ref,
TE CB/M 18578

DODEDODEEEDDEIDDEEEDDOU
[1 [1

,

.E Li COVENTRY RADIO LTD
D EnfLl

189/191, Dunstable Road, LUTON.

Ei Audio & Component Specialists Est. 1921

111

If you are unable to visit us at
Luton, send for a copy of our

HI -Fl CATALOGUE
of 300 items 70 pages.
Price If- plus 6d. postage.

Also available now

"THE GRUNDIG BOOK"
[11

111

I2/6d. plus 1/- postage.
If you own a tape reccrder of any
make you will find this book an essential
for successful recording.

El LUTON'S CENTRE
El Telephone Luton 7388/9.

ENGINEERS!
Whatever your age or experienr,e, you mast real
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." Full details
of the easiest way to pass A.M.LMeeh.E.,
C. & G (Electrical, etc.), General Cert., etc., on

"NO PASS-NO FEE"
terms and details oi
Courses in all branchesal% of Engineering -ec- Mechanical, Electrical,

,. Civil, Auto, Aero,
Radio, etc., Building,
etc. if you're earning
less than 120 a week.
tell se what interests
you and write for your
ropy of "ENGINEER-
ING OPPORTUNI-
TIES" today-FREE

144 PAGES

B.I.E.T.
387 College Nouse, 29-
31. Wright's Lane,
London, W.8.

EWA 16111111AIRNIKER

The finest method

for cleaning records
Already over 200,000 enthusiastic users

THE "Mast 1$110 -

AUTOMATIC GRAMOPHONE RECORD CLEANER

PATENT APPLIED EON

Price reduced to 17/6 (plus 5/10 pure:rase tax)
from your local dealer or

CECIL E. WATTS LTD.
Conounoni and Engineer (Sound Recording and Reprodudial

Darby House, SUNBURY-on-THAMES, M1DDX
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SOUTHERN RADIO'S

SPECIAL BARGAINS
TRANSPARENT MAP CASES Plastic
I4irr. x 10}in. Ideal for Maps, Display, etc., S/6.
STAR IDENTIFIERS. Type I A -N Covers
both Hemispheres, 5/6.
CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES. 2 im-
pulses per sec., in case, 11/6.
REMOTE CONTACTOR. For use with
above, 7/6.
MORSE TAPPERS. Midget type, 2/9; Standard,
3/6; Heavy type on base, 5/6. ALL BRAND NEW.
MORSE PRACTICE SET. TAPPER with
BUZZER on base. Complete with battery, 12/6.
BRAND NEW.
MAGNETS. Strong Bar type, 2 x 1/6 each.
PACKARD-BELL AMPLIFIERS. Complete.
BRAND NEW, with valves, relay, etc., etc., 17/6
each.
SPECIAL OFFER. 12 ASSORTED METERS.
Slightly damaged. Mainly broken cases (perfect
movements). ,Including 3 BRAND NEW Aircraft
Instruments. 12 for 45/-.

SPECIAL OFFER

TRANSMITTER - RECEIVER
TYPE 38 MK II

* WALKIE-TALKIE *

Complete in Metal Carrying Case. 9in. x
x 4in. Weight 61b. Frequency 7.3 to

9 Mc/s. Five valves. EI/2/6. Post paid.

These TX -Rs are in NEW CONDITION, but owing
o demand they are not tested by us and carry n

guarantee, but should prove SERVICEABLE.
ATTACHMENTS for Type " 38 " Trans
receivers. ALL BRAND NEW. Headphone
15/6; Throat Microphones 4/6; Junction Boxe
2/6; Aerials, No. 1 2/6; No. 2 5/-; Webbing
4/-; Haversacks 5/-; Valves-A..P.I2 4/6
A.T.P.4 3/6; Set of FIVE VALVES I9/- the set
OFFER No. 2:

" 38," as above, complete with set of externa
attachments, 42/6, post paid.

OFFER No. 3:
Transmitter -Receiver " 38 " Mk. lt. Brand
new with complete set of external attachments
including Webbing Haversacks and Valves,
57/6 post paid. Fully guaranteed.

RESISTANCES. 100 assorted useful values.
New wire end 12/6. NEW.
CONDENSERS. 100 assorted Mica; Tubular,
etc., 15/-. NEW.
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable sin.
to nin. For Metal, Plastics, etc , 7/-.
QUARTZ CRYSTALS. Types F.T.24I and
F.T.243. 2 -pin, lin. spacing. Frequencies be-
tween 5,675 kc/s and 8,650 kc/s. (F.T.243), 20
MO and 38.8 Mc/s (F.T.24I, 54th Harmonic)
4/- each. ALL BRAND NEW, TWELVE ASSOR-
TED CRYSTALS, 45/-. Holders for both types
1/- each. Customers ordering 12 crystals can be
supplied with lists of frequencies available for
their choice.
TRANSRECEIVERS. Type " 18 " Mark III
Two. Units (Receiver and Sender). Six valves,
Micro -ammeter, etc., in Metal Case, untested,
without guarantee but COMPLETE, £2/I8/6.
ATTACHMENTS for " 18 " Transreceivers.
ALL BRAND NEW. Headphones 15/6; Hand
Microphone 12/6; AeriaTs 5/-; Set of 6 Valves
30/-.
TI I54 TRANSMITTERS. Complete in transit
case. New condition, 0/5/-.
RECORDING BLANKS. Brand new. " Emi-
disc." Ready for cutting. I3in. 6/- each or 15
complete in metal case £4.
Post or carr. extra. Full list Radio Books, etc., 3d.

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY, LTD.
II, LITTLE NEWPORT STREET,

LONDON, W.C.2. GERrard 6653

SITUATIONS VACANT
WIREMEN required by an expanding com-

pany. Men able to work on own initiative
from circuit and wiring diagrams. First-class
work to A.I.D. standards. Pension scheme and
sick club. Holiday arrangements honoured.-
Apply Grundy & Partners, Ltd., 3, The Cause-
way, Teddington, Middx.

L8TECHNICIAN required in the electrical535en-
gineering department; some experience in

maintenance of measuring instruments and
electronic equipment; some mechanical experi-
ence an advantage; O.N.C. preferred; salary
according to established University scales plus
London Weighting.-Application in writing to
Secretary, King's College, Strand, W.C.2.

[8645
RADIO Technicians required by International

Aeradio Ltd. for overseas service. Perma-
nent and pensionable posts. Normally tax-free,
inclusive salary in local currency varying with
location, and additional marriage and child
differentials. U.K. leave, free air passages and
insurance. Kit allowance. Qualified candidates
to whom replies will be sent write to Personnel
Officer, a0, Park St., W.I. [0262

ENGINEER required with electronic or
vacuum experience to install and service

electron microscopes. Training given to thosewithout specialised experience. Minimum
qualifications O.N.C., but H.N.C. standard
preferred. Good working conditions. 5 -day
week. Pension scheme.-Apply, givihg. details
of education and experience, to Aeon Labora-
tories, Beech Hill, Ridgemead Rd., Englefield
Green, Egham, Surrey. [8529

ELECTRONIC wiring assistant-Written ap-
plications are invited from men experi-

enced in wiring electronic equipment, able to
work from circuit diagrams and preferably used
to prototype work; five-day week, canteen and
pension scheme.-Please write, stating age. ex-
wrience and salary required, quoting Ref. CM.
to the Personnel Officer. Hilger and Watts,
Ltd., 98, St. Pancras Way, Camden Rd.. N.W.1.

ECHNICAL writers, Hitter Sc Watts, [8Ltd.,623
invite applications from suitably experi-

enced men interested in writing instruction
booklets for users of scientific instruments,
previous experience essential and some know-
ledge of electronics desirable. The work is
interesting and the posts are permanent and
pensionable.-Apply to Chief Personnel
Manager, Hilger & Watts. Ltd., 98, St. Pan-
cras Way, Camden Rd., N.W.1. [8626

JUNIOR engineer; A. V. Roe & Co.. Ltd.,
Chertsey, have a vacancy for a junior, en-

gineer, having O.N.C. or equivalent, required
in the computer laboratory to assist in the
development of novel computing devices; ex-
perience of computers and transistors would be
an advantage.-The reference number to be
quoted is C/PRW/R.114/W, and replies should
be addressed to A. V. Roe & Co., Ltd., Han -
worth Lane, Chertsey, Surrey. [0023

CURREY EDUCATION COMMITITE.-Labora-
0 tory assistant Grade B required for Physics
and Mathematics Department, with some prac-
tical knowledge of electronics; encouragement
given to continue part-time studies; salary,
£465-E525. plus London allowance; overtime
rates payable in excess of 38 hrs. p.w.-Appli-
cations to be made to the Principal, Kingston
Technical College, Fassett Rd.. Kingston-upon-
Thames, as soon as possible. [8568

RArno sorIETY OR GREAT BRITAIN, 28.
Little Russell St.. London, W.C.1, invite

applications for post of Deputy General Secre-
tary. age range 28 to 40; salary range £800
to £1,000; sound knowledge of office administra-
tion and good organising ability essential;
experience of amateur radio desirable.-Testi-
monials and :scent photograph to General
Secretary. marked " Confidential, D.G.S."
Closing date 10 days after publication of this
advertisement.

INSTRUCTOR in marine radio required by
the College cf I.M.R. Commns., Overseas

House. Brooks' Bar, Manchester. 16.; P.M.G.
1st Class Cert. and knowledge of modern
marine W/T equipment essential; additional
radio qualifications and teaching experience
an advantage; salary based on BUrnham Tech-
nical Scale with pension scheme for man of
proved ability.-Write Principal (Ref. " Staff ")
giving full particulars in confidence. 18567

TELEVISION test engineers; a leading Mid-
lands manufacturer has a number of

vacancies for test engineers for work on the
testing and fault-finding of domestic television
receivers; experience is preferred and basic
electronic knowledge is essential; ex -Service
technicians are particularly suitable for this
type of work; those interested should apply,
giving details of past experience, to the Per-
sonnel Manager (Ref. T.T.), Box 4164. [8604

DIGITAL computers; A. V. Roe & Co., Ltd.,
Chertsey, have a vacancy for an elec-

tronics engineer in a rapidly expanding com-
puter group which is concerned with the
development of novel computing devices; quali-
fications required are H.N.C. or equivalent, to-
gether with experience in the design of pulse
circuitry. preferably using transistors.-The
reference number to be quoted is C/PRW/
R.113/W, and replies should be addressed to
A. V. Roe & Co., Ltd., Hanworth Lane, Chert-
eey. Surrey. [0022

233

CABINETS
FOR ANY EQUIPMENT

CABINETS TO YOUR-
SPECIFICATION

THE BUREAU
This nOpular
bureau cc binet is
veneered with the
finest selected
Walnut andbeautifully
polished in. a
medium shade.
Designed to
accommo late al-
most any the
many units we
have available
and to give
generous storage
compartments.

WALNUT £16.16.0
NATURAL OAK 118.18.9

THE
SERENADE

Veneered with
Snout selected
walnut, beauti-
fully polished to
a medium shade:
this attractive
cabinet has
generous storage
space, with board
eliding out
smoothly on
metal rollers.
This cabinet can
be fitted with
any of the latest If i-Fi Unit.
613.18.5

- THE
CONTINENTAL
This elegant Cab-
inet in the latest
in our range de-
signed in the
continental style.
solidly construc-
ted and finished
in oak walnut or
mahogany ven-
eers. (Dark,
medium or light,
high gloss or satin
finish available

229.10.0

1HE REGENT

THE
CONTEMPORARY.

This bedbfifidly designee'
I 'ontempomry Cabinet
can be supplied in Oak,
Walnut or Mahogany
Veneer and has a waned
seun-matt finish
This eabinei ran be

filled visit any of 'he
lairs( Ili -Pi Coil;.

£11.15.0

Thts catsnet can ram-
oloklato alutos anysccom-
bination of Radio -Feeder
Amplifier Control, Motor
Units and Loudspeaker
System. There is ample
storage apace. Available
in finest walnut or maho-
gany veneer and polished.
Has pneumatic lid stay
and castors.

WritetorourNEW
24 page fully illus-
trated catalogue
of cabinets and
details of our com-
plete range of
chassis, auto -
changers, tape
decks, speakers,
etc., all available
on easy terms.

LEWIS RADIO
120 GREEN LANES (Dept. WW5))

PALMERS GREEN, LONDON, N.I1
(Near the Cock Tavern)

Telephone: BOWes Park I 155,5 vas
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SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
40 ma. to 10 amp., 6 v. to 100 v.
Bridge, H. Wave or P.P.
WITH OR WITHOUT . HIGH-
GRADE TRANSFORMER TO
SUIT. These are new goods, best
makes, not reconstructed Government
surplus. Popular types, 6 v. 1 a.,
4/-, 2 a., 7/6, 12 v. 2 a., 8/6, 12 v.
1 a., 7/6, 12 v. 3 a., 151-, 6 a. alloy -
finned type, 27/6, 24 v. 0.3 a., 9/-,
Q,6 a., 12/6, 24 v. 1 a., 13/6, 2 a.,
15/6, 24 v. 3 a., 21/-, 50 v. 1 a., 24/-,
50 v. 2 a., 42,1-, 130 v. 300 ma. h.
wave, 38/-, 250 v. 300 ma. do., 65/-,
110 v. 1 a. bdge., 48/-, 130 v. 80 ma.
bdge., 21/-. Postage 9d. extra each.

CHARGER KITS
No. 1, a kit for

/11110

2 v., 6 v., 12 v.,
3 amp. trans-
former, rectifier,
ammeter, all
high-grade new
parts, not rub-
bish, 52/6,
unique convec-
tor housing for

same, as illust., 12'6, p.p. 3/-, ditto,
but 2 amp., 43/-, case.12/6, p.p. 3/-.
Economy 12 v. 3 amp. kit, no am-
meter needed, 34/6, pp. 2;6, all with
12 months' guarantee.

CHAMPION PRODUCTS
43 UPLANDS WAY, LONDON, N.21

Telephone LAB 4457

IP

NEST OF DRAWERS
Overall sine: 7in. wide x 5in. deep

Ilin. high. 12 drawers, each mea-
suring On. wide a 41in. deep x liin.
high. Useful storage for radio com-
ponents, nuts, bolts and small parts.
Sheet steel, green enamelled. 20,-.

RIVETING SYSTEMS LTD.,
2 JORDAN STREET,

MANCHESTER 15

you can build a quality
TAPE RECORDER

with the

'ASPDEN'
Tape Recorder Kits

TAPE DECK KITS
Two models, Sin. or 7in. spools, two speeds,
twin track, ferroxcube heads, finest motor,
and complete assembly instructions.
Compact model 582 kit to
Standard model 782 kit 0 5 0
Assembled and tested 30/- extra

And the
RECORD/REPLAY AMPLIFIER KIT,
2# watt, neon indicator, without valves, ES/111.

POWER PACK KIT for above, less valve,
E2/18/6. Carr. extra.

Mr. T. R. S. of Beverly writes:
' I have recently acquired one of your mar-

vellous tape decks, and I feel that I must con-
gratulate you on its excellent construction.'
Send STAMP for full particulars to:-

W. S. ASPDEN
Stanley Works, Clevedon Road,

Blackpool, Lancs.

SITUATIONS VACANT
ELECTROMECHANICAL

and electronic
development engineers urgently required

for interesting work on new aircraft instru-
mentation systems which include transistor
amplifiers, data computors, instrument servo
systems and gyroscopic devices.
MINIMUM qualifications are that applicants
shall have some practical experience in one
or two of the above fields and should be up
to H.N.C. standard.-Apply in writing, stating
age and experience, to 'S. G. Brown, Ltd.,
Shakespeare St., Watford, Herts. [8587
" VLECTRICAL & Radio Trading " (weekly

journal published by Odhams Press) has
vacancy for technical editorial assistant 125-35)
with sound knowledge of TV and radio cir-
cuitry, electricity and electronics, and ability
to write fluently on these subjects; previous
experience on a technical Journal or press
agency an advantage; good salary and prospects.
N.U.J.-Apply Editor, Electrical & Radio
Trading, 189, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
WAR DEPARTMENT.-Male Radio Opirr2a0-

tors required. for Leicester area, good
education. Age limits 18-32, higher exception-
ally. Good prospects of permanent appoint-
ment and pension later. Salary-trainees
E422/10 -L605. Up to £975 when qualified.-
Apply in writing. giving full details of qualifica-
tions and experience to Admin. Officer, Room
300. Northumberland House, Northumberland
Ave., London, W.C.2. [8638

APPLICATIONS are invited for the post of
deputy to the chief sound recording

engineer of the Nuffield Talking Book Library
for the Blind with the prospect of ultimately
taking full responsibility for work in the
field of sound recording for the blind gener-
ally but with particular emphasis on talking
books. At present the disc record is in
general use but work on magnetic tape record-
ings is actively in progress and is expected to
increase in volume and importance.
THE duties of the post may include any of the
following: Making master records of selected
books; organising the copying of these for
issue to blind " readers "; technical advice on
the purchase of new reproducing machines and
the maintenance of existing machines; develop-
ment and application of new recording and
reproducing techniques for the assistance of
the, blind; negotiations with manufacturers of
recording and reproducing equipment and
material; liaison with the head of the talking
book library.
APPLICANTS should preferably be between 25
and 35 years of age but would be considered
up to 45, and should desirably have had experi-
ence of sound recording In a responsible
capacity. They should hold an appropriate
degree, and/or be a corporate member of one
of the recognised professional institutions but
these qualifications might be waived in favour
of a candidate who can offer exceptional prey
mus experience of sound recording.
THE post, which is pensionable, would com-
mand an initial salary in the range of £770-
£1,150 according to qualifications and experi-
ence. Applicants should be willing to serve
for a probationary period of up to 2 years.
There is an opportunity for promotion to
higher grade commanding a salary scale cf
£1,250-E1,450. Applications, which should be
accompanied by copies of three recent testi-
monla.s and the names of personal referees,
should reach the Secretary -General, The Royal
National Institute for the Blind, 224, Great
Portland St., London, W.1, by 15th September.

[9641
OVERSEAS Oil Exploration Company, with

world-wide seismic parties. offers perma-
nent career to electronic technicians: maintain-
ing and operating field equipment; men
prepared to accept responsibility and to live in
camp conditions; academic qualifications to
H.N.C. or equivalent essential, and genuine
practical experience to the standard; National
Service completed and an advantage if in rele-
vant work; home leave every two years-Box
4229.
ELECTRONIC engineering.-A vacancy exists8

in the research department of a company
of scientific instrument manufacturers for an
assistant In the electronic laboratory. Ap-
plicants should possess H.N.C. in Electrical
Engineering and have had at least four years'
employment in this field. Advanced conditions
of employment and salary commensurate with
ability and experience.-Apply, with details of
age, qualifications, experience, salary required,
to Box 3519. [8531

ASSISTANT
required in Patents Office of

large telecommunications group for a wide
range of details and responsible investigations;
technical qualifications are essential, at least
H.N.C., with preferably some knowledge of
automatic exchange switching and electronic
circuitry and a real interest In technical liaison
and report writing; age 25/30' excellent pros-
pects and good starting salary.-Write for
application form to Staff Officer, Ref. 744,'56,
Siemens Edison Swan. Ltd., London. S.E.18.
CHIEF technician for brain wave laboratory

required for Kingston General Hospital.
Kingston, Ontario, Canada. Requirements in-
clude grammar school education, knowledge of
electronics essential, with ability to repair.
some interest in human physiology. nervous dis-
eases and research desirable; salary according
to experience, $275.00 to $400.00 per month,
might be supplemented.-Reply fully, giving ex-
perience, personal data. interests, etc.. to
Director of Personnel, Kingston General Hos-
pital, Kingston, Ont. (8619

Fidelid

The Fidelia range of hand built high fidelity
equipment includes Radio Tuners, Radio Tuners
incorporating a gramophone pre -amplifier and tone
controls, also high quality audio amplifiers both
stereophonic and single channel types.
Fidelia Maier AM/FM tuner unit with pre -amp.,
tone controls etc., R.F. stage on all wavebands,
variable selectivity ete. Price 227/.11-, or with
the Major amplifier, 542/14/-.
Fidelia Imperial. VHF tuner. Price 115/5f-,
or with pre -amp. and tone controls, £19.
Fidelia Pennon, switched VHF tuner, Price
g14/61-, or with pre -amp. and tone controls,E19.

Preelton built as a VHF Radiogram
chassis, 3 watts output, bass and treble controls,
au ideal small quality unit, EEL
Fidelia Major amplifier, £18-
Fidelia Mk. I. Stereo amplifier with control stiff
£25.

EL

Full details willingly on request.
16.1. for post see is appreciated.!

2 AMHURST ROAD.
80 TELSCOMSE CLIFFS,

c N. Brighton.
SUSSEX.

401WENT-7- Tel Pearehavera 313,;

JEFFERY TRANSFORMER Co.
SOLENOIDS RELAY COILS

METAL RECTIFIERS

199 Edward Street, New Cross
LONDON, S.E.I4

TlDeway 4458

LYONS RADIO LTD.
RADIO & T.V. SHOW. We are but a little over a mile.
from Earls Court, so it in TOWN why not take a No.
49 bus to corner of Warwick Rd. and Kensington High
St. which brings you almost to our door. You can then
secure wane of the many BARGAINS which we are
offering for SALE all at CLEARANCE PRICES.
Examples:-R.1155's from 36/-; R.1392's from 45/-;
Chassis for stripping from 2/-; Tx's, Signal Generator,
from 85/, etc., etc. Items too numerous for details
by phone or post. CALLERS ONLY, please. SALE
commences 26th August.
INVERTERS. Known as Motor Generators type 7.
Air Min. ref. 513/3288. Input 24v. D.C. Output 80v.
at 1,1100 cycles, 240vA. Carbon pile Vat. and filter
unit incorporated. In good condition, PRICE ONLY
45i-, carriage 81-.
HEADPHONES: Type DLR3, low resistance, fitted
with metal headband and connecting cord and ear
pieces fitted with felt -faced rubber ear pads. PRICE
ONLY 2/6 pair. Balanced Armature type, light-
weight, self matching-suitable for high or low im-
pedance output. PRICE ONLY 8/6 pair. High
resistance type (4.000 ohms). PRICE ONLY 1043.
Post types 1/6.
RECEIVERS TYPE RAMA. One of the best known
and most popular of ex. Govt. communications
receivers. Frequency range in 5 switched bands: -
3 to 18.5 Mels., 1,500 to 600Ecis and 500 to 75Kc:s.
Easily adapted to operate direct from A.C. mains
full details being included in 14 p.p. illustrated booklet
supplied free with receiver or separately by post 1,3.
In good condition and working order, PRICE ONLY
0347/13, carriage 9/6.
SLIDER RESISTANCES. 'One ohm to carry 12 Amps.
Overall 81 x 41 x tins. PRICE ONLY, 7/6, post 1,1i

3 GOLDHAWK ROAD (Dept. M.W.),
SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.12

Telephone: Shepherd's Bush 1729
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NEW G.E.C.,S.T.C.AND"WESTALITE"
LENIUM RECTIFIERS. Largest L.T.

range in Gt. Britain. ONLY Makers'
LATEST GOODS supplied NOT Surplus.
S.T. & C. E.H.T. K3/l5, 5/-; K3/45, 9/4;
K.3/50, 9/10; K3/100, 16/8; all post 4d. extra.
BRIDGE CONNECTED FULLWAVE.
17 v. I a., 13/4; 1.5 a. 26/6; 3 a., 30/6; 4 a.,
38/-; 5 a., 38/6, all post 6d. 33 v. I a., 22/9;
1.5 a., 45/-. 3 a. 54/-' 5 a., 68/-; all post 1/6.
54 v. I a., 33/-; 1.5 a.62/-;2 a. 74/-; 3 a. 74/-;
5 a. 97/-; 72 v. I a. 42/-; 1.5 a. 78/-; 2 a. 95/-;
3 a. 95/-; 5 a. I24/-; 100 v. I a. 61/-; 1.5 a.
I12/-; 2 a. 134/-; 3 a. 134/-; 5 a. 180/-; all post
2/-.

BRIDGE CONNECTED WITH 7iin.
SQUARE COOLING FINS 17 v. 6 a.
53/7; 10 a. 61/-; post 2/6.

_BRIDGE CONNECTED HEAVY DUTY
FUNNEL COOLED or Nin. SQUARE
COOLING FINS. Both types, same price.
17 v. 20 a. 120/-; 30 a. I72/-; 50 a. 280/-; 33 v

6 a. 89/-; 10 a. 102/-; 20 a. 202/6; 54 v. 6 a.
124/-; 10 a. 144/-; 72 v. 6 a. 160/-; 10 a. I86/-;
100 v. 6 a. 227/6; 10 a. 270/-; all post 3/-.
" WESTALITE " (BRIDGE) 12-15 v. D.C.
0.6 a. I2/-. 1.2 a. 30/-; 2 a: 32/6; 5 a. 37/6;
10 a. 64/6;20 a. 117/6; 30 a. 171/-; 50 a. 278/-;
24 v. 1.2 a. 30/-; 5 a. 60/-; 10 a. 109/6; 20 a.
208/-; 36 v. 1.2 a. 47/6; 5 a. 82/6; 10 a. 154/6;
100 v. 1.2 a. 82/6; 2.5 a. 154/6; 5a. 195/6;
10 a. 391/-; 170 v. 1.25 a. 135/-; 195 v. 1.25 a.
144/6. All post extra 1/6-3/6 E.H.T. Rects.
I4D.134, 25/-; 36 E.H.T. 60 35/10; post 4d.,
I mA. AC/DC meter recta. 14/6.
"SALFORD" (BRIDGE). 6 and 12 v. D.C.

a. 7/6; 1.5-2 a. 8/6; 2.5 a. 11/9; 3 a. 14/9;
4-5 a. 16/6; 6 a. 23/6; 10 a. 34/-; 14 a. 42/-;
24 v. 1 a. 12/6; 1.5 a. 14/3; 2 a. 15/6; 3 a.
26/-; 4 a. 29/6; 6 a. 36/6; 10 a. 75/-; other
sizes. Post, under LI add If-, over LI add 1/6.
Suitable Transformers from 141-. Post 116.

Wholesale and Retail.

T. W. PEARCE
66 Great Percy Street, London, W.C.1
Off Yentonville Road. Between King's Cross and Angel

CLEAN AND SILENT

D.C. to A.C.
UP TO 100 WATTS

WITH THE NEW

FELGATE ELECTRONIC

INVERTER

NO MOVING PARTS

FREQUENCY CONTROL
Manufactured by

RADIO MAILING LIMITED
STUDLAND HALL, STUDLAND STREET,

LONDON, W.6.
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SITUATIONS VACANT
CENTRAL AFRICAN AIRWAYS CORPORA-

TION require a licensed radio technician
for aircraft radio maintenace work; suitably
qualified applicants should write by airmail to
the Personnel Manager, Central African Air-
ways, Private Bag No. 1, Salisbury Airport,
Southern Rhodesia, giving details of experience,
etc., and copies of references if possible; salary
within the scale £1,000 to £1,215 p.a. plus
licence allowances of £12 p.a. each for A, B
and radar ratings; medical aid, pension fundand travel facilities available. [8581

RADIO operators. -Air Ministry have vacan-
cies for temporary radio operators (male);

good prospects of permanent, pensionable ap-
pointments and promotion; initial appoint-ments in U.K. but subsequent tour of dutyin Far East likely; trainees £422/10 to £605;
qualified operators £507/10 to £975 (theserates are subject to a small deduction atprovincial stations and a small increase in
London and overseas); special allowances pay-
able for overseas service. -Apply Air Ministry.
C.E.4m., Cornwall House, Stamford St., S.E.1.

[0231
ELECTRONIC engineering assistant required

for work on- the prototype constructionand the development of industrial electronic
instruments; candidates, who should be undar
30 years of age, should preferably be able to
work from circuit diagrams and have some ex-
perience in workshop practice associated with
the maintenance of electronic and other equip-
ment; the position is progressive. and there is
a pension scheme in operation. -Please write.
giving full details, to the Staff Manager. High
Duty Alloys, Ltd., Research Division, Slough.
Bucks f8615

BATTER SEA College of Technology, Lon-
don, S.W.11, Physics Department. Thenext series of lectures on Microwave Physics

will begin on Monday, October 5th, 1959, at6.30 p.m. The Course will- deal with micro-
wave theory, techniques and applications and
is suitable for graduates in mathematics,
physics and electrical engineering; suitably
qualified students may proceed, as part-timestudents, to the Internal M.Sc. degree of theUniversity of London or the past -graduate
Diploma of the College. -Further details and
enrolment forms may be obtained from the
Secretary (Microwave Courses). [8610

THE BRITISH RUBBER PRODUCERS' RE-
SEARCH ASSOCIATION requires an assist-ant for the electrical engineering department

to undertake the construction and maintenance
of an increasing range of electronic apparatus
and other instruments; applicants should have
previous experience of similar work, or suitable
educational qualifications; salary will be on a
progressive scale, the starting point being deter-
mined by age, qualifications and previous
experience; every encouragement and financial
^ssistance will be given for part-time study
leading to appropriate professional qualifies-
tions.-Applications to the Director of Research.
B.R.P.R.A.. 48-56, Tewin Rd., Welwyn Gar-
den City, Herts. [8591

MINISTRY OF SUPPLY require a Techni-
cian at South Marston, Swindon, Wilts.

to assist at the works of a contractor, in the
supervision of the inspection of prototype and
production aircraft. Including electrical, radio
and instrument installations. Quals. Recog-
nised engineering apprenticeship or equiv.training in appropriate trade: O.N.C.. appro-

i priate C. & G. Final Certificates or equiv. aual.
desirable; sound knowledge of aircraft and
light electrical engineering and preferably also
of electronics as applied to aircraft installa-
tions. Rate of pay: £850 (age 30)-£1.005 p.a.
-Application forms from Ministry of Labour
and National Service, Professional and Execu-
tive Register .(P.E.8681. Atlantic House. Far-
rington St., London, E.C.4. (8575

EIMIL ( Scientificlensi Officersc polV:forSemieenntinoer
women in all major scientific fields, including
physics, chemistry, bio'_ogy, meteorology and
mathematics. Age limits: (a) at least 26 and
under 31, (b) at least 21 and under 28. Ex-
tension for regular Forces Service and Overseas
Civil Service. Qualifications: normally first or
second class honours degree in science.
mathematics or engineering, or equivalent
attainment; additionally - for (a), at least 3

.years' relevant (e.g., post -graduate) experience.
- London salaries (men): (a) £1.233-£1.460, (b)-
£655-£1,150: provision for starting pay above
minimum. Promotion prospects. -Write Civil
Service Commission, 17, North Audley Street,
London, W.1, for application form, quoting
(a) S53/59, (b) S52/59. [8538
THE Air Ministry have vacancies for civilian

radio technicians at Royal Air Force Sea -
land and at other selected R.A.F. stations
throughout the United Kingdom for the ser-
vicing, repair, modification and testing of air
and ground radio and radar equipment. Com-
mencing salary (national) (according to age)
is £525-£635 p.a. Max. salary £745 p.a. These
rates are subject to a small deduction at cer-
tain provincial stations and a small increase
in London. Annual leave 3 weeks 3 days in-
creasing to 4 weeks after 3 years' service. A
limited number of houses may be available for
renting at Sealand. These houses are at West
Kirby, some 15 miles distant. -Apply, giving
details of gusts. and exp., direct to the Com-
manding Officer No. 30 Maintenance Unit,
Royal Air Force, Sealand, or to- Air .Ministry
C.E. 4m Cornwall House, Waterloo Rd., Lon-
don, S.E.1, for other vacancies. [0242

NEW )

GUNNED)
)

TUBES

1 YEAR

UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE

EXCHANGE SERVICE

ALL MULLARD AND MAZDA (12 V.)
(PYREX GLASS TYPES EXCLUDED)

I2"-17" £6 -10-0
21" £9-0-0

U.K. CARRIAGE ETC. 5/ -

TERMS C.W.O.

As a result of the abolition of pur-
chase tax on replacement C.R. tubes
we are now able to offer a genuine
replacement service of tubes fitted
with brand-new gun assemblies in
which we have such confidence that
we give 12 months' UNCONDI-
TIONAL guarantee at the above
prices.

CONSIGN YOUR OLD TUBE
TO US AT UPTON-ON-
SEVERN STATION INCLUD-
ING CARD STATING NAME
AND ADDRESS OF SENDER.

EXPRESS OFF SHELF SERVICE

WIRE M.O. & STATE RE-
QUIREMENTS. ADDING 10, -
to above prices for 12in. to 17in.
tubes or 20/- for 21in.

THIS ADDITIONAL CHARGE
WILL BE REFUNDED TO YOU
ON RETURN OF YOUR OLD
TUBE TO US.

* * * * *
SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.

NEW STREET

UPTON-ON-SEVERN, Worcs
TELEPHONE 464
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CHEAP COMPONENTS
FERRITE ROD. 6x 5/16in., 2/6. FERRITE
AERIALS. 4m. MW 8/9; 8in. L. & MW 12/9.
GERMANIUM DIODES 1/6. High imp. HEAD-
PHONES 14/3. VOLUME CONTROLS 3/3; with
S.P. switch 4/11. RESISTORS. SW. 10% 4d.;
2W 10% gd.; iW 5% high stab. 9d.; 5W 5%
wirewound 2/3. 8µF. ELECTROLYTICS 2/6.
METAL RECTIFIERS. 12 v. 1A 7/6; 250 v. 50
mA contact cooled 7/3; 5A M.C. METERS 15/-.
TRANSISTORS. Yellow/green spot 7/6; Ediswan
XBIO2 (A.F.) 10/-; yellow/red spot R.F. 15/-.
S.P. TOGGLE SWITCHES 3/-. 6:1 SLOW MOTION
DRIVE 3/6. Add 6d. postage.

TOOLS FOR ELECTRONICS
SI DECUTTE RS. 5/6. Ins. snipe -nosed PLIERS 8/9.
WIRE STRIPPERS 3/6. SOLDERING IRONS.
Solon instrument 24/-; Oryx 6 v. or 12 v. minia-
ture 25/-. Wire -gripping TEST PRODS 219 each.
Dual range METERS 15 v./300 v. AC/DC 26/8.
41 -MAX cutters (for clean chassis holes) gin. 12/9;
lin. 13/9; allan key 1/-. Illuminated SCREW-
DRIVER 6/6. Denco modulated SIGNAL GENER-
ATOR (L.W./M.W./I.F.) 83/15/-. Add 1/- post.

HI -Fl & STEREO
Acos 73-1 turnover STEREO CARTRIDGE (plays
all records) with 2 -sapphire stylus 52/12/11; with
L.P. diamond 87/8/-. T.S.L.LPH65 TWEETER
37/8. Acos crystal MIKE 28/, Collaro Studio
MIKE 45/-. DUST BUG (cleans records while
playing) 23/4. PRINTED CIRCUITS: Mullard 3-3
15/-; Mullard 5-10 19/9; instruction sheet 1/6.
MICROLIFT (lowers pick-up gently on any part of
record) 28/4. Gram. STROBOSCOPE 1/6. Post 1/-.

BOOKS ON ELECTRONICS
BERNARD'S: Radio Controlled Models 5/-.
Aerials for TV & VHF 2/6. TV Servicing for Be-
ginners 4/8. Modern TV Circuits 4/6. High Fide-
lity L.S. Enclosures 5/-. DATA: Radio Control
Mechanisms 4/6. TV Fault-finding 5/-. Radio
Control for Model Boats and Aircraft 8/6. Quality
Amplifiers 4/6. Jupiter Stereo Amp. and Pre -amp
2/6. Tape Pre -amp. Type C (Mullard) 2/6. F.M.
Tuners 2/6. MULLARD: Circuits for Audio
Amplifiers 8/6. Add 6d. postage..

KIRKMAN
40, The Broadway, CRAWLEY, Sx.

5,000v. INSULATION TESTERS
Output voltage .0-
5,000 v. A.C. or D.C.,
continuously variable
from zero.
Output current 5 milli -
amp max. for D.C. 10
milliamp max. for A.C.
Voltageindicatormeter
for both A.C. and D.C.
Voltage reading drops
to zero and Magic Eye

5,000v Insulation Testers closes.
Voltage indication by Magic Eye.
Power supply 200-250 A.G.
Dimensions 18 x 18 x I3in. Weight 301b.
Made for flash testing and for the measurement
of the breakdown voltage of electrical com-
ponents and insulation. A spring -loaded switch
is fitted in the test prod which keeps the 200/
250 v. supply switched off. Original cost E75
Our price brand new in fitted transit case f24

LIMITED QUANTITY ONLY
Tape Recorder or Gram Unit cases size 1ft. Be.
x 1ft. 6in. x 2ft. Walnut 35/- each, carriage 5/-.
G.45 16 mm. Cine Cameras with magazine,
ex Govt., f/3.5 lens, 14 each, polished.
Rectifier Units. 240 v. A.C. in, 100/120 v.
D.C. out. at 2.5 amps. £12/10/-. Carriage 20/-.
Transformers. 210/250 v. in 275 v./0/275 v.
50 mA 6.3 v. at 3a CT 17/6. 0/240 v. in, out 150 v./
0/150 v. 215 mA 500 v./0/500 v. 200 mA 6.3 v. at
3 amps 6.3 v. at 2 amps 5 v. at 3 amps 32/6. 0/240 v.
(350/0/350 v. 450/0/450 v. 550/0/550 v.) 250 mA
40/4 v./6.3 v. at 4 amps 0/4 v./6.3 v. at 4 amps 0/4
v./6.3 v. at 3 amps 0/4/5 v. at 3.5 amps 37/6. 0/240
v. in, 550 v. out 290 v. 0/20 v./450 v./640 v./820 v.
out 6.3 v. at 3 amps 6.3 v. at 4 amps 6.3 v. at 3
amps 6.4 v. at 2 amps 42/6.
Pots. 1K, 2.5K, 10K, 40K, 2HEG 4/- each. Post 9d.
Tygan fret 2/- sq. ft.
Transformers Step Down
200 250 v. in 30 v. out 100 watts 17/6, post 2/-.
200 250 v. in 110 v. out 100 watts 17/6, post 2/-.
Voltage Regulators 230 v. 150 w. by Selec
Earphones and Mics 6/- set.
CARBON HAND MIKES 2/6.
Meters 0.35 mA 10f-; 0.5 mA
RARRINGAY SUPPLIES

345 HORNSEY ROAD, N.19 ARC 4107

SITUATIONS VACANT
PATENT Examiners and Patent Officers.

Pensionable posts for men or women for
scientific, technical and legal work on Patent
applications. Age at least 21 and under 28.
with extension for regular Forces Service and
Overseas Civil Service. Qualifications: nor-
mally first- or second-class honours degree in
physics, chemistry, engineering or mathematics,
or equivalent attainment, or professional
qualification, e.g., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.R.I.C. London salary (men)
£655-£1,460; provision for starting pay above
minimum. Promotion prospects. Write Civil
Service Commission, 17, North Audley Street,
London, W.1. for application form, quoting
S128/59. [8540

CHIEF technical officer required by Posts and
Telegraphs Department, Nigeria Federal

Government on contract for tour of 12:'24
months in first instance. Salary scale (including
Inducement Addition) £1,350 rising to £1,674 a
year. outfit allowance £60, gratuity at rate of
£150 a year, free passages for officer and wife.
assistance towards children's passages and grant
up to £150 annually towards maintenance in
U.K. liberal leave on full salary; established
Civil Servant's pension rights may be preserved;
candidates, should have about five years prac-
tical experience in radio systems including
V.H.F. and V.F.T. multiplex systems; possession
of appropriate C. and G. cert. an advantage. -
Write to the. Crown Agents, 4, Millbank, Lon-
don, S.W.1. State age, name in block letters
full qualifications and experience and quote
M2C.' 42585/WF. 18551

MINISTRY OF SUPPLY require technician
at Shrewsbury, Shropshire, to be respon-

sible for supervision of approved inspection
organisation at the works of contractors
engaged on the development and manufacture
of electrical and electronic equipment for
guided weapons. Quals.: Recognised engineer-
ing apprenticeship or have had equivalent
training in an appropriate trade; sound know-
ledge of light electrical engineering with some
electronics experience is required, and a know-
ledge of computers and high frequncy tech-
nique an advantage; possession of O.N.C.
(Electrical),, appropriate C. & G. Final Cer-
tificates, or cram. qual. desirable; salary: £850
(age 30)-£1,005 p.a.-Application forms from
Ministry of Labour and National Service, quot-
ing P.E.1Q53, Professional and Executive
Register, Atlantic House, Farringdon St., Lon-
don, E.C.4. [8548

INSTRUCTOR (Telecommunications) required
by Sierra Leone GoVernment Technical

Education Department on contract for three
tours of 10/12 months each in first instance;
salary according to age and experience in scale
(including Inducement Addition) £966 rising to
£1,528 a year; gratuity at rate of 15% of total
salary drawn; outfit allowance £60; children's
allowances £48 to £288 per year; liberal leave
on full salary; free .passages for officer, wife
and 3 children under 18 years; candidates
should be between 22 and 45 years of age and
must possess C. and G. Full Technological Cer-
tificate in Telecommunications or similar quali-
fication with at least five years practical
experience: experience in Technical Education
desirable. -Write to the Crown Agents, 4, Mill -
bank, London, S.W.1. State age, name in block
letters, full qualifications and experience and
quote M2C 50686/WF. [8264

MINISTRY of Supply Research and Develop-
ment Establishments require Assistant Ex-

perimental Officers (minimum age 17, male or
female) in areas Farnborough (Hants), Bed-
ford. Aberporth (Wales), Sevenoaks (Kent),
Waltham Abbey (Essex), Salisbury (Wilts),
Malvern (Worts), Aylesbury (Bucks) and Lon-
don (3 only) for experimental work in physics.
electronics, aero. elect. and mech. engineering,
chemistry, them, eng, or mathematics; quali-
fications: G.C.E. (A.L.), pass degree, H.N.C. or
C. & G. final cert. of the grouped course
(Advanced Grade in Telecomms.; candidates
may apply before summer examination results
are known. Salary range £382 (age 18)-£670
(age 26)-£830 (male). Women's rates same by
1961. Promotion prospects; opportunities to
compete for established posts. -Forms from
M.L.N.S., Technical and Scientific Register (K),
26, King Street, London, S.W.1, quoting.
A.206/9A. (8552
TANGANYIKA Government Police Force re-

quire an Assistant Engineer, Grade I, for
one tour of 20-36 months in first instance.
Salary scale (including inducement pay), £1,056
rising to £1,341 a year. Gratuity at rate of
131/2% of total substantive salary drawn. Free
passages Liberal leave on full salary. Can-
didates, preferably not over 40 years of age,
should be of good education and able to carry
out complete installation of medium and low -
powered HP and VHF radio stations and row
power diesel and petrol generating sets. Also
installation and erection of lattice masts. They
should also be capable of running a small work-
shop and store and supervising work of junior
staff. Experience in telephone and teleprinter
practice in relation to HF and VHF systems
advantageous. -Write to the Crown Agents, 4,
Millbank, London, S.W.1. State age, name
in block letters, full qualifications and experi-
ence, and quote M2C/50370/WF. [8636

SITUATIONS WANTED
UNGINEER (26), single, seeks overseas
-1-'d engineering or managerial position, ex -
Petty Office, R.N., experienced radio. radar,
TV,' Decca Navigator; good references, trade
certificate; all replies considered. -Box 3827.

18574

BRITISH NATIONAL
RADIO SCHOOL

PRINCIPAL: Mr. J. SYKES, M.I.E.E.,
M.Brit.I.R.E.

Britain's only Privately Owned
and Conducted Radio Corres-

pondence School
(Est. 1940)

Not the BIGGEST=
simply the BEST

for
City & Guilds, Brit.I.R.E.

and P.M.G. (Part 1)

Also Morse Code on Records
B.N.R.S., 66 ADDISCOMBE RD.,

CROYDON
Phone ADDiscombe 3341

TELETRON
TAPEJAK

The first Transis-
torized Radio Tuner,
specially designed for
use with Tape Re-
corders.

*Twin tuned cir-
cuits.

* Pre-setting for
MW. Programmes

* Fixed tuned for
1500.M.

Price E5 9.0
THE TELETRON

CO., LTD.
112B, Station Rd..

London, E.4.
SIL. 0836.

COPPER WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,
COTTON AND SILK COVERED

RESISTANCE WIRES
EUREKA - CONSTANTAN

MOST GAUGES AVAILABLE
NICKEL -CHROME - MANGANIN

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
EBONITE and BAKELITE PANELS.

TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL
FORMERS AND TUBES, ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LIST. TRADE SUPPLIED.

G.E.C., B.T.H. & WESTINGHOUSE
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL

DIODES
1/- each. Postage 3d.

Diagrams and three Crystal Set Circuits
Free with each diode.
A large purchase of these fully GUARANTEED
diodes from the manufacturers enables us
to make this attractive offer.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

Phone: CLlssold 4688
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THIS MONTH'S OFFERS

TEST GEAR. BRITISH and AMERICAN, re-
built, laboratory tested and guaranteed.
" X " BAND. Signal Generator Type TS.I3/AP.
frequency range 8,40019,600 McIs. incorporating
resonant cavity wavemeter, piston attenuator and
thermistor bridge, mains operated.
POWER METER. Type 1-536/AP accurately
measures 3 cm. power with thermister bridge.
TEST KIT type 25, comprising 3 cm. Direc-
tional Couplers, English/American waveguide
adapters, etc.
'SIGNAL SOURCE. Type TS.45/AP generator
10 mw. or 3 cw. power, mains operated.
ATTENUATORS. "T" type ladder network
overall attenuation 80 db., arranged to give stept
of 20 db., 20 db., 20 db., 10 db., 5 db., 2 db.. 2 db.,
I db. 600 ohms impedance input and output,
in metal case with lid. £9/10/-.
" Q " METER. Type TF 329A by Marconi
Instruments.

BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR. Type
TF.195L/4 by Marconi Instruments. Frequency
range 10 cycles to 150 Kc/s. dual output, low level
I IN to 100 mV. High Level 2 -watts into 50 ohms.
"K " BAND. Transmitter/Receiver complete
with 2K33 Klystron and Magnetron.
" X " BAND. Transmitter/Receiver complete
Type TR.3699.

WAVEMETERS. Type TS-509-UR Absorption
type, 90/400 Mc/s., no battery or mains required.
Fitted sealed micro -ammeter reading 0-50 pA.,
crystal and built-in telescopic aerial, L6/10/-,
Carr. 3,6. General Radio type 724 13, 16 Kc/s. to
50 Mc/s. Type TE 149 by R.C.A. 200 Kc/s. to 30
Mc/s. Type 69/AP 300/1,000 Mc/s.

Leslie Dixon & Co.
Dept. A, 214 Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8.

Telephone: MACaulay 2159

OLON
TRADE MARK

FOR 25 YEARS
THE BEST ELECTRIC

SOLDERING IRON

25 watt Instrument Model (Illustrated)

RELIABLE
SPEEDY

CLONG-LASTING

Leaflets on request from:

W. T. HENLEY'S
TELEGRAPH
WORKS CO. LTD.
Engineering
Sales Department,
59-62 High Holborn,
London, W.C.x
Phone: CHAncery 4361

SITUATIONS WANTED
PROFESSIONAL electronics engineer (43),fully qualified and several years' experi-
ence, has held important executive positionS at
home and abroad in connection with electronic
projects: at present in Canada in electronic
industry, and is open to consider a change to
a responsible position in the United Kingdom
or elsewhere abroad: would be willing to invest
a substantial . amount of capital if required in
smaller type of well -established and progres-sive,firm.-Write in strict confidence to ' S."
78, Russell St., Dartmouth, N.S., Canada.

18612
TECHNICAL TRAINING

LEARN Radio and Electronics the New Prac-
tics] Way! Very latest system of experi-

menting with and building radio apparatus-
" as you learn." -Free brochure from Dept.
W.W.10 Radiostructor, 46, Market Place.
Reading, Berks. [0241

BRIT. I.R.E. and City and Guilds Examina-
tions in Telecoms, Radio Amateurs and

Radio Servicing (R.T.E.B.).-Learn at home
from world-famous International Correspon-
dence Schools. 71, Kingsway (Dept. 442B),
London, W.C.2. [0359

CITY & GUILDS (electrical, etc.) on " No
Pass -No Fee " terms; over 95% successes.

-For details of modern courses in all branches
of electrical engineering, applied electronics,
automation, etc., send for our 148 -page Hand-
book -free and post free.-B.I.E.T. (Dept.
388A), 29, Wright's Lane, London, W.8. [0017

TUITION
FULL-TIME courses for P.M.G. Certificates,

C.G.L.I., Telecommunications and Radar
Maintenance Certificates. -Information from
College of Technology, Hull. [0111

WIRELESS. -See the world as a radio officer
in the Merchant Navy; short training

period, low fees, scholarships, etc., available,
boarding and day students; stamp for prospec-
tus. -Wireless College, Colwyn Bay. [0018

ALL examinations easier to pass by I.C.S.
home -study methods. A.M.Brit.I.R.E. C.& G. Telecoms, P.M.G. Cert. in Wireless,

Telegraphy, Radio and TV Servicing, etc. -
Write for free prospectus: International Corres-
pondence Schools, 71, Kingsway (Dept. 442A),
London, W.C.2. 1.0033

A .m.I.Mech.E., A .M.Brit.I.R.E. City &
Guilds, G.C.E., etc., bring high pay and

security; " No Pass -No Fee " terms; over 95%
successes. -For details of exams and courses
in all branches of engineering, building, elec-
tronics. etc. write for 148 -page Handbook -
f ree.-B.I.E.T. (Dept. 387B), 29, Wright'sLane, London, W.8. [0118

' HOW and Why " of Radio and Electronics
made easy by a new, no -maths, Practical

Way. Postal instruction based on hosts of ex-
periments and equipment building carried out
at home. New Courses bring enjoyment as well
as knowledge of this fascinating subject. -Free
brochure from Dept. W.W.12 Radiostructor, 46.
Market Place,- Reading, Berks. [0240
T, V and Radio.-A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and
A Guilds, R.T.E b , Cert., etc., on " No Pass-No Fee " terms: over 95% successes -For
details of exams and home training courses
(including practical apparatus) in all branchesof radio, 1`,N7 and electronics, write for 148 -
page Handbook -free -B.I.E.T. (Dept. 397A),
29, Wright's Lane, London, W.8. 10116
INCORPORATED Practical Radio Engineers home study courses of radio and TV en-
gineering are recognised by the trade as out-
standing and authoritative: moderate fees to
a limited number of students only; syllabus of
instructional text is free; the Practical Radio
Engineer. journal, sample only 2/-; 6,000 align-
ment peaks for superhets, 5/9, membership
and entry conditions booklet 1/- all post free,
from the Secretary, I.P.R.E., 20, FairfieldRd., London. N.8. [0088

PATENTS
THE Proprietors of Patent No. 744239 for

" An Improved Aerial " desire to secure
commercial exploitation by licence or otherw se
in the United Kingdom. -Replies to Haseltine
Lake & Co., 28, Southampton Buildings, Chan-
cery Lane, London, W.C.2. (8586

BOOKS, NSTRUCTIONS, ETC.
BACK issues from 1949 this journal and

" Practical Wireless "; what offers? -Box
3601. [8543

CATALOGUE No. 14 Government surplus and
model radio control, over 500 illustrated

items; price 1/8, postage 4d. -Arthur Sallis
Radio Control, Ltd., 93C, North Rd., Brighton.
THE Radio Amateur's

[
Handbook (39th

edition/1959), standard manual of amateur
radio communication from the American Radio
Relay League, now available at 32/- post free
from. -Bailey Bros. & Swinfen, Ltd.. West
Central St., London, W.C.1. [8437

BOOKS WANTED
WIRELESS WORLD required 1945-1958,

state nrice.-N. Stuart, Sandbeck Hotel.
West Cliff, Whitby, Yorkshire. [8629A

WANTED. -Overhead -line Charts, by J. S.
Forrest (1936): copies required by the

publishers.-Elettrical Review Publications,
Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford St., London.
S.E.I. Published price will be pa'cl. (8628

-----7-__:E DTOWAREfflreadl

ELECTRONIC
TRIBUTORS

BLANK
Precision made in
quality half -hard
thickness, these
off it -in rockets!).
Same day service
and up to 17in., of
sided chassis. Specials

SOLDERED
While these chassis,
and efficient voiding,
sidemble weight
strengthening, we
technique at 6d. extra

el fin.ft or lin. flangesonside

PRICE GUIDE
Work out total area
waste, and mier to

48 sq. in. 4/-
80 eq. in. 5/-

112 sq. in. 6/-
114 sq. In. 7/.

Post 1/3
Discount for quantities.
Spray finish arranged

The same material
etc. Any size up
Post, up to 72 eq.
1/8, 43'2 eq. in. 1/9,576

Close Tolerance

Values stocked (pF):-
5 22 47 75 130

10 25 50 80 135
11 27 56 82 140
13 28 60 100 145.225
15 30 65 110 150
18 33 08 120 160
20 40 70 105 175
Tot up to 33pF, 1
PRICES: r-309 pF.,
.2,500 pF., 15; 3,000-5,000
Special (limited
'HIGH STABILITY
1036 ti.. 5 -year
range, 120 to 10M11.
w Rhin 2"; , 3/-
'SURPLUS' STOCKS,
I watt
I watt
1 watt
 "ELECTROVOICE"
AND CHOKES. Individually
feed by leading laboratories.

COMPONENTS
FOR OVER

CHASSIS
our own works

Aluminium of 16
chassis go all over

for ANY SIZE,
straightforward

dealt with promptly.
CORNERS

owing to their thickness,
Will carry components

and normally require
can do this by a

for each corner.
FLANGES

or (outside)

(normal chassis
of material required,

table below:
176 sq. in. 81-
208 sq. in. 9/-
.240 sq, in. 10/-
272 eq. in. 11,

Post 1/6
Trade

for quantitlei
PANELS

can be supplied for
to aft at 4/6 eq
In. 9d., 108 sq. in.

sq. in. 2/-.
Wax -protected

CAPACITORS

180 270 370 515
200 280 386 533
220'200: 450 540

316 410 556
230 330 450 560
243 340 470 600
250 356 500 603

pF, over 38pF. I
gd.; 316-820 pF.,

pF.. 1/6.
number only), 0.1

RESISTORS.
guarantee. Full "preferred

6d. each.
pair.

various makes:

guaranteed
tested.
MI types

DIS-
25 YEARS

from commercial
s.w.g. (1/161n.)

the world (and

to neatest 1(16in.
two, three or four-

hardness
of con-

no corner
special soldering

6d. extra for

owl)
including

304 sq. in. 12 -
336 sq. in. 13 -
368 sq. in. 11 -
and pro rata.

Post 1/9.
enquiries invited.

of 25 or over.

panels, screens,
It. (eq. ins. x II.

113. 144 sq. in.

Silver Mica

635 813 3000
670 820 3300
680 1000, 3500
703 1500 4000
710 2000 4700
750 2200 5000
800 2500

per cent.
Md.; 1,000-

mfd. 1%, LEI-.
" T.S.L." 5 -watt

value"
Pairs matched to

-5% 2% 1%
76d. 10d. 1/3
9d. 1/- 116

10Id. 1/3 1,9
TRANSFORMERS

Fully shrouded.
in stock.

The highly successful
COOPER -SMITH HI -F1

AMPLIFIERS (See p.II8, Dec. issue)
MODEL B. P.I.

A better 10 -watt outfit at lower cost.
Main Amplifier Kit 12 gns. Built L14 17.0
Control Unit Kit L8.3.0. ,Built L11.3.0

THE 'PRODIGY'
For the smaller room or bank balance
Kit L13.7.6 complete. Built 16 gns.
Full stage -by -stage constructional details.
with price lists, etc., for either amplifier
2/8 post free.

INSTRUMENT CASES. 12 x 7 x 7 ins. Silver hammer
finish. :floinInitirn. 26/'.
MANSBRIDUE tAPALTFORS, 300 V. D.C. aka.
Suitable for crossover milts etc. A mF., ild. each:
I mF.. 6d. each: 4 mF., 9d. each.
MINIATURE MAINS TRANSFORMER. Fri. 0-100-
202-040 v. Secs. 250 v. 40 mA., 6.3 v. 1.3 amp. S a k
size 21 0 1; x Ilin., 10/6.
GENERAL PURPOSE LOW VOLTAGE TRANS-
FORMERS. Mains input 200-230-250 V. Outputs
3, 4, 5. 6. 8, 9, 10. 12, 15, 18, 24 and 30 V. at 2 A. 22/6.
BSA MOULDED VALVE HOLDERS, with 2in. screen.
1/3 each, 12-- du,
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. Gs V. 3 A. 10 -
LOUDSPEAKER FABRIC. Brown with gold thread.
2/6 poe .,,i. ft.
20 WATT AUTO TRANSFORMERS. 100-115-13C-
219-030.340 s. 8 6.
DARK MAROON SPEAKER GRILLES. Moulded
plastic, 75 x 45in., 1 6 emit.
BELLING -LEE L430 PROTECTIVE SWITGPIE3.
.3 amp., 1/3.
Please add approx. cost of postage. Lists available.

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD
287'289 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.?

Telephone Paddington 5891/7595
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V.Z. Electrical Service

ANNOUNCE
and

TAPE RECORDER
Service facilities to the Trade and general
public. Quick service-estimates free.

METERS
WE CAN SUPPLY

WITHIN 7-14 DAYS
a complete range of moving coil-
moving iron-electrostatic-thermo-
couple-also multirange meters-
meggers-pyrometers and laboratory
test instruments, etc.

All to B.S.89

Instruments tested and standardised on our
premises and replacements supplied from our

stock.

REPAIRS
Delivered 7-14 days

Our skilled craftsmen carry out re-
pairs or convert any types and makes
of single and multirange meters.

Where desired repairs are accepted on contract.

THE V.Z. ELECTRICAL SERVICE
9, NEWPORT PLACE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Telephone: GERrard 4861 (Retail 2613)

J. GREAVES
11, MARLBOROUGH RD., TOWN MOOR

DONCASTER

TERMS: Cash with order. All orders des-
patched same day. 6d. per item
postage. Post free over [3. .5%
discount on orders of £10 or over.

ALL VALVES BRAND NEW AND
GUARANTEED

Mail Ordei Only. NO CALLERS
IRS 7/6
IS5 6/6

19AQ5 10/- EL81 ... 12/-
35Z3 12/6 EL84 8/6

IT4 5/6 DF96 8/6 EY5I
...

9/6
3A4 5/6 EABC80 8/- EY8I 9/6
3V4 8/- EB91 4/6 EY86 9/6
5Y3GT ... 7/6 EBC90 7/6 EZ80 6/-
6AQ5 ... 7/- EBF80 8/6 EZ8I 6/6
6AT6 ... 7/6 EBF89 8/6 0C45 ... 12/6
6BA6 ... 6/- ECC40 12/6 OCT] ... 9y-
68E6 6/- ECC81 ... 7/6 PCC89 ... 14/6
6E116 5/- ECC83 ... 8/- PC F80 ... 10/6
6BR7 9/- ECC84 ... 9/6 PCL82 ... 10/6
6BW6 6/6 ECC85 ... 8/6 PCL84 ... I 1/-
6K7G 3/6 ECH81 ... 8/6 PL36 ... 14/6
6K7GT 5/6 ECL80 ... 9/6 PL8I ...II/6
6K8G 6/6 ECL82 ... 11/- PY32 13/-
6LI8 9/6 EF39 5/- PY8I 8/6
6L34 10/6 E F40 13/6 U26 I 2/-
6V6GT ... 6/6 EF80 6/6 UAF42 ... 9/-
7C6 8/- EF85 7/- UBC4I 7/6
7S7 9/6 EF86 12/- UF80 I 0/-
12AH8 ... 8/-EF89 8/- U L84 ... 8/6
1213E6 ... 8/6 EL32 5/- UY85 ... 6/6

New Metal Rectifiers
RM2 5/- RM4 11/6 RM5 17/6
14A86 ... 15/- 14A100 ... 18/- 14A130 ...21/-
18RA1-1-16-1 7/6 FC101 ... 15/- FC3I 19/6

LISTS FREE

WIRELESS WORLD JULY/AUGUST, 1959

THERMOSTATIC
SOLDERING IRON

CECO - 70 watt

HEATS UP HUICKLY-
1/ mins.-STAYS HOT-
but NEVER OVERHEATS
-BIT DOES NOT COR-

RODE OR NEED
CLEANING

WEIGHT -4/ ozs.
(Excluding Flex)

ALL PARTS INTER-
CHANGEABLE

The Thermostat is easily
adjusted to suit the
grade of solder and
keeps the temperature
to within 15"C. It
incorporates a micro -
switch giving snap
action on -off with mini-
mum electrical inter-
ference. Eliminates dry
oints and damage to

insulation. Element and
bit last much longer.

LIST PRICE 79/6 each
BRITISH PATENT No. 6632K

Available from Manufac-
turer --

CARD ROSS ENGINEERING
CO. LTD.

LEVENFORD WORKS
DUMBARTON

Phone: Dumbarton 65S

A. K. & L. G. SMITH LTD.
Manufacturers of :-

Electrical & Electronic Apparatus
Sub Assemblies, etc.

38 Nunhead Lane, Peckham, London, &C.15
Telephone: NEW Cross 7325

SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

COMPANY, LTD

of Torquay, Devon
require a

WORKS MANAGER

experienced in the manufacture of
electrical measuring indicating instru-
ments and preferably with a knowledge
of pyrometry. Must have ability to
control male and female labour on
large and small batch production, and
would be expected to assist in planning
the layout of new factory under con-
struction. Pension scheme in operation.
Good remuneration to the right man,
who will be answerable to the Managing
Director. The present staff have been
informed.
Applications, in own writing, in con-
fidence to the Managing Director,
Sifam Electrical Instrument Co. Ltd.,
Leigh Court, Torquay, should give
details of age, past experience, salary,
etc.

BRAND NEW
Ex. M.O.S.

RE-ENTRANT
LOUD HAILERS

HEAVY DUTY-ALL METAL
WEATHERPROOFED

20 watts Output, 15 ohms Impedance
Size: 15" dia. x 15" deep
Complete with 10 yards of cable

ONLY £8 CARR. 10/ -
Special Terms for Quantities

EXPORT FACILITIES NO PROBLEM

RADIO FACTORS LTD.
104 GIFFORD ST., LONDON, N.I

NORth 1814

VORTEXION
TAPE
RECORDERS

P A Equipment. Personal Recordings etc
Tape to Tape/Disc. Service

SALE OR HIRE
Griffiths Hansen (Recordings) Ltd.
24/25 Foley Street. London. WI AILISeval 2771

LOCKWOOD
ENCLOSURES

Used by every Broadcasting &
Television Authority in the
British Isles and Eire
for High Quality Monitoring.

LOCKWOOD & CO. (Woodworkers) LTD.
LOWLANDS ROAD, HARROW, MI DDX.

Instrumentation at its best . .

NOMORMISUMNMOn11111111111111UMM:

SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. LTD
LEIGH COURT - TOROUAY - Telephone 454718

SOUND EQUIPMENT

Tells you what's going on clearly

WEST NORWOOD S.E.2 7

Telephone: GIPsy Hill 1131 (7 lines)
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IS YOUR TV TUBE DIMMING?
YOU CAN EXTEND THE LIFE OF THAT
TUBE AND IMPROVE THE PICTURE

Pat. pend ing.
Reg. design.

8124

n 4! jai

ANY
VOLTAGE
PARALLEL
OR SERIES

All tube sizes.
Any base.

PR a 27/6
Package, Postage and
Insurance 2/6.

(Postal Orders.
C.W.O. C.O.D.)

One of the most common T.V. Tube faults is low
emission, resulting in loss of brightness, contrast.
definition and focus. The Sinclair Unit restores
the cathode emission and corrects the above faults
for a very low cost. Applicable to all sets operat-
ing off A.C. mains. (Emiscopes.)
IMPORTANT. State make and model No. of
set and tube in block capitals, please. Money
refunded if not satisfied.

 NO SOLDERING
 NO WIRING
 MST PLUG IN
 IT'S AUTOMATIC
 IT'S GUARANTEED!

SINCLAIR ELECTRONICS
Dept. WW, 18 Newport Court,

Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
Phone : REG 5520

"AS -NU"
REGUNNED
T.V. TUBES

Supplied from stock and
despatched by British Rail-
ways same day. Very good
prices, and the very best
tubes.

COMPLETE NEW GUNS
fitted in every tube and
fully guaranteed for NINE
MONTHS.

For lists of types in stock
and further details, contact

J. P. WRIGHT,
SHOTTON STREET,

DONCASTER.
Sole Distribution Agent.
Phone: DON. 2636 or 66252.

WIRELESS MARKETING CO.
29, PRAED STREET,
PADDINGTON, W.2

Phone : PAD. 1903

6 or 12 volt Pye car radio. Fit Ford
Popular. New. Boxed. E12/10/-. 33 gns.
5 -wave Pye car radio. New. Boxed. 12
volt. Few E17/19/6. SPECIAL OFFER!
£40 DIKTAT OFFICE T/R Comp. Mic. and
Tele. Adapt. Back space on mic. or
machine control. Loudspeaker output.
New and boxed 24 gns. P. & P. 5/-.
L3/14/- Stethoscope attach. 50/. extra.
£4119/- Philips T/R C32/15/-. 53 gns.
TK5 £32 comp. E31/10/; Walter T/R
E24/5/.. £51/10/- MAGNAFON T/R, new,
39 gns. 65 gns. Philips Major T/R
42 gns. Latest E84 PHILIPS 13/GRAM
AM -FM E49. A.C.-D.C. Ferguson L.S.M.
RIG £36. FM -AM chassis, famous maker,
E12/10/.. 8in. ext. Speaker in cabinet 15/6.
RiP Amplifiers incl. 7 x 4in. speaker 67/6.
4 -speed Amplifier R/P B.S.R. E12/19/6.
Turnover crystal inserts 18/6. 7in. L.P.
Tape 34/6. 7in. Std. Ferrograph Tape
24/6. 5, -in. Std. Tape 19/6. U.A.I 2 B.S.R.
03/1916. Stereo E10. Garrard RCI20
Mk. II wired Stereo E10. P. & P. 5/-.
Diodes-.0A7I, GEX34, MI, CG6E at 3/6.
EY51 12/6. EY86 11/6. DAF96 8/-. 6Q7
8/-. 5Y3 81-. 6X4 61-. 6Aq5 616. DM70
8/-. ECL80 11/6. ECL82 13/, 6Sg7 5/..
MU14 8/6. PL8 I 14/6. DK96 EB9 I
5/6. DH77 5/6. EF9I 6/6. EF50 4/6.
EF92 4/ I I. E Z80 8!-. E L4 I 9/-. EL84
8/6. IRS 6/11. 3S4 7/-. PYBI ISS
6/-. IT4 5/3. 3V4 7/6. 6K7m 4/6. 6V6
6/6. P. & P. 6d.
REBUILT C.R. TUBES. I2in. £6/1216.
I4in. E6/15/-. I7in. E7/17/6. 2lin. L13/1916.
6 months' GUARANTEE, carriage and
insurance 10/-.
Quantity bankrupt stock of RADIOS,
T/Vs, T/Rs, and portables. Competitive
prices. Bargains! Come to see us or
enquire -all welcome.

WRITE TO

sts]A MAST PROBLEM?
BEADON GARAGE BEADON ROAD LONDON W6 Telephone RIVerside 1124 and 7878

REPANCO MINI -3
A new local station pocket transistor

Radio.
 Size 5in. x x
 Long and Medium Wave.
 Dual Ferrite Aerials.
 Loudspeaker reception.
 Regenerative RF Reflex Circuit.

Send Now! I/6d. (post free) for
easy wiring plans, instructions and
price list.
Mail Order and Trade:

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL
PRODUCTS LTD.,

33 Much Park St., COVENTRY
Tel.: 62572

Wholesale Enquiries and Export:
REPANCO, LTD.,

O'Brien's Buildings, 203-269,
Foleshill Rd., COVENTRY.

Tel.. 40594

54 GNS.-"17"

A full specification I7in. Tele-
vision Receiver to Spencer -
West standards now available
at your Dealers. Remarkable
performance and priced at 54
Gns. only, complete.

For Leaflet apply to :-

SPENCER -WEST LTD.
Quay Works, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk
'Phone : 4908
Grams Spencer -West, Great Yarmouth

NEW BOOKS ON
RADIO & TELEVISION
Transistor Circuits by Catermole. Postage

2/-. 70/-.
Brimar Valve and T.V. Tube Manual.

New edition No. 8. Postage 8d. 6/-.
Hi-Fi Year Book 1959. Postage 1/-. 10/6.
Grundig Tape Recorder Book. Postage

8d. 12/6.
The A.R.R.L. Radio Amateurs Handbook.

1959 issue. Postage 1/9. 32/6.
Beginners Guide to Radio by Camm. 4th,

edition. Postage 9d. 7/6.
Basic Electronics by Daly and Greenfield.

Postage 1/3. 45/-.
T.V. Servicing by Patchett Vol. I. 5/-. Vol. 2

6/-, Vol. 3 5/-, Vol. 4 7/6. Postage on each
6d.

Principles of Transistor Circuits by Amos.
Postage 1/-. 21/,

The Oscilloscope Book by Bradley. Postage
6d. 5/-.

Mullard Circuits for Audio Amplifiers.
Postage 10d. 8/6.

Oscilloscope Equipment by Easterling.
Postage 6d. Si-.

UNIVERSAL BOOK CO.
12 LITTLE NEWPORT STREET

LONDON, W.C.2 (adjoining Lisle Street).
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More seals
than ever!
We are continually extending our range of

standard metal -to -glass seals as more and more

equipment designers realise their advantages. You

will find these Ediswan seals in such devices as:

indicating instruments, gyros, vibrators, transistors,

crystals, relays, transformers and vacuum systems.

Increasing use is being made of them in the

nuclear energy and guided weapon fields.

These metal -to -glass seals have excellent electrical

and mechanical properties with the added advantage

of being available in a wide variety of standard

designs which can be supplied promptly and

fitted easily-usually by soft soldering.

Our present range of seals embodies the latest

techniques and will almost certainly include types

suitable for your needs. If your product calls

for something out of the ordinary, let us know;

we are always ready to develop new seals to

meet special requirements where necessary.

Publication R.1843 will give you full

information about our standard range;

you are welcome to a copy.

Heard
about our

TRANSISTOR
HEADERS?

Thanks to recent big advances in our metal -to -glass
sealing techniques, increased production capacity
and highly developed systems of quality control, we
can now supply first quality transistor headers at
competitive prices. We are already supplying many
well-known transistor manufacturers. If you are
interested in cutting your transistor manufacturing
costs, ask us to quote for the type of headers you are
using and send you samples.

E DI SWAN
SIEMENS EDISON SWAN LIMITED

An A.E.I. Company.
155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2. Tel: GERrard 8660,

citc x6/2
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Only the Reflectograph Recorder offers so

many features for the serious recordist at

such a competitive price:

* 3 heads and separate record and replay

amplifiers enable instant comparison

between recording and recorded signals

to be made whilst recording.

* Lever controls provide fast forward and

reverse winding as well as "inching"

facilities for editing and instant stop

and start. Sound available if required.

* Straight -slot tape threading. Accom-

modation for 81" reels. Clock -type tape

position indicator. 3 Garrard motors.

-11. Peak Level recording meter. 2 matched

loudspeakers. High and low level inputs.

Outputs for eeeee nal amplifier or loud-

speaker.

Only the Reflectograph Recorder has the unique continuously variable speed control.
In conjunction with the built-in stroboscope this enables both the recording and
reproducing .speeds to be set and maintained precisely at n and 74 i.p.s. Absolute
pitch is thus ensured-a fact that will be appreciated by professional recordists andmusicians alike.

UNIQUE GUARANTEE Your Reflectograph
Recorder carries a one year's free service guarantee
which includes valves. Service is undertaken within 24
hours' notice by trained engineers of the E.M.I.
Company. For a small annual fee, this fully comprehen-
sive maintenance guarantee may be extended for up to
20 years.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION Power Output: 3 watts ;Frequency
Response: 45-12,000 c/s ± 3dB; Equalisation: strictly to C.C.I.R.
specification; Signal-to-noise ratio: better than- 45dB (unweighted,
including hum); Sensitivity for max. recording level: lmV. (microphone
input) 50-200inV. (radio or pick-up input); Output from playback pre-
amplifier: 200mV. R.M.S.; Wow and flutter: Better than 0.2% R.M.S.
as measured on G.B.- Kalee Flutter Meter.

WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY
P. Wilson in "The Gramophone" D. W. Aldous in"Gramophone Record Review'This is without doubt the most versatile domestic tape recorder ...and the "I have never heard better quality at 71 i.p.s. from any tape recorderquality both of its recording and its playback is of exceptionally high that has passed through my hands . ."standard . . . I know of no better . . ."

Model 500 Monophonic Recorder with provision for stereo ion. 94 GNS. Model 570 Stereophonic Recorder and Reproducer 149 GNS.

Owing to the demand for the Reflectograph only a few dealers are able to carry stocks. The following should haUe an instrument available for demonstration:
LONDON
E.C.4. City Sale & Exchange Ltd.
N.4. Sypha Sound Sales Ltd.
N.13: Janos. & Adams Ltd.

John Trapp Ltd.
N.W.5. Starr Audio
N.W.6. The Recorder Co.
S.W.1. Harrods Ltd.
S.W.16. Francis of Streatham
S.W.18. R.E.W. (Earlsfield) Ltd.
W.I. B. Bennett & Sons Ltd.

Discurio
E. C. Kingsley & Co.
H.M.V. Showrooms
Lasky's Raclin. (Harrow Ltd.) Ltd..
Webb's Radio

W.2. Lee Electronics
Sound Tape Vision
Tele Radio (1943) Ltd.
Teletape

W.C.1. Imhofs Ltd.
W.C.2. Bishop Sound & Electrical Co. Ltd.

Modern Electrics Ltd.
ABINGDON. The Studio (Abingdon) Ltd.
ALDERSHOT. Tingley's Ltd.,
AMMER. K.L.W. Cook
BATH. C. Milsom & Son
BEDFORD. Barkers
BELFAST. Radio 26 of Gresham Street
BEXLEYHEATH. Broadway Radio
BIRMINGHAM, 1. Jewkes & Co. Ltd.
EIRMINGFIAM, 5. Griffin Radio Ltd.

BOLTON. Harker & Howarth
BRISTOL, 1. Audio Bristol
BROMLEY. Howard Photographic
BURTON -ON -TRENT.

Lancaster & Thorpe Ltd.
CAMBRIDGE. H. W. Peak Ltd.

G. P. Reece
CANTERBURY. Messrs. Gouldens
CARDIFF. James Howell & Co. Ltd.
CARLISLE. Messrs. Misons
CHELMSFORD. Maxton Hayman Ltd.
COVENTRY. R.E.S. (Coventry) Ltd.
CROYDON. Classic Electrical Co. Ltd.
DEWSBURY. James W. Thorns Ltd.
EDINBURGH, 3. A. R. Bolton & Co.

Geo. Jeffrey Ltd.
EXETER. Fildews (Engineers) Ltd.
FARNHAM. Lloyd & Keyworth Ltd.
GLASGOW, C.3. Alex. Biggar Ltd.
GLASGOW, N.W. Twentieth Century Movie,
GT. YARMOUTH. Norfolk Radio
GREEN FORD. Home Electrics Ltd.

 GUILDFORD. J. A. Townsend Ltd.
HAYES. Rowleys Electrical Ltd.
HIGHCLIFFE-ON-SEA. J. H. Wood
HIGH WYCOMBE. M. W. KeenLtd.
HUDDERSFIELD. Lauries Film Services Ltd.
HYTHE. H. J. Horsley Ltd.
JERSEY. Regent Radio Ltd.
KIDDERMINSTER. F. W. Long
LEEDS, 1. Beckett Film Services Ltd.

Valiance & Davison Ltd.
Please write for 4 page fully tlustrated leaflet.

LEIGH. John Shinn & Sons Ltd.
LIVERPOOL, 1. Beaver Radio (Liverpool) Ltd.
LIVERPOOL, 23. The Lambda Record Co. Ltd.
MAIDSTONE. High Fidelity (Maidstone) Ltd.
MANCHESTER, 3. High Fidelity

Developments Ltd.
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.

Payne & Hornsby Ltd.
NOTTINGHAM. Don Briggs Kinescope

Service Ltd.
Nottingham Tape Recorders

OSWESTRY. Power's Radio Ltd.
OXFORD. G. Horn & Son

L. Westwood
PETERBOROUGH. Elektron Services Ltd.

Roy Spackman
PLYMOUTH. H. Jones & Co. (Plymouth) Ltd.
PORTSMOUTH. Alfred A. Jacobs'
READING. Hickie & Hickie Ltd.
RHYL. Batty's (Rhyl) Ltd.
ROMFORD. A. H. Silcocks & Son Ltd.
SALISBURY. J. F. Sutton
SOUTHAMPTON. Wm. Martin Photographic

Services
J. F. Sutton
University Cameras

TRURO. John Fry Ltd.
TUNBRIDGE WELLS. Goulden & Curry Ltd.
WOLVERHAMPTON. Arthur J. May.Ltd.
WORCESTER. Johnson Sound Service
WORTHING. Bowers & Wilkins Ltd.
WEST WORTHING. The Music Shop

MULTIMUSIC LTD., MAYLANDS AVENUE, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS. TEL: BOXMOOR 3636




